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This issue of the Index to NASA News Releases and Speeches contains a listing of news releases
distributed by the Office of Public Affairs, NASA Headquarters, and a selected listing of speeches
presented by members of the Headquarters staff during 1986. This Index supplements the previous
issues that were identified as Index to NASA News Releases and Speeches 1963-1966, and the
Supplements for 1967 through 1985.
The Index is arranged in six sections -- Subject Index, Personal Names Index, News Release
Number Index, Accession Number Index, Speeches, and News Releases.
Section 1 (Subject Index) contains subject headings arranged alphabetically that describe the con-
tents of the items indexed. Under each heading, the user will find references, as applicable, to
Speeches (05 for Section 5) and News Releases (06 for Section 6) containing information on that
subject entry, and in many cases, cross-references to related subject headings.




T_LE , NASA ANE _AA LAUNCE NINE 5E_A_ E£3EARCH PEOJECTG6 _[NASA R£L_S_-£6-1_3] P86-10203
_tASE NUMBER _ "q_'"_"'_ AC C ES SION NU M BER
Two types of cross-references are used:
A) S for 'SEE' directs the user to a subject heading where references can be found, e.g.,
COMSAT
S COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORP.
B) SA for 'SEE ALSO' directs the user to related subject headings where additional references
may be found, e.g.,
COMMUNICATION SATELLITES
SA TELESAT SATELLITES
Section 2 (Personal Names Index) contains personal names arranged alphabetically that identify
the persons mentioned in the items indexed or, in the cases of speeches, the persons that made
the speeches.
An example of an entry from the Personal Names Index follows:
PERSONAL SEE SECTION 06
NAME _ G J EE N • _ FOR ADDITIONALk]"I L1EIA R INFORMATION
TITLE_._.._.___----_ NASA _RMINA_IE DEVEEOFBE_ Cf SHUTTL_/CEN_AU_ ./UPPER STAG_
NASA RELEASE NUMBER / [ S JSA E._LIASI-& 6-8C ] P86-I01_,0 O0
_ ACCESSION NUMBER
iii
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
As indicated in the examples, each index entry in Sections 1 and 2 contains the title, accession
number, and reference section.
Section 3 (News Release Number Index) lists all numbered NASA News Releases in numerical
order with the corresponding accession numbers. An example of the News Release Number Index
follows:
NASA






Section 4 (Accession Number Index) lists all items by accession number in numerical order with
the corresponding reference section (05 for Speeches, 06 for News Releases), in which the item
is described in detail, and the news release number, if any.
An example of the Accession Number Index follows:
ACCESSION
NUMBER_






Section 5 (Speeches) lists the speeches indexed in this publication, arranged in accession number
order. Each entry contains the title of speech, speaker, date of release, and other reference
information.
An example of an entry from the Speeches listing follows:
ACCESSION
NUMBER- _ P_6-_003q
.._S_A_MENI OF £B. _ILLIAM B. G_AUAM BEFORE TUE
TITLE// CCMMITTEE ON SCI_NCE AND T_CEN6LCGY; HOUSE OF
_PRESEN_A_VES
..,..._G_AE&E, _ILLIAM _.





Section 6 (News Releases) lists the news releases, press briefings, news conference transcripts,
and other public information releases indexed in this publication, arranged in accession number
order. Each news release item contains the title, date of release, News Release Number (if any),
and other reference information.
An example of an entry from the News Releases listing follows:
ACCESSION NUMBER._ P86-10002
TITLE -
_-SASA RENAMES _LAN_TAR¥ MISSICN5 IO YENUS AND MA_S






The contents of this index were printed by computer. This necessitates, in certain instances, the
substitution of computer symbols for the more familiar printed symbols. These include the use
of * for ',/Ques/for ?, and - for :. The symbols < and > immediately before and after the title
of the entry tell the user that the entry was originally untitled and that a title was created by the
compilers of the index. Finally, in Section 2 o- the Personal Names Index -- the symbol + is
used to identify speeches presented by the person under whose name they are indexed.
Copies of documents cited in this index are available to NASA offices on request from the NASA
Scientific and Technical Information Facility, P.O. Box 8757, B.W.I. Airport, Maryland, 21240.
Requests for copies of the index itself should be addressed to the Scientific and Technical
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INDEX TO NASA NEWS RELEASES AND SPEECHES
1986
Typical Subject Index Listing
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The titre of the news release or speech _s used as the prime retneval point The acces-
sion number is located under and to the right of the title and is followed by a two-dlgd




DELTA 178 ACCI[ENT BOARD EINDINGS
[NASA RELEASe-E6-85] P86-101_5 06
AE$OR_TICN SPECINA
SCIEN_ISYS MiKE FIRST DEFI_IYE IDENTIFICATION OF
WAYER IN CENEY_
[NASA RELEASE-E6-4] P86-10005 06
&CA INDOSTRIRS, INC., CAIIE.
NASA IC EV_LOAIE JCINED _I_G CONCEPT NITH SMALL
D_SINESS fI_N
[NASA RELEASE-E6-_] P86-10085 06
NASA 1986: _EE IEA_ IN _E_IEW
[NASA REIEASE-£6-177] P86-102q5 06
ACADBB_ OE SC/E|CES. O.S.5. S.
SA IBYEECCSNCS COUNCIL, 0._._.E.
EXCERPTS O_ _EEARKS PB_PABEE FOE DELIVERY: _EDIA
SEMINAR CN O._. SPACE fCIIE_; LOS ANGELES,
CAIIECENIA 986-10263 05
ACCESS RIP. /_PACE ERECTAEIE S_RRCTORES/
S_AYEBENY £f B1CHAEE H. I_01% BEFORE IHE
SUBCOMNITT_E CN SCIENCE, XE_HNOLOGY AND SPACE,
CO_81Y_EE CN CCMNE_CE, SCIenCE AND TRANSPORTATION.
UNIYEE STA_ES SBNAT_ P86-I0105 05
S_AYENENT CF GCHN D. HCCG_ E_ORE THE SUBCO_EITTEE
ON SCIENCE, _ECHNCLCGY AND SBACE, COMNI_TEE ON
COBNE_CE, _C1ENCE AND YBAN_EC_ATION, HNIYED
SIAIES SENAIE 986-10109 05
STATE,ANT (f _]CBAR_ H. _SUi_ BEFORE THE
SUBCONBITTEE C_ SCIENCE, _CBNOLOGY AND SPACE,
CC_MI_IEE (N CCE_ERCI, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STA_ES _ENA_ P86-I0111 05
STATEBENT CE EICHAR_ E. Y_UI% BEFORE THE
SHBCOBBIII_E CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COBNI_YEE CN SflENCI ANI _}C_NCLCGY. HO_SE UP
REPRESeNTAtiVES P86-10112 05
EXCEEf_S F}ON REMARKS PR_B_£D FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AMABDS CEHENE_Y, LANGLEY _SEABCH CEN_EH
P86-I0267 05
ACCIDENT INYRST_GAIXO_
NASA BOSTfCNES GAIIIEC, UI%SSES, ASTRO-I LAUNCHES
SUBJECTINDEX
MAY 1987
[NASA RELEASE-86-11] 986-10012 06
THOMPSON TO EAN&GE NASA TASK FORCE
[NASA RELERSE-86-20] P86-t0021 06
NASA _ASK FORCE ASSIGNNENTS DETAILED
[NASA RELE_SE-86-2_] P86-I0025 06
NASA NHQ-86-02-08 BUDGET BRIEFING P86-I0028 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: APPOINTRENT OF JESSE MOORE AND
RICHARD TRUL_ P86-I0029 05
NASA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-I0030 05
S_ATEMRNT OF DR. NILLIAE R. GRAHAH BEFORE THE
SUBCO_BITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECRNOLOGI AND SPACE;
COR_ITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED ST&_RS SENATE P86-10031 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: SRB MATTERS P86-10032 05
STATE_ENT OF DR. WILLIAM R. GRAHA_ BEFORE _HE
COMBITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: DOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I003_ 05
SPACE SHHTTLE JOINT REV!EN P86-10035 05
SEARCH RECOVERY RECONSTRUCTION P86-10036 05
HECCNS2RUCTION AND ANALYSIS P86-10037 05
ORBITER TEA_ P86-I0038 05
SPACE SHUTTLE MA/N ENGINE P86-I0039 05
STS 51-L INCIDENT INVESTIGATION P86-100_0 05
_1-i EAULT TREE P86-100ql 05
STS 51-L TIME LINE PS6-_OOq2 05
STATEMENT BT THE INTERAGENC! NHCLEAR SAFET_ REVIEN
PANEL BEFORE THE SUBCOBMITTRE ON ENERG_ RESEARCE
AN_ PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ONSCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; UNITED S_AYES
HOOSE OF REPRESENTATIYES P86-100_3 05
STAIEBENT OF NILLIAM R. GRARAB BEFORE THE
SUBCC_BITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COM_ITTEE ON SCIENCE AND tECHNOLOGY; HO_SE OF
RRPRESENTATIYES P86-100_ 05
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COBBISSION ON _BE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-100q7 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PR_EEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P86-100_8 05
OFFICIAL T_ANSCEIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBSISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION F_ERUA_¥
6, 1_86 P86-I00_9 05
PRESENTATION TO _HE PRESIDENTIAL CO_MISSION ON _HE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUAR! 10, 19_6
P86-10050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMNISSiON ON SPACE SBUTTLE




OPEICIAL IRANSCEIPT PEOCEEEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCHNISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHAILfNGEE ACCIEENT, PfERU|RX 25, 1986
F86-10052 05
OFFICIAL _EANSCEIPT PECCEfEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCNMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT _EBRUA_f 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
OEBICIAL TEANSCEIPT PROCEf_INGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CN SRACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, EEBRUJRY 27, 1986
P86-1005_ 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCE|EINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTI|L COMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDEN_ P86-10055 05
EXECUTIVE CE_EE: PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON TEE
SPICE SBUTTL_ CE&LIENGEE ACCI£ENT P86-I0056 05
STATEMENT CE blLLIAM R. GRAHAN REFOEE THE
COHEI%_EE CN SCIENCE AND _fCBNOLOG_; EOUSE OF
EEfEETENTATIIEE P86-10062 05
PRESIDENTIAL CCMMISSION CN TEE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt. OMEN EEAEINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS TASK _CECE PRESENTATIONS,
FRIDAY, MABCE _1 P86-10069 05
REMARKS PRfPAB_D FOE DELIVEHX: NASA CENTERS AND
HEADQUARTERS P86-10076 05
DESTACKIMG DE _|-G ELEMENTS A_E MODIFICATIONS TO
OHEITEES _LA_NfD
[NASA HELEASI-_6-37] P86-I0080 06
US_ PRESERVER REASSIGNfE
[NASA RELEASE-86-39] P86-10082 06
C_N CABIN EICCVERY OPEEATICN_ COMPLETED
[NASA EELEASE-_6-q6] P86-10089 06
STATEMENT EX REAR AEEIRAI _EULY
[NASA RELIAS_-£6-52] P86-10U96 06
NASA HAMRS DELTA 178 INVRS21GATION BOARD
[NASA RELEASE 66-57] P86-10100 U6
REMARKS PREPARED ECR DELIVEEI: AEROSPACE 86 -
AIAA ANNUAl MELTING, ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA
P86-I0103 05
REMARKS PRePAreD EOE D_IIVERE: TRIBD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CCREERENCE, PAIC ALTO, CALIEORNIA
P86-I0104 05
STATEMENT C_ _CHAR_ H. IRULf BEFORE TEE
SUECCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE CN COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNI_I£ STATES _ENATE P86-I0106 05
STATEMENT OF _ICHA_E H. TE_LI BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIENCE, TECENOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITE£ STATES fENATR P86-1Olll 05
STATEMENT OE RICHARD H. _RDI_ BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE ANE T_CENOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10112 05
OFFICIAL _RANSCRIPT PBOC_EEINGS BEFORE
PRESIdENTIAl COMMISSION CR SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALLENGEH ACCIDENT, MA_CE _I, 1986 P86-I011_ 05
_HCMAS ASSUMES RESPCNSIBIIIIY FOR SEN REDESIGN
[NASA RELEASE-E6-58] P86-I0116 06
GROUP TO EEVIEb SPACE S_ITLE MANAGEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-{6-76] P86-10136 06
MISSION 51-E EIIGBT READINESS REVIE_ VIDEO TAP_
LOCATED
[NASA RELEAS_-_6-77] P86-10137 06
DELTA 178 ACCIDENT BOAED FINDINGS
[NASA RELEASE-86-85] P86-101q5 06
HEN SAFETY OFFICE AND POSITION ESTABLISHED
[NASA RELEASE-86-87] P86-101q7 06
CHALLENGER TAPE STATUS
[NASA RELEASE-86-93] P86-I0153 06
NASA RELEASES CHALLENGER TRANSCRIPT AND REPORT ON
CAUSE OF DEATH
[NASA RELEASE-86-100] P86-101_0 U6
SHUTTLE MISSION 51-L RECOVERY OPERATION ENDS
[NASA RELEASE-86-121] P86-10181 06
NASA TO TRANSCRIBE MISSION 51-L PRELAUNCH TAPE
[NASA RELEASE-86-135] P86-10195 06
NASA RELEASES 51-L PRELAUNCH INTERCOM TAPE
TRANSCRIPTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-137] P86-10197 06
NASA SELECTS HORIZONTAL CONFIGURATION FOR JOINT T_ST
[NASA RELEASE-86-139] P86-10199 06
NASA ANNOUNCES PLANS FOR DISROSITION OF CHALLENGEE
DEBRIS
[NASA HELEASE-86-1@I] P86-10201 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVEEI:
REPUBLICAN WOMEN'S FEDERAL EORUM, CAPITOL RILL
CLUB, WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0207 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVER_: PAY
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, MASELNGTON, D.C.
P_6-10211 05
NASA 1986: THE YEAS IN EEVIEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102q5 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: MARSHALL SPACE





DELTA 178 ACCIDENT BOARD FINDINGS
[NASA RELEASE-86-85] P86-I01_5 06
ACRE
S AIRCRAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAM
ACID RAIN
AMAZCN FORESTS SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECT GLOBAL AIR
QUALITY
[NASA EELEASE-86-6_] P86-1012_ 06
STATEEEN_ OF DE. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: EARTH SYSTEM SCIENCE PRESS
CONFERENCE; WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0257 05
ACTIVE CAVIT! RADIOMETER IERADXA_CE MON.
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
ACTIVE M_GEETOSPBERIC PARTICLE TRACER EXP.
S_ATRMHNT OF RURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COHMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
ACTUATORS
STS 51-L TIME LINE P86-100q2 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PEOCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEERUABI
6. 1586 P86-100_9 05
OEEICIAL THANSCEIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
A-2
SUBJECTINDEX ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY ADVISORY CON.e NASA
AD-| AIRCRAFT
NASA _0 EVALQATE JOINED WING CCNCEPT blTH SMALL
BOSINESS F]Hfl




HCCRE APPOINTEE DIRECTOH, JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
[NASA RE[IAS_-E6-9] P86-10010 06
TRUIY APPOINTED SPACE _I]G£T ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
[NASA RELEASE-86-15] P86-I0016 06
NASA SPACE ELIGH_ DIPU_Y ASSOCIATE ADBINISTRATOR
NAMED
[NASA RELHASE-E6-16] P86-I0017 06
THOMPSON TC SAVAGE NASA _ASK PORCH
[NASA HELIASE-£6-20] P86-I0021 06
HUTCHINSON LEAVES SPACE S_A_CN POS_
[NASA HELIASE-£6-21] P86-I0022 06
PRESS CCNEERINCE: JPPCININENT OF JESSE HOORE AND
RICHARD TRUE_ P86-I0029 05
OFFICIAL _RANSCRIP_ PRCCIEEINGS BEFORE
PRESIEENTIAL CCMflISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGEH ACCIDENt, ERERUARY 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
KINGSEURY TO BIAD NASA SCLIE ROCKET MOTOR TEAM
[NASA REIIASE-£6-36] P86-10079 06
_HCMPSON NAMR_ NASI SAEETY EIRRCTOR
[NASA HELEASI-E6-45] P86-I0088 06
STATEMENT CE JOHN C. HRIZENEINE BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIENCE, _ECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE CN COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORtATiON,
UNITED STATES SENAIE P86-I0105 05
OFFICIAL TEANECRIP_ PRCCIEDINGS BEFORE
PRISIDENTIAL COMMISSION CN SPACE SHUITLE
CBALLHNGEN ACCIDENT, THURSEA_ APRIL 3, 1966
P86-I0115 05
THOMAS ASSHNIS EES_CNSIHIIITY FOR SRM REDESIGN
[NASA RELEASH-66-58] P86-10116 06
FLETCHER BPGINS SECOND TRSE AS NASA ADMINISTRATOR
[NASA RELIASI-_6-60] P86-I0118 06
STATEBENT OF JAMES C. PI_CEER, NASA
ADMINISTBATOR; PRESS CCNF_PE_CR, NASA
HEADQUARTERS, WASHINGTON, B.C. P86-|0121 05
HARSHAil DIReCtOR _C BE_I_E
[NASA RELEASE-_6-72] P86-I0132 06
RRRH£ISEEIMER A_POINTED COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS DEPUTY
[NASA RELEASE-E6-7%] P86-10139 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE STATION ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOE, NE_ PROGRAM S_AHCTHBE
[NASA REIEASP-E6-8_] P86-I01_ 06
KSC DIRECTOR SMITH TO R_TIIE
[NASA RELEASE-E6-89] P86-101q9 06
TRCNPSCN A}PCINTED EIRECTOR, MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT
CENTER
[NASA REIEASE-_6-16_] P86-10166 06
ASTRONAUT EAUCE NAMED DEPOTY POE NASA EXTERNAL
RELATIONS
[NASA RELIASI-£6-107] P86-10167 06
ASTRONAUT ElSE NAMED SPECIAl ASSISTANT FOE
SIEATIGIC }LARKING
[NASA RELtASI-_6-11q] P86-1017_ 06
NASA ANNODKCES PLAN FOE SPACE STATION REVIEW
[NASA RELIAS_-E6-11£] P86-I0176 66
MCCAE_NE_ NAMED KENNEDY SPACE CENTER DIRECTOR
[NASA RE/EASE-86-117] P86-10177 06
SHUTTER MISSION 51-L RECOVERY OPERATION ENDS
[NASA RELEASE-86-121] P86-I0181 06
SPACE STATION DEPUTY ASSOCIATE ADMIHISTRAICRS NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-86-125] P86-10185 06
EXTERNAL RELATIONS ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATORS NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-86-130] P86-10190 06
BOONE REASSIGNED. COHEN NAMED JSC DIRECTOR
[NASA RELEASE-86-138] P86-I0198 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
REPUBLICAN WOMEN'S FEDERAL FORHM, CAPITOL HILL
CLUB. WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0207 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
NATIONAL ISSUES FORUM ON THE U.S. SPACE PROGRAM:
DIRECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE, BROOKINGS INSTITHTION,
NASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10209 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVEH_: RAY
GROUP OF BHSINESS EXECUTIVES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
ASTRONAUT GREGORY NAKED TO HEW POST IN
HEADQUARTERS SAFETY OFFICE
[NASA HELEASE-86-1_5] P86-I0213 06
MYERS BECOMES NASA DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR
[NASA BELEASE-86-1_9] P86-I0217 06
SENIOR STAFF CHANGES MADE AT JOHNSON SPACE CEN_ER
[NASA RELEASE-86-151] P86-I0219 06
MOSER TO HEAD SPACE S_ATION PROGRAM OFFICE
[NASA RELEASE-86-152] P86-I0220 06
PERSONNEL CHANGES ANNOUNCED AT MARSHALL SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER
[NASA HELEASE-86-16_] P86-I0232 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN HEVIEN
[NASA RE/EASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
NASA ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR ANNOUNCES PLANNED
DEPARTURE
[NASA RELEASE-86-182] P86-10250 Ob
ASTRONAUT NEITZ NAMED JOHNSON SPACE CENTER DEPUTY
DIRECTOR
[NASA RELEASE-86-183] P86-10251 06
NASA AWARDS CONIBACT EXTENSION TO EG&G FLOHIDA, INC.
[NASA RELEASE-86°18_] P86-10252 06
ADVANCED COMMUNICAIIONS TECHNOLOGY SAT.
BACKGROUND MATERIAL: NASA FY 1987 BUDGET BRIEFING
P86-10027 05
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COHM!TTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
ADVANCED D_V. PROG. /SPACE STATION/
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCCMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE, COMMITTEE ON
COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STA_ES SENATE P86-I0109 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HODGH BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, COHMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
ADVAHCED SOLAR OBSERVATORY
STATEHENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE TEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
ADVANCED STIRKIM6 CONVERSION STSTEN
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS FOR DESIGNING ADVANCED PONER
SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-86-156] P86-1022q 06
AD¥&NCED TBCENOLOGY AD¥ISO_T COll., NASA
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. BODGE BEFORE THE SUBCCMMITTEE
A-3
ADVAHCED TURECP|GE PRCGRAff SUBJECT ZNDKX
ON SCIENCE, _ECHNOLCG¥ AN£ SEACRe CCNNITTEE ON
CCMMERCE, SCIENCE AND I_ANSfC_TATION, UNITED
STAT_S SENATE P86-10109 05
ADVANCED TUREO_RO_ PRCGEAN
NASA PREDICTS fiEVOI_TIONAR¥ ADVANCES IH AIRCRAFT
PER_ORRANCE
[NASA RELEASE-E6-1S] P86-I0014 06
STATEMENT CE DR. WILLIAM R. GRAHAM DE, ORE THE
CCNMIXTEE CN SCIENCE AND _CbNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRES_NTATI_E_ P86-10034 05
STATEMENT OF EATNOND S. CCILACAT BEFORE THE
SUECCNMITI_E CN SCIENCE, T_CENOLOGT AND SPACE;
COMMITTEE CN CCMMERCEo SCieNCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED STA_ES _ENAIR P86-10064 05
STATEBENT Cf _ILLIAE R. GfiAEAB, ACTING
ADNINISTRATOR: NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-10205 05
EXCERPTS FRCM _EMANSS P_EEAF_ FOB DEZIVER¥: HONOR
AWARDS CERENCNI, LEWIS EES_ASCE C_NTEE
P86-I0268 05
A_TANCED I-BA! A$1ROPRISICS _ACILITI
S X-RAY ASTIOIH¥SICS EACIII_X
AERIAl PHCTOGSAfRI
NASA SCHEDULES PIV_ EXPEN[AELE LAUNCHES FOR 1986
[NASA RELEASE-86-32] P86-10072 06
AEROERAKIRG
EXCERRTS FRC_ REMARKS P_EfANE_ FOR DELIVERT: FAY
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-I0211 05
AEIOCCRSORTIgB. NRIGHTNOOD. CAIIE.
CCMBERCIAL DR¥_LOP_ENT CR_I_R CANDIDATES NABED
[NASA REL_ASE-E6-_9] P86-I0092 06
AEEODTRARIC TEST |ARGE
S EDWARDS AIE, CALIF.
ARRODTNABICS
NASA PREDICTS RE¥CIUTIC_ARI AEVARCES IN AIRCRAFT
P_RFORNANCE
[NASA RELEAS_-_6-13] P86-10014 06
STATEMENT Of NAXMOND S. CCILA_A_ BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE OR SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COBNI_TEE CN CCRREECE, SCItNCE AND TRANSPORTATICN;
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-I0064 OS
NATICNAI AERCSEACE PLANE RRCGRAN AWARDS CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-_I] P86-10084 06
NASA TO EVALUATE JOINED NI_G CONCEPT WITH SNALL
B_51NESS FIE8
[NASA REL_ASE-E6-q_] 986-10085 06
OEEICIAL _EARSCRIP2 PHOC_ING5 BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCRMISSION CR SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, MARCR 21, 1986 P86-1011q 05
NEE SUPER CONPHTER SUPPORTS KEY NASA PROJECTS
[NASA EELEAS_-_6-7q] P86-1013q 06
NASA SDPERCDMPUTER S¥STEE _0 BECOME AVAILABLE
NATIONALLI
[NASA RELEAS|-86-92] 986-10152 06
NASA/ROD HYRHID RESEARCH AIRCRAFT ROLLED OUT
[NASA EELEASE-£6-113] P86-10173 06
i_OOg2 STRATEGIC PROFRLSICi CC., C_LIP.
NASA ANANDS S_OD_ CONtRACtS }OR SHUTTLE SOLID
ROCKET ROTORS
[NASA REIEASE-_6-12q] P86-10184 06
AEBOJET ;_CBS_S_EN CO_., SAC_AEERTO. CA..
SPACE STATION AUXIIIAR_ THROSTER TECBNOLOGY
DEBONSTRATED
[NASA EELEASE°_6-65] P86-10125 06
A_OJET TBCBSISIEES CC., SACRARNRTO. CA.
NASA SELECTS PRATT 8 RRITHEI FOR ALTERNATE
_OREOFUNE EEVEIO_N_RT
[NASA RELEASE-86-112] P86-10172 06
A_RONAUT_CAL RESE&BCB
SA STALL/SPIN RESEARCH
NASA PREDICTS REVOLUTIONARY ADVANCES IN AIRCRAFT
PEBFORBARCE
[NASA RELEASE-86-13] P86-1001_ 06
BACKGROUND MATERIAL: NASA FY 1987 BUDGET £BIEFING
P86-I0027 05
NASA NHQ-86-02-08 BUDGET BRIEFING P86-10028 05
STATEMENT OF RATMOND S. COLLADAT BEFORE THE
SGBCOMNITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
CONHITTEE ON CONNERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-1006q 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIYERY: GODDARD BENORIAL
SYMPOSIUM, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GHE_NEELT,
MARYLAND P86-I0075 05
NATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE PROGRA8 AWARDS CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-ql] P86-1008q 06
RENARES PREPARED FOH DELIVERY: AEROSPACE 86 -
AIAA ANNUAL MEETING, ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA
P86-10103 05
STATENENT OF JOHN C. BRIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCOHflITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
OOMRITTEE ON CONNERCE_ SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNIIED STATES SENATE 986-10105 05
STATEMENT OF WILLIAN R. GRAHAH, ACTING
ADHINISTRATOH: NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-I0205 05
EXCERPTS FRON REBARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
ANNUAL HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY, ARES RESEARCH
CENTER; ROFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA P86-I0212 05
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-10245 06
EXCERPTS OF REflARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_: _EDIA
SEMINAR ON U.S. SPACE POLICY; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P86-10263 05
EXCEEPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
AGENCY-WIDE HONOR AWARDS CERERONY P86-10266 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREMONY, LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
P86-10267 05
_XCERPTS FROE RENARKS PREPARED ¥OR DELIVERT: HONOR
AWARDS CEREMONY, LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
P86-10268 05
EXCERPTS FROB REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: 1986
NASA S_NPOSIUN ON QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY;
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10270 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED YON DELIVEE_:
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS ANNUAL MEETING;
ORLANDO, FLORIDA P86-10271 05
AEROSOLS
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDBLSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOREITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CONMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGT; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
NASA SCIENTISTS SEEK CAOSE OF EAST COAST CICLCRES
[NASA RELEASE-86-30] 986-100;0 06
AMAZON FORESTS SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECT GLOBAL AIR
QUALITY
[NASA RELEASE-86-64] P86-1012_ 06
AEROSPACE IRDUSTRIES ASSOC.,. OF ARERICA
NASA ADEINISTR&TOR CALLS FOR NEW ORBITER, SPACE
STATION IN 1994
[NAS_ RELEASE 86-66] P86-18126 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: AEROSPACE
INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION OF ANERICA BOARD OF
A-q
SUBJECT INDEX AIR FONCEG goS.
GOVERNORS MEETING, WILLIAMSEU_G, VIRGINIA
P86°10206 05
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
STATEMENT CF BRETON I. EUEISCN BEFORE THE
SUBCCBMITTEE CN SPACE SCIEICE AND APPLICATIONS:
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPEESENTA_IVE_ P86-|0065 05
REMARKS PREP|RED FOR DELIVERY: GODDARD MEMORIAL
SYMPOSIUM, GCEIARB SPACE EIIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MARYLAND P86-10075 05
RRBARNS PNEPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDABD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND P86-10101 05
MARS CON}E_ENCE DRA_S INTEENAIIONAL INTEREST
[NASA BELEASE-EC-91] P86-10151 06
|EROSPACR SAFET1 ADVISOR! PANRL
Of RICIAL TRANSCRIPT PRCCE_£1NGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAl COMMISSION CN SPACE SHBTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt: AE_ERNCCN SKSSION FEBRUARY
6, 1986 P86-I0049 05
STATEMENT C_ JCHN C. EHIZENEINE BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITIEE CN SCIENCE, _ECBNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMIITER CN COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STAIRS _ENA_E P86-I0105 05
ROTTER NAMED NASA _EV]SCRY _ANEL CHAIRMAN
[NASA RELEAS_-66-154] P86-10222 06
A_OSPACEPLANES
SA HERMES MANNED SfACEIIA_E
SA NAtIONAl AEfCSPACE fIARE RRCGRAM
SA X-30 AIRCRAFT
NASA NHQ-66-{2-08 BUDGET ES]EFING P86-10028 05
STATEMENI CF _R. WILLIAM _. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND _CHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTA_I_S P86-1003q 05
STATEMENT C_ WILLIAM R. G_AHAM BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND _}CRNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REERESENTAT]VES P86-I0062 05
REMARKS PREPARED FCR DEliVERY: GODDABD MEMORIAL
SYMPOSIUM, GC£[ARD SPACE E_IGRT CENTER, GREENBELT
MARYLAND P86-I0075 05
NAIICNAL AERCS_ACE _LANE ffCG_AM AMAHES CONTRACTS
[NJSA RELEASE-_6-ql] P86-]008_ 06
REMARRS PREPaReD FCR DEIIVER_: GODDARD SPACE
_L]GH_ CEN_ER, GREENBElt, BaRYIAND P86-10101 05
REMARRS RR_PAR_D FOR D_LIVER¥: CAPITOL MILL CLUB,
NASEINGTON, [.C. P86-10102 05
RENARRS PR_P|R_D FOR DELIVERY: AEROSPACE 86 -
AIAA ANNUAl HEELING, ANiI_fi_£_, VIRGINIA
P86-10103 05
STATEMENT CE JCHN C. BRIZE_DINE BEFOR_ THE
SUBCOMMII_EE CN SCIENCE, _ECRNOLOG! AND SPACE,
CCMMITTEE CN COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STA_ES SENATE P86-I0105 05
NASA ADMINIStRAtOR CALLS EC_ NEW ORBITER, SPACE
S_ATICN IN 1S54
[NASA RELEASE E6-66] P86-I0126 O_
NASA _EAT_RES AERO-SPAC£ _[AbE, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAA CCNVEN_ICN
[NASA RELeASE-E6-90] P86-10150 06
NASA SUPERCCMPOTER SYS_EN _C RECOME AVAILABLE
NATICNALLY
[NASA RELEASE-E6-92] P86-10152 06
STATEMENT CF WILLIAM R. GRAHAM, ACTING
ACMINISTRA_OR: NAS_ RUE_ PRESS CONFEBENCB
P86-I0205 05
REMARRS PREPARED FOR DEIIVE_: AEROSPACE
INDUSTRIES ASSCCIA_ION CR AMERICA BOARD OF
GOVERNORS MEETING, _ILLIAM_ES_G, VIRGINIA
P86-10206 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERV: PAY
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
NASA DEDICATES NEW RESEARCH LABORATORY
[NASA HELEASE-86-158] P86-10226 06
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
RADIO-TELEVISION HENS DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION qlsT
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION_ SALT LAKE CIT_, UTAH
P86-I0259 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVERNMENTS WESTERN STATE CONFERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, COLORADO P86-I026_ 05
AEROVAN
NASA EEATURES AERO-SPACE PLANE, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAA CONVENTION
[NASA RELEASE-86-90] P86-I0150 06
AGENC_-NIDE HONOR ANARDS CEREMONY, NASA
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
AGENCY-WIDE HONOR AHARDS CEREMONY P86-I0266 05
AGREEMENTS
S INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
• S SPACE COOPERATION AGREEMENT, U.S.S.R./U.S.
AGRICOLTOEE
REMO_E SENSING WILL HELP PREDICT CHANGES IN SOIL
CONDITIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-170] P86-10238 06
STA2EHENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: EARTH SYSTEM SCIENCE PRESS
CONFERENCE; NASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0257 05
AIAA
S AMERICAN INST. OF AERON. AND ASTRONAUTICS
AINSNORTB, NEE.
NBN BALLOON MATERIAL SUCCESSFULLY TESTED IN HIGH
ALTITUDE FLIGHTS





SA 1128 RESEARCH ENGINE /PRATT AND MHITNEX/
STATEMENT OF DR. NILLIAM B. GRAHAM BEFORE _HE
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES R86-1003_ 05
5_A_EMENT OF RAYHOND S. COLLADAY BEFORE THE
SOHCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE:
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSRORTAIION;
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-1006q 05
AIR FLON
NEN SUPER COMPUTER SUPPORTS KEY NASA PROJECiS
[NASA RELEASE-86-7_] P86-I013_ 06
AIR FORCE, B°So
SA HfiOCKS AFB, TEL
SA CAPE CANAVERAL AIR FORCE STATION, FLA.
SA PATRICK AFR, FLA.
SA SCOTT AFB, ILL.
SA STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND, AIR FORCE
SA VANDRNBERG AFB, CALIF.
SA WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO
NASA NHQ-86-02-08 BUDGET BRIEFING P86-I0028 05
SEARCH RECOVERY RECONSTRUCTION P86-I0036 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTL_
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY o,
1986 P86-100_8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PBESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBRUARY
6, IS86 P86-100_9 05
A-5
AIR MAVIGITICW SOBJECT INDEX
OEFICRAL TRANSCRIPT PROCI_IINGS BEFORE
PRESI£ENTIAL CCHNISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, _ER_A_X 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
NATIONAL AEECSEACE PLANE _CGRAB AWARDS CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-41] P86-1008q 06
O_EICIAL TRANSCEIP_ PROC_£1NGS BEFORE
PRESIEENTIAL CCENISSION £N SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, MARCH 21, 1986 P86-1811q 05
NASA ELIES FIRST LARGE SCAI_ INTEGRATED AIRCRAFT
SYSTENS
[NASA BELfASt-66-82] P86-101q2 06
NASA _ECBNICIAM BAKES ER_AN_BBOUGH IN AIR
PCILUIICN CC_T}CL
[NASA RELEASE-86-1C1] P88-10161 06
NCCAB%NEY KAB£E KE_EDX G_AC_ CENTER DIRECTOR
[NASA REL_ASE-E6-117] P86-10177 06
NASA SOUNDING _OCKE_ DES_ECY£D BY RANGE SAFETY
O}_IC_E
[NASA RELeASe-66-119] P86-10179 06
SHUTTIE HISSICN 51-L RECCVIRE CPERATION ENDS
[NASA EELEAS_°E6-121] 286-10181 06
LOCKHEED SEU_TLE P$OCESSING CONTRACT EXTENDED YON
THREE YEA5_
[NASA RELeaRN-%6-126] P86-10186 06
RESCUE SAT_LII_E SAVES FOU_ IN FIRST DAY OF
OPERA_ICK
[NASA EEL_AS_-E6-1"_] P86-1020_ 06
U_PER STAG_ 5EIEC_ED FO_ _IANETAEY EISSIOHS
[NASA RELEASi-_6-161] P86-10229 06
SIl_H _LISATCCB TO EE LAUNCHER
[NASA REL_ASE-£6-1fE] P86-10233 06
AS_ROSAUT JO_ INGLE EE_IKES
[NASA _ELEASE-E6-166] P86-I023_ 06
NAEA _RODUCE2 MAJO_ _OMRB 2E_ROVEMENTS MITE JET
ENGIN_ PRGGNAK
[NASA RELEASZ-£6-176] P86-102q_ 06
NASA ANNOU_CZS LAUNCH ECRECAS_ FOR 1987
[NASA REL_AS_-£6-179] P86-102_7 06
EZCE_S E_OM _BMARKS PREFAR_ FOR BELIVER_: HONOR
AWARDS CEREHCN_, GCDEARC S_AC_ FLIGHT CENTER_
GR_EEEELT, MAE_LAN£ P86-I0273 05
AIR NI¥IGATIC_
NASA ELIES FINS_ LARGE 5CAIE INTEGRATED AIRCRAFT
S¥STEES
[NASA _ELEASE-E6-8_] P86-101q2 06
AIR PCKIQ_ICM
AMAZCR FOHES_5 SIGNIFICANRIY AFFECT GLOBAL AIR
QUALIFY
[NASA RELEASE-E6-6_] P86-1012q 06
NASA IRCBNICIAN _AKES ER_A_IHBCUGH IN AIR
PUILUTICN CCN_}CI
[NASA RELEASE-66-101] P86-10161 06
NAEA _-2 AIRCRAFT WILL ST_IY CONTROLLED CALIFORNIA
_OR_5_ EIBE
[NASA RELEASE-£6-13_] P86-1019q 06
AIR MATER INT_HACTICEE
NASA SCIENTISTS SEEK CAOS_ C} EAST COAST CYCLONES
[NASA BELEAS_-E6-3_] P86-10070 06
CLCUD5 HAY OFFSEI "GBEENHC_SE EFFECT"
[HASA RBL_AS_-£6-1C_] P86-I0165 06
IINBOBNE EOUZ_NEN_
NASA Ai_ EAA LAUNCE _IN_ SEEAE RESEARCH PROJECT
[NASA RELE&SE-£6-1q3] P86-10203 06
NASA INSTRON_N_ bltS OCEAN WEATHER MONITORING
[NASA RELEASe-E6-169] P86-I0237 06
AIRBORNE EESIARCE FROGRA_
BEHARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERT: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CONFERENCE, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
P86-1010_ 05
AIRBORNE/SPACEBORBR CO_POTERS
NASA NHO-86-02-08 BUDGET BRIEFING P86-10028 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BE_OBE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_NISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. TNUL_ BEFORE THE
SUBCOEHITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COENITTEE ON CONNEECE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UBITED STATES SENATE P86-10106 05
STATEflENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE TEE SUBCGHBIT_EE
ON SCIENCE# TECHNOLOGI AND SPACE, CONBITTEE ON
COHHENCE, SCIEWCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STATES SENATE P86-10109 05
STATEEENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
S_BCCHEITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COHEITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, MOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10112 05
STATEEENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, COENITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND TRCBNOLOGX, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
NASA FLIES FIRST LARGE SCALE INTEGRATED AIRCRAF_
SYSTENS
[NASA RELEASE-86-82] P86-I01_2 06
STATEEEHT OF NILLIAE R. GRAHAm, ACTING
ADEINISTRATOR: NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-10205 05
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
AIRBOS AIRCRAFT
EXCERPTS _ROB REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR





S BOEING 7J7 AIRCRAFT
S BOEING 7q7 AIRCRAFT
S C-130 AIRCRAFT
S C-lql AIRCRAFT







S LOCKHEED ELECTRA AIRCRAFT
S HD-80 AIRCRAFT
5 _O_AHY WING AIRCRAFT
S RSRA /ROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT/













ASTRONAUT _EEORIAL TO BE BUILT
[NASA RELEASE-86-38] P86-I0081 O0
NASA AND FAA LAUNCH _IND SHEAR RESEARCH PROJECI
[NASA RELEASE-86-1_3] P86-I0203 06
RESCUE SATELLITE SAVES FOHR IN FIRST DAY OF
OPERATION




NASA TO EVALUATE JCINLD WING CONCEPT WITH S_ALL
BDSIN}SS EI_E
[NASA REI_ASE-£6-42] P86-I0085 06
AIBCEAET CONS_EOCTIOK MAT_RIAIS
NASA PREDIC_ EEVCID_IC_A_Y ADVANCES IN AIHCHAF_
PERFORMANCE
[NASA REL£ASE-£_-13] P86-10014 06
STATENERT OF R_YMOND 5. CCILADAY BEFORE THE
SURCOBNITTEE CN SCIENCE, ]fCHRGLOGY AND SPACE;
CCNMI_TEE £N £(MMERCE, SCINNCE AND IRANSPORTATICN;
UNITED STA_ES _£NA_E 986-10064 05
AIRCRAYT COBT_CI
R£_ARNS PREFACED FOR DEIIVE_Y: GODDARD MEROEIAL
SY_PCSIUM, GCD£ABD SPACE RIIGRT CENTER, GREENBELT,
_RYIAND P86-I0075 05
RRMAENS PREPARED FC_ DEIIVER_: AEHOSPACE 86 -
AIAA ANNUAL MEETING, ARII_GICR, VIRGINIA
P86-I0103 05
NASA EEDICA_S NEW NES£AR(_ IAEORATORY
[NASA RE_EASE-£6-158] 986-I0226 06
AIRCRAFT DESIGN
NASA PREDICTS RRVCIQT_CNA}Y ADVANCES IN AIRCRAFT
PERFORMANCE
[NASA RELNASE-_6-1_] 986-1001_ 06
STATEMENT CP RAYMOND S. CCIIA£AY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIiNCE, I_CHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COMMITTEE CN COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITE_ STA_E_ SENATE 986-I0064 05
NATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE P_CGEAM AWARDS CONTRACTS
[NASA RELNASE-_6-_I] P86-I0084 06
NASA TO EVALUATE JOINED WING CONCEPT WITH SMALL
P_SINESS _IRE
[NASA R_LEAS_-_6-_2] P86-I0085 06
AIRCRAFT E|ERGI EIFXCIINCI t&CGRAM
STATEMENT OF RAYMOND S. C£11ADAY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMNITTEE OR SCIENCE, T_CRNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COMMITTEE CN C£NMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
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EICEEETS FRCN REMABNS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEReMOnY, LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
P86-10268 05
AIECRAPT INDOSTRT
NASA AND EAR LAUNCE WIND _£EA_ RESEARCH PROJECT
{NASA RELEASE-E6-1_3] P86-I0203 06
EXCERPTS FRCE REMARKS PREPARED FOB DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREMONY, LENIN RESEASCR CENTER
P86-I0268 05
AIRCRAFT MAIN_R|ARCB
REMARKS PREPARED FOE DEEIVERY: THIRD ANNUAL NASA





NASA TO EVALUATE JOINED WInG CCNCEPT WITH SMALL
B_SINNSS FIRM
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-_2] 986-I0085 06
NASA PLIES FIRST L_EGE SCAIR INTEGRATED AIECEAET
SYSTEMS
[NASA EELRASE-_6-8_] P86-10142 06
MISSICN ADAPTIVE WING SOAR5 AT NA_& FACILITY
[NASA RELEASE-E6-1_] P86-I0182 06
NASA AND _AA LAUNCB WIND SIEAR RESEARCH PROJECT
[NASA REL_ASE-_6-1_3] P86-10203 06
RIECRAYT SAPET!
NASA AND FAA LAUNCH WIND SHEAR RESEARCH PROJECT
[NASA RELEASE-86-143] P86-I0203 06
AIBCRATT TECHNOLOGT
S PROPULSIVE-LIfT AIRCRAFT TECHNOLOGY
AIRCRRYT WINGS
SA JOINED WING
SA MISSION ADAPTIVE WINGS
SA OBLIQUE WING
SA SWEPTFORWARD WINGS
NASA PREDICTS REVOLUTIONARY ADVANCES IN AIRCRAFT
PERFORMANCE
[NASA RELEASE°86-13] P86-I0014 06
ORBITER COLUMBIA ASSIGNED TO SUPPORT VANDEN_E_G
SITE VALIDATION








STATEMENT OF RAYMOND S. COLLADAY BEFORE THE
SJHCOM_ITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COMRITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPCR_ATION;
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10064 05
NATICMAL AEROSPACE PLANE PROGRAM AWARDS CONTRACTS
[NASA EELEASE-86-_1] P86-10084 06
AIELOCK
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH SPACEHAB, INC.
[NASA RELEASE-86-6] P86-I0007 06
AIELOCK MODOLE
NASA AND JAPAN AGREE ON STATION HARDWARE FOR
PRELIMINARY DESIGN
{NASA RELEASE-86-31] P86-I0071 06
SPACE STATION WILL INCREASE JSC MANPOWER LEVEL
{NASA RE/EASE-86-98] P86-10158 06
AIRPORTS
S CASABLANCA/MOHAMED V AIRPORT, MOROCCO
S RUNWAYS
AIAEA_A UNIV., HONTSVILLE
ARTIFICIAL CLOUDS TO BE VISIBLE AT DAWN ALONG EAST
COAST
[NASA RELEASE-86-51] 986-1009_ 06
NASA AND HOEING SIGN MATERIALS PROCESSING AGREEMENT




REMOTE SENSING AGREEMENT REACHED BY NASA AND ESA
[NASA RELEASE-86-7] 986-10008 06
AIASKA UNIV.
ARTIFICIAL CLOUDS TO BE VISIBLE AT DAWN ALCNG BAST
COAST
[NASA RELEASE-86-51] 986-1009_ 06
ALGAE
_XCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOB DELIVERY:
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS ANNUAL NEETING;
ORLANDO. FLORIDA P86-I0271 05
ALLOTS





_ARS OBSERVER INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED




S_ATENENT EX REAR AENIRAI FICEARD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOR 5_ACE FLIGHT
P86-I0033 05
ABAZO| BASIN, E_ARIL
ANAZCN FOBIS_ SIGRIFICAN_I_ AFFECT GLOBAL AIR
QUAII_Y
[NASA NEL_ASE-£6-64] P86-10124 06
AMAZON BCONDAR! LAIER EXPERIBAN_
AMAZON FORES_ SIGNIIICANIIY AFFECT GLOBAL AIR
QUAIITY
[NASA REL_ASR-E6-6_] P86-10124 06
NASA 1986: _ER YEA_ IN _VIEW
[NASA REiEAS_-E6-177] P86-I0245 06
ANAZON RIVER
NASA 1986: _fiE _EAE IN _IE_
[NASA RELeASe-E6-177] 986-10245 06
AMDABL 5840 CCN_O_ER
NASA SUPE_CCMPUTE_ _XS_E8 _C BECOME AVAILABLE
NAIIC_ALLX
[NASA REIEAS_-E6-9_] R86-10152 06
AMERICAN ASSOC. Of VARIABIR S_AB OBSERVERS
AMATEUR AS_RCNCM_RS TO HAVE OBSERVING _IME ON
SPACE TELE_CCFE
[NASA REIEASi-E6-1CE] P86-10168 06
AMERICAN |EDBRAIICB OF TEACR|RS
NASA EDUCA_ICNAL ASSOCIATION PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-10030 05
AMERICAN GEOFRIS. ORION. NASBINGTOE, D.C.
NASA _OLDS PUBLIC PRESENIATIC_ ON VOYAGF_ URANUS
ENCOUNTER
[N_SA EELEASE-E_-56] P86-10099 06
HEN ASTEROID/CC_ET NUCLEI RA2ARD STUDIES ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-E6-63] P86-10123 06
AMAZON FORESTS SIGRIFICANII_ AFFECT GLOBAL AIR
_UALI_
[NASA RELEASR-E6-6_] P86-10124 06
ABEEICAN GEOPHYSICAL OglON CCN_EEENCE
NASA HCLDS PUblIC E_ESEE_A_]CR ON VOYAGER URANUS
ENCOUntER
[NASA BEL_ASE-_6-56] P86-10099 06
AMERICAN INST. OF AEECN. AN_ AS_WOL. CONF.
REMARKS PNFPAR_D FCR DEEIYERY: AEROSPACE 86 -
AIAA ANNUAl NEETING, ARlinGtOn, _IRGINIA
P86-I0103 05
AMERICA| INSt. CF ARRCI° li£ AS_ONAOTICS
NASA PREDICTS _EVC_UTICNA_ ADVANCES IN AIRCRAFT
PRREORNANCE
[NASA EELRNSE-E6-13] P86-10014 06
REMARKS PB|P_EED FOR D_LIVEN_: AEROSPACE 86 -
AIAA ANNUAl MEETING, AHII_G_Cb, VIRGINIA
P86-10103 05
EXCERPTS FECB _EMAE_S RE,fARED FOR DELIVERY: 19_6
NASA _¥M_OSIEM ON CUALI_ A_L PRODUCTIVITY;
WASHINGTON, [.C. P86-I0270 05
AMeriCAN S_TY FOE _OALITI CONtrOL
NASA POSTPONES EXCELLENCE A_ARD
[NASA RELeASE-E6-17] P86-I0018 06
AMERICAN SOClE_X OF AG_ONCMI
REMCT_ SENSING NILI HELP PRI_ICT CHANGES IN SOIL
CONDITIONS
[NASA RELFAS_-E6-17C] P86°10238 06
AMES BESEARCB CEM_RB, NO11EtT FIELD, CA.
SA HUMAN PERFORMANCE RESEA_CE IAB. e ARC
SCIENTISTS MAKE FIEST DEFINITE IDENTIFICATION OF
WATER IN CCME_S
[NASA REL_AS_-E6-_] P86-10005 06
NASA PREDIC_ REVCIOTICNAR_ ADVANCES IN AIRCRAFT
PERFORMANCE
[NASA EELEASE-86-13] P86-10014 06
NASA POSTPONES EXCELLENCE AWARD
[NASA RELEASE-86-17] P86-I0018 06
NASA NRQ-86-02-08 BUDGET BRIEFING P86-10020 05
PRESIDENT AWARDS AMES CHIEF 1986 NATIONAL MEDAL OK
SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-86-27] P86-10058 06
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
COEHITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10062 05
STATEMENT OF RAYMOND S. COLLADA¥ BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COMMITTEE ON COMNERCEm SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION:
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10064 05
NASA SCIENTISTS SEEK CAOSE OF EAST COAST CXCLCNES
[NASA RELEASE-86-30] P80-I0070 O&
NASA TO EVALUATE JOINED WING CONCEPT NITH SMALL
BUSINESS FIRM
[NASA NELEASE-86-42] P86-I0085 00
NASA FLIES FIRST LARGE SCALE INTEGRATED AIRCRAFT
S_S_EM3
[NASA RELEASE-86-82] P86-10142 06
NASA FEATURES AEBO-SPACE PLANE, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAA CONVENTION
[NASA RELEASE-86-90] P86-10150 06
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM TO BECOME AVAILABLE
NATIONAIL_
[NASA RELEASE-86-92] P86-10152 06
MISSION ADAPTIVE glNG SOARS AT NASA FACILIT_
[NASA RELEASE-86-122] P86-I0182 06
NASA 8-2 AIRCRAFT WILL STUDY CONTROLLED CALIFORNIA
FOREST FIRE
[NASA EELEASE-86-13_] P86-1019q 06
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. GRAHAM, ACTING
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-I0205 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
ANNUAL HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY, AMES RESEARCH
CENTER; MOFFRTT FIELD, CALIFORNIA P86-10212 05
NASA S_LECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET RENDEZVOUS
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-86-150] P86-I0218 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-10245 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS ANNUAL MEETING;





OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P86-10048 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
STATEHENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCCMN!TTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CCM_!TTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
NEW SPACE ASTBONOMT TECHNIQUE DEVELOPED TO STUDY
CELESTIAL BODIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-140] PRb-10200 06
A-8
SUBJECT I|Dll ARIZONA STATE OlIV. e TEMPE
MASAeS TRACKING SATELLITE EXPERIENCES PARTIAL
S-EAN£ FAIIU_E
[NASA RELEAS|-86-17_] P86-I0243 06
AITIICING &DDITIIIS
OIFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PEESIEENTIAL CCSMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEERURFY 26, 1986
P86-I0053 05
OFFICIAL TBANSCRIPT PROCEEEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMMIESION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEEEUIEF 27, 1986
P86-1005q 05
AEOLLO PEOJEC_
SA SATURN LAUNCH VEEICI_
ASTRONAUT HEMOfiIAL I0 BE EUILT
[NASA RELEASE-C6-38] P86-I0081 06
NASA EEVELCPED TECBNOLOGY _EIFS HANDICAPPED TO DRIVE
[NASA RELEASE-E6-122] P86-10183 06
REHARES PRIFAREH FCR HEIIVEBY: AEROSPACE
INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION C_ _NERICA BOARD OF
GOVERNORS H_TING, NILLIARSEUEG, VIRGINIA
P86-I0206 05
EXCE_ETS EECM _EMARKS P_A_ED FOR DELIVERY:
REPUBLICAN NCHENeS FEDERAL EO_UM, CAPITOL HILL
CLUB, EASH]NGICN, £.C. P86-10207 05
REMARKS RR}P|_ED FO_ D_IIVEEY: STUDENT VISIT
SPONSORED EI CCNGRESSMAK FCN }ACKARD, (R. CALIF.);
NASA HEADQUARTERS, EASHINGTCN, D.C. P86-I0256 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREfAEE_ _OR DELIVERY: MEDIA





5TATENENT CE S_MUE[ N. KE£1E_ BEFORE THE
SUECOMMITiRE CN ENERGY _ES_ARCb AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCCBMIIIEE CN SPACE SCIenCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND YECSNOLOGY; ROUSE OF
REERESENTATI_E_ P86-10046 05
REMARKS PREPARED FCR DEliVERY: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVERNMENTS kHSTERN STAIR CONFERENCE; COLORADO






STATEBENT CF FULTON I. E£EISC_ BEFORE THE
SUBCCMNI_IEE EN 5PACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND _ECENCLOGY; HOUSE OF
EEPRE_ENTA_I_E_ P86-10065 05
A_PLIED PHYSICS LAB., LAUREl, BE.
NASA _ECHNCLCG_ STUCIE_ _[B USE AGAINST MENTAL
DISOREEE
[NASA REL_AS_-66-99] P86-I0159 06
APPROPRIATIONS AND BUEGETS
SA _UNDING
BACKGBCUND MAIEBIAI: NASA EY 1987 EU_GET BRIEFING
P86-I0027 05
NASA NHQ-66-£2-08 BUDGE_ £EIEFING P86-10028 05
PEERS CCNIERENCE: SRB _A_S P86-I0032 05
_TA_EMEN_ C_ £H. WIIiIAH _. G_AHAM BEFORE THE
COMNIITEE CN SCIENCE ANC _ECENOLOGY; ROUSE OF
REPRESENTATI_E_ P86-I003_ 05
PRESENTATION IC THE PRESI£ENIIAL COBMISSION ON THE
SPACE SRUITL_ CRALIENGEE ACCI£ENI, fEbRUARY 10, 1986
P86-I0050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUAR_ 11, 1986
P86-I0051 05
STATEMENT OF NILLIAM H. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
COHHXTTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10062 05
STATEMENT OF BAYHOND S. COLLADA¥ BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-1006_ 05
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECBNOLOGX; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 85
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10106 05
STATEBENT OF HARRY M. JOHNSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON GENERAL OVERSIGHT AND THE ECONOM_
COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS, U.S. ROUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10107 05
STATEHENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE, COMMITTEE ON
COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STA_ES SENATE P86-10109 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD B. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10112 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOHNITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
STATRBENT OF WILLIAM R. GRARAH, ACTING
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-I0205 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: MEDIA
SESINAR ON U.S. SPACE POLICY; LOS ANGELES,
CALI}OHNIA P86-10263 05
APPROPRIATIONS COBMITTEE, U.S. HOUSE
NASA TERMINATES DEVELOPMENT OF SHUTTLE/CENTAUR
UPPER STAGE
[NASA RELEASE-86-80] P86-101_0 06
ARC
5 AMES RESEARCH CENTEr, 80FFETT FIELD, CA.
ARCHANGEL GROUND STATION, U.S.S.R.
NONSTOP GLOBAL VOYAGER AIRPLANE TO CARR_ EMERGENCY
LOCATOR
[NASA RELEASE-86-132] P86-I0192 Ob
AEIANE LAUNCH VEHICLE
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. BOUGH BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE, COMMITIEE 6N
COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STATES SENATE P86-I0109 05
NASA ISSUES TOPEX/POSEIDON MISSION PROPOSAL REQUEST
[NASA RELEASE-86-86] P86-I01_6 06
CONTRACTOR SELECTED FOR TOPEX SATELLITE NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-]78] P86-102_6 06
ARIES SOUNDING ROCKET
NASA SOUNDING ROCKET DESTROYED BY RANGE SAFETY
OFFICER
[NASA RELEASE-86-119] P86-I0179 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
NATIONAL ISSUES EGHUM ON THE U.S. SPACE PROGRAm:
DIRECTIONS FOE THE FUTURE, BROOKINGS INSTITUTION,
NASBINGTON, D.C. P86-10209 05
ARIZONA STATE UNI_, TEMPE
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET _ENDEZVOU5
A-9
IRIZCNA UNIV. SUBJECT XNDEX
MISSICN
[NASA RELEASE-E6-150] P86-10218 06
J_XgO|A BNXV.
SCIENTISTS MALt EXERT DEE]_]T_ IDENTIEICATION OF
WATER IN CCBE_S
[NASA RELEASe-E6-4] 986-10005 06
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS _CR CURET RENDEZVOUS
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-El-150] P86-10218 06
ARLI_GTCN, VA.
RESARKS PREPARED FCR DEIII_: AEROSPACE 86 -
AIAA ANNUAI BELTING, AHIINGTCN, VIRGINIA
P86-I0103 05
AJ2
NASA EEATORES AERO-SPACE _IANE# RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAA CCNVEN_I£N
[NASA RELEASE-V6-90] P86-10150 06
AREXFICIAL IITEXL_GENC|
EXCERPTS F_CN NENARKS PBEEA_ED FOR DELIVERY: FAY
GHCUP OF B_SIN_SS EXECUTIVES, NASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-I0211 05
ASCENSION ISLAH£ _EACKING SEA_ICI
NASA _O EX_ENE SPACECRAET _ACKIMG STATION
OPeRA,IONS
[NASA RRLEAS_-E6-157] P86-10225 06
ASQA ABBOAL QDALI_X CCIGEESS
NASA PCSTPCNES EXCELLENCE A_ASD
[NASA RELEASe-E6-17] P86-10018 06
ASSOC,, OE LUIAi i|_ PXANETANI CBSEEVERS
ANATEUR AS_CNCHEES TO RAVE £RSERVING TIME ON
SPACE TELESCOPE
[NASA REL_ASE-86-1¢6] P86-10168 06
]S_E_CID BELT
NEIIY DISCCV_EED ASEEROIES CCOLD PROVIDE FOB
FU_URE SPACE RIMING
[NASA RELEASE-_6-72] P86-I0133 06
RRN&RKS PREP_PID FOR DELIVERY: COUNCIL OF STA_E
GOVERNEEN_S _ESTER_ STA_E CONFERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, CCLCRADO P86-1026q 05
AS2E_CIDS
SEAEENENT C_ EORTON I. E_EISCN BEFORE TEE
SUECOMNIT/EE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CCBNITTEE CN SCIENCE AND T}CRNCLCGT; HOUSE OF
HEPRESENTA_IVE_ P86-I0065 05
MARS CESE_VE_ EISSION CONtRACtORS SELECTED FOR
NEGCTIA_IC_
[NASA EELEASE-£6-3q] P86-1007_ 06
RE,ARES _RIP_RED FOE DELIIEE%: GODDA_D SPACE
FLIGHT CEN_E_, GREeNBElt, EARYLAND P86-I0101 05
NEM ASTERO]D/CCNET NUCLEI _AZARD STUDIES ANNOUNCED
[NASA EE/_ASE-£6-_3] P86-10123 06
NE_LY DISCCVE_ED AStEROiDS CCULD PROVIDE FOR
EE_UEE SPACE LINING
[NASA RELEASE-86-73] P86-I0133 06
REMARKS PR_A_ED FOR DEII_ER_: AEROSPACE
INDOSTRIES ASSOCIATICN C_ A_E_ICA BOARD OF
GOVERNORS RENTING, NILLIANSEU_G, VIRGINIA
P86-10206 05
EXCEEETS F_CN _EMAENS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: FAY
G_CUE CF BDSiN_SS EXECbTIYES, MASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIC_S _C_ COMET EENDEZVOUS
MISSION
[NASA RELEASe-E6-150] P86-10218 06
EXCERPTS E_C_ _EMARBS P_AR_£ FOR DEIIYER¥:
COUNCIL CE S_AIE GCVERNMRNIS ANNUAL MEETING;
OBIANDC, _IC_I£A P86-10271 05
ANTED HISSICNS
NASA _CSTPCNES GALIIEO, UIYSSES, ASTRO-I LAUNCHES
[NASA RELEASE-86-11] P86-I0012 06
NASA HEPLANNING ACTIVITIES
[NASA HE/EASE-86-22] P86-10023 06
NASA SATELLITE SUPPORTS CURET BALLE_ ENCOUNTERS
[NASA RELEASE-86-29] P86-10060 06
STUDENT SHUTTLE EXPERIMENT GETS SECOND CHANCE TO FLY
[NASA HE/EASE-86-35] P86-10078 06
STATEHENT BY DR. JANES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS BRIEFING P86-I0210 05
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN RE¥1EN
[HASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-I02_5 06
AS_ROFILE-B /B&LLO0_ BATEWV&L/
NEW BALLOON NATEHIAL S_CESSFULL¥ TESTED IN HIGH
ALTITUDE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-96] P86-10156 06
ASEROHETRIC TELESCOPE FACILIZX
STATEBENT OF BURTON i. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCCHNITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COHS!TTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
ASTHOffETE_
NASA STUDYING CONCEPT _O HEASURE DISTANCE BETWEEN
S/ARE, GALAXIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-133] P86-I0193 06
ASTRONAUT P_RFORN&NCN
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-I0115 05
ASTRONAUT PREFERENCE KITS
NASA AENOUNCES DISPOSITION OF SHUTTLE MISSION 51 -
L FLIGHT MEMENTOS
[NASA RELEASE-86-120] P86-I0180 06
ASTHON&UT TRAINING
STATEBENT OF JOHN C. RRIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCONNITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
CON_ITTEE ON CO,HENCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-I0105 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PH_EEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
SPACE STATION WILL INCREASE JSC MANPOWER LEVEL
[NASA RELEASE-86-98] P86-10158 06
AS_ONAOTS
SA AS_EONAUT PEHFOERARCE
TEACHER IN SPACE AND CURET HALLEY STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-86-5] P86-I000_ 06
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH SPACEHAH, INC.
[NASA RELEASE-86-6] P86-10007 06
PHESS CONFEHENCE: APPOINTNENT OF JESSE MOO_E AND
RiCHARD TRUL_ P86-I0029 05
STATEMENT BY REAR ADMIRAL RICHARD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOR SPACE PLIGHT
P86-10033 05
EXECUTIVE ORDER: PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON _RE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0056 05
R_aANKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: NASA CENTERS AND
5EADCUARTERS P86-I0076 0S
ASTRONAU_ MEBORIAL TO BE BUILT
[NASA RELEASE-86-38] P86-I0081 06
CREN CABIN RECOVERY OPERA,IONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-86-q6] P86-I0089 06
ASTRONAUT OVERHYER RETIRES
[NASA RELEASE-86-_8] P86-10091 06
A-IO
S_BJECT I|DEZ ATLANTIC RESEARCH CORP.e &LEIANDRIAw VA.
STA_EMSNT EY R_AH AEMI_AI _UIY
[NASA _EL£ASE-£6-53] P86-1G096 06
OFFICIAL T_ANSCHIPT PECCE}_INGS BEFORE
PR_SIEENTIAL CfMNISSION CN S_ACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIdENt, TNUBSEAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-I0115 05
NASA ADMINISTRATOR CALLS _C£ NEW ORBITER, SPACE
STATICN IN 1_Sq
[NASA _ELEAS_ £6-66] P86-I0126 06
ASTRCNAUT GABEICTT _C LEAVE _ASA
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-75] P86-I0135 06
GROUP TO REVIE_ SPACE SHD_LE MANAGEMENT
[NASA RELEASe-E6-76] PH6-I0|36 06
bSTRCNAOT JAEES VAN HOE_EN _EEIGNS
[NASA RELEASE-86-78] F86-10138 06
CHALLENGER TA_E STATUS
[NASA RELEASE-E6-92] P86-I0153 06
SPACE STATECN WILL INCREASE JSC MANPOWER LEVEL
[NASA RELEASE-E6-9fl] P86-10158 06
NASA RELEASES CEALIERGER T}ANSCHIPT AND REPORT CN
CAUSE Of CEAT_
[NASA BEL_ASE-£6-1CO] P86-I0160 06
AStrONAUT HAUCN NAMED DEfU_Y FOR NASA EXTERNAL
E_IAT_CNS
[NASA BELEASE-86-1CT] P86°I0167 06
ASTSO_AUT RICE NAMIC SPECIAl ASSISTANT FOR
STrATeGIC ELAN_IRG
[NASA REL_ASE-66-tlq] P86-10|Tq 06
NASA ANNCUNCES DISfESITICB C_ SHUTTLE MISSION 51 -
L _IIGHT _EMEN_OS
[NASA _ELIASE-_6-120] _86-|0180 06
NASA'S SPACE EIIGH_ SAfE_ fANEL CHARTERED
[NASA RELEAS_-86-1_I] P86-I0191 06
NASA _C TRANSCRIBE MISSION _l-i PRELAUNCH TAPE
[NASA HELLAS}-86-135] P86-I0195 06
NASA _ELBASES 51-L _RELAUNC_ INTERCOM _APE
T_ANSC_IP_S
[NASA RELEASE-El-137] P86-10197 06
ASIECNAUT GREGORY NAMED I£ NEW POST IN
HEADQUARTERS SAEET% C_}IC_
[EASA EEL_AS_-£6-1qS] P86-I0213 06
ATIAN_IS AST_C_AUT _ES_ C_E_S ASSIGNED
[NASA RELEAS_-86-1_E] P86-10216 06
ASTRONAUT JOE _NGIE RE_lS_
[NASA HELEAS_-E6-16_] P86-1023q 06
AST_CNAUT _EIT2 NAMED JOHNSON SPACE CEN_ER DEPUTY
DIREC_CE
[NASA REIEASI-E6-183] P86-10251 06
EXCERPTS F_CE _EBAEES _EPAREE FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CERENCNY; JCENSCN SEACE CENTER HOUSTON, TEXAS
P86-I0269 05
EXCERPTS FfCM _EMA_ES PEEE_E_D FOR DELIVERY:
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS ANNUAL MEETING;
ORIANDO, FIO_IEA 986-10271 05
ASTROEADTS ESRO_IAL _CREDA_ICN, INC.
ASTRONAUT MEMORIAL TO EE EUIIT
[NASA RELEASE-_6-38] P86-tO081 06
ISTNOEOMMRS
SA RUMBLE SPACE TRIM. AMA_EU_ ASTRONOMERS GR.
ASTRONOMICAL _P|C_NOSCCPI
SCIENTISTS MAKE FIEST DEFINITE IDENTIFICATION OF
WATRH IN COMETS
[NASA RELEASE-E6-q] P86-I0005 06
ASTRONOMY





NASA SCIENTIST AWARDED INTERNATIONAL ASTRONOMY MEDAL
[NASA RELEASE-86-28] P86-I0059 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDARD MEMORIAL
SYMPOSIUM, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MARYLAND P86-I0075 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_: GODDAHD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND P86-I0101 05
NEWLY DISCOVERED ASTEROIDS COOLD PROVIDE FOH
FUTURE SPACE MINING
[NASA RELEASE-86-73] P86-I0133 06
AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS TO HAVE OBSERVING TIME ON
SPACE TELESCOPE
[NASA RELEASE-86-108] P86-10168 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVERNMENTS NESTERN STATE CONFERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, COLORADO P86-I026@ 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
AGENCY-WIDE HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY P86-10266 05
ASTROPRISICS
SCIENTISTS MAKE FIRST DEFINITE IDENTIFICATION OF
WATER IN COMETS
[NASA RELEASE-86-_] P86-10005 06
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
ARTIFICIAL CLOUDS TO BE VISIBLE AT DAWN ALONG EAST
COAST
[NASA RELEASE-86-5|] P86-I009_ 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGH_ CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND P86-10101 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: FAY
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-102|I 05
FOUR GREAT OBSERVATORIES WILL AID IN ASTRONOMICAL
EXPLORATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-168] P86-10236 06
ASTROTECE INTERNATIONAL
STATEMENT OF ISAAC T. GILLAM, IV BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; U.S. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-100b3 05
ATLANTIC OCEAN
SEARCH RECOVERY RECONSTRUCTION P86-I0036 05
NASA SCIENTISTS SEE_ CAUSE OF EAST COAST CYCLONES
[NASA RELEASE-86-30] P86-10070 06
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, MARCH 21, 1986 P86-I011_ 05
AMAZON FORESTS SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECT GLOBAL AIR
QUALITX
[NASA RELEASE-86-6q] P86-1012_ 06
NASA PLANS TO PROCURE REPLACEMENT TRACKING AND
DATA SPACECRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-86-70] P86-I0130 06
SHBTTLE MISSION 51-L RECOVERT OPERATION ENDS
[NASA RELEASE-86-121] P86-10181 Oo
NASA SCANNER PRODUCES COMPLETE IMAGE OF NORTH
ATLANTIC OCEAN
[NASA RELEASE-86-1qT] P86-10215 06
ATLANTIC RESEARCH CORP., _LEXANDRI&, VA.




[NASA RELEASE-66-124] E86-1018_ 06
AILANTIS
NASA SNITCHES }ANTE OBSERVATION MISSION AND
_ELESCOPE IAUNCEES
[NASA RELEASE-E6-2] P86-10003 06
NASA PCSTPCNES GALIIEO, ULYSSES, AS_RO-I LAUNCHES
[NASA RELEASE-E6-11] Pfl6-10012 06
NASA EEPLANNING ACtiVItIES
[NASA RELIASE-E6-22] P86-I0023 06
O_PICIAL YEA_S(RIP_ PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESI£ENYIAL CCNBIE_ION CN SEACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCI£EN_: MC_NI_G SESSION, fEBRUARY 6,
IS86 P86-I00_8 05
DESTACNI_G Of _I-G ELENE_S AND NODIFICATIONS TO
OREI_EES EIA_NED
[NASA RELEASt-£6-3_] E86-10080 06
_ESTIIG Of S_U_TLE CREI_EB _EATNER PROTECTION
STNOC_URE ECEEEC£EE
[NASA RELEASE-f6-95] P86-10155 06
ATLANTIS ASTRCNAUT TEST C_E_5 ASSIGNED
[NASA NELEASE-_6-1qE] R86-10216 06
AYI&S E
NASA _O LAUNCE NOA_-G NEA_EE_ SAYELLITE
[NASA EELfASE-E6-11_] P86-10175 06
RESCUE SATELLIIE SAVES PCU_ IN FIRST DAY OF
OPERA_ICN
[NASA RBLEASE-E6-1qq] P86-10204 06
EXCERPTS PEON 5ENARES PREPARED POE DELIVEHY:
NA_ICNAL ISSUES PC_UH CN _EE g.S. SPACE PROGRAM:
DIRECTIONS PO_ YBE FUTURE, EECOKINGS INSTITUTION,
SASNI_G_CN, £.C. P66-10209 05
EXCEEE_S EEC_ REMARKS RE,fARED FOE DELIVER_: FAY




EXCERPTS f_CM REMARKS PRE_ANE£ FOE DELIVER_: HONOR
AWARDS CBNEECNV, GCDDAED SPACE FLIGB_ CEN_EE;
GNEENEE_T, B|E_LAN£ P86-10273 05
AILAS MI£SION
S EARTH OESENVATICN MI_SiCN EXPERIMENTS
AILAS-CENTAUE LAUNCH VEBICIES
STAYEBEN_ CF NILIIAN E. GRAEAB BEFORE THE
SMBCCBNITIEE CN SPACE SCiEnCE AND AEPLICATIONS;
CONHII_EB CN SCIENCE AN£ _ECNNOLOGY; MOUSE OF
NEPNESENTAYI_ES P86-100_ 05
NASA 5CBEDULE_ fIVE EIPENTAELE LAUNCHES FOB 1986
[NASA RELEASE-_6-32] P86-10072 06
S_AYENENY GE RICHARD B. IE_I_ BEFORE THE
SURCOBNITIEE ON SCIENCE, T_CHNOLOG_ AND SPACE,
CONBI_TEE CN COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED SILVER SENAYE P86-10111 05
SII_B PL_SATCCE _O EE LAUNCEE£
[NASA RELEASE-E6-1£E] P86-10233 06
NASA 1986: _P YEAR IN REVI£_
[NASA EELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
NASA ANNOUNCES IAUNCM ECEECASI FOR 1987
[NASA ENLEASE-E6-17S] P86-102q7 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOE DEIIVEEY: COHNCLL OF STATE
GOVERNMENTS EESYERN STAIR CCNEERENCE; COLORADO





ATMOSPHERIC & ENVIRONMENTAL MESE&ECMe INC.
NASA SELECTS INVESYIGAYIONS FOR COME_ RENDEZVOUS
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-86-150] P86-10218 06
ATNOSPMEBIC BOUND&R_ L&_ER
AMAZON FORESTS SIGNIPICANTL_ AFFECT GLOBAL AIR
QUALITY
[NASA RELEASE-86-6_] P86-1012q 06
ATBOSPflERIC CEBMISTDI
NASA U-2 AIRCRAFT NILL STUDY CONTROLLED CALIFORNIA
FOREST FIRE
[NASA RELEASE-86-13@] P86-1019q 06
ATHOSPEEBIC CIRCULATION
NASA NMQ-86-02-08 BUDGET BRIEFING P8_-I0028 05
NASA SCIENT_SIS SEEK CAUSE OF EAST COAST CYCLONES
[NASA EELEASE-86-30] P86-I0070 06
NASA 1986: THE _EAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-I02_5 06
ATMOSPEERIC COBPOSITION
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
NASA SCIENTISTS SEEK CAUSE OE EAST COAST CYCLONES
[NASA _ELEASE-86-30] P86-10070 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDARD NEBORIAL
SYEPOSIUM, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MARYLAND P86-IOC75 05
RENAMES PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND 986-10101 05
AMAZON FORESTS SIGNIFIC&NTLX AFFECT GLOBAL AIR
QUALITY
[NASA RELEASE-86-6_] P86-I012_ 06
CLOUDS MAV OFFSET "GREENHOUSE EFFECT"
[NASA RELEASE-86-105] P86-10165 0b
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: EARTH S_STE_ SCIENCE PRESS
CONFERENCE; NASBINGTON, D.C. P86-10257 05
ATEOSPEERIC DRNSIT_
CLOUDS MAr OFFSET "GREENHOUSE EFFECT"
[NASA EELEASE-86-105] P86-10165 06
ATMOSPHERIC BODRLS
NASA SCIENTISTS SEEK CAUSE OF EAST COAST CYCLONES
[NASA RELEASE-86-30] P86-10070 06
ATMOSPBERIC PRESSUME
MARS CHSERVER INVESTIGATLONS SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-86-q7] P86-I0090 06
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA-G WEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-86-115] P86-10175 06
ATBOSPMRmIC SOUNDING
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, PMBRUANI 27, 1986
P86-I005_ 05
ATMOSPHERIC TRBPERATORE
O_F_CIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDMNT, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
NASA SCHEDULES FIVE EXPENDABLE LAUNCHES FOB 1986
[NASA EELEASE-86-32] P86-10072 06
NASA TO LADNCN NOAA-G HEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-86-115] P86-I0175 06
NASA INSTMUMENT AIDS OCEAN NEATHEN MONITORING
[HASA RELEASE-86-169] P86-10237 06
ATMOSPHERIC TR_CE BOLBCOLE SPECTR. EXPHR.
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
A-12
SUB,ACT ZEDZZ BALLOONS
SUECCMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AmD APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CN SCIEHCE AND T_CHmOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
A_TITOD| C0|2_0_ STST|BS
OFFICIAL T_ANSCBIPT PBOC|_DINGS BEFORE
PRIBIDENTIAL COMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE




NASA _ESFONDS TC NFN YCR_ _IE}S
[NASA RELEASE-A6-52] 986-10095 06
AURORAL SESEABCB SATELLITE
NASA 1986: _EI YEA_ IN _IVI_W
[NASA RELIASE-_6-177] 986-I02q5 06
A[STBALIA
NEW HALLOON MAtERIAl SUCCeSSfULLY TESTED IN HIGH
ALIITODE ¥11GETS
[NASA RELEASE-E6-96] P86-I0156 06
NEE SPACE ASIECNOMY TECNbICUR DEVELOPED TO STUDY
CEIES_IAL IC£IIS
[NASA HELIASI-66-140] P86-10200 06
ACSTBALIAE NATIONAL ONIV°. CANBERRA
NEW S_ACE AStrONOMY TECHNICAL DEVELOPED TO STUDY
CELESTIAL £OEI_S
[NASA EELIAS_-E6-140] P86-IH200 06
AUTOMATED DI_ICTXCHAL BOLIEI_ICAIIOE FORE.
S_ATEMENT CE BURTON I. EDEISCN BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMI_TEE C_ SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CN SCIENC_ AND _EC_NOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REINESENTA_IVES 986-10065 85
A_2OEATIC CONT_CL
SIAIEMENT CF JOHN D. BCE6E R_EOHE TEE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, _CHNOLCGY A_D S_ACE, CCMMITTEE ON
COMMERCE, SCIINCE AND _RANSICRTATION, UNITED
STATES HENATE P86-10109 05
STATEMENT fF JOHN D. HCEG_ R_OEE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
CN SPACE SCIINCE AND Af_IICA_ICNS, COMMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND _ECHNOIOGY, _C_SE OF REPRESENTATIVES
986-I0113 05
NASA _ECENICIA_ MA_ES EH_H_CUGH IN AIR
PCIL_ICN CONTROL
[NAS_ RELEASE-E6-101] P86-10161 06
A_OHATICN
CRHTEfiS POH COMMERCIAL D_EIOEMENT OF SPACE NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-A6-102] P86-10162 06
ADTOMCBIIES
NASA _EVELCPED TECHNOLOGY £E_ES HANEICAPPED TO DRIVE
[NASA RELEASE-66-123] P86-10183 06
EXCERE_S FROM HEHAH_S PE_EAR_D FOR DELIVERY: 1986
NASA SYMEOSI_M CN CUALI_ AND _RCDUCTIVlTY;
WASHI_G_CN, D.C. P86-I0270 05
EXCERPTS E_OM HEMARKS P_EEA_fD FOR DELIVERY:
COUNCIL O_ SIATE GOVERNMENTS ANNUAL MEETING;
ORlaNdo, IIC_I[A 986-10271 05
ACIOPSIES
STATEMENT _Y BIAE AIMIRAI _E_IY
[NASA RELEASE-86-53] 986-I0096 06
AVIATION AND RPA_E R_ITERS ASSOC.
EXCHHETS OE _EEAR_S PRE_AflI iON DELIVERY: MEDIA
SEMINAH ON _.5. SPACE PCLICY; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA 986-10263 05
AVIONICS
_ASA NRQ-86-_2-O_ EODGI_ E_I_ING P86-I0_28 05
S_ATEMENT EY _EAE ACMIEAI IICEAHD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR fOE BRACE FLIGHT
P86-I0033 05
PRESENTATICN TC THE PRESI_E_'IIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEHRUARV 6,
1986 P86-I00_8 05
FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALTSIS AND CRITICAL
ITEMS LIST 986-10066 05
NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM CRITICAL
ITEMS LIST 986-10067 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDARD MEMORIAL
SYMPOSIUM, GODDAED SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MARYLAND P86-10075 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDAED SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND P86-I0101 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: AEROSPACE 86 -
AIAA ANNUAL MEETING. ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA
986-10103 05
NEE SUPER COMPUTER SUPPOETS KEY NASA PROJECTS
[NASA EELEASE-86-7_] 986-1013_ 06
STATEMENT OF NILLIAM E. GEAHAM, ACTING




SA DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC SERVICE HEDAL, NASA
SA DISTINGUISHED SERVICE MEDAL, NASA
SA EXCELLENCE AWARD, NASA
SA HEBSHEL MEDAL, ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
5A INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH MAGAZINE 100 AWARDS
SA MINORITY CONTRACTOR OF THE YEAR AWARD
SA NATIONAL MEDAL OF SCIENCE
SA PRESIDENTIAL DESIGN AHARD
SA ROCKWELL MEDAL
SA SPACE ACT AWARD
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOB DELIVERY:
ANNUAL HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY, AMES RESEARCH
CENTER; MOFFETT FIELD, CALIEORNIA P86-I0212 05
REMARKS PREPAHED FOR DELIVERY: NASA HEADQUARTERS
HONOH AWARDS CEREMONY; WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-I0255 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY:
VOYAGER/URANUS AHARDS CEREMONY; JET PROPULSION
LAHOHATOEY, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 986-10261 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
AGENCY-WIDE HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY P86-10266 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AHARDS CEREMONY, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER;
GRFENBELT, MARYLAND 986-I0273 05
B
RACT|EI_
SPACE SCIENCE STUDENT WINNERS ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-H6-71] P86-10131 06
BARAHA IS_AEDS
ARTIFICIAL CLOUDS _0 BE VISIBLE AT DAWN ALONG EAST
COAST
[NASA RELEASE-86-51] P@6-I009_ 06
_AILOUT
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
EALLOGNS
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGES ACCIDENT, FERBGARY 27, 1986
P86-1005_ 05
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELEON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS:
A-13
EALTIEOBB, HD. SUBJECT INDEX
CCflMITTEE ON SCIBNCI AND TICENOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPNESEMTA_IYES P86-10065 05
AMAZON POHRS_S SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECT GLOBAL AIR
QUALI_Y
[NASA RELEASI-86-64] P86-1012q 06
NEW BALLOON BAIERIAL SUCCESSfULLy TESTED LN HIGH
AITITUDB FII6H_S
[NASA RELtAS_-_6-gE] P86-10156 06
EXCEEETS FIOE _BHAEKS F_IPA_ED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
ANARDS CEBIHCN|, GCDDANE SPACE FLIGHT CENTER;
GREENBELT, NJEILAN£ F86-10273 05
_ALTXBORE, BD_
NASA UCLDS PUBLIC _ES_NTAIICU ON VOYAGER URANUS
ENCOUNTER
[NASA RELIASI-E6-56] R86-10099 06
NEW &STEROID/CCBET NUCLEI HAZARD STUDIES ANNOUNCED
[NASA UEL_ASE-86-63] P86-I0123 06
ANAZON FOReStS SIGNIFICANtlY AFFECT GLOBAL AIR
QUAII_Y
[NASA EELIASE-_6-64] P86-I0124 06
EANIOB CICUDS
ANTIIICIAL CICUDS TC BE VISIIIR AT DAHN ALONG EAST
COAST
[NASA HE/EASe-E6-51] P86-I0094 06
BARRIOS TZCHICLCGY, INC., BCUSTCN, TEE.
HOUSTON FIU8 SELECTED AS NASAtS EINOEITY
CONTRACTOR Of THE YtAE
[NASA REIEASI-£6-1_2] P86-10202 06
tABEON NEUROLOGICAL INSTIl., EECENIE
NASA _RCHNCICGI STU£IED fCU USE AGAINST RENTAL
DISORDER




PRISE CON}ER_NC_: SRB EATTIES P86-10032 05
OHEITIB T_AE P86-I0038 05
SIS 51-L IRCIEINT INVEStIGAtION P86-10040 05
S_AIREENT CF SAMUEL N. KE[I_U BEFORE THE
SUBCOMNITTfR Ci ENERGY REStARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUPCOEEITTEE C_ SPACE SCI_CI AND AEPLICA_IONS;
COBHI_TEE ON SCIENCE AND IICBNOLOGY; ROUSE OF
RIPUE_NTA_I%IS P86-I0046 05
OFFICIAL _PANSCEIPT PROC_}EINGS B_FORE
PNUSI£ENIIAL CCNNISSION CN SfACE SHUTILE
CHALLINGEH ACCIDENT: AITEUNCCN SESSION FEBROARY
6, 19£6 P86-I0049 05
OffiCIAL TUANSCRIP_ PROCP_CIbGS BEFORE
PRISI_ENTIAI CCNHISSION CH SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACC]D_N_ UEUUU_% 26, 1986
P86-I0053 05
OFFICIAL T_A_SCHIP_ P_CCEIEINGS BEFORE
PReSIDENTIAl CCSRISSION C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHAIIENGEU ACCI£ENI P66-I0055 05
NCNSTCP GLCEAL VOYAGER AI_E[ANE TO CARRY EEERGENCY
LCCATCU
[NASA REL_AS_-66-122] P86-I0192 0o
IAILOR 0lI¥.
NASA S_LEC_S I_VESTIGA_ICBS ICE COMET EENDEZVOUS
HISSION
[NASA UELEASI-_6-150] P86-I0218 06
_AFS /STEOCTU_AI UNITS/
NASA EIGNS AG_IEMEN_ NI_U SPACEHAB, INC.
[NASA RELeASe-86-6] P86-I0007 06
_EACCNS
NONSTOP GLObal VOYAGER AIEILANE TO CARRY EHERGENCY
LOCA_CE
[NASA RELfASt-_6-1_] P86-10192 06
RBAEIRGS
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE P86-I0039 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT P_OCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COEMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
NASA 1986: TEE TEAR IN REVlEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-10245 06
BELL AEROSPACE TRXTROB, B_FFALO, R._.
SPACE STATION AUXILIARY THRUSTER TECHNOLOG!
DEBCNSTEATED
[NASA RELEASE-86-65] P86-I0125 06
BENDIX CORP.. TEETERBOROUGH, N._.
NASA SATELLITE SUPPORTS CONET HALLEY ENCOUNTERS
[NASA _ELEASE-86-29] P86-I0060 06
BENDIX _IRLD ENG. CORP., COLUBBIA, HD.
MEN SPACE ASTRONOHY TECHNIQUE DEVELOPED TO STUDY
CELESTIAL BODIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-1_0] P86-I0200 06
BIG _OOT /SCALLOP BOAT/
CEEN CABIN RECOVEET OPERATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-86-46] P86-I0089 06
BIG-BANG COSflOLOGT
EXCERPTS FNOH EEBARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CERENONY, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER;
GREENBELT. _AEYLAND P86-I0273 05
BIOASTBONAUTXCS
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCC_NITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COEEITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: ROUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
RE_AEKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: GODDAHD NBNOEIAL
SYEPOSIUH, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
NARXLAND P86-I0075 05
EIOCHRNISTET
NASA U-2 AIRCRAFT WILL STUDY CONTROLLED CALIFORNIA
FOREST FIRE
[NASA RELEASE-86-13_] P86-1019_ 06
BIOGRAPE!
_OORE APPOINTED DIRECTOR, JOHNSON SPACE CEN_ER
/NASA HELEASE-86-9] P86-I0010 06
THOMPSON TO HANAGE NASA TASK FORCE
[NASA HELEASE-86-20] P86-I0021 06
PRESS CONFERENCE: APPOINTNENT OF JESSE _OORE AND
RICHARD TRULY P86-10029 05
PRESIDENT A_ARDS ARES CHIEF 1986 NATIONAL EEDAL Of
SCIENCE
[NASA RE/EASE-86-27] P86-1005_ 06
• HOMPSON NAMED NASA SAFET_ DIRECTOR
[NASA RELEASE-86-_5] P86-I0088 06
ASTRCNAUT OVEHHYBE RETIRES
[NASA RELEASE-86-_8] P86-I0091 06
JA_FE TO CHAIR SPACE APPLICATIONS ADVISOR_ CONMITTEE
[NASA EELEASE-86-5_] P86-I0097 06
FLETCHER BEGINS SECOND TER_ AS NASA ADMINISTRATOR
[NASA RELEASE-86-60] P86-_011H 06
EANSRALL DIRECTOR TO RETIRE
[NASA RELEASE-86-72] P86-10132 06
ASTRONAUT GARRIOTT TO LEAVE NASA
[NASA RELEASE-86-75] P86-10135 06
ASTRCNAUT JAMES VAN ROFTEN RESIGNS
[NASA HELEASE-86-78] P86-10138 06
HEEBCLSHEINEE APPOINTED COEMEECIAL PHOGRAHS DEPGT_
[NASA RELEASE-86-79] P86-I0139 06
NEW SAFETY OFFICE AND POSITION ESTABLISHED
[NASA RELEASE-86-87] P86-101_7 06
A-I_
SUBJECT INDEX BRAKES
KSC DIRECTOR SNITH _0 5EII_E
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-8_] P86-10149 06
THOMPSON AfPGINTED DIRICTC_, MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT
CENIE_
[NASA RELEASE-66-1C6] P86-I0166 06
ASTRONAUT BAOCM NAEED D_E_X FOB NASA EXTERNAL
R_IATICNS
[NASA RELEASE-86-1C7] P86-I0167 06
CHAIRNAN, NASA ADVISORY CCUNCII RECEIVES AWARD
[NASA RELEASE-66-110] P86-I0170 06
ASTRONAUT RICE NAMED SPECIAl ASSISTANT FOR
STRATEGIC ILANNING
[NASA RBLEAS}-£6-114] 986-1017q 06
MCCAR_NE¥ RAMIE KESNED¥ SfAC_ CENTER DIRECTOE
[NASA _ELEASE-E6-117] P86-10177 06
SPAC5 STATION DEPUTY ASSCCIATE ADMINISIRATOBS NAMED
[NASA RELEASe-86-125] P86-I0185 06
EXTEBNAL R_LATICNS ASSOCIA_I ADMINISTRATORS NAMED
[NASA NEL_AS_-_6-1SO] R86-I0190 06
HOORE REASSIGNED, COHEN NANED JSC DIRECTOR
[NASA _EL_ASE-66-138] P86-I0198 Ob
AS_RCNAUT GREGCRY NAME_ _C bEN POST IN
HEADQOARTEBS &AEETY OFIECE
[NASA RELEAS}-E6-1q5] P86-10213 06
_YEB5 BECCEES bASA EEPUTY A£MINISTBATOR
[NASA RELEASE-E6-149] P86-I0217 06
NOSER TO REAR _PACE STA_IC_ _OGRAM OFEICE
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-1_2] P86-10220 06
SUTTEE NAHED NASA AEVISCRY _ANEL CHAIRMAN
[NASA RELEASE-_6-1_q] R86-I0222 06
NASA ANNOUNCES NEN SPACE S_STTLE MANAGEMENT
S_RUC_UBE
[NASA RRL_ASE-E6-15_] P86-I0227 06
BROWN NAMER ASSCCIAT_ ADEISIS_RATOR FOR NANAGEMENT
[NASA RELEAS_-E6-173] P86-I02_I 06
NASA ASSOCIAT_ ADMIRISTRAIO_ ANNOUNCES PLANNED
DEFAR_URR













SA LIEE SUIfCBT SYSTEMS
CCMMERCIAL DEVELORMENT CEN_ER CANDIDATES NAMED
[NASA BELEASE-86-qP] 986-10092 06
EBMARES PREPARED FOB DEliVeRY: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CRN_EE, GHEENBEIT, _A_YLAND R86-10101 05
BEACK BRANT SCRIBING ECCEE_S
ARTIFICIAL CLOUDS TC BE VISibLE AT DAWN ALONG EAST
CCAS_
[NASA RELEASE-E6-51] 286-1009q 06
EI_OOD CCAGULA_IC|
NASA SPACE _ECBNOLCGY ENBAbCES DISEASE DETECTION
[NASA REL_AS_-B6-6_] 986-10129 06
ROBING ARROSP&CB CO.
UPPER STAGE SIIECTED FOR IIANETARX MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-E6-161] 986-I0229 06
NASA SELECTS PAYLOAD GROUND OPERATIONS CONTRACTOR
[NASA RELEASE-86-167] P86-I0235 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: BLUE
RIBBON STEERING GROUP FOB 1986 SYMPOSIUM ON
QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY; NASA BEADQUKHTERS,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0260 05
BORING AEROSPACE C_# SEATTLE, MASH.
NASA AND BOEING SIGN MATERIALS PROCESSING AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-86-62] P86-10122 06
BOEING SELECTED FOR SPACE COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
AND UTILIZATION
[NASA RRLEASE-86-127] P86-I0187 06
BOEING AEROSPACE OPERATIONS, FLA.
PROPOSALS RECEIVED FOR PAYLOAD GROUND OPERATIONS
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-86-109] P86-I01_9 06
BOEING AIRCRAFT
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HCNOR
AWARDS CEREMONY, LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
P86-I0268 05
BOEING CO., SEAttLE, RASH.
BOEING AEROSPACE SELECTED FOR TDRS UPPER S_AGE
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-86-1_] P86-I0015 06
NATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE PROGRAM AWARDS CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-_1] P86-I00_ 06
BOEING ELILITARY AIRPLANE COMPANY
MISSION ADAPTIVE WING SOARS AT NASA FACILI_X
[NASA RELEASE-86-122] P86-10182 06
BO_L_NG 7J7 AIRCRAFT
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREMONY, LENIS RESEARCH CENTER
P_6-10268 05
BORING 7q? AIRCRAFT
ORBITER COLUMBIA ASSIGNED TO SUPPORT VANDENBERG
SITE VALIDATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-_O] P86-I0083 06
BOILERS
STATEMENT BY REAR ADMIRAL RICHARD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOR SPACE FLIGHT
P86-I0033 05
NASA TECHNICIAN MAKES BREAKTHROUGH IN AlE
POLLUTION CONTROL
[NASA RELEASE-86-101] P86-10161 06
BOL_S /FASTENERS/
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
BONE DEMINERALIZATION
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CONMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: GODDARD MEMORIAL
SYMPOSIUN, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MARYLAND P86-I0075 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDARD SPACE




S ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER
BOLAS EICAVATIBG, CLBV_L&ND_ OHiO
NASA SELECTS CLEVELAND FIRM FOE $22 MILLION
CONTRACT NEGOTIATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-67] 986-10127 06
ERAK_S
STATEMENT BY REAR ADMIRAL RICHARD TRULY, NASA




OFFICIAL TBAWSCRIP_ PROC_E£INGS BEFORE
PRISI£ENTIAL CCBMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CBILLINGER ACCIDENt: BCBNIIG SESSION, FEBRUAR_ 6,
1S86 P86-10048 05
STATEMENT CF JOHN C. BRIgE_EINE BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE OH SCIENCE, _ECBWOLC_Y AN0 SPACE,
CCNBI_TEB CN CCBNESCE, SCII_CE A_D TRARSPORTATICR,
UNITED S_ATR5 RENAME P86-10105 05
STATEHENT CF RICHANE H. _ULI BEFORE _HE
SUECCMBITTEE CR SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE CW SCIENCE AWD _ECENOLOGY, HOUSE OF
RRERESEWTA_IVtS P86-10112 05
OFEICIAL TIAN_CRIP_ PECCEI_INGS BEFORE
PNESIEENTIAL CCBBISSIOW CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, TRU_S£AI APR/L 3, 1986
P86-I0115 05
REMAKES PREPABID FC5 OELIVIB_: AEROSPACE
INEUS_RIES ASSCCIA_ION CE AMERICA BOARD OF
GOVERNORS MEEIIWG, WILLIANSEUFG, VIRGINIA
P86-I0206 05
IiAgI_
SA IN_TITU_E _E EESCUISAS EX_ACIAIS, BRAZIL
WASA ELANS _C EROCOEE REFIACENENT TRACKING AND
DATA SPACECRAF_
[NASA HELFASI-_6-TG] P86-10130 06
NEW BALLOC_ MAIERIAZ SUCCESSFULLY TESTED IN HIGH
AltITUDE FIIGEIS
[NASA RELEASE-66-96] P86-10156 06
NCNSTCP GLCBAL VOYAGER AIF_L&NE TO CARRY EMERGENCY
LOCATCR
[NASA RELEASE-E6-1_2] P86-10192 06
NASA 1986: IEE YEJE I_ _iglEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] 986-10245 06
EBAZI_I&| SPACE INSTIIUTE, IIEE
NASA 1586: _EE YEA_ IN 6tY]E_
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
BEOOKIRGS IlS_I2g1IOJ, WAERIIG_CI, D.C,.
EICEHETS FECN REBAEKS EEEEABED FOR DELIVERY:
NATICNAL ISSUER EPHOR CN _EE U._. SPACE PROGRAM:
DIRECIIONS FCR TEE FUTURE, EFCOKINGS INSTITUTION,
NASBINGTON, _.C. P86-I0209 05
ENCORE A_B, T|I.
EICE_E_H EFCN BEBAEES EBEEAB_U FOB DELIVENI:
REPUBIICAW WCNENeS EEDEHAL FCRUB, CAPITOL BILL
C_UB, WASH_NG_CN, £.C. P86-10207 05
B_OEM OEIV.. _RCVICENC|. E.l.
INTEERA_IO_AI GBOUE MEE_S ECN HALLEY'S COMET
ENCOUNTER
[EASA RELIASE-E6-1S] P86-10020 06
BARS CONFERENCE DRAWS I_E_NA_IONAL INTEREST
/NASA REL_AS_-_6-91] P86-10151 06
EUOGE_S
S APPROPR_AIICNS A_C EUD_E_S
S EUFFDING
BOEGA|IA
MCWSTOP GLOBAL VOYAGER &IF}lANE TO CAKE! EBEEGENCY
LCCA_CE
[NASA RELEASE-_6-131] P86-10192 06
C
C-130 AINCR&F2
REMAKES PREPABI£ FC_ DNLIVEFY: THIHD ANNUAL NASA
CORTRACTOE CCRERRENCR, EALC AL_O, CALIFORNIA
P86-1010q 05
RESCUE SAI_L[I_E SAVES FCUF Ig FIR.ST DAY OF
OPERATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-1_q] P86-1020_ 06
C-1_1AXICNAFT
SCIENTLSTS BAKE FIRST DEFINITE IDENTIFICATION OF
WATER IN CURETS
[RASA RELEASE-86-_] P86-I0005 06
STATEMENT OF BURTON I° EDELSOR BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIEHCE AWD TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
STUDEN_ SHUTTLE EXPERIMENT GETS SECOND CHANCE TO FL_
[NASA RELEASE-86-35] P86-I0078 06
CA_IFCRNIA
NASA U-2 AIRCRAFT WILL STUDY CONTROLLED CALIEOHNIA
_OBEST FIRE
[NASA RELEASE-86-13_] P86-1019_ 06
CALIFORNIA JLIN RESOURCES BOARD
NASA U-2 AIRCRAFT WILL STUDY CONTROLLED CALIFORNIA
HONEST FIRE
[NASA RELEASE-86-13_] P86-I019_ 06
CALIFORNIA INST_ OF TECHEOL.., rASADENA
HASA HOLDS PUBLIC PRESENTATION ON VOYAGER URANUS
ENCOUNTER
[NASA RELEASE-86-56] P86-10099 06
CALIFORNIA UNIV., EERKELE!
U.S. SCIENCE TEAM SELECTED FOR JAPANESE SCLAE
BISSICN
[NASA RELEASE-86-153] P86-I0221 06
CALIFORNIA UNIV., SAN DIEGO
ANIIEICIAL CLOgDS TO HE VISIBLE AT DAWN ALC_G EAST
COAST
[NASA RELEASE-86-51] PH6-1009_ 06
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET RENDEZVOUS
MISSICN
[NASA RELEASE-86-150] P86-I0_18 06
CALORIMETER
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET RENDEZVOUS
B_SS_ON
[NASA RE/EASE-86-150] P86-I0218 06
CALSPAM CONP.. BUFFALO# N.T°
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR PROBLEM AND SAFETY
ASSESSBEMT CENTERS
[HASA RELEASE-86-163] P86-I0231 06
CAMBER
MISSION ADAPTIVE WING SCARS AT RASA EACILI_X
[NASA RELEASE-86-122] P86-I0182 06
CAMERAS
SA EARTH MAPPING METRIC CAMERA RIPER.
SA TELEVISION CAMERAS
SA WIDE FIELD CAMERAS
S_UDENT SHUTTLE EXPERIMENT GETS SECOND CHANCE TO FLY
[NASA RELEASE-86-35] P86-I0078 06
BARS OBSERVER INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-86-_7] P86-10090 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIYEEY:
PRESENTATION OF EOCENELL MEDAL TO DR. LUIS W.
ALVAREZ; PITTSBURGH, PA P86-I0265 05
CAM DO PROJ_T
SA CCMET HALLEY GROUND RESEARCH TEAMS
STUDENT SHUTTLE EXPERIMENT GETS SECOND CHANCE TO FLY
[NASA RELEASE-86-35] R86-10078 06
CANADA
SA FLINISTRY FOR SCIENCE AND TECH., CANADA
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P86-100_8 05
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMBITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;




SIiBCE AND BISCOE EIPBNINB_T TO RE FLOWN ON NOAA
SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-_6-q4] P86-I0087 06
WEN EIATHRR SAXELLIIE IO BE IEHNCHED BE! 1FRON
CAPE CANAVIRAL
[NASA NELIASI-E6-50] P86-10093 06
REBARNS PEIPAR|D FOE DEIIV_BI: CAPITOL RILL CLOB,
RASHINGTCN, D.C. P86-10102 05
STATENENT CF JCBN Do RO_ EEfORE _HE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, _ICHNOICGX AND SPACE, COBRITTEE ON
CCBNEECE, SCIENCE AND TBANSEOBTATION, ONITED
STATIS SENATE P86-10109 05
5TATERENT OF JOHN _. RODCE R£EORE THE SUBCONSITTHE
ON S_ACE SCIENCE AgE A_PLICARIONS, COBHITTEE ON
SCIENCE Ag_ _ETHNC[OG¥, HC_SE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
NASA ANNOUNCES EASE[IRE CCNflGORATION FOR SPACE
STA_ICN
[NASA RELIASE°_6-61] P86-10119 06
STAT_NENT IT _. JANE5 C. _[|_CBER, NASA
ADBINISTRATO_; PRESS CCN_E_NCE; NASA HEADQUARTERS
P86-10120 05
NASA EEATURES AEEO-SPACE IIANE, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAA CCNVEJ_I(N
[NASA RELIASZ-E6-90] P86-I0150 06
NEE DAXLCCN _A_£BIAL 5_CCESSFULLY TESTED IN H_GB
ALTITUDE PIIGB_S
[NASA RELEAS}-_6-96] P86-10156 06
NASA _C LAUNCH NOAA-G NIATE_R SATELLITR
[NASA RELEASe-,C-115] P86-10175 06
NONSTOP GLOBES VOYAGER AI_EIABE TO CARRY ENERGENCY
LCCATCR
[NASA NRL_ASE-_6-132] P86-10192 06
RESCO_ SAteLLItE SAVES _g05 IN FIRST DAI OF
OPIBAIICB
[NASA REL_ASI-E6-1_q] P86-1020q 06
EXCERPIS _ECM _EMARNS P_IEAE_E FOR BELIVRRT:
NATIONAL ISSD_S EO_gM CN _EE _.S. SPACE PROGRAM:
£IRECTIONS ECB THE fOTORR, E_COKINGS INSTITUTION,
gASHIgg_Cg, _.C. P86-I0209 05
NASA 1986: _EE YEAE IN _VIEW
[NASA REL_AS_-_6-177] P86-I0245 06
REMARKS PR_P_R|D FCR D_£1VE_¥: STGDE_T V_SIT
SPONSORED E_ CCNGRISSMAN _CN PACKARD, |B° CALIF.);
NASA BRADQgA_RS, NASHINGTCN, B.C. P86-10256 05
CAHCNB RESEARCH
NASA 5PACE T_CRNOLC_Y ENBANCE5 DISEASE DETECTZON
[NASA RELEAS_-EC-6S] P86-10129 06
CAPE CANAVEN&L iI_ POICi STATION, _LL
PRESENTATION _C TBR PRESIIIE_IAL COBHISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CBALI_NGRR _CCIEENT: AGENDA
PSC-100q7 05
NASA SCB_D_LES _IVE EXEE_ABL_ LAUNCHES FOR 1986
[NASA R_L}AS_-_E-3_] P86-10072 06
SEARCB AND RESCUE ENPEfilRE_T ¢O BE FLOWN ON NOAA
SA_EII_E
[NASA REL_ASI-_6-4_] P86-10087 06
NHN NEATH_ S&_LLI_E IC RE lAUNCHED MAT 1 FROH
CAPR CANAVERAL
[NASA REL_AS_-_6-50] P86-I0093 06
NASA NAMES DELIA 178 IN¥_S_IGATION EOARD
[NASA RELEAS_ E6-5_] P86-I0100 06
SHUTTLE MISSZO5 51-L RECCV_EY OPERATION ENDS
[N|SA R_ASE-_6-1_I] P86-10181 06
NASA ANNOUNCES fLEES fCE DISPOSITION C_ CHALLENGER
DEEBIS
[NASA REL_AS_-E6-1_I] P86-10201 06
SIXTH FLTSATCOE TO BE IAUNCEED
[NASA HELEASE-86-165] P86-10233 06
NASA SELECTS PAYLOAD GROUND OPERATIONS COH_HACTOR
[NASA RELEASE-86-167] P86-10235 06
NASA 1986: TEE TEAR IN RAVINg
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-I02_5 06
NASA ANNOUNCES LAUNCH FORECAST FOR 1987
[NASA RELEASE-86-179] P86-102q7 06
CAPE CANAIEREL, FL_-.
S KENNEDT SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH, FLA.
CAPE NEUBEDT, FLk,.
S ERNNED_ SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH, FLA.
CAPE BAT, N°d.
ARTIFICIAL CLOODS TO BE VISIBLE AT DAWN ALONG EAST
COAST
[NASA RELEASE-86-51] P86-10_9_ 06
CAPITO_ HILL CLUB
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIYERI: CAPITOL BILl CLUB,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10102 05
EXCERPTS PROM REBARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_:
REPUBLICAN gREEN'S FEDERAL _ORUB, CAPITOL HILL
CLUB, NASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10207 05
CANNON
STATEHENT OF HATNOND S. COLLADAY BEFORE THE
SgBCCBEITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECBEOLOG_ AND SPACE;
COMMITTEE ON COMHERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-1006_ 05
EXCEEPRS FEOH REH&RKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNHEN_S &NNOAL REETING;
ORLANDO_ FLORIDA P86-10271 05
CARBON DIOXIDE
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDARD BEMO RIAL
STMPOSIgB, GODDAED SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MART1AND P86-I0075 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENRER, GREENBELT, MARTLAND P86-10101 05
CLOUDS MAY OFFSET "GREENHOHSE EFFECT"
[NASA HELEASR-86-105] P86-10165 06
NASA SCANNER PRODUCES COMPLETE I_AGE OF NSBTH
ATLANTIC OCEAN
[NASA RELEKSE-86-1_7] P86-10215 06
STA_EHENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: EARTH SYSTEH SCIENCE PRESS
CONFERENCE; NASffINGTON, D.C. P86-10257 05
CARBO| RONOXIDE
AffAZON FORESTS SIGN_FICANTL_ AFFECT GLOBAL AIR
QDAEIT¥
[NASA RHLEASE-86-6_] P86-1012_ 06
CAHDIOWASCUL&R S_STEB
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE TEE
S_BCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMHITTEH ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: HO_SE OF
REPRESENTATIVES PSb-10065 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDARD MEMORIAL
S_MPOSI_N, GODDAND SPACE FLIGBT CENTER, GNERNEELI,
MAR_iAND P86-10075 05
REMARK5 PREPARED POE DELIVERT: GODDARD SPACE
PLIGHT CENTER. GREENBELT, MARTLAND P86-10101 05
CASABI_k_CJk/_OH&M_D • _7EPORT, BOMOCCO
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-I02_5 _6
CASABI_CA# BOROCCO
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHBTTL_
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P86-100_8 05
A-17
CASJ EESIBRE JMS|RYN U|IV.. CHIC SUBJMCT ZRDEI
OFEICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCIEDINGS B_ORE
PBESICENTIAL CCMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 1986
P86-1005_ 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESILENTIAL CCMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, THURSEAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
CASE WESTERN EZSZRIE UIIV., CHIC
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT C_N_EB CANDIDATES RAftED
[NASA REL_ISE-86-q9] P86-10092 06
NASA TECHNCLCGY STDEIEE iCE HSE AGAINST MENTAL
DISORE_R
[NASA RELEASE-E6-9%] P86-I0159 06
C|SSI|I BISSIC|
S_ATEMENT OF RUR_ON I. EDEISCN BEFOR_ THE
SUBCCMMITTEE CJ SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;







HA ATlAS-CENTAUR LAUNCH VERICIES
NASA RENAMES EIANE_ARY MISSIONS TO VENUS AND MARS
[NASA R_LEASE-_6-1] P86-10002 06
NASA POSTPCNES GALiIEO, UIYSSES, ASTBO-I LAUNCHES
[NASA RELEASE-E6-11] P86-10012 06
NASA EEPLANNING AC_IVIIIES
[NASA RELEASE-EC-22] 986-10023 06
ORBITER TEAM P86-10038 05
STATEMENT OE MIITON A. SILVEIBA BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SURCCMNITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CCMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND _ECRNOLUGY; HOUSE OE
R£PRE_ENTATIYEB P86-100_5 05
OEPICIAL I_ANSCRIP_ PSOCEEEIRGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: NCENING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
lSE6 P86-1OOq8 05
O_EICIAL T_ANSCRIP_ PROCEECINGS BEFORE
_RESIEENTIAL COMMISSION C5 S£ACE SHUTTIE
CHALLENGER ACCIDEN_ P86-10055 05
STATEMENT CF _ILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE TEE
CCMMI_IEE CN SCIENCE AND TE_NCLOGY; HOUSE OF
REfRESENTA_IVE_ P86-10062 05
DESTACKING Gf £I-G ELEMENTS AND MODIFICATIONS TO
OHRITERS EIANNED
[NASA EELEAS}-EC-37] P86-10080 06
ORBITER CCIUMEIA ASSIGNEE _C SUPPORT VANDENBERG
BI_E YALIDJ_ICN
[NASA RELEAS_-E6-_O] P86-10083 06
STATEMENT CF JCBN C. BRIZ_NDINE BEFORE THE
SURCCNMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECENOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITIEE CN CCMMEHCE, SCIRNC_ AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITE_ STATES SENATE P86-10105 05
S2ATEMENT CE _ICBARD E. I_UI_ BEFORE THE
SUECONMITT_E CN SCIENCE, _RCfiNOLOG_ AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE CN COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITER 5TA_ S_NAT_ P86-10106 05
SIATEN_NT CE _ICEAE£ H. TEUI_ BEFORE THE
SUECCMMITT_E CN SPACE SCIE_C_ AND AEPLICATIONS,
CCMMIITEE CN SCIENCE AND _ECUNCLOGY, HOUSE OF
BEPBESENTA_IV_ P86-10112 05
MEW SUPER CONPUTER SUPPORTS KEY NASA PROJECTS
[NASA BEL_ASE-66-7q] P86-1013_ 06
NASA TERMINATES DEVELOPMENT OF SHUTTLE/CENTAUR
UPPER STAGE
[NASA RELEASE-86-80] P86-101_0 06
TESTING OF SHUTTLE ORBITER WEATHER PROTECTION
STRUCTURE SCHEDULED
[NASA RELEASE-86-95] P86-10155 06
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. GRAHAM, ACTING
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-I0205 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY:
REPUBLICAN NOMENOS FEDERAL FORUM, CAPITOL HILL
CLUB, NESHINGTON, D.C. P86-10207 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: THE
MARS CONFERENCE, RATIONAL ECADEMY OF SCIENCES,
_ASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10208 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
NATIONal ISSUES EORUM ON THE O.S. SPACE PROGRAM:
DIRECTIONS FOE THE FUTURE, BEOOKINGS INSTITUTION,
_ASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10209 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: RAY
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
UPPER STAGE SELECTED FOR PLANETARY MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-161] PU6-I0229 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102q5 06
CENTAUR PROJECT
PRESS CONFERENCE: APPOINTMENT OF JESSE MOORE AND
RICHABD TRULY P86-I0029 05
CENTER FOR INNOVATIVE TECP-, BERNDOR, VA.
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER CANDIDATES NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-86-_9] P86-I0092 06
CENTERS FOR THE COMMERCIAL DEV. OF SPACE
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER CANDIDATES NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-86-qP] P86-10092 06
NASA AND BOEING SIGN MATERIALS PROCESSING AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-86-62] P86-I0122 06
CENTERS FOR COHMEBCIAL DEYELOPMENT OF SPACE NA_ED
/NASA RELEASE-86-102] P86-10162 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN EEVIE_
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-I02_5 06
CEETRE _h_TL. D'ETUDES SPATIALES, FRANCE
STATEBENf OF BURTON !. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE 5CIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CONMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: HOUSE OE
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
NASA ISSUES TOPEX/POSEIDON MISSION PROPOSAL REQUEST
[NASA RELEASE-86-86] P86-101@6 06
NEN BALLOON MATERIAL SUCCESSFULLY TESTED IN HIGH
ALTITUDE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-96] P86-10156 06
CERAMICS
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: 1986
NASA SYMPOSIUM ON QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY;
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10270 05
CERERROSPINAL FLUID CONTROL SYSTEM
NASA _ECHNOLOGY STUDIED FOR USE AGAINST _ENTA£
DISORDER
[NASA RELEASE-86-99] P86-10159 06
CEREMONIES
SA AGENCY-WIDE HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY. NASA
SA HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY_ GSFC
SA HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY, JSC
SA HONOR ARARDS CEREMONY, LARC
SA HONOR ARAEDS CEREMONY, LRC
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
ANNUAl HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY, AMES RESEARCH
CENTER; MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA P86-10212 05
&-18
SUBJECT INDEX CBALLENGEH
REMARKS PH_PIEID FCR DELIVERY: NASA HEADQUARTERS
HONOR ANAR[S C_BEMC_Y; _ASEINGTCN, D.C.
P86-I0255 05
EXCERPTS EECM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
VOXAGER/URANCS AWAEES CEEHMCNY; JET PROPULSION
LABCRATORY, PASA£ENA, CAL]}C_RIA P86-I0261 05
EXCEE_TS _CM REMARKS PRE[IBEE FCR DELIVERY:
INTERNATIONAL CCME_ARY El[LONER TRANSFER CEREMONY;
NA_ICNAL AIR ANL S_ACE mUSeUM P86-10262 05
EXCEEITS E}CM _EflARRS PR_A_ED FOE DELIVERY:
PRESENTATION C} ROCKWELL MEEAI TO DR. LUIS N.
AL_AREZ; PI_I_EURGH, FA P86-10265 05
CHALLENGER
TEACEEE IN SPACE A_£ COMET £AIIET STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L ELIGR_
[NASA EELEASI-86-5] P86-10006 06
NASA PCSTP£NES GALILEO, ULYSSES, ASTRO-I LAUNCBES
[NASA EEIEASI-£6-11] P86-I0012 06
NASA SPACE FLIGHT LEPII_¥ ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
LAMED
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-16] P86-10017 06
NASA ECSTPCNES EXCEILENCE A_AED
[NASA RELEASE-_6-17] P86-I0018 06
U.S. SPACE ECU_LATICN CUtlaSES CHALLENGER 7 FUND
[NASA EEL_AS_-L£-I_] P86-I0019 06
INTERNATIONAl GBOU_ MEE_S ICR HALLEY'S COMET
ENCOUNTER
[NASA RELEASE-_6-1S] P86-I0020 06
TH£MPSCN TC MANAGE NASA TASK ICRCE
[NASA RELEASE-L6-20] P86-10021 06
NASA REPLANNING ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-£6-2_] P86-I0023 06
NASA _ASK EOICE ASSIGNMIN_E DETAILED
[NASA RELiASE-66-2q] P86-I0025 06
BACKGECUND MITEEIAI: BASA }I 1987 BUDGET BRIEFING
P86-10027 05
NASA NHQ-86-C2-08 RUDGE_ REIEFING P86-I0028 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: APFCINRKEN_ OF JESSE EOORE AND
RICHARD TRULI P86-10029 05
NASA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATICN PRESS CCNFERENCE
P86-10030 05
STATEMENT OF DE. WILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIENCE, IICHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COMMITTEE CN COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED STA_ES EE_AIE P86-10031 05
SZATEMENT EY _EAR ADMIRAL RICHARD TRRLY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTEATUR EC_ S_ACE FLIGBT
P86-10033 05
STATEMENT CF £R. NILLIAM B. GRAHAM BEFORE TEE
COMMITTEE CM SCIENCE AND T_CB_OLOGY; SOUSE OF
REPRESENTA_IYES P86-I003_ 05
SPACE EH_I_LE JOIR_ REVIEb P86-10035 05
SEARCH RECOVEr| RECCNST_UCIICN P86-10036 05
RECONSTRUCTION AND ANALTSIS P86-10037 05
ORBITER TEAM P86-I0038 05
SPACE SSG_LE MAIN ENGINE P86-I0039 05
STS 51-L INCIDENT INVESTIGATION P86-I00_0 05
51-L IAOLT T_EE P86-100_1 05
STS 51-L TIME lINE P86-100q2 05
STATEMENT EY _EE INTEEAGENCY NDCLEAR SAFETY REVIEW
PANEL BEFORE TEE SSECOMMII_EE ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS:
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; UNITED SIATES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P86-1OOq3 05
SfA_EMENT OF WILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE TSE
SUECCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMHITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-100qq 05
STATEMENT OF MILTON A. SILVEIRA BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCC_MITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; SOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-100q5 05
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON IHE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-I00_7 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT pROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PEES!DENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P86-100q8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1$86 P86-100_9 05
PHESENTATION I0 THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CN THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 10, 1986
P86-10050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PR_EEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, P_BRUARY 11, 1986
P86-I0051 O5
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUAHY 25, 1985
P86-I0052 O5
OFFICIAl TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CSALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1985
P86-I0053 O5
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 1986
P86-1005_ O5
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-1OU55 05
EXECUTIVE ORDER: PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0056 05
NASA SATELLITE SUPPORTS COMET SALLEY ENCOUNTERS
[NASA RELEASE-86-29] P86-1OU60 06
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10062 05
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS AND CRITICAL
ITEMS LIST P86-I0066 05
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALLENGER ACCIDENT. OPEN HEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS TASK FORCE PRESENTATIONS,
FRIDAY, MARCH 21 P86-10069 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDARD MEMORIAL
SYMPOSIUM, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, G_EENEELT,
MARYLAND 986-10075 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: NASA CENTERS AND
HEADQUARTERS P86-10076 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: PRESS BRIEFING,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10077 05
A-19
CHALLENGED C_BTD SUBJECT INDEX
DESTACEING O_ 61-G ELENENIS AND NODIFICATIOHS TO
OHEITERS EIA_HID
[NASA EELEJSE-EH-37] P86-I0080 06
ASIECmLUT BgEC_IAl 2C EE EUIIT
[NASA HEL_AS_-_6-38] P86-10081 06
055 PHESEBYEB REASSIGNED
[NASA EELE_SE-£6-39] P86-I0082 06
CREW CABIN RECCVEET OPERA,ICON CORPIETED
[NASA NEL_ASE-EH-_6] P86-10089 Ob
NASA fiESPOBDS TCNE@ lO_K _IBES
[NASA EELEASI-£6-52] P86-10095 06
STATENENT EI R_AR A£NIRAL _}011
[NASA EELS ASh-E6-53 ] P86-I0096 06
HENARES PRePaRED FOE DELIVEI_: GODDAHD SPACE
FLIGH_ CEN_E_, GREEJEEI_, _J_LAND 986-10101 05
REBARES PRePAreD YON DELIVE_: CAPITOL HILL CLUB,
@ASHIEG_CB, S.C. P86-10102 05
EEMAHES PB_PIR_D FCE D_LIVERT: AEROSPACE 86 -
AIkA ANNUAL NESTING, AELI&G_Ci, VIRGINIA
P86-10103 05
BENAHKS P_EPAB_D FOE DEIIVE_: THIHD ANNUAL NASA
CCN_RACTOH CCH}ERENCE, EAIC ALTO, CALIEORNIA
PB6-1010q 05
STA_EBENT C_ JOHN C. EEIZ_NDINE BEFORE THE
SUECOBBITT_E C_ SCIENCE, TECENOLOG_ AND SPACE,
CCHBI_TEE CH CCN_EECR, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
U_ITLE STAT_B 5ENAIE P86-I0105 05
STA_BENT OP _]CHARE H. _ECI_ EE_OEE THE
SUBCCHHITT_E CN SCIENCE, _ECHNOLOGT AND SPACE,
CCBNI_TEE CN CCBNERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
_NITE£ STATES SENA_E P86-10106 05
STATEMENT CP JOHN D. DODGE B£EOBE T_E SUBCOHRITTEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY ABE SPACE, COREITTEE ON
CCBBEECE, SCIENCE _E_ TRANEPOETA_IONo UNITED
STATES SENATE P8S-10109 05
STATEBENT CE _ICHA_E H. _ULY BEFORE THE
SUBCCENITT_E CB SCIENCE, T_CHNOLOGT AND SPACE,
CCE_ITTEE CN CCNflE_CE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STA_ES SENATE P86-10111 05
STATEBENT DF E_CNARD H. T£ULI BEFORE THE
SUBCOBBIT_EE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
CCN_ITTEE CN _CIENCE AR_ TECHNOLOGY, NOOSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10112 05
STA_REENT CF JGEN £. HODGE E_E©RE THE SUBCONNIT_EE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND A_EL]CA_IONS, COBBIT_EE ON
SCIEBCE AH£ IECHNOIOGT, HC_SE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
OFFICIAL TEASSCHIP_ PROCEEDINGS BEFOHE
PRESIDENTIAL CCEBISSION C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGES ACCIDENT, NABOB _I. 1986 P86-1011_ 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BF._OEE
PReSIDENTIAl CCENISSIO_ C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, TEURSEAT APRIL 3, 1988
P88-10115 05
STATENENT ET DE. JAPES C. ELETCEER, NASA
ADNIEISTRATOE; PRESS CCREEBENCE; NASA HEADQUARTERS
P86-I0120 05
STATEBENT C_ _AHES C. FIerCESt, NASA
ADHINISTRA_OE; PRESS CCNNESEECE, NASA
HEADQUARTERS, EASHINGTCN, S.C. P86-I0121 05
NASA ADflINIS_RATOR CALLS ICE BEN OEBITEB, SPACE
STATICN IN 199_
[NASA RELEASE E6-66] P86-I0126 06
NASA PLANS _C F_OCUEE R_EIAC_EENT TRACKING AND
DATA EPACECEAE_
[NASA EEL_ASE-_6-70] P86-10130 06
GROUP TO REVIEW SPACE SHUTTLE NAHAGENENT
[NASA HELEASE-86-76] P86-10136 06
NASA _ER_INATES DEYELOPNENT OF SHUTTLE/CENtAUR
UPPER STAGE
[NASA RELEASE-86-80] P_6-I01_0 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE STATIOH ASSOCIATE
ADHINISTEATOR, NEW PROGRAN STRUCTURE
[NASA RELEASE-86-8_] PH6-101q_ 06
SHH SAFET_ OFFICE AND POSITION ESTABLISHED
[NASA EELEASE-86-HT] P86-101q7 06
CHALLENGER TAPE STATUS
[NASA RELEASE-86-93] P86-I01_3 _6
NASA RELEASES CHALLENGER TRANSCRIPT AND REPORT CN
CAUSE OF DEATH
[NASA RELEASE-86-100] P86-10160 06
CLOUDS BAT OFFSET "GREENHOUSE EFFECT"
[HASA RELEASE-86-105] PEb-IOIb5 06
HASA ANNOUNCES DISPOSITION OF SHUTTLE HISSION 51 -
L _LIGHT NENENTOS
[NASA RELEASE-86-120] P86-I0180 06
SHUTTLE NISSION 51-L RECOVER¥ OPERATION ENDS
[NASA RELEASE-86-121] PH6-10181 06
NASA ANARDS STUDY CONTEACTS FOR SHUTTLE SCLID
ROCKET ROTORS
[NASA RELEASE-86-12%] PB6-1018q 06
LOCKHEED SHUTTLE PROCESSING CONTRACT EXTENDED FOE
THREE IEARS
[NASA RELEASE-86-126] P86-10186 06
NASA TO TRANSCRIBE EISSION 51-L PRELAUNCH TAPE
[NASA RELEASE-86-135] P86-10195 06
NASA RELEASES 51-L PRELAUNCH IBTEHCOB TAPE
T_AHSCRIPTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-137] P86-10197 06
BOORS HEASSIGNED, COHEN NANED JSC DIRECTOR
[NASA RELEASE-86-138] P_6-I0198 06
NASA SELECTS HORIZONTAL CONFIGURATION FOR JOINT TEST
[NASA RELEASE-86-139] P86-10199 06
NASA ANNOUNCES PLANS FOR DISPOSITION OF CHALLENGER
DEERIS
[NASA RELEASE-86-141] P86-10201 06
STATEBENT OF NILLIAR R. GRARA8, ACTING
ADRINISTRATOR: NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-10205 _5
RERARKS PREPARED FOR DELIYERT: AEROSPACE
INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION OF AHERICA BOARD OF
GOVERNGRS HEETING, NILLIARSBURG, V_RGINIA
P86-I0206 05
EXCERPTS FROR RE,ARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVEBI:
REPUBLICAN HOPER'S FEDERAL FORUR, CAPITOL HILL
CLUB, HASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0207 05
EXCERPTS FROH REHARKS PREPARED POD DELIYEHT:
NATIONAL ISSUES PORUM ON THE U.S. SPACE PROGRAM:
DIRECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE, BROOKINGS INSTITUTION,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0209 05
STATEHERT BY DR. JANES C. _LETCRER, NASA
ADRIRISTHATOR: PRESS 5RIEFING P86-10210 05
E_CEEP_S FRO_ EENARKS PREPARED FOB DELIVEBT: PAl
GROOP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, HASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
EXCERPTS PEON RENARES PREPARED FOR DELIVEBI:
ANNUAL HONOR ARAHDS CEREROHT, ARES RESEARCH
CENTER; _OFFETT FIELD, CALIPORNIA P86-10212 05
NASA TO EXTEND SPACECRAFT TRACKING STATION
OPERATIONS
[NASA RE/EASE-86-157] P86-I0225 06
A-20
SUBJECT IRD|X CLEVIS
UPPER STAGE SELECTED FOR EIANETARI MISSIONS
[R&S& RE_|ASE-86-161] P86-I0229 06
NASA 1586: _RE TEA_ IN RELIER
[gist NELEASE-£6-177] P86-10245 06
REMARKS PNEPIRED FOR DELIVERI: NASA BEADQUARTEES
HONOR ANARES CEREECNY; IASRINGTON, D.C.
P86-I0255 05
RENARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: STUDENT VISIT
SPCRSCRRD HI CCNGRRSSNAN ECR EACKAED, (R. CALIf.);
NASA BEADQU&}TERS, WISHINGTCN, D.C. P86-I0256 05
STJTEEENT OF £_. JIBES C. EIETCHER, NASA
&DNINISTRAIOR: EARTH SYSTEM SCIENCE PRESS
CONFERENCE; bASRIRG_ON, E.C. P86-10257 05
REMARKS PREP|RED FOB DElIVeRY: EARSHALL SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, HUNSSVILIE, ILABAMA P86-10258 05
EXCERPTS OE _EEARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
RADIO-TELEYISICN NENS DIR_CICRS ASSOCIATION 41ST
INTIRNATICNAL CONVERTICN; S|L_ LAKE CITY, UTAH
P86-I0259 05
EXCERPTS F_OU EHBARBS PR_PAR|D FOR DELIVERY: BLUE
RIEBON STEERING GROUP PC_ 19£6 SYMPOSIUH ON
QUILITY AND _ECEUCIIVIIY; NASA HEADQUAH_EHS,
NISHINGTCN, £.C. P86-I0260 05
EICERPTS O_ _EEARES PH_PA_tD PCR DELIVERY: MEDIA
SEMINAR ON O.S. SPACE PCIICY; IOS ANGELES,
CIIIFCRNIA P86-I0263 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVerY: COUNCIL OF STATE
GCVEHNBENTS _RSTERR STATE CCNEERERCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, CCLEEADO P66-10264 05
EXCERPTS F_CE REMAEBS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
AGERCY-WID_ ECNOR AgAR£S CEREMONY P86-10266 05
EXCERPTS FRCB REEAR_S PBEEA_ED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
INAEDS CEgEBc_T, LANGLEY BESEARCH CENTER
P86-I0267 05
EXCERPTS E_CH _EBAEBS PEEEAEE_ FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
ARARDS CRREHCNY, LENTS RESEARCH CENSER
P86-10268 05
EXCRHP_S PROM REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREMC_2; OCHNSCg S_ACE CENTER HOUSTON, IEXAS
P86-I0269 05
EXCERPTS E_CB BEBARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: 1986
SARA SYEPGSI_M CN CUALII_ ARE PNODUCTIVITI;
RASHINGTCR, E.C. P86-10270 Q5
EXCERPTS LEON _EMIRRS PRIEIEID FOR DELIVERY:
COUNCIL OF ST&_E GCVERRRENTS AHNUAL BELTING;
ORLANEO, EICPIEA P86-30271 05
EXCERETS EBCR _EMANKS P_ARE_ FOR DELIVERY:
KENNREY SPACE CENTEH ENEIC_E_S; KENNEDY SPACE
CE_E_, FLC_]D& P86-10272 05
EXCERETS FRON _EMAEKS P_IEA_ED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
ANARDS CEREMCN|, GCDDAR_ SPICE FLIGHT CENTER;
GREENEELT, M_iA_[ P86-10273 05
CBALLERGER 7 FUND
H.S. SPACE ECURDATICN CEI£I_ES CHALLENGER 7 FUND




NASA _0 LAUNCH ROA_-G NEAIEEF SATELLITE
[NASA RELEISE-_6-11_] P86-I0175 06
CEIRLESTC| COUN_X $CHCCLS, $.C.
STUDENt SN_IE RXPE_IME_ GEIS SECOND CEANC_ 20 FLY




ARTIPICIAL CLOUDS _0 HE VISIBLE AT DAMN ALONG EAST
COAST




[NASA RELEASE-86-93] P86-I0153 06








SPACE SCIENCE STUDENT RIRRERS ANROUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-86-71] P86-10131 06
CHINA
S PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
CHINESE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
S PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHIRR
CHLOROPHYLL
NASA SCANNER PRODUCES COMPLETE IflkGE OF NORTH
ATIANTIC OCEAN
[NASA ERLEASE-86-1qI] P86-I0215 06
CHEOBATOGRAPHY
TEACHER IN SPACE AND COMET HALLEY STUDY H_GHLIGHT
51-L FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-86-5] P86-10006 06
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET RENDEZVOUS
HISSICR





STITENERT OF DR. NLLLIAM R. GRIBAN BEFORE _HE
CO,BITTER ON SCIENCE IND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSZ OR
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I003_ 05
STATEMENT OF RAYHORD S. COLLAD&Y BEFORE THE
SUHCOMNITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COMMITTEE ON C03MERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED STATES SERATE P86-1006q 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS RHEPAHED FOR DELIVERY:
ANNUAL HONOR _NIRDS CEREMONY, IRES RESEARCH
CENTER; MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA P86-I0212 05
CEARKSON COIl-- OF TECHNOL,.. POTSDAN, N.Y.
CENTERS FOR COHflERCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF SPECE NAH_D
[NASA RELEASE-86-102] P86-I0162 06
CLARKSON UNIV., POTSDAN, _V.
CONHEHCIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER CANDIDATES NA_D
[NASA BELEASE-86-_9] P86-I0092 06
CLASSR©OB BARTH_ SPRING VALLEY. ILL_
TEACHER IN SPICE AND COEET HALLEY STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-86-5] P86-I0006 06
CLEESON OilY.. S.C..
COHMERCIAL DEEE_OPMENT CENTER CANDIDATES HALED
[NASA RELEISR-86-q9] P86-I0092 06
CLEVIS
PHESERTITION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY _0, 1986
P86-I0050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPICE SHUTTLE




OFFICIAL 2FAJSCBIP_ PROC_LIMGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMNISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FERRUARI 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCHIP_ PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCNMISSION CN SHADE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGES ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
CIIMAT|
NASA RENAMES _IANETARI RISSICNE TO VENUS AND BARS
[NASA RELIASE-ES-1] P86-I0002 06
MARS ORSENVE_ MISSION CCN_RAC_ORS SELECTED FOR
NEGCTIATIC5
[NASA RELEAS_-E6-3_] P86-10074 06
RERARRS PREPAreD FOB DEIIVE_: GODDARD MEMORIAl
SYRPOSIOR, GC£IARD SPACE _LIU_T CENTER, GREENBELT,
MARYLAND P86-I0075 05
REMARKS PREPARZD FOB DELIVERY: GODDAED SPACE
FLIGH_ CEB_EE, GRE_MEEI_# EAAYLAND P86-I0101 05
NASA ISSUES _OFEN/_OSEIDCN MISSION PROPOSAL REQUEST
[NASA RRL_AS_-_6-86] P86-101q6 06
CLCHDS MAY O_PSET "GRERNNOESE EFFECT"
[NASA RRLEAS_-E6-1CS] P86-I0165 06
NASA g-2 AIECEAET WILL SIREY CONTROLLED CALIFORNIA
_OEISI FIR_
[NASA NELEASE-E6-13q] P86-1019_ 06
NASA INSTRUMENt AIDS OCEAN R_ATBEB MONITORING
[NASA REL_ASR-E6-1Eg] P86-I0237 06
NASA 1986: _ YEAR IR RE¥1RR
[NASA REL_AS_-£6-1?7] P86-10245 06
CCNTRACTOR S_L_CTED FOR TC_EX SATELLITE NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELEAS_-ES-17E] P86-I02_6 06
STATEMENT OF E_. JAMES C. FlEtCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRAtOr: EARTH SYS_IM SCIENCE PRESS
CONFERENCe; _ASHIRG_ON, D.C. P86-10257 05
EXCERPTS F_CM _EMARKS PRePAreD FOE DELIVERY: HONOR






OFFICIAL TRANSCBIP_ PROCeeDINGS BEFORE
ERESI_ENTIAL COMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, _EE_Y 27, 1986
P86-1005q 05
STATEMENT OE BUHTON I. _DELHER BEFORE TEE
SURCCNNITTEE C_ SPACE SCIE_C_ AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CN SCIERC_ AND _CHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTA_I¥_S P86-10065 05
NASA SCIENTISTS SEEK CAUSR CE EAST COAST CVCLONES
[NASA HEL_AS_-£6-3_] P86-100TO 06
MEN NIATHR_ SAbRELIkE _0 RE IABNCHED MAY I PROM
CAPE CANAVerAL
[NASA REL_ASE-E6-5G] P86-10093 O_
CLCUDS NAY O_FSET "GREENHC_S_ EFFECT"
[NASA REIEASE-_6-1C_] P86-I0165 06
EXCE_S FROM R_MARMS P_AR_E FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
ANARDS CEN_MCb_, LANGLEY R_S_ARCB CENTER
P86-10267 05
C_OST_E BISSICN /_SA/
STATEMENT CF BURTON I. _E_ISCN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIEBC£ AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CN SCIENC_ AND _CNNCLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
CCAL
NASA _ECRNIClAN MA_S E_A_OUGH IN AIR
ECLLU_ION CC_CI
[NASA RELEASE-86-101] P86-10161 06
COAST GOARD, g.R.
PRESENTATION _0 THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON TRE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-I00@7 05
CREW CABIN RECOVERY OPERATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-86-_6] P86-I0089 06
SHUTTLE MISSION 51-L RECOVERY OPERATION ENDS
[NASA RELEASE-86-121] P86-10181 06
COASTAL ZOHE COLOR SCANNER
NASA SCANNER PRODUCES COMPLETE IMAGE OF NONTH
ATLANTIC OCEAN
[NASA RELEASE-86-1q7] P86-10215 06
COASTS
NASA SCIENTISTS SEEK CAUSE OF EAST COAST C_CLONES
[NASA RELEASE-86-30] P86-I0070 06
CO&TINGS
S THERMAL CONTROL COATINGS
COCKPITS
NASA PREDICTS EEVOLUTIONAHX ADVANCES IN AIRCRAFT
PERFOAMANCE
[NASA HELEASE-86-13] P86-I001_ 06
NASA FEATURES AEEO-SPACE PLANE, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAA CONVENTION
[NASA RELEASE-86-go] P86-10150 06
CODING
S DECODING
CCZHJON HECHANICAL CORP., CLEVE., OHIO
NASA SELECTS CLEVELAND FIHM FOR $22 BILLION
CONTRACT NEGOTIATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-67] P86-I0127 06
COLLISIONS
MEN ASTEROID/COMET NUCLEI HAZARD STUDIES ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-86-63] Pd6-10123 06
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
NASA SPACE TECBNOLOG! ENHANCES DISEASE DETECTION
[NASA RELEASE-86-69] P86-I0129 06
COLORADO STATE ORIVo# FORT COLLINS
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM TO BECOME AVAILABLE
NATIONALLY
[NASA RELEASE-86-92] P86-10152 06
COLUMBIA
PRESS CONFERENCE: APPOINTMENT OF JESSE MOORE AND
RICHARD TRUL_ P86-I0029 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBRUAR_ 6,
1986 P86-I00_8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
STUDENT SHUTTLE EXPERIMENT GETS SECOND CHANCE TO FL_
[NASA RELEASE-86-35] P86-10078 Ob
DESTACKING OF 61-G ELEMENTS AND MODIFICATIONS TO
OEBITERS PLANNED
[NASA RELEASE-86-37] P86-10080 06
ORBITER COLUMBIA ASSIGNED TO SUPPORT VANDENBERG
SITE VALIDATION
[NASA REIEASE-86-qO] P86-10083 06
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALLENGEB ACCIDENT, _HURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
COLUMBIA gNIV., K.'L.
NASA SOUNDING ROCKET DESTROYED B! RANGE SAFETY
OFFICER
[NASA RELEASE-86-119] P86-I0179 06
A°22
SUBJECT INDEX COB L ON SCI.. AND TECH° /0.5. HOUSE/
COB& /COMET BEAD/
SCIENSISTS MAKE EIRST DE_INISE IDENTIFICATION OF
WATER IN CCMET_
[NASA RELEASE-_6-4] 986-10005 06
CCBBOS_ION
SPACE SHOSSLE MAIN ENGINE P86-10039 05
CRITICAL I_EMS PRESRNTA_IC_ - CMS [OHBITAL
MANEUVERING SIE_M) 986-I0068 05
NEW SUPER CCMP_ER SUPPORTS KEY NASA PROJECTS
[NASA RELEASE-_6-74] 986-10134 06
NASA _XCHNICIAN MAKES BREAKIHROUGH IN AIR
ECIIU_ICN CC_IfCI
[NASA RELEASe-E6-101] " 986-10161 06
CCHRUSTICN CHAMEERS




SCIeNtIStS MAKE FIRST EREINITE IDENTIFICATION O_
WAIER IN CCMESS
[NASA RELeASE-AM-4] 986-10005 06
INtERNATIONAl GROUR MEETS ECE BALLEYmS COMET
ENCCON_ER
[NASA HELEAS_-66-19] P86-10020 06
NASA SELECTS INVES_IGAYICNS }CB COMET RENDEZVOUS
MISSION
[NASA HEL_ASI°66-150] P86-I0218 06
COMET HALLEY AC_IV_ MCNITCBING _HCG_M
T_ACBER IN S_ACE AND COMES BAILEY STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L _IIGHS
[NASA RELEASE-E6-5] 986-10006 06
COMET HALLEY GECOND HNSE&ECE T|AHS
STODENI SNCS_L_ EX_RIM_NS (_T$ SECOND CHANCE TO FLY
[NASA RELEASE-86-35] 986-10078 06
CCMHT EHAD
S CCMA /CCMET BEAD/
CCMET NUCLEI
NASA SATELLISE SUPPORTS CCE_S HALLEY ENCOUNTERS
[NASA REL£AS_-_6-2_] P86-10060 06
STATEMENT UP EOBTON I. EDEISCN BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE CB SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENC_ AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESRNTATI_RS P86-10065 05
NEW ASTEROID/CCMET NUCLei EAZAHD STUDIES ANNOUNCED
IN,HA BRLEAS_-£6-63] 986-10123 06
NASA SELECTS IWVESTIGAIICN5 _CR COMET RENDEZVOUS
MISSICE
[NASA RELEASf-66-150] 986-I0218 06
CCMET PAIH
INTERNATIOnal GEOHP ME_SS _CE BALLET'S COMET
ENCCUB_EH
[NASA BEL_AS_-_6-19] 986-10020 06
STATEHEN_ OF R_HTON I. _DE_SCW BE.FORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE C_ SPACE SCI_RC_ AND APPLICATIONS;
COEMISTEE CN SCIENC_ AND TECHNOLOGY; ROUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 986-10065 05
NASA SELECt5 IEVESSIGATICNS FCR COMET EHNDEZ¥OUS
MISSICN
[NASA BELEASR-_6-150] 986-10218 06
CCBET IBNDEZVOUS/ASTEROID PI|EI
STATEMENT OE BURTON I. R_ELSCW BEFORE TEE
SUECCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMIITEE CN SCIHNC_ AND T_CRNOLOGY; ROUSE OF
REPBESENTASIVE_ P86-10065 05
NASA SELECSS INVESTIGATIONS _CR COMET BENDEZVOHS
MISSION
[NASA HEL|AS_-66-150] 986-10218 06
COMET T_/LS
INTERNATIONAL GROUP MEETS FOR HALLEY'S COMET
ENCOUNTER
[NASA RELEASE-86-19] P86-I0020 06
STATEMENT BE B_RTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
HHPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
STUDENT SHUTTLE EXPERIMENT GETS SECOND CHANCE TO FLY




SA TEMPEL 2 COMET
REMARKS PREPARED FOB DELIVER_: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND 986-10101 05
MASA STUDYING CONCEPT TO MEASURE DISTANCE RH_REEN
STARS, GALAXIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-133] P86-10193 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: MAY
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, HASHINGTON, D.C.
986-10211 05
FOUR GREAT OBSERVATORIES WILL AID IN ASTRONOMICAL
EXPLORATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-168] P86-10236 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREMONY, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER;
GREENBELT, MARYLAND P86-10273 05
CCMB. ON COMBEHCH, SCI. AND TRANS.., SENATE
S_ATEMENT OF DR. _ILLIAM B. GRAHAM BEFORE SEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, _ECHNOLOG_ AND SPACE;
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10031 05
STATEMENT OF RAYMOND S. COLLADAY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COMMITSEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED STATES SENATE 986-1006q 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. BRIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-I0105 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTHE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10106 05
STATEMENT OF DAVID C. BLACK BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATICN,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-|0108 05
STATEMENT OF JOaN D. HODGE BEFORE THE S_BCOMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE, COMMITTEE ON
COHNERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STATES SENATE P86-10109 05
STATEflENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10111 05
COBB. ON SCI. AND TECB. /_S,. HOUSE/
STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM H. GRAHAM BEFORE _HE
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVHS P86-_003_ 05
STATEMENT BY SHE INTERAGENCY NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEW
PANEL BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; UNITED STATES
HOUSH OF REPRESENTATIVES P_6-I00_3 05
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEH ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGT: HOUSE OF
HHPRESHNTATIVES 986-100_ 05
A-23
CCJefl. ON SHALl EO$INE$$ /O.S. BGUSR/ SUBJECT INDEI
STATEMENT CP HILTON A. SILVEIEA BEFORE SHE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN ENEEGX RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CM SCIENCE AND TETENOLOGY; HOUSE OF
HEPREEENTA_IVES P86-I0045 05
STATEMENT CP SAMUEL N. RELIER BEFORE TEE
SUBCOMMITTEE CE ENERGY RE_AECH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCOMMITTEE CE SPACE SCIENCE AND A_PLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE Ca _CIHNCE AND _ECEEOLOGY: HOUSE OP
REPRESENTA_I%EE P86-I0046 05
STATEMENT CF WILLIAM R. GEABAE BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND _ECRNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0062 05
STAtEMeNT CF ISAAC _. GILIAM, IV BRPOEE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE OR SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CN 2CIENCE AED _RCUEOLOGY; U.S. HOUSE OF
EEPEESENTA_I_E_ P86-I0063 05
STATEMENT CP BSEICN I. EDEISCN HHPOHE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMBIITEE C_ SCIENCE AND _ECHECLUGY; HOUSE UP
E_EE_5EN_A_IVE_ P86-I0065 05
S_ATEMEET CE RICHAEE H. _EEL¥ BEFORE THE
SSBCGMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND A_PLICA_IONS,
COMMITTEE ON SC]ENC_ AND TECENOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0112 05
S_ATEMENT CP JCWN D. HCDGE BEFORE 2HE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE ON
SC]_NCE AND IECENOIOGY, ROUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
GROUP TO REVIEW SPACE SHUTTLE HANAGEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-R6-76] P86-10136 06
NASA 1986: _EE _EAE IN EEVIE_
[NASA RELEASE-E6-177] P86-102q5 06
CONN. ON SMILI BU_IKESS /U_S. BOSSE/
STATEMENT CP BEERY N. JCBaSCN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE Ci GENEHAL CVE_SIGHT AMD THE ECOWOfl¥
COMMITTEE CR SMALL BUSINESS, U.S. HOUSE OF
REPRESEETATIVES P86-10107 05
CCMM. SCI° AID I|D. RN$. ORGANo, ABSTRALIA
NASA 1986: _NE YEAR IN EEVIEN
[MASk RELEASE-B6-177] P86-10245 06
CCMBRRCR BUSIEESS D&ILl
STATEMEET CP ISAAC I. GILIAM, 1¥ BEFORE THE
SUBCCBMITTEE CE SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COBMI_TEE Ca SCIENCE AB_ _}CEEOLOGY; U.S. MOUSE OF
REEEESENTA_IVE_ P86-10063 05
NASA FLAPS _C PROCURE R_PLACEflENT TRACKING AED
DA_A SPACECEA_
[NASA RELEASE-E6-7C] P86-10130 06
UPPER STAGE SELECTEE FOR EIANETAHY MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-E6-161] P86-10229 06
COMMERCE, DEPAE_BNM_ CP
S DEPARTMEN_ C_ CCMMERCE
CCMflENCIAL AVIAIICN
EXCERPTS EEC_ REMAKES PEEEJEEE FOR DELIVER_: HONOR
ANARDS CEREMONY, LEEIS RESEARCB CENTER
P86-10268 05
CCBMERCIAI COMMOEICATIC|S SAIEILITES
S RCA SATCCE N-I
CCBB|RCIAL OSIS GP SPAC_ ADVISOR! COUICIL
STATEMENT C_ RORTON I. EDEISC§ EEFOHE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CE SPACE SCIEECE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CE SCIENCE AND _ECEEOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTAtiVES P86-10065 05
CCRBI_T|ES
5 SPACE APPLICATICES ADVISCHY CONS°, EASA
S SPACE S_A_ICa SAFETY PABRL, NASA
CORBOREEALTB SCX. 8 IaD. il$. CBGo, AUST.
KEN SPACE AS_HCEOMT TECHNIQUE DEVELOPED TO STUDY
CELESTIAL ECEI_S
[NASA BELEASE-86-1_O] P86-10200 06
COMMUNICATION RKTNORKS
SA PRESIDENTIAL COMMAND NETNOEK
SA PROGRAM SUPPOHT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
SIXTH FLTSATCOB TO RE LAUNCHED















JA_PE 20 CHAIR SPACE APPLICATIOES ADVISORY COMMITTEE
[NASA RELEASE-86-5_] P86-10097 06
EXCERPTS PROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_:
NATIONAL ISSUES FORUM ON THE U.S. SPACE PROGRAM:
DIRECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE, BROOKIBGS INSTITUTION,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10209 05
REMARKS PREPARED PUB DELIVERY: STUDENT VISIT
SPONSORED BY CONGRESSMAN NON PACKARD, (R. CALIF.};
NASA HEADQUARTERS, EASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10256 OS
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: COUNCIL OE STATE
GOVERNMENTS NESTERS STATE CONFERENCE; COLORADO





OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 1966
P86-I005_ 05
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER CANDIDATES NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-86-49] P86-I0092 06
COMPETITIOB
REMARKS PREPARED FOB DELIVERY: CAPITOL WILL CLUB,
WASHINGTON, D.C° P86-10102 05
HEflABKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CONFERENCE, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
P86-1010_ 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVEH_:
NATIONAL ISSUES FORUM ON THE U.S. SPACE P_OGRAM:
DIRECTIONS _OR THE FUTURE, BROOKING5 INSTITUTION,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0209 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: PAY
GEGHP OP BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, _ASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-1021T 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
RADIO-TELEVISIOM NENS DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION qlST
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION; SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
P86-10259 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: MEDIA
SEMINAR ON U.S. SPACE POLICY; LOS ANGELES,
CALIPORMIA P86-10263 05
REMAKES PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVEREMENTS NESTERN STATE CONPEHEBCE; COLORADO
SPEIEGS, COLORADO P86-1026q 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_: 1986
NASA SYMPOSIUM ON QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY;
NASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0270 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED POE DELIVERY:
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS ABNUAL MEETING;
l-2q
SUBJECT IBD[I COBPUTZR SERVICES CORP. e FALLS CHURCH,, VA.
ORLANDO, FIORI[A P86-10271 05
EXCERPTS F$OB REMARES PREP_HE_ FOR DELIVERY:
KEBNEDY SPACE CENTER EB_ICIEES; KENNEDY SPACE
CENTER, FLCRIEA P86-10272 05
CCEPOSITE MA_ZRIAIS
BASk PREDICTS EEVOI_TICNA_I ADVANCES IN AIRCRAFT
PEREOREAMCE
[NASA RELEASE-E6-133 P86-1OO1q 06
STATEMENT CF EAYMONI S. CClIALA! BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, 7EGHNOLOGZ AND SPACE;
COMMITTEE CN COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPOETATICN;
UNITED STATES SENAIE R86-1006q 05
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-E6-177] P86-10245 06
EXCERPTS E_OB EEMAHKS RR_R_E FOR DELIVERY: 1986
NASA SYMPOSI_B ON QSALICY A_D PRODUCTIVITY;
NASRINGTCN, D.C. P86-I0270 05
CCMPOSIT| STNOCTUmZS
OFFICIAL TEAESCRIPT PEGCEELINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCHMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
lSE6 P86-10048 05
NASA ANNOUNCES EASEIINE CCNFIGURATION FOR SPACE
STATICN
[NASA RELEASE-E6-61] P86-I0119 06
CCBPR|SSICN
OREICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CN SPACH SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, fEEE_E_ 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
OFFICIAL _ANSCHLP_ PRGC}_£1NGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCNMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDEN_ EEE_DAfY _6, 1986
P86-10053 05
OYPICIAL TRANSCHIP_ PROC_I_INGS BEFCEE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDEN_ P86-I0055 05
CCBPUTATICNAL FLUID DYNAHIC5
SA NUMERICAL AEHODYNAMIC SIMUIATION SIS., ARC
NASA PREDICTS _EVGIUIICNA_¥ A_VA_CE$ _ IN AIRCRAR_
PERECREANCE
[NASA REL£ASE-_E-13] P86-1001_ 06
BACKGROUND MATEEIAI: NASA _Y 1987 BUDGET BRIEFING
P86-10027 05
NASA _HQ-86-G2-08 EDDG£_ _IEFING P86-10028 05
STATEMENT CF _. WILLIAM f. GRAHAM BE_OHE THE
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND _CHNOLOGY; HOUSEOF
REIEESENTATI%£S P86-I003_ 05
SIA_EMENT OF NILIIAE R. G_ARAH BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND T_CBNOLOGX; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0062 05
STATEMENT Of EAYMONC S. CClLACAY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIENCE, _fGHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COMMIITRE CN CCMME_CE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITE_ STA_ES SENATE P86-1006_ 05
NA_ICNAL AEROSPACE _LANE I_CGEAH AWARDS CONTRACTS
[NASA EEL_ASE-£6-_I] P86-1008_ 06
RAEA TO EVALUATE JOINED WInG CCNCEPT WITH SH_lL
HCSINESS EIEE
[NASA RELEAS_-_6-_2] P86-10085 06
NASA _EATURE5 AERG-SPACE IIA_E, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAA CONVENTION
[NASA RELEASI-E6-PC] P86-I0150 06
NASA SUPERCCB_IEH SYSTEM _C EECCME AVAILABLE
WA_ICNALL_
[NASA RELEASe-E6-92] P86-10152 06
STATEMENT OF NILLIAM R. GRAHAM, ACTING
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-I0205 05
EXCERPTS FHOE REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY:
ANNHAL HONOR ABABDS CEREMONT, AMES RESEARCH
CENTER; MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA P86-10212 05
NASA DEDICATES NEW RESEARCH LABOEATOE_
[NASA RELEASE-86-158] P86-I0226 06
EXCEEPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREMONY, LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
P86-1026_ 05
COBPUTER AIDED D_SIGN
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HOUGH BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIEBCE AND APPLICATIONS, CORMITTBE OH
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE STATION ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR, HEN PROGRAM STRUCTURE
[NASA RELEASE-86-8_] P86-101_ 06
COMPUTER GRAPHICS
NASA SPACE TECHNOLOGY ENHANCES DISEASE DETECTION
[NASA RELEASE-86-69] P86-I0129 06
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM TO BECOME AVAILABLE
NATIONALLY
[NASA RELEASE-86-92] P86-I0152 06
NASA SCANNER PRODUCES COMPLETE INAGE OF NORTH
ATLANTIC OCEAN
[NASA RELEASE-86-1_7] P86-10215 06
COMPUTER NETRORES
NASA SUPEECOMPUTRR SYSTEM TO BECOME AVAILABLE
NATIONALLY
[NASA RELEASE-86-92] P86-I0152 06
COMPUTEE PROGRAMS
ORBITEH TEAM P86-I0038 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: CAPITOL HILL CLUB,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0102 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCCMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE, COMMITTEE ON
COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STAIRS SENATE P86-I0109 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCONHIITEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, COMMITIEE ON
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-I0113 05
NASA SPACE TECHNOLOGY ENHANCES DISEASE DETECTION
[NASA RELEASE-86-69] P86-I0129 06
REMOTE SENSING WILL HELP PREDICT CHANGES IN SOIL
CONDITIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-170] P86-10238 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
COMPUTER SCIENCE CORP., FALLS CHURCH, Vk.
JAFFE TO CHAIR SPACE APPLICATIONS ADVISORY COMMITTEE
[NASA HELEASE-86-5_] P86-I0097 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTOR TO OPERATE COMPUTER COMPLEX
[MASA RELEASE-86-185] P86-10253 06
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP.
NASA SELECTS PAYLOAD GROHND OPERATIONS CONTRACTOH
/NASA HEIEASE-86-167] P86-10235 06
COflPHTEE SCIENCES COBP°, SILVER SPR., MD.
NASA SATELLITE SUPPORTS COHET HALLEY ENCOUNTERS
[NASA HELEASE-86-29] P86-10060 06
COMPUTER SERVICES CORP., FALLS CHURCH, VA.
NASA SELECTS SVERDROP FOE NSTL SUPPORT SERVICES
CONTBACT
[NASA HELEASE-H_-831 PH6-101_3 06
A-25
CCMPOTER 2BCR|IGUBS SOBJEC_ INDEX
CCBPUIER TBCB|IGUES
NASA SCANNER F}CDUCES CCNEIETE IMAGE OM NORTH
AILAN_IC OCEIN
[NASA RE/EASE-_6-1qT] P86-I0215 06
CCMPRMENIZED SIBUZATIC|
NASA PREDICTS EEVCI_TICNEEY ADVANCES IN AIRCRAFT
PEEBOBMANCE
[NASA EELEAS_-£6-13] P86-10014 06
BACKGBCUND NA_ERIAL: NASA EY 1987 BUDGET BRIEFING
P86-10027 05
NASA NHQ-8_-C_-08 BUDGET EEIEEING P86-I0028 05
STATEBENT CE DE. NILLIAN E. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
CCMHITTER CN SCIENCE AND _CHEOLCGY; HOUSE OF
HEEEESENTA_IIE_ P86-10034 05
STATEHENT CE WIELIAB R. G_ABAB BEFORE THE
CCHHI_TEE CN SCIENCE ANL _CHNOLCGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10062 05
OFEICIAL T_ANSCNIP_ PEOCE_£INGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMHISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, HENCE _I, 1986 PU6-10114 05
NEW SUPER COMPUTER SUPPOB_S KEY NASA PROJECTS
[NASA RELEASE-E6-?4] P86-1013q 06
MISSICN ABAP_IVE WInG SCAES A_ NASA FACILIT!
[NASA BELNAS_-E6-1_] P86-10182 06
STATEHEHT CE NILIIAN _. GRAHAB, ACTING
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA EUEG_ PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-10205 05
EXCERPTS F_CE EEHAENS PREPARED FOH DELIVERY:
ANNUAI HCNCH AWARDS CENEBCNY, AHES RESEARCH
CENTER; HO}P}T_ EIBID, CAII}CHNIA P86-I0212 05
BEHOTE SENSING RILl _ELP EE_DICT CHANGES IN SOIL
CCNDIIICHS
[NASA BEL_AS}-_6-17U] P86-I0238 06
CCBP_ERS
SA AI_EORN_/SEECEECENE CCMf[_EBS
SA ANEABL _H40 COMPUTER
SA CRAY-2 /SOPENCOHPUTEE/
SA DA_A PECC}SSING




STAIEBENT EY E_AE A£HIBA/ E_CEAND TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADHINISTEA_OE _CE _EACE FLIGHT
P86-I0033 05
FAILURE MO[E AND EE_ECIS ANALYSIS AND CRITICAL
I_IMS lIST P86-10066 05
CCNSAT SATELLITES
OFFICIAL TEAHSCHIP_ PBCC_EEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCHNISSION CN S_ACH SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCI£EN_: MCBNIEG SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1SE6 P86-I00_8 05
CONESTOGA LA_|CB VEHICLES
SPACE SERVICES INC. TO US_ _ASA LAUNCH FACILITY
[NASA BELEAS_-E6-128] PB6-10188 06
NASA 1986: _E} YEAR IN EEVIE_
[NASA BEIEAS_-E6-177] P86-102q5 06
CCNFRBENCRS
S AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL _ICN CONFERENCE
S AMERICAN INSt. CE lEECh. AND ASTBGN. CONF.
S ASQA ANNUAL QUAII_¥ CCN_EESS
S COUNCIL C_ STAT_ GOVEENREN_S CONFERENCE
5 EAA _LY-IE CCNV. _ SICE_ AVIATION EXHIB.
S GCDDAED M_MCEIAI SYMEC_IUN
S IN-SPAC_ R_S_AR. _ECB. ARE ENGIN. _OBESHOP
S _AES CC_EE_NCE
S MEDIA SEMINAR ON D.S. 5EAC_ POLICY
S NASA SYMPCSIUH CB QUAII_ E PRODUCTIVITY
S NASA/CO_TEACTOE PBODDC_IVI_Y CONFERENCE
S NAIIONAI PECDUC_IVITY SYMPOSIUM, NASA
S EADIC TELEVISION HENS DIRECTORS CONVENTION
S SPACE HORLD ADMINISTRATIVE RADIO CONF.
S NOELD ADMINISTRATIVE RADIO CONFERENCE
COHFIGURARIOR CONTROL BOARD, NASA
NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM CRITICAL
ITEMS lIST P86-I0067 05
CO NGRESS, U.S.
SA COMM. ON COMMHECE, SCI. AND TRANS., SENATE
SA COMM. ON SCI. AND TECH. /U.S. HOUSE/
NASA RESPONDS TO NEW YORK TIMES
[NASA RELEASE-86-52] P86-10095 06
SPACE STATION PROGRAM STATEBENT
[NASA RELEASE-86-103] P86-I0163 06
NASA ANNOUNCES HEN SPACE SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT
STRUCTURE
[NASA RELEASE-86-159] P86-I0227 06
CONGRESSIONAL REPORTS
STATENENT OF DR. NILLIAM H. GRAHAM BEFORE _HE
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGT; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-1OO3q 05
STATEHENT BY THE INTERAGENCY NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEW
PANEL BEFORE TEE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P86-I00_3 05
STATEMENT OF NILLIAN R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
SUBCGBNITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I00_ 05
STATEMENT OF MILTON A. SILVEIRA BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN ENERGY RESEARCH AND PEODUCIICN;
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I00_5 05
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
_RPEESEHTATIVES P86-10062 05
STATEMENT OF ISAAC T. GILLAM, IV BEFORE TH_
SUbCOMMItTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: U.S. HOUSE OF
HEPRESENTATIVES P86-10063 05
STATEMENT OF RAYMOND S. COLLADAY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE:
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-1006_ 05
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSGN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS:
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. HHIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCCMNITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE. SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-I0105 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE OH COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-I0106 05
STATEMENT OF DAVID C. BLACK BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AHD TRANSPOEIATICN,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10108 05
S_ATEflENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUHCOHHITTEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE, COMMITTEE ON
CONMERCE, SCIENCE AND TEAHSPORTATIOH, UNITED
STAT_S SENATE P86-I0109 05
STATEMENT OF _HOHAS P. DECAIH BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CONSUHER A_FAIES AND COINAGE,
COHMITTEE ON BANKING, FINANCE AND URBAN APPAIHS,
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P86-10110 05
STATEEENT OF RICHARD H. THULY BEFORE THE
SUBCCEMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
A-26
SUBJECT IgDI% CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
CONNITTEE CN CCNNEHCE, SCIENCR AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITE_ STA_ES EENATE P86-I0111 05
STATEMENT CF RICHARE N. T_I_ BEFORE THE
SUBCCfiRIT_HE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND IECNNCLCG_, HOUSE OF
HEPRESBNTATI_E_ P86-I0112 05
S_ATBNENT CF JOHN D. HODGE EH_CRE TEE SRBCON_ITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE ANL AIEIICATIONS, COMNITTEE ON
SCIENCE AN_ TECHNOLOGY, HC£SE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
CCNSTBUC_ION
SA CCNS_RQCTICN OF I_CIIITIE_
LUNAR SOIL P_C£UCES HIGH GRADE CONCRETE MATERIAL
[NASA NELIASE-E6-68] P86-I0128 06
CCNSTHUCTION OF FICILITIES
RACEGHCUND NAT_RIAI: NASA }_ 1987 BHDGET BRIEFING
P86-10027 05
STATENENT CF RE. NIILIAN H. GHAHAN BEFORE THE
COMNITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REEBESENTATIVE$ F86-10034 05
S_AIENENT CE NILLIA_ R. GEAEAN BEFORE THE
COmMItTEE ON SCIENCE AND _ECBNCLOGY; HOUSE OF
BEERESENTATI_ES P86-10062 05
STATENENT CF JCEN _. HODGI HE,ORE TEE SUBCOMaITTEE
ON SPAC_ SCIENC_ AND APPZI£ATIONS, CO_RITTER ON
SCIENCE AND TRCBNOZOGT, BCDSH CP HEPRESENTATIYES
P86-10113 05
NASA SELECTS CIEVEIAN[ EI$_ POE $22 NIILION
CONTRACT NEGOTIATION
[NASA RELEASE-E6-67] P86-I0127 06
STATEMENT CF glLLli_ B. GRAEAE, ACTING
ADNINISTRATO_: NASA ENIG_T PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-I0205 05
CCNSTBUCTION TBCRNO_OGI LAB., SRCKIg, I_L,.
LUNAR SOIL P_CDOCES HIGH G_ADE CONCRETE _ATEBIAL
[NASA BEL_ASE-EC-68] P86-I0128 06
CCNTEL
NASA TO EXTEHD SPACECRAFT TRACKING STATION
OPERATIONS
[NASA EEL_ASE-EC-157] P86-10225 06
CCN_INUOOS PLCN _ECT_CPHO_NSIS
STATENENT CF HICHAHE H. T_OIY BEFORE THE
SUBCOBNITTEE CN SCIENCE, TECNNOLOG_ AND SPACE,
CO_MI_EE CN CCN_EBCB, SCI_NC_ AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STAIRS _ENATE P86-I0106 05
SIATEEENT C_ R]CNAEE H. TF_EI BEFORE THE
SNBCCN_ITTEE Cg SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
CORBITTEE CN CC_ERCE, SCIENC_ AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES _ENATE P86-I0111 05
STA_EBENT CF RICHARD ft. T_LI BEFORE TEE
5DRCCBNITTHH CN SPACE SCIENC_ AND APPLICATIONS,
CONHITTEE CN SCIENCE AND _ECHNCLOGT, HOUSE OF
REPREEENTATIYRS P86-I01_2 05
CCNTRACT ADRI|ISTRATICN
BOEING AEROSPACE SFIECTRD ECR TDRS UPPER STAGE
CONTRACT
[NASA BE_EASE-86-1_] P86-10015 06
NASA RESPONDS _0 NE_ YCRN TIEHS
[NASA BELEASE-£6-52] P86-I0095 06
ORBITAL NANEOV_EING VENICIE CONTRACTOR SELECTED
[NASA RELEAS}-£6-81] P86-181q1 06
NASA SELHCTS PRATT E WHITN_ EOR ALTEBNATH
TURBOEONP EEVHLOEBEgT
[NASA RELEASE-E6-112] P86-10172 06
NASA SELECTS P_LOAE G_CUND CEHRATICNS CONTRACTOR
[NASA RELEASE-£6-16_] P86-10235 06
CONTRACT ANARDS
BOEING AEROSPACE SELECTED ECH TD_S UPPER STAGE
CONTRACT
[NASA REIEASE-86-1_] P86-I0015 06
NATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE PROGRAB AWARDS CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-_1] P86-1008_ 06
NASA TO EVALUATE JOINED WING CONCEPT WITH SHALL
BUSINESS FIRE
[NASA RELEASE-86-_2] P86-10085 O0
STATEMENT OF HARRY W. JONNSOH BEFORE THE
SUBCCNMITTEE ON GENERAL OVERSIGHT AND THE ECONON¥
COmmITTEE ON S_ALL BUSINESS, U.S. ROUSE O_
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0107 05
8PACE STATION ADXlLIAE_ THRUSTER TECHNOLOGY
DEECNSTRATED
[NASA RELEASE-86-65] P86-I0125 06
NASA TECHNOLOG_ STUDIED FOR USE AGAINST RENTAL
DISORDER
[NASA RELEASE-86-99] P86-I0159 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT TO STUD_ EXTERNAL TANK
CONVERSION
[NASA RELEASE-B6-111] P86-10171 06
NASA AWARDS STUDY CONTRACTS FOR SHUTTLE SOLID
ROCKET MOTORS
[NASA RELEASE-86-12W] P86-1018_ 06
NASA LEWIS AW_J_DS SUPERSONIC PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-86-136] P86-I0196 06
NASA SELECTS SEALL BUSINESS RESEARCH PROPOSALS
/NASA BELBASE-86-155] P86-I0223 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS k'OE DESIGNING ADVANCED POWER
SISTE_
[NASA RELEASE-86-156] P86-1022q 06
NASA AWARDS UPPER STAGE CONTRACT FOR MARS OBSERVER
[NASA RELEASE-86-162] P86-10230 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR PROELEN AND SAFETY
ASSESSMENT CENTEBS
[NASA RELEASE-86-163] P86-10231 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
NASA ANARDS CONTHACT EXTENSION TO EGCG FLORIDA, INC.
[NASA RELEASE-86-18_] P86-10252 06
COJTRACT DOR&TION
LOCKREED SHUTTLE PROCESSING CONTRACT EXTENDED FOB
THREE _EAES
[NASA RELEASE-06-126] P86-I0186 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT EITENSION TO EG_G FLORIDA, INC.
[_ASA RRDEASE-_6-18_] P86-I0252 06
CONTRACT EYALOATION
NASA RESPONDS TO SEN %OEK TI_ES
[NASA RELEASE-86-52] P86-10095 06
CO_TRAC_ _EGOTIA_IOWS
BARS OBSERVER SISSION CONTRACTORS SELECTED FOE
NEGOTIATION
[NASA RNLEASE-86-3_] P86-I007_ 06
NASA SELECTS CLEVELAND FIRE FOR $22 BILLION
CONTRACT NEGOTIATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-67] P86-10127 06
NASA PLANS TO PROCURE REPLACEMENT TRACKING AND
DATA SPACECRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-86-70] P86-10130 06
ORBITAL EA_EUVERING VEHICLE CONTRACTOR SELHCTRD
[NASA RELEASE-86-81] P86-101_1 06
NASA SELECTS SYERDR_P FOE NSTL SUPPORT SERVICES
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-86-83] P86-101_3 06




[NASA RBLEJSE-£6-112] P86-10172 OG
HOEING SELECTED FOR SPACE CCBNBRCIAL DEVELOPBENT
ANN UZILIZATICN
[NASA NELBAS|-_6-127] P86-10187 06
NASA SELECTS PAILOAL G_CUN£ C_ERATIOJS CONTRACTOR
[NASA BELEAS|-£6-167] P86-10235 06
NASA SELECTS SHALL EUSINES_ RESEARCH PROPOSALS
(NASA NELIASE-_6-17_] P86-102_2 06
NASA 1S86: _Hi _RAN IN 6E_]E_
[NASA HELEASE-_6-177] P86-10245 06
CCNTEACTOR SEleCTED FOR _O_83 SATELLITE NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RHLEASE-_6-178] P86-102q6 06
NA_A SELECTS CCNTHECTOH _G OEEHATH CONPUTEE CONPLEX
[N&SA HELEAS|-E6-1_5] E86-10253 06
CO/TRACT _ROPCSAIS
PROPOSALS RECEIVED EOH PATICA[ GROUND OPERATIONS
CCB_RACT
[NASA BELIASE-£6-1CP] P86-10169 06
CONTRACT TERNINATION
NASA ANNOUNCES IEREINA_ICE CE CONTRACT NITH TEN
[NASA BEL_ASE-EE-55] P86-10098 06
CCITRACTIEG AID PFOCUBEEHIT
NASA RRPLA_NING ACTIVIZIES
(NASA EELEASE-_6-22] P86-10023 06
NASA NHQ-86-02-08 EUDG_I BRIEFING 986-10028 05
STAZEBENT CF ISAAC Z. GZLLAB, IV BEPO_ TEE
SUECCNBIZZEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CONBITTBB CN SCIENCE AND T}CENOLOGI; U.S. HOUSE OF
REPHRSHNTA_IVES P86-I0063 05
BARS CBSEB¥B_ HISSICN CCN_AC_ORS SELECTED FOR
NRGCI]ATICN
[NASA HELiASt-_6-3q] P86-10074 06
NAS& HESRCNDS _0 MEN ¥CNK IIHES
[NASA EELEASE-_6-52] P86-10095 06
NASA ANNOUNCIS TERMINATION C_ CONTRACT RITE TEN
[NASA HELEASE-_-55] P86-I0098 06
STATENHNT O¥ RICHARD H. TROLl BEFORE THE
SOBCCEEITT_E CN SPACE SCIE_C_ AND APPLICATIONS,
CGHBI$ZEB CN SCIENC_ AND _CENCLOGT, HOUSE OF
REPNESENTA_IYHH P86-10112 05
NASA AND BCRING SIGN _ATERIALS PROCESSING AGREEBENT
[NASA HEL_aS_-86-62] P86-10122 06
NASA PLANS TG PROCURE REPLACEMENT TRACKING AND
DAIA SPACECRAE_
[NASA NELEASE-E6-70] P86-10130 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE STATION ASSOCIATE
ADEIEISTNA_O_# NR_ _RCGHAB S_UCTURE
[NASA RHLEASE-_6-8_] P86-101_ 06
EEP ISSUED HUN TECHnICAl AAD NANAGENENT
INEOREATION S_STEH
[NASA EELEASE-_6-88] P86-101q8 06
NASA _0 ESSE_S SEN INPRO¥EHEaTS AND SECOND SUPPL_
SOHRCE
(N_SA REL_iSl-£G-gq] P86-1015q 06
EASA ARARDS _ODT CONTHACIS ECR SHUTTLE SOLID
SOCKET NOTCRS
[NASA BEL_ASE-86-12_] P86-1018q 06
BOEING SBLBC2ED FOR SPACE CCENEHCIAL DEVELOPEENT
AND U_ILI_ATIC|
[NASA RELEASE-L6-127] P86-10187 06
BOBSTCN _IRM S|LECZED AS NASA'S MIBO_TTT
CONTRNCTON OE _ER E_AR
[NASA REL|AS_-EC-I_2] P86-10202 06
STAIENENT OF NILLIAM B. GEAEAH, ACTING
ADHINISTRA_C_: NAS| B0£_E_ fR_SS CONFERENCE
P86-10205 05
EXCEHPTS FRON REB&RKS PREPARED FOR DELIYHHI: 1986
NASA S_NPOSIHE ON QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITT;
NASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10270 05
CON_RAROTA¢IBG PROPELLERS
NASA 1986: THE IHAB IN REVIRM
[NASA NELEASE-86-177] P86-102q5 06
COHTROL STICKS
SA BNISTiCK /AUTOMOBILE CONTROL STICK/
NASA DEVELOPED THCHNOLOGT HELPS HANDICAPPEE TO DRIVE
[_&S& BELEASE-86-123] P86-10183 06
CCETROL S_STEBS
SA AIRCRAFT CONTHOL
SA ATTITUDE CONTROL SESTENS
SA CEHEBROSPINAL FLUID CONTROL SYSTEN
SA CONTROLLERS
SA DIGITAL ELECTRONIC ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEE
SA ENGINE CONTROL
SA ENVIRONHENTAL CONTROL
SA GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
SA BIGHLT INTEGRATED DIG. ELECTRONIC CONTHCL
SA SPACECRAFT CONTROL
SA TEH_EBATUBH CONTROL
OEEICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PHESIDENTIAL COBNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FHBRUART
6, 1S86 P86-100_9 05
NASA AND JAPAN AGREE ON STATION HAEDNARR FOR
PRELIHIN&HY DESIGN
[NASA RELEASE-86-31] P86-10071 06
NASA DEVELOPED TECHNOLOGT HELPS HANDICAPPED TO DRIVE
(NASA RELEASE-86-123] P86-10183 06
EXCERPTS FROH _EHARES PREPARED FOR DELIVEB_:
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNHENTS &NNOAL NHETING;
ORLANDO, FLORIDA P86-10271 05
COE_ROLLRD ECOLOGICAL LX_R S_PPORT SISTER
STATEBEBT OF BURTON I. BDELSON BEFORE THE
SUECOBBITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COHBITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECBNOLOGX; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
CONTROLLERS
NASA TECHNICIAN BAKES HREAKTHROUGH IN AIR
POLLUTION CONTROL
[NASA RELEASE-86-101] P86-10161 06
CO|¥&IR CV-990 _IRCRIPT
STATE_RNT OF BURTON I. HDELSON BEFORE THE
SUHCCHHITTEE OR SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COHNITTRE ON SCIENCE AND TECRNOLOGT_ HOUSE OF
REPRESHNTATIVBS 986-10065 05
COHVRCTIOR
NASA SCIENTISTS SEEK CAUSE OF EAST COAST CTCLON_S
[NASA RELEASE-86-30] P86-10070 06
A_AZCN FORESTS SIGNIFIC&NTL_ AFFECT GLOBAL AIR
QUAL_TZ
[NASA RELBASE-86-6_] P86-1012q 06
COOLANTS
STATEBENT BY BEAR ADHIRAL RICHARD TRULT, NASA







CORDIS CORP.# BI_I, _L L
NASA THCRBOLOGT STUDIED FOR USE AGAINST HHNTAL
DISORDER
[NASA RELEASE-86-99] P86-I0159 06
CORK /RJLTBRIJLLS/
SPACE SHUTTLE JOINT REVIEN P86-I0035 05
A-28
SUBJECT I|D|I CRAT-2 /SOPE]ICOMPUXER,/
51-L IAULT TEE! P86-100R1 05
O_ZCIAL TEAESCRIPff PEOC|EDINGS BF_'ORE
PR|SIOENTIAL CCNNIS_ZOm Cl SfACN SHBT_LN
CHALLENGER ACCIEENT, FMBEgA_Y 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
OFFICIAL TiANSCRTPT PEOCIIEINGS BEFGRN
pRESIEINTIAL CCENISSION Ci SPACE SHOTTLE
CHALLENGER ACC]DEN_ 986-10055 05
OFFICIAL TEAaSCRIP_ 9EOCIEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIEENTIAL CCNNISSION Cl SPACE SMU_LE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, HARCB 21, 1986 R86-1011q 05
CCR|RLL U|IVoe N.Y.
ARTIFICIAL CICODS _C BE VISIBLE aT DANN ALONG EAST
COAS_
[NASA BELEAS_-£6-51] P86-1009q 06
NASA SELECTS INYBSTIGATICNS ECR CONET EENDEZVOBS
EISSIEN
[NASA BELIASE-66-150] P86-10218 05
CC_NIGRIPHS
INTERNATIONAl GROUE _EE_S fOR BALLEYtS CONET
ENCOUNTER
[NASA RELEASE-E6 -19] P86-I0020 06
CCRROSICN
OFEICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEtEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCNEISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALLENGER ACCIEEN_, EEEBBA_Y 11, 1986
986-10051 05
CORROSION RNSISTABCE
EXCERPTS FNC_ _EEA_E5 PN_EIN_I FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
&WINDS CEBEBCNT, GCEDAND SEAC_ FLIGHT CENTER;
GEEENEELT, NJFYLANE _86-I0273 05
CCSNIC BACKGROUND RXPICRNR SAtEllITE
STATEBENT CE E_BTON I. E_EISCN BEFORE THE
SUBCCNNITIEE CN SPAC_ SCI}_CI AND APPLICATIONS;
CCBNITTEE CN SCIENCE AND IECBNOLOGY; ROUSE OF
HEPRESENTA_I_E5 P86-10065 05
EXCEEf_S FECN _EEA_KS _EEE_D FOR D_LIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CERENCN_, GCCDAB£ 5EACH FLIGRT CENTER;
GEEEN_EIT, B_R_LANE P86-I0273 05
CCSBIC IAY NOCLEI EXP_RINENI
ST_TEBBNT CE BgRTC_ I. E_EISCN BEFORE THE
SUBCCEETTIE£ CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COBNI_TEE CN SCIENCE ABE _|CBNCLOGY; HOUSE OP
REIEESENTA_I_ES P86-10065 05
CCSNIC BAIS
STATENENT O_ £_R_O_ I. E_IBCN BEFOR_ TEE
SUBCCNBITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND _ECHNCLCG¥; HOUSE OF
REPRES£NTA_I_E_ 986-10065 05
EXCERPTS FfCE EEflAR_S EE_IABtE FOR DELIVERY:
PEESENTATIC_ CE ROCkWELl B_[AI TO DR. LDIS W.




EICENPTS OE EEEARKS 9RE_A_E_ fOR DELIVERY: NEDI&
SEMINAR ON g._. SPACE ECIlC_; LOS ANGELES,
CAIIEGBNIA 986-10263 05
CCSNOS SATELLITES
STA_EBENT CE BURTON I. ECEISC_ BEFORE THE
SUBCCNEITTEE CN SPACE SCIE_Ct AND APPLICATIONS;
CONNITTHE CN SCIENCE AND _ICENOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPREBENTA_IVE_ 986-I0065 05
CCSPaS
NEW WEATHER 5B_ELLI_B TC EE lAUNCHED HAY 1 FROB
CA_B CANAVIRAI
[NASA RELEASE-86-50] 986-10093 06
NASA _0 LAUNCH NOAA-G WEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-£6-11_] Pf16-10175 06
NONSTOP GLOBAL VOYAGER AIRPLANE TO CARRY EBERGENCY
LOCA_OR
[NASA RELEASE-86-132] P86-10192 06
RNSCOR SATELLITE SAVES FOUR IN FIRST DAY OE
OPERATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-1_] P86-I020_ 06
EXCERPTS FROM RBNARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREMONY, GODDARR SPACE FLIGHT CENTER;
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 986-I0273 05
COST ESXIBATNS
NASA RESPONDS TO NEW YORK TIBER
[NASA RELEASE-86-52] 986-I0095 06
ORBITAL BANEUVERING VEHICLE CONTRACTOR SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-86-81] 986-I01qI 06
SPACE STATION ANALYSIS RESULTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-181] 986-I02_9 06
COS2 EBDOCTIOR
NASA REPLARNING ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-22] P86-10023 06
REEARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CONFERENCE, F&LO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
986-|010_ 05
EXCERPTS FRON REBARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
VOYAGER/URANUS AWARDS CBREBONY; JET PROPULSION
LABORATORY, PESADENA, CALIFORNIA 980-I0261 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREBONY; JOHNSON SPACE CENTER HOUSTON, TEXAS
P86-I0269 05
CODICIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS CONFERENCE
RENAEKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVERNNENTS WESTERN STATE CONFERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, COLORADO 986-10_6_ 05
EXCERPTS FROB RENAEKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
COUNCIL OF STA_E GOVERNMENTS ANNUAL NEETING;
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 986-I_271 05
CRACKS
SEARCH RECOVERY RECONSTRUCTION 986-10036 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CON_ISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEB_UAR_
6, 1986 P86-I00_9 05
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL CONEISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. FEBBUAR_ I0, 1986
P86-10050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMRISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_MISSION ON SPACE SRUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBROARY 25, 1986
986-10052 05
CRITICAL ITEMS PRESENTATION - OHS _ORBITAI
NANEOVERING S_STEN) P86-100_8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE






NASA SUPERCONPUTER SYSTEE TO BECOME AVAILABLE
NATIONALLY
[NASA REIEASE-86-92] 986-I0152 06
NASA 1986: THE _EAR IN REVIHN
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] 986-102_5 06
1-29
Cili SISIIHS DIIIBION SO_1RC! Iln|I
CREN STSTEffS _IlI$IO|
S JCRNSCN SIJCE CENTER, EC[SYCN, TEE.
C_ISIS IN SPACE AND EAETH 5CI. /mRPOl_'/
NASA 1986: _BE YEAR IN _EflRW
[NASA NELEASI-_6-1_7] P86-102;5 06
CRITICAL ZVAL. 5ASK PONCE. SPACE STA¢IOH
S SPACE SYA_. CCNEIGUBA_ICN CRIT. TASK FORCE
CRI¢ICAL ITEBS lIST, SIS
PRESS CONFERENCE: SEE NAIYE_S P86-10032 05
STA_EEERT EX EIAR A£HIRAI _ICBARD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADNINISTRATOR fCB SPACE FLIGHT
P86-10033 05
5TATENENT OF HILYCN A. SILVEIRA BEFORR THE
SUBCCNRITTEE CR ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCCHHITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CCBNI_TEE CN SCIENCE AND IECRNOLOGT; BOOSE OF
REPNESRNTAYIYES P86-100q5 05
PRESENTATION TC THE PRESIIRN_IAL COHEISSION ON _BE
SPACE SHOTTLE CHALIENGER ACCI£ENT, FEBRUARY 10, 1986
P86-10050 05
OFEICIAL _RANSCRIP_ PRCCEEEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCNNISSTON CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FERRUA_Y 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PRGCEE£INGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCEBITSICN Cg SPICE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCEEENY EEBNUARY _6, 1986
P86-10053 05
OEEICIAL I_ANSCRIP_ PEOCEE£INGS Bf_FGR_
PRESIDENTIAL CCMEI_IOR C_ REACH SHUTTLE
CHAILENGER ACCIDENt, EEERCA_¥ 27, 1986
P86-I005_ 05
FAILORE BOLE AND EEEEC_5 ANALYSIS AND CRITICAL
ITEMS LIST P86-1006o 05
NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM CRITICAL
LTEMS IIST P86-I0067 05
CRITICAL I_EBS PRESRN_AYIC_ - CaR {ORBITAL
EANEHWERING S_STEN) P86-I0068 05
STAIEHENT CP RICHARI E. _UI_ RE,ORE THE
SUBCOEBITEEE CN SCIENCE, _RCRNOLOGT AND SPACE,
CCHHIYYEE CN CCEHE_CE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STAIRS 5ENAYE P86-10106 05
STATEMENT CE RICHARE H. _ROLY BEFORE THE
SUBCCNMIYTRE Cb SCIENCE, IECR_OLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE CN CCBNEECE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
ONIT_£ 5TAYE2 _ENA_E P86-10111 05
SIATEMENT CE RICHAEC H. T_gL1 BEFORE THE
SOBCC_NITTEE C_ SPACE SCIENCE AND A_PIICATIONS,
CGEMIT_EE CN SCIENCE AND _ECBNOL(X;Y, ROUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10112 05
CNITICA_ VRLOCIT_ EFFECT TEECN_, &STROPHI.
ARTIFICIAL CLOUDS TC BE VISIBLE AT DAWN ALONG EAST
COARI
[NASA RELEASe-66-51] P86-1009_ 06
C$OP SCIENCE $OCIET! OE AN|RICA
SEBOTE SEN_IbG WILl HElP EN_DICT CHANGES IN SOIL
CON_ITICWS
[NASA RELEAS_-E6-170] P86-10238 06
CR_OGRIIC ROUIR_ENT
OEPICIAL T_AMSCNIP_ PROCeEdINGS BEFORE
PREZIEENTIAL CCMMIESION CN S_ACE SHUTTLE
CHaLLeNGER ACCIDENt: MORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1_£6 P86-100_8 05
OEEICIAL T_ANSCHIPT PROCEedINGS BEFORE
PReSIdENTIAL CCMEISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
CRIOGENICS
OFFICIAL T_ANSCBIP_ PECC_EEINGS BEFORE
RRESIEENTIAL CCMMISSION CN SPACE SHUYTIR
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
P86-I0053 05
NASA 1986: THE IEAR IN REVIEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
CRISTAL GRONTN
SA MOLECULAR EEAE EPIT&XT
TEACHER IN SPACE AND CO_ET HALLEY STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-86-5] P86-I0006 06
STATEHEET OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCCNHITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICAYIONS;
CONMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
CONNEECIAL DEVELOPHENT CENTER CANDIDATES NAHED
[NASA EELEASE-86-q9] P86-I0092 06
NASA AND BOEING SIGN HATERIALS PROCESSING AGREEHENT
[NASA RELEASE-86-62] P86-I0122 06
BOEING SELECTED FOR SPACE COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
AND UTILIZATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-127] P86-I0187 06
CUS_OBER ACTION REQUEST, STS
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PaESIDENTIAL COa_ISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1586 P86-1C0_9 05
IV-g90 AIRCRAFT
S CONVAIR CV-990 AIRCRAFT
D
D. J. FIER ASSOCIATES
CEAIRBAN, NASA ADVISORX COUNCIL RECEIVES A_ABD
[NASA RELEASE-86-110] P86-10170 06
_A_AH
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COENISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 1986
P86-1005_ 05
OFEICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDA_ APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
_AH&R TRACKING STATION. SENEGAL
NASA TO EXTEND SPACECRAFT TRACKING STATION
OPERATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-157] P86-I0225 06
DAHPING
S VIBRATION DAMPING
_ATA ACOUISITION AND ANALTSIS
SA NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER, GSFC
SA TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION
INTERNATIONAL GROUP MEETS FOR HALLEY'S COMET
ENCOUNTER
[NASA RELEASE-86-19] P86-I0020 06
NASA NHQ-86-02-08 BUDGET BRIEFING P86-I0028 05
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA-G WEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-86-115] P86-I0175 06
DATA HANAGBEBNT
NASA SELECTS SVERDRUP FOR NSTL SUPPORT SERVICES
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-86-83] P86-|01_3 06
£ATA PROCESSING
STATEBENT OF DR. WILLIAN H. GBAHAH BEFORE THE
SUBCOHHITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COEHITTEE ON COMEERCE. SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-_0031 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: SHE HATTERS P86-10032 05
A-30
SURJECT INDE] DEEP SPACE NETNORE
STATEMENT OF E_RTON I. EDEISCN BEFORE TEE
SUHCCMMIETEE (N SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMNI_TEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE 09
EE_ESENTAT]_ES E86-10065 05
O.S. SCIENCE TEAM SEIEC_E_ EC_ JAPANESE SOLAE
MISS]CN
[NASA _ELEASE-£6-1_2] 986-I0221 06
£ATA SISTERS
S _IICT OCEan DATA S_S_M
EAT& _aAISRISSICN
EACRGRCUND EA_E_IAI: NAEA EX 1987 BUDGET BRIEFING
P_6-10027 05
NASA 8HQ-66-G2-08 E_DGE_ E_IEPING 986-I0028 05
STATEMENT CE E_. WILLIAM }. G_ABAM BEEOBE THE
COMMITTEE £N SCIENCE AWE I_CHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
EEERESENTATI_E5 986-1003q 05
S_ATEMENT OE WILLIAM H. G_ABAM BEFORE THE
COMMIITEE CN SCIENCE ANE _CENCLCG_; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTAtiVE5 986-I0062 05
NASA SCHEDULES FIYE EXPENLAEI_ LAUNCHES FOB 1986
[NASA RELEASE-_6-32] 986-10072 06
NEW WEATHER SAtELLItE TC EE IA_NCHED MAY 1 FROM
CAPE CANAVERAl
[NASA BELEASE-_6-50] 986-I0093 06
STATEMENT CE EICHARC H. TBUI_ BEFORE TEE
SUBCCMHITIIE CN SCIENCE, _ECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COHNI_TE_ CN CCENE_(E, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STA_ES SENAT} 986-10106 05
SIATEMENT CF RICRAE_ E. TEUL_ BEFORE THE
SUBCCHMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMIttEE CN SCIENCE AND _EC_NOLOGY# HOUSE OF
R_PBESENTA_I_ES 986-I0112 05
NASA U-2 AIRCRAFT NILE STUDY CONTROLLER CALIFORNIA
_CHES_ FIRE
[NASA RELEASE-_6-13_ 986-_0|9@ 06
STATEHENT CF NILLIAN R. GRARAM, ACTING
ADNINISTRA_OH: NASA EUZGE_ PRESS CONFERENCE
986-10205 05
NAEA _C EX_END SPACECRAFT _ACKING STATION
OPERA,IONS
[NASA RELEASE-66-157] 986-I0225 06
_C-8 AIRCRAFT
STATENENT CE E_RTON I. EIEISC_ BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS:
CCNNI_TEE CN SCIENCE AND TECENCLOG_; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTAtiVES P86-10065 05
DEBRIS
STATEMENT C2 _Z. RI_LZAM _. _AHAM BEFORE T_E
SUBCGNHITTEE CN SCIENCE, _|_BNOLOGT AND SPACE;
COHMITTEE CN CCHMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED STA_ES SENATE 986-I0031 05
ORBITER TEAR P86-I0038 05
OEFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PECCEEDIEGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBNISSICE C| SEACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACC]EEN_ EEEEUAE_ 25, 1986
286-10053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCEIP_ PRCCEE_INGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBNI_SION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CEALLENGER ACCIEEN_, EEERUAE_ 27, 1986
986-1005_ 05
OFFICZA_ TRAASCRZP2 PNOCEEIINGS BEF_RH
PRESIDENTIAL CCMNISSION C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CEALLENGER ACC]_EN_ 986-10055 05
_SS PRESERVER REASSIGNED
[NASA RELEASE-E6-39] 986-10082 06
CREW CABIN RECOVERY OPERATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA EELEASE-_6-_6] 986-10089 06
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT P_OCEEDING5 BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, MARCH 21, 1986 986-1011_ 05
NASA ANNOUNCES PLANS FOR DISPOSITION OF CHALLENGER
DEERIS
[NASA ERLEASE-86-1_1] 986-10201 O0
DECISIO_ RAEIEG
PRESS CONFERENCE: APPO!NTNENT OF JESSE MOORE A_D
RICHARD TRUL_ P86-10029 05
SPACE SHOT_LE JOINT REVIEW 986-10035 05
STATENENT BY THE INTERAGENC¥ NUCLEAR SAFE_Y REVIEW
PANEL BEFORE THE SDBCOHMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CONNITTEE ON SCIENCE ANO TECHNOLOGY; UNITEO SIATES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 986-100_3 05
S_ATEMERT OF MILTON A. SILVEIRA BE¥ORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COBHITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 986-I00_5 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDING5 BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CRAZLENGEE ACCZDENT: MORNING SESSZON, FERRUA_Y O,
1986 986-I00_8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCBIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COENISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1_86 986-I00_9 05
OFEICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11, 1986
986-10051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUAR_ 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUAR_ 26, 1986
986-10053 05
OPFICIAL TRANSCBIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PHKSIDENTIAL CONMISSIOR ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 1986
986-1005_ 05
OP_ICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALIBNGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
NASA ANNOUNCES NE_ SPACE SHUTTLE _ANAGENENT
STRUCTURE
[NASA R_LEASE-86-_59_ P86-10227 06
CHALLENGEB TAPE STATUS
[NASA HELEASE-86-93] 986-I0153 06
DEEP DRONE /SUBMERSIBLE VESSEL/
SEARCH RECOVERY RECONSTRUCTION 986-I0036 05
RECONSTRUCTION AND ANALYSIS P86-I0037 05
CREW CABIN EECOVERT OPERATIONS CONPLETED
[NASA BELEASE-86-_6] 986-10089 06
DEEP SPACE COEMU|ICATIONS
RASA S_UD_ING CONCEPT TO MEASURE DISTANCE BETNEEN
STARS, GALAXIES
_RASA RMLMASM-86-133_ 986-20193 06
DEEP SPACE JETRORK
INTERNATIONAL GROUP MEETS FOR HALLEY'S COMET
ENCOUNTER
[NASA RELEASE-86-19] 986-I0020 06
NASA TO TELEVISE SPACECRAFT'S ENCOUNTER WITH
HALLEY'S COMET
[NASA RELEASE-86-23] P86-1002_ 06
A-31
DEIEISE SUBJECT ZNDRX
PR£SICRNT bEARDS AEES CBIEE 1966 N&TION&L EEDAL OF
SCIEmC£
[NASA EELEAS_-_6-27] P86-10058 06
STAT_RENT O_ BRETON I. EEEISCm BEFORE THE
SgHCCBNI[ZEE Cl SPACE SCIRLC_ AND APPLICATIONS;
CONNI_TEE CN SCIENCE AND IECHNOLDGT; ROUSE OF
REPRESENTAtiVE2 P86-10065 05
NEE SPACE ASt_CNOBY TEE_HIEgE DEVELOPED TO STUDY
CELESTIAL ECEI_S
[NASA R£LEAS_-E6-140] P85-10200 06
NASA IS86: _5_ IZAR IH E_V]_W
[NASA RR£EASE-E6-177] P86-102_5 06
DEFENSE
S RUCLHA_ 5(BEE
DE]ElSE ADVAICEE RESEARCH PNCJRC_S AGEICI
REBISKS PREPARED FCE DEIIV_BY: GOD£ARD NEEO]IAL
SYBPOSIU_, GC£[ASD SPACE PlIGht CENTER, GREENBELT,
_ASYLASD P86-10075 05
NATIONAL a_ECSPACE _LABE P_CGRAH ARARDS CONTRACTS
[NASA BEIEAS_-_6-_I] P86-1008_ 06
RERARKS PBEP|_|_ FOR D_IIVIIY: GODDAND SPACE
FLIGHI CERTES, GREI_EI_, RA_YLAND P86-10101 05
RASA/£CD BV_RI£ RES_ARCE AIRCRAFT ROLLED OOT
IN,HA RELE_SE-£6-113] P86-10173 06
NASA L_NIS AHAECS SgPERSC_IC £BOPHLSIO_ TECH_LOGI
CONTR&C_
[NASA _ELtAS_-_6-13E] P86-10196 06
¢E_EBSE COETRAC_ ABDZ2 AGEICY
NASA _ESPCNDS _0 HEM YC_H _IR_S
[NASA RELeASE-El-52] P86-10095 06
D_J_EESE, HEPAHCEEN20i




SA DE[_A 178 LAHRCH VEHICZE
STATERRNT C_ RILLIAR Ro GRA_AE BEFORE THE
SUECORRITT£R CR SPACE SCIESCE AND ABELICA_IONS;
CCNEI_TEE CN _CIENCE AND _CENOLCGT; ROUSE OF
RE_E_£NTA_IVE_ P86-100_q 05
NASA SCBRDUL_S FIVE EXPiRE/RIB LAUNCHES POE 1986
[NASA BELtASI-EE-32] 986-10072 06
S_ATENLNT CF RICHARD B. _ULI BEFORE THE
SUBCCNRITTEE CR SCIENCE, I_HNGLOGT AND SPACE,
CCBNITTRE CN CCNBBBCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STA_ES SEMAI_ P86-10111 05
EICEBPTS PEON _ENA_NS P_aE_D FOB DBLIVERY:
RATIG§AL ISSUES FO_UN _N _EE U.S. SPACE PEOGEAH:
DIREC_ICNS _C_ _RE _UTUR_, E_£OEINGS INSTITUTION,
NASRIHGTCH, [.C. P86-10209 05
E_CRRPTS PBON DEHABES PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: FAY
GSCUP OF RCS]NISS E|ECU_VES, RASHIEGTON, D.C.
986-10211 05
NASA AHNOO_CZ5 IAURCH _CPZCI5_ FOR 1987
[NESA EEL_AS_°_6-175] P86-102_7 06
EREAEES PREPARED FCN DELIVerY: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVERNNEI_S ERSTER a STA_] CCHEEEENCE; COLGEADO
SPRINGS, CCLCEA£C P86-1026_ 05
EXCERPTS PROB REBARES PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOE
AHARDS CERENCBI+ GCDDASE SPACE FLIGHT CENTER;
GREENBELT, NAPYLANE P86010273 OS
DELTA 178 IIlI$SIGATICl BOR|D
NASA NARES DELIA 178 INVESTIGATION BOARD
[NASA RELEASE E6-57] P86-10100 06
O|¢TA 178 LAOICH IEHIC£E
NASA SCBRDgLES FIVE EIPEICA£LE LAUECHES FOE 1988
[NASA RELEASE-86°32] P86-10072 06
NEW HEATHER SATELLITE TO RE LAUNCHED NAY 1 F_CB
CAPE CANEVEREL
[NASA RELEASE-86-50] P86-10093 06
NASA NARES DELTA 178 INVESTIGATION BOARD
[NASA RELEASE 86-57} P86-10100 06
DELTA 178 ACCIDENT HOARD FINDINGS
[NASA RELEASE-86-85] P86-101_5 06
NASA 1986: TEE YEAR IN HRVIEB




NONSTOP GLOBAL VOYAGER AIRPLANE TO CARRY EHERGEBC_
LOCA_CR
[NASA RELEASE-86-132] P86-10192 06
DBPARTHEET OF AGRICOLTUEE
S FOREST SERVICE, U.S.
£EPARTBENT OF COHBRRCE Jk_
SA RATIONAL OCEANIC AND_BOSPHERIC ADB£N.
STA_EBHHT OF BURTON Io BDRLSON BEFORE THE
SUBCONNITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CO_B_T_EE ON SCIBHCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSB O?
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I00o5 05
DEPARTHEET O_ DRPEESE
SA DEFENSE ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGBNC_
SA NANAGERS ° STS CONTIMGENCV SUPP. OFF., COD
NASA NHQ-86-02-08 BUDGET BRIEFING 986-10028 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: SRB BATTERS P86-10032 05
STATENENT BY THE INTE_AGENCV NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIER
PANEL BEFORE THE SUBCONflITTEE ON ENERGT RESRARCB
AND PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COBBITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECENOLOG_ UNITED STATES
ROUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P86-100q3 05
STATENERT OF NILLIAfl E. GRAHAN BEFORE THE
SUBCCNBITTEE OR SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COBNI_TEE OE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-100q_ 05
STATEflENT OF HILTON A. SILVEIRA BEFORE TEE
SUBCCHBITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCOBBITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COHNITTBE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-100_5 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONNISSION ON SPACE SBUTTL_
CHALLENGER ACCIDRET: BOBBING SESSION, PENRUAET 6,
1986 P86-100q8 05
NASA SCHEDULES FIVE EXPENDABLE LAUNCHES FOR 1986
[HAS& RELEASe-86-32]
NASA RESPONDS TO RE_ TORE TINES
[HASA RELEASE-86-52]
EENARKS PREPAHED FOB DELIVEBT:
_ASHINGTOE, D.C.






KIAA ANNUAL HEETIHG, ARLZNGTOH, ¥IRGIEIA
P86-10103 05
STATERRNT OF EICEARD S. TRHL! BEFORE THE
SHBCCBBITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGT AND SPACE,
CONNITTEH ON COBBEBCE, SCIEMCB AND TRANSPOETATICB,
UNITED STATES SRNATE P86-10106 05
STATEBEET OF RICHARD H. TRULT BEFORE THE
SUECOBBITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AED APPLICATIONS,
C_NBITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOL_GT, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10112 05




[NASA RELEASe-E6-90] P86-10150 06
NASA SUPERCOm_TER SYSTRE _C EECOEE AVAILABLE
BATICIALLY
[RASA EELEASZ-_6-92] P86-10152 06
NASA SOUNDING SOCKEff DES_CY£D BY BARGE SAFETY
OFEIC[S
[NASA RELEASE-E6-119] P86-10179 06
EXCERPTS P_CR _EEARRS P_EEAEED FOR DELIVERY:
RATIONAL ISSUES ?ORUB CN _El O.S. SPACE PROG_B=
DIRRC_IORS POE _BE _UTgRE, E_COKIRGS INSTITHTIOR,
NASHING_CN, E.C. P86-10209 05
SIA_RBENT _X _L JANRS C. EI_TCREE, RASA
ABBINISTRA_OE: PRESS E_IE}ING P86-10210 05
EECEEP_S F_O_ _ENABRS PREP_R£E FOR DELIVERY: FAY
GROUP OE BUSINESS _XECUTIV_S, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
_SIRCNAUT GR_GCBY JAWED _C _EE POST IN
HEADQUARTERS SAFETY CFEIC_
[NASA RRLEASE-_6-1_5] P86-10213 06
SIITR PL_SATCDR TO EE LA_BCE_£
[NASA RELEASE-E6-1E5] P86-10233 06
NASA 1986: _EE YEJ_ IN N_V1E_
[NASA RRLEIS_-£6-1?7] R86-102q5 06
NASA ANNOUNCES LAUNCH _CR}C_ST FOE 1987
[NASA RELEASR-E6-17S] P86-102q7 06
EXCERPTS OP NEWARK5 PREPARED ?OR DELIVERY:
RADIO-TELEVISION N_NS DIREC_CNS ASSOCIATION 415T
INtERNATIONAl CONVENTION; SAlT LAKE CitY, UTAH
P86-I0259 05
EICERRTS O_ DEBARKS PR_AE_£ FOR DELIVERY: EEDIA
SEBINAR CN R.S. SPACE PCIIC_; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P86-10263 05
REEKERS PREPARED FCR DELIVERY: COUNCIl OF STATE
GOVERNBENT5 _ESTRRN STA_E COnfERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, CCLCEA_O PB6-1026q 05
E|PAR_EERT O_ _EOC_TICI
NASA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION _RES$ CONFERENCE
P86-10030 05
BEWARES PR£P_R_D FOR DEZIVEE_: PRESS BRIEFING,
WASHINGTON, _.C. P86-10077 05
¢_PAR_NR|T OE ENENGY
STATEBRNT £Y _EE IN_ERAGENCY |UCLEAR SAEET¥ REVIEW
PANEL REPOSE TEE SURCCBBI_EE ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AS_ P_CDUC_ICN AND SPAC} SERVICE AND APPLICATIONS;
CCBBI_EE £N SCIENCE AND _ECENOLOGY; UNITED STAIRS
HCCSE OF _EPEE_ENTAIIVES P86-100_3 05
STATEMENT OP EILTON A. SILV_INA BEFORE THE
SUBCCRBITTEE CN EN}_GY RESearCH AND PRODUCTION;
S_ECCEBITTEE CN SPACE SCIE&CE AND APPLICATIONS_
COHBITTEE CN SCIENCE AND _CRBOLOGY; HO_SE OF
REPR_SENTARIVE5 P86-100_5 05
NASA ANAB_ CONTRACTS PCR RESIGNING ADVANCED PO_ER
RESTER
[NASA DRLEASE-86-156] P86-1022_ 06
NASA 1986: IE_ YE_E IN EE_N
[NASA RELEASe-E6-177] P86-I02_5 Ob
EEPARSBENT OE IN_ERIO_
S GEOLOGICAl _UNVEI, g.S.
DEPANTRENT RE S_A_E
STA_RRENT CF JCBN C. EOCG_ E}ECRE THE SUBCO_H_TTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPlICAtIONS, CONNITTEE ON
SCIENCE A_D _CRNOICGY, _CESE CF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
S_A_EBRN_ EY E_. JA_ES C. EIE_CHER, NASA
ADNINISTRATO_: PRESS ERIEEI_G P86-10210 05
D|PAB_EEBT OE TBa|SPONIATICN
S REDERAL AVIA_ICN ADNIN]_EAXlCN
S NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD
DE$N/ITS
S EOJAVE DESERT, CALIF.
DR$IGR AR&L_SIS
PRESS CONFEREBCE: SRB BATTERS P86-1G032 05
SPACE SHUTTLE JOINT REVIEW P86-10035 05
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDERTIAL COEEISSION ON TEE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLERGEJR ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 10, 1986
P86-10050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHAL_NGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUART 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBRISSIOR ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUAHY 27, 1986
R86-1005_ 05
NASA ANNOUNCES TERBLRATION OF CONTRACT NIgH TRW
[NASA RELEASE-86-55] P86-I0098 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS FOR DESIGNING ADVANCED POWER
SYSTEN





OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBBISSION ON SPACE SHOTTLE





O.S. SCIENCE TEAN SELECTED FOR JAPANESE SOLAR
NISSION
[NASA RELEASE-86-153] P86-10221 06
DI_GR05IS
NASA SPACE TECHNOLOGY ENHANCES DISEASE DE_ECTICN
[NASA RELEASE-86-69] P86-I0129 06
DIGITAL CODING
S CATA PROCESSING
DIGITAL ELECTRONIC ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEB
NASA FLLES FIRST LARGE SCALE INTEGRATED AIECRAET
SYSTEHS
[NASA RELEASE-86-82] P86-101_2 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102q5 06
DI_LEEERS
NASA'S TRACKING SATELLITE EXPERIENCES PARTIAL
S-BAND FAILURE
[NASA RELEASE-86-175] P86-102_3 06
DIR_IONAL SOLIDIFICATION
S AUTOMATED DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION FURN.
DISCOVERT
NASA REPLANNING ACTIVITIES
[NASA RE/EASE-86-22] P86-I0023 06
STATEEENT OF DR. WILLIAM R. GRAHA_ BEFOR_ THE
COEEITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: HOUS_ OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I003_ 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE S_UTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: EORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P86-10Oq8 05
STATENENT OF NILLIAN R. GRAHAN BEFORE THE




DESTACEING OE _I-G ELEMENTS ABE MODIFICATIONS TO
ORBITERS PIAENID
[NASA NELIAS_-EC-37] P86-I0080 06
ORBITER COLUMBIA ASSIGNED IC SUPPORT WANDENBEEG
SI_E gALIDATICN
[NASA REL_ASI-86-40] P86-I0083 06
STATENERT CF _]CHAHD H. TROIY BEFORE THE
SUECCBBITTEE C| SCIeNCe, _ICHN@LOGX AND SPACE,
COBMITTEE CN COMMENCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITES STAIES _RNA_| P86-10106 05
STATEBENT CE RICHARD H. _ROIY BEFORE THE
SUBCCHMITTIB CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,






NASA _BATURBS AERO-SPACE EIANE, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAA CONVENTION
[NASA EELEAS_-_6-9C] P86-10150 06
DIS2IBGRISBBD POBIIC 5|RVICB _|DAZ, O&SA
CHAIRBAN, NASA ADVISORY CCONClI RECEIVES ANABD
[NASA BEL_AS_-£6-110] P86-I0170 Ob
RXCEBE_S FROM B_MABES PR_EAERD FOR DELIVERT: HONOR
AWAHDS CEBENCN_; JOHNSON SEAC_ CENTER HOUSTOn, TEXAS
P86-I0269 05
DISTINGUISHED SIBNICE N|DAi. |ASA
EXCBE_S F_ON _EMAEKS PR_r|B_£ FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CERIMCNY; JCRNSCN S}ACE CENTER NOHSTON, TEXAS
P86°I0269 05
DIVIWG /OMDERIAIR_/
CREW CABIN R_CCVEEX OPera,IceS CO_PLE_ED
[NASA HEL_&S_-_6-_6] PB6-I0089 06
£CC
S DRPARTN_N_ CF CCNM_EC_
OCD
S _EPABTMENI CF D_ENS_
DCE
S DRPAHIE_N_ C_ ENIBGY
DCBKSTIC APPLICATICNS
EXCeRPtS _£CN _EMAN_S PE_ARE_ FOR DELIVERY: 1986
NASA SYM_OSIDN OR CHALI_¥ AND PRODUCTIVITY;
WASHINGTON, £.C. R86-I0270 05
£CORS
OFFICIAL _ANSCBIPI PR£CtI_I_GS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CN S_ACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: BOBBING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
ISE6 P86-1_0_8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIP_ 2ROC_EIINGS BEFOHE
yBESIDENTIAi CCMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTILE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEB_D_Y 27, 1986
P86-1005_ 05
O_ICIAL TEANSCRIR_ PROCI_£INGS BEFORE
PB_SIEHNTIAL CCBMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CH_LLENGE_ ACCI£EN_ P86-I_055 05
EO_PLER RADAR SISTEM
NASA AND _AA LAUNCH WIN_ SEEAE RESEARCH PROJECT
[NASA EEL_AS_-_6°I_3] P86-10203 06
£_AG NBDOCTICN
NASA PREDICTS _EVOIUTICNAEY ADVANCES IN AIRCRAFT
PESRGNHANC_
[NASA BEL_AS_-_6-13] P86-I001_ 06
NASA £EEICA_S NEW NES_A_CE IA_OBATORY
[NASA BELfAS_-86-158] P86-I0226 06
D_COGRXS
CLOUDS MA_ O}|SRT "GREENHOUSE EFFECT"
[NASA HEL_AS_-86-105] P86-I0165 06
DREGS
S INIBRFERON
DRIDEN P_IGHT RESEARCH CEIPEER, CaEIP.
NASA TO EVALUATE JOIKED RING CORCBP'2 WITH SMALL
BUSINESS FIRM
[NASA HELEASE-86-q2] P86-1OU85 06
NASA FLIES FIRST LARGE SCALE INTEGRATED AIRCRAFT
SYSTEMS
[NASA RELEASE-86-82] P86-I01_2 06
NASA FEATURES AEBO-SPACE PLANE. RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAA CONVENTION
[NASA BELEASE-86-FO] P86-10150 06
NASA/DOD H_BRID RESEARCH AIRCRAFT ROLLED OUT
[NASA RELEASE-86-113] P86-I0173 06
MISSION ADAPTIVE WING SOARS AT NASA FACILITY
[NASA RELEASE-86-122] P86-101_2 06
NASA PRODUCES MAJOR POWER IMPROVEMENTS WITH JET
ENGIHE PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-86-176] P86-I02_ 06
S DEEP SPACE NETWORK
DOCK _SLARD, R.C.
ARTIFICIAL CLOUDS TO BE VISIBLE AT DAWN ALONG HAST
COAST
[NASA RELEASE-86-51] P86-1009_ 06
BEST
HASA TO TELEVISE SPACECRAFT'S ENCOUNTER WITH
HALLEY'S COHR_
[NASA RELEASE-86-23] P86-I002_ 06
MARS OBSERVER INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-86-_7] P86-I0090 06
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET RENDEZVOUS
MISSION
[NASA BELEASE-86-150] P86-10218 06
DYNABICS RXPEORER SRTELLITES
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSOR BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: HOUSE OF
R_PBESENTATIVES 286-10065 05
E
_A_ ELI-IN COMV. 5 SPORT AVIATION EXHIB.
NASA FEATURES AENO-SPACE PLANE, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAA CONVENTION




STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: _ARTH SYSTEN SCIENCE PRESS




CLOUDS MAY OFFSET "GREENHOUSE EFFECT"
[NASA RELEASE-86-105] P86-I0165 06
NASA SCANNER PRODUCES COMPLETE INAGE OF NORTH
ATLANTIC OCEAN
[NASA EELEASE-86-1_7] P86-I0215 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-I0245 06
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: RARTH S_STEH SCIENCE PRESS
CONFIDENCE; WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10257 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOB DELIVER_: HONOR
AWARDS CEREMONY, LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
P86-10267 05
A-3q
SOBJZCT INURE EASTVILLE, VA.
RXCERfTS FRC8 MEMARKS FEEPABRD FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREMENt, GCDDARE S_AC_ FLIGHT CENTER:
GRMENEEIT, MI}ILANE P86-10273 05
EARTH CRUST
NASA STUDY S_GGESTS TETCNIC ECTION CAUSED DESERT
TO 8CV£
[NASA RELMASE-_6-16C] P86-I0228 06
NASA SCIENTISTS EMMIOY SATEllITES TO MAP THE OCEAN
FLOOR
[NASA MEL_AS_-_6-17_] PB6-102q0 06
|AETR BMVIROMMENT
NASA 1986: _£_ YEAR IN _MVIEU
[NASA REI_ASM-£6-177] P86-I0245 06
STATEMENT Of MR. JAMES C. PIETCEEE, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: EARIH SISIM8 SCIENCE _RESS
COHFERENCE; bASHING_CN, C.C. P86-IO257 05
IABTR MAPPING MR_RIC CAMERA RMPRE.
NASA SNITCHES EARTH CBSI_gATICN MISSION AND
TELESCOPE lAUNCHES
[NASA RELEASE-_6-2_ P86-I0003 06
|ARTH OBSERVATION MIESIOR EXPERIMENTS
NASA SNITCEES IARTH CBSMFVATICN MISSION AND
_EIMSCCPE IAU_CEES
[NASA REIMAS_-_£-2] P86-10003 06
STATEMENT CE NORTON i. ECELSCN BEFORE THE
5JRCOMMI_IER CN SPACE SCIE_CM ARE APPLICATIONS;
COMMIttEE ON SCIENCM AND _CENOLOGY; HOUSE OF
EEMRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
NASA 1986: TH| IFAE IN _VIM_
[NASA RELEASE-E6-177] P86-10245 06
MARTS OBSERVATIONS /FMCM SFACM/
SA MEASUREMRN_ OF AIR RCIIU_ICN FROM SPACE
NASA SNITC£ES |ARTE CBSESVA_ICN MISSION AND
TEIESCCPE IADNCMES
[NASA EELMAS_-_6-2] P86-I0003 06
REMARKS PR_PAEMD FeN DEIIVMM_: GODDA_D MEMOrIAl
SYMPOSIUM, GCI_ARD SPACE FLIGNT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MARYLAND P86-10075 05
NMW NEATHEE SAtELLItE TO BM lAUNCHED MAY I PROM
CAF_ CANAVM_I
[NASA REL_ASB-_6-50] P86-I0093 06
REMARKS PMMPAEE_ FO_ DMII_MY: GODDAED SPACE
FLIGHT CEN_E_, GREENBELT, EAR_LAND P86-IO101 05
AMAZON FORMSTS SIGNIFICANtlY AFFECT GLOBAL AIR
OUA_ITY
[NASA BELMASE-_6-6_] P86-1012@ 06
NASA SCANNMR PMODUCES CCEflMTE IMAGE CF NORTH
A_LANTIC OCEAN
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-1_7] P86-10215 06
|JRTfl _BSENVI|G SIS_EHS
NASA AND ESA R_ACH SPACE STATION PHAS_ B PROGRAM
LEVEl AGREMMENI
[NASA RELEASM-_6-10q] P86-1016_ 06
|ANTE ORBIT
EXCERPTS PMOM BEMARES PMEfAMEE FOR DELIVERY:
NATIONAL ISSUES MORRM ON _MR U.S. SPACE PROGRAM:
DIRECTIONS FC_ THE EUTURH, EMCOEINGS INSTITUTION,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0209 05
EXCERPTS Of MEEARKS PREPAMED MOB DELIVERY:
RADIO-TELE_ISICN NMNS DIRMC_C_S ASSOCIATION 41ST
INTERNATIONAl CONVMNTION; _AIT LAKE CITY, HTAR
P86-I0259 05
EARTR EADIATIOM
CLCUDS MAY OEFSET "GREENHC_SE EFFECT"
[NASA RELEASE-f6-105] P86-10165 06
EARTH BADIATICM HBDGET
CLOUDS MAY OMFSET "GREENRC_SM EFFECT"
[NASA RELMASM-_6-1CS] P86-10165 06
_ARTH RADIATION BUDGET EXPERIMENT
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-|0065 05
CLOUDS MAY OFFSET "GREENHOUSE EFFECT"
/NASA RELEASE-86-105] P86-I0165 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: _ONOR





STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: EARTH SYSTEM SCIENCE PRESS
CONEERENCE; WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0257 05
_ARTH RESOURCES _ECHMOLOGY SATELLITES
S LENDSAT SATELLITES
EARTH SCIENCE ADVISOR_ COMMITTEE
STATEMENT OF DAVID C. BLACK BEFORE THE
SURCCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, _ECHNOLCGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE OH COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-I0108 05
EARTH SCIEHCE PRO@RAM, BASK
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
HEPEESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
CHAIRMAN, NASA ADVISORY COUNCIL RECEIVES ANARD
[NASA RELEASE-86-110] P86-I0170 06
_AETE SYSTE_ SCIENCE COMMITTEE
S NASA ADVISORY COUNCIL
EARTHQUAKES
NASA STUDY SUGGESTS TETONIC MOTION CAUSED D_SERT
TO MOVE
[NASA RELEASE-86-160] P86-I0228 06
BASE EXP.. /SPACE ERECTABLE STRUCTURES/
STATEHENT OF RICHARD H. _RULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND THANSPORIATICN,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-I0106 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE, COHMITTEE ON
COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STATES SENATE P86-I0109 05
SfATENENT OF RICHARD R. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
_NITED STATES SENATE P86-I0111 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMM!TTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGT, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10112 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
IASTEBE SPACE AID MISSILE CT_., FLA.
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
CREN CABIN RECOVERY OPERATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-86-_6] P86-10089 06
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHOTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, MARCH 21, 1986 P86-10114 05
_ASTVILLE, VA..
ARTIEICIAL CLOUDS TO BE VISIBLE AT DARN ALONG EAST
COAST




REBOT_ SENSING WILl REL_ PREDICT CHANGES IN SOIL
CONDI_ICNS
[NASA RELEASe-E6-170] P86-10236 06
EXCERPTS F_CN HEHARNS PR_PA_E FOR DELIVERY:
COUNCIl CF S_A_E GCVERNEEN_3 ANNUAL MEETING;
OEIANUC, PLO_I£A 986-10271 05
ECONOMIC IMPACT
EXCeRPtS FECM REMARKS PREPARR£ FOE DELZVEHT: HONOR
ANARDS CERENCE_, LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
P86-I0268 05
RICEHPTS F_CM REHARNS PRERAS|D FOR DELIVERY: 1986
NASA STNEOSI_B CN CUALI_I AND _RCDUCTIVITI;
WASHINGTON, I.e. P86-10270 05
EEUCA2ICN
SA NAtiONAL _C/ENCE TEACHERS ASSOC.
Sk PIICT TRAINING
SA IEACRER RESOURCE CENTERS, NASA
T_ACRER IN SPACE AND CO_E_ BALLE_ STUD_ HIGHLIGHT
51-L flIGHt
[NASA HELEASE-_6-5] P66-10006 06
TEACHER IN SPACE PRCGRAN 2C CCNTINOE
[NASA HEL_AS_-_6-11] P86-10013 06
REMARKS PRePAReD FOR D_ZIYER_: PRESS BRIEFING,
BASBINGTON, D.C° P86-I0077 05
AStROnAUT EENCRIAZ _C B_ EUIII
[NASA RELEASE-E6-38] P86-I0061 06
S_ATEMENT C_ 2BCHAS P. £_CAIR BEFORE THH
SUBCOMMITTEE CA CONSUMER A_EAIRS AND COINAGE,
COMMIITEE CN EARNING, RI_AAC_ AND UEEAN AFFAIRS,
U.S. HOUSE O_ REPRESENTATIVES P86-1011D 05
NASA IEATURRS AERO-SPAC_ _IANE, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAA CCNVEN_ICN
[NASA RELEASe-66-90] P86-10150 06
SPACE S_ATIC_ RILL INCREAS} JSC MAHPONEH LEVEL
[NASA HELRAS_-_6-98] P66-10156 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_: HONOR
A_ARDS CERRBCAI, LENIS RES}ARCB CENTER
P86-I0268 05
EDUCATIONAL &_FAIRS DIVISICI_ NASA
TEACHER _N S_ACE PECGRAM IC CCNTINUE
[NASA EEL£ASE-66-12] P86-I0013 06
NASA HDUCA_ICNAL ASSOCIATION PRESS CONFERENCE
P66-I0030 05
REMARKS PREfARED FOR DRIIVE_I: PRESS BRIEFING,
NASHINGTCN, C.C. P86-10077 05
|£NAR_S APE, CALIl.
O_FICIAL I_ANSCRIP_ PECCE_£IAGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CR SPACE SUOTTLH
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MONNING SESSION, _EBRUAR! 6,
1966 P66-100_8 05
NASA NAMES DRL_A 178 INVEStIGAtION BOARD
[NASA RELEASE 66-57] 986-10100 06
OFFICIAL TEANSTBIP_ PROCE_EINGS BEdsORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCHHISSION CS SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDRNT, TBURS£A! APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
NASA EHATUEES AHRO-SPACE EZANE, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAA COEVEN_ICA
[NASA RELEASE-E6-90] P86-10150 06
NCNSTOP GLOBAL VOYAGER AI£_LANE TO CARRY EMEHGENC!
LCCATCR
[NASA EELEASE-£6-13_] P66-10192 06
EXCERPTS P_OE _EMAEES PRIEA_ED FOR DELIVERI: HONOR
AWARDS CEBEBCN_; JOHNSON S_ACE CENTER HOUSTON, TEXAS
P86-I0289 05
RDNIN LIIE /SHIP/
CREW CABIN NECOVERT OPERATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA HELEASE-86-q6] P86-I0069 06
EG_G FLORIDA, INC..
NASA SELECTS PAYLOAD GROUND OPERATIONS CONTRACTOR
[NASA RELEASE-66-167] P86-I0235 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT EXTENSION TO EG&G FLORIDA, INC.
[NASA RELEASE-86-18q] P86-I0252 06
EG_G_ HESSESLEY_ MAS_,
NASA SELECTS SVERDRUP FOE NSTL SUPPORT SERVICES
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-86-83] P86-I01_3 06
EL NINO
NASA INSTRUMENT AIDS OCEAN WEATHER MONITORING
[NASA RELEASE-H6-169] P86-10237 06
ELECTRA AIRCRAFT
S LOCKHEED ELECTRA AIRCRAFT
ELECTRIC FONER GENERATION
SA RADIOISOTOPE THERMOELECTRIC GENERATORS
NASA TECHNICIAN MAKES BREAKTHROUGH IN AIR
_OLLUTION CONTROL
[NASA RE/EASE-86-101] P86-I0161 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS FOE DESIGNING ADVANCED POWER
SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-86-156] P66-1022_ 06
ELECTRIC ROWER SUBS_STEES
STATEMENT BY REAR ADMIRAL RICHARD TRULY, NASA





DELTA 178 ACCIDENT BOARD FINDINGS
[NASA RELEASE-86-85] P66-101_5 06
E_BCTRICAL EQUIPMENT
STS 51-L INCIDENT INVESTIGATION P86-100q0 05
DELTA 178 ACCIDENT BOARD FINDINGS
[NASA RELEASE-86-85] P86-I01_5 06
ELECTRICAL FAULTS
DELTA 178 ACCIDENT HOARD EINDINGS
[NASA RELEASE-86-85] P86-I01_5 06
E_ECTRICAL INSULATION
DELTA 178 ACCIDENT BOARD FINDINGS
[NASA RELEASE-86-85] P86-101q5 06
RLECZRO-O_TICS
NASA AND BOEING SIGN MATERIALS PROCESSING AGREEMENT
[NASA HELHASE-86-62] P86-10122 06
EIRC_ROLVSIS
SPACE STATION &UXILIAR_ THRUSTER TECHNOLOG_
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STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCCMHITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECBNOLOGI; HOUSE OF
REPHESENTATIVBS P86-I0065 05
ELECTRON miCROSCOPES
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOE COMET RENDEZVOUS
MISSION
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[NASA RFLRASE-_6-101] P86-10161 06
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51-L ELIGB_
[NASA RELEASE-E6-5] P86-10006 06
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ATLKR_IS &STECS&UT _EST CREES ASSIGNED
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[NASA HHLEAS_-E6-1qq] P86-10204 06
NBPLOIRR SUGGESTION PECGRAB. NASA
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P86-10104 05
EXCERPTS F_CE ERRANDS P_EEA_D FOE DELIVEEI: BLUE
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EXCEE_S FRCB f_HAE_S _31EA_E_ FOE DELIVER_: 1986
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SA DIGITAL EIEOT_ONIC E_GI_E CCNTROE SXSTEH
SA HIGHLY INtEGRATeD DIG. ELECTRONIC CONTROL
NASA _LIES E]EST LARGE SCAL_ INTF_RAT_D AIRCRAF2
S¥S_RBS
[NASA EELEASE-H6-8_] P86-101q2 06
DEITA 178 ACCIEENT EOAR£ _]_DIRGS
[NASA RELEASE-E6-85] P86-101_5 06
EHGIIR D_SIGN
SPACE SRUT_L_ JOLN_ REVIEW P86-I0035 05
PRESENTATICN IO THE PRESIDenTIAL COHBISSION ON THE
SPACE SBU_LE CBALIE_GE_ JCCIEERT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
OE_ICIAL I_ARSCRIP_ P_OCEE£INGS BEFOBE
PRESIEFNTIAL CCBRISSION C_ 5PACE SHUTTLE
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986-10052 05
KIRGSBUE¥ TO E_AD NASA SOI]_ ROCKET ROTOR TEEN
[NASA REL_ASE-_6-36] P86-10079 06
TBCBA5 ASSURES RESEORSIBIII_¥ FOR SEE REDESIGN
[NASA RELEASE-_6-58] P8H-10116 06
NASA ZC ASSESS SEN IBPNOVEBENTS AND SECOND SUPPLI
SOURCE
[NASA EHLHASR-86-9_] PB6-1015q 06
NASA PLANS RAIN ENGINE TEST THIS REEK
[NASA RELEASE-86-97] P86-I0157 06
NASA ANARDS SIUDI CORTPJ_CTS FOR SHUTTLE SOLID
EOCKE_ ROTORS
[NASA REIEASE-86-12_] P86-1018_ 06
NASA LEWIS ANARDS SUPERSONIC PROPULSION TECHNOLOG_
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-86-136] P86-I0196 06
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P86-10211 05
NASA _0 CONSTRUCT SECOND SRB TEST STAND
[NASA RELEASE-86-1_6] P86-1021q 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN RBVIER
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-I02_5 06
RIGIRE _AILORE
CRITICAL ITEBS PRESENTATION - ORS {ORBITAL
MANEUVERING SISTER) P86-I0068 05
3lOINS TBCHNOLOGI
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CORBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBRUARY
6, I_86 P86-100_9 05
NASA PRODUCES NAJOR PONHR IBPROVEBENTS RITB _E_
ENGINE PROGRAR
[NASA HELEASE-86-176] P86-I02_ 06
_HGXRE 2NETS
PRESS CONFERENCE: SRB NAT_ERS P86-10032 05
STA_ENENT BT REAR ADHIR_L RICHARD TRULY, NASA
&SS_IATE ADRINISTRATOR FOR SPACE FLIGHT
P86-10033 05
STATERENT OF DR. NILLIAFl E. GRAH&B BEFORE _HE
CONHITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECBROLOGI; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-1003_ 05
SPACE SHUTTLE JOINT EEVIEN P86-I0035 05
SPACE SHUTTLE RAIN ENGINE P86-I0039 05
PRESENTATION TO _HE PRESIDENTIAL COBHISSIO_ OR IRE
SPACE SBOTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAl COBRISSIOM OE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBRUARY
6, lS86 P86-100_9 05
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P86-10050 05
OFF/DIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHRISSIOM ON SPICE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, _RBRUAR¥ 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CORRISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBROAR¥ 26. 1986
P86-10053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PR_EEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALLENGER ACCIDENT. FEBRUART 27. 1986
P86-I005_ 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PHOCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CORBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
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STATEMENT OF RAlflOND S. CCILA_AY BEFORE THE
SUBCOHBITTEE CS SCIENCE, I_CENOLOGY AND SPACE;
CONMITTRE Cg CCNMEECR, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
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[NASA RELEAS|-_6-ql] P86-I0084 06
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[NASA RELEASE-86-9?] P86-10157 06
NASA ANNOUNCES EULI-SCAIE SCIID ROCKET ROTOR TEST
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[HASA RELtiSI-E6-11_] P86-10178 06
NASA SELECTS HORIZCNTAL CCEFIGURATION ROE JOINT TEST
[NASA EELEASE-_-139] P86-I0199 06
NASA TO CONSIN¢CI SECOND S_E _EST S_&EU
[NASA BELEASE-_6-146] P86-10214 06
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ENGINES
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S_ATENENT £I R_AN A_NINAI _ICNAHD _BULE, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR ECF SPACE FLIGHT
P86-I0033 05
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[NASA N_L_AS|-E6-5_] P86-10117 06
MASK ANNOUNCES BAS_IINE CCNEIGURATION FOR SPACE
S_A_ICN
[NASA REL[AS}-_6-61] P86-10119 O_
NASA 1586: _EE _EAE IN _EVI_N
[NASA HEL_ASE-_6-177] P86-102_5 06
ENEXEGNEEBTAL IEPAC_E
STATEMENT E_ _E IR_ERAGENC_ NUCLEAR SAFETY NEVIEW
PANEL BEFORE T_E SUECOMRI_ ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PNODUC_ICN AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CO_BIITEE CN SCIENCE AND _ECBNOLOGY; UNITED STA_ES
HOgSE OF BEf_E_ENTAIlVES P06-100_3 05
S_ATEBENT CF BRITON A. SIIVEIRA BEFORE THE
SUECCMOI_T_E CE ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUECONBITTEE CB SPACE SCIEBC_ AND APPLICATIONS;
CONNIITEE CN SCIENCE AND _ECENCLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPREPENTATIYES P86-I00_5 05
CLCUDS HAY CPFSET "GREENBCESE EFFECT"
[NASA REL_ISE-_6-1C_] P86-10165 06
NASA U-2 AIRCRAFT MILL SIO£_ CONTROLLED CALIFORNIA
FO_ES_ MIRE
[NASA BELEASE-66-13_] P86-1019q 06
BENCTE SENSIBG MILl REL_ fB_EICT CHANGES IN SOIL
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[NASA REIEAS_-66-170] P86-10238 06
STATEMENT CF £B. JAMES C. EXE_CHEE, NASA
ADHINISTRA_OB: EARTH SYS_B SCIENCE PRESS
CONFERENCE; RASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10257 05
RIVIEOEBIlTaL PROTBCTXOR &GEICX
STATEHENT BT THE INTEBAGENCY NUCLEAR SKFZTE BEVIEH
PANEL BEFORE THE SUHCOHBITTEE ON ENEEGT RESEARCH
AND PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P86-I00_3 05
NASA 0-2 AIRCRAFT WILL STUDY CONTROLLED CALIFORNIA
FOREST FIRE
[NASA EELEASE-86-13_] P86-1019q 06
EOSA_ C_BP_Y
STATERENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCCBNITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COEHITTER ON SCIENCE AND TECRNOLOGT; NOUS_ OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
EPA
S ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
EPOXY RESINS
NASA PREDICTS REVOLUTIONARY ADVANCES IN AIRCRAFT
PERFORMANCE
[NASA RELEASE-86-13] P86-1001q 06
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: HORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1906 P86-I00_8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE





S GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
S N_DICAL EQUIPMENT
EOOIPHERT FAILURE
NASA'S TRACKING SATELLITE EXPERIENCES PARTIAL
S-BAND FAILURE
[NASA RELEASE-86-175] P86-102_3 06
MR-2 AIRCRAFT
NASA SCIENTISTS SEEK CAUSE OF EAST COAS2 C_CLONES
[NASA RELEASE-06-30] P86-I0070 06
EROSION
NASA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-10030 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: SHB MATTERS P86-10032 05
SPACE SHUTTLE JOINT REVIEW P86-I0035 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COENISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1_86 P86-I00_9 05
PRESENTATION _0 THE PRESIDENTIAL CO_MISSION ON THE
SPACE SHHTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUAE_ 10, 1986
P86-I0050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25, 1980
206-10052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIP_ PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PHESIDENTIAL COMNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
OFFICIAL TR_NSCRIP_ PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMNiSSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGES ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 1986
P86-I005_ 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_MISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
A-38
SUBJECT INDIX EVOLUTION
PRESIEENTIAL C£MMISSION ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE
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COati,IRE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, NO_SE OE
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10112 05
FAINT O_T SPECTROGRAPH
FOUR GREAT OBSERVATORIES WILL AID IN AS_RONCMICAL
EXPLORATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-168] P86-10236 06
FAIRCHILD INDUSTRIES, GERBANTONN, ND.
NASA ISSUES TOPEX/POSEIDON EISSION PROPOSAL REQUEST
[NASA RELEASE-86-86] P86-101_6 06
fAIRCHILD SPACE CO., GEBNANTORN, BD.
CONTRACTOR SELECTED FOE TOPEX SATELLITE NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA _EL£ASE-86-178] P86-102_6 06
fAN BLADES
NASA PREDICTS BEVOLUTIOHAR_ ADVANCES IN AIRCRAFT
PEEFORBANCE





SUBOICT INDEX FLIGHT CONTROL
OEEICIAL TRANSCEIP_ PHOC_EEINGS BEFORE
PRISIDENTIAI CCNMISSION CN SPACE SRHTTLE
CHALLENGER ACC]IENT, _E£RUAf_ 25, 1986
P66-10052 05
PAOLT TCLERANCE
EAILURE HOE _ AND EEfEC_S A_ALYSIS AND CRITICAL
ITEBS LISI P86-10066 05
FAULT TREES
SIS 51-L INC]DfNT IN_ESTIEA_ICN P86-100q0 05
51-I EAUL_ IFE_ P86-10041 05
OEflCIAL IRANSCRIPI PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PEESIEENTIAL CCHMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDEN_ P86-10055 05
PNESIE£NTIAL CCBHISSION (b _EE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt. OPEN EEAEINGS: SIS 51-i DATA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS TASK fCHCE PRESENTATIONS,
FRIEAY, MA_CH 21 P86-I0069 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIP_ PRCC}fEINGS BEFORE
PRfSIDENTIAL CCNMISSION 6N SEACR SRUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, MABCE &1, 1986 P86-1011q 05
EAT SNOOP OF PDSIN_SS EIECUTI_ES
EXCERPTS FR£E _EMABRS PEfflEEE FOR DELIVERY: FAY
GNCUF OF ROSINESS EXECUtiVES, RASHING_ON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
tEATOR_ IDENTIFICATION AND ICCAXlO! EXPER.
S_A_ENENT CF EDRTON I. _EISCN BEFORE THE
SUECCMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CCMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND _}CE_CLCGY; NOOSE O_
RE_RESENTA_I_£_ P86-10065 05
fEDERAL AVIATION |DMINISTRAIICN
NASA AND EAA IAONCE WIND R_AR RESEARCH PROJECT
[NASA REL_ASE-_6-1q3] P86-10203 06
NASA 1966: IbE YEaR IN R_VIEN
[NASA REL£ASf-S6-177] P86-10245 06
EEDERAL MANAGER5 {ISCAI INIEGEIIY ACT
NASA RESPCNDS _0 NE_ YCRK _INRS
[NASA RELEAS_*£6-5_] P86-I0095 06





5 SOLAR _AGNN_IC EIELD
PILAMM]T NIED1N6
PRESS CCNFE_ENCE: SUB ENI_fES P86-10032 05
OFFICIAL TRAN$CRIP_ PROCE_IRGS BEFORE
PRESIEENTIAL COMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CEAILENGRN ACCIDENI: MCU_I_G SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
I&86 P86-10048 05
PRESENTATION _O THE RRESIEENIIAL COMMISSION ON TEE
SPACE SRUTILE (EALLfRGER ACCIIENT, FEBRUARY 10. 1986
P86-I0050 05
OEEICIAL TEANSCRIPT PROCeedINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAl CCBNISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CUALLHNGER ACCIEENT, EEERDA_I 11, 1986
P86-I0051 05
OFFICIAL f_AN£CRIP_ PROCEEIINGS BEFORE
PRfSIRENTIAL COMMISSION CN SPACE SH_TTIE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, EEER_ABY 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
OEEICIAL TEARSCEIPT PROCEEEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBMISSION (N SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT fEBRUIR_ 26, 1986
P86-I0053 05
STATEMENT C¥ OCHN C. BEIZENDINR BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE CN CCMMERCE, SCJENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STA_ES 2ENA_E P86-10105 05
FILTERS
STATEMENT BT REAR ADMIRAL RICHARD TRULY, NASA





NONSTO_ GLOBAL VOW&GEE AIRPLANE TO CARRY EMERGENCY
LOCATOE
[NASA RELEASE-86-132] P86-I0192 06
FIREFIGHTING
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
P_RSIRENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1986 P86-100_9 05
FIRES
S_S 51-L INCIDEN_ INVESTIGATION P86-100_0 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, MARCH 21, 1986 PB6-1011_ 05
NASA U-2 AIRCRAFT _ILL STUDY CONTROLLED CALIFORNIA
FORES_ FIRE
[NASA REIEASE-86-13_] P86-I0194 06
FIRE% SISTBM, STS
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBRUARY
6, I_86 P86-I00_9 05
FLBE_ SATELLITE OOMMHNICATION
S FLTSATCOM SATELLITES




SA HIGHLY INTEGRATED DIG. ELECTRONIC CONTROL
NASA PREDICTS REVOLUTIONARY ADVANCES IN AIRCRAFT
PERFORMANCE
[NASA RELEASE-86-131 P86-1001_ 06
NASA NHQ-86-02-O8 BUDGET BRIEFING P86-10028 05
STATEMENT BY REAR ADMIRAL RICHARD TRULX, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOR SPACE FLIGHT
P86-10033 05
STATEMENT OF DR. MILLIAH R. GRABA_ BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10034 05
STATEMRH_ OF RILLIAMR. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
COMMITTE_ ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOHSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10062 05
FAILURE BODE AND EFFECTS ANAIYSIS AND CRITICAL
ITEMS lIST P86-I0066 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND P86-10101 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_: AEROSPACE 86 -
AIAA ANNUAL MEETING, ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA
P86-10103 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD E. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COHNERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10106 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD B. TBULT BEFORE THE
SUBCOHHITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECRHOLOGY, HOUSH OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10112 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, TRURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
A-_3
_LIGRT CREN OPR|ATIO|S CIRRCSCEA_Eo JSC SUBJECT INDEX
STATEBENT Cf EILLIAB R. GEABAB, ACTING
ADBINISTRA_OR: NASA BUEGfI PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-10205 05
_LIGH2 CREW OEERA_IO|S DIa|CICR&_Eo JSC
O_FICIAL IEANSCRIP_ PNCCf_EIN6S BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCHBISSIUN CI SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, TBORSEA¥ APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
FLIGHT CREN OPRRATIOmS DIR|C_CRATRe HSC
S FLIGHT CREN OPERAIIC_S _IE£CTORATE, JSC
PLIGRT DEFI|ITICl AND REQUIE. £CC.. STS
OffICIAL T_ANSCEIP_ PECCf_EINGS REFORE
PRESIDENTIAl CCBRISSION CB SPACE SH0_TLE
CNALLfNGER ACCIDENt: AfTEFNOCN SESSION FRRRUAR!
6, 1986 P86-I00_9 05
FIIGB_ DIN. LAB., NRIGRT-PATTZRSON kPR
NISSICN A_APT]V_ RING SCA_5 AI NASA FACILITX
[NISA RELEASE-E6-112] P86-I0182 06
FLIGHT PATHS
NASA FLIES FIESI LIRGE SCALE INTEGRATED AIRCRAFT
STSTRRS
[NASA RELIASE-E6-82] P86-101q2 06
PLIGHT R|ADINBSS REVIEN, SPAC| SBNTTLES
PRBSEN_ATICN IC TEE PRESIDENTIAL COH_ISSION OR THE
SPACE SRUTILE CBALIENGEN ACCI£ENT: AGENDA
P86-10047 05
OERICIAL _RANSCRIP2 PROCf_EINGS BEFORE
PRfSIDENTIAL CCBRISSION CR SPACE SHOTTLB
CHALLENGER ECCIEENT: AfTfRNCCN SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1986 P86-I00_9 05
OFFICIAL T_ANSCRIPT PEOCf|EINGS BEFORE
PRfSIDENTIAL CCRBISSION CN S_ACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIdENt, _EEUAHI 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
OFFICIAL 2RANSCEIP_ PBOCEIEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBHISSION C| S_ACZ SHUTTLE
CBALLENGER ACCILENT fBE_OfFl 26, 1986
P86-I0053 05
OffiCIAL TNAESCRIP_ P_OC_£INGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAl CCBBISSION C5 SPACE SHOTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, TB_ESEA_ APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
ELIGRT RESEARCH CEE_ER. EDNAEZS, CALIF.
S DRYDEN ELIGET RESEARCH C|N_ER, CALIF.
EIIGB_ S&FET_
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAl CCNNISSIOI CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, TB_ESEA_ APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
_LIGBT SIRULATORS
NASA AND fA& LABRCN WIN_ SEfA_ RESEARCH PROJECT
[NASA RELEASR-E6-1._ ] P86-10203 06
JIIGflT TESTS
NERARKS PR_P|RfD FOR DELIVRRI: GODDAED BEflORIAL
S_NPOSIUR, GC££ARD SPACE flIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
BAEIL_RD P86-10075 05
NASA TO RVALOA_E JCINRD gISG CONCEPT NITR SHALL
ROSINESS PIRN
[NASA RRLEASR-E6-_2] P86-10085 06
RRRARES PRIPARfD FCE DELIVERI: AEROSPACE 86 -
&IRA ANNUAL NR_TING, ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA
P86-10103 05
ORBITAL NANBEVfRING VEHICLE CCNTBACTOR SELECTED
[NASA RRLfASZ-_6-81] P86-101_1 06
NASA PLIES FIRST LARGE SCALE INTEGRATED AIRCRAFT
S_STENS
[NASA RELeASe-e6-82] P86-101q2 06
BEN BALLOON RA_BRIAI SOCC_SSfULL_ TESTED IN HIGH
ALTITUDE FlIGhTS
[NASA RELfAS_-E6-96] P86-10156 06
NASA/DUD HXBRID RESEARCH AIRCRAFT ROLLED OUT
[NASA RELEASE-86-113] P86-10173 06
HISSION ADAPTIVE RING SOARS AT NASA FACILIT_
[NASA RELEASE-86-122] P86-I0182 06
ELORID&
REflARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: CAPITOL HILL CLgB,
_ASRINGTON, D.Co P86-10102 05
PLORIDA INSTITUTE O1 TECHNOLOGY, BELBOURNE
CO_HERCIAL DEWELOPHENT CENTER CANDIDATES SA_HD
[NASA RELEASE-86-q9] P86-10092 06
FLORIDA UNIV.,
NASA SPACE TECflROLOGI ENHANCES DISEASE DETECTION
[NASA RELEASE-86-69] P86-I0129 06
FLOE CHARACTERISTICS
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COflfllSSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_NISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, RANCH 21, 1986 PR6-1011q 05
NASA DEDICATES BEg RESEARCH LABORATORY
[NASA RELEASE-86-158] P86-I0226 06
ELTSATCCR F-6
NASA ANNOUNCES LAUNCH FORECAST FOR 1987
[NASA RRIHASE-86-179] P86-I02_7 06
FLTS_TCOR F-7
SIXTH PLTSATCOH TO BE LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-86-165] P86-I0233 06
ELTSATCOE P-8
NASA ANNOUNCES LAUNCH FORECAST PUB 1987





NASA SCHEDULES FIVE EXPENDABLE LAUNCHES FOR 1986
[NASA RELEASE-86-32] P86-I0072 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN RRVIEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-I02_5 06
FLOID FLOg
PRESS CONFEHENCE: SRD HAT_ERS P86-10032 05
PRRSEN¢ATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COEflISSION ON TUB
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUAR! 10, 1986
P86-10050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11. 1986
P86-I0051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHAllENGER ACCIDENT FERRUAR_ 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
STATEMENT OF RAVENED S. COLLADA_ BEFORE THE
SgBCCEflITTEE O§ SCIENCE, TECRNOLOGT AND SPACE;
COR_ITTEE ON COflBEECE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
ONIIED STATES SENATE P86-1006q 05
NASA DEDICATES NEW RESEARCH I_BORATORI




TEACHER IN SPACE kmD COBET _IlLEf STHDT HIGHLIGHT
51-L PLIGH_
[NASA RELEASI-86-5] P86-10006 06
NASA DEEICA_ES BEN RESeaRCH LABORATORY
[NASA RELEASE-E6-158] PH6-10226 06
lLgOIlSCllCl
SCIENTISTS NAK_ FIRST DE_/_I_E IDENTIFICATION OF
NATEH IN CCEB_5
[NASA EELEASE-E6-q] P86-I0005 06
PAOONCSCOPES
EXCERPTS FEOB RENANKS PRffA_|£ FOR DELIVERY: 1986
NASA STNPOSIUB CN CUALI_! AND PRODUCTIVITf;
NASBZNGTCN, ¢.C. P86-10270 05
EL_-Ef-_IBNR CC|IfCL
NENARES PREPARED FOR D_LZV_E_: GODDAHD _EHORIAZ
SfNPCSIUB, GCEEARD 5PACE flIGEI CENTER, GREENBELT,
NARYLAND P86-10075 05
REBATES PREP|RED FOB DEZI_E_: GODDAR_ SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENSEI_, _A_LAND P86-10101 05
RENARES PRIPARED FOR C_LIVERI: AEROSPACE 86 -





NEEARKS PBfPlR}D FCB D_IIY_E%: GODRAED NEHOBIAL
SfHPOSIHR, GCIEARD SPACE FITGBT CENTER, GREENRELTe
MARYLAND P86-I0075 05
BEBARES PRePAReD FC_ D_I_}R_: GODDARD SPACE
PLIGHT CENTER# GREENbElt, B_R_LAND P86-10101 05
HEBARKS PN_AN_E FOR D_I¥_RX: AEROSPACE 86 -




OffICIAL _ANSCRIPT PRCfE_I_GS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBHISSION CN S_ACE SHUTTLE
CHAELHNGEE &CCIEEN_ P86-10055 05
FOIL /NATENIAIS/
S BE_AL _CZIS
EOID AEROSPACE AID COiNOi. CC|_., C_kLI_.
aA_S OBSERVEr NISSICN CC_lfAC_CRS SELECTED FOR
NEGGTIATICN
[NASA RgL_ASf-_6-3_] P86-1007q 06
PCNES_ SERVICE, @°S°
NASA U-2 AIRCRAFT _ILL STUEY CCNTROLLED CALIFORNIA
POR_SI FIR_
[NASA REL_ASf-_6-13_] P88-1019q 06
ECNESTS
SA RAIN _CBES_5
NASA 0-2 AIRCR_F_ MILL S_E¥ CONTROLLED CALIEORNIA
FOREST FIRE
[NASA REL£_Sf-_6-13q] P86-1019q 06
NASA SCANNER PEODUC_S CC_IE_E IHAGE O_ NORTH
ATIANTIC OCEAN
[NASA RELfASf-_6-1q_] P86-I0215 06
SIA_ENENT CE D_. JA_ES C. }_CHER, NASA
ADNIRISTRA_OE: EARTH S_S_E SCIENCE PRESS
CCNEERENCE: _ASHINGTON, S.C. PH6-|G257 05
PNACTOBE BHCNANIC5
SEARCH RfCCV_H_ NECCNSI6OCqlTK P86-I0036 05
SPACE SHUTTLE RAIN _NGIN£ P86-I0039 05
PRANCE
STATEMENT C_ £_. WIILIA_ f. G_AHAM B£_CBE THE
COBNITTEE ON SCIENCE AHD TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-1003_ 05
STATENENT OF BURTON I. EDRLSON BEFORE TEE
SOBC_NBITTHE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CONEITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HO_SE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-_0065 05
SEARCH AND RESCUE EKPEHIHENT TO HE FLOWN ON NOAA
SAIELLITE
[NASA RELE&SE-86-qq] P86-10087 06
NEN HEATHER SATELLITE TO BE LAUNCHED RAY 1FBOH
CAPE CANAVERAl
[NASA EELEASE-86-SO] P86-10093 06
NASA ISSUES TOPEX/POSEIDON HISSION PROPOSAL REQUEST
[NASA RELEASE-86-86] P86-101_6 06
NASA PBATUHES AEBO-SPACE PLANE, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EA& CONVENTION
/NASA RELEASE-86-9U] P86-10150 06
NASA _O LAUNCH NC&A-G HEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA EELEASE-86-1_5] P86-10175 06
NONSTOP GLOBAL VOYAGER AIRPLANE TO CARRY EMEHGENC_
LOCATOR
[NASA RELEASE-86-|31] P86-10192 06
RESCUE SATELLITE SAVES FOUR IN FIRST BAT O_
OPERATION
[NASA HELEASE-86-1qq] P86-1020_ 06
CONTRACTOR SELECTED FOR TOPEX SATELLITE NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-178] P86-_02_6 06
• RHEDOB S_AR /SHIP/
SEARCH RBCOVEBT RECONSTRUCTION P86-10036 05
BECCNSTRHCTION AND ANALYSIS P86-10037 05
E_EEDCN, HTC
SHU_TIE NISSION 51-L RECOYERI OPERATION ENDS
[NASA RELEASE-86-121] P86-10181 06
• REQOENC_ BANDS






STATEHENT BY HEAR ADMIRAL RICHARD THULI, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADBINISTEATOR FOB SPACE FLIGHT
P86-I0033 05
ORBITER TEAR P86-10038 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_HISSXON ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
FUEL CONSERVATION
NASA TO EVALUATE JOINED RING CONCEPT dlTH SHALL
EOSINESS FIRE
[NASA EELEASE-86-q2] P86-10085 06
NASA TECHNICIAN HAKES BREAKTHROUGH IN AIR
POLLUTION CONTROL
[NASA RBLEASE-86-101] P86-10161 06
NASA PRODUCES NAJOH POWER INPROVENENTS NIT_ JET
ENGINE PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-86-176] P86-102_ 06
PUNL PUBES
STATENENT BY BEAR ADHIHAL RICHAHD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADNINISTRATOR FOB SPACE FLIGHT
P86-10033 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PR_EEDINGS BEFORE
PR£SIDENTIAL CO_NISSION ON SPACE SRUTTLS
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEHH_ARY
6. 1_86 P86-100@9 05
A-_5
DUEL SERVICE mODUIJ$, 5PACE E_TLES SUBJECT INDEX
_BEL SERVICE BOBBIES, SPACE $RO_LES
OFFICIAL TEANS£RIP_ PROCI_DINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBKISSION Cb SPACE SHUTTLE











EXCERPTS PHON STEARNS P_E_A_ED FOE DE£1¥ERT: 1986
NASA SYMPOSIUM CN CDALII_ A_D PRODUCTIVITY;
WASHINGTON, E.C. P86-10270 05
F_LLRR'-O'ERIRR CO.
PRESENTATION TO TEE PRRSI£EITIAL COBHISEION ON THE
SPACI SEU_ILE CHAIIENGER ACCIIENT, FEERUARY 10, 1986
P86-10050 05
OFFICIAL IEANSCRIP_ PHCCIEDI_GS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMBISSION CN 5face SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEbRUArY 11, 1986
P86-I0051 05
OFFICIA_ T_ANSCEIP_ pROCeeDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCERI_ICN C_ SEACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
FORDIRG
B.S. SPACE _C_NDATICN CCIII_ES CHALLENGER 7 FUND
[NASA EELEASE-_6-18] P86-I0019 06
CENTERS FOE COMMERCIAL DEVEIOfNENT OF SPACE NAMED
[giRl EELEAS}-_6-10_] P86-10162 06
_RNAC_ SYSTEHS
SA ADICMATED DIRECIICRAI SOlIDIFICAtION FURN.
NASA AND BCEING SIGN MATERIALS PROCESSING AGREEHENT
[NASA REL_AS£-£6-62] P86-I0122 06
E_SSLAGES
NASA PREDICTS EEVCIO_IC_A_ ADVANCES IN AIRCRAFT
PEHPORMANCE
[NASA REL_ASE-_6-1_] P86-I001_ 06
_D_URR DEV. _ON|EE A _|D G_|_A_ICN SS_
NASA PREDICTS _EVCIUTICNAEY ADVANCES IN AIRCRAFT
PERFORRANCE
[NASA REL_AS}-66-13] P86-I001_ 06
G
G. _. PIERCE JCOAE_ GRAND YESSRI/
CR_W CABIN R_CCVERY OPERA_ICNS COMPLETED
[NASA _ELEAS_-_6-_6] P86-10089 06
6AL&CTIC NUCLEI
NEW SPACE AS_CNO_Y TECH_IC_ DEVELOPED TO STUDY
CELESTIAL I0£I_5
[NASA RELEASE-GC-I_0] P86-10200 06
_OUR GREAT OESER_A_CRIES _llI AID IR ASTRONOMICAL
EXPLORATIONS
[NASA REL£AS}-£6-168] P86-I0236 06
6ALAIIES
NA_A STUDYING CONCEPT TC B_AS_BH DISTANCE BETWEEN
STIES, GA_AXI_
[NaSa RELEASE-66-133] P86-10193 06
REMARKS PR}P_R_D FCE DElIVeRY: STUDENT VISIT
SPONSORED _Y CCNGRESSMA_ _CM &ACRARD, |R. CALIF.);
NASA HEADQUARTERS, NASHINGICN, D.C. P86-I0256 05
6ALl /GENESIS OF ATLANTIC _C_£ RIP./
S GENESIS OE ATIA_IC IO_S _XPERIRENT
GALILEO PIOJICT
NASA POSTPONES GALILEO, ULYSSES, ASTRO-1 LAUNCHES
[HASA RELBASE-86-11] P86-I0012 06
NASA EEPLKERING ACTI¥1TIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-22] P86-I0023 06
BACKGROUND NATEBIAL: NASA FY 1987 BUDGET BRIEFING
P86-10027 05
NASA NHQ-86-02-08 BUDGET BRIEFING P86-10028 05
STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
CO_HITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I003_ 05
STATEMENT BY TEE IETERAGERC¥ NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEW
PANEL EEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS:
COMNITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; ONITED STAIES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P86-I00_3 05
S_ATE_ENT OF MILTON A. SILVEIRA BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SHBCOENITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICAIIONS;
CORMITTER ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-100q5 05
STATEMENT OF SAMUEL N. KELLER BEFORE THE
SOBCC_!TTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODOCTICN;
SOBCO_NITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CON_ITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-100_6 05
STATEMENT OF _ILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
COEN!TTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE UP
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0062 05
S_ATEEENT OF BURIOH I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCCNMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE OR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
DESTACKIRG OF 61-G ELEMENTS AND MODIFICATIONS TO
OREITERS PLANNED
[NASA RELEASE-86-37] PS6-10080 06
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. THULI BEFORE THE
SHBCC_NIT_EE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMNERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-I0106 05
STATEMENT OF FICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-I0111 05
STATEEENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
S_BCC_HITTEE CN SPACE SCISNCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COHM!TTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0112 05
NASA _ERMINATES DEVELOPEENT OF SHUTTLE/CENtAUR
UPPER STAGE
[NASA RELEASE-86-80] P86-101_0 06
S_ATEHENT OF _ILLIAN R. GRAHAM, ACTING
ADNINISTRATOR: NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-10205 05
E_CEEPTS FROH REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
REPUBLICAN NOMEN'S FEDERAL PORUE, CAPITOL HILL
CLUB, NASHING_ON, D.C. P86-10207 05
EXCERPTS FROM REHARKS PREPARED _OR DELI_RI: T_E
MARS CONFERENCE, RATIONAL ACADEM_ OF SCIENCES,
_ASHINGTON, DoC. P86-I0208 05
EXCERPTS FROR REMARKS PREPARED FOR DEL!VERT:
NATIONAL ISSUES HORDE ON THE U.S. SPACE PROGRAm:
DIRECTIONS FOR THE FHTURE, HROOKINGS INSTIIUTION,
_ASH!NGTON, D.C. P86-I0209 05
STATEMENT BY DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS BRIREIRG P86-10210 05
EXCERPTS PROM REMARKS PREPARED FOB DELIVERY: EA_
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
A-q6
SUBOECTINDEX GEmERALDZMAIn'CS CORP°m FORT MORTHe TEXAS
UPPER 5TAGI 5EIECTED FOE IIAN_TARY MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-E6-161] P86-I0229 06
NASA 1986: _RE YRAE IN EE_IEk
[NASA HELEASE-£6-177] P86-I0245 06
RENARKS PNEPAEID FCR DEliVERY: COUNCIL ON STA_E
GOVERNMENTS WESTERN STATE CONFERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, CCLCRADO P86-I0264 05
GAIILEO 2
S CONVAIR CV-_9O JIRCRAF_
GAMMA RAY AS_ONCEY
NASA AWARGE CC_RAC_ TC S_i2 EETERNAL IANK
CCNVEESICN
[NASA RELEASe-E6-111] P86-I0171 06
FOUR GREAT OE_HEVA_CEIES WIlE AID IN ASTRONOMICAL
EXILORATICNS
[NASA RELEASE-86-168] P86-10236 06
GAMMA NAT ORSERVA_OR!
SA GAN_A EAT AS_RC_C8¥
BACKGROUND MATERIAl: NASA _¥ 1987 BUDGET BRIEFING
F86-I0027 05
NASA NHQ-_6-C2-C8 EUEGE_ ERIEFING P86-I0028 05
STATEMENT C_ RE. WlLLIAE _. GEAHEM BEFORE THE
COMSlT_EE CN SCIENCE &NO _ICHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
RERRESENTA_IqES P86-I0034 05
STA_ENRNT CF WILLIAM R. GEARAH BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND _ECHNCLGGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESRN_A_I%ES R86-I0062 05
STATEBENT OE ECR_ON I. EEEISCN BEFORE THE
SOBCC_IIIPE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS_
CCMMIITRE CN SCIENCE AND _ECHNCLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTAtIVe5 P86-10065 05
RRBARES PNEP_RHD FO_ DEIIVERY: GODDARD MEMORIAL
SIMPOSiUMo GO, NARD SPACE _I]GH_ CENTER, GREENBELT,
BAEYLAND P86-10075 05
REBARKS PHERARED FOR OEIIVERY: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGE_ CENTER, GHE_NHEI_, 8ARYLAND P86-I0101 05
NASA AWARDS CCNTEACI TC S_UEY EXTERNAL TANK
CCNVERSICN
[NASA RELEASe-66-111] P86-I0171 06
STATEMENT CF NILLIA_ R. GEAEAN, ACTING
ADBINISTRATOR: NASA BUD6_ _NESS CONFERENCE
P86-10205 05
EXCERPTS P_CM RRMARKS PRePAReD FOR DELIVERY:
NATIONAL I_SUES ECN_M CN _ER U.S. SPACE PROGRAM:
DIRECTIONS _CR THE FUTURE, E_COKINGS INSTITUTION.
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0209 05
FOUR GREA_ C_SERVATCEIES WILL AID IN ASTRONOMICAL
EXRLCHATIG_S
[NASA EEL_RS_-£6-16E] P86-10236 06
GABBA RAY SPKCT|CMETER
BARS OBSERVER INVES_IGA_IC_S SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-86-qT] P86-10090 06
NASA SELECTS INYESTIGATIC&S _6E COMET REMDEZ¥OUS
MISSICN
[NASA RELEASR-_6-150] P86-I0218 06
GAMMA EA_ TELESCOSES
SA GAMMA RAY ASTRONOMY
NASA ANARDS CCBTRACT TC S_UD_ EXTERNAL _ANK
CCNVE_SICN
[NASA RELeASe-E6-111] P86-10171 06
GAEMA RAYS
NASA TO PARTICIPATE IN HIGh EBENG_ SOLAR PHYSICS
EECGNAB
[EASE EEL_ASE-86-25] P86-I0026 06
NASA ANARDS CCNTNACT TC S_I EXTERNAL TANK
CC_VENSICN
_NASA RELEASE-86-111] P86-10171 O0
FOUR GREAT OBSERVATORIES WILL AID IN ASTHONOBI£AL
RXELOBATICNS
[NASA RELEASE-86-168] R86-10236 06
GASP
S GLOBAL ATMOSPREHIC RESEARCH PROGRAM
GAS CERCBATOGRAPEI
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOE COMET RENDEZVOUS
MISSICE
[NASA RELEASE-86-150] P86-I0218 06
GAS DYNAMICS
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
















PRESS CONEERENCE: SEE MATTERS P86-10032 05
51-L PAULT TREE P86-I00_I 05
STS 51-L TIME LINE P86-100_2 05
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COHMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRHERY I0, 1986
P8_-10050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PHESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
_86-I0052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
OFPICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
GASOLINE
LIQUID-FUELED ROCKET FLIGHT ANNIVERSARY TO BE MARKED
[NASA RELEASE-86-26] P86-I0057 06
GEMIni /SUBMERSIBLE ¥ESSEI_
SEARCH RECOVERY RECONSTRUCTION P86-10036 05
RECCNS_EUCTIOM AND ANALYSIS P86-10037 05
GENERAL ACCOUNT. OFF., RASflINGTON, D.C,.
MARS OBSERVER MISSION CONTRACTORS SELECTED FOR
NEGOTIATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-3_] P86-1007q 06
NASA RESPONDS TO NEW YORK TIMES
[NASA RELEASE-86-52] P86-I0095 06
G_NERAL DEN&_ICS CORP.
RESCUE SATELLITE SAVES FOUR IN FIRST DAY OP
OPERATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-1qq] P86-TU20_ 06
GEIERAL DENABICS COBP., FORT NORTH, TEXAS
_ATIORAL AEROSPACE PLASh PROGRAM AWARDS CONTRACTS
A-q7
GE|ERLL DTNANICS/CONVAIN SUBJECT IHDSN
[NASA NELtAS_-E6-41] P86-1008q 06
GENERAL D_HAHICE/CCIViIR
NASA SCBIDULXS EIVX EXP_N£AEIX LAUNCflES FOE 1986
[NASA RELEASe-E6-32] P86-10072 06
GENERAl DIIAN]CS/COIVAIRw sag £IXGOf CA.
BOEING AEROSPACE SZIECfI£ _CN _DRS UPPER STAGE
COmTRACT
[NASA R_L_AS_-_6-1_] P86-10015 06
GEIEEAL EEECTEIC CO.
NASA 1986: _t _AX Zi _XIIXN
[NASA NXL_XS_-£6-177] P86-I0245 06
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., CllCIlilSI, OHIO
NATIONAL AXRCSXACE PLANE flCGEAN ANJRDS CONTRACTS
[NASA RELXAS_-e6-ql] P86-1008q 06
NASA LEBIS AIABDS SUPEXSCN]C _EOPULSION TECHNOLOGT
CONTRACT
[NASA NEL[&SI-£6-13_] P86-10196 06
GENERAL ErRCTEIC ONDOCIND PAN /IRE RLADNS/
STA2_NRRT CP XA_ECN_ S. CCZZaCa! EEPORE TEE
SURCOERI22EE Oi SCIENCX, _ICNNCLOGT AiD SPACE;
CCBNITTEE CN tCNEEHCE, SCIINCX AiD _BANSPORTATION;
UNITE£ S_ATEE SENATE 986-1006_ 05
GEIERAL IIVESTIGAIOR _iOGRANe NASA
STATENENT Ct E[ETON I. EDEIS{N EEFOEE THE
SURCONffITTXB CN SPACE SCIEIC_ AND APPLICATIONS;
CCBBITTEE Ci SCIENCE AND 2E_NNCLOGT; HOUSE OF
REPRX_ENTATIVX_ P86-10065 05
GZINNAL SPACE CCi_.
STATENENT CF ISAAC 2. G2L1AN, IV BEGONE TIlE
SUBCC_NITIEE CN SPACE SCIEICR AND APPLICATIONS;
CONNITTEE Cl SCIENCE AgE TNGNNOLO_ U.S. NOOSE OF
R_RESXNTA_IIE_ P86-10063 05
GEIESIS OP ATlANtiC _OiS NX_|ilNEJT
NASA SCIEi_ISIS SEE_ CAUSE Ct EAST COAST CYCLONES
[NASA RELtASX-gG-30] P86-10070 06
GIIETICS
SPACE SCIERCX STUDENT N_NENE5 ANNOUNCED
[NASA RXLE&S_-_-71] P86-10131 06
GEOCHBEISINI
NaSA U-2 &2N¢RXET _ILL S2NX_ CCN¢ROLLED CALIFORNIA
FOREST PIHX
[NASA E_|ASX-Efi-13_] P86-1019_ 06
GEODII£HICS
NASA STUD! S_G_ESTS TETCNIC EC_ION CAUSED DESERT
TO 8eve
/NASA NELEASN-_6-160] P86-10228 06
610LOGICAL SO_VN_+ 0_£.
JEN ASTERO]£/CCHET iUCIII HJIAND $TODIES ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASI-_6-63] P86-10123 06
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR C08RT RENDEZVOUS
NISSICi







NASA STUD! SUGGESTS TET(NIC NOTION CAUSED DESERT
TO HOVE
[NASA BELEASX-_6-160 ] P86-10228 06
GIOPHISICS
NaSa SCIENTISTS EBEZO¥ SATEllITES TO RAP THE OCEAN
PLGOR
[nasa RELXAS_-_6-172] P86-102qO 06
GIOPOTEI_I&L RISli_¢D EISSICI
S_A_EH/NT OP BURTON I. X_IlSCg D]_'ONE _HE
SUBCOHEITTEE Ci SPACE SCIENCE AiD &PPLICATIONS_
COHNIITEE Cg SCIBNC_ AHD _ELEEOLOGT| NOOSE OP
REPRESENT&2_NS P86-10065 05
GEORGE Co EARSH£ZL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
S NERSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ALA.
GEORGIA INST- OF TECR._ ATLANTA
COREERC!AL DEVELOPMENT CENTER CANDIDATES BARED
[NASA RELRASE-86-_9] P86-10092 Ob
GEOSTATIOBARE OPRRATIOHAL ENVIRON. Si_.







D_ZTA 178 ACCIDENT BOARD FINDINGS
[NASA HELEASE-86-85] P86-I01_5 06
GROS_ATIOHARE ORBIT
SIXTH PLTS&TCOR TO BE LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-86-165] 986-10233 06
GEOSIK_OIOOS ORBIT
BOEING AEROSPACE SELECTED FOE TDRS _PPEB STAGE
COHTRACT
[NASA BELEASE-86-1q] P86-10015 06
SEARCH AND RESCUE EIPERINENT TO BE FLOUR ON NOAA
SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-86-q_] P_6-10087 06
NEH HEATHER SATELLITE TO BE LAUNCHED RAY I FH08
CAPE CANAVERAL
[NASA RELEASE-86-50] P86-I0093 06
RENAEKS PREPARED FOR Dm-IVER¥: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, _AEYLAND 986-10101 05
NASA PLANS TO PROCURE REPLACENENT TRACKING AND
DATA SPACECRAFT
[NASA BELEASE-86-?O] P86-I0130 06
EXCERPTS FAUN EENARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERT: FAY
GROUP OF BUSINESS EEECUTIVES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
NASA TO EXTEND SPACECRAFT TRACKING STATION
OPERATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-157] P86-I0225 06
GEOT&IL fllSSIOi /JAPAN/
STATEEENT OF BURTON I. EDELSOH BE¥ORE THE
SUBCOHEITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COB_IT_EE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
GERmaN SATElLItES
SA ROS&T (GERaAN I-Hk_ SATELLITE)
GIACOEIII-ZININR CORET
ST&TEEENT OF 80RTON I° EDELSOE BEFORE THE
SUBCORNITTEE OE SPACE SCIENCE AiD APPLICATIONS;
CO_EITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
EXCERPTS FRON REBARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVE_I:
INTERNATIONAL COENTAR¥ EXPLORER TRANSFER CEREEON_;
NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE flUSEUH P86-10262 OS
GINBALS
SPACE SHUTTLE ffAIN ENGINE P86-10039 05
GIOT20 _LTSSION
INTERNATIONAL GROUP NEETS FOR HALLEY*S CONET
ENCCUNTEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-19] P86-10020 06
NASA TO TELEVISE SPACECRAFT*S ENCOOHTER _ITU
HALLEY'S COEET
[NASA RELEASE-86-23] P86-I0024 06
NASA SATELLITE SUPPORTS CONET HALLE_ ENCOONTERS
[NAS_ RELEASE-86-29} P86-I0060 06
NASA 1986: THE lEAR IN RRVIEN
[NASA EBL_ASE-86-177] P86-I02_5 06
l-_8
SUBJECT INDEX GOBS-G
GXOBEL A_BOSPEERIC RESEARCH E|CG|AH
NASA TO LAUNCH NOA|-G i_A_[_ SAZELLIT_
[NASA RELEASe-86-115] P86-10175 06
G_OHEI POSZ_IC|XNG STS_EB
RENARKS PREPARED PCR DEIIYENT: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVERNNENTS KESTERN STA_E C(H_EBEECE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, CCLC_I_C P86-I0264 05
GLOBE1 TROPOSPB|RIC RNPEBXNNN_
AHAZCN FORESTS SIGEIFICANTIY AFFECT GICBAL AIR
QUALITT
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-_] P86-1012_ 06
GC_DAND BIENNIAL 5EBPCSIOB
N[BANKS PR_PAEID FOE D[IIV|E_: GODDAED aRMOR/EL
SYMPOSIUM, GCEEARD SPAC_ }I]GNT CERTERm GREENBELT,
HARTLAND P86-10075 05
GCDDAHD SPACE E¢IGBT CTR., GN|EItHLT, BD.
SA NA_IONAi _RACE SCIENCE £A_A CENTRe, GSFC
SA SPACE ANE E|BTE SCI. CCNPUIING CTR. m GSFC
SCIENTISTS BAKE EIEST DE_I_I_ IDENTIFICATION OF
WATER IN CfN_
LEASE RELEASE-E6-4] P86-10005 06
BOEING AEROSPACE SELECT£D _CE TDBS UPPER STAGE
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEAS_-E6-1q] P86-10015 06
INTERNATIOnAl GROUP NEONS F£R BALLET'S CO_ET
EBCOUN_ER
[NASA NELEAfiE-£6-1$] PflC-lO02O Ob
LIQUID-IUELE[ ROCKET FZlG_I ANNIVERSAH_ TO BE BARKED
[NASA REL_AS_-_6-26] PG6-10057 06
NASA SCIENTIST AWARDED IN_EFNATIONAL ASTRONOMY _EDAL
[NASA RELEASe-E6-28] P86-10059 06
NASA SATELLIIE SUP_CE_S CCBE_ HALLEY ENCOUNTERS
[NASA E_L_AS}-£6-29] P86-I0060 06
NASA SCIENTISTS SEEK CAfiSE CE EASX COAST CTCLOEES
[NASA EELEAS}-£6-3C] P86-10070 06
_ENARE5 PB_P_RED FOR 5ELI¥1_Y: GODDARD HEflOKIAI
S_NPOSIU_, GCLEAfiD SPACE E_IG_ CENTER, GREENBELT,
MARYI&_D P86-10075 05
S_AECR AND R_SCUE EXPERIMENT _O BE PLOWN ON NOAA
SA_ELIITE
[NASA EELEAS_-_6°4q] P86-10087 06
NEW WEATHER SAtELLItE _C BE lAUNCHED NAY 1 FRO_
CAPE CANAV_R_I
[N_SA E_LEAS_-86-5C] P86-10093 06
AR_IEICIAL CICUDS IC BE ¥1_IEIE A_ DA_N ALONG EAST
CCASI
[NASA NELEASE-_6-51] P86-1009_ 06
NASA ANNOUnCeS TERNINA_IC_ C} CONTRACT WITH TRN
[NASA EEL_ASE-_6-55] P86-I0098 06
NASA BABES D_L_A 178 INVESTIGATION BOARD
[NASA RELEASE £6-5_] P86-I0100 06
RR_ARKS PHEPaBED FOB DEIIVEE_: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CEM_E}, GREETER,S, _AS_LAND P86-I0101 05
NASA AEMO_NCE5 SPACE STA_ICE ASSOCIAT_
ADBINISTNA_CR, NEW ERCGEA_ S_UCTURE
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-8_] P86-101qq 06
NASA EEATUEES AERC-SPACE /IAN£, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAA CCMVEN_ICN
[NASA EEL_ASI-_6-PC] P86-I0150 06
NASA _EC_NCLCG¥ STUEI_ _CE _SE AGAINST RENTAL
DISORDER
[NASA RELEASE-66-99] P86-I0159 OS
CLCUDS NAI C_BT "GE_ENHC_S_ EFFECT"
[NASA RELEASE-EC-1CS] £86-10165 06
ANATEUN ASTrONOmErS TO _AVE £ESENVING TI_E ON
SPACE TEZESCCR_
LEASE RELEASE-66-108] P86-10168 06
NASA SOUNDING ROCKET DESTROTED ET RENGR SAFBT_
OFFICRR
LEAS& RELEASE-86-119] P86-10179 06
SPACE SERVICES INC. TO USE NASA LAUNCH FACILITY
[NASA RELEASE-86-128] P86-10188 06
NONSTOP GLOBAL VOYAGER AIHPLANE TO CARR_ EEEEGENC_
LOCATOR
LEASE RELEASE-86-132] P86-I0192 06
NEW SPACE ASTBONO_ TECHNIQUE DEVELOPED TO STUDY
CELESTIAL BODIES
[NASA EELEASE-86-1_O] P86-10200 06
RESCUE SATELLITE SAVES FOUR IN FIRST DAY OP
OPERATION
[NASA BRLEASE-86-1_] P86-I020_ 06
EXCERPTS FEOH RENARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVEN_:
NATIONAL ISSUES FORUM OH THE U.S. SPACE PBOGRAE:
DIRECTIONS FOE THE FUTURE, BROOKINGS INSTITUTION,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10209 05
NASA SCANNER PRODUCES COHPLETE IHAGE OF NORTH
ATLANIIC OCEAN
[KASA RELEASE-86-147] P86-10215 06
NASA SELECTS INYESTIGATIONS FOE CONET RENDEZVOUS
_ISSION
[NASA RELEASE-S6-150] P86-I0218 06
NASA TO EXTEND SPACECRAFT _RACKIHG STATION
OPERATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-157] P86-10225 06
FOUR GREAT OBSERVATORIES MILL AID IN ASTRONOMICAL
EXPLORATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-_6-168] P86-10236 06
REMOTE SENSING WILL HELP PREDICT CHANGES IN SOiL
CONDITIONS
[ NASA RELEASE-86-170 ] PSO-10238 06
NASA SCIENTISTS EBPLOV SATELLITES TO MAP IBE OCEAN
FLOCR
[NASA RELEASE-86-172] P86-102_0 Ob
HASA'S TRACKING SATELLITE EXPERIENCES PARTIAL
S-EAND FAILURE
[NASA RELEASE-86-175] P86-102_3 06
SPACE STAIION ORGANIZATIOE APPROVED
[NASA RELEASE-86-180] P86-I02_8 06
SPACE STATION ANALYSIS RESULTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-181] P86-10249 06
E£CEEPTS FRO_ REHAEKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_: lg86
NASA SY_POSIO_ ON QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY;
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0270 05
EXCERPTS FRON EEEAPKS PREPARED FOB DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREHONT, GODDAED SPACE FLIGHT C_NTER;
GREENBELT, NARTLAND P86-I0273 C5







A_AZCN FORESTS SIGNIFICANTLY AP2ECT GLOBAL AIR
QUALIT_
[NASA RELEASE-86-6_] P86-I012_ 06
GOES-G
NASA SCHEDULES FIVE EXPENDABLE LAUNCHES FO_ 1986
[NASA RELEASE-86-32] P86-I0072 06
SEARCH AND RESCUE EXPEE_HENT TO BE FLOWN ON NOAA
SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-86-_] P_6-10087 Ob
1-49
GCES-1 SUBJECT ZNDJX
ffEN EEATHEE SATELLITE TO HR LAUNCHED MAY I FROH
CAPE CANAVERAL
[NASA RELIANt-66-50] P86-I0093 06
NASA NAMES DEL_A 178 INVIE_IGA_ION BOARD
[NASA NELEASI 66-57] P86-10100 06
NASA 1586: _E_ YEAE IN E_VI2W
[NASA NELRAS_oE6-1??] P86-102_5 06
GOES-1
NEW WEATB_ SATELLITE IC BE lAUNCHED MA_ 1 PNOM
CAPE CARAVtRAL
[NASA BELfASt-66-50] P86-I0093 06
6CES-2
NEW N_ATHER SATELLITE TC B_ lAUNCHED NAY 1 FROM
CAPE CANAVerAl
[NASA RELEASE-E6-5U] P86-I0093 06
GCES-3
NEW WEATNE_ _ATELLI_E TC El lAUNCHED MAY I FROM
CAPE CANAV_RI
[NASA EELIAS_-66-50] P86-10093 06
NASA SCIENTISTS EMPLOY SAIEILIIES TO HAP THE OCEAN
ELCCE
[NASA BELfASt-66-172] P86-102qO 06
CCES-6
NEW WEATHER SAteLLItE _C RE IAUNCHED MAY 1 FROM
CAPE CANAVERAL
[NASA BELfASt-66-50] P86-I0093 06
CCES-?
NEW NIATHE_ _AIELLITE TC BE lAUNCHED MAY 1 FROM
CAPE CANAVEFAI
[NASA RELIA5_-86-SC] P86-I0093 U6
GOVENNM_|T SUPPORT SENV., PEIIADEIPBLA
NASA SELECTS 5¥ERDRUP ECH NSIL SOPPORT SERVICES
CCN_BACT
[NASA EELRAS_-_6-83] P86-101_3 06
GRAPHICS £ESIGJ
REMARKS PgEP_}D FCN DRII_ERY: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CCNXBACTOR CONfeRENCE, PAIC ALTO, CALIFORNIA
P86-I0104 05
ESAPBITE
NASA PREDICTS EEVCIUTICNAEY AgVANCES IN AIRCRAFT
P_RPOENANC_
[NASA RELEASI-£6-1_] P86-1001q 06
OFFICIAL I_A_SCHIPT PBOCEEEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENIIAI CCMMISSION CN SPACE SHU_XLE
CHALLRNGE_ ACCIDENT: _CRNING SESSION, FEBRSAR_ 6,
1&_6 P86-100_8 05
NASA 1986: IRE YEA_ IN GI¥]EW
[NASA RELEASe-66-177] PHb-102_5 _6
SA hE£DCED GNA¥1TY
SA WEIGHTLESSNESS
_MARKS ESIPAE_D FCR DELIVERY: GODDAHD _EMOHIAL
SYMPOSIUM. GCLEARD SPACE _KIGET CENTER, GHEENBELT,
MAn'LAND P86-10075 05
MA_S CDSEHVER INVES_IGA_IC_E _LECTED
[NASA HELIASi-EG-4]] P_6-10090 06
REMAKES PR_PABiD FOR DEIIV}_Y: COUHCIL OF STATE
GOVERNMENTS _E_ERN STARE CONFERENCE; CCLCRADO
SPRINGS, CCLCRADO P86-I026_ 05
_RAVI_! ASSIS_ /SEACECEAF_ TRAJECTORIES/
EXCERPTS E_CE BEWARES PH_E_E_I FOR EEIIVEN_: FAY
G_CUP OF BONINESS _IECSTI¥_S, WASHINGTON, D.C.
F86-I0211 05
GEAVIff_ FNOBE-B
SIAI£MENT C_ _UETO_ I. _ISC_ BEFORE THE
SUECCMMIITEE C_ SPACE SCIEACE AND APPLICATIONS;
CCMMI_TEE CN SCIENCE ANE _}CE_CLCGY; HCUSE OF
REPRLSENTA_IYES _86-I0065 05
GRA¥12_ gAVE INT_FEROMETER
RE_ARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVER_: GODDARD MEMONIAL
SYMPOSIUM, GODDARD SPACE PLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MAHYLAND P86-I0075 05
RE/_ARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: GODDAED SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MAR[LAND P86-I0101 05
GREASES
PHESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON IHE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY I0, 19_6
P86-10050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS DEPORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHHTTLZ
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
GReEnHOUSE EFFEC_
CLOUDS MAY OFFSET "GREENHOUSE EFFECT"
[NASA RELEASE-86-105] P86-10165 Oo
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREMONY, LANGLEY RESEARCH CEN_ER
P86-1G267 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PHEPARED FOR DELIVEHY:
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS ANNUAL MEETING;
ORLANDO, FLORIDA P86-I0271 05
GEEEgVILLE, S.C.,.
NEW BALLOON MATERIAL SUCCESSFULLY _ES_EU IN HIGH
ALTITODE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-96] P86-I0156 06
GgOUNB S_ATIO_S
SA ARCHANGEL GROUND STATION, U.S.S.R.
SA £AKAR TRACKING STATION, SENEGAL
SA KODIAK GROUND STAIION, ALASKA
SA LASHAM GROUND STATION, ENGLAND
SA MOSCOW GROUND STATION, U.S.S.R.
SA OTTAWA GROUND STATION, CANADA
SA POINT REYES GHOUND STATION, CALIF.
SA TOULOUSE GROUND STATION, FRANCE
SA VLADIVOSTOK GROUND STATION, U.S.S.R.
SA WHITE SANDS GROUND STATION, N. MEXICO
SA Y_ERAGADEE TRACKING STATION, AUS2RALLA
REMOTE SENSING AGREEMENT REACHED _Y NASA AND ERA
[NASA RELEASE-S6-7] POb-ldO08 06
NASA EEPLANNING ACTIVITIES
[NASA HELEASE-86-22] P86-10023 06
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PE(>CEEDINGS BEFORE
PHESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P86-;00_8 05
NASA SCIENTIST AWARDED INTERNATIONAL ASTRONOMY MEDAL
[NASA HELEASE-86-28] P86-10059 06
SEARCH AND RESCUE EXPERIMENT TO BE FLONN ON NOAA
SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-86-_] P86-10087 06
NEW WEATHER SATELLITE TO HE LAUNCHED MAY I FROH
CAPE CANAVERAl
[NASA RELEASE-86-50] P66-100_3 06
ORBITAL MANEUVERING VEHICLE CONTHACTOE SELECTED
[NASA EELEASE-S_-UI] P86-101ql 06
NONSTOP GLOBAL VOYAGER AIRPLANE TO CARRY EMErGeNCY
LOCATOR
/NASA RELEASE-86-132] P86-101_2 06
GROUND SUPPORT EQgI_MEBT
SA LAUNCH COMPLEXES
SA ROTATING SERVICE STRUCT. /SPACE SHUTTLES/
_-50
SUBJECT INDIX HAZARDS
SA TRACKING AND RATA ACQUISITION
PRESS CCNEEEENCE: SEE _A_£_S P86-I0032 05
OFEICIAL TRANSCRIPT PRCCEE[INGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CfMMI_SIOR (N S_ACE SHUTTLE
CEAIZRNGEfi A£C]D£N_: MCR53WG SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1&£6 P86-10048 05
NATIONAL SFACE TRAbS_OR_A_IC_ SYSTEM CRITICAL
ITIMS lIST P66-I0067 05
ORBITAL MANEUVerING VEHiClE C£NIRACTOR SELECTED
[NASA REIEAS_-£6-81] P86-I01_| 06
GBOMNAN AEROSPACE CGN_., RE,BEiGE, L Y.
ORHI_A£ MANEOVERING VEEICI_ CCNTRAC_OR SELECTED
IN,HA REIEAS}-_6-81] P86-I0141 06
GRUNMAN CCRP.
OFEICIAL T_A_fRIP_ P_CC_}LINGS BEFORE
PRESI[RNTIAI CCMMIESION CN SBACE SHUTTLE
CHAIIRNGER ACCILEN_: A_I_EWQCN SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1986 P86-|00%9 05
CSEC
S GCEDARD S_ACE FLIGHI C_F., GREENBELT, MD.
GUAM _RACNING S_A_ICN
NASA TC EXIENE S_ACECRAEI q}ACKING STAIION
CPEBATICNS
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-157] P86-10225 Oo
GUIDANCE AND CCNTICi
NASA SCUNDING fOCEE_ DES_fCYEC BY RANGE SAFETY
OIEICER
[NASA REL_AS}-£6-119] P86-|0179 06
GUIDELINES FOB SHACK SIATo DEE. IPOB./
STATEMENT CF JCRW D. HODGE _E_ORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SCIENCe, _£HNCICGY ARC 5_ACR, COMMIYTEE ON
CCMNEECE, SCieNCE AND TRANSfORmATION, UNITED
S_A_BS SENA_ D86-10|09 05
S_ATEHENT CF JOHN E. HCD_E BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
CN SPACE SfI_NC_ ANT Af_i2CA_ICN$, C_HMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND IECHNOIOGY, 8C£SE CF REPRESENTATIVES
_86-10113 05
GINOSCGPES
SA EAIE G_fC BECCESSCES
OEEICIAL T_ANSCRI_I PROC_ECINGS BEFORE
PHISIDENTIAL COMMISSION C_ SPACE SHUTILE




NASA 5UEMI]S BAN~TENDBC _EtCET TO CONGRESS
[NASA REL£ASf-_6-59] P86-10117 06
SPAC_ STATIC_ RILL INCREASE OSC NANPCNER LEVEL
[NASA HEIEA5_-£6-98] P86-|0158 06
EXCERfTS FfCN REMARKS PBEfAREE FOR DELIVERY:
COUNCIL OF SIA_E GCVEBNMEN]5 ANNOAL MEETING;
ORIANED, EIGRIIA P86-10271 05
BALLEt'S CCEE_
SCIENTISTS MAKE FIRST DEAIWIIE IDENTIFICATION OF
NA_EE IN CCH_IS
[NASA RELEASf-86-_) 986-10005 06
_ACBER IN SPACE AND CC_EI BAILEY STOD¥ HIGHLIGHT
51-L EIIGH_
[NASA RELEASE-E6-5| R86-10006 06
NASA PCST_CNBS GALILEO, ULYSSES, ASTRO-| LAUNCHES
[NASA RELEAS_-E6-11] P86-10012 06
INTERNATIONAl GEOOE NE_8 ECH BAILEY'S COBBT
_NCODN_ER
[NASA RELEASE-E6-|9| P86-10020 06
NASA TC TELEVISE SEACECEAE_'S ENCOUNTER WITH
BAILEY'S CCM_I
[NASA RELEASE-86-23| P86-1002q 06
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY O,
1986 P86-100_8 05
_ASA SCIENTIST AWARDED INTERNATIONAL ASTRCNOM_ _ECAL
[NASA RELEASE-86-28| P06-10059 06
NASA SATELLITE SUPPORTS COMET HALLE_ ENCOUNTERS
[NASA RELEASE-86-29| P86-100fiO 06
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COaMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES _80-I0_65 05
STUDENT SHUTTLE EXPEBLMENT GETS SECOND CHANCZ TO FLY
[NASA RELEASE-86-35| P86-10078 Ou
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOB COMET RENDEZVOUS
MISSICN
[NASA RELEASE-86-|50| P86-10218 Oo
HAMPTON, YA.
NASA TECHNICIAN MAKES BREAKTHROUGH IN AIR
POLLUTION CONtROl
[NASA RELEASE'86-101] P86-10161 06
HANDICAPS
EXCERPTS FROM REEARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS ANNUAL MEETING;




OFFICIAL TRANSCHIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, MARCH 21, 1986 P86-I0|I_ 05
HARRIS COEP°, BELBOORNE, FLA.
TEACHER IN SPACE AND COMET HALLEY STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-/ FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-86-5| P86-_OO0_ Ob
BATCHES
ORBITER TEAM P86-I0038 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPAC_ SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
H&NAII
NASA TO EXTEND SPACECRAFT TRACKING STATION
OPERATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-157| P_6-10225 06
R&NAII ONLY.
NEWLY DISCOVERED ASTEROIDS COULD PROVIDE FOR
FUTURE SPACE B/NING
[NASA RELEASE-86-73| P86-10133 06
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR COBET RENDEZVOUS
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-86-150| P86-1021_ 06
EARAII OBEY., BONOLULU
INTERNATIONAL GROUP MRE_S FOR HALLEY'S COMET
ENCOUNTER
[NASA RELEASE-86-|9| P86-I0020 06
NANAII O_I¥., MANOA
U.S. SCIENCE TEAM SELECTED FOR JAPANESE SOLAR
MISSICN
[NASA RELEASE-86-153| P86-10221 C6
BA_S_ACK OBSERYATOEg. NES_FOED, BASS.
NE_ SPACE ASTRONOMY TECHNIQUE DEVELOPED TO STUDY
CELESTIAL BODIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-1_O] P86-10200 06
HAZARDS
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON TEE
SPACE SHUTTLE CEAKLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 10, 1986
P86-I0050 05
A-51
RZA_QGAITNBSel|SAw gASEINGIC|r D.C. SONJ3CT INDEX
BEADQOIBTEBSe liSAr BASBZEG_CE# O.C.
NASA _EED_C25 _EVCI0_IC_A_I A£VANCES IN AIRCRAFT
PEBECBBENCE
[NASA 8EL_ASE-_6-13] P86-1001_ 06
NASA EDOCATIC_AL ASSOCIA_IEN EE_SS CCEF_BENCE
986-10030 05
PRESS CON_JNCE: SRB MAT_EES 986-10032 05
O_ICIAL TRANSCRIPT PECCE_EIbGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CEMMISSIOE C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CB_ILEJGEH SC_]LEN_, }EE_gJE_ 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
EARLOBE MODI AEO EFFECTS A_ALISIS AND CSZTICAL
I_EMS LISI P86°10066 05
REMARKS PREPARED FCB DEZlVEE¥= NASA CENTERS AgE
BEADOgART_S P86-1OO76 05
_ASA gASES gE_= 17_ lgVE_I_GA_ION BOARD
[NASA B_LEAS_ _6-57] 986-10100 06
O_ZIC_Ai TBANSCSI_ PROCEEEIEGS BEFOR_
PEESIDENTIE_ CCBMISSZON C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, M_SCE 21, 1986 P86-1011q 05
AMAZCN _ORE5_5 S_GNIE_CAE_I_ &_ECT GLOBAL SIR
GOAI_V
[NASA gELEASE-86-6_] 986-1012_ 06
DEL_A 178 ACCI£EN_ _OABE _]_D_NGS
[SASA REL_ASE-_6-ES] P86-I01q5 06
SPACE STATIC_ FILL _NCREASE dEC M&NPONER LEVEL
[NASA _ELEAS_-86-98] P86-10158 06
NOOSE REASSIGNED, CC_EN _aE_O JSC DIRECTOR
[NASA RELEASE-E6-138] P86-10198 06
NASA STUD_ SUGGESTS TETCNIC BCIION CAUSED DESERT
_C NCVE
[NASA RELE}SE-E6-1E0] P86-10228 06
BBONN N_M_E ASEOCZ_ A_MZNIS_RATOR FOE _ANSG_MENT
[S_SA BELE_S_-_6-173] PS6-102ql 06
NASA 1986: _ XE_B IN _E_IEW
[N_SA B£LEASE-E6-177] P86-10245 06
REMARKS PRER_R_D FOB DELIVEBX: NASA HEADQUARTERS
HCEOR ANAR£S C_EEMC_T; _A_RIE_CN, D.C.
986-I0255 05
REMARKS PREPARED FCB DE_I¥E_: STUDENT V/SIT
S$CNSORED EX CCNGB_SSBA_ _Cg PACKARD, i8- CAL/F.);
RAS& REaDy,ASTERS, _ASBIRG_ON, D.C. 986-10256 05
EXCERPTS PEON _EMARBS P_EEAREE FOB DELIVEET_
VO_AGER/UBANLS ARARES CEREEER_; JET PROPULSION
LABORATORX, PASAEEN_, CALIECENIA P86-10261 05
NESL_
NASA AMARDS CCNTRACZ EX_E_SICg TO gG&G _LORIDA, INC.
[NASA EELEASE-E6-18q] P86-10252 06
gEAgT D/SESSIS
EMBARKS PREPARED FC_ DEL/¥E_I: CAPITOL HILL CLOB,




NASA &gARDS CC_2RACTS EC_ [ESJGNING ADVENCED PONER
SXS_H
[NASA R_L_ASE-ER-156] 986-I022_ 06
MASA 1986: _E _E_6 IE EEVI_
[E_SA EELEASE-E6-1_7] 986-10245 06
BElT RADIATORS
STATEMENT E_ _EAR A£MIEAI _ICHARD TBOl_, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADBINISTE_TOR EC_ SPACE FLZGBT
986-I0033 05
OFFICIAL TEAESCEIPT PRCC}E£IRGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMNISSION C| SPACE SHOTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBBUAH_ 6,
1986 P86-100_8 05
HEAT RgSISTA|T ALLOTS
NASA PREDICTS REVOLDIIONARX ADVANCES IN A/RCEAF_
PERFOENANCE
[NASA RELEASE-86-13] P_6-I_01q 06
BE&T TRANSFER
OF_/CIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT 986-I0055 05
CLOODS MA_ OFFSET "GREENHOUS_ EFFECT"
[NASA RELEASE-86-105] P86-10165 06
BE&VI |HCLNZ COL¢BCTOR
STATEMENT OF BU_TON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
S_BCCEMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE ARD APPLICATIONS;
CGHH_TTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECENOLOGY; HOUS_ OF
REPRESENTATIVES 986-10065 05
B_LZCOPT_BS
SA ESRA /ROTOR S_STEMS RESEARCH ALRCRAFT/
NASA YEATUHES AERO-SPACE PLANE, RESEARCH PILOTS _T
EAA CONVENTION
[NASA RELEASE-86-90] 986-I0150 06
ENLIOSPBHRN
NASA S_UD_ING CONCEPT TO MEASURE DISTANCE BETWEEN
STARS, GALAXIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-133] 986-10193 06
RNLIOM
STATEEENT ET BEAR ADMIRAL RICHARD TEULT, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOE SPACE _LiGHT
P86-I0033 05
OE_ZCIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: HORNING SESSION, FEBR_A_T 6,
1586 P86-100q8 05
EELB_TS
ORBZTE3 THAN P86-10038 05
HEHCULHS ARBOSPIC_ CO., HALT LA_E CITr
S_ATEHENT OF JOHN C° BRIZENDINE BEFORE TEE
SUSCCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TEANSEONTATION,
U_ITED STATES SENATE P86-10105 05
NASA AWARDS STODI CONTHACTS FOB SEgTTLE SOL_D
BOCKR_ MOTORS




EXCERPTS OP REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_: a£BIA
SEHiNAH O_ H.S. SPACE POLICI; LOS ANGELES,
CALIEOHNIA P86-10263 05
BERSH_L SHOAL, gor_£ ASTRO_ONICJLL SOCIETT
NASA SCIENTIST AWARDED INTERNATIONAL ASTRONOMY MEDAL
[NASA HELHASE-86-28] 986-10059 06
BESTZ&
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET RENDEZVOUS
MISSZCN
[NASA RELEASE-86-150] P86-10218 06
HIGH HIEHG_ SOLAR PHISICS PHOG., _ANil
NASA TO PARTICIPATE IN HIGH ENRRG_ SOLAR PRIS/CS
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-86-25] P86-I0026 06
0.S° 5C_EECE TEkH SELECTED FOR J_PABESZ SOLAR
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-86-153] P86-10221 06
HIGH HESOZUTIO| INPH&RBD RA_I&TIOI SOONDEH
NASA TO L&ONCB NOAA-G HEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-86-115] P86-I0175 06
HIGH RESGLUTXON PHOTOGHAPHT
SA EARTH MAPPING METRIC CAHERA EXPER.
E-52
SUBJ|CT lIBEl RUGHBE &liCRAlwT CO.
RIGB SCROOLS
S L|I-_AVIS NIGH SOB., mECHANICSVILLE, VA.
S LINCOLN HE. NIGH SCB°, SlOOI FALLS, S.D.
S |ONTE CCUmTl HIGH SOB°, BESLOGE, EO.
S JOBTR B]GB, SIO_I CI_I, ICNA
S mONTH QOINCY RIGS SOB., H. OUINCI, BASS.
S PARBA BSOB _CR., PARma, CEIC
S SAN RAN(R V/LEEr HIGH SC£., DANVILLE, CA°
S THCBAS STIBR RING JR. BIGB, LOS ANGELES
B]GE SPEED RUCTDEE_EBS
FOBR GNB&T OBSERVATORIES bill AID IN ASTRONOBICAL
EXELORATIC|S
[NASA RELEISE-_6-168] P86-10236 06
BIGR SPEED RROCZ._OR-2 /SQPERCCREU_ER/
NASA SBPENCONPUTEB SYSIEB _( BECOME AVAILABLE
NATIONALLY
[NASA RELEASE-86-92] P86-I0152 06
BIGB TEEP|EA2BRR _UBmEL
STI_EUENT CE B_XROND S° CCLLA_A! BEFORE THE
SUBCOUNIT_EE ON SCIENCE, _EGBNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COSBITTEE £N CCNNERCE, SC]ENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITER STA_RS SE_ATE P86-I006_ 05
RIGRLI INTBGRITE_ DIG. BLBCTR(|IC COBZROL
NASA PLIES FIRST LIEGE SCAIE INTEGRRTED _IRCRAFT
SYET_BS
[BASA BELEASE-86-82] R86-101q2 06
NASA PBODUCB_ NAJOR PONER IBEBOVEEENTS NITH JET
ENGINE PROCEAB
[NASA RELEASE-E6-176] P86-102qq 06
BI|OTORI MISSIC], JAPAN
NASA _O PARTICIPATE IN _IG_ ENERGY SOLRB PBTSICS
PRCGRAR
[NASA BELEASE-EC-25] P86-10026 06
BISTOR!
LIOOID-FUELE£ lOCKET FLIGH_ ANNIYERSARI TO BE ERRKED
[NASA BELIASE-_6-2E] P86-10057 06
BCNEIBELI, INC..
O_FICIAL T_NS(RIP7 PRCCE_II_G5 B_FORE
PRESIDENTIAL C_BNISSICN C8 SPRCE SEBTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: ARI_NOCN SESSION FEBRUARX
6, 1986 P86-100_9 05
BCNOR a_aNBS CNRENONT, GSEC
EXCERPTS EfC_ _RBABKS _EEA_EE FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREMCNY, GC_DABD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER;
GREENBELT, _A_i&N_ P86-10273 05
ECNOR AWARDS CE_EHCNT, JSC
RXCRRFTS E_CN EEBAR_S PE_f_EI£ FOR GRLIVERY: HONOR
ANARES CEHEUCNI; JCB_SCM SEACE CENTER HOUSTON, TEXAS
P86-10269 05
RCNOR ANISES CBEE_K_RE, LARC
EXCERPTS EECN EE_AR_5 PEtE_E_E FOR _ELIVERY: HONOR
ANARDS CEREHCN_, LANGLEX RESERRCR CENTER
P86-10267 05
BCNOR RE|RUB CEREMONY, LRC
_XCE_S FECB RBHARRS _E_E_£ FOR DELIVERY: HONOR







CCEBERCIAL DRVELOPRENT C_EB CANDIDATES NAEED
[N_SA RELEASI-£6-_$] P86-10092 06
CENTERS POE COMMERCIAL £EVEIO_MENT OF SPACE NAE_D
[NASA HE_ASE-_6-102] P86-I0182 G6
RUBBLE SPACE YELP. AEAIEOR RSTRCNCHERS GL.
AFlATBUR AS_RCNCBERS TO B_VE CBSEBVING TIHE OH
SEACE TEIEECCPE
[NASA ERL_ASE-E6-1_8] P86-10168 06
RUBBLE SP_CB 2BLESCOPE
NASA SNITCHES EARTH OBSERVATION BISSIOE AND
TELESCOPE LAUNCHES
[RAS_ RELEASE-86-2] R86-10003 06
NASA POSTPONES GALILEO, ULYSSES, ASTNO-1 LRUNCUES
[NASA RELEASE-86-11] P86-10012 06
BACKGROUND EATERIAL: NASA FT 1987 BUDGET BRIEFING
P86-10027 05
NASA NS0-86-02-08 BUDGE_ BRIEFING P86-10028 05
STATREEN_ OF DR. NILLIAE R. GRAHAB BEFORE _RE
CONFlITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; EOUSR OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I003_ 05
ST&TEHENT OF _ILLIAM R. GR&HAE BEFORE THE
COEB_TTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10062 05
STKTEEENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
S_BCOEEITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COEEITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; SOUSE OE
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
REMARES PREPARED FOR DELIYRRY: GODDARD EEEORIAL
SYHPOSIUE, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GBEENBELT,
_ANYIAND P86-10075 05
NEEAEKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDAED SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, EARYLAND P86-10101 05
STATEBENT OF RICHARD U. TRULY BEFORB THE
SUBCONEITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECBNOLOGY AND SP&CE,
COMEITTEE ON COHRERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPOBTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10106 05
STATENENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCCN_ITTEE ON SCIENCE, _ECHROLOGT AND SPACE,
COBEITIEE ON COHNERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10111 05
AMATEUR ASTRONOEERS TO RA_E OBSERYING TIME ON
SPACE TELESCOPE
(NASA aELEASE-86-108] P86-10168 06
5TATBRBNT OF _ILLIAE R. GBABAE, ACTING
ADHINISTRATOR: NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-I0205 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
NATIONAL ISSUES FORUfl ON THE U.S. SPACE PROGRAm:
DIRECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE, BBOOKINGS INSTITUTION,
NASBINGTON, D.C. P86-I0209 05
EXCEUPIS FROE REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: FAX
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-I02|I 05
FOUR GREAT OBSERVATORIES _ILL AID IN ASTRONCFlZCAL
_KPLOR_TIONS
_NAEA RELEASE-86-_68] 986-10236 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
RE_AHKS PREPARED FOB DELIVERY: flARS_ALL SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, HUNTSVILLE, ALAHANA P86-10258 05
EXCERPTS OF REHARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
RADIO-TELEVISION NENS DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION _IST
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION; SALT LAKE CITX, UTAH
P86-I0259 05
EXCERPTS OF REBARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: _EDIA
SENINAR ON U.S. SPACE POLICY; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFCRNIA P86-I0263 05
RENARK$ PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: COUNCIL OF STAT_
GOVERNMENTS BESTERH STATE CONFERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, COLORADO P86-1026_ 05
BOGE L. DE,DEN FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER
S DBTDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER, CALIF.
HUGHES AIRCR&FT C_.
HEEARES PREPARED FOB DELIVERY: COUNCIL OE STATE
GOVEBN_ENTS WESTERN STATE CONFERENCE; COLORADO
A-53
EDGH|S AINCBAJT CO., N_ SEGUN¢O. CELT.F. SUBJECT INDEX
SPRINGS, CCLCEIDO P86-1026q 05
EDGNES EIRCNAJ_ CG., EL SEGUI_C, CALIF.
MARS OBSERVER EISSICN CCN_EC_CES SELECTED FOR
NEGOTIATION
[NASA RELEASE-E6-34] P86-I007_ 06
HUGHES SPACE ANN CGENDN. GNCOR, CALIP.
NEW NEITHER SATELLITE TO RE IAUNCHED HAT 1 FROH
CAPE CANAVERAL
[NASA EELEASE-E6-5C] P86-10093 06
mORAN FACTORS ENGIIEEmIN_
NASA NHQ-GE-CR-G8 EU_GET ERIEEING P86-10028 05
EUEAN PERFORE&NCE EESEENCB LAB.. ARC
S_ATEflENT CI WILIIAB H. GRAHAM, ACTING




STAIEEENT O_ EOETON I. EDEL_CW BEFORE THE
SUBCCHBITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CCHHITTEE CH SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOHSE OF
REPEESENTAIIYES P86-10065 05
NASA SPACE _ECBNOLOGY ENHANCES DISEASE DETECTION
[NASA RELEASE-E6-65] P86-I0129 06
HDEIDITY
EASA SCIENTISTS SEEK CARSE OE EAST COAST CYCLONES
[NASA NELEAS|-E6-3C] P86-I0070 06
E_NTS_ILLE OPEHATIONS SUPPORT CEITER, NASA
O_FICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL C(ERISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCI£EN_, _£EEOAP¥ 27. 1986
P86-1OOSq 05
HDRRIEENES
NASA SCIENTISIS SEEK CAUSE CE EAST COAST CXCLONES
[NASA _ELZASE-E6-30] P86-10070 Ob
NEW WEATHER SATELLITE 7C EE IAHNCHED MAX 1FSOM
CAPE CANAV_EA£
[NASA BELEASE-E_-50] P86-I0093 06
BYDHANLIC EQHIENENT
SSATEBENT BY NEAB A£NIRAL _]CHAED TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADfllUISTBATOR _CR SPACE FLIGHT
R86-I0033 05
OEEITEB T£A_ P86-I0038 05
OEEICIAL 2RANSCBIP_ PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PR_SIEENTIAL CCENISSION C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENI: AETEFNCCN SESSICH FEBRUARY
6, 1986 P86-10049 05
O_ICIAL TRA_fRIPT PROCEECIN6S EEFCRE
PEEEIEENTIAL CC_MISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CH&ILENGEH ACCIDENT, EEE_UAE_ 25. 1986
P_6-10052 05
O_EICIAL TEAR$CRZPT PECCE_CINGS BEEORE
PR_EIDENTIAL CC_EIBSION C_ SPNCE SHUTILE
C_ALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
NIDR_ZINE
S_A_EMENT E_ REAR AIEIRAI RICHARD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR ECR S_ACE FLIGHT
P86-10033 05
OEEICIAL _AN$CEIPT PBOCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAl CfHMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
BIDEOCAERCN EOEIS
CLCEDS HAY OIPSET "GEEENNC_E EFFECT"
[NASA RE_ASE-E6-10E] P86-I0165 0_
HIDBOC_PNELUS
NASA TECEN£LCG_ STUCIED _(R USE AGAINST MENTAL
DISCRDE_
[NASA REL_ASE-E6-9$) P86-10159 06
HYDROGEN
SA LIQUID HYDROGEN
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDARD NENOEIAL
SYMPOSIHM, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTEH_ GREENBELT,
MARYLAND P86-10075 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDAED SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, EARYLAND P86-10101 05
EIDHOGEN ISOTOPES
EXCERPTS FAUN HENARKS PREPARED FOB DELIVERY:
PRESENTATION OF EOCKNELL NEDAL TO DH. LHIS N.
ALVAEEZ; PITTSBURGH, PA P86-10265 05
EIDROGEI_OKIGEN
SPACE STATION AUXILIARY THRUSTER TECHNOLOGY
DEMCNSXEATED
[NASA RELEASE-86-65] P86-10125 06
RYDBOPONICS
TEACEEE IN SPACE AND CORET HALLEY STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-86-5] P86-I0006 06
EIDEOPROOF TEST /SOLID ROCKET HOTON/
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
NIPERGOEIC PROPELLANTS
STATEEENT BY HEAR ADMIRAL RICHARD TRULY, EASE
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOB SPACE FLIGHT
P86-10033 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1586 P86-10Oq9 05
HYPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
SA X-30 AIRCRAFT
HE'ARKS PREPARED FOB DELIVERY: GODDARD MEMORIAL
SYMPOSIUM, GODDAND SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENEELT,
MARYLAND P86-I0075 05
fllPERSONICS
STATEMENT OF NILLIAE R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
COHMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0062 05
STATENENT OF RAYMOHD S. COLLADAY BEFORE TEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COMMITTEE ON COHHERCE. SCIENCE AHD TRANSPORtATiON;
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-1006q 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDARD MEMORIAL
SYHPOSIU_, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
NARYLAND P86-10075 05
NATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE PROGRAM AWARDS CONiEAC_S
[NASA NELEASE-86-_1] P86-1008q 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, RARYLAND P86-I0101 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: AEROSPACE 86 -
AIAA ANNUAL EEETING_ ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA
P86-I0103 05
NASA REATHRES AERO-SPACE PLANE. BRSEARCH PILOTS kT
EAA CONVENTION
[NASA RELEASE-86-90] P86-10150 06
NASA 1986: TEE YEAR IN REVIEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: COUNCIL OP STATE
GOVERNMENTS NESTERN STATE CONFERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, COLORADO 286-1026_ 05
EXCERPTS FROM EEHARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: HONOR







S INIERNAIICNAL BgSINESS 8AC_IN_ CORP.
ICE
51-I _AUII IRE_ P86-100_1 05
PRRSEN_AIICN TC TEE P_SI£_TIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHU_LE CHALI£NGE_ ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
OF}ICIAL T_ANSCRIP_ PBCCEE£1NGS BEFCNE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION C_ SPACE SHOTTLR
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: HO_N]_G SESSION, FRBROARY 6,
1966 P86-10048 05
OREICIAL TBANSCRIP_ P_OC_IEINGS BEFCRE
PRESIDENTIAL CCEMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACC]DENI, FE£RUA_¥ 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
OEFICIAL T_ANSCEIP_ PROC_EEI_GS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMBI$SION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT _EEEUA_ 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
OfPICLAL TBANSCRIPI PRCC_EINGS BEFORE
PHRSIEENTIAL COMMISSION CN SRACE SHUTTLE
CBALLEBGER ACC]DENI, FIEBUA_Y 27, 1986
P86-1O05q 05
OE_ICIAL TRANSCRIP_ PNOC_DLNGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION Cb SPACE SHHTTLE
CEALLENGER ACCIDEN_ P86-I0055 05
SPACE SCIENCE STUDENT WIN_IRS ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-E6-71] P86-10131 06
NASA SELECTS INWESTIGA_IC_S fOB COMET RENDEZVOUS
NISSICN
[NASA REL_AS_-66-150] P86-10218 06
ICE FORME_ION
OFFICIAL TPANSCBI_ PBGCEI£1NGS BEFORE
PRE_IBENTLAL COMMISSION C_ 5RACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, HARC_ 21, 1986 P86-1011q 05
ICE RAPPING
REMOTE SENSING AGREEMEN_ _ACRED BY NASA AND ESA
[NASA BELfASt-E6-7] P86-10008 06
ICE PR_¥ENTION S_5TRHS
OFFICIAL _RANSCRIP_ PRCC££CIRGS BEFOB_
PRESIDENTIAl CCNMI_SION C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENI, P_EfiBA_ 27, 1986
P86-1005q 05
ICE TEAS /SPACE SEOTT_ES/
OFFICIAL T_ANSCEIPT P_CCE_EIN_S BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CN SPACE SHHTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEEEU_Y 26, 1986
986-10053 05
OFPICIAL ¢_ANSCRIP_ 9ROC£_£INGS REFOBE
PRESIDENTIAl CCHNISSION CN S_ACE SHUTTLE





S SOLID P_CfEILAN_ IGNITION
IILIAC CCMPOTEES
NASA RESPONDS TO N_W YC_E _IEES
[NASA RELEAS_-66-5_] 986-10095 06
INAGE BERANCERRi_
NASA SPACE TECENOLOGT ENHANCES DISEASE DETECTION
[NASA RELEASE-66-69] 986-10129 06
INA@R _BOCBSSING
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELI_ER_: CAPITOE HILL CLUB,
NASBINGTCN, D.C. P86-10102 05
NASA SPACE TECHNOLOGY ENHANCES DISEASE DETECTION
[NASA RELEASE-86-69] P86-10129 06
INAGING
REMOTE SENSING AGREEMENT REACHED BY NASA AN_ ESA
[NASA RELEASE-86-7] P86-I0008 06
INTERNATIONAL GROUP MEETS _OR HALLEY'S COMET
ENCOUNTER
{NASA HELEASE°86-19] P86-I0020 06
INA@ING TRCHNIQHES
REMARKS PHEPABED FOB DELIVER_: CAPITOL BILL C_gH,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0102 05
NASA SCANNER PRODUCES COMPLETE IHAGE OF NO_fH
ATLANTIC OCEAN




SEARCH RECOVERY RECONSTRUCTION P86-_UO36 05
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE P86-1003_ 0o
OPFICIAL THANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEEORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBEUAR_ 27, 1986
P86-1005@ 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_MISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
STATEMENT BY REAR ADNIRAL TRULY
[NASA RELEASE-86-53] P86-10096 06
XMU
S INERTIAL HEASUREMENT UNiT
IN SEARCH OP EXCELLENCE /PUBLICATION/
RENARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVEE_: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CONFERENCE, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
P86-1010_ 05
IN-SPACE RESRAR. _RCR. AND E|GIK. RORKSHOP
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCCNBITTEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE, COMfllTTEE ON
COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRENSPORTATION, UNITED
STATES SENATE P86-I0109 05
INDEPENDENCE /SHIP/
SEARCH RECOVERY RECONSTRUCTION P86-I0036 05
RECONSTRUCTION AND ANALYSIS P86-10037 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
CHEW CABIN RECOVERY OPERATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-86-_6] P86-10089 06
SHUTTLE _ISSION 51-L RECOVERY OPERATION ENDS
[NASA RELEASE-86-121] P86-10181 06
IIDEPENDENT SPACE RHSEARCH GROUP
AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS TO HAVE OBSERVING TIBE ON
SPACE TELESCOPE
[NASA RELEASE-86-1OH] P86-I01_8 06
IiDIA
EXCERPTS FaUN REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERT:
NATIONAL ISSUES FORUM ON THE U.S. SPACE PROGRAM:
DIRECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE, BROOKINGS INSTITUTION,
NASE_NGTON, D.C. P86-I0209 05
EXCERPTS FROH REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: FAT
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, NASRINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
EXCE2PTS OF RR_ARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: MEDIA
SEEINAH ON U.S. SPACE POLICY; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P86-I0263 05
IIMNISIA
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEN
A-55
IIDOIESZAN SAIRILITES SUBJECT ImDS%





S _ECBNOLCGI UTILIZATION _CGHAM
IIOOS_BIAL TJOCP|RATIOm
TEACHER IN SPACE AND COHEN 5AILEY STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L ELIGH_
[NASA RELEASE-E6-5] P86-I0006 06
NASA SIGNS AGBERBENT NITH _ACRHAB, INC.
[NASA RELEASE-E6-6] P88-10007 06
NASA PHEDICI_ REVOIOTICNANI ADVANCES IN AIRCRAFT
PE_EO_EANCE
[NASA HEL_ASE-E6-12] P86-1001_ 06
HOEING AERCSF_CE SELECIED EC_ TDRS UPPER STAGE
CONTRACT
[NASA RELeASE-E6-14] P86-10015 06
PRESS CONEENENCE: SEE BA_tRS 906-10032 05
OFFICIAL THANSCRIP_ PEOCEEE]NGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCHMISSION CN S_ACH SHUTTIE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt: NO_NI_G SESSION, FEBRUAR_ 6,
1SE6 P86-10048 05
OEEICIAL T_ANSCRIPT PRCCEEEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENI: AEIEENCON SESSION PEBRUAH_
6, 19_6 P86-10049 05
5TATENE_T CF ISAAC I. GIILAN, IV REPOSE TEE
SUBCOMHITT_E CN SPACE SCIE_C_ AND APPLICATIONS;
CCMHITTEE CN SCIENCE AND _CONOLGGY; U.S. HOUSE OF
REREESENTATIYE_ P86-10063 05
SIATHRENT OP NORTON I. EDEISCN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMHITIEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AN_ _}CHNOLOGV; HORSE UP
HE_BESERTATI_E_ P86-I0065 05
NASA SCHEDUL|E FIVE EXPRN£ABIE LAHNCHES FOR 1966
[NASA RELEASE-E6-32] P86-10072 06
NASA TO EYALHATE JOINED NI_G CONCEPT NITH SMALL
ROSINESS _IRE
[NASA RELEAS_-fiT-42] P86-10085 06
CCBMERCI&L DEVRLOPNENT CEN_EE CANDIDATES EARED
[NASA BELEASm-%6-_S] P86-10092 06
NEE WEATHEr SAtELLItE IC BE LAUNCHED NAY 1 FEOH
CAPE CANAVERAl
[NASA NEL|ASE-06-SO] P86-I0093 06
JAPER TO C_AIR SPACE APPLICAIIONS ADVISORV COMMITTEE
[NASA HELEASE-_6-5,] P86-I0097 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDAHD SPACE
PLIGHT CENIE_, GREENER[I, EANILAND P86-10101 05
REMARKS PR_PAEED POE DELIVERY: AEROSPACE 86 -
AIAA ANNUAZ NHETING, AELISG_CN, VIRGINIA
P86-10103 05
RENARNS PNEP_D _OH D_ZIVENV: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CCNEERENCE, fAZC ALTO, CALIEORNIA
P86-1010_ 05
S_ATEHENT CF JCHN C. BHIZENEINE BEFORE THE
SUHCONHITT_E CN SCIENCE, T_CBNOLOG! AED SPACE,
CONHITTEH CN CCBHERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
ONITED STATES S_NAIE P06-I0105 05
STATEMENT CF JOHN D. HOUGH E_ORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOECGV AND S_ACE, CORNITTEE ON
CCNNERCE, SCIENCE AND THAN_C_TATION, UNITED
STA_ES SENATE P86-10109 05
SIATENENT CF JOHN D° HCDGI ENCORE THE SOBCOHHITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, CCENITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, BOISE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
P_ESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHJTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, MARCH 21, 1986 P86-I011_ 05
NASA AND HOEING SIGN MATERIALS PROCESSING AGREENENT
[NASA RELEASE-86-62] P86-I0122 06
SPACE STATION AUXILIARY THRUSTER TECHNOLOGT
DEECNSIRATED
[NASA RELEASE-06-65] P_6-10125 06
NASA PLANS TO PROCURE REPLACEMENT TRACKING AND
DATA SPACECRAFT
[NASA HELEASH-86-70] P86-10130 06
ORBITAL NANEUVERING VEHICLE CONTRACTOR SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-86-81] P86-101_I 06
NASA FLIES FIRST LARGE SCALE INTEGRATED AIRCRAFT
SYSTEHS
[NASA RELEASE-86-02] P86-101_2 06
NASA SELECTS SVERDEUP FOR NSTL SUPPORT SERVICES
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-86-83] P86-101_3 06
NASA ISSUES TOPE_/POSEIDON MISSION PROPOSAL NEQUEST
[NASA RELEASE-86-86] P86-10146 06
NASA YEATHEES AERO-SPACE PLAHE, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
£AA CONVENTION
[NASA RELEASE-86-90] P86-10150 06
CHALLENGER TAPE STATUS
[NASA RELEASE-86-93] P86-10153 06
NEN BALLOON MATERIAL SUCCESSFULLY TESTED IN HIGH
ALTITUDE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-96] P86-I0156 06
NASA PLANS HAIN ENGINE TEST THIS REEK
[NASA RELEASE-86-97] P86-10157 06
NASA TECHNOLOGY STUDIED FOR USE AGAINST MENTAL
DISORDER
[NASA RELEASE-86-99] P86-I0159 06
CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL DEVELOPHENT OF SPACE NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-86-102] P86-I0162 06
AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS TO HAVE OBSERVING TIHE ON
SPACE TELESCOPE
[NASA RELEASE-86-108] P86-I0168 06
PROPOSALS RECEIVED _OR PAYLOAD GROUND OPEHATIONS
CONTRACT
[NASA BELEASE-86-109] P86-10169 06
NASA AEARDS CONTRACT TO STUDY EXTEHNAL TANK
CONVERSION
[NASA RELEASE-86-111] P86-10171 06
NASA SELECTS PRATT & NHITNET FOR ALTERNATE
TUHBOPUMP DEVELOPEENT
[NASA RELEASE-86-112] P86-I0172 66
NASA/DOD HTBRID RESEARCH AIRCRAFT ROLLED OOT
[NASA RELEASE-H6-113] P86-10173 06
NASA ANNOUNCES FULL-SCALE SOLID ROCKET HOTOR TEST
PROGBAN
[NASA RELEASE-86-118] P86-10178 06
NASA DEVELOPED TECHNOLOGY HELPS HANDICAPPED TO DRIVE
[NASA RELEASE-86-123] P86-10183 06
NASA AHAHDS STUDY CONTRACTS FOR SHUTTLE SOLED
ROCKET MOTORS
[NASA RELEASE-86-12_] P86-1018q 06
LOCKHEED SHHTTLE PROCESSIHG CONTRACT EXTENDED POR
THREE YEARS
[NASA RELEASE-86-126] P86-I0186 06
HOEING SELECTED POE SPACE COHNERCIAL DRVELOPBEMT
AND HTILIZATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-127] P86-I0187 06
A-55
SUDJECT IID|E IEFOABATIO! EICBAIGR
SPACE SERVICES INC. TO USE NASA LAUNCB FACI/,ITY
[IASA RELEASE-E6-12E] P86-10188 06
SPACE STATION G_PICE POEMS CEERATIOHS TASK FORCE
[HASA BELI|S|-_6-129] P86-10189 06
EAEA LENIS ANAEDS SEPERSCRIC PROPULSIOH TECHNOLOGY
CGETRACT
[NASA RELEASE-ET-13E] P86-10196 06
NEN SPACE ASTRONOMY TECENICG_ DEVELOPED TO STUD/
CELESTIAL EO£IIS
[NASA BELEASE-E6-140] P86-I0200 06
ASTRONAUT GEEGCE! HEMED _C EE_ POST IN
HEADQUARTERS SLEETY CFfICE
[NASA BEL_ASI-E6-1q5] P86-10213 06
NASA TC CCNSffEUC_ SICOND EBB _EST STAND
[NASA RELEAS_-_6-1qE] P86-I0214 06
N.S. SCIENCE T}AM SELECTED FOB JAPANESE SOLAR
MISSICN
[NASA RELEASE-86-1E3] P86-10221 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS ECN I_SIGNING ADVANCED PONER
SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-E6-156] P86-1022_ 06
UPPER STAGI 5EEECTEE FOE fIANETABY BISSIONS
[NASA REL_ASI-_6-161] P86-10229 06
NASA AWARDS UFPER SIAGE CC_IFAC¢ FOR BARS OBSERVER
[NASA NEL_ASE-_6-16_] P86-10230 06
NASA AEARDS CCN_RAC_ FOB EEC_IEB AND SAEET¥
ASSESSMENT CENTERS
[NASA R_LEAS_-_6-1E_] P86-10231 06
NASA SELECTS PAYLOAU GRCUN[ CfENATIONS CONTRACTOR
[NASA RELEAS_-_6-167] P86-I0235 06
NASA'S TRACKING SATELLIIE EgPERIENCES PANTIAL
S-RAND EAIIUSE
[NASA EELEASE-E6-1_5] P86-10243 06
NASA PRODUCES MANGE PCMEE IEf_GVE_ENIS BITH JET
ENGINE PROGRAM
[NASA EELEASI-_E-I_6] P86-102q4 06
CONTRACTOR SEI_CTED FOE TCEE_ SATELLITE NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA BELEASE-_6-178] P86-10246 06
R_BARES PNIPA_ID FC_ DELIVerY: STUDENT VISIT
SPONSORED _Y CONGRESSMAN fCN PACKARD, (R. CALIF.);
NASA _EAD_UAEIERS, EASEING_C_, D.C. P86°I0256 05
EXCERPTS E_CB _EBAE_S EEE_E_£ FOR DEIIVEEY: BLUE
RIEBON STEEEJNG GROUP ECR 1966 SYEPOSIUE ON
QHALI_Y AND EECDUCTIVITY; _ASA BEADQUABTERS,
MASBINGTCN, £.C. P86-10260 05
REMARKS PREPARED HCf DEIIV_E¥: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVERNMENTS kESTEE_ S_A_E CONFERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, CCLCBAEO P86-10264 05
EXCERE_S F_OM _EMARKS PEEEAEED FOR DELIVERY: 1986
NASA SYMPOSI_B CN _UALI_ A_D ENODUCTIVITY;
WASHINGTON, £.C. P86-I0270 05
INDUSTRIAL RESE|RCR MAGAZINE
HICEEPTS _CE _EMAEES _EEE_D FOR DELIVERY: DONOR
ANARDS CEE_MC§|, L£NIS _ES_AECE CENTER
P86-10268 05
INDBS2EIAL RRS|A_CE EAGAZINE 100 AUARDS
EXCERPTS PRG_ EEMAR_S PEEE_EED FO_ DELIVERY: HONOR
A_ABDS CEREMONY, L_NIS EES_AECB C_NTER
P86-I0268 05
INDUSTRIAL EPAC| |ACILIT_ /S_ACE _L|_TFORE/
S_A_EMENT Cf _CHN D. HC_G_ EEFONE THE SUBCOEMI_TEE
ON SCIENCE, T_CRNOICGY ANN _}ACE, COMMITTEE ON
CCMMEECE, SCIENCE AND ff_A_EICE_ATION, UNITED
S2ATES SENATE P86-10109 05
STAIRMENT CE JC_N _. H_DGE _E}ORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AN£ AEEIICA_IONS, COMMITTEE ON
SCIENCE END IECHNCICGY, H{[5£ OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
_HDUSTR!
NASA TECHNICIAN MAKES BREAKTHROUGH IN AIR
POLLUTION CONTROL
[NASA RELEASE-86-101] P86-10161 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: 1986
NASA SYMPOSIUB OH QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY;





STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTME ON SCIENCE, T_CHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10106 05
STATERENT OF RICHARD E. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COSR!TTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10112 05
_NBRTIAL UPPER STAGE
TEACHER IN SPACE AND COMET HALLEY STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-86-5] P86-10006 06
BOEING AEROSPACE SELECTED FOE TDES UPPER S_ASE
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-86-14] P86-10015 06
NASA RRPLANNIHG ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-22] P86-10023 06
STS 51-L INCIDENT INVESTIGATION P86-100@O 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT pROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: _ORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P86-100_8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1586 P86-100_9 05
OFFIC/AL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION OH SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
OF2ICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, MARCH 21, 1986 P86-1011_ 05
SHUTTLE HISSION 51-L RECOVERY OPERATION ENDS
[NASA RELEASE-86-121] P86-10181 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: RAY
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
UPPER STAGE SELECTED FOR PLANETARY MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-161] P86-10229 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN _EVIEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
IM_O_B&TIOE DISSEEINATION
PRESS CONFERENCE: APPOINTMENT OF JESSE MCGEE AND
RICHARD TRULY P86-10029 05
U.S. SCIENCE TEAM SELECTED FOR JAPANESE SOLA_
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-86-153] P86-10221 06
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
RADIO-TELEVISION NEWS DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION qlST
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION; SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
P86-I0259 05
INFORBATION EXCHANGE
PRESS CONFERENCE: APPOINTMENT OF JESSE MCGEE AND
RICHARD TRULY P86-I0029 05
A-57
INFORI£TION BANAGEmEN_ SOBJECT IIDBI
ZEPOHBITICN NANAOEEBN_
NASA 1986: TRI YEAR IN Hf¥IEH
[NISA RELIASI-_6-177] P86-102_5 06
IIFOHBATION SISSIES
SA MANAGEMEN_ INFCNBATICN _S_ERS
SA TECHNICAL AND MANAGEMEN_ INfORBATION SYS.
STATEMENT Cf £0RTOH I. _DBISCN BEFORE THE
SUHCOHMIT_EE CN SPACE SCIENC_ AND APPLICATIONS;
CGHMI_EE CN SCIENC_ AND _}C_NOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTA_I_E_ 986-10065 05
INFRARED ASTRCICE!
REMARKS P_EPIPID FOE D_II_EY: STUDENT VISIT
SPCNSORED IT CCNGRESSMAN _CN PACKARD, (R. CALIF.);
NASA HEADQUARTERS# 5ASHING_CN, D.C. 986-10256 05
INFRARBD &STNCNCBI S&_ILLITE
STATEMENT ON EURTO_ I. _DEISCN BEFORE TEE
SUHCOMMITI_E C5 SPACE SCIHSC_ AND APPLICATIONS;
CGENI_EE CN 5CIENC_ AND _SBCLCGY; HOUSE OF
EE_EESENTA_IV_ 986-I0065 05
HEBABKS PREPAH_D FOB DIIIN_R¥: STUDENT VISIT
SPCNSCEED £Y CCNGR_SSBAN _CN PACKARD, HE. CALIF.);
NASA EEADCDAE_IRS, N&SBINGTC_, D.C. 966-10256 05
INFRARED DETECTCHS
OfRICIAL 2_ANSCRIP_ PROC_IDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CN SPACE SHDTTLE
CHALLENGEH ACCIDEET, EEE_BA_Y 27, 1986
986-1005_ 05
IN_RARED _A_IATICN
S_A_ENRNT C_ BUNION I. _D_LSCN BEFORE THE
SUECOBMIT_EE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COEMi_TEE CN _CIENC_ AND TECBNOLCGY; HCUSE OF
REPRESeNTAtIVeS 986-10065 05
FO_E GREAT CR_E_VATCRIES HIll AID IN ASTRONOMICAL
EXfLOHATICH5
[NASA NRLIASE-_6-168] 986-10236 06
NASA INSTRUBHR_ AIDS OCEAN E_ATHER NCNI_OEING
[NASA REL_AS_-_6-169] 986-I0237 06
INPEIRED B&DICBE_H
SA PRESSUR_ _CEULAI_D INPEA_D RADICMETER
NASA SELECTS INgESTIGATICN5 fOR COMET RENDEZVOUS
MISSION
[N_SA EEL_AS_-_6-150] 986-I0218 06
NASA INSTHUN_N_ AIDS OCeaN _ATHER MONITORING
[NASA HELlAS,-HA-lOCI 986-10237 06
INPRAEED SCANNEH
OffICIAL TRANSCBIP_ PBOCI_£IN_S BEFORE
PBISIDENTIAL COBMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIEEN_ fEE_U_}_ 26, 1986
986-10053 05
NEW N_ATBEF _A_ILI_E TC £_ lAUNCHED MAY I FROM
CA_E CAEAV_HAL
[NASA RELEASE-_6-5C] P86-I0093 06
INFRARED SPECTRA
SCIeNTIStS NAK_ EIRST _EPI_IT_ IDENTIFICATION OF
5A_H IN CCH_S
[NASA EEL_AS_-66-_] P86-10005 0o
INFRARED SPEC_RCBETRR
S _REEMAL EMISSICN SPECT_CEE_EB
S VISUAL INfrARED NAPPING SE_CTHOMETER
INFRARED _ELESCCPES
S SPACE IRPHAf_D _ELESCCPE EACILITI
INITIAL BLOOD STORAG| _IPENIEEET
STATEMENT CF E_RTOS I. _DIISCN BEFOB_ THE
SUB_CMBITZEE CN SPAC_ SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CCflMI_TEE CR SCIENC_ AND _}(E_CLCG¥; HOUSE DE
R_EBESEN_ATI_E_ P86-10065 05
INJECTOR
CRITICAL ITEm5 PBES£NTATICA - 088 (ORBITAL
MAEEUVEEING S_STEM) P86-10068 05
IE_ONT CANADA RANOP&CTURING
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11, 1986
986-I0051 05
INSPECTION
PRESS CONFERENCE: SHE MATTERS 986-I0032 05
STATEMENT B_ REAR &DNIRAL RICHARD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOR SPACE FLIGHT
986-I0033 05
ORBITER TEAM 986-10038 05
STS 51-L TIME LiNE P86-I00_2 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1S86 P86-100_9 05
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON T_E
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBEUARX 10, 1986
986-I0050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUART 11, 1986
986-10051 05
OFFICIAL TRAESCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 1966
P86-I005q 05
OFE_CIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM CRITICAL
ITEMS IIST 986-I0067 05
DESTACKING OF 61-G ELEMENTS AND MODIFICATIONS TO
ORBITEES PLANNED
[NASA RELEASE-86-37] P86-10080 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CONFERENCE, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
986-I010_ 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. BEIZENDINE BEEORE THE
SURCONH!TTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE 286-10105 05
INSPECTOR GENERAL ACT OP 1978
NASA RESPONDS TO NEW YORK TIMES
[NASA RELEASE-S6-52] 986-10095 06
INST. FOR SPACE/ASTRONADTICAL SOl., JAP.
INTERNATIONAL GROUP MEETS FOR HALLEY'S COMET
ENCOUNTER
[NASA HELEASE-86-19] P86-10020 06
NASA IC PARTICIPATE IN HIGH ENERGY SOLAR PHYSICS
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-86-25] P86-10026 06
U.S. SCIENCE TEAM SELECTED FOB JAPANESE SOLAR
_ISSION
[NASA RELEASE-86-153] 986-I0221 06
INSTA_OAR
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PHESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, MARCH 21, 1986 P86-I011_ 05
IESTITOTE DE PESOUISAS EIPACIAIS, BRAZIL
A_AZCH FORESTS SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECT GLOBA_ AlE
QUALITY
[NASA RRLEASE-86-6_] P86-1012_ 06
A-58
SUBJECT IND|E INTEEAGENC! COOPEmATIOM
INS_ITBTR OP AEROSPACE SCIENCES
S AMBRICA_ INST. OP AE_CN. A_L ASTRONAUTICS
INSTITRTR OF PATHOLOGY, ANNE_ _CECES
STATEMENT _Y R}AR A£NIRAL _}UIY
[NASA BEIEASE-66-53] P86-I0096 06
INSTRHBENT POIN_I|G STSTEm /S_/
S_A_RMENT [_ EGR_OS I. _DRI$CN BEFORE TEE
SUECONMIT_EE CN SPACE SCIEECE AND APPLICATIONS:





OEEICIAL IEAB_CRIP_ PROC_E]NGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAl CCNBISSICN CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIEEET: A_E_CCN SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 19_6 P86-I00_9 05
OE_ICIAL T_ASSCRIP_ PRCCEEE]NGS BEFORE
PBESIDEHTIAL CCBMISSION CS S_ACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENI, EA_CE 21, I_86 P86-I011_ 05
NA5A _0 ASSESS SBB ]_P_OVEEE_15 AND SECOND SUPPLY
SOURCE
[NASA RELRASE-66-94] P86-1015_ 06
INSULIN
SPACE SCIERC_ STUDENT WINN_S ANNOUNCED
[_ASA BEL_ASE-66-7|] P86-_0131 06
INSULIN EUMP
E_CERPTS F_CB REEARRS PEEP_R_ FOE DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREMONY, GCDDAED S_ACE FLIGHT CENTER;
GREENBELT, M_Y_ANE P86-10273 05
I|TELSAT SATELLITES
EXCERPTS P_CE _E_ANNS _E_E_D FOR DELIVERY: FA_
GRCUP OF R_SINESS EXECUTIVES, WASHINGTON, B.C.
P86-I0211 05
INTER-AGNNCT CONSORT. GR. CN CCBET BALLE_
INIERNATICRAL GRCUP MEEIS _C_ HALLEY'S COMET
ENCCU_ER
[NASA RELEASE-66-1S] P86-10020 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IS REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-66-177] P86-I02_5 06
IN_ERAGEICT CCOPEilTICN
NASA NBQ-E6-CR-08 BUDGET E_IE_ING P86-I0028 05
PRESS CONFEreNCE: SRB BATTERS P86-I0032 05
STATEMENT BY _E IN_EBA6EN(_ NUCLEAR SAFET_ REVIEW
PANEL BE_O_R TEE SUECCBBIlIER ON ENERGT RESEARCH
A_D RRCDUC_IC_ AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CR SC3ENCP A_D _ECENOLOGY: _NITED STA_ES
HOUSE OF RREREERNTA_IVES P86-100q3 05
STATRBENT OF BILTON A. SIIVEIRA BEFORE THE
SU_CONBITTEE CN ENERGY BRSEARCB AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCCBBITTEE CE SPACB SCIEEC_ AND APPLICATIOHS;
CCERI_TEE CR SCIERCE AND _ECBNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPEESEN_ATIVRE P86-100_5 05
OFFICIAL I_ANSCNIP_ PRCCP_£INGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCNBISSION CN SPACE SHHTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, PEBRUARY 6,
1966 P86-I00_8 Q5
OFFICIAL TSANSCNIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBNISSIOS C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALLENGEB ACCIDENt: AETEENCCN SESSION FEBRUARI
6, 1986 P86-I00_9 05
OFPIC]AL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFOEE
PRESIDRNTIAL CCEBISSIOB CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CE&ILRNGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
NASA SCIES_XSTS SEEN CAOSE CE EAST COAST CTCLONNS
[RASA RELEASE-_6-3C] P86-10070 06
NASA SCHEDULES FIVE _XPENEARLE LAUNCHES FOR 1986
[NASA BELEAS_-66-32] P86-10072 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOB DELIVRR_: GODDARD _EBOHIAL
SYMPOSIUM, GODDABD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GEBENBRLT,
MARYLAND P86-10075 05
RATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE PROGRAM AWARDS CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-_11 P86-1Q08_ 06
NEW WEATHER SAT_LLIT_ TO EE LAJRCH_D _AY I FRO_
CAPE CANAVERAL
[NASA RELEASE-86-50] P86-I0093 06
NASA RESPONDS TO NEW YORK TINES
[NASA RELEASE-86-52] P86-10095 Ou
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERT: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND P86-10101 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR _ELIVERY: CAPITOL HILL CLUB,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0102 05
RESARES PREPARED FOR DEIIVERT: AEROSPACE 86 -
AIAA ANNUAL MEETING, ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA
PS6-1OlOS 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. T_ULY BEFORE THE
SGBCCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND S_ACE,
COMMITTEE ON COEMEBCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
OBEYED STATES SENATE P86-10106 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD B. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCQHMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COEMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10112 05
NASA FEATURES AERO-SPACE PLANE, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAA CO_¥ENTION
[NASA RELEASE-86-90] P_6-I0150 06
NASA TECHRICIAN MAKES BREAKTHROUGH IW AIR
POLLUTION CONTROL
[NASA RELEASE-86-101] P86-10161 06
NASA/DCD HYBRID RESEARCH AIRCRAFT ROLLED OUT
[NASA RELEASE-86-113] P86-10173 06
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA-G WEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-86-115] P86-10175 06
NASA SO,RUING ROCKET DESTROYED BY RANGE SAFETY
OFEICER
[NASA RELEASE-86-119] P86-10179 06
NASA DEVELOPED TECHNOLOGY HELPS HANDICAPPED TO DRIVE
[NASA RELEASE-86-123] P86-10183 06
HASA O-2 AIRCRAFT WILL STUDY CONTROLLED CALIFORNIA
FOREST FIRE
[NASA RELEASE-86-13_] P86-I019@ 06
NASA AND FAA LAUNCH WIND SHEAR RESEARCH PROJEC_
[NASA RELEASE-86-1_3] P86-I0203 06
EXCERPTS FROB REBABKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
WATIORAL ISSUES PORDH ON THE U.S. SPACE PROGRAM:
DIRECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE, BROOKINGS INSTITUTION,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10209 05
STATERENT BY DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADRINISTRATOR: PRESS BRIEFING P86-10210 05
EXCERPTS FROM RERARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: FAY
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
ASTRONAUT GREGORY RAPED TO NEE POST IR
HEADQUARTERS SAFET_ OFFICE
[NASA RELEASE-86-1_5] P86-I0213 06
NASA AWARDS CONTEACTS FOR DESIGNING ADVANCED POWER
STSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-86-156] P86-1022_ 06
SIITE FLTSATCOB TO BE LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-S6-165] P86-10233 06
NASA 1986: THE _EAE IN REVIER
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
A-59
IB_ERIGEMC! RUCIE|R SIIETY RIVIEB PANEL SUBJECT INDEX
NASA ANNOUNCES LADNCR ECEECAST FOR 1987
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-175] P86-10247 06
STATEMENT GF D_. JAMES C. FL_TCHEH, NASA
ADMIRISTEA_CR: ZAR_E S_S_EB SCIENCE PRESS
CCBEERENCE; EAfiBING_CN, D.C. P86-10257 05
EXCERPTS OF _EBARKS PREdATeD FOR DELIVERT:
HADIO-TELE_ISI£N SEES DIRIC_CRS ASSOCIATION 41ST
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTICN; HALl LAKE CITY, UTAH
P86-I0259 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPA_FE FOE DELIVERY: MEDIA
SEMINAR ON O._. SPACE PCIICY; LOS ANGELES,
CALIEO_RIA P86-10263 05
REMARKS PR_PARI£ £C_ DFLI_E_I: COONCIL OE STATE
GOVERNMENTS NESXEEN STATE CCNFEREHCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, CCLC_A_C P86-I026_ 05
EXCERPTS F_CB REMARKS PR_EARFD FOR £EIIVERY: HONOR
&NARES CEUENCNI, GCDDkE_ SPAC_ FLIGH_ CERTER;
GREENBELT, BA_LANE P86-10273 05
INZERAGEEC! NUCI||R SREET! REV]EN PRREL
STATEEENT R_ _EE iNIERAGENC7 NUCLEAH SAFETY EEVIEN
PANEL BEFORE T_B SUECOBBI_TF_ ON ENERGY RESEARCH
ANN P_CDOC_ICN AND SPAC_ SCIENCE AND APPLICRTIOSS;
CCMMI_TEE CN SCIERCE AND _C_NCLOGY; UNITED STATES
UOBSE 0¥ RI_ESENTA_IYES P86-I00_3 05
STATEMENT DE _IITCN A. SIIVIIHA BEFCRE TILE
SUECOflNITT_E CN EN_G_ RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUECOBNITI_E CN SPACE SC_F_CE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CN SCIENC_ AND TFCBNOLOGZ; ROUSE OF
REPBESENTAIIVE_ P86-100_5 05
Ii_BRCOSHO$ CCODC]L# O.S.S°N°
.INTERNATICRAI GRCU_ M_S _C_ _ALLEY_S COMET
ENCCUNTER
[NASA EEL_AS_-_6-1_] P86-10020 06
IEIERFEECRETE3S
S GRAVITY RAVF INT_BFE_CEFTE_
IE_EEEERCN
SPACE SCIENC_ SZUDENT NINNIES ANNOUNCED
[NASA EELtASE-88-71] P86-10131 06
INTERi. AB£¢EUR-PNCF. _HOTCEIEC. _EOTOBHT.
ANATEOR AS_CNCNERS TO RAYE CESBRVING TIHE ON
SPACE TELESCCPE
[NASA RELEAS_-t6-1CB] 986-10168 06
IN,EEl. OCCOL_A_IOI TIMING ISSCC.
AMATEDE AS_CECBERS TO RAVI CESEBVING TIME ON
SPACE _ELNSCCPI





SA PROTOCGI CN COOPERAT_CN IN AERONAUT. SCI.
SA SPACE CCO_FRATICN AGREEBENI, U.S.S.R./O.S.
UNITED STA_E5 AN£ DNITED BINGDCN SIGN RESEAHCE
AGRIEEENT
[NASR REI_AS_-E6-10] 986-10011 06
NASA TO PARTICIPATE IN BIGB ENERGY SOLAR PHYSICS
P_OGRAN
[Nasa BELFASE-_6-25] P86-10026 06
NASA AND JAPAN AGREE OR S_A_IGH BARDNARE FOR
PXELZEINA5_ £E_IGE
[NASA EELE_S|-E6-31] P86-10071 06
NASA AND ERA R]ACE SPACE STAIIOR PHASE B PROGRAH
LEVHL AGREEMENT
[HAS& RELEASI-E6-10_] P86-1016_ 06
g_Sl 1986: ZEI IEAD IE RE_3EH
[NASA RE_I_SE-_6-137] P86-102q5 06
IETER|R_I©ERL E_EI|E._S BACEIllE CORE.
CBALLENGER TA_E STATUS
[NASA RELEAS_-_6-93] P86-10153 06
IH_ERNKT_ON&L CIVIL AVIATION ORG&NIZATIO_
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE END APPLICATIONS;





REMOTE SENSING AGREEMENT REACHED BY NASA AND ERA
[NASI RELEASE-86-7] P86-18008 06
UN/TED STATES AND UNITED KINGDOM SIGN RESEARCH
AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-86-10] P86-I0011 06
NASA POSTPONES GALILEO, ULYSSES, ASTRO-1 LAUNCHES
[NASA RELEASE-86-11] P86-10012 06
INTERNATIONAL GROUP MEETS FOB HALLEY'S COMET
ENCODNTEB
[NASA RELEASE-86-19] P86-I0020 06
NASA TO PARTICIPATE IN HIGH ENERGY SOLA3 PHYSICS
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-86-25] P86-I0026 06
NASA NHQ-86-02-08 BUDGET BRIEFING P86-I0028 05
STATEMENT OF DR. gILLIAM B. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
COMHI_TEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE O_
REPRESENTATIVES P86-1003q 05
OFEICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDRNTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SBUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P86-I0048 05
NASA SCIENTIST ANAHDED INTERNATIONAL ASTRONON_ MEDAL
[NASA RELEASE-S6-28] P86-I0059 06
EASA SATELLITE SUPPORT5 COMET _ALL_¥ ENCOUNTERS
[NASA RELEASE-86-29] P86-I0060 06
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUHCCMHITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
RASA AND JAPAN AGREE ON STATION HRHDgARE NOR
PRELIMINARY DESIGN
[NASA RELEASE-86-31] P86-10071 06
NASA AGREES TO CANADIAN SPACE STATION 8ARDNARR
PROPOSAL
[NASA RELEASE-86-33] P86-10073 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIYERY: GODDARD MEMORIAL
S_HPOSIUM, GODDAED SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MARYLAND P86-10075 05
SEAHCR RED RESCUE EXPERIMENT TO BE FLOgN ON NOAA
SATRLLITE
[NASA BELEASE-86-_q] P86-I0087 06
NEE WEATHRB SATELLITE TO BE LAUNCHED MAY 1 FROM
CAPE CANAVERAL
[NASA RELEASE-86-50] P86-I0893 06
RENARKS PREPARED FOE DELIYERT: CAPITOL HILL CL_E,
UASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0102 05
STATEHENT OF JOHN D_ HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCCHMITTEE
OR SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE, COHMITTEE ON
COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STATES SENATE P86-10109 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. BODGE BEFORE THE SUBCCMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, CONMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND _ECHEOLOG_, HOOSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
NASA ANNOUNCES BASELINE CONFIGURATION FOR SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-6|] P86-10119 06
STATEHENT B_ DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA




NASA AHNOHICNS SPACE STATION ASSOCIATE
ADNINISTEA$OE, EBB tECGRAM ETtDCTURE
[NASA EELEASE-E6-8q] PR6-101q4 06
NASA ISSUES TO_EX/PCSEIDCH BISSICU PROPOSAL REGOEST
[NASA RELEASI-E6-BE] P86-101_6 06
NASA _EATHREB AHEO-SPACE _IANE, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAA CCWVEN_ICW
[HASA 5ELEASI-_6-9E] P86-10150 06
NAES CONFERENCE DHAHS INT]_NATLONAL INTEREST
[NASA ERL}AS}-_6-91] P86-10151 06
NASA TO LACNCR NOAIIG WEATL_ SATE_LL_E
[NASA RELEASE-E6-115] P86-10175 06
SPACE STATION OFFICE FERNS CIEBATIONS TASK FORCE
[HASA REi£ASI-£6-129] P86-10189 06
NCNSTOE GLCEAI VOYAGER Al_flARE TO CARRY EEERGENCY
LOCATCR
[NASA REL_ASE-£6-132] P86-I0192 06
NEW SPACE ASTRONOMY TECHNICDE DEVELOPED TO STUDY
CELESTIAL _OOIIS
[NASA RELEASE-86-140] P86-10200 06
HESCUE SATELIITE SAVES EC_$ IN FIBRE DAY OF
OPERATICN
[NASA RELEASE-66-1qq] P86-I0204 06
EXCERPTS F_OB EEaARKS PREPARED ¥OR DEIIVEEY:
HEPUELICAN WCMENtS }EDERAL ECRUM, CAPITOL HILL
CLUB, 5ASHIH6TCN, D.C. P86-10207 05
EXCERPTS EECM EE_ARNS _I_aB_ ¥OR DELIVERT: TEE
EARS CONPEEESCE, NATIONAL AfADEHY OF SCIENCES,
WASHINGTCN, £.C. P86-I0208 05
EXCERPTS FSCM EEMARRS _EE_AREE FOR D_LIVEEY:
HATICNAL ISSUES EOBOE C_ TEE U.S. SPACE PROGRAM:
DIRECTIONS EC5 THE EU_E, £ECCKINGS INSTITUTION,
WASHINGTON, _.c. P86-I0209 05
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGA_ICg_ _CR COEE¢ E£NDRZVOUS
HISSIC_
[N_SA REiEAS_-6o-150] P86-10218 06
U._. SCIENCE TEAS SEI_C_ ECE JAPAHESE SOLAR
HISSICN
[NASA BEI£AS_-fl6-1_3] P86-I0221 06
S_SA SCIENTISTS EMPLOY SA_IIITES TO _AP THE OCEAN
_LCCB
[NASA RELEASI-£6-17_] P86-I0240 06
NASA 1986: _EE IEAE IN Rf_IEW
[NASA REleASE-El-133] P86-tO2q5 06
CONTRACTOR S_I}CTED _OB TC_EX SATELLITE NEGOTIATIORS
[NASA EELEASE-86-178_ P86-I02_6 06
HENAHNS PBEPALED FCE DEliVErY: STDDENT VISIT
SRCNSCRED EY CCNGRRSSMAM EC_ EACKARD, {R. CALIF.);
NASA BEADGU_BTERS# _ASEING_CN, D.C. P86-I0256 05
INTEE|ATIORAL CCUNCILCE _CIE|TIEIC OIIONS
STA_EEENT CE E_BTON I. EDEISC5 BEFORE THE
SUBCCMHITfEE Ca SPACE SCIenCE AND APPLICATIONS:
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND _ECBMCLOG¥; HOUSE O_
HEPBRSENTATI_ Pfl6-10065 05
INTERNATIONAL G|OSPBENE/BIOSEEEBE PR_.
S_ATEEENT CF _BTON I. _EEISCN BEFORE THE
SUBCCHMITTEE C5 SPACE SCIESCE ADD APPLICATIOHS:
CC_MI_TEE CN SCIENCE AS_ TECHNOLOGY; ROOSE OP
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
INTERNATIOBA_ BAllET NATCB
NASA SATELIIIE SUPECRI_ CCN_ BA_LEY RNCOONTERS
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-2_] P86-I0060 06
S_ATENENT Of NORTON I. _ELSCN BEFORE THE
5UBCCBNITf_Z C5 SPACE SCIENCE ADD APPLICATIONS;






S INFRARED ASTNONOB! SATELLITE
S INTELSAT SATELLITES
S ISEE-3
S IUE /IHTEEBATIOBAL ULTRAVIOLET EXPLOHEB/
S PALAPA SATELLITES
S _ALAPA-H
S ROSAT |GERBAN X-RA_ SATELLITE)
S SALYOT ORBITING SPACE STATION
S SPBTHIK SAIELLITE
INTRRRATIO_ SOLAR POLAR BISSION
S HLYSSES MISSION
INTERBATIOE_ SOAR&B-TERRESTRIAL PHI. RROG.
STATENENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCCflMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE ADD APPLICATIONS;
COBNITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
IRTER_ATIO_AL TRLECORK. SAT. COISORTIOE
S IMTERNATIOBAL TELECOaS. SAT. ORGAN.
IBTERNATIONAL TELRCOB _L- SAT. ORGAN.
EXCERPTS OF REBARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: N_DIA
SEMINAR ON U.S. SPACE POLIC_; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P86-I0263 05
IBTERRATIONAL DLTEAVIOLET EXPLORER
S IUE /INTERHATIOHAL ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER/
INREEPLA_TART RAGNETIC FIELDS
NASA HOLDS PUBLIC PRESENTATION ON VOYAGER URANUS
EWCOHNTER




NASA STgDYIHG CONCEPT TO NEASUEE DISTANCE HETWEEN
STABS, GALAXIES
[NASA RELEASE-66-133] P86-10193 06
ICN COBPOSITIOB
NASA TO TELEVISE SPACECRAFTeS RECOUNTED gI_E
HA/LET'S COMET
[NASA RELEASE-_6-23] P86-1002@ 06
ION PROPULSION
HASA STUDTIHG CONCEPT TO HEASHRE DISTANCE BETWEEN
STARS, GALAXIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-133] P86-I0193 06
IONS
SPACE SCIENCE STUDENT WINNERS ANWOUHCED
[NASA RELEASE-86-71] P86-10131 06
IEOB
NEWLY DISCOVERED ASTEROIDS COULD PROVIDE _OE
FUTURE SPACE MINING
[NASA RELEASE-86-73] P86-I0133 06
ISEE /INTERNATIONAL SUN E_TH EXPLORER/
S ISBE-3
ISRE-3
I_TERNATIORAL GROUP MEETS FOE HALLEY'S COMET
ENCCUNIEB
[NASA RELEASE-86-19] P8b-tO020 06
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SHBCCMHITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMBITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: ROUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
EXCERPTS FRON RENARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: PAY
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-I0211 05
EXCERPTS PROD REBARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
IH/EENATIONAL COBETARY EXPLORER TRANSFER CEREEOMY;
NAIIONAL AIR AND SPACE HUSEUM P86-I0262 05
EXCERPTS PROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEBENONT, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER;
A-61
IS_AmCS SOBJZCT XBOEZ
GREENBELT, BARYLAND 986-10273 05
ISLANDS
S EAHAHA ISIAIES
S S_. NICECLAS ISIAMD, CAIIt.
IIALT
NASA NHQ-S6-C_-08 EUDGE_ E_IEEZNG P86-10028 05
NEW EALLCCN EA_EEI&L SgCCESS_gXLY TESTED IN HIGH
ALTITUDE 9IIG£_S
[NASA RELEASE-E6°96] 986-10156 06
IOl /IITERIATIORAL OL_IAVICXE_ RIPLORRE/
NASA SCIENTIST AHARERD INTERNATIONAL ASTRONONY HEDAL
[NASA RELeASE-E6-28] 986-10059 06
NASA SATELLITE SOPPOH_S CCBET BALLET RNCOONTERS
[NASA ERL_ASE-_6-29] 986-10060 06
EXCERPTS E_OE _ENARES PEERJRID 90E DELIVERT: HONOR
ANARDS CERENC§Y, GC_EAE_ S_ACE FLIGHT CEHTER;
GREENEEIT, NA_TLANE 986-I0273 05
J
_AEAN
SA INSt. FOE 5PACEIAS_RCNA_ICAL SCI., JAR.
SA SCIENC_ AND TECERCLCG_ A6ENCT, JAPAN
NASA HHQ-H6-(2-_8 EgDGE_ E_IEEING 986-10028 05
MESA SATELLITE SgPPCETS CCEE_ BALLET ENCOgRTERS
[NASA BELEASE-E6-2S] P86-10060 06
REMARKS PREPJEID FCE BELIVEBV: CAPITOL HILL CLUB,
WASBINGTCJ, D.C. 986-10102 05
HENAEKS REE_A_ED FOR DRII_E_: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CCNIEACTOR CCNIEEENCEe PAIC ALTO, CALIFORNIA
986-10104 05
STAT_NENT CF JCRN D. HCDGE E_ECRE THE SUBCGNHITTEE
ON SCIENCE, _ECHNCLCG_ AND SPACE, COEBI_TEE ON
CCHMERCE, SCIENCE AND TR&NS_CNTATIOH, HRITED
STA_ES SENAIE 986-10109 05
STATEBEHT CF _OEN E. HODGE AEROBE THE SHBCON_ITTEE
_N SPACE SCIENCE AND AP_LICA_IONS_ CONNITTEE ON
SCIENCE AN[ I_C_NOICG_, ECHSE 0_ REPRESENTATIVES
986-I0113 05
NASA ANNOUNCES BASELINE CCNFIGHRATION FOR SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-61] 986-10119 05
STAT_NENT E_ DE. OANES C. _I_ICHBR, NASA
ADflIRISTRATOE; PRESS CCN_E_ENCE; NASA HEADQUARTERS
986-10120 05
NE_ SPACE AS_CNCH_ TECENICUE DEVELOPED _0 STHDY
CEIESIIAI EODI}S
[NASA RELEASE-E6-1qO] 986-10200 06
EXCERPTS FECN _EHAENS PR_E_EE FOE DELIVERE:
REPUBLICAN WCBENmS EEDEEAI fC_ON, CAPITOl HILL
CLOB, _KSRIHG_CE, £.C. 986-10207 05
EXCE_ETS f_OH BEHARES EEE_E£ FOE DELIVERY:
RATIONAL I_SHES fORDS CN _EE U.S. SPACE PEOGRAH:
DIRECTIONS FC_ IRE fUTURE, E_CCRINGS INSTITUTION,
_ASBINGTCN, D.(. 986-I0209 05
EXCERPTS _OM BENARES P_E_ABED FOR DELIVERY: FAY
GROUP GP EERINESS EXECUTIVES, _ASHINGTON, D.C.
986-I0211 05
R.S. SCIENCE _aN S_IEC_ED EC_ JAPANESE SOLAR
NISSIC_
[NASA R_EEASE-86-1_S] 986-10221 06
NASA 1986: _BE _EA_ IN 5E_IEW
[NASA _ZLEASi-E6-177] 986-I02_5 06
REHAHKS PREPARED FO_ D_LIV}_: S_UDRNT VISIT
SPCRSOEED EY CONGRESSNAN ECN PACKARD, (R. CALIF.}:
NASA £_ADQ_JRTERS, EASHINGTC_, D.C. R86-I0256 05
EXCERPTS 09 RENARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVEE_:
RADIO-TRLE¥1SION NEWS DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION _IST
INTERNATIONAL CONTENTION; SALT LAKE CITY, OTAR
986-10259 05
EXCERPTS OF EEEARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_: MEDIA
SEEINAR ON B.S. SPACE POLICY; LOS ANGELES,
CALIPORNIA 986-10263 05
EENARKS PREPAEED FOR DELIVERY: COUNCIL OP STA_E
GOVEBNBENTS NESTERN STATE CONFERENCE; COLCEADO





EXCERPTS OF REHARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERE: aEDIA





SA 1128 RESEARCH ENGINE /PRATT AND WHITNEV/
NEW SUPER COMPUTER SHPPORTS KEY NASA PROJECTS
[NASA BELEASE-86-7_] P86-I013_ 06
EXCERPTS FEOB REBARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
ANARDS CEREHONT, LENIS RESEARCH CENTER
985-10268 05
JET INPINGENENT
OFRICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COEHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, MARCH 21, 1986 P86-I011_ 05
_E_ PROPULSION L_]_, PASADENA, CAI_F.
NASA RENAHES PLANETARY HISSIONS TO VENUS AND HANS
[NASA RELEASE-86-1] P86-I0002 06
VOYAGER SPACECRAPT FINDS NEW BOON ORBITING URANUS
[NASA RELEASE-86-3] P86-1000q 06
SIX NEW NOONS DISCOVERED ORBITING URANUS
[NASA RELEASE-86-8] P86-10009 06
iNIERNATIONAL GROUP BEETS FOR HALLEY'S CONE_
ENCOUNTER
[_ASA RELEASE-U6-19] 986-I0020 06
PRESIDENT AWARDS AHES CHIEF 1986 NATIONAL NEDAL O_
SCIENCE
[NASA EE_EASE-86-27] 986-10058 06
STA_EEENT OF DUHTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SBBCC_HITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS:
COEEITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
BARS OBSERVER MISSION CONTRACTORS SELECTED FOR
NEGOtIATiON
[NASA RELEASE-86-3_] P86-I007_ O_
MARS OHSERVEE INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-86-_7] 986-10090 06
EEEARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: CAPITOL HILL CLUB,
gASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0102 05
NEW ASTEROID/COHET NUCLEI HAZARD STUDIES ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-H6-63] 986-10123 05
NEML_ DISCOVERED ASTEROIDS COULD PROVIDE FOE
FUTURE SPACE NINING
[NASA RELEASE-86-73] P86-10133 06
NASA ISSUES TOPEX/POSEIDON MISSION PROPOSAL REDDEST
[NASA RELEASE-E6-86] P86-I01_6 06
SPACE STATION OFFICE FORES OPERATIONS TASN FORCE
[NASA RELEASE-86-129] P86-I01_9 06
NASA STUDTING CONCEPT TO HEASURE DISTANCE EETWEEN
STABS, GALAXIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-133] PB6-I0193 06
A-62
SUBJECT I|DII JOHNSON SPACE CENTER. BOUSTOEr TEL
NEW SPACE ASI_C_OEY TECBNICUE EEVELOPED TO STUD_
CEIESglAI fO_l_S
[NASA RELEASE-86-1qO} R86-10200 06
NASA SELECTS INVES_IGA_ICRS ECR COMET RENDEZVOUS
EI_SICN
ERIE& RELEASe-E6-150] P86-I0218 06
NASA STUDX SUGGESTS TETCNIC NO,ION CAUSED DESERT
TO EC_E
[NASA R£LEASE-_6-16C] P86-I0228 06
UPPER 5TAGE SEIKCTE£ FU_ }IANETAEY BISSIORS
[NASA RELEASE-PC-161] R86-10229 06
NASA AWARDS OF;RE SIAGE CCI_JCT FOR MARS OBSERVER
[NASA RELEASE-E6-162] P86-I0230 06
NASA INSTRUMENT AIDS OCIAN REATHEH 8GNITORING
[NASA RELEASE-E6-169] P86-10237 06
CONTRACTOR SELECTED _OR _cf_x SATELLITE NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-E6-178_ P88-10246 06
EXCERE_S ERON REMARKS PE_PA_ED FOR DELIVERY:
VOYAGER/URAnUS A_AE_S C_BE_CN_; OET PROPULSION
LABORATORY. _A_ACENA. CAIIECERIA P86-10261 05
BEHARKS PREPJEED EGR DELIVERY: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVEBBBEN_S _ESTEER STA_E CC_}ER_NCS; CGLCEADO
SPRINGS, CCLC_AEO P86-1026_ 05
_E_ TRANSPORT
NASA PREDICTS aEVOIU_ICBA_Y ADVANCES IN AIRCRAFT
PERFORMANCE
[NaSa EEL_ASE-_6-13] P66-I001_ 06
JOHN E. KBNNE=E S_ACE CEN_EE, NASA, FLA.
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, CCCCA BEACH, ILA.
JOBRS RO_KINS URIC., EALTIECB|. RD.
SA APPLIED PHYSICS LAB., LAUREL, HD.
SCIENIIS_S RAKE FIRST DE_IRI_E IDENTIFICATION OF
W_£R IN CCBE_S
[NASA _ELEASE-E6-ql P86-I0005 06
NASA SATELLITE SOPPORTS CCEE_ HALLEY ENCOUNTERS
[NASA NELEASE-£6-2_] P86-10060 06
NASA SELECTS INVEStiGAtIONS }OR COMET RENDEZVOUS
_ISSICN
[NASA RELEASE-86-150] P86-10218 06
EOUR GREAT CESERVA_CNIES WIll AID IR ASTRONOMICAL
EXPLORATIC_S
[NASA REL_ASE-E6-16_] P86-10236 06
JCH_SCR ENGINEERING CCN@o# E_IDIR, COLO.
NASA 1986: _E YEAR IN _E¥IEW
[NASA RELEASE-_6-177] R86-I02_5 86
_CHNSCN E_CR CENTERe EOUSTC|w _E I-
RA PLIGHT CEEg OPERATIONS EI_CTORATE_ dEC
SA PLANETARY AND EARTH SCIENCES DIV., JSC
BOCHE APPCINT_E D_CTOR, JCE_SCN SPACE CENTEH
[NASA RELEaSE-_6-9] R86-10010 06
TEOL_ APPOINTE_ SPACE ELIGET ASSOCIATE ADHIEISTRATOH
[NASA EELEASE-£6-15] P86-10016 06
NASA SPACE FLIGHT DEPUTY ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
NAEED
[NASA RELEASE-66-16] P86-10017 06
_UTCHINSON LEAVES SEACE SIA_ZON POST
[NASA RELEA_E-£6-21] P05-10022 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: APPCI_NRNT OF JESSE MOORE AND
RICHARD TE_LI P86-I0029 05
MASK EDUCA_ICN|L ASSOCIATIC% PRESS CONFERENCE
R86-I0030 05
S_ATEMENT CF R/L_OE A. SIL_EIRA BEFORE THE
SUBCOBNI_I_E ON ENEEG_ RESEARCH ASD PRODUCTION;
SUBCOBBITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TEGE§OLOGY; ROUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES R86-10045 05
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON TEE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_BISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: BORNING SiSSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P86-I0048 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COmmISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHAllENGER _CCLDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBRUAB_
5, 1986 P86-100_9 05
OFELCIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COmmISSION ON SPACE S_UTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBHUAR% 11. 1986
P86-10051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COflBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PEES!DENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTL_
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, REBRUARY 27, 1986
P86-1005_ 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
P_ESIDENTIAL COBMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS AND CRITICAL
L_E_S LIST P86-I0066 05
CRITICAL ITEHS PRESENTATION - ORS (ORBITAl
_ANEUVERING SISTER) P86-10068 05
NASA ANNOUNCES TERMINATION OF CONTHACT NIT_ TRW
/NASA RELEASE-85-55] P86-I0098 06
NASA NA_ES DELTA 178 INVESTIGATION BOARD
[NASA RELEASE 85-57] P86-10100 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CONFERENCE, PALO ALTO, C_LIFOHNIA
P86-I010_ 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PHOCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL O0_NISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, MARCH 21, 1986 P86-I0114 05
LUNAR SO_L PRODUCES HIGH GRADE CONCRETE RA_ERIAL
[NASA RELEASE-86-68] P86-10128 06
ASTRONAUT GARRIOTT TO LEAVE NASA
[NASA RELEASE-86-75] P86-10135 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE STATION ASSOCIATE
ADBINISTRATOE, NEW PROGRAM STRUCTURE
[NASA RELEASE-86-8q] P85-101q4 06
CHALLENGER TARE STATUS
[NASA RELEASE-86-93] P86-10153 06
SPACE STATION WILL INCREASE JSC BANPONER LEVEL
[NASA RELEASE-86-98] P86-10158 06
NASA RE_E&SES CHALLENGE_ TRANSCRIPT AND REPORT ON
CAUSE OF DEATH
[NASA RELEASE-85-100] P86-10160 06
SPACE STATION OFFICE PORES OPERATIONS TASK FORCE
[NASA RELEASE-85-129] P86-10189 06
RASA_5 SPACE FLIGHT SAFETY PANEL CHARTERED
[NASA RELEASE-85-131] P86-I0191 06
_AS& TO TRANSCRIBE aISSlOS 51-L PRELAUNCB TAPE
[NASA RE/EASE-85-135] P86-10195 06
BOONE REASSIGNED, COHEN NAHED JSC DIRECTOR
[NASA RELEASE-86-138] P86-10198 06
HOUSTON FIRE SELECTED AS RASA_S RIHORIT_
CONTRACTOR OF THE _EAR
A-63
JCINRD WING SUBJECT INDEX
[NASA REL_ASE-EE-la2] P86-10202 06
EXCERPTS FECN EENA_ES 9EEPAHEE FOR DRLIVERT: FAY
GROUP OF _US]NESS EXECUTIVES, NASHINGTOE, D°C.
P86-10211 05
SENIOR STAFF CEANGPS NAEE A_ JOHNSON S_ACE CENTER
[NASA RELEASE-86-151] P86-10219 06
NASA 1986: IEE YEAR IN EEV]Eg
[NASA RELEASE-E6-177] P86-102q5 06
SPACE STATZCN O_GAJIZATZCN APPHOVED
[NASA RELZASl-E6-180] P86-102q8 06
SPACE STA_ICN ANALYSIS RESUI_S
[NASA RELEASE-_6-1_I] P86-102q9 06
AStrONAUT WRIT2 NABED JCRNSC_ SPACE CENTER DEPUTT
DIRECTOR
[NASA PEL_ASE-_6-1E3] P86-10251 06
EXCE_ETS PECN PENARKS PREPARER FOR DBLIYRRT: HONOR
A@ARDS CERRNCN¥; JCHNSCN S_ACE CENTER HOUSTON, TEXAS
P86-10269 85
JCINND NING
NASA 50 EVALOA_E JOINED NIEG CONCEPT NITH SHALL
BUSINESS _IRB
[NASA RELEISI-86-qT] P86-I0085 06
JCINT ENDR&VOt AGNRRB||T
NASA NBG-RE-C_-08 EODGRT E$IE_ING P86-10028 05
NASA AND 3B CCBPAN_ SIG_ JClml AGREENENT
[NASA RELEASI-E6-171] P86-10239 06
JOINT EBVIRONBENT BINOIATOH
NASA ANNOUNCES FULL-SCAIE SOLID ROCKET NOTOR TESS
R_OGRAB
[NASA RELEASE-E6-11E] P86-10178 06
JCINTS /JUNCTIONS/
NASA EDUCATICNAL ASSCCLAZIC_ PRESS CCN_ENENCE
P86-10030 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: SRB BAI_EES 986-10032 05
SPACE SHUffLE JCIgT REVT_E P86-10035 05
51-L _AULT TE_E P86-10041 05
S_S 51-I TIBl lINE P86-100q2 05
OPPICIAI IEANSCSIPT PHOCEEEI|GS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCHBISSICN Ca SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt: AE_EEECON SESSION FEBRUAE!
6, 1988 P86-100_9 05
PRESENTATION _C TEE PRESIIER_IAL COHNIESION ON THE
SPACE SBOTTLE CEALIENGER ACCILERT, FEHRUAR! 10. 1986
P86-10050 05
OFFICIAL T_ARSCEIPI PRCCEE£INGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBNISSION C_ SfACE SHUTTLE
CEALLEEUER ACCSDBN_, FEE_UAR! 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
OFFICIAL TPANSCRIPT PRCCEEEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAl CCNHISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, EEE_DA_ 25, 1966
986-10052 05
OFEICIAL TRANSCHIP_ PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIdeNTIAL CCNHISSIOR CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT _ERRUAR_ 26, 1966
P86-I0053 05
OFFICIAL T_ANSCNIP_ PBCCEEIIEGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBNISSION C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALLEBGEH ACCIDENt, PEEEOARX 27, 1986
P86-1005q 05
OPEICIAL T_ANSCBIP_ PHOCEEEINGS BEFORE
PHPSIDENTI_L CCBNISSION CN SPACE SHDTTLE
CNALLENGEN ACCIDENt P86-10055 05
P_SIDENTIAL CCBBISSION CN TEE SPACE SBDTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCI_£NS. OPEN EEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS TASK FORCE PRESENTATIONS,
FRIDAY, MARCH 21 P86-10069 05
DESTACKING OF 61-G ELEBENTS AND NODIFICATIONS TO
OREiIEES PLANNED
[NASA RELEASE-86-37] 986-10080 06
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. BEIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SURCGNBITTEE OR SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
CONBITTEE ON CO_BERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10105 05
STATEEENT OF RICHARD H. TRHLT BEFORE THE
SUDCCNNITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
CONBITTEE OH CONNERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPOETATICN,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10111 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBNISSiON ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, flARCH 21, 1966 P86-1011q 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COH_ISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT_ THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
THONAS ASSUBES RESPONSIBILITY FOE SEN REDESIGN
[NASA NELEASE-86-58] P86°10116 06
NASA ADNINISTEATOR CALLS FOR NEE ORBITER, SPACE
STATION IN 199_
[NASA RELEASE 66-66] P86-10126 06
NASA TO ASSESS SEN INPROVENENTS AND SECOND SUPPLY
SOORCE
[NASA EELEASE-86-9q] P86-101_ 06
NASA ANNOUNCES PULL-SCALE SOLID EOCKE_ ROTOR TEST
PROG_AN
[NASA RELEASE-86-118] P86-10178 06
NASA AHARDS STUD_ CONTRACTS FOR SHUTTLE SOLID
ROCKEr BOTOES
[NASA EELEASE-86-12_] P86-1018_ 06
NASA SELECTS HORIZONTAL CONFIGURATION FOR JOINT TEST
[NASA RELEASE-86-139] P86-10199 06
BEEARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: AEROSPACE
IRDHSTEIES ASSOCIATION OF ABERICA BOARD OF
GOVERNORS BEETING, NILLIABSBURG, VIRGINIA
P86-10206 05
EXCERPTS PEON RENARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERV: FAY
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, NASEINGTOE, D.C.
P86-I0211 05
NASA 1966: TEE YEAR IN REVIEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102q5 06
EXCERPTS [ROB RENARNS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
ERNNED_ SPACE CENTER EBPLOTEES; KENNED_ SPACE
CENTER, FLORIDA P86-10272 05
JOURNALIST IN SPACE PROGRAB
NASA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-I0030 05
EXCERPTS OF RE_AEKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
RADIO-TELEVISION HENS DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION @1ST
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION; HALT LAKE CITY, 0TAH
P86-I0259 05
JOURNAliSTS
EXCERPTS OF RRBARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY:
RADIO-TELEVISION NEES DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION _IST
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION; SALT LAKE CITT, 0TAR
P86-I0259 05
JSC
S JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
JUPITNR /PLABET/
NASA POSTPONES GALILEO, ULYSSES, ASTBO-1 LAUNCHES
[NASA RELEASE-86-11] P86-10012 06
STATHBERT OF SABHRL N. KELLER BEFORE TEE
SUBCCNBITTEE ON ENERGT RESEARCH AND PRODHCTION;
SUECCNEITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
A-64
SHBJECT IND|I KRNIIRDT SPACg CE|TERe COCOA REACH. PLAo
COBBXTTEE CN SCIENCE AND TICEHOLOGY; ROUSE OF
RRPRESENTATIIES P86-10086 05
NASA HOLDS PUBLIC PRESENtatION CN VOYAGER ORANOS
EHCCUETRE
[NASA RELEASE-E6-56] 986-I0099 06
OPPER STAGE S]IRCTED FOE _IABE_ARY EISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-E6-161] P86-10229 06
RENABES PHEP|HED FOB DELIVER_: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVERgNE_S NESTREN STATE CCNEERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, CCLCRADO 986-I026q 05
JHPIT|R ATNOS_ER_E
EXCERPTS F_CH EEBARKS PEEEAREE FOR DELIVERS: FAY
GRODP OF BtSINESS EXECBTIVES. NASHINGTON, D.C.
986-10211 05
UPPER STAG_ SPIECTE_ FOR _IAN£TANY NISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-161] 986-10229 06
R_RARKS PREPIEED FO_ DEZlVI_X: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVER_NEN_ _ESXERH STATE CCNEERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, CCLCHADO 986-I0264 05
J_ITNR R_CODH2|B
PRESS CCNPEBEHCE: APPCI_IREN_ OF JESSE NOORE AND
RICHARD TBUL_ 986-10029 05
STATERENT CF E_ETON I. EDELSCN BEEORR THE
SOBCOHNITT_E CN SPACE SCIEGCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COBBI_EE CN _CIENCE ARE _CE_OLOG¥; DOUSE OF
REPRESeNTAtIVES 986-I0065 05
S_A_EEENT El DE. JANES C. BLEACHER, NASA
ADNINISTEAXOB: PRESS EHIEEI_G 986-10210 05
J_PI_ER REPLO_A_ICE
NASA PORT, ONES GALIIEO, UIISSES, ASTRO-I LAUNCHES
[NASA RELEASE-E6-11] 986-10012 06
NASA _HQ-8E-C2-08 _BDG_I E_IEFING 986-10028 05
STATEMENT CF [_. NILLIAM H. GLAHAR BEFORE THE
CORHITTRE CN SCIENCE AND _ECHBOLOG¥; HOUSE OF
REPEESENTA_I¥_S P86-1003_ 05
STA_EBEH_ CF _ILLI_ R. G_ASAR BEFORE TEE
CCBHI_TEE CH _CIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
BEPRLSENTA_IYEE 985-10062 05
BASk XEHNINAIE_ DE_ELOINEN_ C_ SHUTTLe/CENTAUR
UPPER S_AGE
[NASA RELEASE-£6-RO] 986-101_0 06
S_A_EEENT CF _ILLI_B R. G_ABAN, ACTING
ADNINISTRA_OR: NAS_ BUIGE_ _ESS COHFERENCE
986-10205 05
EXCERPTS E_ON _ENAN_S P_A_EE POE DE,EVERY:
REPUBLICAN WCEEN'S }HDE_AL EGRUB, CAPITOL HILL
ClOB, NESBIHG_CH, S.C. P86-10207 05
EXCERPTS F_CE BENANNS P_E_ASE_ FOE DELIVEE_:
HATIONAL I_SgEE }O_U_ C_ _EE H.S. SPICE PROGRAm:
EIREC_IONS FCR THE _UTU_E, E_COKINGS INSTITUTION,




RAGOSBIBA SPACE C]BTEB, JAEAN
g.S. SCIENCE _EAE 5_IECI_D EC_ OAPAN_S_ SOLAR
8ISSICN
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-1_3] 986-I0221 06
EASHINA TBACKXEG STATICS, JAPA|
MEN SPACE AS_BCNCN! TECHNIQUE DEVELOPED TO STUD_
CEleStIAL EC_IES
[NASA RELEASE-E6-1,0] P86-10200 06
NENEEDI SPACR CE_ER, COCOA E_ACBe FLA.
NASA SNITCEES EART_ CBSEBILTICN RISSICN AND
TELESCOPE LAHNCEES
[N_SA RELEASE-E6-2] 98_-10003 06
A-65
TEACHER IN SPACE AND CORET HALLET STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51°L FLIGRT
[NASA RELEASE-86°5] P86-10006 06
NASA SPACE FLIGHT DEPUTT ASSOCIATE ADRINISTRATOR
EARED
[NASA RELEASE-B6-16] 906-I0017 06
NASA NHQ-86-02-08 BUDGET BRIEFING P86-10028 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: APPOINTNEHT OF JESSE NOOSE AHD
RICHARD TROLl 986-10029 05
PRESS CONFEREECE: SRB HATTERS 986-I0032 05
PHESENTATION 20 THE PRESIDENTIAL C08BISSIOH ON f_E
SPACE 5H_TTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-I00_7 05
O_FICIAI TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_NISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: BORNING SESSION, FEBRUAEI 6.
1986 P86-10048 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDIHGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CORBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBRDART
6, I&86 986-I00_9 05
OFEICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CON_ISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, EEBRUAHT 11, 1986
986-10051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBBISSiON ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. FEBR_AR_ 25, 1986
986-I0052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_NISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
986-10053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCHIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CORBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIUENT, FEBRUAB_ 27, 198b
P86-1005_ 05
OFFICIAL TRARSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COflRISSLON ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT 986-I0055 05
FAILUEE _ODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS AND CRITICAL
ITERS LIST P86-10066 05
NASA SCHEDULES FIVE EXPENDABLE LAUNCHES FOR 1986
[NASA HELEASE-H6-32] P86-10072 06
DESTACK!NG OF 61-G ELENENTS AND EODIFLCATIONS TO
ORBITEHS PLANNED
[NASA RELEASE-86-37] 986-I0080 06
ASTRONAUT NE_ORIAl TO BE BUILT
[NASA BELEASE-86-38] P86-I0081 06
ORBITER COLUNBIA ASSIGNED TO SUPPORT VANDENBEBG
SI_E VALIDATION
[MASk HELRASE-86-40] 986-10083 06
NASA NARES DELTA 178 INVESTIGATION BOARD
[NASA RELEASE 86-57] 986-I0100 06
S_ATERENT OF JOHN C. BRIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCCR_ITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
CONHITTEE 08 COBEERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE 986-I0105 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CORNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, _AECN 21, 1986 P86-1011_ 05
OFFICIAL T_ANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDA_ APRIL 3, 1986
986-10115 05
NASA SPACE TECHNOLOGY ENHANCES DISEASE DE_ECTION
[NASA RELEASE-B6-69] P86-10129 06
E|ITOCK% SUBJRCT Z|DEX
SPACE SCIENCt S2UDZNT glNmliS tNEOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-t6-71] 986-10131 06
NASA AENOUNCRS SPACE STAIICN ASSOCIATE
ADEINISTEATCNe NEW PROGRAM STRUCTURE
[NASA EEL_AS_-E6-84] 986-101_ 06
DEITA 178 ACCIDENT EOARI _IN_INGS
[NASA EE_IAS_-E6-B5] 986-10145 06
RFE ISSUED _CE TEChNICAl A_D BANAGEHENT
INIOENATIC_ STS_EM
[NASA RELEASE-86-88] P86-10148 06
KSC DIRECTCR SNITH TO NE_2EE
[NASA RELEASe-86-89] 986-10149 06
PROPOSALS _ECEIVED POE PAIICA£ GROUND OPERATIONS
CCN_R&CT
[NASA NELEASI-86-109] P86-I0169 06
NCCA_INE_ NABE£ KEENED! SfACE CENTER DIRECTOR
[NASA RELEASE-_6-117] 986-10177 06
LCCK_ERD S_U_TLE P_CCESSING CONTRACT EXTENDED FOE
Z_R_R TE&_S
[NASA RELEAS_-E6-1_6] 986-10186 06
NASAIS SPACE EIIGHff SAFET_ PANEL CHARTERED
[NASA _ELEASE-66-131] 986-10191 06
NASA ANNOUNCES _LANS FOR DISPOSITION OF CHALLEEGEE
D_RIS
[NASA RELEASE-E_-141] 986-10201 06
EXCERETS FEON RENARKS PREEAR_D FOR DELIVERY= PAX
GROUP C? HUS]_SS _XECUTI¥ES, NASHINGTON. D.C.
986-10211 05
ATIANIIS ASTRONAUT TEST CREES ASSIGNED
[NASA _EL_AS_-£6-1q8] P86-10216 06
SIITH ELTSE_CCN TO ER IAO§CE_
[NASA BEZ£AS_-_6-1_5] P86-10233 06
NASA SELECTS PA_LOAE GRCU_D DE,RATIONS CONTRACTOR
[NASA RELeASe-86-167] P86-10235 06
NASA 1986: IRE TEAN IN R_VIEN
[NASA NEL_AS_-E6-1_7] 986-10245 06
NASA ANARDS CONTRACT gX_NS]CN TO EG_G FLORIDA, INC.
[NASA RELEAS_-E6-1_q] 98_-I0252 06
EXCERPTS FSGB EEBAEES PREE_EED FOR DELIVERY: 1986
NASA SYB_OSI_N CN ¢UALIT_ _D PEODgCTIVITX;
WASRINGTCNo E.£. P86-10270 05
EXCE_E_S ERON _EHARKS PER_R_E FOR DELIVERY:
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER ENEIO_EES; KENNEDZ SPACE
CENTER, _ICEIER P86-10272 05
N_N_OCE_
NASA TECBNICIAN HAKES RRiA_C_GR IN AIR
_CILOTICN CCNT_CL
[_ASA RELEAS_-86-1O1] 986-10161 06
Kilt PEAR NATICBAZ CBS., TOCSCN, IRIL
NEMIT DISCOUrSeD ASTE_CICS CCULD PROVIDE _OE
FO_URE SPAC_ _INING
[NASA BELfASt-E6-73] 986-10133 06
NCDIAN GECUND S_A_IC_, ALASEA
NCNSTCP GLLBAI VOIAGEB AIBEIANE TO CARE2 EMERGENC_
LCCATCN
IN'HA RRL_ASE-_6-132] 986-I0192 06
KSC
S KENNED_ READE CEN_RR, CCCCA BEACH, ELA.
RUAII, NANAII
NEW EALLOCN EA_RIAI SgCCE_SE_LL_ TESTED IN NIGH
ALtitUDE _IIG_S




L. B. JOHNSON SPICE CEWTER, HOUSTOE, TEL
S JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
L-1 DA_ REVILE. STS
OFFICIAL TRAB_RIPT pROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: NORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1986 986-I0048 05
LAHINAR FLOE
STATEHENT OF EAYHOND S. COLLADAX BEFORE THE
SUECCBNITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COBBITTEE ON COBRERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
HNI_ED STATES SENATE 986-I006_ 05
LADINAN PLOB CONTROL
NASA PREDICTS RE¥OLUTIONAR¥ ADVANCES IN AIRCRAFT
PEEFONEANCE
[NASA RELEASE-86-13] P86-10014 06
_ABDIBG AREAS
EXCERPTS FEOH REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: FAX
GROHP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, NASHINGTON, D.C.
986-10211 05
NASA SELECTS PAYLOAD GROUND OPERATIONS CONTRACTOR
[NASA RELEASE-86-167] P86-I0235 06
NASA 1986: THE _EAR IN REVILE
[NASA RELEASE-H6-177] 986-102q5 06
LANDING GRAB
STATEBRNT B¥ REAR ADNIRAL RICHARD TEULX, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADNINISTRATOE FOE SPACE FLIGHT
986-I0033 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: _ORNING SESSION, FER_UAR_ 6,
1986 986-10048 05
OFEICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
LANDING OPERATIONS
EXCERPTS FNOH RHNARES PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: FAY
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, BASHiNG?ON, D.C.
986-10211 05
EXCERPTS FBOE REEARKS PREPARED FOB DELIVER_: HONOR
ANARDS CERRHONY; JOHNSON SPACE CENTER HOUSTON, TEXAS
986-10269 05
LANDSAT SATRLKITES
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUHCONRITTEE OR SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CON_ITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
ANAZON FORESTS SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECT GLORAI AIR
QUALITY
[NASA RELEASE-86-6_] P86-1012_ 06
LARGLE_ RESEARCH CgNT]_, HAMPTON# VA.
STATEMENT OF RAYMOND S. COLLAD&Y BEFORE THE
SUBCOENI_TEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
CO_aITTEE ON COBSERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPCR_ATION;
UNITED STATES SENATE 986-1006_ 05
REBARKS PREPARED FOR DELIV_RX: T_IRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CONFERENCE, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
986-10104 05
ANAZON FORESTS SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECT GLOBAL AIR
QUALIT_
[NASA RELEASE-86-6_] P86-10124 06
NASA FEATURES AERO-SPACE PLANE, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAA CONVENTION
[NASA RE/EASE-S6-90] P86-I0150 06
NASA TECBNICIAN BAKES RREAKTHROHGH IN AIR
POLLUTION CONIROL
[NASA RELEASE-86-101] 986-10161 06
A-66
SUBIBCT INDEX LAUECH OPEHATIOES
CLOUDS MAT OEESET "GREEN_CESE EFFECT"
[NASA REI_ASE-£6-105] P86-10165 06
NASA ANNOUNCES PIA_ FOE S_ACE STATICN REVIEW
[NASA EELRASE-EE-116] P86-10176 06
NASA U-2 AIRCRAFT 5ILL STU£Y CCNTBOLLED CALIFORNIA
fOREST F_R_
[NASA EELEAS_-E6-13q] PO6-1019q 06
EXCE£PTS E_CE _EMABKS PEE_E_£ FOR DELIVERT: HONOR
AWARDS CEBEMC_Y, LANGLEY BfSEARCH CENTER
P86-10267 05
IARC
S LANGLEY HE_AECB CENTER, BAEPTON, YA.
IAEGE SPACE STROCTORES
REMARKS PEIPAEED EO_ DB£IVEB_: STUDENT VISIT
SPCNSOBED _Y CONGR_SSMA_ FCR EACKAHD, (E. CALIE.);
NASA BEADQUAE_RS# kASHISG_CN, D.C. PH6-10256 O5
EXCERPTS OB REMARKS PB_PABIE }OH DELIVERY: MEDIA
SEMINAR ON U.S. SPACE BCL]C¥_ LOS ANGELES,
CAIIfCRBIA P86-10263 05
EXCEH_TS EBCM B_MARES PE_EABEE FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AMARDS CBH_MCN¥, LANGLEY BRSIAECH CENTER
P86-I0267 05
lARGE SPACE T_L|SCCPE
S BUBBLE SPJC_ _EXESCCE_
lASER COMMBNICA_ICgS
NASA STUD_]NG CCNCEET TC NEASUEE DISTANCE BETREEN
S_ARS, GALAXIES
[NASA RELEASE-E6-123] P86-10193 06




NASA AND ERA [AUNCR gIRD SHEAR RESEARCH PROJECT
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-1_3] P86-10203 06
NASA 1986: 2BE YEAR IN fi_IE5
[NASA RELeASE-E6-177] P86-10245 06
LASEAM GEOHID S_AIIOI, RNGIAID
NCNSTOP GLCEAL VOYAGER AI_IIA_E TO CARE! EMERGENCY
LCCA_OR
[NASA RBLEASI-£6°1321 P86-10192 06
1JUICE CBRCIOXOGT
NASA SNITCEBS _ARTR CBSEB¥_TICR MISSION AND
TEIESCCPE IAUNCEES
[NASA HRLRASR-£6-2_ P86-10003 06
SPACE SBD_TLE aOIN_ RETIE5 P86-10035 05
S_S 51-L TIME lINE P86-100q2 05
PRESERTATICN TO TEE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUT_LB CHALLENGER ACCIEEMT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
OFPICIAL T_AN_CRIP_ PROCEeDiNGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION Ci SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCJDENT, E_B_UABY 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
O_fICIAL TBANSCEIP_ EROCEEEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION C_ SPACE SHS_TLE
CHAILERGEN ACCIDENT, E_EBUAR_ 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
OEEICIAL TEANSCBIPT PEOCIE£1NGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, TRUBSIA_ APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 OS
LAOICE COMMIT CiI_EEIi /SPAC_ SHOVEL,S/
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIP_ PEOC_EEINGS BEFOEE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHBILEIGER ACCIEEN_: Af_ERGGN SESSIOM FEERUAE_
6, 1986 P86-100_9 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_MISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
986-10052 05
OFFICIAL TEANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_MISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1906
P86-I0053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PEESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 1986
P86-1005_ 05
LAUNCH COMPLEXES
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHHTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBEUAR_
6, 1986 P86-100_9 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 1986
P86-1005q 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_: 1986
NASA SXNPOSIUM ON QUALIT_ AND PRODUCTIVITY:
HASMINGTON, D.C. P86-10270 05
LAUNCH _ATBS
NASA RENAMES PLANETARY MISSIONS TO VENUS _ND NABS
[NASA RELEASE-86-1] P86-10002 06
NASA SNITCHES EAETH OBSERVATION MISSION AND
TELESCOPE LAUNCHES
[NASA RELEASE-86-2] P86-10003 06
TEACfiEB IN SPACE AND COMET HALLE_ STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-86-5] P86-10006 06
_ASA POSTPONES GALILEO, ULYSSES, ASTRO-I LAUNCHES
[NASA RELEASE-86-11] P86-10012 06
NASA REPLANNIRG ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-22] P86-I0023 06
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, PERRUAB_ 6,
1986 P86-100_8 05
NASA SCHEDULES FIVE EXPENDABLE LAUNCHES FOB 1_86
[NASA RELEASE-86-32] P86-I0072 06
SEARCH AND RESCUE EXPERIMENT TO BE ELONN ON NOAA
SATELLITE
[EASA RELEASE-86-qq] P86-10087 06
NASA NAMES DELTA 178 INVESTIGATION BOARD
[NASA RELEASE 86-57] P86-I0100 06
SIXTH FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-86-165] P86-10233 06
NASA 1986: THE _EAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASEo86-177] P86-102_5 06
NASA ANNOUNCES LAUNCH FORECAST FOR 1987
[NASA RELEASE-86-179] P86-102_7 06
LAUNCH ESCAPE S_STEM
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDA_ APRIL 3, 1986
P86-I0115 05
EXCERPTS PROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_:
KENNED_ SPACE CENTER EMPLOTEES; K_NNBD! SPACE
CENTER, FLORIDA P86-I0272 05
LAUIICH OP|HATIOE_
SA ORBITAL LAUNCH
PEERS CONFEREECE: APPOINTMENT OF JESSE MOORE AND
RICHARD TROLT P86-10029 05
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OF}ICIAL _SANSCRIPT PEOCEE£IAGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION Ca SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCI£ENI: AEI_HNCCN SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1986 P86-I00@9 05
OffICIAL TEANSCRIPI P_OCE_I_GS BEFORE
PHISICENTIAL COMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCI_ERIo FERROA_ 11, 1986
P86-I0051 05
OPEICIAL TEANSCNIPI PROCEEDINGS B_ORE
PReSIDENtIAL COMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHAIIENGER ACCI£ENI, _HURSDAX APRIL 3, 1986
P86-I0115 05
NASA IG TNANSCHIBE MISSION _J-L PRELAUHCR TAPE
[NASA RELIASE-E6-135] P86-]0195 06
U.S. SCIENCE IIAM S_IEC_ED FCB JAPANESE SOLAR
RI_SICN
[NISA RELEAS_-E6-1_3] P86-10221 06
EXCERPTS F_GB ARNABRS PE_EAHiD FOE DELIVEBT: 1986
NASA S_MEOSIUM CN CUALIT_ AND _NODUC_IVIT_;
NA_HINGTCN, £.C. P86-10270 05
ZICERP_S P_OR _EMABRS R_E_A_ED ¥OR DELIVRBI:
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER EM}IOI_IS; KENNEDY SPACE
CENTEH, FifRl_A P86-I0272 05
LAONCB PADS
T}ACHRR IN SPACE A_D CCa_l _ALLRT STUD_ HIGHLIGHT
51-1 FI]GH_
[NASA RRL_ASI-£6-5] P86-I0006 06
PRESENTATION %C TEE PB_SIE£R_IAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE $HO_L_ CHA/IRNGRR ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-100q7 05
OFFICIAL TBAASCHIP_ PHCC£1EINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMMISSION CN S/ACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBEUAEX 6,
1566 P86-I00@8 05
O_IICIAL TEANSCHIPT PROC_£1NGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION C_ SRACE SHUTILE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt: AIT_RNOCN SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1986 P86-100q9 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPI PROCeedINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, _£R0_ 11, 1986
_86-10051 05
OFFICIAL T_A_SCRIP_ PRCC_I£INGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAl COMMISSION Ca SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCICRN_# F_EEUIB_ 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
O_EICIAL T_ANSCRIP_ PHGC_I£1NGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMBISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCI_EN_ _EEBUA_I 26, 19_6
P86-I0053 05
O_PICIAI ,$ANSCRIP_ P_OCEiEING5 _EFCRE
PRESIDENTIAL CCNNISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CRAILENGER ACCIEENI, FERRU_E_ 27, 1986
P86-1005q 05
ORIXCIAL 2$AN_CRIP_ PROCEIEINGS BE¥OBE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDEN_ P86-10055 05
LI_UIE-FUELE£ HOCKE_ FLIGN_ ANNIVERSARI TO BB MARKED
[NASA HELEAS_-_6-26] P86-10057 06
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. BRIZ_NDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE Ca SCIENCE, T|_HNOLO_I AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON CCRMEECE. SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STA_|S _ENA_E P86-10105 05
OP/ICIAL TEANSCRIPI PROCIEIINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CA SPACE SHOTTLH
CHALLENGER ACCIDENI, _EURSEA| APRIL 3. 1986
P86-10115 05
TNSXING O_ SNU_TL_ ORBITNE NEITHER PROTECTION
STRE_0RE SCE|£OLE_
[ N_SA NELNAS_-66-95 ] P86-10155 06
LARNCH ELAT_ORBS
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION F_EHUAR¥
6. 1_86 P86-100_9 05
LIOJCH PROCESSING SISTER
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COENISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-I0_7 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORR
PRESIDENTIAL CO_BISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION F_BEUAE_
6. 1_86 P86-I00"9 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRHAR_ 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. BRIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCOHNITTHE ON SCIEACE. TECHNOLOGX AND SPACE,
CONH!TTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND THANSPOR_ATICN,
HNITED STATES SENATE P86-10105 05
LAOMCH SCH_DOL_S
NASA SgITCHES EARTH OBSERVATION MISSION AND
TELESCOPE LAUNCHES
[NASA RELEASE-86-2] P86-I0003 06
REMOTE SENSING AGREEMENT REACHED BY NASA AND ERA
[NASA RELEASE-86-7] P86-10008 06
NASA POSTPOHES GALILEO, ULYSSES, ASTRO-I LAUNCHES
[NASA _ELEASE-86-11] P86-10012 06
NASA BHPLANNING ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-22] P86-10023 06
NASA _0 PAHTICIPATR IN HIGH ENERGX SOLAR PHXSICS
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-86-25] P86-10026 06
NASA NHQ-86-02-08 BUDGET BRIEFING P86-10028 05
S_ATEMENT BE REAR ADMIRAL RICHARD TRDLL NASA
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOR SPACE FLIGHT
P86-10033 05
STATEMENT OF NILLIAN E. GRAHAfl BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGT; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-100_ 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION F_BEUAHY
6. 1586 P86-I00_9 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PHESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBROART 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUAR_ 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, PEBRHARI 27, 1986
P86-1005q 05
NASA SCHEDULES FIVE EXPENDABLE LAUNCHES FOB 1986
[NASA EELZkSH-86-32] P86-I00_2 06
H&RS OBSERVER MISSION CONTRACTORS SELECTED FOR
NEGOTIATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-3_] P86-1007_ 06
STHDENT SHUTTLE EXPERIMENT GETS SECOND CHANCE TO FL_
[NASA RE/EASE-86-35] P86-10078 06
STATERENT OP RICHARD H. TROLI BEFORE THE
SUBCOERITTEE ON SCIENCL T_CHNOLOGT AND SPACE,
COBRI.TTEE O! CO$_ERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
_NITED STATES SENATE P86-10106 05
A-60
$EEJRCT ZJ_|I LERC
STATEMENT OF BICBAED H. T_MLY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIEmCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE Ci SCIENCE AND _}6RNOLOGI, HOUSE OP
REPRESENTATIWES P86-10112 05
NASA IO LAUNCH NOAA-G WEATHER SATEILITE
[NASA RELEASE-E6-115] P86-10175 06
STATEBENT CF WILLIAM R. GRIEVE, ACTING
ADBINISTR&_OE: NASA BOEGE_ PNESS CONFERENCE
P86-I0205 05
STATEMENT EX DE. HARES C. }IE_CRER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS E_I_EIkG P86-10210 05
EXCERPTS FEON REMARK5 PEER&ERE FOR DELIVERY: FAY
GNCOP OF BCS]NESS EXECU_IYES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
CONTRACTOR SEIECTEE FOR ICEEA SATELLITE NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA NELEASE-_6-178] P86-10246 06
IAUECB SITE PERECIM&HCE TESI
OBEITEN COLOMBIA ASSIGNED _C _UPPOR_ VANDENBERG
SITE VALIDAIICR
[MESA RELEASE-E6-40] P86-10083 06
IlgMCR SI_ES
OBEITER COIUMBIA ASSIGNED _C 5UP_OR_ ¥ANDENBEEG
SI_E VALIDATION
[NASA EELEAST-86-_O] P86-10083 06
XAUBCB SUPEOH_ SERVICES
OFFICIAL _BANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, E£ENO_RY 25, 1986
P86-1D052 05
SPACE SERVICES INC. _0 USE _ASA LAUNCH FACILITY
[NASA RELEASE-E6-128] P86-I0188 06
£&UBCB VERICLES
SA ARIANB IARNCfl VEHICLE
SA ATLAS E
SA ATLAS LAUNCE VEBICL_
SA ATLAS-CENtARE LAONCH VEHICLES
SA CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA CONESTOGA iIUNCE VEBICIE_
SA DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLES
S& DEL_A 178 LAUNCH VEBICIE
SA EAPENDAEL_ IAONCE VEHICLES
SA N-3S-2 IAUNCB VEHICLE /HA[AN/
SA SATURN LAUNCH VENICL_
SA SATURN
S& SCOU_ LAUECE YEEICLE
SA SOIID ECC_E_ BOCSTEEZ
SA TITAN LAUNCH VE_ICLE
SA IIIAN 3
SA _I_AN 4
EXCERPTS O_ _ERARKS PRE_AEEI FOR DELIVERY: MEDIA
SEMINAR ON U.S. SPACE EC[IC¥; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P86-10263 05
EXC_RETS EECM REMARKS EEEEA_£C POE DELIVEHY: HONOR
AWARDS CEBEMCEY, LE_IS _£SEA_CB CENTER
P86-I0268 05
IAUBCR WINDOW
NASA RCSTPCNES GAIIIEO, UIYSSES, ASTRO-I LAUNCHES
[NASA RELEASE-_6-11] P86-10012 06
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCtEEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CA REACH SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACC]EENT: NC_NI_G SESSION, _EBEUAHY 6,
1_66 P86-I00_8 05
O_EICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCE_EI_GS HEFODE
PRESIDENTIAL CCflNIS_ION C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, FEBRUARY 27, 1986
P86-1005q 05
SEARCH AND RESCGE EIPENIHE_ TO BE ELCNN ON NOAA
SATELLITE
[NASA RELEAS_-_6-_4] P86-10087 06
O.S. SCIENCE IEAH S_IEC_ED /OE JAPANESE SOLAR
RISSICN
[NASA RELEASI-66-1_] P86-10221 06
SIXTH FLTSATCOB TO BE LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-B6-165] P86-I0233 06
LDE_
S LONG DURATION EXPOSURE FACILITY
L_&DIIG EOGBS
STATEMENT OF RAYflOED S. COLLADAY BEFORE TEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COBMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND _RAHSPORTATION;
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-I006_ 05
MISSION ADAPTIVE WING SOARS AT NASA FACILITY
[RASA RELEASE-86-122] P86-10182 06
LEAE&G_
PRESS CONFERENCE: APPOINTBENT OF JESSE MOORE AND
RICEERD TRULY P86-I0029 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: SRB MATTERS P86-I0032 05
STATEMENT BY REAR ADBXRAL RICHARD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADHINISTH&TOB FOR SPACE FLIGHT
P86-10033 05
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE P86-I0039 05
51-L FAULT TREE P86-100_I 05
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CN TRE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUANY 10, 1986
P86-10050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
P86-_0053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 1986
P86-1005q 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
CRITICAL ITEMS PRESENTATION - ORS (ORBITAL
MANEUVERING SYSTEM) P86-I0068 05
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT° OPEN HEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS TASK PONCE PRESENTATIONS,
FRIDAY, MARCH 21 P86-I0069 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, MARCH 21, 1986 P86-1011_ 05
LEAR SIEGLEH INC,
NASA FLIES FIRST LARGE SCALE INTEGRATZD AIEC_ABT
SYSTENS
_NASA 28LEASE-86-S2] PH6-I0142 06
LNASAT
TEACHER IN SPACE AND COMET HALLEY STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-1 FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-86-5] P86-I0006 06
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. BRIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SOBCCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATICN,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-I0105 05
L_E-DAVIS HIGH SCH., MECHANICSVILLE, VA.
SPACE SCIENCE STUDENT WINNERS ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-86-71] P86-10131 06
LEB
S LUNAR EXCURSION MCDULE
IERC




S LABECH |SCAfE SYSTEM
IENIS EHSEARCR CERTMEe CLR¥|L|ND# OEIO
SA MICBOGHAVI_I BATENIAIS SCIENCE LAB., LERC
SA PONEN SISTERS IJCILI_I, IEC
SA PROPULSION SYSTeB LABOHA_CHY, LRC
NASA PREDICTS _VOIDTI¢_AEY ADVANCES IN AIRCRAFT
PRNFOEMANCE
[NASA RHLRASe-_6-13] P86-1OOlq 06
NASA RESPONDS _0 NEE _OBK _IRHS
[NASA RECeASe-_6-52] P86-10095 06
NASA ANNOUNCES TERMZNATICN ce CON_aACT WITH TEa
[NASA RELEASe-RE-55] P86-10098 06
NASA NARES DEL_A 178 INVESTIGATION 50NED
[NASA RELEASe _6-57] P86-10100 06
SPACE STATION AUXIIIAR! _H_KS_ER TECHNOLOGY
DEHCRS_BA_tD
[NASA RBLeZSI-Eb-65] P86-10125 06
NASA SELECTS ClEVElAND FI_B ECB $22 BILLION
CCN_RAC_ NEGOtIAtION
[NASA RELEASe-86-67] P86-t0127 05
NEb SRPER CCN_UTER SBP_CE_S E_Y NASA PROJECTS
[NASA RELEASR-EG-7_] P86-10134 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACe STATION ASS(_IATE
ADBINI_TRATO|, BEN FROGMAN SIEUCTUHE
[NASA RELEASI-E6-8q] P86-101q_ 06
DELTA 178 ACCIEENT EOAN£ IIi£INGS
[NASA REL_ASE-E6-8_] P86-101_5 06
NASA feATURES NERO-SPACE EIANe, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAR CCNVRR_ICN
[NASA RRLEASI-_6-9C] P86-10150 06
NASA LEWIS AWABES SUPERSONIC eROPULSION TECHNOLOGY
CCNIRAC_
[NASA RELEASE-E6-126] P86-10196 06
EXCERPTS F_OM REMARKS PREPARED FOB DELIVERY:
NAtiONAL ISSUES eORUM CN TEE g.S. SPACE PROGRAR:
DIRECTIONS _CB IRE fUTURE, £eC_KINGS INSTITUTION,
WASHINGTON, E.C. 986-10209 05
NASA AWARDS £CR_RRC_S FOR RESIGNING RDVARCED POWER
SYSIEK
[NASA REL_AS_-E6-15E] P86-1022q 06
SIXTH _LISAICCR XO EE LAO_CE£C
[NASA BEL_ASe-_6-1£_] P86-10233 06
NASA 1S86: TEe YEAR IN Ee_leW
[NASA REL_ASE-_6-177] P86-102q5 06
SPACE STATION CRGANIZATICR AEEEOVED
[NASA EELeASE-66-180] P86-102_8 06
SPACE STATICN INAL_SIS _ISUIIS
[NASA RELIASR-tE-I_I] P86-102_9 06
EXCERPTS FROM RRhARES P_efABRD FOE DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREEC_, L_WIS _ES_A_C_ CENTER
P86-I0268 05
LIBERTY STAR /SHIN/
SEARCH NECCVe_Y EEC(RS_OC_ICN P86-I0036 05
RECONSTRUCTION AND ANAI_SIS P86-I0037 05
IIRRRTY, OTC
SNOTTIR BISSICN 51-I RECCYE_X OPERATION ENDS




NASA _LANS N_IS ENGINE _ST _BIS WEEK






BACKGROUND MATERIAL: NASA F! 1987 BUDGET BRIEFING
P86-10027 05
STAIEHRNT OF _RTON I. RDELSON BEFORE THE
SUECOBEITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CO_HITTEE ON SCIRECE aND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
EXCEHPTS FROE RESARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
ANNUAL HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY, AMES RESEARCH
CENTER; EOFFETT FIELd, CALIFORNIA P86-10212 05
LI_E SU_POR_ S_H_RHS
REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: GODDARD MEBORIAL
SYNPOSIUM, GODDA_D SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MARYLAND P86-10075 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOB DELIVERY: _ODDARD S_ACR
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND P86-10101 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HOUGH BEFORE THE SUBCCHMIT_EE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE, COMMITTEE ON
COBNEBCEm SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNIteD
STATES SENATE P86-I0109 05
NASA SUBMITS BAN-TENDED REPORT TO CONGRESS
[NASa RELEASE-86-59] P86-I0117 06
NASA ANNOUNCES BASELINE CONFIGORATION FOE SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-61] P86-I0119 06
NASA 1986: TEE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
• IPE SYS_RHS, INC.
NASA POSTPONES EXCELLENCE AWARD
[NASA RELEASE-S6-17] P86-10018 06
LI_T
S_ATEMENT OF RAYMOND S. COLLADAY BEFORE THE
SUBCOBMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
CO,BITTER ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-I006_ 05
NASA/DOD HYBRID RESEARCH AIRCRAFT ROLLED COT
[NASA RELEASE-86-113] P86-I0173 06
NASA _EWIS AWARDS SUPERSONIC PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY
CONTRACT
[NASA RE/BASE-86-136] P86-I0196 06
LIFTING BODIES
S X-2_B LIFTING BODY
LIGHT DETECTION _RE RANGI_ INSTROHENT
STATEEENT OF BURTON I. EUELSON BEFORE THE
SUECCMEITTRE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;





EXCERPTS FROH REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: BONOR
AWARDS CEREMONY; JOBNSON SPACE CENTER HOUSTON, _EXAS
P86-10269 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: 1986
NASA SYMPOSIUM ON QUALI_Y AND PRODUCTIVITY;
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10270 05
LIGHTNING
EXCERPTS FROH REMARKS PREPARED FOB DELIVER_: 19fl6
NASA S_HPOSIUB ON QUALITY AND PRODDCTIVIT_;
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10270 05
LINCOLN RE. HIGH SCH._ SIOUK FALLS, S.D.
SPACE SCIENCE STODENT WINNERS ANNOUNCED




SC]ENII5_S Na_ FIEST E_fI_IT_ IDENTIFICATION OF
WA_EH IN CfB_
[N_SA REL_ASI-_6-q] P86-10005 06
LI_0ID EVDROGEN
PRESS CONfEReNCE: A_PC]N_M_I OF JESSE MOORE AND
HICHAHD TRULY P86-IO029 05
S_ATEBENT EY REIN AENIRAL _]CHAED TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADEINIST_ATOR }C_ _ACE FLIGHT
P86-I0033 05
SIS 51-L TIRE lINE P86-100q2 05
Q_EICIAL I_ANTCEIP_ PEOC_E£1_GS BEFORE
PR_SIEENTIAI CCB_ISSION Cl 5_ACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt: NO_NJ_G SESSION, FERRUARY 6,
1S86 P86-I0048 05
CIEICIAL T_A_SCRIP_ EHOCEEEINGS BEFORE
PRESIEENTIAL CCNBISSIO_ C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER _CCIDEN_: AEIE_NCCN SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1986 P86-I00_9 05
OPEICIAL T_ANSERIP_ PRCCE}EIBGS EEFOBE
PHESIOENTIAL CCBBISSIC_ CE S_ACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, EEE_U_ 27, 1986
P86-I005_ 05
OPEICIAL _BA_SCRIP_ PROCeedINGS BEFORE
PEESIE_NTI_L CCBMISSIO_ £N S_ACE SHUTtlE
CBALLENGEN ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
O_ICIAL _EANSCEIP_ P_CCEEEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCB_ISSIC_ C_ S_ACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACC]ERN_, _ARC_ _1, 1986 P86-1011q 05
LIQUID NIDROGEN-2 TANK /SPACE 5B_TLE/
S E_ERNA_ _A_F
LIOUID EE_ALS
_ASA A_AEDS CONTRACTS FC_ _ESIGNING ADVANCED PO_ER
SYS_ER
[NASA RELeASE-BE-156] P86-1022_ 06
EIOOIH ORIGEN
S_ATEBENT E_ REAR AEEIEAL _ICBARD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE AEBINISTRAIGR PC& S_ACE FLIGHT
P86-18033 05
SPACE SSU_L_ RAIN ENGINE P86-10039 05
STS 51-I TINE lINE P86-100_2 05
O_PICI&L Z_ANSCRIPT P_OCE_INGS BEFORE
PReSIdENTIAL C£NNIS_ION C_ S=ACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIEENT: NOR_I_G SESSION_ FEBRUAR_ 6_
1SE6 P86-100_8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIP_ PEOCE_EINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBBISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDEnt: AE_ROCN SESSION FEBROAR_
6, 1_£6 P86-100_9 05
OFEICIAL _ANSCRIP_ PROCEedINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCNEISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CEAILENGER ACCIDENt, _EBE_ 27, 1986
P86-1OO5q 05
OFEICIAL TRANSCSlPT PROC_ZINGS BEFORE
_RESIDENTIAL CCENISSION C_ S_ACE SHBTTZE
CHALLENGES ACC]DEN_ P86-10055 05
LIGUID PROPELL&|I DOCKET E|GZNE5
OEEICIAL TF&NSCBIP_ PNCCEE_INGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCNNISS_ON CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AE_IR_CON SESSION FEBROAR¥
6, IS86 P86-I00_9 05
LIG_I£-FgEIE[ _OCKE_ FLIGH_ ANNIVERSARY TO BE MARKED
[NASA RELeASe-E6-26] P86-10057 _6
LI_OID PEOPELI&I_S
O_FICIAL TRANSCBIP_ PNOC_£1NGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCNHISSION E_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIEEN_: AE_EBNCCN SESSION FEBBUAR!
6, 1_86 P86-100_9 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COB_ISSION O_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, YEBRSAEY 27, 1986
P86-1005q 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COK_ISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGEN ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
CRITICAL ITEaS PRESENTATION - 085 (ORB!TAI
NANEUVERING SYSTEN} P86-10068 05
ORBITER COLUMBIA ASSIGNED TO SUPPORT VANDENBEEG
SITE VALIDATION
[NASA RELEASE-Bb-_O] P86-I0083 06
LIIISCOPE
EXCERPTS FRO_ RENARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: 1986
NASA S_RPOS!U_ OH QUALIT_ AND PRODUCTIVITY;
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10270 05
LOCKHEED CORP.
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_BISSIOR ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEERUARY
6. 1_86 P86-100_9 05
LOCKNEED CORP.. SUBNIVkLB, CALIF.
RE_AEHS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: COUNCIL OF STA_E
GOVERNMENTS WESTERN STATE CONFERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, COLORADO P86-1026_ 05
LOCKHEED ELECTRA AIRCRAFT
NASA SCIENTISTS SEEK CAUSE OF EAST COAST CYCLONES
[NASA RELEASE-86-30] P86-10070 06
AHAZCN FORESTS SIGNIFICANTL_ AFEECT GLOBAL AIR
QUALITT
[NASA RELE&SE-86-6_] P86-1012q 06
LOCKHEED KXSSILES AND SPACE CO.
NASA AWARDS CONTBAC_ FOR PROBLEB AND SAFETY
ASSHSSNENT CENTERS
[NASA RELEASE-86-163] P86-10231 06
LOCKHEED HISSILES AND SPAC_ CO., CALIF.
NASA S_ITCHES EARTH OBSERVATION NISSION AN_
TELESCOPE LAUNCHES
[NASA RELEASE-SH-2] P86-I0003 06
ANATEgH ASTRONOMERS TO HAVE OBSENVING TINE ON
SPACE ZELESCOPE
[NASA RELEASE-86-108] P86-10168 06
LOCKHEED PALO ALTO RESEARCH LABS., CALIF.
U.S. SCIENCE TEAR S_LEC_ED FOE JAPANESE SCLAR
_ISSION
[NASA RELEASE-86-153] P86-I0221 O0
LOCKHEED SPACE OPERATIONS. FLA,,.
OFFICIAL TEANSCRIP_ PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
LOCKHEED SHUTTLE PROCESSING CONTRACT EXTENDED FON
THREE PEARS
[NASA RELEASE-86-126] P86-10186 06
LOCKHEED-C_LIPOEHIA CO.. BBEBANK, CALIF.
NATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE PROGRAS A_AHDS CONTRACTS
[NASA NELEASE-86-_l] P86-1008_ 06
LOGiStiCS
PRESENTATION 20 THE PRESIDENTIAL CONRISSION ON TEE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1986 P86-100q9 05
STATEHENT OF JOHN C. BRIZENDINE DEPORE TEE
SgBCONBI_TEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COHBITTKE ON CONNERCE. SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
_NITED STATES SENATE P86-10105 05
STATEflENT OF RICHARD B. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOBBITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGT AND SPACE,
A-71
LCNGDONATION RIPOSHR_ FACIII_I SOEJECT INDEX
COMMITTEE CN CCBMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
ONITEE STA_R_ _ENA_E 986°I0108 05
STATHEENT CF JC_N D. HODGE EEEORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, _ECBNOLCG¥ ARE S_ACE, COMHITTEE ON
CCBNERCE, 5CIENC_ BEE THABS_C_ATION, UNITED
STA_ES SENATE P86-10109 05
S_ATEBENT CF JOHN D. HCLGE EEEORE THE SUBCOMHITTEE
ON SPACE SClERCE AND APtISCA_ICRS, COENITTEE OR
SCIENCE AND _ECHNGIOGY, RC_SE CF REPRESENTATIVES
986-10113 05
SPACE STATICB ANALYSIS RESULTS
[ NASA _FLEAS_-_6-181] P86-10249 06
ICNG DURATICM EN_OSOBZ FACILII!
STAIHMENT CF EURTOR I. E_EISCN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CB SPACE 5CIEICE AND A_PLICATIONS;
COMEI_TEE 6N SCIENCE ARE _C_NOLOG¥; HOUSE OF
REPRESEETASIVE5 986-I0065 05
LCBG-©ORATIC| SPAC_ FIIGN_
REMAHKS PN|PARED FC_ DELIYEEI: GODDARD MEMORIAL
S_BPOSIUN, GCE_ERD SPACE _I]G_T CENTER, GREENUELT,
MA_TLARD 986-10075 05
REMARKS PEEPAE|D FOE DEIIVEH_: GODDABD SPACE
FLIGH_ CEN_EE, GREENBELT, MARXLAND P86-10101 05
BARS CONEEEENCE DBA_S IS_A_IORAL INTEREST
[NASA W_LEJS_-£6-91] 986-10151 06
EXCE_ITS O_ _ENARKS PBEP&_I_ HOE DELIVERY: MEDIA
SEMINAR ON _.5. SPACE POLICY; LOS ANGELES,
CAXIECRNIA P86-10263 05
LOS AIAMOS RA_ICEAL O_SHRVA_CN_, N,_-
AR_I}ICI&L C1CODS _C B_ ¥1EIBLE AT DINN ALONG HAST
COAST
[NASA NELEASE-EM-51] 986-I009_ 06
LOS AEGELES CO. _XEg D_P_.# CAIIE.
NASA U-2 AIRCRAFT RILL S_O_ CON_ROLIED CALIEORNI&
_OBES_ FIBE
[_SA RELE_SE-fi_-13_] P86-1019_ 06
LCS A|GE¢|5 P_E£5 CLU_
EXCEHPTS O_ EERARKS _REP_EE£ HOB DELIVEEX: MEDIA






LR¥ /LOMAN RO_IMG VESICLE/
S LOBAR ECVE_
LJV IEROS_iCE IN+ DRFEISE CO., 2E]_
ORBITAL MANEUVERING VEHIC[E CCN_CTOR SELECTED
[N_SA BELEAS_-86-81] P86-101_1 06
IOEA RROGNAM
EXCERPTS OI EEBAHKS PRE_EE_ EOR DELIVEET: BEDIA
SIMINAE ON O.S. SPACE _CLIC_; LOS ARGELES,
CALI_¢RNIA 986-10263 05
LOilE ii_ PLA|E_AE! SANPLE IEAH, _SC
LUNAR SOIL PICDOCES HIGH GRIEE CONCERTI EATERIAL
[RiSk HELEISi-E6-68] P86-I0128 06
lUNAR RISES
STATEMENT OF EO_TON I. E£EISCB H_I'ORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CZ SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMIttEE CN SCIENCE AWD _C_NCLOG_; ROUSE OF
REPRESEMTATIVE_ P86-10065 05
LUNAR SOIL PICEOCES HIGH GRADE CONCRETE MATERIAL
[NASA NELEASE-£6-6%] P86-10128 06
LUNAR EECORSICI ECDULI
Excza9_s FiCS _EBANKS _EtAEEE FOR DEIIVER_: _AT
GROUP CF BUSINESS EIECO_IV_S, NASEINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
LUNAR GEOSCIENCE ORBITERS
STATEBEET OF BURTON I. £DELSON BEFORE THE
SUECCHMITTEE ON SPACE _IENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTED OH SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGX; ROUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 986-I0065 05
LU_R EODUL_
S LURAR EXCURSION MODULE
LONiR ORBITED
S LUNAR GEOSCIEMCE OB81TEHS
LONAR ROVER
NASA DEVELOPED TECHNOLOG_ HELPS HANDICAPPED TO DRIVE
[_ASA RELEASE-86-123] 286-10183 O_
R_NARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVEBT: BARSHALL SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, HUNTSVILLE, ALAHAMA P86-I0258 05
EICEEPTS PEON REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
COUNCIL OF STATE GOV_RNHENTS ANNUAL MEETING;
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 986-10271 05
LOIAN SANPL_S
LUNAR SOIL PRODUCES HIGH GRADE CONCRETE BA_EfllAL
[_ASA RELEASE-86-68] 986-10128 06
EXCERPTS FEOE EEBARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVEHX:
REPUBLICAN WOMEN.S FEDERAL FORUE, CAPITOL HILL
CLUE, NASHINGTONo D.C. 986-I0207 05
LUNAR SOILS
EXCERPTS FROM REMAHKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
REPHBLICAN _OBEN'S FEDF_AL FORUM, CAPITOL BILL
CLUB, NASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10207 05
M
M-3S-2 _OlCH VEHICLE /JAPAN/
O.S. SCIENCE TEAM SELECTED FOE JAPANESE SOLAR
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-86-153] 286-10221 06
MAGELLAN EISSIOI
NASA REMIMES PLAHETARY MISSIONS TO VENUS AND MARS
[NASA EELEASE-86-1] P86-10002 06
BACKGROUND MATERIAL: NASA FY 1987 BUDGET BRIEFING
986-10027 05
NASA NHQ-86-02-08 BUDGEt EEIE_ING P86-10028 05
STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM R. GRAHAB BEFORE _HH
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 986-I003_ 05
STATEHENT OP WILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
COBHITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10062 05
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE S_IEMCR AND APPLICATIORS;
COMBITTER ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGT¢ HOUSH OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
STATNHEHT OF WILLIAM E. GRAHAM, ACTING
ADMINISTRATOR: EASi BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
986-I0205 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED POE DELIVEB_:
REPUBLICAN NOMENiS FEDERAL FORUM, CAPITOL HILL
CLUB, NASHIEGTON# D.C. 986-I0207 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_: THE
MASS CONFERENCE, NATIONAL ACADEME OF SCIENCES,
WASHINGTON, D.C. 986-10208 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
NATIONAL ISSUES FORUM ON THE U.S. SPACE PROGRAM:
DIRECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE, RROOKINGS INSTITUTION,
WASHINGTON, D.C. 986-10209 05
STATEMENT H! DR. JIBES C. PLETCHEH, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS BRIEFING 986-10210 05
_PPHE STAGE SELECTED FOR PLAEETART MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-161] 986-I0229 06
1-72
SUBJECTIED|% HAPPIRG
NASA 1986: _H| IEA_ IN B_VIEN
[NNSA EBLEAS£-86-1_7] P86-102q5 06
REBABKS PREPARED FOR DELIYEEI: COUNCIL OF STATE
GO_EBNBEN_S IESTERN STA_A C£N_EEENCE; CCLORADO
SPRINGS, COLORADO P86-1026q 05
BAGHERIC FIELD EXiLORE|
STATEREHT CE £_ETON I. E£RISCN BEFORE THE
SUBCONRITTAE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;




SA INIERPLANITAR¥ MAGNEtiC fIELDS
SA SCLAR MAGNETIC E]ELD
TAACBAR IN SIACB AND COMBE AAIZE! STUDT HIGHLIGHT
51-L FZIGH_
[NASA AELEASE-86-5] P86-I0006 06
STATANENT CF E_RTON I. E£EISC_ BEFORE THE
SUHCORMIT_EB CN SPACE SCIenCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CONMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND T_CBNOLOGT; HOUSE OF
REERESENTATIYE_ P86-I0065 05
EXCEEfTS _EOB A£MAENS PE_fAAED FOR DELIVERY:
VOXAGER/URANC5 ANAECS CEE£NCNX; JET PROPULSION




NASA _Q _31E_ISE SPAC_CAAF_t5 ENCOUNTER NITH
BAILEY'S CCNE_
[NASA RELEAS_-fi6-23] P86-I0024 06
NASA SELECTS I_VEST]GATICWS ICE COHET RENDEZYOUS
MISSION




NASA SELECTS £1EVEIAND flSE f£_ $22 MILLION
CCNTRACI NEGCTIATICN
[NASA RELEA5_-_6-67] P86-10127 06
BALDEI, RO.
NEE BALLCON MA_ERIAI 5_CC_FSILY TBSIAD IN HIGH
ALTITUDE PilGrimS
[NASA RELeASE-E6-96] P86-I0156 06
NALLINCKRCDT INSRITOTE OF RADICICG!
NASA SPACE TECENOLCGY ENHANCES DISEASE DETECTION
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-69] P86-10129 06
BANAGEHENT
SA ADNINISTHATIVE CP_RA_IC_S
NASA RESPOND2 _0 NE_ ¥0_ _IE£S
[NASA RELEAS_-_6-5_] P86-I0095 06
NASA ANAR_S CCN_BACT A_SICN TO EGCG FLORIDA, INC.
[NASA EELA&S_-E6-16q] P86-10252 66
NASA SELECTS CCNTRACTOR TC OPERATE COMPUTER COMPLEX
[NASA REL_A5}-£6-1£_] P86-I0253 06
NANAGENBRT IN_OANATION SISTEN5
SA TECHNICAL AND MA_AGRBE_T I_IORMATION SIS.
STA_ENBNT CF JCHN D. HODS} _E_ORE THE SUBCORNII_EE
ON SCIENCE, T_C_NOLCGY AN_ SPACE, COMHITTEE ON
CCNMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STATAS SENATE P86-I0109 05
STA_ANENT fF JCflN D. HOE_E EEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE A_ A_PIICAEICRS, COaMITTEB ON
SCIENCE AND _ACHNOIOG_, HC_S£ OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-I0113 05
MANAGEES e S_S CCR_IRGENCT SOEE. CFP°, DOD
SHUTTLE MISSICN 5_-[ _ECC¥_R_ OPERATION ENDS
[NASA EALEAS}-£6-1_I] P86-I0181 06
HARMED EU&|EOVMRIR@ UNIT
OFFICIAL TEAH$CRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: HOBEIRG SESSION, FEERUARI 6,
1966 P86-100q8 05
RARJ, BD ORBITING EESEAECS LABORATORX
SECOND REPORT ISSUED ON SCIENTIFIC USES OF SPACA
STATION
[NASA EELEASE-86-_3] P86-I0086 06
NASA SUBMITS NAN-TENDED REPORT TO CORGRESS
[NASA RELEASE-86-59] P86-I0117 06
NASA ANNOUNCES BASELINE CONFIGURATION FOR SPACE
STATICN
[NASA RELEASE-86-61] P86-10119 06
NASA AND ESA REACH SPACE STATION PHASE B PROGRAM
LEVel AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-86-10q] P86-1016q 06
HA|RED SPACE FLIGHT
SA AECILO PROJECT
SA LONG-DURATION SPACE FLIGHT
SA SK_LAR PROGRAE
STATEMENT OF DR. _ILLIAH R. GRAHAM BEFORE _HE
S_RCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHROLOGT AND SPACE;
COHBITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNIIED STATES SENATE P86-10031 05
REHABKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERT: AEROSPACE 66 -
AIAA ANNUAL HEETING, ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA
P86-10103 05
REHABES PREPARED POE DELIVER_: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CONFERENCE, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
P86-I010_ 05
STATEBENT OF JOHN C. BE!ZENDINE BEFORE TEE
SUBCOHMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGT AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE_ SCIEHCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-I0105 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIYEHX:
NATIONAL ISSUES FORUH OR THE U.S. SPACE PROGRAM:
DIRECTIONS FOR THE FOTURE, BEOOMIRG5 INSTITUTION,
HASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0209 05
MANNED SPACECRAFT CEETER, HOUSTOR, TEE.
S JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEl.
_ANPONEE
SA P_RSONNEL
OPFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL C_MMISSION ON SPACE _HUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAT APRIL 3, 1966
P86-10115 05
SPACE STATION NILE INCREASE JSC MANPOWER LEVEL
[NASA RELEASE-86-98] P86-I0158 06
HAHUFACTORIRG
SA SPACE NANUFACTURING
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS B_FORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FERRUAR_
6, 1_86 P86-I00_9 05
PRESENTATION TO TEE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEERUARI 10, 1966
P86-10050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT P_OCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLS





NASA ISSUES TOPEX/POSEIDON MISSION PROPOSAl HEOUEST
[NASA RELEASE-86-86] PH6-I01_6 06
1-73
BAMZ|ER SPACE PACERS SUBJECT ZMDRX
NASA INSTRUMENT AIDS OCEAN NEATHER MONITORING
[NASA REIRAS_-_6-169 ] P86-10237 06
NASA SCIEN_ISRS EMRIOY SAREIIITES TC MAP TEE OCEAN
FLOOR
[NASA REL_AS_-_6-172] P86-10240 06
aJRIMEa S_ACR PROEBS
STATEMENT C_ BURTON I. _DEISCN REPOSE TEE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATLORS:
COMMIttEE OR SCIENCE ARE TICRNOLOG_; SOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
MARKET OPIEIOR RESEARCR SRRVET
EXCERPTS FECM _EMARNS PR_FARED FOR DELIVERY:
NATIONAL I_SRES _OEUM ON 2RE UoS. SPACE PROGRAM:
DIRECTIONS _CR TEE }UTURR, EROOKIRGS INSTITUTIOR,
WASflIEGTDN, DoC. P86-10209 05
BECBRPT5 F_ON REMARKS EREEAERD FOR DELIVERY: FAY
GROUP OF B_SINESS EXECUTIVES, NASHINGTON, D.C.
R86-10211 U5
EXCERPTS FECM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVEET:
COUNCIL 0_ STA_E GC_ERBMENSS ANNUAL MEETIRO;
ORIANDC° EIC_IDA P86-10271 05
EXCERPTS F$CM REMARKS PREEIEED POE RELIVERY:
KENBED_ SPACE CENTER EM_IOIEES: KEENRD_ SPACE
CENTER, FLCEIEA P86-10272 05
MARKB_ EOTRETIAI
NASA _ECBNICIAN MANES EBEAE_flROUGR IN AIR
PCIL_ICN CCNT}CL
[NASA BELEAS_-86-101] P86-I0161 06
BAgS /_LAERT/
NASA RENAMES _DAN_RRRI FISSIONS TO VENUS ANn MARS
[NASA RELEASe-E6-1] P86-10002 06
STAtEMeNT CE SANOEL N. KELLER BEFORE IRE
SUBCOMMITTEE CJ ENERGY EES|JRCE AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCCMMIT_BE CN SPACE SCIRRCE AND APPLICATIONS:
COMMITTEE CN SCIENC_ ARE _ECRNCLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESEBTATIVE_ P86-100q6 05
MARS ODSERVE_ EISSICN CCNIEAC2CRS SELECTED FOR
NEGG_IATIC_
[NASA RRLEAS_-_6-3_] P86-1007_ 06
REMARKS PREPaReD FOR DELIVERY: GODDAED MEMORIAL
SYMPCSiUM, GO[DABS SPACE EII_RT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MARYLAND P86-10075 05
MARS CESEE¥_ INVESIIGATIC|E SELECTED
[NASA REL_AS_-£6-qT] P86-10090 06
REMARKS PREPARED FCR D_IIV[RI: CAPITOL HILL CLUB,
NAS_INGTCN, D.C. P86-10102 05
BARS CONFERENCE DRA_S INtErNAtIONAL INTEREST
[Nasa EBLEAS_-EC-S_] P86-10151 06
REMARKS PR_PI_D FOR DEIIYEE_: AEROSPACE
INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION CP _MERIC& BOARD OF
GOVERNORS MEETING, WILDIAESECRG, VIRGINIA
P86-I0206 05
EXCERPTS F_CN _EMAEKS PR_A_E FOE DELIVERT: THE
MARS CCNEE_E_C_, NA2IONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES,
WASHINGTON, _.C. P86-10208 05
EXCERPTS P_C8 _EMAENS _BEEAPE_ FOR DELIVERY: _AY
GRCUP OF R_SINESS EXECDTIYES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
_ASk ANAEDB U_ER S_AGE CC_RACT FOR MARS OBSERVER
[NASA BEL_AS_-£6-162] P86-10230 06
R_MABKS PRePaReD FO_ D_IIVERY: STUDENT VISIT
EPCNSONED EY CCNGRESSEAN ECN PACKARD, lB. CALIF.);
NASA RRADQUART_RS, _ASSINGTCN, D°C. 986-10256 05
EXCRETES O_ _MARK_ PR_A_£ FOR DELIVRE_:
RADIO-TELEVISION NE_S DIRECTORS _SSOCIATION MIST
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTICN; SALT L_KE CITY, UTAH
P86-I0259 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: COUHCIL OF STATE
GOVERNMENTS RESTERM STATE CORFEREMCE: COLORADO
SPRINGS, COLORADO P86-1026_ 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY:
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS ANNUAL MEETING:
ORLANDO, FLORIDA P86-10271 05
filES AE_OJOBY OBSERVER
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE TEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE 0_ SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: ROUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
MARS ARMOSPBERE
NASA RENAMES PLANETART MISSIOES TO VENUS A_D MANE
[NASA RELEASE-86-1] PS6-10002 06
_RS OBSERVER MISSION CONTRACTORS SELECTED FOR
NEGOTIATIOE
[NASA EELEASE-86-3_] P86-1007_ 06
EARS OBSERVER INVESTIGATIORS SELECTED
[NASA EELEASE-86-_7] P86-I0090 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DRLIVER_: T_E
MARs CONFERENCE, NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES,
_ASHIEGTOM, D.C. 986-10208 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS ANNUAL MEETING:
ORLANDO, FLORIDA P86-10271 05
MARS COI_'EREMCE
MARS CONFERENCE DRA_S INTERNATIONAL INTEREST
[NASA RELEASE-86-91] P86-I0151 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVER_: THE
MARS CONFERENCE, NATIONAL ACAOEfiT OF SCIENCES,
NASBINGTON, D.C. P86-I0208 05
BARS RXPLORATIOE
SA MARS OBSERVER MISSION
STATEMENT OF NILLIAM E. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10062 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDAED MEMORIAL
SYMPOSIUM, GODDAED SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENRELT,
MAR_LAED P86-10075 05
R_HAEKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, aARYLAND P86-I0101 05
MARS CONFERENCE DRAWS INTERNATIONAL INTEREST
[NASA RELEASE-86-91] P86-10151 06
EECEEPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: TEE
BARS CONFERENCE, NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES,
NASHINGTON# D.C. P86-10208 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_: MEDIA
SEMINAR ON U.S. SPACE POLICY; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P86-I0263 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_:
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS ANNUAL MEETING;
ORLANDO, FLORIDA P86-I0271 05
BARS GROSCIBMCB/CLIEATOLOG_ ORBITRN
S MARS OBSERVER MISSION
MARS OBSERVER MISSION
NASA RENAMES PLANETARY MISSIONS TO VENUS AND MARS
[NASA RELEASE-86-1] P86-10002 06
BACKGROUND MATERIAL: NASA F_ 1987 BUDGEI BRIEFING
P86-I0027 05
SZATEMENT OF DR. WlLLIlfi R. GRAHAM BEFORE TEE
COMH!T_EE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
ESRRESENTATIVES P86-I003_ 05
STATEMENT OF NILLIAM H. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
CCENITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-]0062 05
A-7q
SOBJECT INDEX HARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER. ALA.
S_AIEMENT OF B_RTOR I. }_EIS£N BEFORE THE
SUECCNMITTEE CN SPACE SCIenCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND _C_NOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTAtiVES P86-I0065 05
MARS CBSEBVE$ MISSION CCNIRACTORS SELECTED FOR
NEGCTIA_IC_
[NASA EEIEASI-£6-3,] P86-I007_ 06
MARS OBSERVER INVEStIGAtIONS SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-66-_7] P86-I0090 06
STAIENENT CP MILIlA_ R. GRAham, ACTING
ADHINIS2EA_O_: NASA BUE_E_ PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-10205 05
S_ATEMENT EY D_. JAPES C. _I£_CHER, NAEA
ADMINISTRATOR: REESS _IEEI)G P86-10210 05
NASA AWARDS UPPER STAGE CONtrACT FOR MARS OBSERVER
[NASA EELiASE-£6-162] P86-I0230 06
HANS _OLAH OAFS
EXCERPTS FECM REMARKS P_EEARIL FOR DELIVERY:
COUNCIL OF S2A_E GCYERNMEN_5 ANNUAL MEETING;
O_LANDC, EICIIIA P86-10271 05
NABS SAEEIES
EXCERPIS _CM _EMARNS P_£EJEED FOR DELIVERY: TEE
MARS CONFERENCE, NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES,
NASHINGTCN, [.C. P86-I0208 05
NJES SHNEACE
NASA RENAMES EIANETAEI MISSIONS TO VENUS AND MAHS
[NASA EE/_AS}-_6-1] F86-I0002 06
NAPS C_SR8_E_ MISSION CONTRACTORS SELECTED FOR
NE_O_/ATIC_
IN,HA RELEASI-E6-3_] P86-1007_ 06
MARS OBSERVE} INVES_IGA_IfBS _ELECTED
[NASA _LEASE-£6-47] P86-I0090 06
EXCERPTS _C8 REMARKS P_EE_ED FOR DELIVERY: THE
NA_S CCNEE£ENCE, NAtIOnal ACAEEBY OF SCIENCES,
_ASEING_CN, E.C. P86-I0208 05
_XCERETS EfCE REMARKS F_Ef_ FOR DELIVERY:
COUNCIL OF S_A_E GOVERnMeNtS ANNUAL MEETING;
CBIANDC, flCfl[A P86-I0271 05
BANSEALL SPACE FL_ET CENTER. All.
NASA SWIICEES E&RTE OBSErVaTION MISSION AND
T_IESCCPR lAUNChES
[NASA RELEASE-E6-2] P86-I0003 06
BOEING AEROSPACE SEIECT_E }OR TEES UPPER STAGE
CCN_RACT
/NASA EELEASE-£6-1q] P86-10015 06
NASA NHQ-86-02-08 EODGE_ EEIEFING P86-I0028 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: AEPCIN_EENI OF JESSE BOOER AND
RICHARD TRULY P86-10029 05
PRESS CONfeRENCE: SHE MA_ERS P86-I0032 05
SPACE SHU_LE JOIN_ REVIE_ Pfl6-I0035 05
_RESEN_ATICN _C TEE PEESI_E_IAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE 5E_T_LB CEALIENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-10D_? 05
OFEICIAL TEANSCHIP_ PROCEEEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAI CCMNISSION CB SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt: MO_ING SESSION, FEBRU_Y 6,
19_6 P86-10048 05
OffICIAL T_ANSCRIPI PECCEEEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CN SPACE SHUT_LR
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: A_TEENCON 5E.SSION FEBEUAR_
6, 1986 F86-I00_9 OS
PRESENTATION TO THE P_ESIEER_IAL COBMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHU_LE CHALLENGER ACCI£ENT, FEEEUARI 10, 1986
986-10050 05
OIFICJAL TRANSCEIP_ P_OCEEIIRGS BEFORE
PHESIDENTXA_ COMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGES ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11, 1986
P86-I0051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRES/DENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PR_EEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
P86-I0053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, PEBRUAR_ 27, 1986
P86-I0054 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PB(>CEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAl COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHAL_ENGEH ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS AND CRITICAL
ITEBS LIST P86-10066 05
MARS OBSERVER _ISSION CONTRACTORS SELECTED FOR
NEGOTIATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-3_] P86-I007_ 06
KINGSBURT TO HEAD NASA SOLID ROCKET MOTOR TEAM
[NASA RELEASE-86-36] P86-10079 06
NASA RESPONDS TO NEW _ORK TIHES
[NASA RELEASE-86-52] P86-I0095 06
NASA ANNOUNCES TERMINATION OF CONTRACT WITH TEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-55] P86-I0098 06
NASA NAMES DELTA 178 INVESTIGATION HOARD
[NASA RELEASE 86-57] P86-I0100 06
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. B_LIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCOBHITTEE ON SCIENCE, _ECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON CO_MBRCE# SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION.
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10105 05
STATEBENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE. SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10111 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, MARCH 21, 1986 P86-10114 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
THOMAS ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITY FOR SEN REDESIGN
[NASA RELEASE-86-58] P86-10116 06
MARSHALL DIRECTOR TO RETIRE
[NASA RELEASE-86-72] 986-10132 06
MISSION 51-E FLIGHT READINESS REVIEW VIDEO TAPE
LOCATED
[NASA RELEASE-86-77] P86-10137 06
ORBITAl MANEUVERING V_HICLE CONTRACTOR SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-86-81] P86-I01_I 06
NASA ANNOBNCES SPACE STATION ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR, MEN PROGRAM STRUCTURE
[NASA REIEASE-86-Nq] P86-1014q 06
NASA PLANS MAIN ENGINE TEST THIS WEEK
[NASA RELEASE-86-97] P86-I0157 06
SPACE STATION WILL INCREASE JSC MANPONEB LEVEL
[NASA RELEASE-f6-98] P86-10158 06
TRONPSON APPOINTED DIRECTOR, MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT
CENTER
[NASA RELEASE-86-106] P86-10166 06
NASA ANARDS CONTRACT TO STHD! EXTERNAL TANN
CONVERSION
A-75
BA2TI| BARIB_TA A[_OSPICE SgBJBCT IRDEX
[NASA BELfASt-E6-111] P86-10171 06
NASA SELECTS PEATT _ NBITEEI _CR ALTEB_ATE
TgBBOPBNE £EVEIOPR_IT
[HASA RELEASE-E6-112] P86-10172 06
NASA ABSORBERS FgLZ-SCA£[ SOLID ROCKET ROTOR TEST
PBCGBAN
[NASA RELIASE-EC-118] P86-I0178 06
NASA AWARDS STUDY CCNTBAC_S _CE SHUTTLE SOLID
ECCEE_ ROTORS
[NASA BEL_ASE-_6-124] P86-10184 06
NASA'S SPACE EiIGB_ SAEE_Y FANEL CHARTERED
[NASA RELEASE-C6-131] 986-10191 06
EXCERPTS P_OE _EBABES PEEIJ_ED FOR DELIVERY:
NATIONAL ISS_E_ EO_gB £N _ G.S. SPACE PBOGRAB:
DIRECTIONS PER THE }DTUB£, B_CCKINGS INSTITUTION,
NLSBINGTCB, £.C. P86-I0209 05
EXCERPTS F_CB BENARES PR_EA$_D FOR DELIVERY: FAY
GROUP OF EERINESS EIECBTI_ES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-I0211 05
NASA SELECTS INWESI]GATICNS }CB CORET RENDEZVOUS
BISSICN
[NASA BELEASE-£6-150] P86-10218 06
NASA INNOUNCES NEE _EACE SEB_IE _ANAGENENT
S_BBC_gRE
[NASA BELEISE-E6-15_] P86-10227 06
UPPER STA_ SEIECT_D FOB BIABBTAEY _SSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-E6-161] P86-I0229 06
NASA AEARDS OPEEB S_AGE CC_BACT FOB BARS OBSERVER
[NASA EELEAS_-EC-1E_] P86-10230 06
EASA ANARDS CCNTEACT COB [ICEEEN AND SA_ETT
ASSESSNENT CENTERS
[NASA RELEAS_-66-1ES] P8_-10231 06
PEBSfNNEL CB_N_ES A_NOBNC]_ A_ BARSRALL SPACE
fLIGE_ CEN_E_
[NASA E£LEASE-_6-1E,] P86-I0232 06
FOOR GREAT O_SERVATCEIES BILl AID IN ASTEONONICA/
EXPLORAtIOnS
[NASA EELEASE-86-16_] P86-10236 06
NASA 1986: _EE YEA_ IN _E¥]EH
[NESA REL_ASE-_6-1_] P86-I02_5 06
SPACE STATION OEGANITATICN AE_EOVED
[NASA REL£AS_-E6-18G] P86-I02_8 06
SPACE STATIG_ A_AL_IS _ES_I_
[EASA EEL_ASE-_6-181] P86-I02_9 06
NASA S_LEC_S CCN_EA_TOB TO C_EEA_E CONFUTED COEPLEX
[NASA BELEASE-EC-I_] P86-10253 06
RENARES PRBP_EBD FC_ DEIZV_B_: NAESRALL SPACE
FLIGHT CBN_EB, BON_S¥ILIE, AIABANA P86-I0258 05
EXCERPIS FECN SEBARNS P_PAB_D FOE DELIVERY: BLUE
RIEBCN STEE_IN6 GROUP _CE 15_6 S_RPOSIOB ON
QUALI_X AND EEODUCIIVlT_; NASA HEADQUARTERS,
NASRINGTO§, _.C. P86-I0260 05
EXCERPTS _BOE BEBABNS PBE_A_D POE DELIVER_: 1986
NASA STHEOSIUN ON QOALITY AND PRODUCTIVITT;
WA_BINGTCN, £.C. P86-10270 05
NARTXN BABIET_A AENOSPACE
EXCERPTS FECN EENABES PBE_BE_ FOR DELIVERY: BLUE
RIEEON STEERING GRCOP PCS 1_86 S_MPOSI_M ON
QUALITT AND EBCD_CTIVI_; NASA HEADQUARTERS,
NASBINGTCN, _.C. P86-10260 05
EXCERPTS F_GB BEBABES PREP|R_D FOE DELIVERY: 1986
NASA SINPOSIg8 CN CBALIT_ |ND PRODUCTIVITY;
NASEINGTCN, £.C. P86-10270 05
RABTIN BARIET_A CCEP.
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCeedINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBBISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDEHT: BORNI_G SESSTOB, FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P86-100_8 05
OFFICIAL TEANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBB£SSIOB ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION fEBRUARY
6, 1_86 P86-100_9 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBNISSIOM ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHELLENGER ACCIDENT, BARCH 21, 1986 P86-1011_ 05
RA_TII _AHIETTA OBRP., DENVER, COLO=
ORBITAL BANEgVERING VEHICLE CONTRACTOR SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-86-81] P86-101_1 06
NASA AWAHDS UPPER STAGE CONTRACT FOB MAHS OBSERVER
[NASA RELEASE-86-162] P86-I0230 06
_AETZR _AE_TTA CORP., NBN ORLBARS, I_.
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT TO STUDY EXTERNAL TANK
CONVERSION
/NASA RELEASE-86-111] P86-10171 06
_AETIN BABIETTA _ICHOUD, BEN ORLEANS
NASA POSTPONES EXCELLENCE AWARD
[NASA RELEASE-86-17] P86-18018 06
NARTLAND UNIV_
NASA SATELLITE SUPPORTS CORET HALLEY ENCOUNTERS
[NASA RELEASE-86-29] P86-10060 06
BASS SPECTRORETRRS
NASA TO TELEVISE SPACECRAFT'S ENCOUNTER MITE
HALLEY'S CO_ET
[NASA RELEASE-86-23] P86-1002q 06
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR COBET RENDEZVOUS
BISSIGN
[Nasa RELEASE-86-150] P86-10218 06
RASSACHOSETTS I|ST_ OF TEC_
ARTIFICIAL CLOUDS TO BE VISIBLE AT DANE &LOHG EAST
COAST
[NASA RELEASE-86-51] P86-1009_ 06
NE_ SPACE ASTEONORY TECRNIQOE DEVELOPED TO STUDY
CELESTIAL BODIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-1_O] POb-10200 06
BASSACSOSETTS I|ST_ OF TEC_-, CAEBRIDGE
COESERCIAL DEVELOPRE_T CENTER CANDIDATES NABED
[NASA RELEASE-86-_9] P86-I0092 06
BASSACHOS_TTS ONX¥.
NASA STOD_ SOGGESTS TETONIC BOTION CAUSED DESERT
TO NOVE
[NASA RELEASE-86-160] P86-I0228 06
NASSACEOSBTTS _RI¥.. ANBERST
COBNERCIAL UEVELOPNENT CENTER CAHDIDATES NABED
[NASA RELEASE-86-_9] P86-10092 06
NATEBIAL BEVIEN BOARD. RASA
PRESS CONFERENCE: SEB BATTERS P86-10032 05
SATE_IALS HANDLING
EECCBSTNUCTION AND ANALYSIS P86-10037 05
HAT, RIALS PROCESSING IN SPACE PROGBAN
BACKGBODRD RATERIAL: NASA FY 1987 BUDGET BBIEPIEG
PBO-IG027 05
NASA AND BOEING SIGN NATERIALS PROCESSING AGREERENT
[RASA RELEASE-86-62] P86-10122 06
NASA AED 3R COBPAN¥ SIGN JOINT AGHEERENT




STATERRNT OF NORTON I. EDELSOR BEFORE THE
S_ECORNITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COBRITTEE ON SCIERCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
A-76
SUBJECT I|DEI glBOR! /BUBJR BBIHGS/
B|_H|H|TICiL _ODIIS
MEg SU_ER CONR_TER SDEPCE_S N_I NASA PROJECTS
[NASA RELEA$1-_6-7_] P86-1013q 06
IITT|E-&ITIHI_TIR ANWIBILA_ZCH
S RIG-BANG CC_EOLCGT
E|OIA KEA OBSERIA_ORTe HANAII
MEgL_ DISCCYE£ED AStEROIdS CC_LD PROVIDE ROB
YU_g_ SPACE HIRING
[NASA RELIASI-E_-73] P86-10133 06
HAl-PRiNCE II_.r EUMICN¢ GIi/AJ]
ARTIEICIAL CICDDS _C BE ¥ISIEIE AT DANN ALONG EAST
COAST
[NASA RELEASE-E6-51] P86-1009_ 06
BAH-PLAICE IESTIT_TRe GRREAgl
NASA SELECTS INVES_IGATICN_ _CB COMET RENERZVOUS
NISSXCW
[NASA BRLIASt-_6-150] P86-10216 06
ECDOIUHLL lliCill_ CO|_.
NASA PRODOCES MAJOR RONE_ I_E_GVEMENTS RITE JET
ENGINE PROGRAM
[NASA RRLI|S|-_6-176] P86-I02_4 06
ECDORERLL-DOOGLAS AS_|CEANTICS CO.
NASA SCHEDULES IIVI EXPINEAEIE LAUNCHES FOR 1986
[NISi RRLEASE-E6-3_] P86-10072 06
UPPER STAGE SEIECTE£ EO_ _IANITAEY MISSIONS
[NASA EEL|AS}-E6-161] R86-10229 06
BC_NERLL-DOOCLAS ASTECNAO_ICS CO., CELIa.
NASA PCSTPCRES RICEILENC_ _A_D
[NASA EELEAS_-_6-17] P86-10018 06
BCDONNELL-DOHGLAS _S_5CNADTICS CO°e KSC
PROPOSALS _CR]VED HOE _¥1CAE GROUND OPERATIONS
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEAS}-_6-1CP] P86-I0169 06
NASA S_LECSS PA_LOAE G_C_NE C_EATION5 CONtRACtOR
[NASA REI_AS_-_6-1_7] E86-I0235 06
ECDORERLL-DOU_LA$ CORP.
NASA FLIES EIg_ LARGE SCAI_ INTEGRATED AIRCRAE_
S_5TEMS
[NASA NEL_AS_-_6-82] P86-101_2 06
EXCErPtS FROM _EMARNS E_E_R_ FOR DELIVERT: HONOR
AgARES CENEBCN_, L_RIS RESeArCH CENTER
966-10268 05
BCDOMNELL-DOOGLAS CORP.. S_. £CDIS. NO.
NATIONAL A_RCS_ACE _LA_E _CGEAM AWARDS CONTRACTS
[NASA EEL_AS_-_6-_I] P86-1008_ 06
H£-80 &IRCRAP_
EXCERPTS FBCE _EMA_KS PE_A_I _OR _ELIVERZ: HONOR
ANARDS CEHEMC_, LE_IS _ES_ASCH CENTER
P86-I0268 05
EEkSURRHENT OE AI_ POLIUTIC_ P_CB SPACE
S_ATENENT CF B[RTCN I. _£_ISC_ BZ_ORE TRE
SUBCCHMIT_RE C§ SPACE _C_E_CE AND APPLICATIONS;










Sk NAV_ EREO_I OCEA_ SENSI_6 SCA_TERONETER




SA TffERNAL EEISSICN SF£CTFC_EIER
SA _HE_BONET_S
SA VISUAL IN}_AHED NAPPING SPECTROMETER
OIIICIAL IRANSCRIPE P_CCEIEINGS BEFORE
PRISIDENTIAL CC_BISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
HRCEA_IC£_ PROP_g_IES
LHNAR SOIL PRODUCES HIGH GRADE CONCRETE MATERIAL
[NASA RELEASE-86-68] 986-10128 06
ABCfl&gIC_ TBCBMOLOGTe IBC_ LATBAM. I.I.
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS FOR DESIGNING ADVANCED POWER
S_STRN
[NASA RELEASE-86-156] P88-1022_ 66
MEDALS
S D_S_INGUISRED PUBLIC SERVICE MEDAL. NASA
S DISTINGUISHED SERVICE HED&L# NASA
S HERSBEL _RD&L, ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
S NATIONAL MEDAL O_ SCIENCE
S 50CKWHLL MEDAL
MBDIA SEMINAR O_ 0._. SPACE POLICE
EZCEEPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_: MEDIA
SEHiNAR ON U.S. SPACE POLIC_$ LOS ANGELES,
CALIfOrNIA P86-I0263 OS
HEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC STSTRBS
NASA SPACE TRCENOLOG_ ENHANCES DISEASE DETECTION
[HASA RELEASE-86-69] P86-10129 06
MEDICAL E_NIPNERT
SA CEREBROSPINAL FLUID CONTROL S¥STEB
SA LiXISCOPE
SA MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC 5¢STEMS
SA PROGRAMMABLE IHPLANTABLE MEDICATION SYSTEM
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERI: CAPITOL BILL CLUE,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10102 05
EXCERPTS PEON REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: 1986
NASA S_NPOSIUM ON QGALIT_ AND PRODUCTIVITY;
WASH_NGTOH, D.C. P8b-I0270 05
E_DICAL _ESE_RCH
NASA SPACE TECHNOLOGY ENHANCES DISEASE DETECTION
[NASA RELEASE-86-69] P86-I0129 06
NASA TECHNOLOGY STUDIED FOR USE AGAINST HENTAL
DISORDER
[NASA RELEASE-86-99] P66-10159 06
HRDICAL ONIVERSITT OF SOOTH CAROLINA
SIUDEN_ SHUTTLE EXPERIMENT GETS SECOND CHANCE TO ELY




NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH SPACEEAB, INC.
[NASA RELEASE-S6-6] P86-I0007 M6
EEHOTE SENSING AGREEMENT REACHED BY NASA AND ESA
[NASA RELEASE-86-7] R66-10008 06
UNITED STATES AND UNITED KINGDOM SIGN RESEARCH
AGBEEMENT
[NASA BELEkSE-86-10] P86-10_11 06
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. RODGE BEFORE THE SUBCCBMI_TEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE, COMMITTEE CH
COmmERCE# SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STATES SENATE P86-I0109 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HOUGH BEFORE THE SUBCOmmITTeE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-I0113 05
NASA AND FAA LAUNCH WIND SHEAR RESEARCH PROJECT
[NASA _ELEASE-86-1_3] P86-]0203 06
EEEORIALS
A_T_ONAHT MEMORIAL TO BE BUILT
[NASA _ELEASE-86-38] P_6-10081 06
NASA ANNOUNCES DISPOSITION OE SHUTTLE MISSION 51 -
L PLIGHT MEMENTOS
[NASA RELEASE-86-120] P86-I0180 06
REBORT /ROMAN BEINGS/
SPACE SCIENCE STUDENT WINNERS ANNOUNCED
A-77
HENflL HIJL_N SUBJNCT ImDlI
[NiSA RELtASt-_6-71] P86-10131 06
gxg_i_ E|AITH
NASA TECRNCLCG! ST_IE_ _CR USE AGAINST MENTAL
EI_CRDEB
(NASa RELEASE-_6-gS] P86-I0159 06
METABOLISE
STATENEET OF R_RTON 1. EDEISCN BEFORE _EE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CCBBITTEE CN SCIENCE ANC TECHNOLOGY; ROUSE OF
REPRESENTATI_}S P8H-10065 05
B_IAL FOILS
STATEMENT CF RAYMONE S. CCLLAEAY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIENCE, TIg_NOL(_T &ED SPACE;
COBBIITEE CN COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
DNIYED STATES £1NAY_ P86-1006_ 05
MEtalLURGY
OFfiCIAL TRANSCRIP_ PRCCIIEINGS UEFORE
PRISIDENTIAL C£SNISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCI_ENI P86-10055 05
EXCERPTS FSCB _2MARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: 1986
NASA SYSPOSICM ON CUALITY A_D PRODUCTIVITY;







EETNON. SIS, BODB_NIZA_ICN RBCG., NAS_
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PRCC_£1NGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAl CCBBI£SION CE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCI_ENT _EB_U_ 26, 1986
P86-10053 OS
_ETEOBCIDS
NEW ASYEHOIU/CC_ET NUCLei RAZABD STUDIES ANNOUNCED
(NASA RELEASE-_6-63] P86-10123 06
EETBOEOLOGICAL SAYBLLITBS














_ASA NRQ-8£-C2-C8 EUDGE_ E_IE_ING P86-10028 05
STATEMENT CF _ILLIAN R. G_AEA_, ACTING
ADEINISTRA_OE: NASA EULGE_ BRASS CONFERENCE
P86-10205 05
REMARKS PR_R_D FOR DEIIV_: STUDENT VISIT
Sf(NSCR_D £_ CONGRESSMAN _CN _ACKARD, (R. CALIF.);







STAYENENT C_ _URTON I. _DEISCN B_,FOEE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCI_C_ AND APPLICATIONS;
COENITYEE CN SCIENCE AR_ Y_C_NOLCGY; HOUSE OF
REERESENTAII_ P86-I0065 05
BE_HANE
5CI_NIIS_5 EAK_ FIRST DEEI_I_ IDENTIFICATION O_
NA_R IN CCN_TS
[NASA REL_AS_-£6-_) P86-10005 06
HICHOUD ASSNffBL! FAC.# NEN ONLEANSe LA.
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT TO STUDY EXTEBN_ TANK
CONVERSION
(NASA RELEASE-86-1|I] P86-I0171 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTOR TO OPERATE CONPOTER COMPLEX
[NASA RELEASED86-185] P86-I0253 06
HICRO&B&IlSIS
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET RENDEZVODS
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-86-150] P86-I0218 06
NICNOE_C_RONICS
NASA TECHNOLOGY STUDIED FOR USE AGAINST MENTAL
DISORDER
[NASA RELEASE-86-99] P86-10159 06
B_CROGRA¥IT_
S REDUCED GRAVITY
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH SPACEHAB, INC.
[NASA RELEASE-86-6] P86-IOC07 06
81CROGRAVIT_ MATERIALS SCIENCE LAB., LERC
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE TEE
SUBCCBH!TTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICAYICNS;
COflMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OR
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
MICROGNAVIT! SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
S_ATEBENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE TEE
S_BCCBMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;





NASA TECHNOLOGY STUDIED FOR USE AGAINST MENTAL
DISORDER
[NASA RELEASE-86-99] P86-I0159 06
NASA TECHNICIAN MAKES BREAKTHROUGH IN AIR
POLLUTION CONTROL




NASA SCIENTISTS SEEK CAOSE OF EAST COAST C_CLO_ES
(NASA RELEASE-86-30] P86-I0070 06
MICRON&YE SOUNDING UNIT
REMOTE SENSING AGREEMENT REACHED BY NASA AND ERA
(NASA RELEASE-86-7] P86°I0008 06
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA-G WEATHER SATELLITE
(NASA RELEASE-@6-115] P86-10175 06
MIDNHST RBSNkRCB INST._ KANSAS CIT_, NO.
COMmeRCIAL DEYELOPSEHT CENTER CANDIDATES NAa£D
(NASA RELEASE-86-_9] P86-I0092 06
HILITARY AVIATION
S_ATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
CO_NITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I003_ 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY:
ANNUAL HONOR AWARDS CEREMON_o ANES RESEARCH
CENTER; MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA P86-I0212 05
fllLLS_ONE# HASS.
ARTIFICIAL CLOUDS TO BE VISIBLE AT DAMN ALONG EAST
COAST
(NASA RELEASE-86-51] P86-1OO9q 06
NINIHG
NEWLY DISCOVERED ASTEROIDS COULD PROVIDE FOR
FUYURE SPACE _INING
[NASA RELEASE-86-73] P86-10133 06
EXCERPIS FROB REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
COSNCIL OF STATE GOVERNNE_TS ANNUAL NEETING;
ORLANDO, FLORIDA P86-I0271 05
A-78
SUBJEC_ IID]I MODELS
NXNIS2RT POm JRS. AND _BCR., 6_RNANI
NASA FOST_CN_S GALIIEC, ULYSSES, ASTRO-1 LAUNCHES
[NASA REIEASf-86-113 P86-I0012 06
MINIS2ET FON SCIZlCE AID TECN°, CANADA
NASA AGREES TO CANACIA_ SHACE STATION HARDWARE
PRCPCSAL
[NASA HELLAS,-86-32] 886-I0073 06
NINNESOTA MINING AND MPG. CC.
NASA 1986: T£_ ¥EJ} I_ _fVIfB
[NASA EEIEASf-86-177] F86-102_5 06
MINNESOTA MINING AND BFGo CC., S_. PAUL
NASA AND 38 CCMPANI SIS_ JCI_T AGREEMENT
[NASA _EL_ASf-£6-171] P86-I0239 _6
MINORITIES
B_MAR_S PR_PARfD FON DElIVeRY: COMMEMORATION OF
DR. MAN}IN LL_E5 _IRG, _.'S BIRTHDAY; NASA
HfAECUARTE_S P86-10001 05
HOSSTCN FI}M SfLRCI_L AS BA_A'S MINORITY
CCN_RACTO_ Of _EE YfAR
[NASA EEL_AS_-8_-14_] P86-10202 06
MINORITY COIT_C_DR OF THE |fie AWARD
NO[S_CN FISM SfLEC_fE _S _SA'S MINORITY
CCN_RACTOR OE _flE _AR
[NASA RELE_S}-86-1q2] P86-10202 06
MINUTEMAN MISSILES
NASA ANNOUNCfS PLA_S EC_ EISPCSITION OF CHALLENGER
D_fBIS
[NASA RELEASE-_6-1_I] P86-10201 06
HiS SPACN STATICN
EXCERPTS O_ rEMARKS PRfPAE_D fOR DELIVER_:
R&DIO-TELESISICN N_WS EIRICTC_S ASSOCIATION _IS_
IN_ERNA_IC_AI CCNV_NTIC_; SAI_ LAKE CITY, UTAH
P86-10259 05
EXCERPTS O_ REMARKS PRf_A_D fOR DELIVERY: MEDIA
SENINAR CN U.S. SPACE fCIICY; LOS ANGELES,
CAlifORNIA F86-I0263 05
EXCERPTS F_ON EEMARES P_fHA_ED FOR DELIVER_:
COUNCIL OP S_AIE GOVERNEEN_S ANNUAL MEETING;
O_IANDC, FICfI[A P86-10271 05
EIRAN_A
STATEMENT Cf DE. NIILIAM R. G_AHAM BEFORE TEE
CCMMITIEE CN SCIENCE AND _fC_NOLGG_ HO_SE OF
RE_RESfNTATIqES P86-1003_ 05
S_ATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. GHAHAE BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND _CB_OLOGK; HOUSE OF
REP_ESRNTA_I_f_ P86-I0062 05
NASA HOLDS POBEIC PRESENIATICN ON VOYAGER URANUS
ENCCUNTER
[NJSA RELEASf-_6-56] P86-I0099 06
RIR_CMS
FOUR GREAT OES_RVA_CRIES MIll AID IN ASTRONOMICAL
EX|LORATIONS




NISSICN aDAF_Iqf WING SCA_S AT NASA FACILITY
[NASA RELfASE-86-1_2] P86-I0182 06
NASA 1586: _Ef IEAE IN RfVIEW
[NASA RELEASf-_6-177] P86-I02_5 06
NISSICN NAIAGMMM|_ T_AN
OFFICIAL TEANSCRIPT PROCff_IRGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMMISSION CP SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT _EfSUAS_ 26, 1986
_86-10053 05
OE_ICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROD}BEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMMISSION C_ SPACE SHU_LE
CHALLENGNR ACC_BEN2, PE_RDA_ 27, 1986
P86-1005_ 05
MISSION PLANS
NASA POSTPONES GALILEO, ULYSSES, ASTRO-I LAUNCHES
[NASA RELEASE-86-11] P80-10012 06
INTERNATIONAL GROUP MEETS FOR HALLEY'S COMET
ENCOUNTER
[NASA RELEASE-86-19] P86-10020 06
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
MISSION SPECIALISTS
ATLANTIS ASTRONAUT TEST CREWS ASSIGNED
[NASA HELEASE-80-1_8] P86-10216 06
MISSISSIPPI TEST F_CII_T_, BA_ ST. LOUIS
S NATIONAL SPACE TECHNOLOGY LAB., NASA
MITCHELL G CO.., MEN _ORK, M.T.
BOEING SELECTED FOR SPACE COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
AND UTILIZATION
[NASA BELEASE-86-_27] P86-I0187 0D
MGBILE LAUNCH PLATFORM
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P86-100_8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUAEY 27, 1986
P86-1005q 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PEESIDENZIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PS_SIDEN_IAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, MARCH 21. 1986 P86-I011_ 05
TESTING OF SHUTTLE ORBITER WEATHER PROTECTION
STRUCTURE SCHEDULED
[NASA RELEASE-86-95] P86-I0155 06
MOBILE SATELLITE TRCHNOLOG! RXPERIBRNT
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUECCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
MOBILE SERVICE S_RUCTU2S
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CEALLRNGER ACCIDENT, PEBRUAB_ 27. 1986
P86-I005_ 05
MOBILE SERVICING CRNTSR /SPACE ST&TIO_S/
NASA AGREES TO CANADIAN SPACE STATION HARDWARE
PROPOSAL
[NASA RELEASE-86-33] P86-I0073 06
NASA ANNOUNCES BASELINE CONFIGURATION FOR SPACE
STATICN




SA NIED TUNNEL EODRL5
LIQUID-FUELED ROCKET FLIGHT ANNIVERSAR_ TO BE MANNED
[NASA RELEASE-86-26] P86-10057 06
REMOTE SENSING NILL HELP PREDICT CHANGES IN SOIL
CONDITIONS
[NASA RELRASE-86-_70] P86-I0238 06
EXCERPTS PROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
INTERNATIONAL COMET&R! EXPLORER TRANSFER CEREMONT_





SA LUNAR EICCESICN BCDUIE
NASA SIGNS AGR_EBENT Blab _£AC_HAB, INC.
[NASA RELBASI-E6-6] P86-1H007 06
NASA ANNOUNCES BASELINE CCNF]GURATION FOB SPACE
[NASA R_LIASE-E6-61] 986-10119 06
SPACE STATZCN ANAL]SIS _ISUL_5
[ELSE RELEASE-RE-IF1] 986-102_9 06
EOJAVH DESHHT. CAIIl.
NASA S_UD! SUGCESTS TETCNIC BC_ION CABS/D DESERT
_C MOVE
[NASA REL/ASE-EC-160] P86-10228 06
EOJATR# CALIF.
NASA TO EYAL_A_R JCINED NI_G CCHCEPT NITH SHALL
BUSINESS IIEE
[NASA RELIJRE-_6-4_] PB6-10H85 06
BE1
S BANNED ORBITING RESEARCH _ABORATOHY
BCLECULAB BEAU EPIT&EY
CENT/ES POE CGBNEHCI&L DEVELO[BRNT UP SPACE NAMED
(NASA EEL|ASE-_6-102] P86-10162 06
EC_ECO_RS
SCIENtIStS BAK_ FIRST DE/INITE IDENTIFICATION O_
WATER IN CCNE_S
[NJSA RELEASE-E6-q_ 986-10005 06
BEen
STATENENT OE EUETON I. EgEXSCN BRFORE THE
SUBCOHBITT/E CN SPACE SCIENC/ AND APPLICATIONS;
CCMNITTRE CN _CIENCE AND XICBNCLCGY; HOUSE OF
NRPEESENTAgII/_ P86-10065 05
REBAEKS EEEPAE|D FC_ DEIIYE_: CAPITOl RILL CLUB,
NASHING_CN, £.C. P86-10102 05
NEBAEKS PREPAreD POE DEI]VER_: AEROSPACE
INDUSTRIES A_SCCIATION CI _BERICA BOARD OF
GOVERNORS HEFTING, EIL¢IAE_£DEG, VIRGINIA
986-10206 05
EXCEPTS /_CE EENAEKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: FAX
GROUP CF E[SINESS EIECUTIVES, bASHIRGTOR, D.C.
986-10211 05
EXCERPTS O_ E/BARKS PREEAEED /OR DELIVERY: HEDIA
REFINER CR U.S. SPACE ECIICY; LOS ARGELHB,
CALIFORNIA 986-10263 05
EXCRRPTS EEOM _RNA_S _REEAEED FOR DELIVERY:
COUNCIL OF SIATE GCRERNBEETS ANNUAL NEETING;
ORLANDO, _ICE_[A P86-10271 05
ICORR_1,KS
RREARKS PREP|RED FCE DE_IVE_= STUDENT VISIT
SPONSORED EI CCEGRR_SNAE ICN EACKARD, (R. CALIF.|;
NASA BEADOBAETERS_ _ASBING_CN, D.C. P86-10256 05
HClA¢|
PRESS CONFERENCE: APPOIE_ME_T OF JESSE BOONE AND
RICBAR£ TEUL! 986-10029 05
NASA ADBINISTRATOR CELLS EC_ NEW ORBITEH, SPACE
STATION IN 159¢
[NASa RE,|ASK E6-CE] P86-10126 06
HRBARES PREPARED FOR DBLIYERI: AEROSPACE
INDUSTRIES A_CCIATION CP AEHBICA BOARD OP
GOVERRCRS HEFTING# NILLIAMSEUEG# VIRGINIA
986-10206 05
BCHL
S BARRED CRBIIIHG _ESKNRCE LaBORATOE_
ECROCCO
NASA 1986: _EI IEAE I_ _lVlRN
[NASA RELEASI-E6-177] P86-102_5 06
HCRTO| THIOKO_, I|C.
SA SPECIAL SK_i TASK FORC|_ NORTON THIO_OL
PRESS CONFERENCE: APP_NTBENT OF JESSE NOORE AND
RICHARD TRULY 986-I0029 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: SRH BATTERS 986-10032 05
S_ATE_ENT BY REAR ADNIRAL HICHAHD TROLl. NASA
ASSOCIATE ADNINISTRATOR FOR SPACE FLIGHT
P86-10033 05
PHEEENTATION _0 THE PRESIDENTIAL COBBISSION ON TEE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 10, 1986
P86-10050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PREEIDBNTIAL COMBISSIOH ON SPACE SRHTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEHRUARY 26, 1986
986-I0053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, _EBRUARY 27, 1986
986-1005q 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL C.OBMISSIOR ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
STATEBENT OF JOHN C. BRIZBNDINB BEFORE THE
SUBCOHBITTEH ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGT AND SPACE,
COflBITTEH ON COBREHCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UBITED STATES SENATE 986-10105 05
STATEBBNT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SORCOBBITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
CORRITTEE ON COBBERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION.
HNITED STATES SENATE 986-10111 05
NASA ANNOUNCES PULL-SCELE SOLID ROCKET NOTCH T_ST
PROGRAE
[NASA RELEASE-H6-118] 986-10178 06
NASA TO CONSTRUCT SECOND SRH TEST STAND
[NASA HELEASE-86-1_6] P86-1021_ 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] 986-102_5 06
MORTON TRIOROL, INC.., BRIGRAR CITT= UTAH
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: BURNING SESSION, FEERU&BX 6,
1986 986-I00_8 05
HOSCOR GBOHHD STATIOH, _S._
NONSTOP GLOHAL VOYAGER AIRPLANE TO CARRY RBEEGHNC¥
LOCATOR
[NASA RELEASE-86-132 ] 986-10192 06
HOTION PICTURES
SA TED THOUSAND fEN /HOTION PICTURE/
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PR_EEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CORHISSIOR ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRHARY 27, 1986
P86-1005_ 05
BOHNTAIRS
SA SAN GABRIEL HOHNTAINS, CALIF.
NASA SCIENTISTS EMPLOY SATELLITES TO MAP THE OCRAN
FLOOR
[NASA RELEASE-86-172] P86-102qH 05
MSF
S BANNED SPACE FLIGHT
NSFC
S NARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ALA.
NSS
S BOBILE SERVICE STRgCT_RE
B_ S_.. H_L_ES, NASHIIGTOR
MEN NEATHEH SATELLITE TO BE LAHNCHED BAT 1 FROM
CAPE CABAVERAI
[NASA RELEASE-H6-50] 986-10093 06
HHLTIH%_SIOI BODITC_R SPACKRIFT
STATHEENT OF BURTON I. EDELSOE BEFORE THE
A-80
SURJICT l|Dll E&TIO|AL AEION. AND SPACZ ADBZN.
SUBCOBRITTEE CN SPACE 5CIEmCl AND APPLICATIONS;
COBNI2_EE CN BCIEBCE ARC _|CEBOLOGY; BOUSE OF
EEPBESERTA_I1RB P86-10065 05
BOL2IPLR 8ImlCE _ZLESCCPR
RERARES PRE_JRRO POE DRLIY|RI: GODDARC RERORTAL
SYBPOSIUB, GC£EAED SPACE PLIGRT CENTER, GREENBELT,
RAEYLAND P86-I0075 05
RENARKS PRIPAEED POE DELIVIEY: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGE_ CERTES, GREINBEI_, BAEYLAND P86-10101 05
N
E-ROSS /OCEAN BERCTE 5||SI|G BYS_RB/
STATEE_RT CF DR. RI_LIEB _. GBAHAB BEFORE THE
CCNRIT_EB CN SCIRNC_ AND _CBECLOGT; ROUSE OF
R_PRESEHTA_II_ P86-1OO3q 05
STATERERT CF BORAGE I. RD_[SCN BEFORE _HE
S_ECORRITTEB CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CCBNII_EE CE BCIEBCE ARE _ICRNCLOGY; ROUSE OP
RIPRRS_N_A_IV_S P86-10065 05
S_AT_N_RT CF N]ilIJN R. G_AEA_, ACTING
ADBINISTRATOB: NASA BUDGE_ PRESS CONFERENCE
R86-I0205 05
|ACA
S BATICNAI 1[¥. CCBB. ECE AE_CNAUTICS
NAB
S NATIONAL ACACER_ CF SCIRSC_S
NASA ADVISORY CCgBCI_
JAFFE TO C_AJR SPACE A_ELJCA2ZCNS ADVISORY COB8_T_E_
[NASA RELRAS_-_6-5q] P86-10097 06
NASA ISSUES TOEEI/ROSEIDC_ BZSSIO_ PROPOSAL REQUEST
[NASA RELEASE-S6-86] P86-10|_6 06
CHAIRHAR, EA_A ADVISORI CCONCII RECEIV[S ARABD
[NASA BELEASE-EC-110] PS6-10170 06
_ASA 1886: _EE YEAR IR _lVI_
[NASA REL_ASE-_6-1_7] P86-102q5 06
S_ATERRNT OF £E. RARES C. EIE_CEEE, NASA
ADBIHISTRA_OE: EARTH NYS_RB SCIEHCE PRESS
CCNEEEENCE; EASRING_ON, _.C. P86-10257 05
EXCERPTS OE _BAREB PREPARED NOR DELIVERY: NEDIA
SERINAE ON U.E. SPACE PCLIC_; lOS AHGELES,
CAII_CBNIA P86-10263 05
liSA |ARTB SBRV|I EIRCSAFT
S U-2 AIECRIE_
|RSA RRPLOYEE T_ARS
EEBARKS P_PA_D FC_ DElUgiNg: IHIBD ANNUAL NASA
CCNIRACTOE CONFERENCE, f_iC AITO, CALIRORNIA
P86-I010_ 05
NASA RICELLBHC_ AE|BD
S EXCELLENCE ANAR£, NASA
NASA SERPOSIOfl CB OUAEITI 8 EECD_CTIVITT
EXCERPTS _RCB R_NAE_S _RE_D FOE DELIVERY: BLUE
RIEBON STEER]|G GROUP ECE IS_6 STNPOSIUH OH
_UALITT AN[ ERCDUC_IVI_; NAS_ HEADQUARTERS,
EASHINGTCN, I.C. P86-10260 05
EXCERPTS FRCE RENARKS PE_PARED FOE DELIVERY: 1986
NASA S_RPOSI[a CN GUALI_Y A_D PRDDBC_I_IT_;
RASBINGTCN, E.C. P86-I0270 05
EASA 51-L DATA ll_ DESIGN AIAL. 2ASK FOBCS
TBDL_ _F_O2B_E SPACE _12G_ ASSOCIATE ADNINISTEATOR
[NASA RELEASe-86-|5] P86-I0016 06
NASA S_ACE PLIGHT EBPUTY A_SGCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
NANED
[HASA RBLEASI-fi6-16] P86-10017 06
_HCNPSCN EC N£EAGE NASA _ASB _GRCE
[NASA BELEASE-_6-2¢] P86-10021 06
NASA TASK FORCE ASSIGNKENTS DETAILED
[EASA RELEASE-86-2q] P86-10025 06
NASA NUQ-86-02-08 BUDGET BEIEPIRG P86-10028 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: APPOINTNENT OF JESSE eeoEE AND
RICHARD THOLE P86-I0029 05
STATERENT OF DR. HILLIAR R. GEAHAN BEFORE THE
SUBCORRI_TEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COflEITTEE ON CORRERCB, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UN_ED STATES BERATE P86-I0031 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: SEE RATTERS P86-I0032 05
SEARCH RECOVERY RECONSTRUCTION P86-I0036 05
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COENISSIOE ON T_E
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-100q7 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONRISSION OH SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLRHGER ACCIDENT: BOENIHG SESSION, FEBEUAR_ 6,
1986 P86-100_8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PEOCEEDIBGS BEPORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
PRESIDENTIAL CO_RISSION OE TUE SPACE SHOTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. OPEN BEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS TASK FORCE PRESENTATIONS,
FRIDAY, HARCH 21 P86-I0069 05
KINGSBUEY TO HEAD NASA SOLID ROCKET ROTOR TEAR
[NASA RELEASe-86-36] P86-10079 06
UESTACKIRG OF 61-G ELEBENTS AND RODIFICATIOHS TO
ORBITERS PLANNED
[HASA RELEASE-Rb-371 P86-10080 06
CRE_ CABIH RECOVEH_ OPERATIONS COBPLETEU
[_ASA RELEASE-86-_6] 986-10089 Ob
THONAS ASSURES RESPONSIBILITY FOB SR8 REDESIGH
[NASA RELEASE-86-58] P86-10116 06
EXCERPTS FEO_ BERAEKS PREPARED FOR DELIVEBT_ HONOR
AWARDS CEREMONY; JOHNSON SPACE CENTER HOUSTON, TEXAS
P86-10269 05
liSA/CONtRACTOR PEODBCTIVIT! CONPERRBCE
NASA POSTPONES EICELLENCE AHARD
[NASA RELEASE-86-17] P86-10018 06
RESARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CONFERENCE, PALO ALTO, CALLFOENIA
P86-1010_ 05
NA2IONAL ACADEM! OF SCIENCES
SA SPACE APPLICAIIORS BOAED, HAS
SA SPACE SCIENCE BOARD, NAS-NRC
STATERENT O_ BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCONBITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS_
COBB!TYRE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
_ARS CONFERENCE DRABS INTERNATIONAL INTEREST
[NASA RELEASE-86-91] P86-10151 06
E_CBRPTS FROR RERARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: T_E
_ARS CONFERENCE, NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES,
HASHINGTOH, D.C. P86-I0208 05
NATIONAL AO¥. COEflo FOB AERONAUTICS
REflAEES PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: STUDENT VISIT
SPONSORED B_ CONGRESSMAN RON PACKARD, [R. CALIF.) ;
NASA HEADQUARTERS, WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0256 05
EA_lOElL lEROI. AND SPACE EDRIN.
SA AEROSPACE SAFETY ADVISORY PANEL
SA ARES RESEARCH CENT_R, 80FFETT PIELD, CA.
SA CCNFIGUEATION CONTROL HOARD, NASA
SA CCB_RACTING AND PROCUREMENT
SA URTDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER, CALIF.
5A EDUCATIONAL AEPAIRS DIVISION, NASA
A-81
|A_IC|AL AEROSFACE PLA|E SUBJICT IEDBE
SA PACILITIE_
_A GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CIR., GEEEIBBLT, ND.
SA HEADQUAITEIS, NASA, NASBIRGTCHo D.C.
SA JET PEO_BISION LAB., PASAI_NA, CALI_.
SA JOHNSON SLACK C_mTEE, BC_STON, TEE.
SA KENNEDY SPACA CENTER, COCOA BEACH, _LA.
SA ZAHGLEY RES}ARCB CENT|R, RAHPTON, VA.
S& LBNIS RISIARCH CINDER, CZE_ELAND, OHIO
SA BARSHALI SPACE FIIGBT C]_TIR, ALA.
SA MICHORD ASSINBLY FAC., MEN ORLEANS, LA°
SA NASA 51-L LATA AND DESIGN ANAL. TASK FORCE
SA NATIONAL SPACE TECHNCLCGY LAB., NASA
SA OFFICE O_ AERONAUTICS AN_ SPACE TICRNOLOGY
SA OFFICE CI CCMNEECIAI fICGAANS
SA O_ICE CE EI_IRNAL R_IA_ICRS
SA OFFICE OF IECDBC_IVI_ EFCGRANS
SA OFFICE CP PUBLIC AFfAIrS, NASA
SA C_PICE C_ SAEETY, REIIAE. AND QUAL. ASSAM.
SA OFFICE CE SNACK ILIGBT
SA OFFICE CP SPACE SCIIRCI AN£ APPLICATIONS
SA OFFICE C_ BRACE STA_ICR
SA O¥¥ICE OR 2_ACR _RACEING AND DATA SYSTEMS
SA OFFICE Of _EE AERINISTEAICR, NASA
SA OFFICE CF _I CCEPTIfLI|i
SA OFFICE C_ T£t GENERAl C£BNSEL
sa PLANETAIY AND IA_TR SCI_RC_S OIV., OSC
SA PRODUCTIVIIX IMPEOV. AND QUAL. ENHANCEMENT
SA REPIANNING _ASK tCECE. NASA
SA SNAil ROSINESS INHO_ATICE EES. DEF., NASA
SA SOLAR SYSteM EXPlORAtION _IVISION, NASA
SA SPACE AIE_I(ATIC_S ADVISOEX COMM.. NASA
S& SPACE _LIUS_ SA_TY _ANII, NASA
SA 5PACE S_A_ICN SAIETY PANIL, NASA
SA STRNTEGIC _ANNING COUNCIl, NASA
SA NALLOPS FLIGHT CENTER, NALLOPS ISLAND, VA.
NASA RESPONDS _0 NI_ YCRE _IM_S
[NASA RELIASI-£6-52] P86-10095 06
_ATIONAL AEROSPACE PLARE
S AEEOSPACE_LAEES
EATICNAL AEROSPACE PLA|E PRCGEAB
SIATEBENT C_ RAYMOPE S. CCILA_AY BEEOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIEHCI, _GENOLOG! AND SPACE;
CGEEITTEE _N CCMBE_CE, SC]ERC_ AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED STATES SINAI_ P86-I006_ 05
REMARKS PRIP|R_D FO_ DELIVERY: GODDARD MEMORIAL
SIBPOSIUM, GCEEAED 5PACE _IIGBT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MARYLAND P86-I0075 05
NATIONAL AIRCS_ACE _LANE _ICG_AM AWARDS CONTRACTS
[NASA REL_ASE-£6-_I] P86-I008_ 06
REMARKS PREPARED EOE D_LIV_ET: GODDARD SPACE
PL]GR_ CEN_E_, GEE_KRII_, E_RXLAND P86-I0101 05
NASA 1986: _HI YEAR IN B_VIEN
[NASA REL_A5}-E6-177] P86-102_5 06
EKCRRP_S O} _IBARKS PRI_N_E }OR DELIVERY: MEDIA
SEMINAR CN 0.S. SPACE POLICY; LOS ANGELES,
CAIIEC_NIA P86-10263 05
REMARKS PR_fAHED FCE DEEIV|_Y: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVERNMENTS EtSTERN STAT_ CCNIEEENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, CCLC_ADO P86-1026a 05
EXCERPTS _CM _EMABKS PR_A_ED FOR DELIVERY:
AG_NCX-NID_ ECECE ANARLS CI_IMCNY P86-I0266 05
EXCERPTS f_CM EEMARNS PRE_ARE_ FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AHARDS CEE_MCA_, LANGLEY _ESIARCH CEN_IR
P86-I0267 05
EXCERPTS /fOB _EMAENS PI_EA_ED POE DELIVERY:
KENNEDY SPACE CENTRE ERflC_I_; KENNEDY SPACE
CENTIR, PACE]CA P86°10272 05
NATIONAL AIR AJE SPACE HBSIBB. RASH., D.C.
NASA ANNOUNCES DIS}CSIIICN CI SHUTTLE MISSION 51 -
i fLIGhT NEKINICS
[NASA EEL_AS_-66-120] P86-I0180 06
EXCERPTS I_OM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
INTERNATIONAL CCME_AEY EX_IOEER _RANSFER CEREMONY;
NA_ICNAL AIR AND SPACE E_SIOB P86-I0262 05
REMARKS PREPARED _OR DELIVERY; COUNCIL O_ STATE
GOVERNMENTS HESTEEM STATE CONFERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, COLORADO P86-I026_ 05
NATIOE&L COBB. FOE AXMSPBEBIC RESEARCH
NAS_ 1986: THE REAR IN REVIEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
EATIOEA¢ COMMISSIOI ON SPAC_
REMARKS PREPARED POE DELIVERY: GODDARD MEMORIAL
S_MPOSIUB, GODDARD SPACE PLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MARYLAND P86-10075 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOB DELIVERY: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND P86-I0101 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: CAPITOL HILL CLUB,
NASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0102 05
MARS CONFERENCE BRANS INTERNATIONAL INTEREST
[NASA RELEASE-86-91] P86-I0151 06
EXCERPTS PROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: TEE
MARS CONFERENCE, NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES,
NASBINGTON, D.C. P86-I0208 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOB DELIVERY: _AY
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, _ASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
NASA 1986: THE _EAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-I02_5 06
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR, _PON RECEIVING THE REPORT CF _N_
NATIONAL COMMISSION ON SPACE FROM DR. THOMAS O.
PAINE, COMMISSION CHAIRMAN P86-1025q 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
RADIO-TELEVISION NENS DIRF£TORS ASSOCIATION _IsI
IN_EBNATIONAL CONVENTION; SALT LAKE CITY, _TAH
P86-10259 C5
NATIONAL CTR. _OR SPACE RESEARCH, FRANCE
N_SA SATELLITE SOPPORTS COMET HALLEY ENCOUNTERS
[NASA RELEASE-86-29] P86-I0060 06
NATIONAL GBOGEAPB. SOC.. WASHINGTON. D.C.
STUDENT SHUTTLE EIPERIMEN_ GETS SECOND CHANCE TO FLY
[NASA RELEASE-86-35] P86-I0078 06
NAT_OH&L ISSUES POEU6 ON U_S. SPACE PROG.
EXCERPTS FEOM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY;
NATICNAL ISSUES _ORUM ON THE U.S. SPACE PROGRAm:
DIRECTIONS FOE THE FUTURE, BROOKINGS INStitUTION,
NASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0209 05
NATIOEAL BEDAL OP SCIENCE
PRESIDENT KNAEDS AMES CHIEF 1986 NATIONAL BEDAL Of
SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-S6-27] P86-I0058 06
NATIONAL (_CBA|IC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMIN.
NASA SCIENTISTS SEEK CAUSE OF EAST COAST CYCLONES
[NASA RELEASE-86-30] P86-I0070 06
NASA SCHEDULES FIVE EXPENDABLE LAUNCHES FOB 1986
[NASA RELEASE-86-32] P86-10072 06
NEW WEATHER SATELLITE TO BE LAUNCHED MAY 1 FROM
CAPE CANAVERAL
[NASA RELEASE-86-50] P86-10093 06
STATEMENT OF DAVID C. BLACK BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE OH COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10108 05
_ASA TO LAUNCH NOAA-G NEATBER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-86-115] 986-10175 06
RESCUE SATELLITE SAVES FOUR IN FIRST DAY OI
OPERATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-1_] P86-1020q _6
NASA SCANNER PRODUCES COMPLETE IMAGE OF NORTH
ATLANTIC OCEAN
[NASA RELEASE-86-1_7] P86-I0215 06
A-82
SOBJECT IWDEI HAVYe U.S.
NASA 1996: TEE YEAR IN RR_IE_
[NASA BELEASE-_6-177] P86-102_5 06
NASA ANNCUACES LAHACE ECB_CASI FOR 1987
[NASA RELIASE-£_-178] P86-10247 06
STAIEMENT OE IN. JAMES C. }IIICHER, NASA
ADNINISTRAIOR: RARER S%S_ SCIENCE PRESS
CCRfERENCE; 5A_HIAG_CN, E.C. P86-I0257 05
NATIONAL PBODOCTIIIT! SYR_OSI_R. NASA
RENAMES RESPIRED ECB D_IIV_RY: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CCNfEBENCE, EAIC AL_O, CAII}ORNIA
P86-t0104 05
AA_ICRAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
SA SPACE SCIENCE BCARD, NAS-NEC
NASA SELECXS HORIZONTAL CCEEIGURATION FCR JOINT TEST
[NASA RELEASE-E6-139] P86-I0199 OH
NASA TC CONS_RCCI S}COND 5_R _RS_ STAND
[NASA RELEAS_-_6-1_6] P86-I021% 06
NASA 1986: _BE YEAR IN _IE&
[NASA REL£AS_-_6-177] P86-I0245 06
NATIONAL SCI. EALICCH ELIGRT 5_A., TEL
NEN BALLCCN MATERIAl SUCCeSSfULLY TESTED IN HIGH
ALTITUDE FIIGH_S
[NASA RELE_SE-£6-9_] P86-I0156 06
5ATIORAL $CIRNC_ FOUNE|TICA
NASA SCIEntISTS SE_R CARS_ CE EAST COAST CYCLONES
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-30] P86-10070 06
NASA 1986: _E_ YEAR _N RE_IEN
[NASA RELEASe-66-177] P86-102_5 06
STATEMENT CF £R. JAMES C. IX_TCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: EARTH SIMiaN SCIENCE _RESS
CCN_EENCE; _ASHING_CN, £.C. P86-I0257 05
NATIONAL SCIR|CE _EACEEES ASSOC..
SPACE SCIENCE STUDEAT HIAH_RS ANNOUNCED
[NASA EELRASE-_6-71] P86-I0131 06
AA_IORAL SPACE iGENCT /CNR8/, |RARCR
NASA SCIENTISTS EMEIOX SAteLLITES TC MAP THE OCEAN
FLCCR
[NASA RELEASe-66-172] P86-102_0 06
CONTRACTOR SEI_CTED FOR _C_EX SAT_LITE NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELeASe-86-178] P86-I02_6 06
II_XOi&L SPACE ECXXC!
STATEMENT OF I_AAC _. GIIXAH, IV BE_ONE TEE
SRBCONMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS:
COMMITTEE CN 5CIENC_ ANE TECRNOLOGY_ H.S. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTAtiVE2 P86-10063 05
REMARKS PR_f_EED FO_ DEIIVER¥: GODDARD MEMORIAL
SYMPOSIUM, GCEEARD SPACE _IGET CENTER, GREENBELT,
MARYLAND P86-I0075 05
STATEMENT CF RILllAS R. GRA_AE, ACTING
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA HUE_EI _RESS CONFERENCE
P86-10205 05
EXCERETS FROM REMARNS EE_fAEEE FOR DEIIVERT:
NATIONAL ISSUES EOEHM CN TEE U.S. SPACE PROGRAM:
DIRECTIONS FOR T_E EHTURE, ENCOKINGS INSTITUTION,
NASHING_CN, D.C. P86-10209 05
iATICHAL SPACE SCIENCE EATA CEETNE, @SFC
STA_EMRN_ ON _DRTO_ I. EDEISCN RE_OBE THE
SUBCONMITTEE CA SPACE SCIEACE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND _CRAOLOGY; HORSE OP
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
NAXIOWAL SPACE _KCRROLCGX _aR.# NASA
OFEICIAI TRANSCRIPT PROCeeDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMMISSIOA CN S_ACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt: MOORING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1586 P86-100_8 05
OFFICIAL TRAA5CRIET PEOCI_£INGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMMISSIOA CN S_ACE SHRTTLE
CEALLRNGER ACCIDENT: AETERNCON SESSION FEERUAE_
6, 1S86 P86-100_9 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: CAPITOL HILL CLUB,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0102 05
RE_ARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CONFERENCE, PALO ALTO, CALIEORNIA
P86-1010_ 05
NASA SPACE TECHNOLOGY ENHANCES DISEASE DE_ECTION
[NASA RELEASE-H6-69] P86-I0129 06
NASA SELECTS SVEEDRUP FOR NSTL SUPPORT SERVICES
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-S6-83] P86-I01_3 06
NASA PLANS MAIN ENGINE TEST THIS WEEK
[NASA RELEASE-86-97] P86-I0157 06
NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION S_d_ETX BOARD
SEARCH EECOVRR_ RECONSTRUCTION P86-I0030 05
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON TEE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-I00_7 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: _ORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
I&66 P86-I0048 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSIOA ON SPACE SBUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
OFFICIAL TRAN5CRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
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REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIYEEF: STUDENT VISIT
S_ORSORED BY CONGRESSMAN NON PACKARD, (R. CALIE.):
NASA HEADQUARTERS, WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0256 05
NAVT REMOTE OCEAN SENSING SCATTEROflETER
REMOTE SENSING AGREEMENT REACHED BY NASA AND HSA
[NASA RELEASE-86-7] P86-I0008 06
NASA NHQ-86-02-08 BUDGET BRIEFING P86-I0028 05
STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE TEE
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-1003q 05
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0062 05
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM E. GRAHAM, ACTING
ADEINISTBATOR: NASA BHDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-10205 05
MAVT SPACE COMMAND, D&ELGEER# VIA.
PRESS CONFERENCE: APPOINTMENT OF JESSE MOORE AND
RICHARD TRHL_ P86-I0029 05
RAVI. O.S.
SA NAV_ SPACE COMMAND, DARLGREN, VA.
NASA NEQ-86-02-08 BUDGE_ BRIEFING P86-I0028 05
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON TEE
SPACE SROTTLE CEALLENGEE ACCIDENT: AGENDA
A-83
N_AR-BAR_B AS_H_OID RENDRZNC_S SUR_BCT I|DRZ
P86-100_7 05
OEtICIAL T_ANSCRIP_ PROC_t_IBGG BE.NONE
PRNSIDENTIAL CCBBISSION £N S_ACE SHUTTLE
CHALLtHGER ACC_DZN_ P86°10055 05
NASA SCHEDULES FIVE EXPEN£A_IE LAUNCHES FOR 1966
[RARE _ELIASE-£6-32] P85-10072 06
NATIONAL AEECSEACE BLANK _CG_LE AWARDS CONTRACTS
[BISA EELIASE-E6-41] P86-10084 06
SHUTTLE flISSION 51-I RECOVERY OPERATION ENDS
[HASA EELEASt-£6-1_I] P86-10181 Ob
SIXTH EL_SLTCCB _0 EE LAUNCE_E
[NASA EELEASE-E6-1_5] P86-1G233 06
BEAR-/ARTB ASffR_CID REIDE=ICOS
STA_EBENT C_ _ON20N I. _EISCN BEFORE THE
SU_COBHI_TEE CN SPACE SCIEEC_ AND APPlICAtIONS;
CCBB_TTEE CN 5CIENC_ AND _CENCLCGT_ ROUSE OF
NEPRESEHTATIIE2 P86-10065 05
|_PTRRE /PLANET/
STATBBENT CP SIBUEi E. KEL_E_ BEFORE TEE
SUBCOBNI_EE Ci ENEHGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCT/ON;
SUBCCBBITTER CN SPACE SClEBC_ AND APPLICATIONS;
CONH/TTEE CB SCIENCE AND T_C_HOLOG_ HOUSE OF
H_PHESENTATIYES P_6-I00_6 05
REHARKS P_HEE FC_ DEIIV_R_: GODDARD NENOBIAL
SYEPOSIUA# GO,EkED SPACE EIIGET CENTER_ GREENBELT,
HA_YLAED P86-10075 05
NASA HOLDS PUBLIC PEESIN_ATICN OH VOYAGER URANUS
ENCOUNTER
[NASA REL_ASE-_6-56] 086-10099 06
REBARKS PR_P|N_D _OH D_I%_B_; GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CINTEB, GRE_NH£1T, EAEYLAND P86-I0101 05
EXCERPTS PEON _EHAHKS P_E_B_ FOE DELIVERT:
¥O_AG_R/URANES A_AHES CEN_NCN¥; JET PROPULSION
LABORATORY, _ASADENA, CALI_C_BIA P86-10261 05
NEPTUNE BICOUB_ER
SXATHBRN2 CF _£RXON I. E_EISCN BEFOHR TEE
SUHCOBBITTEE C_ SPACE SCIINC_ AND APPLICATIONS;
COHflI_TEE CB SCIENC] ABD T_CENOLOGE; HOUSE OF
REPEESERTATI_ES P86-10065 05
EXCERPTS F_CN AEBAHKS PNiEAR_D FOR DELIVEET: FAX
GROUP OF 8USIBISS _XEC_XIVES, NASRIBGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
NASA I_86: _EE ZLAS IN EEVIEg
[BASk RELEAS_-E6-1_] P86-I02_5 06
EXCERPTS _CH _EHAE_S P_EPA_£ FOR UELIVER_:
VOXAGIR/HEANES ANLEDS C_iEBCN_; JET PROPULSION
IA£ORATOHZ, PA_ALENA, CAZIECENIA P86-10261 05
IRTBERLAIDS
STETENRNT CF _UHTON Z. _ELSCN BEFORE TEE
SUHCONNITT_E Cg SPACE SCIENCI AND APPLICATIONS;
COEKITTEE CN SCIENCE AND _CSNCLOG_; ROUSE OF
REPRESENTATI¥]S P86-10065 05
Rig R_IlCO
OIFICIAL TEAB_CRIPT PECC_EEING5 BEFORE
PR]SIDERTIAL CCBBISSION ¢N SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: ROBBING SESSIOR, FEBRUARY 6,
19E6 P86-I00_8 05
NRR EEllCO U|_V.
CCNBERCIAL DEVELOPBENT CENTE_ CANDIDATES NABRD
[BASk RRL|ASE-86-_9] P86-10092 06
BNR ZORN TIERS
NASA RESPONDS _0 NEN XCBN TINES
[NASA gEL|ARE-86-52] 966-10095 06
J_g SEALAND
STUDENT SE_TL_ EXPERIHENI GETS SECOND CHANCE TO FAT
[NASA REL_ASE-_6-35] P86-10078 06
g_gS RRDIA
S BEN LURK TIRES
IICKgL
NEBLZ DISCOVERED ASTEROIDS COULD PROVIDE FOE
FUTURE SPACE HIRING
[NASA RELEASE-86-73] P86-10133 06
RICKEL-CADBXUB BATTERIES
HEH HEATHER SATELLITE TO BE LAUNCHED NAY I FRCH
CAPE CANAVERAL
[HASA RELEASE-86-50] P86-10093 06
RICKEL-H_DROGER EATT|RIRS
NASA ARBOUNCES BASELINE CONFIGURATION FOR SPACE
STATIOB
[NASA RELEASE-86-6|] P86-10119 06
RIBBER B
STATENRBT OF REFUEL g. KELLER HEFOEE THE
SUBCCHBITTEE OR ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCOHBITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;





$TATEBENT OF HHRTON I. EDRLSON BEFORE THE
SUBCCBNITTRE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COBBI¢TEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE Of
REPRESNBTATIVRS P86-10065 05
NIBBOS 7
HASA SCIENTISTS SEEK C_USE OF EAST COAST CYCLONES
[NASA RELEASE-R6-30] PNb-10O7O 06
NASA SCANNER PRODUCES COBPLETE IflAGE OF NORTH
ATLANTIC OCEAN
[NASA RELEASE-86-1_7] P86-10_15 06
EXCERPTS FROH REflARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVEN_: HONOR
A_ARDS CEREBONV, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER;
GREEHEELT, NARYLAN_ P86-I_273 05
NITROGEN
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
P_ESIDENTIAL COHHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE





OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE







NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA-G HEATHER SATELLITE
[BASk RELEASE-86-115] P86-10175 06
EZCRRPTS FROB RENARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
ANARDS CEEEBOBT, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER;
GRERNBBLT, flARTLAND P86-I0273 05
ROAA-9
NASA TO LAURCB BOAA-G HEATHER SATELLITE
[BASk RE/EASE-86-115] P86-10175 06
ROAA-lO
RESCUE SATELLITE SAVES FOUR IS FIRST DEV OE
OPRRATIOR
[NASA RELRASE-86-1_] P86-1020_ 06
lOB_Aaa R_DIO OBRRRVA_OR_, JAPER
Ng_ SPACE ASTBONOHZ TECHNIQUE DEVELOPED TO STUD!
CELESTIAL BODIES
[RASA RELEASE-86-1%0] P86-10200 06
BOISE RRDUCTION
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRE_IDE_TIKL COffEISSION ON SPACE SROTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDERT, FEBRUAR_ 25, 1985
A-8_
986-I0052 05
C_ICIAI TBANSCNIP_ PROC_I£_NGS R_dPORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCNHISSION CN SPICE SHUTTLE
CHELLERGE_ ACCI£RN_ PEEROAE_ 16, 1986
P86-10053 05
OEIICILL TRANSCRIPT PHOCIEEINGS BEFORE
PRBSIDENTIAL CCBRISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEEEHA_I 2_. 1986
986-I005_ 05
|OEAD
S NORTH ABEEICAH AIR DEPE_S_ COBEAND
JCJTa AH|HICA
NASA SCANNER PRODUCES CCBIIET] IRAGR OF NORTH
ATZANTIC OCB|N
[NASA BELEASR-_6-1_7] P86-I0215 06
RCBTH AN|EICAN AIR DEFENSE CCERA|_
OFFICIAL TPANSCEIPT PNOCREGINGS BEFORE
PERSIDENTINL CCNHISSIOR CB SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDE_2: _OENI&G SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
I&E6 P86-100q8 05
ICNEH AEiRICAN iOCEIEl£ CONt.
U_FICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCEEISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHNLLRNGEB ACCIBENT, EIERUAEY 27. 1986
P86-I005_ 05
NOE_H AB|RICAE SPACE CPRRATICNS C_,
O/EICIAL TEAESCRIP_ PRCC_E£1NGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCRNISSION CN SPACE SHHTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEENO_Y 27# 1986
P86-1005_ 05
gOg_E CARULIEA
NASA SCIENTISTS S_EE CAOSE C_ EAST COAST CTCLOEES
[NASA RELEASe-E6-30] 986-I0070 06
|CRTH COONT_ HIGH SOB., DBSLCGE, BOo
SPACR SCIENCE STUDINT WINNEN_ ANNOUNCED
[NASA BELIAS_-66-71] P86-10131 06
RCNTB HIGH# SIOUl CITE, IOWA
SPACE SCI_NC_ STUDENT WINNERS ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-_6-71] P86-10131 06
IOHTR QUZECE BIGR SCR.e Ro _Rl|C_m EASE.
SPNCE SCIENCE STUDENT WIEEIES ANNOUNCED
[NASA RRLEJSE-_6-71] 986-I0131 06
ICRTBROP SRE¥1CIS, IHC.
RENANES PREPARED FCR DEIIVEEI: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CCNTRACTOH CC_E_RENCE, IAIC ALTO, CALIFORNIA
986-I010_ 05
ICBRAE
STATBEEN_ C} EDRTON I. EDEISCN BEFORE THE
SgECCBBITT_E CE SPACE SC_NC_ AND APPLICATIONS;
CC_81ITEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTA_I_E_ P86-I0065 05
SE_RC_ AND R}SCOE EIPE_I_£_ _O DE FZCWN OR NOAA
SATELLITE
[NASA REL_ASE-86-_] P86-I0087 06
HCNSTCE GLCBAL VOYAGER AI}_IA_E TO CARRY EBERGENCT
LCCATCE
[NNSA RELEASE-E6-132] P86-I0192 06
NCS_EEEEL S_E_RING TEST /SPAC_ S_UTTL_
STATEBENT CE _GHN C. BBI2_INE BEFCRE THE
SUBCCB_ITTRE C_ SCIENCE, _ICENOLOGY ARD SPACE,
COHBITTEE CN CC_8ERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATIOn,
UNITED STATES SENAT_ 986-I0105 05
STATEMENT CF _ICHA_£ H. I£_l_ _SIORE THE
SUBCOEBIIT_R OR SCIENCE, _}CBBOLGGY AND SPACE,
CCMMI_TRE CN CCM_EBCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES _ERA_ 986-I0106 05
STATEBENT CE EICHA_ H. _EUL¥ BEFORE THE
SUBCC_BITTEE C_ SPACE SCI£_C_ AND APPLICATIONS,
CON_I_TER CN 5CIR_C_ AND _}CBN_LOGT, HOUSE OF
BEPRRS_NTA_I%E_ P86-I0112 05
BOZZLRS
PENES CONFERENCE: APP_NTNEET OF JESSE BOORE EBB
RICHARD TEUL_ P86-I0029 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: SHE RATTERS P86-I0032 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDIHGS BEFOHE
PRESIDENTIAL COHBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDBHT: AFTERHOON SESSION FEBRHAB¥
6. 1586 P86-I00_9 05
PRESEETATION _ THE PRESIDENTIAL COBBISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBEULR! |0, 1986
P86-I0050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT P20CEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHNISSION 08 SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, PEBEUAE_ 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIP_ PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRRSIDEBTIA_ COBBiSSIOB ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, PEHEUART 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PBC_CEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLEEGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26. 1986
P86-10053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PReSIDeNTIAL CONNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDERT, FEBRUARY 27, 1986
P86-1005q 05
OFFICIAL THANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHEISSIOH ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT 986-10055 05
RR-J /NUCLEAR SUBEAEIR_
SRARCR E_OVERT RECONSTRUCTION 986-I0036 05
RECONSTRUCTION AND ANALISIS 986-I0037 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COEEISSIOR ON SPACE SROTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDRNT P86-I0055 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHHISSION OR SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. MARCH 21, 1986 986-1011_ 05
REC
S NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
R_CLEAE BONBS
NEN ASXEROID/CONET NUCLEI HAZARD STUDIES ANNOONCED
[NASA RELEASE-86-63] P86-10123 06
NUCLEAR BAGNETIC BESORAECE
HEHARK5 PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: CAPITOL HILL CLUB,
NASBIRGTON, D.C. P86-I0102 05
NASA SPACE TECHNOLOGY ENHANCES DISEASE DE_ECTION
[NASA RELEASE-86-bP] 986-10129 06
NUCLEAR _ONEH
STATENENT OF SAflUBL W. KELLER BEFORE THE
SHBCOHNITTEE OR E_ERG¥ RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCOMN!TTZE ON SPACE SCIERCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CORRECTER OR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGT: ROUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-100_6 05
NUCLEAR _EACTORS
S SPACE POWER REACTORS
RUCLBAH EEGULATOBT COHHISSION
STATEEENT BY THE INTE_IAGENCT NUCLEAE SAFE_ REVIEW
PANRL B_FORE THE SURCO_BITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PRODUCTION KHD SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COEBITTBE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; UNITED STATES
EOOSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 986-I00_3 05
RUCLNAR RBAPONS
EXCERPTS FHOB REaARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
PRESENTATION OF ROCKWELL REDAL TO DR. LUIS N.
ALVAEEZ; PITTSBURGH, PA 986-I0265 05
A-85
NDEEEXCAL AERODINAEXC SIEHLA_ICN SIS°e ARC SUBJBC_ IWDEX
NHB|RICAL AEEODIEAaIC SIffOLA_l¢| SIS., ARC
STATEMENT CF RAIBON£ 8. £¢llA£A1 BEFORE THE
SHBCONBITTEB ON SCIENCE, T_CHNOLOGY AND SFACE_
COMNITTEB CN CCHNERCB, SC]_NCA AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED STA_ES SENATE P86-1006q 05
NASA SUPERCOMPDTER SYS_ER _0 BECOME AVAILABLE
NATIONALLY
[NASA BEL[AS_-£6-92] P86-I0152 06
HARk 1956: _ TRJR IR RR¥I_
[NASA HAL_AS}-£6-177] P86-I02_5 06
0
RING SEALS
SA SPECIAL S_AI TASK FORCe, NORTON THIOKOL
SA SPM S_AX PRORIEN TASK STATUS /HEPOET/
NASA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATIC_ _RESS CCBFERE_CE
P86-10030 05
PRESS CON_H_NC|: SEB NJT_ERS P86-10032 05
STATEHENT _Y R_lH ACflIRAL RICEARD TRULY, H&SA
ASSOCIA_A AD_INISTEATOB _CA S_ACE FLIGE_
P86-10033 05
SPACE SHO_L_ _CINT EEWIRN 986-10035 05
51-L _AULT _ P86-10041 05
S_S 51-L T_HA lINE P86-100_2 05
OEEICIAL ISANSCRIPT PBOC_}_I_GS BEFORE
_2ESLDENTIAL CCNMI_810_ CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLRHGE2 ACCIDENt: A_NOON SESSIOE FEBRUAR_
6, 19_6 PH6-100q9 05
PRESENTATION TC THE PRESIdEntIAL COMMISSION ON _BE
SPACE SHUTTL2 CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, PEBRUAR_ I0, 1956
P86-10050 05
OFFICIAL T_ANSCBIP_ PROCeedINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCNRISSION C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIdENt, PEERO_R_ 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
OFFICIAL T_ARSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PEISIDANTIAL COMMISSION (_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGE_ ACCIDER_o _EE_flA_ 25, 1956
P86-I0052 05
OFFICIAL TAANSCRIP_ PROCEEdinGS BEFORE
PR_SIDANTI_L CfNNISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLEHGEH ACCIDEN_ _AE_DA_¥ 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PECC_EINGS BEFORE
PR_SI_ANTIAI CfMMISHlO_ C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, _RRU_ 27, 1956
P86-1005_ 05
O_FICI&L T_ANSCHIP_ PHCCR_INGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCNNIS_IOR CN SRACE SHgTT&E
CH_LLANGER ACCI_EN_ P86-10055 05
PHESIDENTIAL CCNRISSION £R _E_ SPACE SHO_TLE
CHALLHNGEE &tCIDE_T. OI_N _EABINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGH ANAl%SIS TAS_ RCRC2 PEES_NTAIIONS#
BRIDAl, BATCH _1 P86-10069 05
DESTACKING O_ E1-G _LRR_E35 AND NODIFICATIONS TO
ORBITerS _LARN_D
[NASA EEL_AS_-£6-37] R86-I0080 06
OB_ICIAL TAAR_CRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PEISIDENTIAI C(NNISSI_N C_ S_ACE SHOTTI_
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, HARCH 21# 1986 P86-I011_ 05
OffiCIAL I_ANSCRIP_ PROCEedINgS BEFORE
PReSIDENTIal CC_MISSION CN S_ACE SH_TTIE
CEAILENGBR ACCIDENT, THU_S[A¥ APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
NISSICN 51-E FIIGB_ READINESS RR_l_W VIDEO TAPE
LOCATER
[NASA RELEASE-86-77] P86-I0137 Oo
NASA AWARDS STUD_ CONTRACTS FOE SHUTTLE SOLID
_OCKBT _OTOES
[NASA RELEASE-86-12_] P86-1018_ 06
OELI_HE WING
NASA TO EVALUATE JOINED WING CONCEPT NITH SNALL
BUSINESS FIRM
[NASA RELEASE-86-_2] P86-10085 06
ORSRR_A_ORIES
SA ADVANCED SOLAR OBSERVATOR_
SA GANNA EA_ OBSERVATOR_
SA HAYSTACK OBSERVATOR_ WESTFORB, MASS.
SA KITT PEAK RATIONAL OBS._ T_CSOH, ARIZ.
SA LOS AL&EOS HATIONEL OBSERVATORY, N.M.
SA MAUNA KEN OBSEEYATOB_, HAWAII
SA NOBETANA RADIO OBSERVATORY, JAPAN
S& PARKAS RADIO ASTHON(_¥ OBSERVATORY, AUST.
SA SHITNSONIAN ASTBOPH_S. OBS., BOSTOH, HASH.
SA TOKYO ASTRONONICAL OBSERVATORY, JAPAN
NASA 1986: TEE _EAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 05
REflARES PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: COUNCIL OR STATE
GOVERNSEMTS WESTERN STATE CONFEREHCE; COLORADO
SPRLNGS, COLORADO P86-I026_ 05
EXCERPTS FRON REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVEH_:
AGRRCY-NID_ HONOR AWARDS CEEENONY P86-I0266 05
OCEAH DOTTOH
STATEHENT OF DR. WILLIAN R. GRARAH BEFORE THE
S_BCONMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COMMITTEE ON COHHERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED STATES SEHATE P86-10031 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHNISSIOR ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
USS PRESERVER REASSIGNED
[NASA RELEASE-86-39] P86-I0082 06
CREW CABIN RECOVER_ OPERATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA HELEASE-86-_6] P86-I0089 06
OFFICIAL TRAHSCHIPT PROCEEDINGS BZYORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, _ARCH 21, 1986 P86-1011_ 05
NASA SCIENTISTS EMPLO_ SATELLITES TO MAP THE OCEAN
FLOOR
[NASA RELEASE-86-172] P86-102qO 06
OC|A_ CURH_NTS
NASA ISSUES TOPEX/_OSEID_N _ISSIOH P_OPDSAL _EQ_EST
[NASA RELEASE-S6-86] P86-101_6 06
NASA SCIENTISTS EMPLOY SATELLITES TO MAP THE OCEAN
FLOOE
[NASA RELEASE-B6-172] P86-102_0 06
CONTRACTOR SELECTED FOB TOPEX SATELLITE NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-B6-178] P_6-I02_6 06
O_EAN SURFACE
NASA NHO-86-02-08 RUDGET B_IEFING Pd6-10028 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PEOCEEDIHGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMZISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
STATE,ANT OF RHRTON i. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CONBIT/EE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; ROHSE O_
EE_RESENTATIYES P86-10065 OS
HASA ISSUES TOPEX/POSBIDON NISSION PROPOSAL BEQUEST
[NASA RELEASE-86-86] P86-I01_ 06
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM E. GRABAN, ACTING
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA BHDGET PRESS CONFERENC_
P86-10205 05
NASA SCANNER PRODUCES CONPLETE IMAGE OF NOA_H
ATLANTIC OCEAN
[NASA RELEASE-86-1_7] P86-I0215 06
A-_6
SUBJECT INDEX OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS, NASA
NASA INSTRUM|NI AILS OCEAN &}AIDER MONITORING
[NASA EEi_ASi-E6-165] P86-I0237 06
NASA SCIENTISTS EMPLOY SA_III_ES TO MAP THE OCEAN
_LOCR
[NASA HELEAS|-E6-172J P86-I02q0 06
CONTRACTOR SEleCTED 90R _CfEX SATELLITE NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA BELfASt-E6-178] 286-I02_6 06
OCBANCGEaPHY
BACEGRCUND _AIERIAI: NASA EY 1987 BUDGET BRIEFING
286-I0027 05
NASA NHQ-86-02-08 EUDGET £f]EEING 286-I0028 05
STATENENT CF _}. NIIlIAM f. G_AHAB BE_OHE THE
CC_RITTEE CN SCIENCE AND _CRNOLOGT; _CUSE 02
HEPHESENTA_I_EE P86-10034 05
SEAEC_ EECCVEEI RECCNST_UC_ICN 286-I0036 05
HECCNSTROCTICN AND ANAIYSI_ 286-10037 05
O_EICIAL _A_SCNIPT PHOCE_D]NGS HEPCEE
PHESlERNTIAL CCNNISSICR Cb 5PACE SHUTTLE
C_AIIENGE_ ACC]£EN_ P86-I0055 05
STAIEMENT CE &IIII_N R. GEAEA_ H_2ORE THE
CCNNIITEE CN SCIENCE AND 2_C_NOLOGX; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 286-I0062 05
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CN _HE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGHR AC£IDENR. O_EN _A_INGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS _ASE EC_C_ PRESENTATIONS,
FEIDAX, SARC_ 21 P86-I0069 05
NASA ISSUES TCP_Z/EOSEIDC_ _ISSION PROPOSAL REQUEST
[NASA _EL£ASE-_£-ET] 286-I01_6 06
STAIEMENT CF WILLIAM R. GRARAB, ACTING
A_INISTRATOR: NASA BU_Gf_ PRESS CONFERENCE
286-10205 05
NASA INSTROMEN_ AIDS OCEAN EEATEER MONITORING
[NASA EE_EASE-_6-16_] P86-I0237 06
NASA SCIENtIStS EH_IOX 5AI_IIIRES TO _AP THE OCEAN
FLOCR
[NASA NELEASE-_6-172S P86-102_0 06
CCNTEACTOR SELECTED FOR ICPEI SATELLITE NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA REIEASE-E6-17£] 286-102q6 06
CCBANS
NASA NEQ-86-_2-08 EU_GE_ E_IEEING P86-I0028 05
STATEBENT CE _R. NILLIAN E. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
CCNBI_TEE CN SCIENCE AND TICENOLOG¥; HOGSE OF
REPRESENTA_I_E_ 286-I003q 05
STATENENT CF EII£IAN R. G_AEAN HEFORE THE
CCEMI_TEE CN SCIENCE AND _ECHECLOG¥; HOUSE OP
REERES_NTAII_5 286-I0062 05
SIATE_ENT CE NORTON I. EBEISCN BEFORE THE
SUBCCNMITT_E CE SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CN SCIENC_ AND _CNNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPNESEN_ATI%_S P86-10065 05
NASA ISSUES _CEEX/ECSEIDC_ MISSION PROPOSAL REQUEST
[NASA RELEASE-66-86] 286-|0146 06
CHALLENGER TAPE STAI_S
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-P3] 286-10153 06
CLOUDS MAX OEE_EI "GREENHOUSE EFFECT"
[NASA EELEAS_-_6-105] P_8-_0165 06
STATEBENT 02 NILLIA_ R. GRAHAN, ACTING
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA BODG_ PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-10205 05
NASA SCIENTISTS EMfIO_ SA_III_ES TO NAP THE OCEAN
FLOOR
[NASA RELEASe-86-172] 286-102_0 06
CONTRACTOR SEIECTED FOE _CPE_ SATELLITE NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELeASE-E6-178] P86-102_6 06
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: EARTH SYSTEM SCIENCE PRESS
CONE_HENCE; _ASHINGTON, D.C. 286-I0257 05
OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS AND SPACE TECENOLOGT
NASA REPLANNING ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-22] 286-I0023 06
BACKGROUND M&TEHIAL: NASA F_ 1987 B_DGET BRiEfING
P86-I0027 05
NATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE PROGRAM ANARDS CONTHACTS
[NASA HELE&SE-86-_I] 286-I00@q 06
STATEBENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE, COMHITTEE ON
COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STATES SENATE 286-I0109 05
SPACE STATION AUXILIAR_ THR_STEH TECHNOLOGY
DEMCNSTHATED
[NASA RELEASE-86-65] 286-10125 06
Old,ICE O_ COB_EBCIAL PROGBABS
BACKGROUND BATERIAL: NASA FY 1987 BUDGET ERIEFING
286-I0027 05
COMMEHCIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER CANDIDATES NAMED
[NASA HELEASE-86-q9] 286-10092 06
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOG_ AND SPACE, COEBITTEE ON
COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STATHS SENATE P86-10109 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, COBMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUS_ OF REPRESENtatIVE5
286-I0113 05
HEEBCLSHEIMHE APPOINTED COMMERCIAL PROGRASS DEPUTY
[NASA RELEASE-86-79] P86-10139 06
BOEING SELECTED FOR SPACE COMMERCIAL DEVELCPMENT
AND UTILIZATION
[NASA RELEASE°86-127] 286-_0187 06
SPACE SERVICES INC. TO USE NASA LAUNCH FACILITF
[NASA RELEASE-86-]28] 286-I0188 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS RESEARCH PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-S6-155] 286-I0223 06
NASA AND 3N COMPANF SIGN JOINT AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-86-171] 286-10239 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS RESEARCH PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASR-86-17_] PS6-I02_2 06
NASA 1986: THE _EAR IN REYIEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] 286-I02_5 06
OFFICE OF EXTERNEL RELATIONS
INTERNATIONAL GROUP BEETS FOR HALLEY'S COMHT
ENCOUNTER
[NASA RELEASE-86-19] 986-I002O 06
ASTRONAUT HAUCK NA_ED DEPUT_ FOR NASA EXTERNAL
RELATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-S6-107] 286-10187 06
EXTERNAL RELATIONS ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATORS NAMER
[NASA RELEASE-86-130] 286-I0190 06
OFEICE OF BAIAGEBENT AND BODGET
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIYER_: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONCRACTOR CONFERENCE, P&LO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
PS6-1010q 05
OWFICB OF PRODDC_I¥I_T PNOGRABS
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CONFERENCE, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
286-I010q 05
OFFICE OF PUBLIC &_FAIRS, NASA
NASA NHQ-86-02-08 BUDGET REI_ING 286-I0028 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: APPOINTEENT OF JESSE MOORE AND
RICHAHD TRUL_ 286-1G029 05
A-87
OPFICE O_ SA_TY. RBLIAB° AgE CUAL. ASSU2. SUBJECT INDEI
NASA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIAIICN P_ESS CCNFERENCE
P86-I0030 05
PRESS CCN_E_NCE: 5NB _a_gE_S P86-10032 05
O_FICE Ot SAJFETYr EELIAB° Jl_ _UA¢. ASBUE.
NEW SAFETY OE_ICE AND PCSIIICN ESTABLISHED
[NASA RELIASE-66-87] P86-10147 06
NASA'S SPACE ELIGN_ SAE_Y PANEL CHARTERED
[NASA RELEAS_-E6-1_I] P86-10191 06
EXCERPTS PfCM _EEARKS P_I_RD FOR DELIVERY:
REPUBLICAN WCE_H'S RED'HAl }CSUM, CAPItOl RZLL
CLUB, _ASHING_CN, D. _. P86-10207 05
EXCERPTS F_CM REMARKS _R_£ABED FOR DELIVERY: FAY
G_CUP UP R_SIN_SS £XECOII_ES, WASHINGION, D.C.
986-10211 05
ASTRCNAUT GEEGCRY NAMED If NEE POST IN
B£ADCUARTEF5 _A_ET% O_flC_
[NASA REZ_AS_-_6-1_5] P86-I0213 06
NAS_ 1_86: _E£ YEA_ IN _E_I£_
[NASA REL_ASE-_6-1_7] P86-102_5 06
EZC_S E}CE _EMARKS PB_E_ FOR DEIIVEHX:
KENNED_ SPACE CENT_ REgICiDES; KENNEDY SPACE
CENIER, PLCRJEA P86-I0272 05
C_PICE O_ SCIENCE AND IECRNCICG1 P01_ICI
STAZEMENT £Y _[E I_T_RA6_NCl NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEg
PANEL BE_OBE THE SUECOMMI_ ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND AEPLICATLCNS;
COMOITTEE CN S¢IENCf AND _EC_NOLOGY; UNITED STATES
HOOSE OF R_P_SENTA_IVES P86-I00_3 05
STATEMENT CF MII_CN A. EIIYEIRA BEFORE _BE
SUECCMBITT_E CN ENEBG¥ RESearCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SC_NCI AND A_PLICATIONS;
CUMMIITEE CN SCIENCE AND T_CfiNCLOGY; ROUSE OF
H_RES_NTA_I_ES P86-100_5 05
STAIEMEHT CE R_YMORC 5. CCIIA£A_ BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE C_ SCIeNCe, T_CHNOLOGY AND SPACE:
COMMII_RE CN CCMME_CE, SC]_C_ AND _RANSPORTATION;
UNI_EI S_A_ES S_NA_E P86-I006_ 05
N_BRS BECOME5 NASA _EPBT¥ AEMINISTRATO_
[NASA REL_ASf-_6-1_9] P86-10217 06
CJPICE OP SNAIL $ DISADV. RU_. _TILo, NASA
HOCS_CN PI_M SEIEC_E AS NASA'S MINORITY
CONTRACTOR O_ THE _AR
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-1_2] P86-I0202 06
O_ICE OE SPACE _IIGB1
MOORE &PPOINIE£ DIRECTOR, OCSNSCN SPACE CENTER
[NASA RBL_AS_-_6-9] P86-10010 06
THUL¥ APPOINTE_ SPACE EIIGET ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
[NASA _EL_S_-£6°I_] P86-10016 06
NASA SPACE PLIGHT DEPOT% ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
NAMED
[NASA BELfast-66-16] P86-10017 06
B&CKGBCUND M]I}RIAl: NASA _I 1987 BUDGET BRIEFING
P66-10027 05
PRESS CONFeReNCE: APPCINTNE_ OF JESSE MOORE AND
BICHAR_ TROLl P86-I0029 05
STATEMENT BY NEAR A£MIRAI _ICHAND TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIatE ADMINISTRATOR _Cf SSACE FLIGHT
P86-10033 05
STAIEMENT CP MILTON A. SIL_EI_A BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE Cg ENERGY RESEARCH AND _RODUCTION;
SUECCMUITT_E CN SPACE SCIenCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CN SCIENC_ AND TEC_NCLOGT; HOUSE OF
NEPRESENTATI_S P86-100_5 05
PRESENTATION _C _8_ PRESI[IN_IAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCI£ENT: AGENDA
P86-I00_7 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, PEBBRARX 6,
1986 P86-I00_8 05
PRESENTATION TO TEE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON TEE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGEfi ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 10, 1986
P86-10050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, _EBRUARY 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT P_OCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSIOE ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 1986
P86-I005_ 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
KINGSEORY TO HEAD NASA SOLID ROCKET MOTOR _EAN
lEASE RELEASE-86-36] P66-I0079 06
NASA NAMES DELTA 178 INVESTIGATION BOARD
[NASA RELEASE 86-57] P86-10100 06
STATEMENT OF RICHARD R. TRULY BEFORE THE
S_BCCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON CONMERCE, SCIENCE ARD TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10106 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD E. TRULY BE/ORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON S_LENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITEEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10111 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. NUDGE BEFORE THE SUBCCMMITTR_
O_ SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF HEPRESENTAT!VES
P86-10113 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENTs THURSDAY APRIl 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
GROUP _O REVIEN SPACE SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-86-76] P86-I0136 06
DELTA 178 ACCIDENT BOARD FINDINGS
[NASA RELEASE-86-85] P86-101_5 06
NASA TO ASSESS SRH IMPROVEMENTS AND SECOND SUPPLY
SOURCE
[NASA RELEASE-86-9_] P86-I015_ 06
NASA RELEASES CHALLENGER TRANSCRIPT AND REPORT ON
CAUSE OF DEATH
[NASA RELEASE-86-100] P86-I0160 06
SHUTTLE MISSION 51-L RECOVERY OPERATION ENDS
[NASA RELEASE-86-121] P86-10181 06
NASA ANNOUNCES NEW SPACE SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT
STRUCTURE
[NASA RELEASE-86-159] P86-10227 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
NASA BRNAMES PLANETARY MISSIONS TO VENUS AND EARS
[NASA REIEASE-86-1] P86-I0002 06
NASA S_ITCHES EARTH OBSERVATION MISSION AND
TELESCOPE LAUNCHES
[NASA RELEASE-86-2] P86-10003 06
VOYAGER SPACECrafT FINDS NEW MOON ORBITING URANUS
[NASA RELEASE-86-3] P86-1000_ 06
SIX NEE MOONS DISCOVERED ORBITING URANUS
[NASA REKEASE-86-8] P86-10009 06
INTERNATIONAL GROHP MEETS FOB HALLEY'S COMET
ENCOUNTER
A-88
SUBGECT I|D|I OPTICAL RADAR
[NASA RELEAS]°E6-19] P86-10020 06
BACKGROUND HAT,DIAL: NASA _Y 1987 BUDGET BRIEFING
P86-I0027 05
STATENRRT OR EURTON I. EDBISCN BEFORE THE
SUBCCHNITTEE CN SPACE SCIEIC_ AND APPLICATIONS;
CflMEI_TER ON SCIEN£_ AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
BE_RESENTATIIE_ P86-I0065 05
SECOND EEPCH_ ISSUED ON SCIENTIFIC USES OF SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELE&SE-_6-43] P86-10086 06
MA_S OBSERVER INVEStIGAtIOnS SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-66-47] P86-10090 06
JA_FE TO CHAIR SPACE AlOE]CAtIONS ADVISORY CON_ITTEE
[NASA RELEASE-£6-5_] P86-10057 06
S_ATEEENT OF EAVID C. _IAC_ BEEOI_E THE
SURCOBMITEEE Cb SCIENCE, TECBEOLOGY AND SPACE,
CCBEITTEE CN C(BNE_CE, S¢IENfE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNI_RD STA_E5 SENA_ P86-I0108 05
STATENENT CF JCHN D. HCDGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCI_RC_ AND A_FLICATIONS, COMNITTRE ON
SCIENCE AND _ECHNOIOGY, HORSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P8fi-10113 05
EASA ISSUES _OPEX/PCSEIDCN _ISSION PROPOSAL HEQUEST
[NASA REIEIS_-E6-86] P86-101q6 06
URN EALLCON BA_RIAI SUCCESSFULLY TESTED IN HIGH
ALXITUDE FIIGE_S
[NASA RRLEASE-66-96] P86-I0156 06
MEN SPACE AStrONOMY TECHNICUE DEVELOPED TO STUDY
CEIES_IAL [C£IES
[NASA REL_ASE-E6-1qO] P86-I0200 06
NASA SELECTS INYESTIGATICNS _R COMET RENDEZVOUS
NISSICN
[NASA _EL_ASE-E6-150] P86-10218 06
EASA INSTSUMENT AIDS OCEAN kIATHER MONITORING
[NASA REL_ASE-_6-169] P86-10237 06
NASA ASSOCIATE ADMINIS_RA_O_ ANNOUNCES PLANNED
_E_AR_URE
[NASA RE/EAS_-E6-182] P86-10250 06
C_IC_ O_ SPACE SIATICN
SA SYS_ENS I_GEA_. _IEI[ (E}., SPACE STAT.
BACKGECUND MAIIRIAL: NASA _Y 1987 BBDGE_ BRIEFING
P86-I0027 05
R_BAHKS PRIPA_D FGB D_IIV_: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTBACTC_ CCN}ERENCE, EAIC AL_O, CALI_CRNIA
P86-1010_ 05
STATIMENT CF E_ID C. EIAC_ BEFORE THE
SUHCCBMIIT_E 6N SCIENCE, _LCRNOLOGY AND SPACE,
CCBMI_TEE CB CCNME_CE, 5C3}NC2 AND T_ABSPORTATION,
UNIIED STA_EE SENA_E P86-10108 05
STATENENT CE JOHN _. HC[fi} _E}ORE THE SUBCOH_ITTEE
ON SCIENCE, _£C_NCICGY AND SPACE, COMMITTEE ON
CONHEHCE, _C]ENCE AND IEAN£_CETATION, UNITED
STAIIS SENAI_ P86-I0109 05
STAtEmENT CP JCBN D. HOD_£ £_OaE ThE SUBCOMMITTEE
CH 5PACE SCIenCE ANE AF_IICAIIONS, CO_BITTEE OH
SCIENCE AND _ECBNGLGGY, BOISE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE STATIC E ASSOCIATE
ADNINISTRA_O_, NEW EROGEA_ STfiUCTURE
/NASA _ELEASE-_6-8_) PflC-IOlq_ 06
NASA ANNOUNCES PlA_ FOE S_AC_ STATION SEVIEM
[NASA REL_AS£-£©-116] P86-10176 C6
SPACE STATIC_ [EPU_Y ASSCCIAIE ADRINISTRATORS NAMED
[NASA REL_ASI-_6-125] R86-|0185 06
SPACE STAT10_ CFFIC_ FCR_5 C}ERATIOBS TASK FORCE
[NASA RELEAS}-_6-1291 P86-10189 O0
EXCERPTS PROD RENARKS PREPARED POE DELIVERY:
REPUBLICAN WOMEN'S FED_AL FORUB, CAPITOL HILL
CLUB, NASHIHGTOE, D.C. P86-10207 05
EXCERPTS PROM REHARKS PREPARED POE DELIVERY:
NATIONAL ISSUES PORUH ON THE U.S. SPACE PEOGRAN:
DIRECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE, HROOKIEGS INSTITUTION,
NASUINGTOH, D.C. P86-10209 05
SPACE STATION ORGANIZATION APPROVED
[NASA HELEASE-86°180] P86-I02_8 06
SPACE STATION ANALYSIS RESULTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-181] P86-102_9 06
OFFICE OP SPACE TEACKIBg &HD DATA S_STESS
NEE SPACE ASTHOROBY TECHNIQUE DEVELOPED TO STUDY
CELESTIAL BODIES
[NASA RELEASR-86-140] P86-I0200 06
OFPICB OF THE &DEXEISTR&TOR, EAS&
REBAEKS RREPAHED FOR DELIVERY: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CONFERENCE, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
P86-I010_ 05
OPFICE OP TEB C_IE_ OP EHGINEBRS
STATENENT OF MILTON A. SILVEIRA BEFORE THE
SUBCCHHITTEE ON ENERGT RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CONEITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGT; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10045 05
T_O_PSON NAMED NASA SAFETY DIRECTOR
[NASA RELEASE-86-45] P86-10088 06
OFFICE OP THE CONPTEOLLER
OFFICIAL TRANSCHIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_MISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
OFFICE OP THE GENERAL COUNSEL
NASA TO TRANSCRIBE MISSION 51-L PRELAUNCH TAPE
[NASA RELEASE-86-1351 P86-10195 06
OFPXCIAL FLIGHT KIT
NASA ANNOUNCES DISPOSITION OP SHUTTLE NISSION 51 -
l FLIGHT EEEENTOS
[NASA RELEASE-86-120] P86-I0180 06
O_T
S ORBITAL FLIGHT TESTS
OHIO STATE UNIV., COLUBBUS
COMMERCIAL DEVRLOPHENT CENTER CANDIDATES NAHED
[NASA EELEASE-86-_91 P86-I0092 06
CENTERS FOE COMNERCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE NA_D
[NASA RELEASE-86-102] P8_-10162 06
OIL
OPFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CG_fliSSIOH ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, PEBRUARY 25, 198_
P80-I0052 05
OOBT'S CIOOD
NASA SCUDYING CONCEPT TO NEASOEE DISTANCE BETWEEN
STARS, GALAXIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-133] P86-10193 06
OPERATIONS COST HG_., /SPACE STAT./, PUB.
STATEHENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCCMMIT_EE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE, COMMITTEE ON
COMRERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STATES SENATE P86-10109 05
STATENENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE CN
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
OPPORTUNE, USS
CR_ CABIN RECOVERY OPERATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-86-_61 P86-I0089 06
OPTICAL RADAR
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BE}ORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
A-89
C_TICAL SYSTEES SUBJECT IIDJE
CHALLENGER ACC]DEN_ P86-10055 05
NASA SCIENtIStS SEER CA_SR C_ EAST COAST CYCLONES
[NASA EEI_ASE-_6-3C] P86-10070 06
C|2ICAL SYSSEES
SA OPTICAL RALI_
U._. SCIENCE TIAN SELECTED _C_ JAPANESE SOLAR
HISSICR
[NASA REL_ASI-_6-153] P86-10221 06
O_ICAL _RACESRG
S CP_ICAL RAEJR
ORBIT EANEUVEBI|G SYSTEE /SPACE 8EOIYRLE/
PRESENTATION TC TR_ PRRSIEERTIAL COHNISSIOR OR THE
SPACE SHUT_L_ CHALLENGER ACCIDENt: AGENDA
P86-1OH_7 05
OFFICIAL _A_ECEIPT PRHC_DI_G5 REFORE
PReSIDENTIAl CCREISSION ¢_ S_ACE SHUTTLE
CHALL_RGER ACCIDENT: NCR_IIG SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1966 P86-100_8 05
OFEICIAL TRANSCRIP_ PROC|EC_NGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCRNIESION C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CEALLENGEN ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
ORBITER COIUNRIA ASSIGNID _C SUPPORT VANDENEERG
SI_E VALICA_ICR
[NASA RELRAS_-_6-40] P86-10HdS 06
ORBIT TRAKSrRR VEHICLES
REMARRS PRePAreD FOR D_IIV_RY: GODDARD HEMORIAL
SYMPCSIDM, GCE[ARD SPACE EI1G_ CENTER, GREENBELT,
NAF_IAND P86-I0075 05
R_NAENS PR_PAR}D FEE D_IIVRR¥: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGB_ C_NTE_, GRE_BEII, BAR,LAND P86-I0101 05
EXCERPTS _C_ _£MA_KS P_R_RED FOR DELIVERY: FAY
GROUP CE B_SIN_SS EXECUTIVES, _ASHIRGTON, D.C.
P86-I0_11 05
NASA A_AED5 BEP_R S_AG_ CCS_ACT FOR MARS OHSERVER
[NASA R_LEA5_-_6-16_] P86-1023H 06
CRRI_A_ ASSEBRLI
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT TC STU£_ EXTERNAL TANK
CCNVENSICS
[NASA RELEAS_-_6-111] P86-10171 06
EXCRBP_S OE _R_ARKS PRePAReD _OR DBLIVER_: NEDIA





O_EICIAL T_ANSCRIPT PRCCE_EI§GS BEFORE
PR_SIDENTIAI CCHNISSION CB SPACE SHUTTLE
CEALL_NGEH ACCIdENt: NCRN]_G SESSION, EEBRHARX 6,
I_fi6 P86-I00_8 05
CREITAL IAUHCR
T_ACEER IN S_ACE A_D CC_ RAILEI STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L }LIGH2
[NASA BELfASt-66-5] P86-10006 06
HENARES PB_PIRID FOR D_IIV£R_: GODDARD MEMORIAL
S_PCSIU_, GO[LARD SPAC£ }LIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MARYLAND P86-10075 05
EARS C_SERVE_ INVES_IGA_IESS 5ELECTED
[_ASA EEL_AS_-E6-_7] P86-I0090 06
RENARES PHEPAR}D FC_ DELIVerY: GODDARD SPACE
FL]GHT CENTER, GRE_BBEI_, EAR,LAND P86-I0101 05
NASA ANARD5 DIRER 5_AG_ CC_SACT FOE HAAS OBSERVER
[NASA ERL_AS_-_E-16&] P86-I0230 06
EXCRRETS OE _EMARKS PR_A_D fOE _ELIVERY:
RADIO-TELE¥1SICN N_NS EIR_C_CBS ASSOCIATION _IST
INRRRbATIC_AL CO_V_TIC_; SAL_ LAKE CITY, UTAH
P86-I0259 05
RENARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: COUNCIL OF S_ATE
GOVERNMENTS WESTERN STATE CONFERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS. COLORADO P86-1026_ 05
ORBITAL MAHBOVER_aG VEHXCl_S
BACKGROUND MATERIAL: NASA FX 1987 BUDGET BRIEFING
P86-I0027 05
NASA RHQ-86-02-08 BUDGE[ BRIEFING P86-10028 05
CRITICAL ITEMS PRESENTATION - O_S (ORBITAL
MANEUVERING SYSTEM) P86-10060 05
NASA AGREES TO CARADIAN SPACE STATION HAEDWARE
PROPOSAL
[NASA RE/EASE-86-33] P86-10073 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: GODDARD NENORIAL
SYHPOSIUM, GODDABD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREERBRLT,
MARYLAND P86-I0075 05
REMARKS PREPARED POE DELIVERY: GODDAHD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, HAEYLAHD P86-I0101 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SHBCCMfllTTEE ON SCIENCE, TECRROLOGY AND SPACE,
CORBITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P8_-I0106 05
STATENENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SHBCGMZI_TEE
OR SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE, CONMITTEE ON
COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, HNI_ED
STATES SENATE P86-10109 05
STATBNENT OF RICHARD R. TRULY BEFORE THE
S_BCCNHITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMHITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES PSb-10112 05
STATEMERT OF JOHN D. HODGE BE_ORE THE 5UECC_I_TEE
OR SHACK SCIERCE AND APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE O_
SCIENCE ARD TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-I0113 05
NASA ANNOUNCES BASELINE CONFIGURATION FOR 5PAC_
STATION
[NASA HELEASE-86-61] P86-10119 06
ORBITAL MANEUVERING VEHICLE CONTRACTOR SEL£CTED
[NASA RELEASE-86-81] P86-101_I 06
STATEMENT OF _ILLIAH R. GRAHAN, ACTING
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-I0205 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_: KAY
GROHP CF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
NASA 1986: THE _EAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
SPACE STATION ANALYSIS RESULTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-181] PSO-IO2q9 06
ORBITAL SCIENCES CORP.
NABS CESERVER HISSION CONTRACTORS SELECTED FOB
NEGOTIATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-3_] P86-1007_ 06
NASA A_ARDS UPPER STAGE CO_TRACT FOE NABS OBSERVER
[NASA RELEASE-86-162] P86-10230 06
ORBITAL SCIE|CRS CORP., VIEHEA, VA.
BOEIRG AEROSPACE SELECTED FOR TDRS HPPER STAGE
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-fl6-1_] P86-I0015 06
ORBITAL SERVICING
HEHARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDARD NENOEIAL
S_MPOSIUN, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GEEERRELT,
NARYLAND P86-I0075 05
OEEITER BAIMTEMA_CE AHD CHECKOUT FAC., VAR
ORBITER COLUMRIA ASSIGNED TO SUPPORT VANDRNBERG
SITE VALIDATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-_01 P86-I0083 06
1-90
SUBJECT IRENE PATRICK APR, PLA.
CIBITXR 099
S CHALLENCEE
CRBITEE PROCESSINg XACILXTI, NSC
PRESENTATION TC _RE PRESII_ETRAL COMMISSION ON THE













VOYAGER SPACeCrAFT flNCS NE_ _CON ORBITING URANUS
[NASA RELEASe-66-3] P86-I0004 06
NEW ASTRRCSD/CCNET NUCLei EAZARD STUDIES ANNOUNCED
[NASA REL£AS_-£6-_] P86-10123 06
CRGANIC CERBIST$I
NASA AND 3E CCMFANY SIGh OCI_ AGREEMENT
[NASA RELeASE-E6-171] P86-I0239 06
ORGANIZATION CHANGE
NEW SAFETY C_ICE AND _£51_]C_ ESTABLISHED
[NASA RELEASE-86-87] P86-10147 06
NASA ANNOUNCES NEE SPAC_ _E£_LR MANAGEMENT
S_ROC_URR
[NASA RELEASe-E6-159] P86-I0227 06
PERSONNEL CHANCES AENOUNCE£ Al MARSHAll SPACE
FLIGB_ CENTEE
[NASA RELeASE-E6-164] P86-10232 06
SPACE STATICN CRGANIRA_IC_ A_EROVED





NASA _RATB_ES AERO-SPAC£ _IANE. RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAR CCNVER_ICN
[NASA RELeASe-66-90] P86-10150 OH
CSTEOGENRSIS
SPACE SCIENCE SIHDENT NIN_S ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-86-71] PB6-10131 06
CTHA C. O_AN AN£ ASSOCIATES
NASA AWARDS C_N_RAC_ _OE E_CRLEN AND SAFE_
ASSESSMENT CEN_RS
[NASA REL_ASI_86-163] P86-10231 06
CT_ANA GECRND S_A_IO_, CANADA
NONSTO_ GLOBAl VOYAGER AIEfIANE TO CARRY EMERGENCY
LOCATCR




NASA SELECTS P_TT g NSI_N_¥ _CH ALTERNATE
TORROfUMP £BYE_OPB_NT








STATEMENT CX NORTON I. EEEISCN HEFORR THE
SUBCOM_!TTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMEITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGI; HOUSE _F
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
NASA SCIENTISTS SEEK CAUSE Ok EAST COAST CYCLONES
[NASA _EIEASE-86-30] P86-10070 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
A_AEDS CEREBONT, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENIER;
GREENBELT, MARYLAND P86-I0273 05
P
PAINE REPORT
EXCERPTS FROM RR_ARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVR_X: FAY
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-I0211 05
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR, UPON RECEIVING THE BEPOB_ OF TH_
NATIONAL COMMISSION ON SPACE FROM DR. THOMAS 0.
PAINE, COMMISSION CHAIRMAN P86-I025_ 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: _EDIA
SEMINAR ON _.S. SPACE POLIC_; LOS ANGELES,
CALIPORNIA P86-102oJ 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERHMENTS ANNUAL MEETING;
ORLANDO, FLORIDA P86-I0271 05
PA_APA SATELLITES
SA PALAPA-B
NASA 1986: THE _EAR IN REViEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-I0245 06
PALAPA-B
NASA ANNOUNCES LAUNCH FORECAST FOR 1987
[NASA RELEASE-86-179] P86-I0247 06
PASO ALTO, CALIF.
RRBARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CONFERENCE, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
P86-1010q 05
PAEACHOTES
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CO_MI_TEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HO_SE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I00o2 05
MARS OBSERVER INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED
[NASA EELEASE-86-_7] P86-I0090 06
MARS CONFERENCE DRAWS INTERNATIONAL INTEREST
[NASA RELEASE-86-91] P86-I0151 O_
CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-86-102] P8O-I0162 06
EXCEBP_S PROH REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_:
REPUBLICAN ROMAN'S FEDERAL FORUM, CAPITOL BILL
CLUB, NASHINGTON, D.C. P86-_0207 05
STATENENT BY DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADBINISTBATOR: PRESS BRIEFING POb-10210 05
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS POE COHET RENDEZVOUS
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-B6-150] P86-I0218 O0
UPPER STAGE SELECTED FOR PLANETABY MISSIONS
[NASA BELEASE-86-161] PBb-10229 06
RL&NBTARY OBSERVER MISSIONS
UPPER STAGE SELECTED FOR PLANETARY _ISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-161] P86-10229 06
PLANETABI ORBIT
NASA RENAMES PLANETARY HISSIONS TO VENUS AND MASS
/NASA RELEASE-86-1] P86-10002 06
ARTIFICIAL CLOUDS TO BE VISIBLE AT DAMN ALONG BAST
COAST
[NASA RE/EASE-86-51] P86-I009_ 06
NASA HOLDS PUBLIC PRESENTATION ON VOYAGER URANUS
ENCOUNTER
[NASA RELEASE-86-56] P86-I0099 06
_LAN_TABY ORBITERS
NASA RENAMES PLANETARX HISSIOHS TO VENUS AND MARS




NASA HOLDS PUBLIC PRESENTATION ON VOYAGER URANUS
ENCOUNTER
[NASA RELEASE-86-56] P86-10099 06
EXCERPTS FROH REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
VOYAGER/URANUS ANARDS CEREMONY; JET PROPULSION
LABORATORY, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA P86-10261 05
1-95
_LANETARI SOCIET! SUBJECT INDEX
E_ANBTABI SO¢IE_I
NASA RENAMES EIANE_AR_ NIS_]CJS TO VENUS AND MARS




MARS CBSEB¥ER INVRS_IGA_ICNS _ELECTED









POUR GREAT OES_RYATOEIES Kill AID IN ASTRONOMICAL
EXELOEATIC_S
[NASA RELEASE-E6-1_E] 986-10236 06
ELAIE_ON
_ASA $CANME_ EECDUC_S CCMEIETE IMAGE OE NORTB
A_LAN_IC GCRAN
[NASA RRLEA_I-E6-1qT] P86-10215 06
EXANNING RESEARCH CORP_
NASA 5ELECTS PAYLOAD GFCUND CEEEATIONS CONTRACTOR
/NASA RELEASE-E6-167] 986-10235 06
£XCEEETS E_C_ _RMARKS EREEA_ED FOE RELIVER_: 1986
NASA S_MEOSIUM CN CUALIIY AN_ PNODDCTIVIT_;
MASDZ_GTC_, D.C. 986-10270 05
PIAMTS /|OTANI/
SA ALGAE
SIATRNRNT CP E_RTON I. EDEISCN BEPOER THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND &PPLICATIOES;
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; DOUSE O_
EEPRESENTA_I_S 986-10065 05
REMOTE SENSING _ILZ HELP _B_EICT CHANGES IW SOIL
CONDITIONS
[NASA RELEASe-E6-170] 986-10238 06
EXASHA PHYSICS
SA CRI_ICAI _ELOCI_I EE_EC_ _EEOEY, ASTEOPHI.
NASA SNITCHES EAET_ CDSE_IA_]CN MISSION AND
TEZESCCPE Z&UNC£ES
[NASA RELEAS_-_6-2_ 986-10003 06
STATEMENT CE EURTOB I. E_EISCN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CCMMI_TEE (N SCIENC_ AN£ _EC_NOLOGY; EOOSE OF
BEERESRNT&_Iq_S 986-10065 05
AETI}ICIAL CLOUDS TO BE VIS/BLE AT DAMN ALONG EAST
COAS_
[NASA RELEASe-E6-51] 986-1009_ 06
NASA SELECIS INVESTIGATICNS FOR COMET RENDEZVOUS
EISSICN




OP_ICIAL TNA|SCEIP_ PEOCEEEINGS BEWORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE




O_IC_AL T_ANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIKBNTIAL CCM_I$SICN C| SPACE SHUTTER





NASA AND JAPAN AGREE OE STATION HARDWARE FOR
PBELIMINAHZ DESIGN
[BASA RELEASE-86-31] 986-10071 06
SLUffHS
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDEBT, MARCH 21, 1986 986-I011_ 05
POINT RHIES GROUND STATION, CALIF.
NONSTOP GLOBAL VOXAGER AIHPLANE TO CARHX EBEHG_NCY
LGCA_CD
[NASA RELEASE-86-132] P86-10192 06
PCIRTIBG STSTBHS
S IESTEUNENT POINTING SYSTEM /STS/
POLAR BEACON EXPERIMENTS
NASA 1986: THE _EAR IN HBVIEM
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
PCLAR CAPS
S MARS POLAD CAPS
ECLAR REGIONS
REMOTE SENSING AGREEMENT REACHED BY HASA AND ERA
[NASA RELEASE-86-7] 986-I00C8 06
POLICIES
REMARKS PREPARED POE DELIVER_: GODDARD MEMORIAL
S_MPOSIUM, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MARYLAND P86-10075 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELI¥ER_: HEDZA





STATEMENT OP DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: EARTH S_STEM SCIENCE PRESS
CONFERENCE: NASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10257 05
POLLUTION CONTROL
NASA TECHNICIAN MAKES UREAKTHROUGH IM AIR
POLLO_ION COR_ROL
[NASA BELEASE-86-101] P86-10|61 06
9OIXMERS
SA PCL_VINYLCDLORIDE
NASA AND 3M COMPAN_ SIGN JOIBT AGREEMENT
[EASA RELEASE-86-171] 986-I0239 06
POLIWINILCBLORIDE
DELTA 178 ACCIDENT BOARD FINDINGS
[MASA _ELEASE-86-85] 986-101_5 06
PORTLAND CBEENT ASSOCIATION
LUNAR SOIL PRODUCES HIGH GRADE CONCRETE MATERIAL
[NASA RELEASE-86-68] P86-10128 06
PONER
S ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
S ELECTRIC POWER SUBSYSTEMS
S RADIOISOTOPE THERMOELECTRIC GENERATORS
S SOLAR ELECTRIC PONER
S SPACECRAFT PONER SUPPLIES
PONER $TSTEES FACILITY, LBC
SASA NHQ-86-02-O6 HUDGE_ BRIEFING P86-10028 05
STATEMENT OF NILLIAH R. GRAHAM, ACTING
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-10205 05
PRAT_ AND WBITRET AIRCRA_2
NASA FLIES FIRST LARGE SCALE INTEGRATED AIRCRAYT
SISTEES
[NASA RELEASE-86-82] 986-I01_2 06
BAH& PRODUCES MAJOR POBER IMPROVEMEETS NITB JET
ENGINE PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-86-|76] P86-102q_ 06
PRATE AND MHITRB! CORPoe REST PELB BEACH
MATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE PROGRAM AHARDS CONTRACTS
1-96
SUBJECT INDEX PRESIDBJTIAL CO_k O| CEarLEBGEB ACCZD|RT
[NASA REL_ASR-E6-_I} 986-10084 06
NASA SELECIS PRATT ¢ WHITNEY _OR ALTERNATE
TBEBOEDRP EEIRIORR_NT
[NASA RELEASE-e6-112] P86-I0172 06
FB|_T ABg BBI_|ZE GOW. PNO_OC25 DI_-e _LA.
NASA _OSTPCNR_ £ICEELENC_ A_ABD
[NASA RELEASR-E6-17] P86-10018 06
PE¢
S PEEPLEIS fE_UELIE Of CHIna
PSBSBRYEI, OSS
SEARC5 RECCVtNI RECCNSIEUC_ICN 986-10036 05
EECONETHUCTICN AND ANALYSI_ P86-10037 05
OPEICIAL TEANSCHIP_ P_CCE_DiNGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCERISSIO_ C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALLENGEH ACC]DRN_ P86-10055 05
USS P_RSHR_ER EEASSIGNE_
[NASA RELEASE-E6-39] P86~10082 06
CHiN CEBIN RECCVERY OPENA_ICNS CO_IPLETED
[NASA EELEASE-E6-4E] P86-10089 06
PEESIDRN_tS CCm L ON IID. CCN_NTZTIVENRSS
HERAR_S PREPIHED EC[ DEZI_E_I: CAPITOL HILL CLUB,
NASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0102 05
P_ESIDENTIAL CORN. OB CRALZRNGEH ACCIDENT
NASA _PACE PLIGET DEPUTY A_SCCiATZ ADRINISTEATOH
EARED
[NASA RELEASE-_6-16] P86-I0017 06
%HCNP_CN To EA_AGR mESA _ASK _ONCE
[NASA NELIASE-E6-2O] P86~10021 06
NASA _ASK _O_CE ASSIGNEENq_ _ET&ILED
[NASA EELEASi-_6-2q] P86-10025 06
NASA NHO-86-¢2-08 _UDGE_ £_IEFING P86-10028 05
PRESS CONfERENCe: APPCIN_NE_I OF JESSE ROCHE AND
EICBADD TROLl P86-10029 05
NASA EEUCA_ION&L AS_OCI&_ICN £_ESS CONFERENCE
P86-10030 05
5TATE_ERT CF HR. WILLIAH _. GRARA_ BEFORE THE
SUBCOENIT_EE C_ SCIENCE, _6HNOLOG¥ AND SPACE;
CCB_I_TER CN CCEBEEC£, SCIENCE AND _RANSPORTATION;
UNI_£C STATES _ENA_E P86-10031 05
PRESS CONferENCe: SEE MA_ES _86-I0032 05
SIATEMENT E_ BIER AENiRAi FIC_AHD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADBI_ISTBA_OR ECE SPACE FLIGH_
P86-I0033 05
STA_EBENI CP E_. NIIiIAa _. G_AHAM BEEORE THE
CCNNl_TEE CN SCIENCE AN_ _CSNCLOGY; HOUSE OF
NHPR_SENTA_IYES P86-1003q 05
SEARCH RECCYE_% RECC_ST_UC_ICN P86-I0036 05
5TATENERT C_ NILLIAB B. G_AEAN HEFOR_ THE
SUBCOMMIttee CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CORNIIT£E ON SCIENCE AND _ECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OP
EEPRE_NTATIIE_ P86-I0044 05
PRESENTATION TC TH_ PHESIEEE_IAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SR_T_E_ CHAllEnGER _CCI£ENT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
O£EICIAL _ANSC_I_ PRCC£t_IN_S BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMMI_5IO_ C_ SflCE SHUI_LE
CRALLFNGER ACCIDENT: _0_]NG SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1586 P86-100_8 05
OFFICIAL I_ANSC_IP_ PEOCEIEINGS BEFORE
PNESI_HNTIAI CCN_SSICN CN SPACE _RUT_LR
CHALLENGER ACCIdENt: A_TE_NCC_ SESSION FEBRUAH_
6, 1986 P86-100q9 05
PRESENTATIfN TC THE PR_SIEEN_IAL CONR_SSLON ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CBALIENGEE ACCI£HNT, FEBRUARY 10, 1986
P86-10050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTI_L COHNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY I|, 1986
986-10051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT pROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUART 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PH_CEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEEROAR_ 26, 1986
P86-I0053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PH_EEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COENISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUART 27, 1986
P86-I005_ 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT pROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CRALLENGEH ACCIDENT R86-I0055 05
EXECUTIVE ORDER: PRESIDENTIAL CONRISSION CN THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10056 05
PRESIDENTIAL CONNISSION ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. OPEN BEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN AN&LTSIS TASK FORCE PRESENTATIONS,
FRIDAY, LARCH 21 P86-I0069 05
REaARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: NASA CENTERS AND
HEADQUARTERS P86-I0076 05
DESTACKIMG OF 61-G ELENEN_S AND NODIFICATICNS TO
ORBITERS PLANNED
[NASA RELEASE-86-37] P86-I0080 06
BEEARKS PREPARED FOR DYJ_IWERY: AEROSPACE 86 -
AIAA ANNUAL REETING, ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA
P86-10103 05
EBNARKS PEEPAHED FOR DELIVERY: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CONFERENCE, PALO ALTO, CALIEORNIA
PRG-101D_ 05
STATENENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOHNITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGI AND SPACE,
CO_DITTEE ON COBEERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10106 05
STATREENT OF RICHARD H. TRULT BEFORE THE
SUHCOESITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
CONH_TEE ON CONNERCE, SCIENCE AND TRENSPONTATICN,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10111 05
STATERENT OP RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCORNITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COmmITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0112 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFOHE
PRESIDENTIAL COHRISSION ON SPAC_ SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, NARCN 21, 1986 P86-1011q 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PHESIDENTIAL CONNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-I0115 05
TUOaAS ASSUNES EESPONSIBILITV POE SH_ HEDRSIGN
[NASA RELEASE-86-58] P86-10116 06
GROUP TO REVIEW SPACE SHUTTLE RARAGENENT
[NASA RELEASE-86-761 P86-10136 06
_ISSION 51-E FLIGHT READINESS HEWIE_ VIDEO TAPE
LOCATED
[NASA RELEASE-B6-77] P86-I0137 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE STATION ASSOCIATE
ADBINISTRATOR, NEW PROGRAH STRUCTURE
[NASA RRiEASH-86-8_] PH6-101@q 06
NEW SAFETY OFFICE AND POSITION ESTABLISHED
[NASA RELEASE-86-871 P86-101_7 06
A-97
_R_IDEN_IAL CCUmA|D IETUCNB SUBJECT INDEX
NASA _0 TRANSCRIBE EISSICN 51-L PRELAURCH TAPE
[NASA REL_AS|-_6-1SS] P86-I0195 06
NASA SELECTS hCEIZCNTAL CONFIGURATION FOR JOINT TES_
[NASA RELHASE-E6-139] P86-I0199 06
EXCERPTS FROM BE_ARKS FE_A_£ POE DELIVERY:
ERPUELICAN NCMEN'S FEDERAL _CEUM, CAPITOL HILL
CLUN, WASHINGTON, C.C. P86-10207 05
EXCEHrTS E_CE _EMABES _BE_AEED FOR DELIVERY: PAY
GIOUP OE BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, _ASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-I0211 05
NASA ANMO_HC_S NE_ SPACE 5_E_TIE MANAGEMENT
STR_C_UHE
[NASA REL_AS_-EC-IE_] P86-I0227 06
NASA 1986: T_ YEAR IN R_NIE_
[NASA BELEASE-_6-177] P86-I02_5 06
REMARKS PRIPARED FC_ D_LIV_RI: NASA HEADQUARTERS
HONOR ANARES CEREMCEY; WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-I0255 05
RENARNS PREPARID EO_ D_LIVI_: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVERnMENtS WESTERN STATE C(N_ERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, CCLC_ADO P86-1026q 05
EXCERPTS _SOM REMARKS PEE_AE_D FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREMeNt; JCBNSC_ S_ACE CENTER HOUSTON, _RXAS
P86-I0269 05
EXCERPTS ESCM REMARKS PR_ED FOR DELIVERY:
KEHNEDI SPECI _ENT_5 EN}IOIEES; KENNEDY SPACE
CE_ES, ELCBJEa P86-10272 05
_ERSIDRNRIAL COERAID IETNCEN
NASA SCEEDUI_S _IVE EXF_AEZE LAUNCHES FOB 1986
[NASA RELEAS_-E6-32] P86-10072 06
_RNSIDEN_IAL DESIGN ANEHD
EXCE_E_S P_CN _EMARKS _H_EAR_£ FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
ANARDS CEREMONY; JCENSCN SPACE CENTER HOUSTON, TEXAS
P86-10269 05
PRESIDENTIAL DIRECTIVE NSC-25
STATEBENT El _HE IN_ERAGE_CV _UCLEAH SEFETT REVIEW
PANEL BEFORE T_E SUECONMI_EE ON EMERGE RESEARCH
AN£ PRODUCTI£_ AND SPACE ECIENCE AND A_PL_CATiGNS;
COMMITTEE ON 5CIEMCE ABE T_CBNGLOGY; UNITED STATES
HORSE OE R_PBE_ENTA_IVE5 P86-100_3 05
STATEMENT CE HILTON A. SILVEIBA BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE Ci ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUHCCMMIT_EE ON SPACE SC/E_C_ AND APPLICATIONS;




PRESS COR_E_£NCI: SEN MA_ERS P86-I0032 05
5TATEEEBT EE BIER AEMIRAl EICEARD TRULE, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR EC_ S_ACE FLIGHT
P86-I0033 05
O}EICIAL IEAHSCBI_T PBOCE_EINGS BEFORE
PR}SIPENTIAL CCMMISSIO_ C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt: A}_E_bCCN SESSION FEBROARE
6, 1966 P86-180_9 05
PBESE_TATICN _0 THE PRESIdEnTIAL COMMISSION ON _HE
SEACE SEU_LE C_ALIENG_R ACCIDENT, FEBEUART 10, 1986
P86-|0050 05
O_}ICIAL T_A_SCRiPT PRCCI_EINGS BEFORE
PRESICENTZAI COMMISSION (_ S_CE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGES ACCIDENT, E_EEUAEE 11, 1986
P86-I005| 05
OFFICIAL T_A$SCEIPT PRCCE_£I_GS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL C£NEISSION CR SEACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACC]EEN_, EEE_OAEE 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
OEFICIAL TEANSCRIP_ PROCE_EI_GB BEFORE
PE_SI£ENTIAL CCMMISSIO_ CR SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
CRITICAL I_EMS PRESENTATION - OMS (ORBITAL
MANEUVERING S_STEM) P86-I0068 05
PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE P86-10039 05
MESA ANNOUNCES _ULL-SCALE SOLID ROCKET NOTCH _EST
PEOGNAM
[NASA RELEASR-86-118] P86-10178 06
PRESEUR_ MODUL&T_ ZNFRKRED RADIOKETER
MARS OBSERVER INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED




NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW





S CONTRACTING AND PROCUREMENT
REODUCTIVIT!
NASA POSTPONES EXCELLENCE ARARD
[NASA RELEASE-S6-17] P86-10018 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELI_ERE: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CONFERENCE, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
P86-1010_ 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCCMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE, COMMITTEE ON
COMMERCE, SCIENCE AHD TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STATES SENATE P86-10109 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR BELIVERE: BLUE
RIBBON STEERING GROUP FOR 1986 SYMPOSIUM ON
QUAIXTE AND PRODUCTIVITY; NASA HEADQUARTERS,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0260 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: 1986
NASA SYMBOSIUM ON QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITE;
NASB!NGTON, D.C. P86-10270 05
PRODDCTIVIT! IMP_OV. AiD OU&L. ENHANCEMENT
NASA POSTPONES EXCELLENCE AWARD
[NASA RELEASE-86-17] P86-I0018 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CONFERENCE, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
P86-1010q 85
PROGRAM REQBIREMRNTS CORTROL BOARD
STATEHENT OF MILTON A. SILVEIRA BE£OEE TEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-100q5 05
PROGRAM SOLICITARION /PUB./
STATEMENT OF BARRY Mo JOHNSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE OH GENERAL OVERSIGHT AND THE ECONOMY
COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS, U.S. EOUSE OE
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0107 05
EROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS RETNORK
NASA 1986: THE REAR IN SEVIE_
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] PS6-I02_5 06
PROGRAMMABLE IMPLANTARLE _EDICATION SVSTEM
NASA TECHNOLOGY STUDIED FOR USE AGAINST _ENTaL
DISORDER
[NASA RELEASE-86-99] P86-10159 06
PNOGEAR_'rNG L&NGUAGBS
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
A-$8
SUBJECT INDEX PROJECT MANAGEMENT
ON SCIENCE, IICHNCICG¥ AND SPACE, COMMITTEE ON
CCNMEECE, 5CIEECE AND IRARSFOSTATION, UNITED
STATES SENATE P86-I0109 05
PmGJECT EANAG_MEWI
BACKGECUND MATERIAL: NASA _Y 1987 BUDGET BRIEFING
P86-10027 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: APPCIE_MEN_ OF JESSE MOORE AND
RICHARD TEHL_ P86-I0029 05
PRESS CONER_ENC_: SRB _A1_S P86-I0032 05
STATEMENT CF DR. WILLIAM R. GRAHAM BERCBE THE
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND _}CH_CLCGY; HOUSE OF
BERRESRNTATIVRS P86-1003q 05
PRESE_ATICN IC TBE PEESI[_EIIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER JCClEENT: AGENDA
P86-100q7 05
OFFICIAL T_ANRC_IP_ PEOC_£INGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CfMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt: MCRN/NG SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
I$66 P86-10048 05
OFEICIAI TRANSCRIP_ PEOC_IINGS BEFORE
PRRSIEEBTIAL &CMMISSION (_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt: AR_R_NOCN SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1986 P86-I0049 05
PBESENTATICN IC THE PEESiD|_IIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPICE SHU_LE CHALIENGER ACCIIERT, EEEBUART 10, 1986
P86-10050 05
O_PICIAL TEAN_CRIP_ PRCCE_LIEGS B_FORE
PRESIERNTIAL COMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CRAILENGER ACCIDENT, FEERU_Y 11, 1986
P86-I0051 05
OIRICIAL T_AMSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIEBNTIAL COMMISSION CE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, _RERUAR_ 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
ORPICIAL TEAESCBIP_ PROC_EINGS BEFORE
PRESIRENTIAL C(MMISSION C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALIRRGER ACCIDENt, REHEUARY 27, 1986
P86-1005q 05
EAILURE MOOR AND ER}EC_S AEAL¥SIS AND CRITICAL
ITEMS LIST P86-I0066 05
SECON_ REPCN_ ISSUED ON SCIENTIFIC USES OF SPACE
S_AIICN
[NASA REL_ASE-_6-Q3] P86-I0086 06
MAHS CHSRRVE_ INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED
[NASA RELEASR-E6-_7] P86-I0090 06
NEW NEATH_R SATELLITE _O BE lAUNCHED MAY 1 FROM
CAP_ CANAVERAL
[NASA RELEASE-E6-50] P86-18093 06
NASA EESPGNDS 10 NB_ YO_K IIEHS
[NASA REL_ASR-_6-5_] P86-I0095 06
BRMAR_S PBRPA_RD FCR DELIVERY: THIRD ARNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CCNREREWCE, FAIC AL_O, CALIFORNIA
P86-101Oq 05
S_ATEBENT CF JOHN C. BRIZREDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCCMNITIER CE SCIENCe, _RCHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMIttEE CN CCNMEECE# SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STA_ES SENATE P86-I0105 05
STATEMENT CF _ICHAR£ H. _ULY RE'ORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, _RCHNOLO@Y AND SPACE,
COMMIITEE CN CCMMERCE, SCIenCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STA_ES SENATE P86-10106 05
S_ATEMENT CE JOHN D. RODG_ 81_ORE _HE SUBCOMMITTEE
OH SCIENCE, T_CBNOECGY AND S_ACE, COMMITTEE ON
COMMERCE, SCIENCE A§D TBANSECRTA_ION, UNITED
S_ATRS SENATE P86-I0_09 05
STATEMENT CF _CEN D. HODG_ BEFORE TEE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND AEPL]CATIORS, COMMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AN_ TECHNOLOGY, ROUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFOR_
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
AMAZON FORESTS SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECT GLOBAl AIR
QUALITY
[NASA RELEASE-86-6_] P86-I012_ 06
GROUP TO REVIEW SPACE SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-86-76] P86-I0136 06
NASA TERMINATES DEVELOPMENT OF SHUTTLE/CENtAUR
UPPER STAGE
[NASA RELEASE-86-80] P86-101qO 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE STATION ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR, NEW PROGRAM STRUCTURE
[NASA RELBASE-86-8q] P86-I01_ 06
NASA TO ASSESS SRM IMPROVEMENTS AND SECOND SUPPLY
SOURCE
[NASA HELEASE-86-9_] P86-1015_ 06
NEW BALLOON MATERIAL SUCCESSFULLY TESTED IN HIGH
ALTITUDE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-96] P86-1015B 06
NASA _LANS MAIN ENGINE TEST THIS WEEK
[NASA RELEASE-86-97] P86-10157 06
SPACE STATION WILL INCREASE JSC MANPOWER LEVEL
[NASA RELEASE-86-98] P86-I0158 06
SPACE STATION PROGRAM STATEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-86-103] P86-10163 06
CLOUDS MAY OFFSET "GREENHOUSE EFFECT"
[NASA RELEASE-86-105] P86-I0165 06
BOEING SRLECTED FOR SPACE COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
AND UTILIZATION
/NASA RELEASE-86-127] P86-I0187 06
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. GRAHAM, ACTING
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-I0205 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
REPUBLICAN WOMEN'S FEDERAL FORUM# CAPITOL HILL
CLUB, WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10207 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
NATIONAL ISSUES FOROM ON THE U.S. SPACE PROGRAH:
DIRECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE, BROOKINGS INSTITUTION,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0209 05
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET RENDEZVOUS
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-86-150] P86-10218 06
MOSER TO HEAD SPACE STATION PROGRAM OFFICE
[NASA RELEASE-86-152] P86-10220 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS RESEARCH PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-86-155] P86-10223 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS FOR DESIGNING ADVANCED PO_ER
S_STEM
[NASA RELEASE-86-156] P86-I022_ 06
NASA ANNOUNCES NEW SPACE SHUTTLE MANAGEMEN_
STRUCTURE
[NASA RELEASE-86-159] P86-I0227 06
UPPER STAGE SELECTED FOR PLANETARY MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-161] P86-I0229 06
NASA AWARDS UPPER STAGE CONTRACT FOR MARS OBSERVEH
[NASA RELEASE-86-162] P86-10230 06
SIXTH _LTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-86-165] P86-10233 06
NKSA_S TRACKING SATELLITE EXPERIENCES PARTIAL
S-BAND FAILURE
[NASA RELEASE-86-175] P86-102_3 06
A-99
PiOjECT NLAmBING SUBJECT INDEX
NASA 1S86: _h_ YEJE IN E_VIEI
[NASA _ELEASt-E6-177] P86-102_5 06
SPACE STA_ICN CRGAiIZATI¢I AR_ROVED
[NASA BELfAS_-£6-180] P86-10248 06
SPACE STATION ANALYSIS E_S_LTS
[NASA ERLJASE-_6-181] P86-102_9 06
RZMARKS PE_PAH_D FCE DELIVERY: NASA HEADQUARTERS
HC_OB AWLBES C_REEC_T_ _ASS/_GTGH, D.C.
P86-I0255 05
S_A_EKEH_ CF EL. aA_ES C. E[E_CHEE_ NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: EARTH STS_K SCIENCE PRESS
CC_E_ENCE; EA_RIN_CN, £.C. P86-10257 05
REMA_ES PREP_E_fi FOR DELIVERY: HARSBAIL SPACE
FLIGR_ CECILE, HRN2_¥1L_E, AEABANA P86-I0258 05
EXCERPTS O_ REEABK5 PREPABID FCH DELIYERY:
EADIO-TELE¥1SICN NRUS DIR|C_ChS ASSOCIATION 41ST
INTE_BATICNAI CCRV|NTICN; SAI_ LAKE CITY, UTAH
P86-10259 05
EXCERPTS F_CN _E_ARKS PEE_AEL£ FOE DELIVERY:
VOTAG_E/gBA_[S A_ARES CEE_BC_T; JET PROPULSION
LAEORATORT, PASADENa, CALI]CR_IA P86-I0261 05
EXCERPTS F_CM RENANES PR_ARIE POE DELIVERY: BONOH
ANAEDS C_REMC_, LEBIS EESiAECH CEETES
P86-I0268 05
EXCERPTS Y_CB REMARKS PREPAreD FOE DELIVERY:
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER EMPLOYEES; KENNEDY SPACE
CE_TEE, FLC_][| P86-10272 05
}EOOECT PLABi2iG
SPACE STA_ICB PROGEAN STA_KEbT
[NASA ERL_ASE-E6-1_3] P86-10163 06
ASTNONART BILE NAHEE SPRC/AI ASSIITAN_ _OR
S_NAT_GIC }LANNING
[NASA REL_AS_-e6-11_] P86-1017q 05
_iOP-FAI TECB|CLCGI
SA ADVANCER 5URBOP_CP _RCG}AK
NASA PREDICTS EEVOLUTICBA$1 ADVABCES IN AIRCRAFT
PEEFOENANCE
[NASA RELEASe-%6-13] P86-1001_ 06
NASA 1986: _E TEAR II E]VJ_M









NASA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION PRESS CCNFERRNCE
P86-I0030 05
SPACE SBOTTLE MAIN ENGINE P86-10039 05
PRESENTATION ZC TEE PRRSICEN_IAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPICE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ICCI[ENT: AGENDA
P86-100q7 05
REMARKS PREPARED FCR DELI_RX: GODDAED MEMO_TAL
S_MPOSIUM, GCE£AND SPACE _IIG_T CENTER, GREENBELT,
BAR'LAND P86-10075 05
OPNICIAL T_ANSCNIP_ PROCE|£INGS BEFORE
PBISIEENTIAL CCNMISSIO| Cl SPACE SCUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIEENT, MAEC_ 21, 1986 P86-1011_ 05
_EOPMLLEEM
SA CON]RABC]/_IHG _iOPEILIRS
NASA RREDXCZS EEVCXOTICNAE¥ ADVANCES IN AIRCRAFT
PEBFOZMANCE





STATEMENT OF DR. NILLIAH R. GRABAH BEFORE T_E
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: HOUSE OF
EEPE_S£NTATIVES P86-I003_ 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_: GODDARD MEMORIAL
SYMPOSIUM, GODDAND SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GEEEHEELT,
flANTIAND P86-I0075 05
NATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE PROGRAM A_AEDS CONTRACTS
[NASA EELEASE-86-_1] P86-10C8_ 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND P86-10101 05
NASA LENIS ANARDS SUPERSONIC PROPULSION TECRNQLOG¥
COHTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-86-136] P86-10196 06
NASA PHODUCES MAJOR PONER IEPBO¥EMENTS ilTH JET
ENGINE PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-86-176] P86-I02_4 06
PROPULSION STSTBM LABORATOR_e LBC
STATEHENT OF RATBOMD S. COLLADA! BEFORE IRE
SUBCCNHITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COMMITTEE ON COHMERCE, SCIENCE AND TEANSPORTAT_ON;
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-1006_ 05
PROPUL_IVR-LIF_ aTRCE_T TBCBEOLOG!
UNITED STATES AND UNITED KINGDOE SIGN RESEAECB
AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-86-10] P66-100|1 05
PROTOCOL ON COOPERATION IN &E_OEAOT, SCI.
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-I02_5 06
PSNCHGLOG!
PRESS CONFERENCE: APPOINTMENT OF JESSE MOORE AND
RICHARD TRUL_ P86-10029 05
MARS CONFERENCE DEALS INTERNATIONAL INTEREST
[NASA RELEASE-86-91] P86-10151 06
PUBLIC RELLTIOMS
ASTRONAUT HAUCK NAMED DEPUTY FOR NASA EXTERNAL
EEIATICNS
[NASA RELEASE-86-107] P86-10167 06
PUBCICATIOMS
S CCMNENCE ROSINESS D_L_LY
S CONGRESSIONAL REPORTS
S CRISIS IN SPACE AND EARTH SCI. /REPORT/
S FLIGHT DEFIHITION AND REQUIEo DOC., STS
S FUTgRE DEV. TOWARD A 2BD GENERATION SST
S GUIDELINES FOR SPACE STAT. DE£. /PUB./
S IH SEARCH OF EXCELLENCE /PUBLICATION/
S INDUSTRIAL RESEARCE BAGAZINE
S HEN _ORK TIMES
S OPERATIONS COST MGTo /SPACE STATo/, PUB°
S PIONEERING TEE SPACE FRONTIER /REPORT/
S REVOLUTIONARY IMPACT OP EVOL. APRON. TECB.
S SRU_TLE DATA HANDBOOK /PUBLICATION/
S SPACE SHUTTLE HANIPEST /PHBLICATIOB/
S SNM SEAL PROBLEM TASK STATUS /REPORT/




STS 51-L TIME LIBE P86-100q2 05
POTT_
PRESS CONFERENCE: SRB MATTERS P86-I0032 05
SPACE SHUTTLE JOINT REVIMN P86-I0035 05
51-L FAULT TREE P86-100_1 05
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON TEE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEHEUARI 10, 1986
P86-I0050 05
l-lO0
SUDOICT IIDII RADIIIIOI BF|]_TS
OFFICIAL FRalSCRIP_ PEOCl1£BIgS BEFORE
FmlSIDBETIiL CCEBISSIGI Cl SPACE SHUTTLE
C_ALLI|GE8 ACCIDEEB, _EERUAEI 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
OFFICIAL TIAISCRIPT PROC|EBZIGS BEFORE
PR|SIDEETIAL CCRBISSIOI CI SPACE SHUTTLE
CHILL|IGBE ACCI£EHT, PlEnU|ll 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
OJFICIIL _RAISCRIPT PROCIICIIGS BEFORE
PR|SI£EETIAL CCRBISSIOI CI SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALLJIGEB ICCI£EIT IEBROA2I 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
OJFICIAL TRAESCRIP_ PEOCE|£IIGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBEISSIOE Cl SEACR SHUTTLE
CEALLEIGER ACCIDENT P86010055 05
DJSTACHIIG O1 61-G ELEBEi_$ AID BODZFICATIOIS TO
ONEITIRS PIAIRID
[liSa RBLIASI-86-37] P86-10080 06
OFEICIAL TAA|SCBIPT PROCtIDIZGS BEFORE
PRESIDEITIAL CCnHISSIOn Cn s_ac3 SHUTTLE
Cff&LLIIGER ACCIDEAT, EARCE 21, 1986 P86-10114 05
OFFICIAL TEA|SCRIPT PROCI_£IIGS BEFORE
PRISIEBNTIAL CCEHISSlOI Ci SEACE SHUTTLE
CBALLIIGEB ACCIDENt, TAURS£AI APRIL 3, 1986
R86-I0115 05
EIDGLISIS
OFFICIAL TEA|SCRIPT PROCEEgINGS BEFORE
PEESZEEJTIAI CCRHISSIOJ CI SPACE SHUTTLE




NASA AESPOAD_ _0 Nln ICAK _2BES
[NASA EgLlaSI-86-52] P86-I0095 06
REHAEES PAIPAEID FOrt D_LIVEFI: THIRD ANNUAL HASA
COITEACTOR COn}ENRICH, PALC ALTO, CALIFORNIA
P86-101Oq 05
Ill SA/ETI O_PICE |lD PC$I_;Cl ESTABliSHED
[EASA RELnASI-86-87] F86-101_7 06
EXCEAPTS PAOE AEHARES RABPA81C FOR DELIVERY= BLUE
RIBBOn STEERIIG GROUP POA 1586 SIHPOSIUB OH
OUALI_! AID EECDUC_IVI_Y; IASi EHAD00ARTERS,
nASRIIGTOH, £.C. P86-10260 05
EXCERPTS f$Ofl AEBARES PRIAAAED FOR DELIVBEI: 1986
NASA SIffPOSIUn ON QUALITY AnD PRODOCTIVITZ;
gASHIIGTCH, £.C. P86-10270 05
QUALITT CIRCL_ _ROGR&B, lASA
EZCER£TS F_OE AEBARKS PR_EAAED FOE DRLIVERV: BLUR
RIABC! STEELING GROUP _C_ 1986 SYAPOSIUH ON
QUALITI AnD PRCDUC_IVZT¥; ni_| HEADQUARTERS,
nASHIIGTCI, C.C. P86-10260 05
ggaNTZ
NASA STOD_ SUGCESTS TE_Cn_C BOTIOH CAUSED DESERT
_0 80¥E
[nASA RELlAS8-E6-1603 P86-10228 06
OUASIAS
BEg SPACE AS_CBOB| TECEHIC0Z DEVELOPED TO STUDY
CELESTIAL HOD]IS
[IZSZ EELEASZ-E6-1qO] P86-10200 06
FOUR GBEAT OBSERVATORIES gill AID IN ASTEOEOBICAL
EX_LOAATICnS
[NASA RELEASe-E6-168] P86-I0236 06
IkSA 1986: _8_ IEIB In Nn_IEg
[N_SA EELEASI-E6-1_7] F86-102_5 06
R
IADAR
SA DOPPLER RAEA_ SISTEN
Sa OPTICAL ERDA|
S£ SBOTTLR IBAGIHG R_D_
SA S_RTEETIC APERTURE _£DAS
SEARCH RECOVBET RECO|STRUCTION F86-10036 05
RECOIS_ROCTIOI AID ANALYSIS P86-10037 05
STATERENT OF BURTON Z. RDELSON BEFORE THE
SOBCOREITTRE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLZCATIOIS;
COaBITTEE ON SCIEICE AID TECHHOLOGT; ROUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
ARTIFICIAL CLOUDS TO BE VISIBLE AT DAUI ALCEG BAST
COAST
[NASA RELEASE-86-51] P86-1009_ 06
OFFICIAL ERAMSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS 2BPORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHEISSIOI OI SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALLERGER ACCIDENT, BARCR 21, 1986 P86-10114 05
EXCERPTS FROR REBAEKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERI:
PRESENTATION OF ROCKRELL flEDAL TO DR. LUIS I.
ALVAEBZ; PIBTSBUBGR, PA P86-10265 05
|A_&R AI_TIEETER
REflOTE ARISING AGREERENT REACHED BY NASA AID ESA
[NASA RELEASE-86-7] P86-I0008 06
_ASA ISSUES TOPEX/POSEIDOI BZSSION PROPOSAL REQUEST
[naSA RELEASE-86-86] P86-101_6 06
NaSA SCIENTISTS ERPLO! SATELLITES TO nAP TEE OCEAn
FLOOR
[NASA RELEASE-86-172] P86-102_0 06
RADAR BJL_PIEG
NASA SCIENTISTS B_PLO_ SATELLITES TO nAP TEE OCean
FLO_R








STATR_ERT RI THE INTERAGERCY NUCLEAR SAFETY REV_Bn
PANEL BEFORE THE SUBCOBBITTEE OR EIERG_ RESEARCH
AND PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIOIS;
COHBITTEE ON SCIEICE AnD TECEAOLOG_; UnITBD STATES
HOUSE OF REPEESEHTATIVES P86-100_3 05
STATEMENT OF HILTON A. SILVEIRA BEFORE THE
SUBCCRBITTEE On ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTIOn;
SUBCO_EI_TEE ON SPACE SCIENCE £_D APPLICATIONS;
CORRITTEE OR SCIENCE AID TECUROLOGT; HOUS_ OP
REPRESENTATIVES P86-100_5 05
_ADIATZOB BELTS
NASA TO LAUNCH ROAA-G UEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-86-115] P86-I0175 06
DADIiTIOR DETECTORS
NASa TO TELEVISE SPICECRAFT*S EACOONTER gITH
EALLEItS COHET
[NASA RELEASE-86-23] P86-1OO2q 06
gaDZ&TLOi EFFECTS
STATE,gET B! THE INTEEAGENC¥ N_CLEAB SAFET! REVZEg
PAIEL BEFORE TEE SUBCOBBITTEE ON EnERG! RESEARCH
AnD PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AnD APPLICATIONS;
COHSITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECENOLOG¥; URITHD STATES
HOUSE OF REPRESEITkTIVES P86-10Oq3 05
STAT_ENT O_ EILTON A. SILVEIBA BEFORE THE
SOBCOHEITTEE OR EHEEG¥ RESEARCH AID PRODUCtIOn;
SUBCCNRITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND aPPLICATIONS;
COHBITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECEHOLOGT; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-1OOq5 05
REEKERS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDARD EEBOBIAL
S¥_POSIUE, GODDABD SPACE FLIGHT CEETERe GR_EnEELT,
8ASYLAND P86-10075 05
REflARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVEE_: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, HARYLAND P86-10101 05
A-lOl
BAOZIRZCIOEA$O|RBIIT SUBJECT ZEDBI
NEW SUPER COHPUTER SUPPORTS KEY NASA PR(AJECTS
[NASA BELIASI-86-7q] P85-1013q 06
RIDIITIOl EilBU|lJl|f
USA 2o LAUNCB lOAJ-6 gRlTmZm SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-A5-115] P86-10175 06
ilnZlIIOl NG|ITOBI|G ElB. /SPACE SH_Lt/
TIACRIR IN SNICE ABE COH_T BALLET STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L ILIGfl_
[NASA BRLBASZ-E6-5_ P85-10005 05
BADIATIOi PROT|CZION
RENARNS PREPI_|D FOR DZIIVB_I: GODDARD SPACE
FLAGR_ CERTER, GREERBRITe BIRYLAND P85-10101 05
BEBARKS PR_P|_RD FOB DRLZYZ_I: COUNCIL OF S_ATB
GOYEBRREn$ NESTERN STATE CCRIEREJCR; COLOE&_




PRESIDENT iNlaYS aSZS CEIZZ 1986 NATIOBEL RENAL OF
SClBNCN
[aASA RELEASE-E6-2?] P66-10058 05
NEW SBICE AS_CNORT TECH|ICBB DEVELOPED TO STUDY
CELESTIAL EODI_S
[NASA RELZlSZ-_6-140] P86-10200 06
EICRSFTS FRON _gN&RRS PNZPA_ZD F02 DELIVERY: FAY
GROUP OF B_SIRISS EIECUTL_E£# NASEIEG_ON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
RADIO COB_+ OP ABRBICA
NASA 1986: _nE TEJR IN _ZVIZR
[NASA ERLZASE-EB-I?7] P85-102q5 06
RADIO RESEARCH LARS.. TOETO+ _AP&|
NEE SPACE AS_ECICBY TECR|I+D+ DEVELOPED TO STUDY
CELES[IAL ECDIIS
[NASA REL|IS_-E6-1qC] P86-10200 06
RADIO TELESCOPES
HEW 5PAC_ ASTICNCBT TECHBICOZ DEVELOPED TO STUDY
CELESTIAL EO_IZS
[NASA RELRJ5|-_6-1_O] P86-10200 05
EXCERPTS FRCN _EffABES PRZ_JI_D FOB DRLIVER_: FA!
GROUP OF BUSINESS £IICH_IYZS, NASRINGTOB, D.Co
P86-10211 05
REHARKS PN|PJIID FOR DILIII_I: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVRRNREI_/$ gESTERN STA%E CONFERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, COLORADO P86-1026_ 05
RADIO TBLETISIGR l|gS DIRECtOrS ASSOC..
EXCERPTS OF $_ARES PRIIIS|D FOR DELIVERY:
RADIO-TELR¥IHI¢E I_NS DIBECIOIS J_SOCIATION _IST
_N_BR_ATIC_AI CONVIHIICR; S_12 LAKE CITY, OTA%
P86-10259 05
RADIO TELEVISION |Jgs DIRECTORS COIVEETIOI
EXCRR_S O_ _NARRS PBZf_I_ NOR DELIVERY:
RADIO-TELR¥ISICJ EIHS DZNIC_CRS A_SOCIATION qlST
INtERNATIOnal CCN¥_N_ICR; $11_ LAKE CITI, UTAH
P86-10259 05
RADIO TR|ISEI$SICR
NASA SCH_DULgS PIV_ EXPRRDA21_ LAUNCHES FOB 1986
[NASA RELEASe-86-32] P86-10072 05
EARS OBSERVER IMVESIIGATICR$ SELECTED
[NASA REL_ASI-_6-_] P86-10090 05
RIDIOACTINIT_
EXCERPTS P_CN _ENA_RS PE_P|_D FOR DELIVERY:
PRISENTATICN O_ BOCKRELI NIEAI TO DR. LDIS R.
ALIAREZ; PI_SEEURG_, PA P86-10265 05
RADIOGRAPHY
ORBZT_ TSAR P86-10038 05
REEJ_S PHIPIZ_D ¥C_ DRII¥E_I: C_PITOL RILL CLUB,
BASSINGTCN, _.Co P86-10102 05
EXCERPTS FEOR RBEARKS PREPERED FOR DELIVERI: 1985
R_S& SYBPOSIB_ ON QUALITY AND PRODUCTI¥ITT;
NASBIEGTON# DoC. P86-10270 05
BIDIOISO_OPB TEIREO_LBCTRIC GRBEB£_ORS
STATEBERT OF HILTON A. SILVEIRA BEFORE THE
SUBCOBBITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SD_CCEEIETEE ON SPACE SCIERCR AED APPLICATIORS;
COREITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHEOLOGY; ROUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-100q5 05
STATEMENT OF SAROEL R. KELLER BEFORE THE
SDECCHRITTEE OM ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SU_COH_ITTEB ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COBEITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-100q6 05
STATEBRRT OF _EN C. BRIZERBIRR BEFORE TEE
SUBCORflITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COEEITTEE ON CONBERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,




SI PRESSURE NODULATED INFRARED RADIONETER
S SCANNIRG RIDIORRTRR
S VKS /VISSR ATHOSPHERIC SOUNDER/
RADIOSORDES
OFFICIAL TRAESCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_RISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CEALLERGER ACCIDENT, FEBRDARY 27, 1985
PRB-IOQ5_ 05
DAlE
STATEflERT BI REAR ADEIRAL RICHARD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADBINISTRATOR FOR SPACE FLIGHT
P86-10033 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT; BORBIBG SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P86-100_8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COflEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25, 1985
P85-I0052 05
STAREHRRT OF RAYHOED S. COLLADAY BEFORE THE
SURCORRITTEE OR SCIERCE, TECHROLOGY ARD SPACE;
COBflITTEE ON CONHERCE, SCIENCE ARD TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-1005_ 05
OFFICIAL TRAN_RIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONRISSION OE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDER_, THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1985
P86-10115 05
NASA AND FAA LAUNCH NIRD SREAR RESE&RCH P_CJECT
[EASA EELRASE-86-1q3] P86-10203 05
RAil FORESTS
ANAZON FORESTS SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECT GLOBAL AIR
_DALI_I
[NASA RELRASE-86-Bq] P86-1012_ 06
RABBET PROPULSION
SA SUPERSONIC CONBUSTIOR RABBET ENGINES
STATEBENT OF RAYNoND S. COLLADAY BEFORE THE
SURCOEHITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COBMITTRE OR COMMBRCEe SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-1005_ 05
l&lO COIP.
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIORS FOE CONE_ RENDBZ¥OUS
EISSICN
[NASA RELEASE-86-150] P86-10218 06
RAIDOLPE EAJUFACTURIBG
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDIHGS BEFORE
PRESIDERTIAL CORHISS_ON OM SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALLERGEB ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11. 1985
P86-10051 05
R_|GE $3L_RTY
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
A-102
SUD_|CT IIDII RRDOUDABCT
PEESIIENTIIL CCNBISSICH ¢N SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, YHUNS[I¥ APRIL 3. 1986
P86-10115 05
EI2E 61NO PROCESSORS
PRESS CCN_REJCE: SEE BATTF$S P86-10032 05
OFFICIAl T_A_SCRIP_ PROCIEDIHGS BEFORE
PRESIEENTIAL C£NNISSION CH SPICE SHUTTle
CHALLENGER &CCIDEB_ P86-10055 05
EAYEU INDUSTRIES, SIOUX WAIIE, S.D.
NEN BALLCUB Ha_EFIAI SUCCESSFOLLT TESTUD IS HIGH
ALTITUDE FRIGHTS
[NASA EELIAS_-£6-96] P86-10156 06
RCA ASTRO-RLUCTiOIL. DIV., PSINCB_OI, l.J,.
NASA ISSUES _O_RX/}USEIDCI BISSIOH PROPOSAl REGDEST
[MIRa RELRASE-_6-86] P86-101q6 06
_CA ASTRC-BIEGT}_BICSe I. NIND_OR, i.J.
CONTRACTOR SELECTED FOR TOPEE SATELLITE NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELIASE-_6-17_] P86-I02_6 06
UCA CORP.
RESCUE SkTELII_E SA_ES /CUE I| FIRST DAY OF
OPE_A_CH
_SASA EEL_aSF-£_-I_4] PR6-1020q 06
RCA CORP.. PRIBC|fON, g.J°
HA_S CESEBVE_ BISSICN CC_T_ACTCRS SELECTED FOR
N_GCTZATICH
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-3q] P86-1007_ 05
RCR SATCCU g-1
RASA 1986: _F TEAR IN ESVIEH
_NaSA RELeASe-86-177] P86-102q5 05
RCA SATEILITUS
S _CA SaTCCH I-1
gCi S_RVICR CO.. INC.# CHBRSI BILL. J_.O.
_AS_ _ELECYS _I_BDRUP FCR NS_I SOPPORT SERVICES
COntRACT
[NASA RELeASe-S6-83] P86-I01_3 06
BECOVERF _PRRATI_gS
S 8_SCOE 1N£ RECOVERY
S SPACECRAFT _RCUYEEY
RECOVERZ SHIPS
OFEICI_L TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDinGS BEFORE
PEFSI£EETI_L CCBNIS$IOX C_ SPICE SHUTTLE




TEACHER IN SPICE AND CCEET RALLE_ STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L EllGS_
(NASA _RIRaS_-_6-5] P86-10006 06
S_AZENENT CF F URTOU I. RDRLSCN B_ORR ¢RB
SUBCCNNITYEE CI SPACE SCZElCi AND APPLICATIONS;
COEBITTEE CN SCIENC_ AND TFCB_OLOGF; BOOSE OF
REERE_BgTa_II_S P86-10065 05
NAS_ aND JAP_E IGE_E OR S_AT_OB flARDg_RB FOR
UEFLIEINA_I _|SIGg
[NASA REL_aSI-_6-31] P86-10071 06
CCBUEECIAL DEVELOPffFNT CFNTEB CANDIDATES NABED
[gASA _ELEASE-£6-_S] P86-10092 06
STa_EB_NT CP JOHN £. BUDGE BEIORE THE SUBCOBHITTEE
ON SCIENCE, _ECRNOLCGY AND SP_CE, COHBITTEB ON
CCERERCE, SCBEXCB AND TRAN$_ORYATIOB, gRIPED
STATES SENATE P86-10109 05
NASA aNNOONCIS B&SilliE CCB_IGURATION FOR SPACE
ST_T_CN
[NASA RRL_ASF-EG-61] 986-10119 06
SPACE SCIRBC| STUDEHT glgilSS AUNOUUCED
[NASA REL|ASZ-_6-71] P86-10131 06
NAsa Ag_ USA grace SP_CZ STatiCs PHASE B PEOGEAN
LEVEL JGREENRIT
[NASA RELHASE-86-10q] P86-1016q 06
BOEING SELECTED FOR SPACE COflHERCIAL DEVELOPNRHT
AND UTILIZATION
[NAS_ RELHASE-86-127] P86-10187 06
REHAEKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: AEROSPACE
INDGSTRIES ASSOCIATION OF AHERICA HOARD OF
GOVERNOHS BRBTING, RILLIA_SBURG, ¥_RGINIA
P86-10206 05
EXCERPTS F_OH REBARKS PREPARED POE DELIVEB_:
REPUBLICAN NOEER'S FEDW"&L PORUE. CAPITOL RILl,
CIUB, gASRING_O_, D=C. P86-10207 05
EXCERPTS FEOH BENARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVHBT: Ya_
GROUP OF RUS_NESS EXECUTIVES, NASHINGTO_, D.C.
P86-I0211 05
HEHABES PREPARED FOR DELITERT: STUDRHT VISIT
SPONSORED BF COHGRESSNAN ROB PACKARD. |R. CALIF.);
NASA HEADQUARTERS, NASBINGTON, D.C. P86-I0256 05
RRDUUD&UC!
STATHffENT BY BEAR ADflIRAL RICHARD TROLl, HASa
ASSOCIATE ADBIHISTRaTOB FOE SPACE FLIGHT
P86-I0033 05
STATEBRNT OF flILTOH A. SILVEIR_ BEPORE The
SUBCCBNITTEE ON EBEEGT RESEARCH AND PRODUCTIOn;
SUBCCBHITTEE ON SP_CE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CORHITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; hOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10U_5 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
C_ALLEHGEE ACCIDENT: _ORNIRG SESSIOE, FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P86-100_8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALLEHGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBROAR!
6, 1586 P86-10Oq9 05
PEESENTATIOH _0 TEE PRESiDEnTIaL COBHISSIOR ON TEE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGES ACCIDENT. FEBRUARY I0, 1986
986-10050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBBISSION ON SPACE SHHTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, PEBROART 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
OFEICI_L TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, PEBROART 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBRISSION ON SPACE ShUTTle
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FRBROARI 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBHISSIOB ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CNALLEUGEB ACCIDENT, PEBRUART 27, 1986
P86-1005q 05
F£1LUR] BODE AND E_FECTS aNaLISIS AND CRITICAl
_TEBS LIST P86-I0066 05
RATIONAL SPACE TRAUSPORTATION S¥STEN CRITICAL
ITEMS LIST P86-I0067 05
CRITICAL _TEBS PRESENTATION - ONE (ORBITAL
BAaEOVRRIRG SISTBH) P86-10068 05
STATEBENT OF JOBS D. HODGE BEFORE TILE SUBCCBHITTEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHUOLOG_ AND SPACE, COUBITTRB ON
COBNEECE, SCIENCU ABD TRANSPORTATION. _ITRD
STATES SENATE P86-10109 05
STATBBENT OF JOHN D. BODGE BEFORE THE SUBCONBITTEE
ON SPACE SCIBNCU AND APPLICATIONS, COBNZTTEB ON
SCIENCE AND TRCQEOLOGI, NOOSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
DELTA 178 ACCIDBHT BOARD FIIDIIGS
[NASA RELEASE-86-85] P86-101_5 06
1-103
NNRUNrl"NG SEBJNCT INDEX
_ASA 20 CO|SIROCT S|COND SHE IBST STAND
[NASA HNLlJSI-86-1q6J P86-1021@ 06
IIIOILZNG
O_PICIAL TIANSCRIPT PBOC|IDINGS BEFORE
PRZSI_RNTIAL C£NmISSION CN SPACE SRUTTLR
CHALLENGNH ACC]DERT: NO_]]NG SESSION. _BBRHARI 6,
1_e6 P86-10048 05
R_GULATONS
STATENNNT RI Nile A£NINAL _ICHARD TRBLYo NASA






SECOND REPORT ISSUER ON SCIINIIFIC HSES OF SPACE
S_ATICN
[NASA RBIZASE-_6-_3] P86-10086 06
NASA PEATBRZS AERO-SPAC_ _IAI_, NF_EANCH PILOTS AT
NAA CONVENTION
[NASA NELMJSI-E6-gc] P86-10150 06
EXCERPTS F_ON RRSABKS PN_P|N_D FOR DRLIVERT: FAT
GECHP OF HOSIIISS EXECUTIVES, NASHINGTON, _.C.
P86-10211 05
NASA 1986: 7B_ TEAS IB BRVI11
[NASA RRLlASI-E6-177] P86-10245 06
RIHOTR BANIHNLk_OI SISINN
NASA liQ-OE-6_-08 _DGB2 _]_FiNG P86-10028 05
S_ATEflRNT BT R_AR A_HINAL AICEAND _RULT, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR )C) SPACE FLIGE_
P86-I0033 05
O}FICIAL T_A_SCBIP_ PHCCI_EINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBBISSIO_ CN SPACE SHOT_LR
CHALLENGER ACC_EEN_: NCSNIHG SESSION, FEBRUART 6.
lg86 PH6-1ooq8 05
NASA AND JAPAN AGREN ON S_AIICN _ARDNIRE POE
PIRLIBINA|I E_S1GN
[NASA RR_EASI-_6-31] P86-10071 06
NASA AGNRES _0 CANADIAN S_ACN STATION SANDBARS
P_CPOSAL
[NASA EEZZASZ-E6-33] P86-10073 06
NASA ANNOUNCES EASE_NH CCN_IGURA_ION FOR SPACE
S_ATICN
[NASA RE_|AS_-86-61] P86-10119 06
|lEOnE S||SING
$1 NNASBHNHRIT OJ AIR _CLIE_ICN FBOS SPACE
RENOTI SENSING AGE]]BENT _IACHND BI NASA AND ESA
[NASA EHL_AS_-_6-7] P86-10008 06
NASA NRQ-86-¢2-O8 BODGE_ H_IRPING P86-10028 05
COENRRCIAL DIV|LOPNENT CNNTHR CANDIDATES N&NED
[NASA NHLRAS|-_6-_9] P86-10092 06
RALPH TO CHAIR SPACE APPLICATIONS ADVISORT COEHI_TER
[NASA RRL]AS_-_6-5q) P86-10097 06
NASA SPACE _]CHIOLOGT ElBA|tin DISEASE DETECTION
[NASA IHLIAS]-e6-69] P86-10129 06
NASA 0-2 AIRCRAFT ilLL S20_T CONTROLLER CALIFORNIA
FORES5 FIg|
[NASA RHL_ASE-86-13_] P86-1019q 06
RNEO_R SR|_ING BILl NELR PINDZC2 C_INGES IN SOIL
CONDITIONS
[NASA RELBAS_-86-1703 P86-10238 06
NASA SCIENTISTS RHIlOl SA_|LLIRRS TO BA_ THE OCEAN
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[NASA NEL_AS]-t6-1_2_ P86-102qO 06
NASA 1986: TEl IBJR IN HNTIBN
[NASA RRL|AS|-£6-177] P86-102q5 06
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[HASA RELEASE-86-88] PH6-101q8 06
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[HAS/ RELEASE-86-177] P86-10245 06
RE,CON AND BBCOVBRI
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COEBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
RES_RCB &IB_R_
S kl_l AIRCRAFT




SA SPACE RESEARCH AND TECBNOLOGT
BACKGROUND BATEHIAL: NASA FT 1987 BUDGET BRIEFING
P86-I0027 05
STATEMENT OF DR. NILLIAfl R. GRANAH BEFORE THE
COHBITTEH ON SCIENCE AND TECBNOLOGT; HOUSN OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-1003q 05
STAREHEN_ OF NILLIAN R. GRAR&B BEFORE THE
CONHI_TER ON SCINNCR AND TECflNOLOG_; HOOSN OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10062 05
STATEHRNT OF HARRT g. JOHNSOR BEFORE TEE
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REPRESRNTATIVES P86-10107 05
STA_RHENT OF RICBARD H. TRUL_ BEFORE THE
SUBCOHEITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COHHITTBK ON SCIENCE AND THCHNOLOGT, HOHSN OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10112 05
EXCERPTS FROM RRNERKS PREPARED FOR DELIVRR_:
REPUBLICAN RORENeS FEDERAL FORUN. CAPITOL HILL
CLUB, NASHIJGNON, DoC. P86-10207 05
ASTROJAOT GREGORT N&BRD TO NEW POST IN
NHAD_UAETNRS S&FRTT OFFICE
[NASA RHLRASE-860145] P86-10213 06
NASA SELECTS SHALL ROSINESS RESBARCR PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-86-155] 986-10223 06
USNABCE rAC_ES
SECOND REPORT ISSUED ON SCIENTIFIC USES OF SPACE
STATION
[NASA IELE&SEoU6-qE] P86-10086 06
NASA DEDICATES ERE RESeaRCH LABORATORY





[]&Sl IBLB&SB-86-_8] P86-10091 06
_BSHILL DIEEC_OE _0 ENTIRE
[NASA RELEASE-86-72] P86-10132 06
1-104
SUBJICT INDII R(X:E_TDTNE
ASTRONAUT GARNIOTT TC L_AVE MESA
[NASA mEL_ASE-E6-7_] P86-10135 06
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[NASA RELEASe-E6-78] P86-I0138 06
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19_6 P86-100q8 05
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[NASA RRL_ASI-E6-13] P86-I0014 06
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P86-10033 05
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COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND _ICUNOLOGY; UNITED STATES
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REPRESENTATIVES P85-100q5 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCeeDINGS BEFORE
PR|SI£ENTIAL CCMMI_ION C_ SEACR SHUTTLE
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P86-I0052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT P_OCR_INGS BEFORE
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CHALLENGER ACC]EENT fEfRUA_Y 26, 1986
P86-I0053 05
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S REMCT£ ZAN]_UIAICR S_SIEM
NCROTICS
BACKGROUND MAIfBIAI: NASA fY 1987 BUDGET BRIEFING
P86-I0027 05
STATEMENT OF IN. WILLIAM E. GRAHAM BETORE THE
CC_MIITEE CN SCINNC_ AND _ECENOLOGY; HOUSE OF
EfPREEENTA_I_S P86-1003q 05
NASA AGREES IO CANADIAN S_AC_ STATION HARDNAHE
PROPOSAL
[NASA EELfASI-E6-33] P86-I0073 06
STATEMENT CF JOHN E. HODG_ BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, _CHNOLCGY AND SPACE, COMMITTEE ON
CCMMEECE, SC]EECE AND TEANSfC_TATIO_, BNITED
STATNS SENATE P86-10109 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. FUDGE BEFORE TEE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, MOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-I0113 05
NASA ANNOUNCES BASELINE CONFIGURATION FOR S_ACB
STATION
[NASA RE/EASE-86-61] P86-I0119 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE STATION ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR, NEN PROGRAM STRUCTURE
[NASA RELRASE-86-8q] P86-101qq 06
CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE NAN_D
[NASA RELEASE-86-102] P86-I0162 06
NOBOTS
NASA AGREES TO CANADIAN SPACE STATION EARDNAR_
PROPOSAI
[NASA RELEASE-86-33] P86-I0073 06
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE, COBMITTE_ ON
COMMENCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STATES SENATE P86-10109 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FO_ DELIVERY: FAY
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-I0211 05
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
SPACE STATION ANALYSIS RESULTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-181] P86-|O2q9 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS ANNUAL MEETING;
ORLANDO, FLORIDA P86-I0271 05
ROCKET DESIGN
DELTA 178 ACCIDENT BOARD FINDINGS
[NASA RELEASE-86-85] P86-I01_5 06
ROCKET DMSTRDCTION
NASA SOUNDING ROCKET DESTROYED BY RANGE SAFETY
OFFICER
[NASA RELEASE-86-119] P86-I0179 06
NOCKNT _GINE CASMS
NASA TO ASSESS SRM IMPROVEMENTS AND SECOND SUPPLY
SOURCE
[NASA RELEASE-86-9_] Pf6-1015q 06
ROCKET ENGINES
SA LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SA SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SA SCLID ROCKET BOOSTERS
SA SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
SA SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE
SA UPPER STAGE ROCKET ENGINES
SA VERNIER ENGINE
STATEMENT OF DE. NILLIA_ R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I003_ 05
CRITICAL ITEMS PRESENTATION - ORS _ORBITAL
BANEUVRRING SYSTEM) P86-I0068 05
NOCMNTD_NM
STATEEENT BY REAR ADMIRAL RICHARD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOB SPACE FLIGHT
P86-10033 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT P_OCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6#
1986 P86-100q@ 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
P86-I0033 05
DELTA 178 ACCIDENT HOARD FINDINGS
[NASA RELEASE-86-85] PSb-lOlq5 06
A-105
|OCKETDY|B# CA|CGA PA_K, CAIIEo BUBJRCT I|DRX
NASA HEARS MAIN ENGINE I_S_ THIS WEEK
[NASA EELlASI-E6-97] P86-I0157 06
IOCKETDT|E, CA|CGA PAEN, CA_3i°
OFFICIAL TH&NSCRIP_ PRCCAI_INGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCNHISSION CN SEACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt: A_RNOCN SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1986 R86-10049 05
RCCKE_S
SA LAONCB VEEICIES
LICUIL-FUELE_ ICCKE_ FLIGR_ ANNIVERSARY TO HE MARKED
[NASA HEL_ASA-E6-2_] P86-I0057 06
ICCKS
NASA STUDY SOGCEST£ _ETCNIC NOTION CAUSED DESEE_
TO MCVE
[NASA BEL_ASA-86-160] P86-10228 06
KCCERELL INTERNATIONAL CORE.
OFFICIAL TEABSCHIPI PROCI_EINGS BEFORE
PR_SIEENTXAL CCEflISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: A_TERNCCN SESSION FEBRUAR_
6, 1986 P86-100q9 05
OFFICIAL TR&NSCRIP_ PEOC_EEI_GS BEFORE
PR_SI£ENTIAL COMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, MARCE AN, 1986 P86-1011q 05
RCCKHELL I|TEEN|_IONAL CORPo, CALIF.
CCNTRACTOE SEIECT_D _OE _CARI _ATELLITE NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-E6-178] P86-I02_6 06
EOCNMELL INTEINITIOBAL CORP., DCMNEY. CA.
NASA _CST}CNES EICEILRNCE AKAED
[NASA EELEASA-E6-17] P86-10018 06
OFfiCIAL TRAHSCRIPT PROCA_EINGS BEFORE
PR_SIEENTIAL CCNNISEION C_ SfACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MCENI_G SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P86-I00_8 05
NASA ISSHES _O_EK/ECSEIDC_ B_SION PROPOSAL REQUEST
[NASA EELEASA-_6-863 P86-101q6 06
NASA AIAHDS CCNIRAC_ _OR AiC_IEN AND SAIETY
ASfiESSBENI C_KIERS
[NASA HELEASI-E6-1ES] P86-I0231 06
ROCKEELL INTEKNATIONAL CORP.. XCS ANGELES
NATICNAL AEECSEACE ELANE _CGBAM AWARDS CONTRACTS
[NASA R£L_AS_-_b-ql] P86-I008_ 06
RCCKNELL BRDAI
EXCEBBTS F_CE REMARKS EHE_AHAE FOR DELIVERY:
PHESENTATICN Cf ROCKWELl HA£AI TO DR. LOIS N.
ALVAR_Z; PI_EURGE, PA P86-10265 05
_OEDIGER CONS_EUCTIOI, CLEV|IIND, OHIO
NASA SELECTS CIEVEIAND _I_E FC_ $22 NILLION
CCBIRACT N_GC_IATIC_
[NASA H_L_AS_-E6-67] P86-10127 06
$CGERS CCHMZSSICN
S PRESIDENTIAl CCBB. CN CHALLENGER ACCIDENT
RCRR BAN_FACTORING
HRESEE_ATICN TC TEE PRESIE_A_IAL CONNISSION ON THE
SPACE SHD_LE CBALIANGEB ACC]EENT, FEBRUARY 10, 1986
P86-10050 05
EOSAT (G_RHAN X-N|I SA_ELLZ2E)
STATENENT GR EORTON I. 2UEIEC_ BEFORE THE
5UECCEBI2_ER C_ SPACE SCIENCE A_D APPL/CATIONS;




SA RSBA /BOTCH SYSTEMS E_S_ARCE AIRCRAFT/
NASA }EATUEES AARO-SPACE flAME, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAA CCNVEB_IC_
[NASA REL_ASI-£6-90] P86-10150 06
_ICEB_S E_C_ EEMAHKS F_AIA$_ FOR DELLVER_:
ANNUAL HCNCfi _WAEDS CEB£_CN_, AMES RESEARCH
CENTRE; NO_fET_ fIEND, CAI]ECENIA P86-I0212 05
ROTATING SERVICE STRUCT. /SPACE SEOTTLES/
TESTING OF SHUTTLE ORBITER NFATBER PROTECTION
STRUCTURE SCHEDULED
[NASA RELEASE-86-95] P86-I0155 06
ROTATION
SA PLANETARY ROTATION
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDRNT, FEBROART 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBflISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
P86-I0053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 1986
P86-I005_ 05
OFTICZAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
NASA STUDY SUGGESTS TETONIC HOTION CAUSED DESERT
TO MOVE
[NASA RELEASE-86-160] P86-10228 06
ROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
S RSRA /ROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT/
HOTORCRE_T
S ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
ROVING ¥EBICLES
S LUNAR ROVER
ROT&L ASTROBOEICRL SOCIETY, ENGLAND
RASA SCIENTIST AR_DED INTERNATIONAL ASTRONOMY MEDAL
[NASA RELEASE-86-28] P86-I0059 06
ROTAL I|STITOTE OF TECHNOLOGY, STOCKHOLM
ARTIFICIAL CLOUDS TO BE VISIBLE AT DAWN ALONG EAS_
COAST
[NASA RELEASE-86-51] P86-1009q 06
RSRA /ROTOR SISTERS RES_RCH AIRCRAFT/
STATEMENT OF _AYMOND S. COLLAD&I BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SBACE;
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-1006q 05
S_ATEHRNT OF JOHN C. BEIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COBEITTEE ON CO,HENCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-I0105 05
NASA/DOD HXHEID RESEARCH AIRCRAFT ROLLED OUT
[NASA RELEASE-86-113] P86-I0173 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-I02_5 06
RTG
S RADIOISOTOPE T_EHMOELECTBIC GENERATORS
RUBBER
SA VITCN RUBBER
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_MISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBHUA_Y
6, 1S86 P86-100_9 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 1986
P86-I005_ 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
ERNNAIS
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
A-106
SUBJECTINDEI SAFETYmANAGEBENT
CHALLENGER ACCI£ENT: BG_NING SESSION o FEBRUARY 6t
lS86 P86-10048 05
O_EICIAL TEASECRIPI PEOCIEEIBGS BEFORE
PN_SIEENIIAI COMMISSION CN SfACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIBENY, THU_SEAY APRIL 3, 1986
PH6-I0115 O5
R_ZAN TOIA@EE AIRCRAFT
NONSTOP GLOBAl VOYAGER AIr,lANE TO CAR_Y E_EHGENCY
LCCATCR
[NASA NEL_ASE-_6-1_] P86-10192 06
S
_AFETT ANALYSIS
SIATRaENT E_ _£E IN]RRAG_NC¥ NUCLEAH SAFETY REVIEW
PANEL BEEOSE _EE 5HECOM_I27E_ ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PEODUC_ICR AND SPACE ECI_HCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AN_ T_C_OLOGY; UNITED SEATER
BOUSE OF HEPRESENTATIVE5 P86-10043 05
STAT_EENT CP HILTON A. 51£_EIRA BEFOBE THE
SUBCCMEIT_EE CN ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCOMMITTEE C_ SPACE 5CI_ICE AdD APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND _ECHBOLOGY; HOUSE OF
EEPRE_ENTA_IVE_ P86-100q5 05
NASA A_ARUS CCN_RAC_ ECR _C_IEM AND SAFETY
A_SE£EMENI C_NTEHS
[NASA R£LEA5_-£6-1£_] P86-I0231 06
EXCENETS E_CN &ENAR_S P_E_A_ED FOR DELIVERY: 1986
NASA S_MPO_I_H ON CNALII_ AND PRODUCTIVITY;
_ASUINGTC_, B.C. 986-10270 05
SA_ET_ ANALESIS REPORT, DOE
STATEMENT E¥ _EE I_EHAGE_C_ 5UCLEAR 5ARETY REVIEW
PANEL BEFORE _E SUBCOR_ITIEE OH ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PEODUC_ICN AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CO_MI_TEB CN SCIENCE AND T_CHNOLOGY; UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF B_PEESRNTA_IVES Pf6-10Oq3 05
STAIEZRNI OF MILTON A. Silk,IRA BEFORE THE
SUBCCMHITT_E CN ENerGY _ESEA_CU AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCOMMITTEE C_ SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CC_MIT_EE CN SCIENC_ AN[: _C_CLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTAtiVES 986-10045 05
SAIBTY RVAZUA_ICE REPORT, INS}_
STATEMENT EY _EB IN_ERA6E_C_ NUCLEAR SAEETY REVIEW
PANEL BEFORE _£E SBECOMMI_TEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH
ANE PBGDUC_ICN AND SPACE SCIESCE AHD APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND _C_NOLOGY; U§ITED STATES
HOHSE OF N_PEE_ENT_TIVES P86-I00_3 05
STATEMENT OF MILTON A. SII_E_RA BEFORE _HE
SUUCCMUITT_B CN ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIE|CE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CA SCIENCE AND TECENGLOGY; HOUSE OF
RE_BRSENTA_I_EE P86-1OOq5 05
_AFETT FACTOR
NASA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIAtiON PRESS COHFERENCE
P86-10030 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: SHB EAT_ES P86-I0032 05
S_&TEHRNT BY EtAR A£_IHAL _ICHAHD TRULY_ NASA
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOE S_&CE FLIGHT
P86-I0033 05
STATEMENT CF DE. RIILIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE TEE
COMMITTEE CN SCIRNC_ AN_ TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
HRERESBNTATI_E_ P86-1003_ 05
SPACE SHUTTLE JOIN_ HEllE5 P86-10035 05
STATEMENT OF _ILTON A. SII_IIRA BE_OR_ THE
SUBCOHMITTEE C5 ENERGY RE_EARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCOMMITTEE CM SPACE SCIESC_ _HD APPIICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND T_CEHOLOGY; HOUSE OF
R_PRRSENTATI_E_ P86-I00_5 05
PRESENTATION 2C THE PRESIE_NTIAL COMMISSION OH THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CEALIENGER ACCI£EWT, FEBRUARY 10, 1986
986-10050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSIOE ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, fEBRUARY 11, 1986
R86-10051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_HISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
P8_-I0052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_MiS$10N O_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
P86-I0053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT P_OCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION O_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENI_ FEHHUARY 27, 1986
P86-I005_ 05
STATEMEHT OF _ILLIAM R. G_AHAM BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
RHPHESRNTATIVES P86-I0062 05
FAILURE MODE END EFFECTS ANALYSIS AND CRITICAL
I2EM5 LIST P86-I0066 05
NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM CRITICAL
ITEMS LIST P86-I0067 05
SECOND REPORT ISSUED ON SCIEHTIFIC USES O_ SPACE
STATION
INANE NELBASE-86-_3] P86-10086 06
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. BRIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON CO_MEHCE, SCIEECE AdD TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10105 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMHITTEE
ON SCIENCE, T_CHNOLOGY AND SPACE, COMMITTEE ON
COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STATES SENATE P86-I0109 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H° TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE OH SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
HERERSEHTATIVES P86-I0112 05
ASTRONAUT GREGORY NAMED TO NEH POST IN
HEADQUARTERS SAFETY OFFICE
[NASA RNLEASE-86-1_5] P86-I0213 06
NASA ANEEDS CONTRACT FOR PROBLEM AND SAFETY
ASSESSBEHT CENTERS
[NASA HELEASE-86-163] P86-10231 06
SAPET_ BAN_GEBENT
STATENENT BT REAR ADMIRAL RICHARD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADHINISTRATOR FOE SPACE FLIGHT
P86-10033 05
STATEMENT BY THE INTERAGHNCY NUCLEAR SAFETY HEVIEW
PANEL BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EHERGY RESEARCH
AND PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; UNITED STATES
HORSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P86-I00_3 05
STATEMENT OF HILTON A. SILVEIRA BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCOMMITTEE GN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE OE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-100q5 05
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON TEE
SPACE SUUTTLE CHALLENGEa ACCIDEBT: AGENDA
P86-I00_7 05
PRESENTATION TO TEE PRESIDENTIAL CONHISSION OH TNN
SPACE SMHTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 10, 1986
P86-10050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT P_OCEEDIHGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMRISSIOH OH SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FRBRUAE_ 11, 1986
P86-I0051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDIEGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBUISSIOB OR SPACE SHUTTLE
A-1¢7
_AEETY SISTEffS SORJECT IEDEK
CHALLENGER ACCILEN_, EEBEUA_ 25, 1986
986-10052 05
OFFICIAL T_A_SCRIP_ PRCCEE£ZNGS BEFORE
PNESI£ENTIAL CCMBISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CRALLENGER ACCILEN_w P_EEO|_ 27, 1966
P86-10054 05
TECBPSON gAMED NASA SA_E_Y £Z_ECIOR
[NASA RELtASE-E6-45] P86-10088 06
NASA EES_RDS _0 NEE YCEK _IMES
[NASA BELEASE-_6-52] 986-1U095 06
STATEMENT CP JCBR C. BBI2E_CIN£ BEFORE THE
SRECOBMITTEE ON SCIENCE, _ECRNCLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMIttEE CN CCMBEECE, SC1E_CE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STA_E5 _ENAIE P86-10105 05
STATEMENT CF JOHN _. BCDHE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE ANC A_[D]CA_IONS, COMMITIEE ON
SCIENCE AND _ECENG[OGY o BC_SE OF REPRESENTATIVES
986-10113 05
OEEICIAL I_ANSCRIP_ PRCC_EDX_GS BEFORE
PNESIEENTIAL COMMISSION C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDEN_, T_U_5£A_ APRIL 3, 19_6
986-10115 05
NEE SAEETY OEEICE AED POSITION ESTABLISHED
[EASE RZL£AS}-EH-83] 986-I01_7 06
NASA*S SPACE EIIGHT SAEETY PANEL CHARTERED
[NASA BEL£ASE-E6-1_I] 986-I0191 06
EXCERPTS E_CE REBARNS P_EP_EED FOR DELIVERY:
REPUBLICAN gCMEN_S FEDERAl FORUM, CAPITOL HILL
CLUB, NASEIN¢_CN, £_.C. 986-I0207 05
EXCERPTS E_CN _EM&BKS PSEPAR}E FOR DELIVERY:
NATIONAL _5SUE£ FOSRM CN _EE O.5. SPACE PROGRAM:
DIRECTIONS POE IRE fUTURE, EfC_KINGS INSTITUTION,
MASBIKGTCN, [.C. 986-10209 05
EXCEEE_S E_OB _EMABB5 PREPtBE_ FOR DELIVERY: FAY
GECUP OF _S_N|_S EERCO_IV_, EASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 O5
AS_RONADT GREGCRY NEBED _C N_g POST IN
READQUARTEES fAfET_ OFFICE
[NASA RELEAS_-EE-lqE] 986-10213 06
NASA ANARD5 CC_TRACI EOE fEEBIEM AND SAFETY
ASSESSMEN_ CEg_ENS
[NASA RELEASE-_6°16_] 986-10231 06
NASA lg86: _E YEAE IN SEVIEN
[NASA RELEASE-_6-1_] 986-|02_5 06
EXCERfIS E_CM _EMARNS PEEPA_ FOR DELIVERY:
KENNEDY SPACE CENTEE EMflC_EES; KENNED_ SPACE
CEN_E_, FLCR/£A P86-10272 05
EA_ETY S_STENS
3A AINCRAP_ EA_ETY
SA EMERGENCY EII_ S|STE_S
STATEMENT OF JOHN _. BODGE EEEOEE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APEIICAIIONS, COMMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND T_CENOICGY, BCDSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
986-10113 05
SAMARA OZSla_
NASA SCANNER f_ODUCES CCMEIE_B IMIGE OP NORTH
A_LAN_IC OCEAN
[NASA RELEASE-E6-1q?] 986-10215 06
SAEIGAK_ S_&CECEA_T
INTERNATIONAl GROUE MEE_S EC_ EALLEY'S COMET
ENCOUNYNR
[NASA RZLEASE-E_-I$] 986-10020 06
NASA _0 TELEVISE SPACECRAF_m5 ENCOUNTER NITR
EAZLE_'S CCM|_
[NASA R_LEASE-_6-23] P86-1002_ 06
SALT NA_ER
CHALLENGER TAPE STATUS
[NASA EELEAS_-_6-93] P86-10153 06
SA_VAGR OPERATIONS
PRESS CONFERENCE: APPOINTMENT OF JESSE MOORE AND
BICHAHB TRULY P86-10029 05
STATEMENT OF DR. gILLIAN E. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
SUBCCBMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10031 05
STATEMENT OF DR. gILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-100_q 05
SEARCB RECOVEEY RECONSTRUCTION 986-10036 05
RECONSTRUCTION AND ANALYSIS P86-10037 05
PRESENTATION TO _HE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON I_E
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
OPEICIAL TRANSCRLPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CEALLERGER ACCIDENT: _ORN_NG SESSION, _EBRUARY b,
lg86 P86-I00_8 05
OFFICIAL THANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_NISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, EEBRUAEY 11, 1986
986-10051 05
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. OPEN HEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS 2ASK FORCE PRESENTATIONS,
FRIDAY, MARCH 21 PB6-10069 05
DESTACKING OF 61-G ELEMENTS AND MODIFICATIONS TO
ORBITERS PLANNED
[NASA RE/EASE-86-37] P86-10080 06
USS PRESERVER REASSIGNED
[NASA HE/EASE-86-39] P86-I0082 06
CRER CABIN RECOVERY OPERATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA HRLEASE-86-qH] P86-10089 06
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. BRIZENDINE BEFORE TEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE 986-I0105 05
O_FICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, MARCH 21, 1986 986-I011_ 05
SHUTTLE MISSIOH 51-L RECOVERY OPERATION ENDS
[NASA RELEASE-86-121] P86-10181 06
NASA ANNOUNCES PLANS FOR DISPOSITION OF CHALLENGER
DBERIS
[NASA RELEASE-86-I_I] P86-10201 06
SALIUT O_BITING SPACE ST&TXON
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIYERY: MEDIA
SEMINAR ON U.S. SPACE POLICY; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P86-10263 05
SAN &NDEEAS FAUL_
NASA STUDY SUGGESTS TETONIC MOTION CAUSED DESERT
TO MOVE
[NASA RELEASE-86-160] P86-10228 06
SAN GABRIEL MOUH_AINS. CALif.
NASA 0-2 AIRCRAFT gILL STUDY CONTROLLED CALIFORNIA
POBES_ FIRE
[NASA RELEASE-86-13_] P86-1019q 06
SEN BARON ¥KLLE! HIGH SONDe DANVIL_R_ CAD
SPACE SCIENCE STDDENT NINNERS ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-86-71] P86-10131 06
SANDIA LABS., AL_UQUBIQUI. IL. SEX.
NASA AEARDS CONTRACTS FOR DESIGNING ADVANCED _OMEN
SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-86-156] P86-1022_ 06
SAIDIA NATIONAL LAB_, ALBOQURROUE, N.M.
STATEMENT OF RAYMOND S. COLLADAY BEFORE THE
SUBCCRMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
A-108
SEBOECT INDEX SCHOLASTIC COOPEBATION
CCEMITTEE CN COMMENCEr SCIINCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITZ_ STA_ES SENATE P86-1006_ 05
SA|TIAGO TRACKING STA_IONe CBIIE
NASA I0 EXIEND SFAC_CEAET I_AC_ING STATION
OPIRATIONS
[NASA REL_ASI-_6-157] P86-I0225 06
$1NSAT
STATEEENT OE EURTON I. IDEISGN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE C_ SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCt AND T_CBNOLOGT; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P_6-10065 05
SEANCE AND RESCHE EIPEEIMENT _0 BE FLOWN ON NOAA
S&TEEIITE
[_ASA EELEASE-£6-qq] P86-10087 06
NEN N|ATHER SATELLITE _0 BE lAUNCHED MAY I PROM
CA_E CANAVEEIL
[NASA RELEASE-B6-50] P86-10093 06
NASA _EATURES AEEO-SPACE IIA_, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAA CONVENTION
[NASA RELEASE-86-90] P86-I0150 06
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA-G WEA_E_R SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-E6-11_] P86-10175 06
NONSTOP GLOBAL VOYAGER AI_IIAIE TO CARRY EMERGENCY
LCCAICR
[NASA _ELE_SE-£6-1_2] P86-10192 06
RESCUE SAteLLItE SAVES fCO_ I_ FIRST DAY OF
OPEEA_ICN
[NISA NEIEASE-_6-144] P86-1020q 06
NASA 1986: I£_ YEA_ i_ _IEW
[NASA RELEASE-&6-1?7] P86-102W5 06
EXCERPTS _ROM RENAMES PREPREEE FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREMONY, GCDDAED S}_C£ FLiGEI CENTER;
GREENBELT, M_EYLAND P86-I0273 05
SATELLITE IWSIRUEENTS
SA HIGH RESCISSION IEPRAR_I _£1ATICN SOUNDER
SA SPACE EN¥]EC_ME_ MC_IICE
NASA _0 LAUNCH NOAA-G WEA_E_ SATELLITE
[NASA EELEASE-£6-11_] P86-10175 C6
NEW SPACE ASTRONOMY _ECR_I_£ DEYELCPED TO STUDY
CELESTIAL £ODIES
[NAS_ RELEASE-£6-1_U] P86-I0200 06
SAtELlITE ORBITS
TEACHER IN S_ACE A_D C0_£_ _AILE¥ STGDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L fIIGEI
[N_SA EEL_AS_-£6-5] P86-I0006 06
NEW WEATHER _A_ELLI_£ _c £_ IAUNCHED MAY I FROM
CA_E CA_AV}_At
[NASA RELIASI-£6-50] P86-I0093 06
NASA _O LAUNCH NOAA-G W_AI5E_ SATELLITE
[N_SA _ELEAS_-£5-115] P86-I0175 06
SATELLITE TRANSMISSION
NASA'S TRACNJNG SA_LLIIE _XP_FIlRNCE5 PARTIAL
S-EAN_ _AIIU_E
[N_SA 8EL_AS_-£6-1_5] P_-102q3 (6
SATELLITES
SA AURORAL RESEARCH SA_ilI_£
SA CCMHUNICA%ICN SAEELIII_E
SA CC_SA_ SA_ILIEIS
SA COSMIC BACkGROUnD EXfLC@£@ SATELLITE
SA COSMOS SATELLITES













SA INFRARED ASTRONOMY SATELLITE
SA INTELSAT SATELLITES
SA ISEE-3
SA IOE /I_TEENATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER/
SA MAGNETIC FIELD EXPLORER











SA PIONEER VENUS PROBE
S& PIONEER 10
SA PIONEER 11
SA BOA SATCOM g-1
S& ROSAT (GERMAN X-RAY SATELLITE)
SA SALTUT ORBITING SPACE STATION
SA SARSAT
SA SEASAT












REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTEH, GREENBELT, MARYLAND P86-I0101 05
CONTRACTOR SELECTED FOE TOPEX SATELLITE NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-178] P86-102_6 06
SATURN /PLANET/
STATEHRNT OF SAMUEL W. KELLER BEFORE THE
SUBCCHMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION:
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE S_IENCE AND APPLICATIONS:
COHMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: ROUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-1O0q6 05
NASA HOLDS PUBLIC PRESENTATION ON VOT&GER URANUS
ENCOUNTER
[NASA RELEASE-86-56] P86-I0099 06
SATURE ENCOUNTER
EXCERPTS FROM RE_ARKS PREPARED FOR DELIFEHY: _AX




REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: MARSHALL SPACE




REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: COUNCIL Of STATE
GOVERNMENTS _ESTERN STATE CONFERENCE; COLCBADO




CLOUDS MAY OFFSET "GREENHOUSE EFFECT"
[NASA RELEASE-86-1051 P86-10165 06
SCATTE_OMETEN
S NAVY REMOTE OCEAN SENSING SCATTEROMETEB
SCHOLASTIC COOPERATION
SCIENTISTS MAKE BLEST DEFINITE IDENTIFICATION OF
WATER IN COMETS
[MASk EELEASE-86-_] P86-10005 06
A-109
SCIENCE EQB,TBCT IgD_Z
TEACHER IN SPACE PFCGRAH _0 CCNTINUE
[NASA RELEASI-£6-12] P86-10013 06
NASA SATELLIII SOPECETS CCmET HALLEY ENCOORTEBS
[NASA RRLEASE-_5-2S] 986-10060 06
CGNEEfiCIAL DEVRLOENERT CEN_ER CANDIDATES RAPED
[NASA NELEASE-£6-_9]














NASA SPACE _CENOLCGY ENHANCES DISEASE DETECTION
[NASA BBLEAS_-E6-6S] P86-10129 06
SPACE SCIENCE _TUDENT N_N_ERS ANNOUNCED
[NISA RELEASE-E6-71] P86-I0131 06
NASA EEATUB£_ AERO-SPACE PLANE, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAA CCNVENTICN
[NASA RELEASE-E6-90] P86-10150 OB
NASA SUPEECCEP_TER SYSTE_ _0 ENCORE AVAILABLE
NATIONALL_
{NASA HELEASE-E6-92] P86-_0152 06
NASA I£CBNCLCG_ ST_IEB _CB DEE AGAINST RENTAL
DIEOH£ER
[NASA BELEbSi-Eb-9S] P86-I0159 06
CENTERS ¥OB CC_ERCIAL DE_EZ_HENT OF SP_CE RAPED
[NASA RELEASE-E6-102] P86-10162 06
AMATEUR AS_RCJCMERS TO gAVE CBSERVIRG TIHE ON
SPECE TELESCOPE
[NASA RELEASE-e6-1C8] F86-I0168 06
SPACE STATION CPFICE FGEBS CEERATIONS TASK FORCE
[_bSb RELEASE-RE-lEE] _86-I0189 06
U.S. SCIENCE TEAR SELECTED E06 JAPANESE SOLAR
81SSICK
{NASA RELE_SE-86-163] P86-I0221 06
SCIENCR
SECCND EEECET ISSHEB ON _C]E_IFIC USES OF SPACE
STATICR
[NASA REL_ASE-_6-_3] P86-I0086 06
SCIENCE AND TEC_|CLO@V AGENCI, aAPAN
NASA AND JA_Ai AGREE Og 5_k_ICN BARDNARE _OH
PRELIMINA_ ENSIGN
[NASA EEi£AS_-£6-31] P86-I00_I 06
SCIENCE RESEARCH CODICIL, |N_IAID
NASA SCIENTIS_ ANAH£ED I_T_SATIONAL ASTRONOHY HEDAL
[NASA BELEAS_-{6-2£] _86-I0059 06
$CXEg_IBIC EIEE_IHER_S
BOEING SELECI_£ ROB SPACE CCMMERCIAL DEVELOPMEN_
AND D_ILIZA_ICN
[NASA HEL_ASE-66-127] P86-I0187 06
SCIENTIFIC SA_EIIITES
S kPPIICA_ICbS TECBECICG_ SATELLITES
S AUEOBAL RESEARCH SATEllitE
S COSSlC £A£KGROUND E|}IC$£E SATELLITE
B DYnamICS EE_LCR_ SA_EII2_S
S IN}BAHEE AS_RONCE_ SATELlitE
5 ISEE-3
S IRE /I_E$_A_iCNAL _L_SA_ICLE2 E_PLOBER/
S BA6_ET]C E]EL£ EIPLC_E_
S S_E /SCIA_ _ESOSEEERIC _XELCRER/
_CIEN_IE_S
_AEA _G PA_ICIPAT_ IN EIGE _IEEGY SOLAR PHYSICS
PECGRA8
[NASA EELEASE-_6-25] P86-I0026 06
HXCE_S _CN EENAfiNS P£E_AFR£ FOE DELIVERY:
EEESENTA_ICN C} ROC_WEL_ _£AL TO DE. LOIS W.
ALVAREZ; PIttSbURGH, PA P86-10265 05
SCO¢T A_B, ILl..
NONSTOP GLOBAL VOYAGER AIRPLANE TO CARRY EMERGENCY
LOC&_OE
{NASA RELEASE-86-132] P86-10192 06
SCOOT L&OICH VRHICLR
STATEEENT OF WILLIAM R. ORAHAN BEFORE THE
SUBCC_MITTEE ON SPACE SCIRRCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COEEI_TBE OE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: HOUSE O_
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I00_ 05
STATEEEMT OF RICHARD R. TRULY BEFORE THE
S_BC_BBITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
CONEITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIERCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE 986-10111 05
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REWlEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-I02_5 06
NASA ANNOUNCES LAUNCH FORECAST FOR 1967
[NASA RELEASE-86-179] P86-I02_7 06
SCRABJE_ RNGINES
S SUPERSONIC COBBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES
SEA LIIK 1 /SUBEEBSXBLK VESSEL/
CREN CABIN RECOVERY OPERATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA HELEASE-86-_6] P86-10089 06
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHHISSIOE ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, RANCH 21, 1986 P86-1011_ 05
SEA LINK 2 /SOBREESIBLE VESSEL/
S_ARCH RECOVER_ RECONSTRUCTION P86-I0036 05
RECONSTRUCTION AND ANALYSIS P86-10037 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CON_ISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_MISSION ON SPACE SHOTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, HARCH 21, 1986 P86-I011_ 05
SEA STATES
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBBUAR_ 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
OFFICIAL TRAgSCEIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1985
P86-I0053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
SEALS /STOPPERS/
SA 0 RING SEALS
SA PUTT_
NASA ANNOUNCES FHLL°SCALE SOLID ROCKET NOTCR TEST
PROGRAB
[HASA RELEASE-86-118] P86-I0178 Do
SEARCH AND RENegE
STATEHENT OF BURTON !. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUHCCMM!TTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITPEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE 0¥
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
S_ARCB AND RESCUE EXPEBI_EN_ TO BE FLOgN OR NOAA
SATELLITE
[NASA EELEASE-86-%%] P86-I0087 Ob
NEW WEATHER SATELLITE TO BE LAUNCHED NAY I FROM
CAPE CANAVERAL
[NASA RELEASE-86-50] P86-10093 06
NASA FEATURES AERO-SPACE PLANE, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAA CCNVENTION
[_aSk RELEASE-86-90] P86-I0150 06
R_SA TO LAUNCH NOAA-G gEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-86-115] P86-I0175 06
A-110
SUBJECT INDEX SHUTTLE IBAGING SPECTROBETER EIPERIBENT
NONSTOP GLCEAI VOYAGER AIR_EANE TO CARRY EEERGENCY
LCCA_CE
[NASA EELEASE-£6-1_2] P86-10192 06
RESCUE SATELlitE SAVES RCUE IN FIRST DAY OF
OEEBATICN
[NASA EELEASE-_6-1_] P86-1020q 06
NASA 1S86: _E YRAE IN EEVIE_
[NASA REIEAEE-E6-177] P86-_02_5 06
EENARES PREP/RED FCR DEIIVER_: STUDENT VISIT
SECNSCRED EY CONGRESSEA_ _CN EACKARD, _R. C_LIF.);
NASA READOBARTEES, EASHIEG_CN, D.C. P86-I0256 05
EXCERPTS F_OM REMARKS PEEfAEED FO_ DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEHEMCNI, GC_EAEE S_AC_ FLIGHT CENTER;
GBEENEELT, MJHYLAN£ P86-10273 05
SEARCH POE E|_RAT|RRERtRIAI INTELLIGENCE
PRESIDENT _WIRES ARES CHIEf lg86 NATIONAL HEDAL OF
SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-66-27] P86-10058 06
EXCEEETS FECB EREAHES PEEEAEE_ FOR DELIVERY: FA!
GROUP CF RCS1NESS EXEC_YI_ES, NASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-I0211 05
FOUH GREAT CBSERVATCRIE5 bill AID IN ASTRONOMICAL
E_ILOEA_iCES
[NASA HELEASR-E6-166] P86-10236 06
HENAEES PREPARED FCE DELIVERY: STUDENT VISIT
SPCNSCBED EY CCNGREESBAB _CB _ACKARD, {R. CALIE.);
NASA EEADQUAETEES, _SHING_CN, D.C. P86-I0256 05
RENARKS PNEPIE_U FOR DELIVERY: COUNCIL OF STATE
GCVERN_ENTS _EETERN STA_E CCN_ERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, CCLCEADC P86-1026_ 05
SEASA_
NASA SCIENtIStS ESELOX SATELLITES TO _AP THE OCEAN
FLCCR






S AIR EOBCE, C.S.
SEN
S SPACE H_VIECNBE_ NCbI_CB
SENICCNDUCTOES
CC_BERCIAL DEVELORBENT CENTER CANDIDATES NA_ED
[NASA RELEASE-E6-_9] P86-10092 06
BOEING SELECTED FOR SPACE CfBEERCIAI DEVELOPHENT
ANN U_ILIZATICN
[NASA RELEASE-E6-127] P86-10187 06
SENRGAL
O_FiCIAL TRANSCRIP_ P_CCEE_INGS REFOH£
PEESI_EN_IAL CCM_ISSIO@ CN SRACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt: NCHN]EG SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
I§86 P86-I00_8 05
SENIOR EEECOTIVN SRRVICR
BOCHE REASSIGNED, CCBEN NANED JSC DIRECTOR
[NASA RELEASE-E6-138] P86-10198 06
SENSORS
5A EEECTE SENSING
S_ATRNENT E¥ REAR AENIRAL RICHARD TRULY# NASA
ASSOCIATE ADNINISTRATOR _CE SRACE FLIGHT
P86-I0033 05
OEPICIAL T_ANSCRIP_ PROCEEDINGS BEFCRB
PRESIEENTIAE C¢8BISSIO_ CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIREN_: A_TERNCON SESSION FEBRUARY
£, 1986 P86-100_9 05
O_ICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIdENTIal CCNNISSICN C_ SE_CE SHHTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
S_NARD JOHNSON /SHIP/
SEARCH RECOVEE¥ RECONSTRUCTION P86-10036 05
RECONSTRHCTZON AND ANALYSIS P86-I0037 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCHIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE




SA TBERNAL PROTECTION STSTEN
TESTING OF SHUTTLE ORBITER FEATHER PROT£C_ICH
STRUCTURE SCHEDULED
[NASA RELEASE-86-95] P86-10155 C6
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVEENNENTS gESTERN STATE CONFERENCE; COLC_ADO
SPRINGS. COLORADO P86-10264 05
SHIES
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDIHGS EEEORE
PaRSIDRNTIAL CONEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUAR_ 25= 1986
P86-10052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEEORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_EISSION ON SPACE SHUTTL_
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT PH6-10055 05
SHIPS
SA BIG FOOT /SCALLOP BOAT/
SA EDWIN LINK /SHIP/
SA FREEDO_ STAR /SHIP/
S& EREEDOR, UTC
SA G, N. PIERCE /COAST GUAED VESSEL/
SA INDEPENDENCE /SHIP/
SA LIBERTY STAB /SHIP/
SA LIBERTY, UTC
SA C_PCRTUNE, USS




SA SEWARD JOHNSON /SHIP/
SA STENA WORKHORSE /SHIP/
SA SUNBIBD, USE
PRESIDENTIAL COHHISSION ON TEE SPACE SHUTTIE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. OPEN HEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS TASK FORCE PRESENTATIONS,
FRIDAY, _ARCH 21 P86-I0069 05
SHORT HAOL AIRCRAFT
5 V/STOL AIRCHAFT
SNORT TAKEOFF AND YERT. LANDING AIECRAFT
S 5TOVL AIRCRAFT
SHUTTLE AWIOEICS INTEGRATION L&BORA_ON_
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER _CCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
SHUTTLE DATA H&EBHOOK /PUBLICATION/
ST_TENENT OF HILTON A. SILVEIRA BERORE THE
SUBCCHBITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBC_HBITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COEBITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86~10045 05
SHUTTLE /BASING RADAR
REHOTR SENSING AGREEMENT REACHED E¥ NASA AND ERA
[NASA RELEASE-86-7] P86-10008 06
STATREENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUECCNBITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CONBITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
SHUTTLE INAGING SPECTROBETER EXPERINENT
STATRNENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE TEE
SURCCEBITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
A-111
SBOTTLE BXSSICm SIBULAIOR SUBJECT XBDBX
COSNI_EE CN SCIENCE AH_ IIC)WOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REERESEMTA_IqES P86-I0065 05
SBD_TIB BISSICI SIBOLAIOE
OffICIAL J_ANSCBIPT PBOCZIL_IGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL C¢HNISSICN CR SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THU_SIAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
5BO_LE PROCESSING CGN_RAC_
OI¥1CIAL IEA_S(BIP_ PRCCEE_INGS BEFORE
PBESiDINTIAI CCNNISSIO_ C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
C_ALL_BGEB ACCIDEN_ P86-10055 05
LOCgHEID SHUTTLE P_CCESSINC CONTRACT EXTENDED FOE
THREE YEARS
_NASA EEL_AS_-_6-126] P86-10186 06
SIERRA NEVADA NOON,AIMS
_ASA STOD_ SOG_ESTS TETCN]C NOTION CAUSED DESERT
TO NCVE
[NASA REL_AS_-_6-1£O] P86-10228 06
SIKORSKY AIRCH&EI, STRATFORD, CCN_.
NASA/_OD B_HEI[ RESIARCH AIRCRAFT BOLIBD OUT
[NASA BEL_AS_-_6-113] P86-10173 66
SINBLATICW
SA CCBIUTE_]ZBD SI_OLb_](_
SA SPACE ELZG_I SIEULA_IC_
PRESENTATION _C THE PRHSI_E_IAL CONNISSION ON THE
SPACE SHOT_LE CB&EIENGHR RCC/EBN_, FEBRUARY 10, 1986
P86-10050 05
OFFICIAL _S&NSCRIP_ PBOCEiEI_S BEFORE
PaESIEERTXAL CCNBISSION C_ SP_CE SHO_TLE
CHALLENGER accIC_N_ P86-10055 05
NASA SELECTS HORIZONTAL CCE_IGURATION FOR JOINT TEST
[NASA EELEASE-EE-12_] P86-10199 06
NASA 1986: I_H YEA_ ZN _Z_
[NASA EEL_AS_-E6-177] P86-102q5 06
S_NOLA_ORS
SA /LIGHT SIBOXA_ORS
SA JOINT E_VI_CNNENT SIHDIA_C_
SA NUNIHICAL A_RODINABIC SIEULATION SIS.# ARC
SA SHUTTLE BIS_ICN SINUIA_C_
S_ATEEEET £E JCEN C. ERIZE_DIB£ BEFORE THE
SUBCONNITTEE CN SCIENCE, _EC_NOLOGT AND SPACe.
CONNIX_EB CR ££NHERC_, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATIOn,
UNITEC STATES S_BA_E P86-I0105 05
NASA EEA_URES AEEO-SPACI PLANE, EESBARCH PILOTS AT
EAA CCNVE_IICB
[ NASA RELEASE-_6-90] P86-I0150 06
EXCERPTS PE_N EBHAE_S PHEE|RED FOB DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEN£NEB_; JCBNSCW SPACE CENTER HOUSTON, _EXAS
E86-10269 05
SRILAB PR¢ggAS
EXCERPTS F_ON EEHA_NS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY:
NATIONAL I_SUES FOBOE CN _EE goB. SPACE PROGRAN:
DIRECTIONS ECE THE EDTg_£, E_COKINGS INSTITOTI_N,
_ASHI|_TON, _.C° P86-10209 _5
EENAHNS PREP/NED FC_ DElIVErY: NABSHALL SPACE
FLIGB_ CENTEr, HON_VIIXE, AXARANA P86-I0258 05
SLID|LL COEPU_|R C©HP_EZ_ SlIT|IX, L_,
NASA SELECTS CCWTRICTCR TC CEERA2E CONPUTEH CONPLEX
[NASA RELEASE-86-1_5] 966-10253 66
_EE_L BO£, IllOli_IOl BEY. lCX Cl 1982
NASA SELECTS SEALI EDSIR_SE RESEARCH PROPOSALS
[NASA NELEASI-86°15_] 986-10223 06
SNALL BBSI|I_S I|lOVATION NES. OIF., NASA
STATENERT C_ EJRRY _. JCS_SCN BEFORE _HE
SUBCOHSITTEE ON GENERAL C_EBSIGBT AND THE ECONOHM
CONNITTEE ON SBALL BUSINESS, U.S. HORSE OF
RBPRES|NTA_IVES P86-10107 05
SHALL EUSIII_Z II|O¥ITICN iNSET|OH PROGEAB
RASA TO NVALOAS| JOINED NI_G CONCEPT _ITH SHALL
BONINESS FIR_
[NASA RELEASE-H6-_2] P86-1008_ Oo
NASA SELECTS SHALL BUSINESS RESEARCH PROPOSALS
[NASA EELBASE-86-155] P86-10223 06
NASA SELECTS SHALL BUSINESS RESEARCH PROPOSALS
[NASA EELEASE-86-17_] P86-102_2 06
NASA 1966: THE YEaR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] 986-102%5 06
SNAL_ BOSIBESSES
NASA SELECTS SHALL BUSINESS RESEARCH PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-86-17_] P86-102q2 06
SEE /SOLAREESOSPRERIC EXPLORER/
STATEBENT OF NORTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCCNBITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CO_E_TTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: NOUS_ OF
SEPEESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
SNITHSORIAN ASTBOPBY_. OB.._, BOSTOH, BASS.
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT TO STUDY EXTERNAL TANK
CCNVEESION
[NASA RELEASE-86-111] P86-10171 06
SNI_ESONIAN INSTITOTION
S NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE HUBBUB, WASH., D.C.
SNB
S SCLAB 8AXINUN BISSION
SAGER
PRESS CONFERENCE: SRB _ATTEES P86-10032 05
STS 51-L TIBE LINE P86-100#2 05
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL CONNISSION ON THE
SPACE SHOTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCEIPT PR_EEDIRGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, PEBRUAR_ 27, 1986
P86-1005# 05
OFFICIAL _RANSCRIPT PR_EEDINGS BEFORE
PBESIDERTIAL CONNISSIOB 0S SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
PRESIDENTIAL COBBISSION ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. OPEN HEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND _ESIGN ANALYSIS TASK FORCE PRESENTATIONS,
FRIDAY, NARCB 21 P86-10069 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS B_FOEE
PRESIDENTIAL COaNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. EARCH 21, 1986 P86-1011q 05
385
NEE WEATHER SATELLITE TO HE LAUNCHED NA_ 1FRON
CAPE CANAVERAL




SPACE SCIENCE STUDENT WINNERS ANNOUNCED
[NASA EELEASE-86-71] P86-10131 06
ECHO BZSSION /ES_/
STATENENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUI_CCBBITTEE OR SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CONBITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; BOUSN OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
SOIL _IB_P_E SOCIETI OF kHRRIC&
REflOTR SENSING WILL HELP PREDICT CHANGES IN SOIL
COHDITIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-170] P86-10238 06
SOIL STODIES
ANAZCN FORESTS SIGNIFICAMTL_ AFFECT GLOBAl AIR
QUALIT!
[NASA RELEASE-86-6@] P86-I012_ 06
A-112
SUBJECT INDRN SOEAR $TSTEB
LUNAR SOIL PECEUCES HIGH GHA_E CONCRETE MATERIAL
[NASA BEL_ASE-_6-68] F86-|0128 06
NASA U-2 AIRCEIET RILL S_HLY CONTROLLED CALIFORNIA
FORRS_ FIRE
[NASA RELIASE-66-13_ ] P86-1019_ 06
HEEOTE SEN$IJG RILL EELP _REDICT CHANGES IN SOIL
CONEI_IGNS
[NASA RELEASE-fC-170] P86-10238 06
SCClJ ACIIIITV IEIECTS
SA SCIAH TErRESTRIAl IN_ERACTIONS
NASA SCHEDULES FIVE EXPEN£A5[£ LAUNCHES FOR 1986
[NASA RELEASE-If-32] P86-I0072 O0
NBN W}ATH_R SATELLITE g£ _E IAUNCRED NAY I FRO_
CAPE CABAYEEAI
[NAEA EEL_ASI-£6-5C] P86-I0093 06
NASA 1986: TB_ YEIR IN 8_VI£E
[NASA EELEASE-_6-177] P86-I02_5 _6
SCLAR ARRAYS
STAIRNENT CF SANHEI W. _II}_ _EFOEE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE 6N ENERGY HESEAHCR AND PRODUCTION:
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCI_CE AND APPLICATIONS:
COMMIttEE CN SCIENCE AND IECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRE_ERTA_I_E_ P86-I0046 05
OFFICIAL T_AhECRIP_ PEOC}I_INGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAl CfNNISSIO_ £N S_ACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIdENt: HC_NI_G SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P86-I0048 05
NASA ANNOUNCES _ASEIINE C£_GURAT_ON FOR SPACE
STATION
/NASA BELfASt-E6-61] P86-I0119 06
NASA 1586: _B_ YEAR IN _]}_
fNASA EEL}ASa-_6-1_] PE6-I02_5 06
S_ACE STATION ANALYSIS _}S_LIS
[NASA RELeASE-E6-181] P86-10249 06
SCIAR CELLS
S_ATEBENT CE SAHHEE N. REIIEE BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE C_ ENERGY RES}_RCH AND PRODUCTION;
5HECCNBIT_E £_ 5PACE SCIE_C_ AND A_PIICATIONS;
CCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE ANN _ICSNCLOGY; HOUSE OF
d£_RES}NTA_I_ES P86-100q6 05
_(IAR CYCLE
NASA I_86: _B} _E_E IN _V/EN
[N_SA EELEAS_-£6-177] P8b-102_5 06
SOLAR ELECTRIC }CbER
STATEMENT CF JOHN E. HCUG_ BE}ORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, _ECE_GICGX ANN SfACE, COMMITTEE ON
CCR_EECE, SCIENCE AND _EAN_fOETATION, UNITED
S_AIES SENAT_ P86-10109 05
STATEMENT C_ JCHN D. HC_£E BEEOEE T_E SUBCOMBITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND A_IICA_IONS, COHNITTEE ON
SCIENCE AN_ _CHNCIOGY, HCSSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
S£IAR RRIEGY
NASA ANNOUNCES TERHINAII£_ Cf CONTEACT WITH TEN
[NASA BEL_AS_-_6-5_] P86-I0098 06
NASA ANNOUNCE_ EAS}IINE CCN}]GURATION FOR SPACE
S_ATICN
[NASA R_L}ISI-_6-61] P86-10119 06
CLCUDS MAY OEESET "GEEENECSSE EFFECT"
[NASA REI_ASE-fi6-10_] P86-I0165 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS _CE £}SIGNING ADVANCED POWER
SYSTEM
[NASA RELIASE-66-156] P86-10224 06
_CIAR FLARES
U.S. SCIENCE TtAB SELECTt_ fC_ JAPANESE SOLAR
MISSION
[NASA EELEAS_-_6-1_2] P80-I0221 06
EICEHPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
A_ARDS CEEEBONI, GODDAMN) SPACE FLIGHT CENTER;
GREENBELT. MAR_LARD P86-10273 05
SOLA_ MAGNETIC FIELD
NASA STUDTING CONCEPT TO MEASURE DISTANCE BETWEEN
STARS, GALAXIES
[NASA RELEASE-E6-133] P86-I0193 06
SHEAR MAXIMUM MISSION
INTERNATIONAL GRORP NEE¢S FOR HALLEY'S COMET
ENCOUNTER
[NASA RELEASE-86-19] P86-I0020 06
NASA TO PARTICIPATE IN NIGH ENERGY SOLAR PHYSICS
PROGHAM
[NASA RELEASE-86-25] P8O-I0026 06
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
S_BCCHMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
ANARDS CEREMONY, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER;
GREENBELT, MARYLAND P86-10273 05
SOLAR _L_SOSPHERIC EXPLO_EE /SME/
S S_E /SOLAR MESOSPRERIC EXPLORER/
SOLAR OPTICAL 2EEESCOFE
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSOH BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COHMITTEZ ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
SOLAR P_TSICS
BASA TO PARTICIPATE IN HIGH ENERGY SOLAR PHYSICS
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-86-25] P86-I0026 06
NASA NE_-EC-O2-OH BUDGET BRIEFING P86-10028 05
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. GRAHA_ BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REBRESENTATIVES P86-10062 05
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. GRAHAM, ACTING
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-I0205 05
U.S. SCIENCE TEAM SELECTED FOE JAPANESE SOLAR
BISSION
[NASA RELEASE-86-153] P86-I0221 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW






NEW SUPER COMPUTER SDPPORTS KEY NASA PROJECTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-7_] P86-1013q 06
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA-G WEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-86-115] P86-1U175 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS ANNUAL MEETING;
ORLANDO, FLORIDA P86-10271 05
SCRAM SISTER
BARS OBSERVER INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-86-47] P86-I0090 U6
ARTIFICIAL CLOUDS TO BE VISIBLE AT DARN ALONG EAST
COAST
[NASA RELEASE-86-51] P86-1009_ 06
NASA STUDYING CONCEPT _0 MEASURE DISTANCH BETWEEN
S2ARS, GALAXIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-133] 986-10193 06
EXCEEPTS FROM REHARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: _AY
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
A-113
SCLAR SYSTEM EX_CRATICN CCERI_TEE SUBJECT INDEX
986-10211 05
REMARKS P8_PARtD FC_ DELIVERY: STUDENT VISIT
SPCNSORED IY CCNGRE_SMAN _CR _ACKARD, {R. CALIF.);
NASA BIA_QUA_RS, _ASHING_CN, D.C. 986-I0256 05
SCLAN SYSTEM £1ELORATICN COMMITTEE
STATEMENT CP E_RTON I. E_EI_CR BEFORE _HE
SUBCCEMITf_E C_ SPACE SCIENCE ANN AEPLICA_IONS;
CCBMIITEE CN _ClENC_ AND _CB_CLOGY; HOBSE OP
REPRESENTATIVES 986-I0065 05
MARS CPSEBVEB INVEStIGAtIONS SELECTED
[NASA EEL_AS_-_6-,7] R86-10090 06
EXCERE_S E_CB REMARRS P_AR_ EOR DELIVERY: THE
NABS CCNPEIE_CE. NAIICNAI ACaDeMY OP SCIENCES,
_ASHI_GTOb, E.C, P86-10208 05
SOLAR SYSTEM _R$1OR_XCM DIVISION, NASA
MARS C_SERVEB INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED
[NASA EEL_AS_-66-_7] P86-I0090 06
SCLAR SYSTEM EXXLOB_TICM EEOG_AM, NASA
MARS CRSEBVEB INVES_IGA_ICNS S_LECTED
[NASA REI_AS_-E6-_7] 986-10090 06
SCEAN TERRESTRIAl INTNRACXICNS
NASA NNQ-86-CR-08 EBEGP7 £RI_ING P86-I0028 05
STAteMENT C} MILLIAN E. G_AEAM BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE ABE _CR_CLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPEESPNTA_I_ P86-I0062 05
STAYIMENT O_ _ILIIA_ R. GRAHAM, ACTING
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA BUEG_I _BESS COME,HENCE
R86-I0205 05
SCLAN THERMAL TEOENOLCGY RRCG_AM. DOE
NASA AMARDS CCNTRACTS fOR RESIGNING ADVANCED POMER
SYSTEM
[NASA REL_ASI-E6-156] 986-1022q 06
SCLAB RIND
INTfRNATIC_AI GEO_R ME_S ECR HALLEY'S COMET
ENCCUN_ER
[NASA RELEASe-E6-1@] 986-10020 06
S_ATEMENT CE RDR_ON I. _EEI5CN BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE C_ SPICE SCIENCE AND AE_LICATIONS:
CCMMI_TEE CN SCIENC_ AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
_£_NESENTA_I_E 986-I0065 05
NASA SELECTS INVRS_]GATIC_S _CR COMET RENDEZVOUS
MISSION
[NASA RELEAS_-_6-150] P86-I0218 06
EXCERPTS FECM REBABKS _RiP_R_£ FOR DELIVERY:
INTEENATIGNAI CCME_ARY E|EIC_EE TRANSEER CEREMONY;
NA_IC_AL AIR ANE SPACE M_S_[M 988-10262 05
SCLAR-A MISSION
S HIGH EN_NGY SOLAN RHYSICS _ROG., JARAN
SCLAB-TERREST|IA_ A_MCSFBE_IC SOBNDNR
STATEMENT CP f_RTON I. E_EISCN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE C_ SPACE SCIE_CI AND APFLICATIONS_
COMMITTEE CN SCIENC_ AND _ECENOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REgEESENTA_Iq_S 286-10065 05
_£LID PRCPBLLAMT ]GNIYICN
STATEMENT EY _EAR A£MIRAL _ICHAND TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR _C_ SPACE FLIGHT
R86-I0033 05
S_S 51-L INCIDENT INVEStIGAtION R86-100_O 05
ST_ 51-L TIME fINE P86-100q2 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPt PROCEEEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDBNTIJL COMMISSION CB SPICE SBBTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt: MC_NI_G SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1986 986-100q8 05
PEESENTATICl TO TEE PBESI[E_TIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE S8_TTL_ CBALIENGRE ACCIDENT, PERHHAEY 10, 1986
986-I0050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11, 1986
986-10051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COH_ISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
986-10052 05
OFFICIAL THANSCEIFT PRECEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
986-10053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS 8EFOHE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUAR_ 27, 1986
P86-I005a 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION 0N SPACE SHOTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
NASA 1986: THE _EAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
SOLID PROPELLAgT ROCKET ENGINES
NEE WEATHER SATELLITE TO BE LAUNCHED MA_ 1 FRO8
CAPE CANAVERAL
[NASA RELEASE-86-50] 986-I0093 06
NASA AWARDS UPPER STAGE CONTRACT POE MARS OBSERVER
[NASA RELEASE-86-162] P86-10230 06
SIXTH ELTSATCOfl TO BE LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-86-165] 986-I0233 06
SCLID PROPELLANTS
PRESS COHFERENCE: SRB MATTERS P86-I0032 05
SPACE SHUTTLE JOINT REVIEW 986-I0035 05
51-L FAULT TREE 986-100_1 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHHTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11, 1986
986-10051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SEOTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
986-10053 05
DESTACKING OF 61-G ELEMENTS AND MODIFICATIONS TO
ORBITERS PLANNED
[NASA RELEASE-86-37] P86-I0080 06
NASA TO ASSESS SNM IMPROVEMENTS AND SECOND SUPPLY
SOURCE
[HASA RELEASE-86-9q] P86-1015q 06
SOLID ROCKE_ _OOSTERS
SA SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SA SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
NASA NHO-86-02-08 BUDGET BRIEFING P86-10028 05
PRESS CONFERENCF: APPOINTMENT OF JESSE MOORE AND
RICHARD TRULY 986-I0029 05
NASA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION PRESS CONFERENCE
986-I0030 05
STATEMENT OF DE. EILLIAN R. GRAHAM BEFORE TEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SEACE;
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED STATES SENATE 986-10031 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: ERR MATTERS P86-I0032 05
STATEMENT BY REAR ADMIRAL RICHARD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOE SPACE PLIGHT
P86-I0033 05
STATEEENT O_ DR. NILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE OM SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESEHT&TIVES P86-I003_ 05
|-11_
SOBJICTINDII SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
SEA_CR BECCVEfi_ EECCNST_UC_ICN P86-10036 05
ORBITER TEAM P86-I0038 05
51-L EAULI T_E P86-I0041 05
STS 51-L TIM_ IINB P86-I00_2 05
PRESENTATION TC THE PRESIDEntIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCI£ENT: AGENDA
P86-I0047 05
OFFICIAL T_ANHORIP_ PROCEEEIHGS BEFORE
PRISIUENTIRL COMMISSION £_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHAILENGEB ACCIDENt: MC_HING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
IS86 P86-I00_8 05
OBFICIAL TRANSCRIPT BRCCEELI_OS BEFORE
PBESIEBWTIAL CCBMISSION CN SPACE SRD_ILE
CHALLENGER ACCIEENT: AE_EFROCN SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1986 P86-I0049 05
PRES£NTATICJ If _BE PBESIDEb_IAL COMMISSION ON _EE
SPACE SHUTTLE CBALLERGER ACCI£ENT, FEBBUART 10, 1986
P86-I0050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIP_ PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION [N SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGEd ACCI£EN_, EEEEUJ_] 11. 1986
P86-10051 05
OFFICIAL _A_SCRIPT PBOC_EINGS BEFORE
PRESIEEHTIAI CCMMISSIO_ CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACC]D_H_, FEEEUJ}Y 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
OFFICIAL T_A_(BIP_ PHOCEEEINGS BEFORE
PB_SIDENTIAI CCMNISSION (N SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER AOCIEEN_ _EBEUA_% 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
OFFICIAL TRA_SCRIP_ PEOCEEEIHGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMMISSIO_ CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, PEEBU_EY 27, 1986
P86-10054 05
OEFICIAL TRANSCRIP_ PBCCEE_IHGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAI COMMISSION CB 5PACE SHUTTLE
CRALLENGEB ACCIDEN_ P86-I0055 05
S_A_BMENT CF WILLiaM R. GBA_AE BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE CE SCIENCE AND _ECH_OLCGY; ROUSE OF
R_PRESENTATI_ES P86-10062 05
NATIONAL S_ACE _RANBPOR_A_I(H SPSTEM CRITICAL
ITEMS LIS_ P86-10067 05
PHESIEENTIAL COMMISSION CN TEE SPACE SHUTTLE
C_ALLENGER ACCIDENt. OEEN }BAHINGS: STS 51-L DATA
ANE RESIGN AN_IYSIS _ASK ECEC£ PRESENTATIONS,
FRIDAY, MAHCE 21 B86-I0069 05
KI_GSEURY TO _AD NASA SOLID ROCKET MOTOR TEAM
[NASA REL_ASE-£6-36] P86-I0079 06
ORBITER COIU_BIA ASSIGNED _C SUPPORT VANDENBERG
SITE _ALIDATICN
[NASA BBL_ASI-_6-40] P86-I0083 06
R_MARKS PREPARED FCH D_II_E_Y: AEROSPACE 86 -
AIAA ANNUAl MEETING, ABIING_CN, VIRGINIA
P86-10103 05
SIAIEMENT [F JOHN C. BRIZE_DINE BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMIIIEE C_ SCIENCE, _ECHNCLCGY AdD SPACE,
CONNITTEE CN CCMMEHCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNIIED S_AIE_ BENAIE P86-I0105 05
S_ATEMENT CF EI£HARE B. _FUI_ BEFORE THE
SURCCMBITIEE CN SCIENCe, _ECB_CLCGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE C_ COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNIIID SIA_RS SENATE P86-I0111 05
O_FICIAL TFAbS£RIB_ PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PHESICENTI_I CfMMISSICH C_ _ACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, MARC5 21, 1986 PH6-I0114 05
OEEICIAL TRANSCRIBE P£GC_E£1NG5 BEFCRE
PRESIEENTIAL CCflMISSIGN CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
SHUTTLE MISSION 51-L RECOVERY OPERATION ENDS
[NASA RELEASE-86-121] P86-10181 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPAEED FOB DELIVERY:
REPUBLICAN WOMEN'S FEDERAL FORUM, CAPITOL RILL
CLUB, WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0207 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
RADIO-TELEVISION NEWS DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION qIST
INTERNATIONAL COBYENTION; SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
P86-I0259 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOB DELIVEB¥: MEDIA
SEMINAR ON U.S. SPACE POLICY; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P86-I0263 05
BEMABKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: COUHCIL OE STATE
GOVERNMENTS WESTERN STATE CONFERENCE; COLCH&DO
SPRINGS, COLORADO P86-1026q 05
SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
SA ERR SEAL PROBLEM TASK STATUS /REPORT/
PRESS CONFERENCE: APPOINTMENT OF JESSE MCCRE AND
RICHARD TRULY P86-I0029 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: SRB MATTERS P86-10032 05
STATEMENT BY REAR ADMIRAL RICHARD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOR SPACE FLIGH_
P86-10033 05
SPACE SHUTTLE JOINT REVIEW P86-10035 05
SEARCH RECOVERY RECONSTRUCTION P86-I0036 05
RECONSTRUCTION AND ANALYSIS P86-10037 05
STS 51-L INCIDENT INVESTIGATION P86-I0040 05
51-L FAULT TREE P86-I0041 05
STS 51-L TIME LINE P86-I00_2 05
PRESENTATION TO TEE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON IRE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 10, 1986
P86-I0050 05
OFEICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_MISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11, 1986
P86-I0051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALIEHGER ACCIDENT, EEBRUARY 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
OFEICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLEHGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 1986
P86-10054 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_NISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. OPEN BEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS TASK FORCE PRESENTATIONS,
FRIDAT, MARCH 21 P86-10069 05
KINGSBURY TO BEAD NASA SOLID ROCKE_ MOTOR TEAH
[NASA RELEASE-86-36] P86-10079 06
DESTACKING OF 61-G ELEMENTS AND MODIFICATIONS TO
ORBITERS PLANNED
[NASA RELEASE-86-37] P86-10080 06
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. BRIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
A-115
SCLLDROCKET HOZOi CESIGN _ZAB, NASA SUBJECT ZEDEI
COBEI_TEE CN CCEREECE. SCI_bCE AND TRAHSPORTATICN#
UNITER STA_ES 2_NA_ P86-I0105 05
OFFICIAL TEANSCEIP_ PHOC_EE]NGS BEFORE
PR_SIDEHTIAI CCHNESSIOJ C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALLENGEH ACCSEEN_, NAECL 21, 1986 P86-1011q 05
THC_AS ASSON_ BESPCNSIBIIZ_I FOR SEN REDESIGN
[NASA NE£_ASI-86-58] 986-10116 06
NASA ADMINiStRAtOR CALLS _CR _EH ORBITER, 5PACE
SIAIICN IN ISS_
[NASA EELEASE E6-66] P86-10126 06
NASA 10 ASSESS S_E INPBCVEmEN_S ARD SECOND SUPPLY
50UNCE
[NASA RELEAS_-EE-Pq] P88-1015q 06
NASA ANNCUNCES _ULI-SCAI_ 5CZID ROCKET NOTCH TEST
PECG_IN
[NASA RELEASE-Eb-118] P86-10178 06
NASA AWARDS S_EDT CCNTBAC_S _CR SHU_LE SOLED
HOCKE_ EOTCRS
[NASA HELEAS}-EC-12q] PU6-1018q 06
NASA SELECTS EEHIZCNTAL CCNP]GHEATIOH _OH JOINT TEST
[NASA RELRAS}-_E°139] P86-10199 06
REBARKS PREPJRJD FOR D_II¥_RX: AEROSPACE
iNCHSTEIES ASS(CIA_ION C_ A_R_CA BOARD O_
GOVERNORS REE_NG, _ILLIAN_0_G, VIRGINIA
P86-I0206 05
EXCERPTS FECN RENAHES P_PAEE_ FOE DELIVERT: FA_
G_C_P OF BONINESS _IECH_I¥_S, NASHINGTOE, D.C.
P86-I0211 05
NASA _O CCNS_HOCT S_COND SRN IEST STAND
[NASA NELEAS_-E6-1qE] P86-1021q 06
NASA 1986: ZEZ ZERR IN _]Z_
[NASA RELPASE-86-177] P86-102q5 06
EXCERPTS _RCE _EEARES PRRP_RE POE DELIVER_:
KENNED_ SPACE CEN_ER ENEEC_RES; KENNEDY SPACE
CEN_ER, PLCR]EA P86-I0272 05
SCLID ROCKN2 NOLO| DESIGN _aE, l&S&
NASA SELECTS RCRIZCNT&I CC_IGURATION FOR JOENT TEST
[NASA HELEAS|-E6-139] P86-10199 06
NASA 1986: _RE _EAH IN _R_IE_




SPACE SCIENC_ S_ODENT WINNERS ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASe-E6-71] P86-10131 06
SCB&R
SEARCH RECCVZEI H_CCNS_UCI]CN P86-10036 05
RECCNSIHOC_ICN AND ANALIEIS P86-10037 05
OFFICIAL ZRANSCREPT PROCEEEIHGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCHBISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CBAILRRGEE ACCEDENT P86-10055 05
O_IIClAL T_A_SERIPT P_CC_|EINGS BEFORE
PRRSI_ENTI_ CCBBISSION CN SPACE SNU_IE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT# BIRCB 21, 1986 P86-1011q 05
5C|IC EOCB
RAH& PREDICTS RNVOIUTICHA$1 ADN&NCES IN &IRCR&F_
PNRFOREANCE
[_ASA BNLIESI-86-13] P86-1001q 06
5COS-1
NASA ANNOUNCES LAURCB FCRECIS_ FOE 1987
[NASA _ELEISI-E6-179] P86-102_7 06
5COS-2
NASA ABBCB_C|S LAUNCH _C_ECR5_ F08 1987
lEASE E_LEJSE-EC-179] P86-t02_7 06
Soot
SPACE SHUTTLE JOINT REVIEW P86-10035 05
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT° FEBBUARI 10, 1986
P86-10050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_NISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBBOABY 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONEISSEON ON SPACE SHUTTLE




NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA-G WEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-86-115 ] P86-10175 06
SCOLDING ROCKETS
S ARIES SOUNDING ROCKET
S BLACK BRAHT SOU_DING ROCKETS
S TAURUS-RIKE-TOEAHAH K ROCKET
SOUTH &EERIC&
NASA SCANNER PRODUCES COBPLETE INAGE OF NORTH
ATLANTIC OCEAN
[NASA HELEASE-86-1_7] P86-10215 06
SOOTH CAROLINA
NASA SCIERTISTS SEER CAUSE OF EAST COAST C_CLCR_S
[NASA RELEASE-86-30 ] P86- 10070 06
SOUTHEAST PLORIDA EDOC&TION&L COESORTIUB
COBEERCIAL DEVELOPNNNT CENTER CANDIDATES NABED
[RESA HELEASN-86-q9 ] P86- 10092 06
SOUtHEAStERN NASA,. OBTV.,, NORTH D&ETBOOTfl
CONflEBC_AL DEVNLOPNNNT CENTER CANDIDATES NANEO
[NASA RELNASN-86-q9 ] P86- 10092 06
SGUTflNEST EIOTECI_ CTB_e ]LLEOOO_J_QOKe M.E.
COE_NECIAL DEVELOPNNBT CENTER CANDIDATES EA_ND
[NASA RELEASE-86-_9 ] P86- 10092 06
SOUTENNST BE ¢- INST., SAN &NTON'rO. TEI.
COBEERCI&L DEVNLOPNNNT CENTER CANDIDATES NAHED
[NASA RELEASE-86-_9 ] P86- I0092 06
SOUTEEEST RES_RCfl INST., TEL
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOE CUtlET RENDEZVOUS
NISSION




SA EIE SPACE STATIOR
SA SAL_UT ORBITING SPACE STATION
SA SPUTNIK SATELLITE
RESCUE SATELLITE SAVES FOUR IN FIRST DAY OF
OPERATION




BASk TECHNICIAN BAKES BREAKTHROUGH IN AIR
PCLLOTION CONTROL
[NASA RELEASE-86- I01 ] P86- 10161 06
SPACE ACT OF 1958o NASA
EXCERPTS OF REEAEKS PREPARED FOR DELIVNRT: N_DIA
SNBIBAR OW O.So SPACE POLICI_ LOS ANGELES,
CALifORNia P86- 10263 05
ENN&RES PREPARED FOE DELIVERT: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVN_NEEBTS 8ESTHER STATE COnFErENCE; COLCBADO
SPRINGS, COLORADO P86- 10284 05
SPACE AKBASSADORS
TEACHER IN SPACE PEOGRAN TO CONTINUE
[NASA RELEASE-86-12 ] P86- 10013 06
1-116
SUBJECT INDEX SPACE EXPLORATION
RE_ARKS PRPPA_}D FOE DEIIVlBY: PRESS BEIEYI_G,
WASEiNGTCN, £.C. P86-10Q77 05
SPACE ANN EARTH SCI. CTEPUTI|G CIEo, G5¥C
S_A_EN_NI C} £OhTON i. _DEISCN BEFORE THE
SUECCNBITIEf (N SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CCM_i_T_E CN SCIENCf ARE TfCENOLOGY; HCUS_ O_
RPFRESENTAPI_Z_ P86-I0065 05
SPACE APPLICA_I£NS AD¥1SORI CCNN.G NASA
JAfEE _O CLAIR SFACf AR_LICA_ICNS ADVISORY COMMITTEE
[NASA REL_AS_-_6-5q] P86-I0097 06
SPACE APPLICATIONS BOARD, NAG
JAPfR _O C_AI_ SfACf APPLICATIONS ADVISORY COMNIITEE
[NASA NELEAS_-_6-_] P86-10097 06
SPACE A_PZICATZ6NS P_OGEAN
JARfE TO CHAIR BEACH AP_LI(A_ICNS ADVISORY COMHITTEE
[NASA RELEASE-_6-5_] P86-I0097 06
5_ACE eASE
RENAR_S PNEPANP_ _0_ DElIVerY: CAPITOl HILL CLUB,
_ASNINGTCN, £.f. P86-I0|02 05
EXCERPTS E_CH REMARKS FH_fARED FOR DELIVERY: FAY
GECUP OF BUSINESS EXfCD2IVEE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-I0211 05
REHARKS PREPARED FOB D_IIV_EY: STUDENT VISIT
SPCNSOBED £Y CCNGRPSSHAN _CN EACK_HD, lB. CALIF.};
NASA HEADQSART}ES, _ASHI_6TC_, D.C. P86-I0256 05
EXCERPTS 6} _NARKS PBfPARED FOR DELIVERY:
RARIO-TELE_ISICN BESS DiRfC_CBS ASSOCIATION _IS_
IN_EENATICNAI CCNVENTICN; GAIT LAKE CITY, UTAH
P86-I0259 05
EXCERPTS f_CN _ENARKS P_EfARhD FOE DELIVERY:
COUNCIl OP S_ATE GCVERNNPS_S ANNUAL MEETING;




NASA NHQ-8£-02-08 _HDGf_ E_I_fING P86-I0028 05
HEBARKS PEEP_EfD PCR DEII_f_Y: GODDARD MEMORIAL
SYNPOSIUE, GCIKARD SPACE PLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
8A_LAND P86-I0075 05
CCRHERCIAL D_VELOPBfNT CIN_E_ CANDIDATES NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-£6-q_] P86-I0092 06
REMARKS PREPaReD FC5 DELIYE_: GODDARD SPACE
FI]GH_ CEN_E_, GREENEEI_, EAR,LAND P86-10101 05
REBARKS PR_PAR}D PCB Df_IVER¥: AEROSPACE 86 -
AIAA ANNUAl MEETING, AEIINGTCN, VIRGINIA
P86-I0103 05
STATEHENT Cf JOHN E. HOEGE BEFORE THE SUHCOSBI_TEE
ON SCIENCE, _ECHNCICGY AND SPACE, COEHITTEE ON
CCMBERCE, SCIENCE AND T_ANSfCBTATION, UNITED
STATES SENATE P86-10109 05
STATENENT CF JCRN D. NODGE EEEORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE ANE APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND _ECENCICGX# _C[SE CF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
CENTERS _OR CCBNERCIAL DEVEIO_NENT OF SPACE NAMED
[NASA NELEAS_-£6-1C_] P86-I0162 06
CEAIRHAN, NASA ADVISORY CC_NC]I RECEIVES AWARD
[NASA RELEASE-86-110] P86-I0170 06
ROPING SELECTEE EON SPACf CCNHERCIAL DEVELOPNENT
AN£ U_IIIZATICN
[NASA NELEAS_-_6-127] P86-I0187 06
STATENENT £P NILLIAN R. G_ARAN, ACTING
ADHINISTRA_O_: NASA BUD_fl E_ESS CONFERENCE
P86-10205 05
EXCERPTS E_O_ HENARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: FAY
GBCDP OF HHSINPSS fXfCU_IYES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: COUNCIL O_ STATE
GOVENNNENTS WESTERN STATE CONFERENCE; COLCRADO
SPRINGS, COLORADO P86-I026_ 05
SPACE COEBUN. CO., G&ITHBESBURG, MD.
TEACHER IN SPACE AND CO_ET HALLEY STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L _LIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-86-5] P86-|0_06 06
NASA'S TRACKING SATELLITE hXPERIENCES PARTIAL
S-RAND FAILURE
[NASA RELEASE-86-175] P86-102_3 06
SPACE COEEUNIC&TIONS
S DEeP SPACE CONEUNICATIORS
SPACE COOPERATION AGREEMENT, U._,S.R./U.S.
NASA ?986: THE _EAR IN REVIE_
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
SPACE ERVlROEEE|T BOMITOR
NEW WEATHER SATELLITE TO HE LAUNCHED MAY I fRC_
CAPE CANAVERAL
[NASA RELEASE-86-50] P86-10093 06
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA-G NKATEER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-86-115] P86-10175 06
SPACE ERECTABLE STEOCTURES
STATEHENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BERO_E THE SUBCCNNI_IEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE, COMMITTEE ON
COZNERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STATES SENATE P86-I0109 05
S_ATE_ENT OF RICHARD E. TEGL_ BEFORE THE
SUBCONMITTEE ON SPACE -SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HGUSf OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10112 05
STAT_ENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUHCCMMI_TEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, COHMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
NASA ANNOUNCES BASELINE CONfiGURATiON FOR SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-61] P86-10119 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102q5 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED EOR DELIVENY: HONOR




STATEBENT OF DE. WILLIA_ R. GRAHAM BEFORE TEE
CORBITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I003_ 05
RERARKS PREPARED FOB DELIVERY: GODDARD aRMORIAL
SYMPOSIUM, GODDAED SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MARYLAND P86-10075 05
NASA STUDYING CONCEPT TO MEASURE DISTANCE HETNEEN
STARS, GALAXIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-133] P86-10193 06
RENABKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: AEROSPACE
INDHSTRIES ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA BOARD OF
GOVERNORS HEETING, NILLIAHSBURG, VIRGINIA
P86-I0206 05
EXCERPTS FROH REEAEKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
NATIONAL ISSUES FORDS ON THE U.S. SPACE PNOGRAB:
DIRECTIONS FOB THE FUTURE, BNOOKINGS INSTITUTION,
NASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10209 05
EXCERPTS FROE RENARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: PAX
GROUP OP BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, NASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: STUDENT VISIT
SPONSORED BY CONGRESSHAN RCN PACKARD, (R. CALIF.);
NASA H_ADQOARTENS, WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0256 05
A-117
SPACE FLIGST CBS[IVATICiS SUBJECT ZEDEZ
EICBBPTS FROM REHABKS PREPNRED FOB DBLIVEBT: BLUE
EIEECN STEEB1N6 GROOP ECN 1586 SYMPOSIUM ON
QUALITY AND EBODBCTIVITY; NASA BBADQUAHTEBSe
RASBIEGTCJ, D.C. P86-10260 05
EXCERPTS FRCM REMARKS PEEPARBD FOR DELIVERY:
AGENCY-NIDE ECNCR ANARES C_REMONY 986-10266 05
EXCERPTS F_OB EEMABNS PREEARID FOR DELIVERY:
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER EB_IOY_IS; KENNEDY SPACE
CENTER, fLORIDA 986-10272 05
8PACB PLIGHT CBS_|¥ATICBB
S MANNED SERCE _L]GBT
BEACH FLIGHT PABTICIPATION F|CGNAB
TRACHEB IN SPACE A_D CCMBT BAILEY STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L PLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-_6-5] 988-10006 06
TEAC£ER IN REACH P_CGBAB TC CONTINUE
[NASA RELEASE-_6-1_] P88-10013 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: PRESS BRIEFING,
NASHINGTCN, _.C. P86-10077 05
SPACE FLIGHT SAE_Y PANEL. ]ASB
NASAIS SPACE fZIGB_ SAEE_ PA_BL CHARTERED
[NASA RELtASt-_6-1_I] P86-10191 06
NASA 1986: _EE YEAE IN RE_IEN
[NASA REL£ASE-EG-1]7] P86-102q5 06
SP&CE FLIGHT £IBULATICN
EXCERPTS PRCN REBABNS PREPARER FO_ DELIVERY: HONOR
ANAEDS CEREMONY, LANGLEY RESEABCH CENTER
P86-10267 05
SEBCB FLIGHT STRESS
MARS CGNEE_ENCE DRAKE IN_EEAA_IONAL INTEREST
[NASA RELEASE-_6-91] 986-I0151 06
BRACE FLIGHTS
S BANNED SPACE PLIGHT
BRACE BAEITATS
REMARKS PREPARED FCE DELLVERT: GODDAHD MEMORIAL
SYHPOSIUM, GCE[ARD SPACE _IIGRT CENTERa GREENBELT,
MARYLAND 986-10075 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOE BELlYing: GODDAED SPACE
FLIGHT CEN_ER, GREENEBIT, _AEYIAND 986-10101 05
EXCERPTS P$CM REMARKS PREE_RED FOB DELIVERY:
NAIIONAL ISSUES POFUM CN _£E U.S. SPACE PROGRAM:
_IRECIIGNS ECB _EE EHTURE, EfCCNINGS INSTITUTION,
_ASHINGTCN, _.C. P86-I0209 05
SPACE STATION ANALYSIS RES81_S
[NASA RELEASE-66-181] P86-I02_9 06
£1CEB_S fEC_ _EMARHS R_E_A_ED F_R DELIVERY:
COUNCIL OF S_ATE GCVEEbEENT5 ANNUAL MEETING;
ORIAN_C, E1CfIIA P86-I0271 05
_ACE INDUSTEIBS, INC.
SIATEMENT CE JOHN D. HCDfll £_ECRE TH_ SUBCONMITTEE
O_ SCIENCE, _ECHNOLCGY ARC SPACE, COMMITTEE ON
COMMERCE, 5C]EACE AND _ANSfCRTATION, UNITED
STA_S SENATE P86-10109 05
SIATERENT CF JOHN I. HCDGE EREORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE ABE AEELICA_ICNS, COMMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND TECHNCECGY, 5CURE C_ REPRESENTATIVES
P_6-10113 05
5ERCB INFRARED 2BIESCCE_ EACIIITY
SIATEMENT CE _RTON I. EDEISC_ BEFORE TEE
SUBCCMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND 2ECBNCLOGY; MOUSE OF
REERESENTA_IVES P86-I0065 05
REMARKS PR}P_ED FO_ DELIVERY: GODDAND _EMORIAX
SYMPOSIUM, GC£_ARD SPACE EIIGH_ CENTER, GREENBELt,
MARYLAND 986-10075 05
REMARKS PHEPIRED FC_ DRIIVEE_: GODDARD SPACE
EL]GET CENTEr, GBE_$EEIT, EAR,LAND P86-10101 05
FOUR GBBAT OBSERVATORIES gill AID IN ASTRONOMICAL
EXPLORATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-168] P86-10236 06
SPACE LABORATORIES
SA MANNED ORBITING RESEARCH LABORATORY
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT NITH SPACEHABo INC.
[NASA RELEASE-86-6] P86-10007 06
SECOND REPORT ISSUED ON SCIENTIFIC USES OF SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE-_6-q3] P86-I0086 06
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. BUDGE BEFORE THE SUBCONMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE, COMMITTEE ON
COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STATES SENATE P86-I0109 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HODGB BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE CN
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
NASA AND ESA REACH SPACE STATION PHASE B PROGRAM
LEVel AGREEMENT
[NASA EELEASE-86-10_] P86-I016_ 06
HOEING SELECTED FOR SPACE COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
AND UTILIZATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-127] P86-10187 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DRLIVER_:
NATIONAL ISSUES FORUM ON THE U.S. SPACE PROGRAM:
DIRECTIONS FOR THE FHTURE, BROOKINGS INSTITBTION,
NASHINGTON, D.C. PB6-I0209 05
NASA 1986: TEE YEAR IN REVIEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-|02q5 06
SPACE STATION ANALYSIS RESULTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-181] P86-I02_9 06
RESABKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: COUNCIL 0_ STATE
GOVERNMENTS RBSTEEN STATE CONFERENCE; COLCRADO
SPRINGS, COLORADO P86-I026_ 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS ANNUAL MEETING;
ORLANDO, FLORIDA P86-I0271 05
SPACE LAg
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: MEDIA
SEMINAR ON U.S. SPACE POLICY; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFCRNIA P86-10263 05
SPACE NAINTENANC_
O_FiCIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: _OBNING SESSION, FEERUA_Y 6,
_986 P86-|00_8 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: GODDARD MEMORIAL
SYMPOSIUM, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MABYLAND P86-10075 Oo
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDAED SPACE
FLXGH_ CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND P86-I0101 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. _ODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOHHITTEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY _ND SPACE, COMHI_TEE CN
COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STATES SENATE P86-I0109 05
STATEMENT OF RICHAND H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCCMNITTEB ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMHITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10111 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
NASA ANABDS CONTRACT TO STUDY EXTERNAL _ANE
CCNVE_SION
[NASA RELEASE-B6-111] P86-I0171 06
A-118
SOEJ|CT IIDIl SPACE PEOCESSImG
EXCEHPTS F_G8 rEMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
REEUBLICAN WCBINIS FEDERAL }CHUM, CAPLTOL HILL
CLUE, BASH]NG_CN, B.C. P86°I0207 05
NASA 1986: T_I YRA_ I8 EEV]E_
[NASa RELEASE-86-177] P86-I0245 06
SPACE STATICS AWALMSIS RES[ITS
[NASA RELEASE-E6-181] P86-I0249 06
REMARKS PR_P|_BD FC_ DELIVERY: STUDENT VISIT
SPONSORED E! CONGRESSMAN FC_ _ACNARD, (R. CALIF.);
NASA E_ADQOAET_RS, EASHING_CN, D.C. P86-I0256 05
EXCERPTS OF FESARKS PEE_ASEI _CH DELIVERY:
RADIO-TELEVISION NEWS DIHEC_CRS ASSOCIATION 418T
INTERSATIC_AI CONVENTION; 5A11 LAKE CIT_, UTAH
P86-I0259 05
BRACE H&NUFACIURING
SA MATeRIAlS _fOCESSING IN _ACE PROGRAM
OFFICIAL TRA_SCRIP_ PROCE_ISGS BEFORE
PRESISENTIAL COMMISSION CE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGES ACCIDENT: NCRN]NG SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1586 P86-10048 05
STATEMENT C_ EOHTON I. EEELSC_ BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMIT_ER CE SPACE SCIE_C_ AND A&PLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; SOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVE2 P86-10065 05
S_ATESENT CF JCHN D. HCIGR EEEORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE ABE APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND _ECHNCICG¥, EC[SE CF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-I0113 05
NASA SUBMITS MAN-TEHDR_ RE[CE_ TO CONGRESS
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-5&] P86-I0117 06
CENTERS FOB COMMERCIAL _EVEIC}NENT OF SPACE NAMED
[NASA RELeASe-86-102] P86-I0162 06
EXCERPTS F_CE REMARKS PEEPA_ FOR DELIVERY:
REPUBLICAN WCE_'S _EDEBAI EC_HM, CAPITOL HILL
CLUB, SASHING_CN, B.C. P86-10207 05
EXCERPTS E_CM FEMAEES P_E_A_E£ FOE DELIVERY: FAY
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-I0211 05
REM_B_S PREPARED FCR DELIVERY: STUDENT VISIT
SPONSORED _Y CONGRESSMAN BCN PACKARD, (R. CALIF.);
NASA 5_ADQUARTFRS, kASHi_G_CN, D.C. P86-I0256 05
_EMARKS PHEPIRED FOE DELIVERY: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVERNMENTS NESTERS STATE CC_EERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, CCLCEADO P86-I026_ 05
SPACE NUCLEAR R_ACTOR _ONE_ R_ST_MS
NASA 1986: _EE YEAE IN _IVIEW
[NASA REL_AS}-86-1_7] P86-I02_5 06
S_ACR PLBSMAS
ARTIFICIAL CLOUDS _C BE VISIBLE AT DAWN ALONG EAST
COAST
[NASA RELEASe-66-51] P86-I009_ 06
NASA STUD¥1NG CCNC_fT TC M_A_UBR DISTANCE BETWEEN
Sl_RS, GALAXIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-133] P86-I0193 06
S_ACE PLATfOrMS
SA INDUSTRIAL SPAC_ EACILI_¥ /SPACE PLATFORM/
SIA_EMENT C_ E_RTON I. _L_ISCN BEFORE THE
SU_COMMIII£E CN SPACE SCIE_C_ AND APPLICATIONS;
CO'ME,TEE CN 5CIENC_ AND IICHSOLCGY; HOUSE OF
REPEESESIA_I_E_ P86-I0065 05
REMARKS PS_P|RID FC_ D_LIV_E_: GODDARD MEMORIAL
SYMPOSIUM, GO,LARD SPACE EIIGBT CENTER, GREENBELT,
M_RYLAND P@6-10075 05
SECCND BEPCR_ ]SSUE_ ON SCIENTIFIC USES OR SPACE
S_IICN
[NASA _EL_AS_-66-_] P86-10086 06
REflABKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND P86-I0101 05
STATEHENT OF DAVID C. BLACK BEFORE THE
SOBCCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE OH COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10108 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE, COMMITTEE ON
COHMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STATES SENATE P86-I0109 05
NASA ANNOUNCES BASELINE CONFIGURATION EOR SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-61] P86-I0119 06
NASA AND ESA REACH SPACE STATION PHASE D PROGRAM
LEVEL AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-86-10_] P86-1016_ 06
SPACE STATION OFFICE FORMS OPERATIONS TASK fORCE
[NASA REIEASE-86-129] P86-10189 C6
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
NATIONAL ISSUES FORUM OH THE U.S. SPACE PROGRAM:
DIRECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE, BROOKIHGS INSTITUTION,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-18209 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_: FAY
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
NASA SCANNER PRODUCES COMPLETE IMAGE OF NORIH
A2LANTIC OCEAN
[NASA RELEASE-86-1_7] P86-I0215 0_
NASA 1986: THE _EAR IN REVIEW
/NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
SPACE STATION ORGANIZATION APPROVED
[NASA RELEASE-86-180] P86-I02_8 06
SPACE STATION ANALYSIS RESULTS
/NASA SELEASE-86-181] P86-I02_9 06
_XCEEPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERI:
RADIO-TELEVISION NEWS DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION _IST




5 RADIOISOTOPE THErmOELECTRIC GENERATORS
S SOLAR CELLS
S SPACECRAFT PO_ER SUPPLIES
SPACE ROPER REACTORS
STATEMENT BY THE INTERAGENC¥ NUCLEAR SAFE_Y REVIEW
PANEL BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITteE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P86-I00_3 05
STATEMENT OF MILTON A. SILVEIRA BEFORE THE
SURCC_MITTEE ON ENERG_ RESEARCH AND PRODUC_ICN;
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COHMITYEE ON SCIENCE AND TZCHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-100_5 05
NASA STUDYING CONCEPT TO MEASURE DISTANCE EET_EEN
STARS, GALAXIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-133] P86-I0193 06
SPACE PROBES
S GRAVITY PROBE-B
S LUNAR GEOSCIENCE ORBITERS
S MARINER SPACE PROBES
S MARS AERONCH¥ OBSERVER




C_NTERS FOR COMRERCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE NA_ED
[NASA RELEASE-86-102] P86-I0162 06
NASA 1986: TEE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-17;] P86-102_5 06
A-119
SPACE PROGRAMS SUBJECT INDEX
RHMAEKS PREPAreD FO_ D_IIVE_Y: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVEENNEN_E N_SIENN STA_E CONFERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, CCLCEADO P86-I0264 05
S_ACE PROGRAMS
NASA NHQ-86-G2-08 BUDGET E_I_fING P86-I0028 05
STATEMENT CF WIllIAM R. G_AHAN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND I_CHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
RE_RES_NTAIIIES P86-1OOq4 05
STATEMENT CF ISAAC I. GILIAM, IV BEFORE THE
SUECCHNITXEE CN SPACE SCIE$C£ AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CN SCIENC_ AND _ECENOLOGY: U.S. HOUSE OF
R_fHESENTA_IVE_ P86-10063 05
NASA RESfC_DS TO Nt_ YO_N _IEES
[NASA HELEASE-£6-52] P86-10095 06
BEMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVEBY: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGH_ CENTER, GREINBEI_, _AR_LAMD P86-I0101 05
HEMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: CAPITOL HILL CLHB,
WASHINGTON, £.C. P86-10102 05
REMARKS PH_PANED FOR DELIVERY: AEROSPACE 86 -
AIAA ANNUAL _ETING, ARlINGtON, VIRGINIA
P86-10103 05
HASA ADMINISTRATOR CALIS _C_ NEW ORBITEH, SPACE
S_ATICN IN 1SSq
[NASA RELEASE 66-66] P86-10126 06
EXC£R_S P_CE _E_AEBS R_f_E£ FOR _ELIVERT:
NATIONAL IBS_E_ FO_N CN IRE 8.5. SPACE PROGRAH:
DIrECtIONS FCN 2HE _UTUNE, _CCKINGS INSTITHTION,
_ASHINGTCN, £.C. P86-10209 05
STATEMENT EY DR. JANES C. EI_TCHER, NASA
ADMINIStRAtOR: PBfSS ERI_flNG P86-10210 05
EXCERPTS FECM REMARKS PRI_A_E FOR DELIVERY: FAY
GRCUP OF B_SINESS EXEC_I¥_S, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
NASA 1886: _EE YEAR IN N_IE_
[NASA BELEASE-_6-177] P86-102_5 06
STATEMENT C_ El. JABES C. fI£_CHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR# UPON RECEIVING THE REPORT OF THE
NATICNAI COMMISSION CN SfA{_ fROM DE. _HOBAS O.
PAINE, COMBI_SION CHAI_EAN P86-1025q 05
R_MARKS PREPARED _C_ D_IIV_Y: NASA HEADQUARTERS
HONOR AWARDS CEREMCNY; WASRINGTON, D.C.
P86-I0255 05
RERARKS PREPA_fD FG_ D_IIIE_I: STUDENT VISIT
SPONSORED £Y CCNGR_SSMA_ RCN fACKARD, (E. CALIF.):
NASA EEADQDAE_ENS, NASRINGTON, D.C. P86-10256 05
REMARKS PREPAHED FC_ DELIVERY: HAESHALL SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, R_N_VILI_, ALAEAMA P86-10258 05
EXCERPTS OF 5EMAEKS PREPARED _OB DELIVERY:
EADIO-IELEIISICN NEBS EIN_C_CRS ASSOCIATION _IST
INTERHETICBAL CONVENTION; SAL_ LAKE CITY, UTAH
P86-10259 05
EXCERPTS O_ REMARKS PRePAReD _OH DELIVERY: MEDIA
SEMINAR CN U.S. SPACE _CIICY; lOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P86-10263 05
RE,ARKS PREP_E_D EC_ DEIIV_: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVER_HEN_B _ESTERN STAIR CCNEERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, CCLCEADO P86-1026_ 05
EXCE£PTS F_CE REMARKS PRERA_ED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEH_NCNI, LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTEN
P86-10267 05
EXCERPTS FSON HEBAENS RR_£AEED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CERENCNY, LENIN RESeArCH CENTER
P86-10268 05
EXCERPTS _$CE _EMA_KS P_E_|_D FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AHARDS CEE_HCNV; JCHNSCN SEAC_ CENTER HOUSTON, TEXAS
P86-10269 05
EXCERPTS FROM RENARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNEEMTS ANNUAL MEETING;
ORLANDO, FLONIDA Pd6-10271 05
EXCERPTS FROE REHARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREHONY, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER:
GREENBELT, MARYLAND P86-10273 05
SPACE RESCUE
STATEHENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, COMMITIEE ON
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-I0113 05
SPICH NHSEIRCH AND TECHNOEOGY
NASA AND JAPAN AGREE ON STATION HARDWARE _CR
PRELIMINARY DESIGN
[NASA RELEASE-86-31] P86-I0071 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-I02_5 06
SPACE SCIEHCH AND APPLICATIONS PROGNAH
S SPACE APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
SPACE SCIENCE BOARD, NIS-NRC
STATEBENT OF JOHN D. RODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE, COMMITTEE ON
COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STATES SENATE P86-I0109 05
STATEHENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SgBCCMBiTTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE CN
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-I0113 05
SPACE SCIENCES
EXCERPTS FROfl REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: THE
BARS CONFERENCE, NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10208 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
ANNUAL HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY, AMES RESEARCH
CENTER: HOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA P86-10212 05
SPICE SERVICES INC., HOUSTON, TRY.
SPACE SERVICES INC. TO USE NASA LAUNCH FACILITY
[NASA RELEASE-86-128] P86-10188 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
SPICE SHUTTLE CHELLENGEE
S CHALLENGER
SPICE SHUTTLE HIIN ENGINE
STATEMENT BY HEAR ADfllRAL RICHARD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADHINISTRATOR FOR SPACE _LIGHT
P86-10033 05
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE P86-10039 05
5TS 51-L INCIDENT INVESTIGATION P86-100_O 05
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-10Oq7 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1985 P86-100_8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COEMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: _TERNOON SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1S86 P86-100_9 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
P86-1UO53 05
A-120
SOBJ_CTI|D_I SPACE SHUTTLE BISSION 51°G
OFFICIAL T_ANSCRIPT PRCCEECINGS HEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCNNISSION £N SPACE SHOTTIE
CHALLENGER ACC]DEN_, _EEEHI_Y 27, 1986
P86-1005_ 05
OFFICIAL TBAN_CBIPT PROC_EE]NGS BF.,_ORE
PRESIEENTIAL CCNNISSION £N SPACE SHUTTLE
CEALLENGRR ACCIEEN_ P86-I0055 05
NATICNAL SPACE TRABSPORTAIICN 5rSTEB CRITICAL
I_MS LIST P86-I0067 05
ORBITER COLUMBIA AEEIGN_D _C SUPPORT VABD_NBERG
SI_E VALIEATIC_
[NASA RELEASE-66-40] P86-10083 06
STATEMENT CF JOHN C. BRIZENDINH BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEB ON SCIENCE, _CHNCLCGY AND SPACE,
CDRMI_IEE CN CCBMEFC_, SCI}NC_ AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNIIED STA_ES SENATE P86-I0105 05
STATES_NT C_ R]CHARE H. _DI_ BEEORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE C_ SCIENCE, _CENOLOGT AND SPACE,
CO,HITTER CN CCEMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATE5 S}NA_ P86-10106 05
O_flCIAL T_AN_CRIP_ PRCC_IEJ_GS BEFCRE
PR_SIEENTIAL COMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, MA_CE 21, 1986 P86-I011_ 05
NASA ADEINIS_NATON CALIS EC_ NEW ORBITER, SPACE
S_ATICN IN 1_
{NASA RELEASE £6-66] P86-10126 86
NASN £ELEC_S SV£RDHUP FO_ NSTL SUR_ORT SERVICES
CC_TRAC_
{NASA B_L_AS_-£6-82] P86-I01_3 06
_ASA _LANS HAIN ENGINE TES_ THIS WEEK
[NASA BELEAS_-_6-97] P86-10157 O0
NASA SELECTS PRATT 8 WHItNeY _OR ALTERNATE
TURHO_UNP IEVRICPM_NT
{NASA REL_ASE-86-11_] P86-10172 06
RE,ARKS PH_EIH_D FCH DEII%_H_: AEROSPACE
INDUSIHiES ASSOCiatION CE _c_ICA BOARD OF
GOYERNOHS N_IING, _ILLIAMSEU_G, VIRGINIA
P86-10206 05
EXCERPTS FPON EENA_NS P_EEAP_ FOR DEIIVER_: 19_6
NASA SY_POSIUN ON QUALITY ARE PRODUCTIVITY;
WASHINGTCN, £.f. P86-10270 05
SPACE SHUTTLE HANIFES_ /PDBL_¢I_ICN/
STATEMEN_ _Y ER. dARES C. EI_CBER, MASK
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS EfiI_}ING P86-10210 05
EXCErPtS FRGN BBMABES P&EE_fi_E FOR DEIIVEH_: PAY
GROUP OF BHS]NESS E|EC8_I%}S. _ASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
SPACE SHOTTLE NISSIC_ _1-C
PRESENTATICN TC THE PRESI£_TIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CBAILEN_E_ ACCI££NT, FRBRUAR_ _O, ]986
P86-I0050 05
OFFICIAl TRANSCRIPT PRCCE_JNGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAl CCNMISSION C_ SPACE SHHTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENI, _HH_Y 27, 1986
R86-1005_ 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT P_CC_E_INGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMHISSIO_ C_ S_ACE SHHTTLE
CHALLENGER ACC]DEN_, TH_HSEA_ APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
EICERPTS F_CN HEMARNS PE_£D _OR DELIVEHI: HONOR
A_ARDS CEH_MCN_, GCDDAEE S_ACE FLIGHT CENTER;
GREENBELT, NNPYLANI P86-10273 05
SPACE SEHTTLE EISSION ql-G
OFFICIAL THANSCRIPI PRCC_I_GS BEFORE
PReSIdeNtIAL CCMMIBSION C_ SPACE SdgTTLE
CHALleNGER ACC]BENT P86-|0055 05
SPACE SHUTTLE EXS£IO_ 41-I
OFFICIAL _ANSCRIP_ P_CCE_INGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCENISSIOR CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3, ]986
P86-I0115 05
SPACE SEATTLE EISSIOB 5_-A
OFEICIAL TRANSCRIPT pROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_MISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHAllENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
P86-I0053 05
SPACE SEOTTLE BISSIOE 51-R
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMNISSION ON TEE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBHDAR_ ]0, 1986
P86-10050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_BISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CDALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 1986
P86-I005_ 05
SPACE SHUTTLE BISSION 51-C
SPACE 5HOTTLE JOINT REVIEW P86-I0035 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT pROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTL_
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. FEBRUARY 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS B_FORH
PflESIDENTIAL COMHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRHARY 26, 1986
PH6-I0053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMEiSSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 198o
P86-I005_ 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COflMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CRALLENGEH ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APhlL 3, 1980
P_6-|0115 05
SPACE SHOTTLE EISSION 51-D
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COH_ISSION 63 THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 10, 1986
PNu-10050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COffHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
SPACE SHO_TLE EISSION 51-E
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMHISSION ON _HB
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY |0, ]986
P86-10050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUART 27, 19H6
P86-I005_ 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
Po6-I0115 05
MISSION 51-E FLIGBT HEADINESS REVlE_ VIDEO TAPE
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PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMM£SSION ON TB£
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGF_ ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_MISSZON ON SPAC_ SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: BOENING SESSION, FEBRUAR! 6,
1986 P86-1DO_8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1586 P86-I00_9 05
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL CO, MISS!ON ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 10, 1986
P86-1005D 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_MISSION ON 5PAC_ SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCiDeNT, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0_55 05
EXECUTIVE ORDER: PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CN THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0056 05
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS:
CCM_!TTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY:HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
fAILURE MODE AND EFF_TS ANALYSIS AND CRITICAL
ITEMS lIST P86-I0066 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDARD _EMOEIAL
STMPOSIUM, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MARYLAND P86-IOC75 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERE: NASA CENTERS AND
HEADQUARTERS P86-I0076 05
KINGSB_RY TO HEAD NASA SOLID R_KET MOTOR _EAM
[NASA RELEASE-86-36] P86-10079 06
USE PRESERVER REASSIGNED
[NASA RELEASE-86-39] P86-10082 06
ORBITER COLNMBIA ASSIGNED TO SUPPORT VANDENBERG
SITE ¥ALIDATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-_O] P86-I0083 06
MARS OBSERVER INWESTIGATIONS SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-86-WT]
NASA R£SPONDS TO NEW YORK TIMES
[NASA RELEASE-86-52]
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIYER_:
NASEINGTON, D.C.






AIAA ANN_AL MEETING, ARLINGTON, VIBGINIA
P86-I0103 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR D_I_ERE: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CONFERENCE, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
P86-1010_ 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. BB-YZENDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-I0105 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD R. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOG_ AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRAMSPCRTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10108 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE IME SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLO_T AND SPACE, COMMITTEE ON
COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STATES SENATE P86-10109 05
A-125
S_ACE STAT. C_NJIGURA_ION CE1_. 5ASK FORCE SUBJECT INDEX
STATEREET CT JCHN £. HOD61 BEfOHE TEE SUBCOEEITTEE
CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, COBNITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND _ECENOLOGT, EC_Si OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-I0113 05
OEFICIAL TBANSCRIP_ PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PHfSIDEETIAL CCENISSION CK SRACE SHUTTLE
CHILLENGER ACCIDENt, MARCH _1, 1986 P86-1011q 05
OiEICIAL TRANSCRIPT PRCCEIEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBMISSION £N SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLEHGEN ACC]DENT, TBUESEAX APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
NASA ANNOUNCES BASIIINE CONFIGURATION FOR SPACE
SIATICN
[NASA EEL_ASE-66-61] P86-10119 06
STATEEENT CE JAEES C. fli_CfE_, NASA
ADHINISTRA_OE; PRES_ COnferENCE, NASA
READQGARTESS, bASHI_GTCN, £.C. 986-10121 05
NASA AND BORIIG SIGH NATE_]AIS PR_ESSIEG AGREENENT
[NASA HELLAS[-66-62] P86-10122 06
NEW SURER CCNPUTER SUPPORIS EiY NASA PROJECTS
[NASA EELfASE-E6-7_] P86-1013q 06
G_CU_ TC _EVI_W SPACE 5_UI_IE EANAGEMRNT
[NASA HZLfASl-E6-76] P86-10136 06
NASA TERMIHA_ES DEVfLOfMfHT OF SHUTTLE/CENTAUR
UPPER STAGE
[NASA RELEASE-E6-86] P86-I0140 06
OREITAL NA_EGVEEING VEHICLE CCNTEACTOR SELECTED
[NASA HELfASE-_6-81] P86-101q1 06
NASA SELECTS SVERDBUP fC_ NS_L SUPPORT SERVICES
CCN_RACT
[NASA R_Lf_Sf-£6-83] P86-101q3 06
NASA ISSUSS TC_EX/POSEIDC_ fISSION PROPOSAL REQUEST
[NASA RELEASE-66-86] P86-101_6 06
NEW SAFETY Of£1CE AND _CSI_ICN ESTABLISHED
[NASA RELeASE-E6-87] P86-I01_7 06
NASA TO ASSESS SE_ IEP_CVENE_S AND SECOND SUPPLY
SOURCE
[NASA RRLfASf-E6-gq] P86-1015q 06
NASA PLANS MAIN ENGIHE TfS_ ThIS NE_K
[NASA BEE[ASH-66-97] P86-10157 06
Ca_IENAN, _ASA ADVISORY COUNCIL RECEIVES ANARD
[NASA RELEASE-E6-110] P86-10170 06
NASA AWARDS CCNTRAC_ TO S_Y _XTERNAL TANK
CCNVEESICN
[NASA EEL£ASf-E6-111] P86-10171 06
NASA ANNOUNCES ELAE FOE SfACE STATION HEVIEH
[NASA HRL_ASE-E6-116] P86-10176 06
_ASA ANNCU_CES FULl-SCAle _CIID ROCKET EOTOH TEST
P£OG_AH
[NASA RELEASE-E6-118] P86-10178 06
NASA AWARDS STUCY CCNTEAC_S HER SHUTT£_ SOLID
ROCKE_ BO_OES
[NASA RELEASf-E6-1_q] E86-1018_ 06
BOEING SELECTED FO_ SPACE CC_EERCiAL DEVELOPMENT
AND UTILIZATIC_
[NASA RELeaSE-66-127] P86-10187 06
NASA S_LECTS HGRIZCNTAL CC_IIGOR&TION FOH JOINT TEST
[NASA RELEAS_-_6-139] P86-I0199 D6
STATEMEN_ CE WILLIAM E. G_AEAE, ACTING
ADEINISTRA_O_: NASA SOEGEI }BESS CONFERENCE
P86-10205 05
EENARKS PREPARED FCN OfllV_E_: AEROSPACE
INDUSTRIES ASSCCIAIION CE A_EFICA HOARD OF
GCV_ENCRS _f_T]NG, _ILLIANSfD_G, VIRGINIA
P86-I0206 05
EXCERPTS ?ROE _EHAHES PREPARED FOR DELIVER_:
REPUBLICAN HO_EN'S EEDEaAL FORU_, CAPITOL HILL
CLHB, NASHIEGTON, D.C. P86-I0207 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: THE
HARE CONFERENCE, NATIONAL ACADEHY OF SCIENCES,
_ASHIHGTON, D.C. PB6-10208 05
EXCERPTS FROM REHARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
NA_lONAL ISSUES FORUM OR THE U.S. SPACE PROGRAN:
DIRECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE, BROOKIEGS INSTITUTION,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0209 05
STATERENT BY DR. JAHES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADHINISTRATOR: PRESS BRIEFING P86-10210 05
EXCERPTS PEON REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: EAY
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIYES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-I0211 05
NASA TO CONSTRUCT SECOND SEN TEST STAND
[NASA EELEASR-86-1_6 ] P86- 10_ lq 06
NASA TO EXTEND SPACECRAFT TRACKING STATION
OPERATIONS
[NASA HELEASE-86-157] P86-10225 06
NALA ANNOUNCES NEN SPACE SHUTTLE EANAGENENT
STRUCTURE
[NASA RELEASE-86-159] P86-10227 06
UPPER STAGE SELECTED FOE PLANETARY MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-161] P86-10229 06
NASA AWARDS UPPER STAGE CONTRACT FOR WARS OBSERVER
[NASA RELEASE-86-162] P86-10230 06
PERSONNEL CHANGES ANNOUNCED AT MARSHALL SPACE
?LIGHT CENTER
[NASA RELEASE-86-16q] P86-|0232 06
FOUR GREAT OBSERVATORIES WILL AID IN ASTRONOMICAL
EXPLORATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-_68] P86-I0236 06
NASA AND 3M COMPANY SIGN JOINT AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-86-_7_] P86-10239 06
EASAJS TRACKING SATELLITE EXPERIENCES PARTIAL
S-BANE FAILUEE
[NASA HELEASE-86-175] P86-102_3 06
SPACE STAT. COi_IGUR&TION CRITo TASK TORCE
NASA ANNOUNCES PLAN FOR SPACE STATION REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-1|6] P86-10176 06
SPACE STATION ANALYSIS RESULTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-181] P86-102_9 06
EXCERPTS PROH REMARKS PREPARED FOB DELIVERY: HONOH
A_ARDS CEREMONY, LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
P86-I0267 05
SPACE STATION PROGRAfl
SA S_STEMS INTEGRAT. FIELD OFF., SPACE STA_.
HUTCHINSON LEAVES SPACE STATION POST
[NASA HELEASE-86-21] P86-10022 06
STATEMENT OF DR. NILLIA_ R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I003_ 05
STATEMENT OF WILLIAR R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
COEMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0062 05
STATEEENT OF DAVID C. BLACK BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, £ECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
CCMHITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10108 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HOUGH BEFOHE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOG_ AND SPACE, COM_ITTHE OH
COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STALES SENAT_ P86-10109 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFOhE THE SUBCGENITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE CN
A-126
SUBJECT ImDEI SPACE STATIONS
SCIENCE AND IECHNCIOGT, 8CSSE GF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
NASA ANNOgNCES SPACE STA_IE_ ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRA_OE, NEW PEOGRAN STRUCTURE
[NASA RELIASE-_6-8Q] P86-1014_ 06
RFP ISSUED FCR TECHNICAI A_ EANAGEMENT
INfOEMATICH SY_IEE
[NASA RELEASE-E6-88] P86°10148 06
SPACE STATION PEOGPA_ STATEMENT
[NASA HELEASi-(6-103] P86-10163 06
HOBSTCN FIEM SELECTED AS HA_A'S MINOEITY
COntRACTOR Of IHE lIAR
[NASA ERLEASE-£6-14_] P86-I0202 06
S_ATEMENT Of WILIIAH R. GEAEAMm ACTING
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA BUDCEI PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-I0205 05
REMARKS Pd_PAEfE fC_ DRII¥_Y: AEROSPACE
INDUSTRIES ASSCCIATION CE AREEICA BOARD OF
GOVEHNCRS E_ETING, WII[IANSEH_G, VIRGINIA
P86-I0206 05
EXCERPTS EEC_ EEMARKS _EP_EE£ FOR DELIVERY:
REPUELICAN W(EEN'S fEDERAl ECEUM, CAPITOL HILL
CLUB, WASHINGTON, I.C. P86-10207 05
EXCERPTS _CN EEMARKS fREEA_EE FOR DELIVER_:
NATICNAL ISSUES _O_UM CN IEf O.S. SPACE PROGRAM:
DIEECTIONS ECH THE EHTORE, _ECOKINGS INSTITUTION,
WASHING/CN, D.C. P86-10209 05
MOSER _0 HEA_ SPACE S_AIICA ERCGRAM OFFICE
[NASA RELEASE-_6-1_2] P86-10220 06
NASA IS86: T_E YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA EELEASE-66-1_7] P86-I02_5 06
SPACE STAflCN CPGANIZATICN _EEROVED
[NASA RRL_ASE-_6-1601 P86-102q8 06
EXCEEE_S FEOR REMARKS PREPARED fOR DELIVERY:
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER EBEICIEES; KENNEDY SPACE
CEETER, E/CElIA P86-I0272 05
SPACE STATION SAEETI PANEL, NASA
SIATENENT Cf JOHN E. HO_G} PIECED THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, IECBNOICG¥ AND SEACE, COEMI_TEE ON
CCEME_CE, SCaENCE AND TEA_CRTATION, UNITED
STATES SENATE P86-10109 05
SPACE STATION _ASE FOECE
NASA 1986: _E YE&_ IN EEVlEN
[NASA RELEASf-_6-177] P86-I02_5 06
SPACE STATIONS
SA MANNED OE_IIING EESEARCE IAECRATORY
SA RIB SPACE S_A_I£E
SA SALYUT ORBITING SPACE R_AIICN
HUTCHINSON LEA_ES SEACE S_ATICN POST
[NASA RELEASE-DE-21] P86-I0022 06
BACKGECUND MA_RIA£: NASA _Y 1987 BUDGET BRIEFING
P86-10027 05
NASA NHQ-B6-02-O8 EUDGE_ EEIBRING P86-I0028 05
STATEMENT £F E_. Will]AM E. GEAHAM BEFORE THE
CC_ITTEE CN SCIENCE AN_ IICBNCLCGY; HCOSE OF
RTPRESENTAII_E_ P86-1003q 05
SIATEN_NT Cf WILIIA_ R. GEAEAM BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE CN SCiENC_ AND _CHROLCGY; HOUSE OF
RfERESENIA_I_S P86-I0062 05
NASA AND JAPAN AGREE CN S_ATICN HARDWARE FOR
PRELImINArY DESIGN
[NASA REL_ASf-£6-31] P86-10071 06
NASA AGREES I0 CANADIAN SfACE STATION HARDWARE
P_CPCSAL
[NASA RELEASE-E6-33] P86-10073 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERT: GODDAND MEMORIAL
SYMPOSIUM, GODDAED SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GEEENEELT,
MARYLAND P86-I0075 05
NASA ANNOUNCES TERMINATION OF CONTRACT BITS TRM
[NASA EELEASE-86-55] P86-10098 06
REHAEES PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND P86-10101 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVEE_: CAPITOL RILL CLUB,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0102 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVEET: AEROSPACE 8b -
AIAA ANNUAL MEETING, ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA
P86-I0103 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. BRIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-I0105 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTAIION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10106 05
STATEMEN_ OF DAVID C. BLACK BEFORE THE
S_BCOHMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE. SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-I0108 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCCMMITTE_
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE, COMMITTEE ON
COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STAIES SENATE P86-10109 05
STATEHENT OF RICHARD H. T_ULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOEMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COHHITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORIATICN.
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-I0111 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BERORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OE
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0112 05
STA_EEENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE CN
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3m 1986
P86-I0115 05
STATEMENT BY DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR; PRESS CONFERENCE; NASA HEADQHARIERS
P86-I0120 05
NASA AND BOEING SIGN MATERIALS PROCESSING AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-86-62] P86-10122 06
SPACE STATION AUXILIARY TH5USTER TECHNOLOG_
DEMONSTRATED
[NASA RELEASE-86-65] P86-I0125 06
NASA ADMINISTRATOR CALLS FOR NEW ORBITER, SPACE
STATION IN 199_
[NASA RELEASE 86-66] P86-I0126 06
ORBITAL MANEOVERING VEHICLE CONTRACTOR SELECTID
[NASA RELEASE-U6-81] P86-101_I 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE STATION ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR, NEW PROGRAM STRUCTURE
[NASA RELEASE-86-8_] P86-101_q 06
SPACE STATION WiLL INCREASE JSC MANPOWER LEVEL
[NASA RELEASE-86-98] P86-10158 06
NASA A_ARDS CONTRACT TO STUDY EXTERNAL TANK
CONVE_SiON
[NASA RELEASE-86-111] P86-I0171 06
NASA ANNOUNCES PLAN FOR SPACE STATION REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-11_] P86-I0176 06
A-127
SPACE SUITS SUBJECT INDEI
SPACE STATICN _EPUTT ASSOCIATE ADMINISIRATOES NANZD
[NASA EEL_ESE-E6-125] B86-10185 C6
EO£ING SELeCtED POE SPACE CCREEHCIAL DEVELOPMENT
ARL _IILIZJTICR
[NASA RELtASE-_6-127] E86-10187 06
SPACE STAflCN C_FICE ECRN5 CfEBATIONS T,L_K FORCE
[NASA _EL£ASE-_6-129] P86-10189 06
STAI_BENT CE _ILLIAB E. GRAHAR# ACTING
ADBIN]STEA_OR: NASA RU£CfT fRESS CONFERENCE
P86-10205 05
EENAEKS RREPA_ED FCE DRIIVEE_: AEROSPACE
INDUSIRIES AESCCIA_ION CP AmeRICA BOARD OF
GOVERNORS RENTING, WILLIAESE_EG, VIRGINIA
P86-10206 05
EXCERPTS FROm PEMA_ES RE_PJRP_ FOE DELIVER_:
REPUBLICAN NCEP_tS _EDEBAL PCRUB, CAPITOL HILL
CLUB, _ASNING_CR, I.C. P86-I0207 05
EXCERPIS F_CR fEMARES PReP|END FOR DELIVERY: TEE
BARS CCNPE_BICE, NA_ICNRI ACA£RM¥ OF SCIENCES,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10208 05
EXCE_RTS f_ON _PB&RES BP_PIPE£ FOR DELIVERY:
RAIIONAL I_S_ES EO_UB CN _EE O.S. SPACE PEOGRAN:
DIRECTIONS FCR _EE PGTURE, B_COKINGS INSTITUTION,
_ASBING_CN, £.C. P86-I0209 05
EXCERPTS FRC_ REmARRS PR_;ARE£ FOB DELIVER_: FAX
GECUP OF BRS]N_SS E|ECBTIVRS, NASHINGTOR, D.C.
P86-10211 05
NASA SCANNE_ PRODUCES CCN£IETE IMAGE Of NORTH
A2LANIIC OCE|_
[NASA RELEASP-E6-1qT] P86-10215 06
mOSEE TO REA£ SPAC_ STATICP _PCGRAM OFEICE
[NASA RELEASP-86-1_2] 986-10220 06
PERSCNNEL CRiNgES ANNOUNCe[ |_ NAESH&_L SPACE
FL_GE_ CENTER
[NASA PELEASE-Eb-I_q] P86-10232 06
FOUR GREAT GBS_VA_CBI_S NIZI AID IN ASTRONOMICAL
EX_LON_TIC_S
[NASA NRLEASE-E6-16_] P86-10236 06
NASA 1_86: _B_ _EAR IN _E_IER
[NASA EELRASR-E6-1_7] P86-102q5 06
SPACE STATICN ORGANIZATICN A&EROVED
[NASA BELEASE-E6-1EO] P86-102_8 06
SPACE ST£TIC_ _N&iISIS _ESG_S
[NASA RELRAS_-_6-181] P86-102_9 06
STATEBENT O_ D_. JANBS C. EIETCHER, NASA
ADBINISTE&TOE_ UPON RECEIVING THE RRPOE_ OF THE
RAIICR|L CCHMISSION ON SPAC_ lEON DE. THOMAS O.
PAINE, CON_I_SIOR CRJI_BAN P86-1025q 05
REMARKS PR_PAEID _OE DEIIV_EI: STUDENT VISIT
SPCNSCEED EX CCNGBESSBAR fCR PACKARD, (R. CALIF.);
NASA BEADQgAB_|BS, EASHING_CN, D.C. P86-10256 05
STATEMENT OF _° JABES C. PIETCHER, NASA
kDBINIS_RA_CR: RA_H SISTER SCIEHCH PEERS
CONFERENCE; WASHINCT_N, D.C° P86-I0257 05
ERRARES PHPPJEED FGB DELIYEE_: COUNCI_ OF STATE
GOVERNMENTS WESTERN STA_£ CCNEERENCE; COLORADC
SPRINGS, CCLCRADO P86-1026_ 05
EZCRRPTS FPCN EEBARES P_EP|RP_ FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREECP_, LA|GIEY R_S_AECE CENTRE
P86-10267 05
EXCEREIS EPCB REMARES PR|EJRED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
ANARES CEREMC_, LEWIS RESPAPCE CENTER
P86-I0288 05
EXCERPTS PROB REMARKS PR_EARED FOR DNLIVERX: HONOR
AN_RDS CER_NCR_; JOSNSC_ Slate CENTER HOUSTON, TEXAS
986-10269 05
SPACE SUITS
SA EXTRAVEHICULAR BOBI/_T_ UNIT /SPACE SUIT/
SA ZERO PRE-BREATHE SUIT
ORBITER TEAm P86-1003_ 05
SPACE TELESCOPE
S HOBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
SPACE TELESCOPE SCIENCE INSTITUTE
AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS TO HAVE OBSERVING TIME ON
SPACE TELESCOPE
[NASA RELEASE-86-108] P86-I0168 06
FOUR GE_AT OBSERVATORIES _ILL AID IN ASTRORCHICAL
EXELORATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-168] P86-10236 08
REHARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: COUNCIL OP STATE
GOVERNMENTS WESTERN STATE CONFERENCE; COLCRADO
SPEINGS, COLORADO PS6-1026q 05
SPACE TOOLS
ORBITER TEAM P86-I0038 05
NASA AGREES TO CANADIAN SPACE STATION HARDWARE
PROPOSAL
[NASA NBLEASE-86-33] P86-10073 06
SPACE TRACKING AND RATA NE_NORE
NASAeS TRACKING SATELLITE EXPERIENCES PARTIAL
S-RAND FAILURE
[NASA RELEASE-86-175] P86-102_3 06
SPACE TRANSPORTATION CO., PRIICBTOH, H.J.
STATEBENT OF ISAAC T. GILLAB, IV BEFORE TEE
SUBCCHMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE OR SCIENCE AND T_CHNOLOG_: U.S. HOUSE O_
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10063 05
SPACE TRANSPORTATION S_STEM
SA ORBIT TRANSFER VEHICLES
SA SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS
BACKGROUND MATERIAL: NASA El 1987 BUDGET BRIEFING
P86-I0027 05
NASA NHQ-86-02-08 BUDGET BRIEFING P86-10028 05
STATBBEN_ OF DR. RILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
COBMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOHSB OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-1003_ 05
STATEMENT BY THE INTERAGENCY NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEW
PANEL BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; UNITED STATES
HOUSE O_ REPRESENTATIVES P86-100_3 05
STATEMENT OF mILTON A. SILVEIRA BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCCBHITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COBBITTEE OM SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P88-100q5 05
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON TEE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION OR SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P86-100_8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHHISSIOB ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11, 1986
P86-I0051 05
NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SXSTEM CRITICAL
ITEMS LIST P86-10067 05
NASA RESPONDS TO NEW YORE TIMES
[NASA RELEASE-86-52] P86-10095 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: CAPITOL HILL CLUB,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0102 05
A-128
SUBJECT IN£EI SPACEBORNE EIPHilIRITS
REEARES PREPARED FC_ DElIVer2: IHiRD ANNUAL NASA
CCN_RAC_OR CCNEEB_NCE, PAIC ALTO, CALIFORNIA
P85-1010q 05
STA_ENRNT CF JOHN C. BEI2E_DiNE BEFORE THE
SUBCCNNIT_FE C_ SCIENCE, _CHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COBRITTEE CN CCBNE_CE, SC]_NC_ AND TRANSPORTATICH,
UNITED S_A_ES SENATE PHR-1OlO5 05
S_ATENENT C_ RJCNA_E N. I_DL_ _EPORE THE
SUBCOHNIT2RE CN SCIENCE, IEC_NOLOGY AND SPACE,
CGNNI_EE C_ CCNNEPCE, SCIenCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STA_E$ _E_A_E P86-10106 05
ST&TENENT Of B]CHA_D H. 15UL_ BEFORE _HE
SUECOENITI_E CE SPACE SCIE_C_ ANN APPLICATIONS,
COHRI_TEE CN SCIENCE AN_ _ECENOLOGY, HOUSE OF
R_ENE_ERTAII_ES P86-10112 05
STAT_N_NT C_ JOHN E. HOE£_ EEEORR THE SUBCONHITTER
ON SPACE SCIENCE ANN AP_I]CAIICNS, COEHiTTEE ON
SCIENCE AND _ECHNOIOG_, HCDSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-I0113 05
OFFICIAL TRA_SCEIP_ PROC_}E]NGS BEFORE
PRESI£ENTIAL CC_NISSION UE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, TEUFSEA_ APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
NASA ADNINIS_ATCR CALLS _CU NEM ORBITER, SPACE
S_ATICN IN 15_q
[NASA RELEASE E6-66] P86-10126 06
G_CUP TO RE¥IE_ SPACE 5UU_LE NANAGEHENT
[NASA RELEAS_-86-76] P86-10136 G6
OREITAL HAREUVERING _EBICIE CONTRACTOR SELECTED
[NASA REIEASE-_O-81] PH6-10141 06
NASA TO ASSESS SRR IHPRCVENER_S AND SECOND SUPPLY
SOURC_
[NASA EELEAS_-_6-_] P86-1015q 06
PRCPOSALS _£CE]VED NOR PAYICA£ GROUND OPERATIONS
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-_6-1C9] P86-10169 06
STATEBENT CE WIL/IAN R. GUAEAE, ACTING
ADHINISTBA_OE: NASA HU_G_ P_ESS CCNEEEENCR
P86-10205 05
RENARKS PREPARED FOR DELI_IE_: AEROSPACE
IN£USTRIES ASSOCIATION CE ANE_ICA BOARD OF
GOVERNCRS _E£TING, WIILIANSEU_G, ¥IEGINIA
P86-10206 05
EXCERPTS _ROB REHAR_S P_E_AR_D FOR DELIVERY:
NATIONAL ISSUES IORUN CN TE_ U.S. SPACE PROGRAN:
DIRECTIONS FCF _HE _UIURE, I_COKINGS INSTITUTION,
_ASHIBGTC_, £.£. P86-I0209 D5
NASA ANNOUNCER NEE SPACE S_CITIE HANAGRHENT
S_RUC_URE
[NASA R_LEASE-E6-158] P86-10227 06
NASA 1986: _BE YEJE IN BEVlE_
[NASA RELeASe-66-177] P86-I02_5 06
EXCERPTS O_ _EHARKS PREPARE[ fOB DELIVERY:
RAUIO-TELE%ISICN NE_S DIR_CRCBS ASSOCIATION _18_
INTERNATIONAL CCNV_NTICN; 5AIT LAKE CIT_, UTAH
P86-I0259 O5
EXCERPTS OF bERARKS PEEPA_E_ POE DELIVERY: NEDIA
SENINAE CN U.S. SPACE PCIICY; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P86-10263 05
R_EARKS PREPARED FOE PRIIqER¥: COUNCIL OF STA_E
GOVEENNENTS _ESTERN STATE CONFERENCE; COLORADO
SEEINGS, CCLCRACO P86-10264 05
RICER_S Free REHA_RS PRERA_RZ FOB DELIYERX: 1986
NASA SYMPOSIUB ON _UALI_ ARE PRODUCTIVITY;
WASHINGTON, P.O. P86-10270 05
EXCERPTS E_CR DEBARKS RREfAEED POE DELIVERY:
KERNR_T SPACE CENTER ENflO_EES; KENNED! SPACE
CENTER, ELCRIU& P86-10272 05












SPACE YECTOE COEP._ NORTHRIDGE, CALIF.
NASA SOUNDING ROCKET DESTROYED BY RANGE SAPETX
OFFICER
[NASA _ELEASE-86-119] P86-I0179 06
SPACE YEHICLE S_S_R_S
O_PICIAL TRANSCRIPT P_OCEEDI_GS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-I0115 05
MOS£R TO HEAD SPACE STATION PROGRA_ OFFICE
[NASA RELEASE-86-152] P86-10220 06
SPACE WORLD ADBZNISTRATIVE _DIO GOLF.
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. RDELSON BEFORE SHE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CO_!_TEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-1U065 05
SPACEDOBRE &STEO|OBY
NASA SNITCHES EARTH OHSERVATION EISSION AND
TELESCOPE LAUNCHES
(NASA RELEASE-86-2] P86-10003 06
SCIENTISTS RAKE FIRST DEFINITE IDENTIFICATION OP
WATER I_ C08ETS
[NASA RELEASE-86-_] P86-10005 06
STATEHENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCCS_ITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLiCATICNS;
COBNITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES PH6-I0065 05
SECOND REPORT ISSUED ON SCIENTIFIC USES OP SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE-66-43] P86-10086 06
STATEBENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCCHHITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, CO_EITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
NASA STUDTING CONCEPT TO ERASURE DISTANCE ERTWRBN
STARS, GALAXIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-133] P86-I0193 06
EXCERPTS FNOB RE_ARKS PREPARED FOR DELIWEEY:
NATIONAL ISSUES FORTH ON THE U.S. SPACE PROGRAH:
DIRECTIONS FOE THE FUTURE, BROORINGS INSTITUTION,
NASRINGTON, D.C. P86-I0209 05
STATENENT BT DR. JANES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS BRIEFING P86-10210 05
EXCERPTS PEON RENARKS PRIG&RED FOR DELIVERY: FA_
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, NASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
SPACE_ORiE _ZPEBINENTS
SA ACCESS EXP. /SPACE ERECTABLE STRUCTURES/
SA EASE EXP. /SPACE ERECTABLE STRUCTURES/
SA INITIAL BLOOD STORAGE EXPERIMENT
SA PHASE PARTITIONING EKP. /SPACE SHUTTLE/
NASA SIGHS AGREEMENT RITH SPACEEAR, INC.
[NASA RELEASE-86-6] P86-10007 06
NASA AND JAPAN AGREE ON STATION HARDWARE POR
PRELININART DESIGN
[NASA RELEASE-86-31] P86-10071 06
SECOND REPORT ISSUED ON SCIENTIPIC USES OF SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-q3] PS6-1U086 06
A-129
SPACEBOREEPRCTCGBAPEI SOBJECT IMDZZ
NASA AND ECEING SIGN BA_MEIALS PROCESSING AGREEMRMT
(NASA EEI_ASE-E6-62] P86-10122 06
SRAC_2Oa|E PEOTCG|APH_
S EAETH NAEEING METRIC CAMERA EXPEL.
SFACREORNE TEIMSCCPES
S_ HD_DLE SPACE TEIESCG_E
SARA SCIENTIST ANAREED INtErNATIONAL ASTRONOMY MEDAL
[NASA EELEASE-_6-28] 986-10059 06
NASA SATELLITE SUPfOETS CCHE_ HALLEY ENCOUNTERS
[NASA RELEASf-£6-2_] 986-10060 06
SEACECRA_T
S CCSPAS





NASA ECSTPCNES GALLING, 8LYSSES, AS2RO-1 LAUNCHES
[NASA RELEASE-RE-11] P86-10012 06
I_ACB_R IN SEACE 9ECGRAE TC CDNTINUE
[NASA RELEASE-_6-12] 986-10013 06
NASA S_ACE £11G_T DEPUTY _OCIA_E ADMINISTRATOR
NANED
[NASA NELEASI-£6-16] 986-10017 06
NASA EGs¢gcNES EXCEZLENC_ _A_D
[NASA BELEASE-E_-17] 986-10018 06
U.S. SPACE ECUNDATICN CGTLI_ES CHALLENGER 7 FUND
[NASA REL}AS_-_E°I_] P86-I0019 06
INTERMETIG_AL GfiOUf MEETS fEN RALLEY'S COMET
ENCCUN_EB
[NASA RELEAS_-E6-19_ P86-10020 06
TUCM_CN TC EAEAGE hASA _A_K _C_CE
[NASA RELEASE-_6-20] P86-10021 06
NASA _EPLANNING AC_IYITIES
[NASA BELEASE-_6-2I] P86-10023 06
NASA IASK EO_C_ ASSIGNNENT_ DE_AIIED
[NASA EEL_ASE-66-2_] P86-10025 06
EACKGECUN_ MA_EEIAI: NASA f_ 1987 BUDGET BRIEFING
986-10027 05
NESA NEQ-86-C2-08 _UDGE_ £_EFING 986-I0028 05
9_ESS CONf_RCE: A_PCIN_BENT OF JESSE MOORE AND
51CHAFD TBUL! 986-10029 05
NASA EE_CATICEAI ASSOCIAIIfH _EESS CCN_ERENCE
986-I0030 05
S_ATRMENT CE £_. WllLIAN E. G_AHAM BEFORE SHE
SUBCOmmITTEE C_ SCIENCE, _EC_ROLOGY AND SPACE;
CCMBI_TEE CN CCMMENCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPOETATICH;
UNITED STAI£_ S_A_E P86-I0031 05
PRESS CCNE_ENC_: EBB BA_EE_ 986-10032 05
STATEMENT 5Y _}_S AEMINAL _ICEAED TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADEINISTBATOR FCF SfACE FLIGHT
P86-10033 05
STATEMENT CE Aft. RIILXAM _. G_AHAM B_fOHE THE
CCMMIITEE CN SCIENCE ANN I_C_CLCGY; HOUSE OF
R_P_ESERTA_IV_S 986-1003_ 05
SPACE SHUTTLE JCIH_ EE¥1_N 986-I0035 05
SEARCH BECOV_ EECCNS_UC_ICN 986-10036 05
R_CONS_RUCTICN AND ARAIYSI_ 986-10037 05
OREITEE _EAM 986-10038 05
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE 986-10039 05
S_S 51-L INCI££NT INVES_IGA_ICN 986-I00%0 05
51-Z _AULT TREE 986-100_I 05
STS 51-L TIME LIME 986-100_2 05
STATEMENT BY THE INTERAGENCY NUCLEAR SAFETY EERIER
PANEL BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 986-I00q3 05
STATEMENT OF NILLIAN R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTIE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGT; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 986-100q_ 05
STATEMENT OF MILTON A. SILYEIRA BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGX; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 986-I0045 05
PRESENTATION TO THE 9HESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHHTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
986-IOU_7 D5
OFFICIAL TRANSCBIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, PEHRUARX 6,
1986 P86-100q8 05
OYPICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHHTTLE
CHA;.LENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBBUARY
6, 1586 P86-I00_9 05
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON TEE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 10, 1986
P86-10050 OS
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11. 1986
986-10051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBE_ART 26, 1986
986-I0053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHHTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 1986
986-10054 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS B_FORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
_XECU_iVE ORDER: P_ESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE C_ALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0056 05
NASA SATELLITE SUPPORTS COMET HALLEY ENCOUNTERS
[NASA RELEASE-86-29] P86-I0060 06
STATEMENT OF MILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
COMM!_TEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 986-I0062 05
STATEMENT OF ISAAC T. G!LLAM, IV BEFORE THE
S_BCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; H.S. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 986-10063 05
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-100_5 O_
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE SPACE SHUTTIE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. OPEN HEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS TASK FORCE PRESENTATIONS,
FRIDAY, MARCH 21 986-I0069 05
A-130
SRB3ECT IND|E $FACECEAFT ACCIDEEX5 CONED
REMARKS PNEPIRED FOE DEIIVEBX: GODDARD MEMORIAL
SYMPOSIUM, GCIEAND SPACE ELIGBT CENTER, GREENBELT,
NAEYLAND P86-10075 05
REMARKS PREPIEED FCE DELIVERY: NASA CENTERS AND
HEADQUARTERS P86-I0076 05
REMARKS PREPARED PCE DEIIV_R_: PHESS BRLEEING,
WASHINGTON, I.E. P86-I0077 05
DESTACKING Of _I-G ELEME_ ALE MODIFICATIONS TO
OEEITERS flASNE_
[NASA RELEASE-E6-37] P86-1D080 06
ASTRONAUT EEECEIAI TC BE EUIII
[NASA REL_ASE-_6-38] P86-10081 06
USS PRESERVER REASSIGNED
[NASA HEL_ASE-_6-SS] P86-I0082 06
CREW CABIN H_COVERY OPEBATIC_E CCMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-_6-_6] P86-10089 06
NASA RESFC_D_ To NE_ YOB_ _I_ES
[NASA REIIASE-e6-52] P86-I0095 06
STATEEENT HY REAR AEMIRAI TIUIY
[NASA RELEASE-E6-53] P86-10096 06
NASA NAMES D£L_A 178 INYLS_]GATICR HOARD
[NASA RELEASE E6-57] P86-I0100 06
RENARRS PREPARED P6_ DEliVERY: GODDAHD SPACE
FLIGN_ CENTER, GHEIEEEI_, _AHYLAND P86-10101 05
REBARKS PNE_IRED PCE DEIIVEEX: CAPITOL HILL CLUB,
WASHINGTON, £.C. P86-I0102 05
BREAKER PREPARED FCF DELIVERY: AEROSPACE 86 -
AIAA ANNUAl MEETING, AEII_GICh, VIRGINIA
P86-10103 05
_EMARKS PREPAreD FOR DEIIVEEY: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CONFERENCE, TEl( ALTO, CALIFORNIA
P86-10104 05
5TATEEENT CF JCHN C. ERIEEN_INE BEFORE TEE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIENCE, _ICHNOLCGY AND SPACE,
CCNNITTEE CN COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENAIE P86-I0105 05
S_AIEEENT CF EICHANE H. _FOL_ BEFORE _BE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIENCE, _ECENOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE CN CCMMEBCE, _C/ENCE AND TRANSPORTATICN,
UNITED STA_EE SENATE R86-I0106 05
S_ATEMENT CF JCHN O. HCD6E E£EORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, _ECNNOICGY AND SIACE, COMMITTEE ON
CCBMEHCE, ECIENCE AND _fA_ICETATION, UNITED
STATES SENATE P86-10109 05
STATEMENT CF RICHARD H. QEUL_ BEFORE IHE
SUECOUEITIEE CN SCIENCE, TECHNCLCGY AND SPACE,
CCMMITTEE £N CCEMEBfE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SE_A_E P86-10111 05
STATEMENT CE RICHARD H. T_UI_ BEFORE THE
SUBCGEMIT_EE C_ SPACE SCIEECI AND APPLICATIONS,
CCMEIITEE CN SCIENCE ANT _CENCLCGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0112 05
STATEMENT CE JOHN C. HOD_ E_ORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND AIff]CA_ICNS# COMMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AN£ _ICHNCIOGY, _CCSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
OP_ICIAI TRANSCRIPT _BOC}_£]_GS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIal COW,lESION C_ REACH SHUTTLE
CHALLENGE_ ACCIDENT, RARER 21, 1986 P86-1011_ 05
OEflCIAL TRANSCRIPT PEOCREII_GS BEFORE
PBESIDEN_IAI COMMISSION C_ SHACK SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THUES£A¥ APRIL 3, 1986
P86-I0115 05
IHCNAS ASSUMES EESPCNSIBIII_ FOB SRM REDESIGN
[NASA EEI_AS_-E6-5E] P86-10116 06
STATEMENT BY DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR; PRESS CONFERENCE; NASA HEADQUARTERS
P86-10120 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR; PRESS CONFERENCE, NASA
HEADQUARTERS, WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0121 05
NASA ADMINISTRATOR CALLS FOR NEW ORBITER, SPACE
STATION IN 199_
[NASA RELEASE 86-66] P86-I0126 06
NASA PLANS TO PROCURE REPLACEMENT TRACKING AND
DATA SPACECRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-86-70] P86-10130 06
GROUP TO REVIEW SPACE SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-86-76] P86-10136 06
MISSION 51-E FLIGHT READINESS REVIEW VIDEO TAPE
LOCATED
[NASA RELEASE-86-77] P86-10137 06
NASA TERMINATES DEVELOPMENT OF SHUTTLE/CENTAUR
UPPER STAGE
[NASA RELEASE-86-80] P86-I01_0 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE STATION ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR, NEW PROGRAM STRUCTURE
[NASA EELEASE-86-8_I P86-101q_ 06
NEW SAFETY OFFICE AND POSITION ESTABLISHED
[NASA RELEASE-86-87] P86-I01_7 06
CHALLENGER TAPE STATUS
[NASA RELEASE-86-93] P86-I0153 06
NASA RELEASES CHALLENGER TRANSCRIPT AND REPORT ON
CAUSE OF DEATH
[NASA RELEASE-86-100] P86-I0160 06
SHHETLE MISSION 51-L RECOVERY OPERATION ENDS
[NASA RELEASE-86-121] P86-I0181 06
NASA AWARDS S_UDE CONTRACTS FOR SHUTTLE SOLID
ROCKET MOTORS
[NASA EELEASE-86-12_] P86-I018_ 06
LOCKEEED SHUTTLE PROCESSING CONTBACT EXTENDED fOR
THREE YEARS
[NASA RE/EASE-86-126] P86-I0186 06
NASA TO TRANSCRIBE MISSION 51-L PEELAUNCH TAPE
[NASA RELEASE-86-135] P86-10195 06
NASA RELEASES 51-L PR_LAUNCH INTERCOM TAPE
TRANSCRIPTS
[NASA EE_EASE-86-137] P86-10197 06
MOORE REASSIGNED, COHEN NAMED JSC DIRECTOR
[NASA RELEASE-86-138] P86-I0198 06
NASA SELECTS HORIZONTAL CONFIGURATION FOR JOINT TEST
[NASA RELEASE-86-139] P86-I0199 06
NASA ANNOUNCES PLANS _OH DISPOSITION OF CHALLENGER
DEERIS
[NASA RELEASE-86-1_11 P86-10201 06
STATEMENT OF NiLLIAB R. GRAHAM, ACTING
ADSINISTRATOB: NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-I0205 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: AEROSPACE
INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION o_ AMERICA BOARD OF
GOVERNORS MEETING, WILLIANSBURG, VIRGINIA
P86-10206 05
EXCERPTS PROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
REPUBLICAN WOMEN'S FEDERAL FORUM, CAPITOL HILL
CLUB, WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10207 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DB&IVERY:
NATIONAL ISSUES FORUM ON THE U.S. SPACE PROGRAM:
DIRECTIONS FOR TEE FUTURE, BEOOKINGS INSTITUTICN,
NASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I020_ 05
STATEMENT BY DE. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS BRIEFING P86-I0210 05
A-131
SPACECRAFT CABINS SUBJECT INDEX
EXCERPTS _OM RENARKS PREPARED FOB DELIVERY: FAX
G_CUF CF ROSINESS EXECUTIVES, NASEIMGTOH, D.C.
P86-10211 05
EXCERPTS P}CB P_BAB_S PEEEANED FOR D£LIVERV:
ANNUAL HONOR A_ARDS CEREBCNI, ARES RESEARCH
C_ETER; MO_FETg _IEI_, CAI]ECI_IA P86-I0212 05
NASA TO EXTEBD SPACECEA_ _EACNIBG STATION
OPEEATICN$
[BASA RELEASE-_6-157] P86-I0225 06
OPPER STAGE E_IECREC POE IIANETABT dISSIOSS
[NASA RELEASE-A6-161] P86-I0229 06
NASA 1986: _E_ ¥EJB IS REVIEW
[NASA NELEASI-£6-177] P86-102q5 06
REMARKS PREPARED PCN D_LIVE_¥: HASA HEADQUARTERS
HONOR AWARDS CEBEBCE¥; NA_RIBGTOB, D.C.
P86-10255 05
NERABKS PREPARED FOE DElIVErY: STUDENT VISIT
SPONSORED E_ CCBGRESSBAN _(N _ACKARD, |R. CA/IF.):
BASA HEADQDABTERS, NASNING_CN, D.C. P86-I0256 05
STAT_MEBT CE RE. SANER C. EIE_CHER, BASA
ADNINISTRATCH: EANTH S¥S_EE SCIENCE PRESS
CC_ENEBCE; EASHIBG_CN, £.C. P86-I0257 05
REMARKS PREPAreD FOR DELIVERY: MARSHALL SPACE
FLIGE_ CEN_EE, NEN_SVILI_, ALABAMA P86-10258 05
EXCERPTS DE EEBARKS PREPARED ECR DELIVESV:
RADIO-TEL_¥1SICN NEJS DIReCtORS ASSOCIATION qIST
IN_EBNATIC&AI COBVEE_ICB; SAI_ LAKE CI_¥, UTAH
P86-I0259 05
EXCERPTS _GB EENABSS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: BLUE
RIEECN ST_E_IBG GBCDP _CE I_£_ STMPOSIOB ON
QUALIT_ ABE ENC_UCTIVIT¥; NASA READQDAETEES,
BASHINGTCN, £.C. P86-I0260 05
EXCERPTS OE E_BANKS _REPAEED _OR DELIVERY: MEDIA
SEMINAR CB D.$. SPACE ECIICV; LOS ANGELES,
CAIIECSBIA P86-I0263 05
REMARKS PREPARED FCR DElIVEr2: COUBCIL OF S_ATE
GOVERBMEN_S _ESTERB STATE CCNEERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, CCLCNACC P86-1026_ 05
EXCERPTS _EOE _EMA_ES PR_PERE£ POH DEIIVEB_:
AGRNCV-NID_ ECBCN ANAEDS CE_BONT P86-10266 05
EXCERPTS _ECM SRBANKS PEiEARED FOR DELIVEB_: HONOR
ANARDS CEBEBCBI, LARGER1 RESEARCH CEN_EE
P86-I0267 05
EXCERPTS FEOB EEEARES EEE}ARRD FOR DELIVEB_: HORDE
ANARDS CEREECP_, APHIS B_SEA]CB CEHREE
P86-I0268 05
_CE_PTS P_M _FMA_B_ P_EP_E_D FOR D_IIVSB_: ROWOB
ABARDS CEREMCB¥: JCEBSCN SEACE CENTER HOUSTON, _EXAS
P86-10269 05
EXCERPTS F_CE REMARKS PEZE_EEC FOB BELIVEB_: T986
NASA SVMEOSICM CB _llI_l A_E PRODUCTIVITY;
WASHINGTON, B.C. P86-10270 05
EXCENPTS PROE _EMANNS PREPARED FOR DBLIVEBZ:
COUNCIL OF S_A_E GCVERBHEN_S ANNUAL MEE_IBG;
ORIANGO, PICEIEA P86-10271 05
EXCERPTS F_CB BEBAHES E]EEJRED FOE DELIVEEZ:
KEBNEDX SPACE CEBTEE EBEIC_EES; KEBMEDV SPACB
CENTER, _LCRI£A P86-10272 05
EXCERPTS P_CB _EBAEKS PNEP|_ED FOE DELIVERY: HONOR
ANARDS CEREECB_, GCEDARD SPACE FLIGHT CEMTER;
GREEBEEIT, MAEVLABC P86-10273 05
SPACECRAFT CABI|S
SEANCE BECCVEEI NECCBSTSOC_CB P86-10036 05
PRESENTATION TC TEE PNESICE_]AL COMMISSION OR THE
SPACE SHU_L_ CHALCENGEE ACCICERT: AGEEDA
P86-100_7 05
OFFICIAL TEABSCEIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
2RESIDHETIAL COBMISSIOB OB SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P86-100_8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPAC_ SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
CREW CABIN RECOVERY OPERATIONS COMPLETED
/NASA BEIEASE-86-_6] P86-I008_ 06
SZATEMENT B! REAR ADMIRAl TRULY
[NASA EELEASE-86-S3] P86-|0096 06
SPACECRKFT COMMUBICATIOES
TEACHER IN SPACE AND COMET RALLE_ STUDY 81GHL_GRT
51-L FLIGHT
[BASA RELEASE-86-5] P86-10006 06
SEARCH AND RESCUE EXPERIHENT TO BE FLOWN ON BOAA
SATELLITE
[NASA EELEASE-86-_q] 986-10087 06
EARS OESEEVER IHVESTIGATIONS SELECTED
[BASk REIRASE-86-_7] P86-10090 06
CRALLEBGEE TAPE STATUS
[NASA HELEASE-86-93] P8b-10153 06
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA-G HEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-86-115] P86-10175 06
NASA TO THANSCRIBE MISSION 51-L PRELAUBCH TAPE
[NASA RELEASE-86-135] P86-I0195 06
NASA RELEASES 51-L PBELAUNCE INTERCOM TAPE
TRABSCRIPTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-137] P86-10197 06
BASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS _OR COMET REBDEZVOUS
MISSICN
[NASA RELEASE-86-150] P86-10218 06
NASA _O EXTEND SPACECRAFT TRACKING STATION
OP_EATIOBS
[NASA RELEASE-86-157] P86-10225 _6
EXCERPTS _ROE REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HOBOR
AWARDS CEREMOBV, LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
P86-I0268 05
SPACECRAFT COBPOEEE:S
STATEMENT El REAR AD_TNAL RICHARD TRULI, BASk
ASSOCIATE ADMIBISTRATOR FOR SPACE _LIGMT
P86-10033 05
SEARCH EECOVER_ RECOBSTRUCTIOB P86-10036 05
OFFICIAl TRABSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBEISSIOB OB SPACE SHUTTLE
CHAL_RBGEE ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
P86-_0052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
NASA ANNOUBCES BASELINE CONFIGURATION FOR SPACE
STATICB
[NASA RELEASE-86-61] P86-10119 06
NASA AND ESA REACH SPACE STATIOE PHASE B P_OGRAE
LEVEl AGEEEMEBT
[NASA EELEASE-86-10_] P86-1016q 06
SPACE STATION ANALYSIS RESULTS
/NASA @Sl_SS-86-_8_ P86-|O2Q9 06
SPACBCRAPT CONPIGURATIOIS
NASA RBPL&NNIEG ACTIVZTIES
[EASA RELEASE-S6-22] P86-10023 06
ORBITER TEAM P86-10038 05
STATEMEET OF SAMUEL g. KELLER BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTRE ON ENERG_ RESEARCH AED PRODOCTIOE;
SUBCCBBITTEB OH SPACE SCIEECE AND APPLICATICES_
COMMITTEE OB 5CIEBCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
A-132
SOHJECT I|DEI SPACECRAFT DESIGN
REPHESENTAIIIEE P86-100_6 05
PRESENTATION TC _HE PEESILE_IIAL COHMISSION OH THE
SPACE SBHTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIEENT: AGENDA
986-I00_7 05
OFFICIAL TEANSCRIP_ PEGC_E[ING$ BEFORE
PRESiDENtIAL CCMMISSIO_ CN SEACE SHUTTLE
CHALIENGE_ ACCIDENt: MC_N]NG SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
I$66 P86-100_8 05
STATEMENT OF NILLIAB R. dSA_A_ BEFORE _HE
CCBMi_TEE CN SCIENCE AN5 _CHNOLCG¥; ROUSE OF
EEENESENTA_IVEE P86-10062 05
DESTACKING C_ (1-G ELENEN_S AND NODIFICATiONS TO
ORBITERS PIA_NEE
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-37] P86-10080 06
SIATENENT OF _JVID C. BLAC_ EEFOEE THE
SUBCOBNIT_EE ON SCIENCE, _EC_ACLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON CCHMEBCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STA_E5 SERA_ P86-10108 05
S_ATEMERT CF JOHN E. BOCCE E_EONE THE SUBOONMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, _ECHNOICG¥ AND SPACE, COMEI_TEE ON
COHMEECE, SCIENCE AND T_AH_CETATION, ONIIED
STATES SENATE P86-10109 05
STATEBENT CE RICHARD H. _UL_ BEFORE _HE
SHECCNBITTEE CN SPACE SCIE|CE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE CN SCIENC_ AWL _IC_NOLOG¥, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTA_IVE_ P86-10112 05
SIATEBEN_ CE OGHN _. HODG_ £EEG_E THE SHBCOBMiTTEE
CN SPACE SCI_NC_ A_D A_[L]CAI]ONS, OOMEIT_EE ON
SCIENCE AND _ECHNO_CG¥, HO£SE GE REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
NASA SUBMITS MAN-TENDeR fiERCE2 TO CONGRESS
[NASA EELEASE-E6-59] 986-10117 06
NASA ANNOHNCE5 BASIIINE CONFIGURATION FOR SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-61] P86-I0119 06
STATEEEHT EI EN. JAMBS C. FlEtCHER, NASA
ADBINISTRATO_; PRESS CONFERENCE; NASA HEADQHARTERS
986-10120 05
NASA ARNCU_CES _LAN FOR S_ACE STATION REVIEW
[NASA NELEAS_-_6-11_] 986-10176 06
EXCErPtS F_OM fiEMAN_S P_|_AREC FOR DELIVERY:
NA_ICNAL ISSOES }050R CN I_E _.S. SPAC_ PROGRAM:
DIRECTIONS fOE IHE FUTURE, EBCCKINGS INSTITOTION,
WASHINGTON, _.C. 986-10209 05
MA_A 1_86: _bE YEAE IN _EI]EW
[NASA RELEASE-E6-177] Pfl6-1O2_5 O6
SPACE STATION ANAL15IS _EEIIS
[NASA _ELEASE-_6-181] P86-102_9 06
S_&CECRAE_ OO|T_CI
SIATEBENT E_ REAR |DMINAI $/ChAED TBULT, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADNINISTEATOR ECE SIACE FLIGHT
P86-I0033 05
PRESENTATION IC TR_ PRESIDEntIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SBDEILE CHALIENGER ACCIEENT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
OFFICIAL _RANSCRIPT PROCE|EINGS BEFGRE
PRESIDENTIAL CCEBIS_ION CN S_ACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt: ECEN]NG SESSION, FEBROARV 6,
t986 P86-100_8 05
OEEICIA_ TRAN$CEIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAl CCflBI$SION CJ SEACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIEEN_: AE_E_NCCN SESSION FEHBOARY
6, 1986 986-100_9 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIP_ PROC_EINGS BEFORE
PRESIDEETII_ COMHISSICN CN SPACE SHOTTLR
CBAZLENGE_ ACCIERN_ P86-10055 05
NEW WEATHEE SATELLITE TC EE IAUNCHED MAX 1 FROM
CAEE CAMAVE_JI
[NASA RELEASE-86-50] P86-10093 06
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. BRIZENDINE BEFORE THB
S_HCOH_ITTEH ON SCIENCE, TECMMOLOG_ AND SPACE,
COMNITIEE ON CO,flEECE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPOR_ATICN,
_NITED STATES SENATE P86-10105 05
SIXTH FLTSATCOM TO HE LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-86-165] P86-10233 06
SPACECRAP_ DESIGN
SA SPACE VEHICLE SYSTEMS
NASA NHQ-86-02-08 BUDGET BRIEFING 986-10028 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: SER HATTERS P86-10032 05
STATEMENT BY REAR ADMIRAL RICHARD _NUL_, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOB SPACE FLIGHT
P86-10033 05
STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
COMBITIEE OH SCIENCE AND TECHNOLGG_: HOOSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 986-1003_ 05
SPACE SHUTTLE JOINT REVIEW P8O-10035 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALLENGEE ACCiDEHT: AFTERNOOH SESSION FEBRUAR_
6, I_86 P86-100_9 05
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL CO_MiSSIGN ON _HE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 10, 1986
P86-10050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. FEBRHAR_ 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALEEEGER ACCIDENT, FEBROARV 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
STATEMENT OF NILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
CC_HIITEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGT; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0062 05
NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION S_STE_ CRITICAL
ITEMS LIST P86-I0067 05
NASA AND JAPAN AGREE ON STATION HARDWARE _OB
PRELIMINARY DESIGN
[NASA RELEASE-86-31] P86-10071 06
NASA AGREES TO CANADIAN SPACE STATION HARDWARE
PROPOSAL
[NASA RELEASE-86-33] P86-10073 06
KINGSBUR_ TO HEAD NASA SOLID ROCKET MOTOR THAN
[NASA RELEASE-86-36] P86-I0079 06
DESTACKING OF 61-G ELEMENTS ABD MODIFICATIONS TO
ORBITERS PLANNED
[NASA RELEASE-86-37] P86-10080 06
RATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE PROGRAM AWARDS CONTRACTS
[NASA EELEASE-86-ql] P86-1008_ 06
S_ATEMENT OF DAVID C. BLACK BEFORE THE
SOBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMHITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
HNITED STATES SENATE 986-10108 05
5TATEHENT OF JOHN D. HODGB BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOG_ AHD SPACE, COMHITTEE ON
COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, URI_D
STATES SENATE 986-10109 05
STATEEENT OF RICHARD B. CEULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COHMITTEE ON SCIENCE AHD TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 986-10112 05
STATREENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCCMNITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, CONHITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGT, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
A-133
SPACECEA_ ENNI_CIBEI|S SUBJECT I|DlI
P86-10113 05
NASA SUBMITS NAN-TENDED EEtCRT TO CONGRESS
[NASA RELEASE-E6-59] P86-10117 06
NASA ANNOUNCES BASEIINE CONFIGURATION FOR SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELeASE-E6-61] P86-10119 08
5_ATEBENT EX £N. JAEES C. }LETCHER, NASA
ADEINISTRATON; PRESS CCNEEE_NCE; NASA HEADQUARTERS
P86-10120 05
NASA ADMINISTRATOR CALIS _C_ BEN ORBITER, SPACE
STATION IN 155_
[NASA NEL_ASI E6-66] PB6-10126 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE ST&TIC_ ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR, NEW PROGEAB ETRDCTHEE
[NASA RELEASE-E6-84] P86-101q4 06
NASA AND ESA BLACK BRACE STATION PHASE B PROGRAM
IEVEI AGREINFNT
[NASA RELEAS_-_6-10_] P86-10184 06
NASA ANNOUNCES PLAN FOR SPACE STATION REVIEW
[NASA EELEASE-E6-116] P86-10176 06
SPACE STATION C_EICE fORMS CfHR&TIONS TASK FORCE
[NASA BELEASE-E6-129_ P86-I0189 06
REBARKS PE_PANED fOR DELIVerY: AEROSPACE
INDUSTRIES ASSCCIA_ICN CF AEBRICA BOARD Of
GOVERNORS BEETING, EILLIAESBURG# VIRGINIA
P86-I0206 05
NASA 1986: TEE YEAR IN _VIEE
[NASA RELEASE-E6-177] P86-102q5 06
SPACE STATICI ANAL_EIS EI_l_
[NASA NELIAS_-E6-1B1] P86-10249 08
EXCERPTS Of E_MAHKS PR_PA_fE _CN DELIVERY:
E&DIO-TEL_IISICN NEES EIEECTCES ASSOCIATION _IST
INTERNATIONAl CCNV_NTICN; SAI_ LAKE CIIY, U_AH
P86-I0259 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED ROE DELIVERY: HEDIA
SEMINAR CN _._. SPACE fell(l; IOS ANGELES,
CALIRCRNIA P86-I0263 05
EEMAENS PREPIRID FCE DELIVENY: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVERNMENTS EESTERN STA_E CONFERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, CCLCRADO P86-I0264 05
EXCERPTS £_OM _EBARES PEEEA_L FOE DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREMEnt, LANGLE_ _ESEARCH CEN_EB
P86-10267 05
SRAC|CRAET ENVIrONMENtS
NABA SIGNS AGREEMENT Wl_E _ACEEAB, INC.
[NASA RELEASe-66-6] P86-I0007 06
SIATEEENT EY E_AR A£NINA_ fICBABD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADEIWISTEA_OB RCR SPACE FLIGHT
P86-10033 05
NASA AND JAPAN AGREE ON STATION HARDWARE ROB
PRELIBINA_ EE_IGN
[NASA REL_A51-£6-31] P86-10071 06
REMARKS PNEPJR}D POE DELIVERY: GODDARD MEMORIAL
SYMPOSIUN, GC_ARD SPACE EIIGET CENTER_ GREENBELT,
MANYLAND P86-10075 05
REMARKS PREPARED FCE DELIVERY: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHI CENTER, GREENBElt, ZAEXLAND P86-10101 05
S_ATEE_NT Of £AVID C. BIACM £EPORE THE
SUBCOMMI_IRB CN SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COMMITTEE CN COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
ONITED STATES SENAT_ P86-10108 05
S_ATEMENT Cf JOHN E. BODG_ RE,ORE THE SUBCOMMIttEE
ON SCIENCe, _ECENCLCGY ANN BRACE, COHMITTEE ON
COMMERCE, EC]EECE _NB TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STATES SENATE P86-10109 05
NASA SUBMITS MAN-TENDED REPORT TO CONGRESS
[NASA RELEASE-86-59] P86-10117 06
NASA ANHOUNCES BASELINE CONFIGURATION FOE SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-61] 986-10119 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-I02_5 06
EXCERPTS PROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOH
AWARDS CEREMONY; JOHNSON SPACE CENTER HOUSTON, TEXAS
P86-10269 05
S_ACECRAI'_ _AI_O_E
STATEREHT OF EILTON k. SILVEIEA BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND _ECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10Oq5 05
FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS AND CRITICAL
ITEMS LIST P86-10066 05
SPACECRAFT HAHXTABILIT_
NASA SIGNS _GEEEMENT WITH SPACEHAB, INC.
[NASA RELEASE-86-6] P80-10007 06
STATEMENT OF DAVID C. BLACK BEFORE TEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPONTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-I0108 05
NASA ANNOUNCES BASELINE CONFIGURATION FOE SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-61] P86-I0119 06
SPACE STATION BILL INCREASE JSC EANPOWER IEVEL
[NASA RELEASE-86-98] P86-10158 06
SRACRCRAI'T HAZARDS
STATEMENT BX REAR ADMIRAL RICHARD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOR SPACE FLIGHT
P86-10033 05
STATEMENT OF DE. WILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE O_
REPRESENTATIVES P86-1003_ 05
STATEMENT BY THE INTERAGENCY NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEW
PANEL BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PEODHCTIOM AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P86-I00_3 05
STATEMENT OF MILTON A. SILVEIRA BEFORE THE
SUBCCMEITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P80-10045 05
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. GRAHAB BEFORE THE
CCMN!TTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE O_
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0062 05
SPACECRATT LANDING
STATEEENT BY REAR ADMIRAL RICHARD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADBINISTRATOR FOB SPACE FLIGHT
P86-I0033 05
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
PB6-10OW7 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALIENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P86-100_8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FIBRUARY
6, 1_86 P86-I00_9 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
A-13q
SUEJMCT IND|I SPACECRAFT POWER SUPPLIES
NASA 1986: TR_ YEAfi IN REVIE_
[NASA RELRAS_-_6-177] P86-102q5 06
EXCERPIS ERCM REMAENS PE_FAR_C FOE DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREECNI, LANGLE_ _ESEARCB CENTER
P86-I0267 05
RXCRRITS F_CN REMARES PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
KENNEDT SPACE CENTER EEEIOYR_S; KENNEDY SPACE
CENTER, RLCRI£A P86-10272 05
SPACECNAPT LABNCHING
STATEMENT EY R_AR A£MIRAL _]CHAED TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADEINISTRATOR FOR SIACE FLIGHT
P86-10033 05
S_S 51-I T]S_ lINE P86-100q2 05
STATEMENT E_ _ IN_ERAGENC7 NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEW
PANEL BEFORE TEE SURCOENI_B ON ENERGY RESEARCH
ARE PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CONEII_EE CN _CIENCE AND _CENOLCGY; UNITED STATES
HOGSE OF NIPR_NTATIWER P86-I0043 05
STATEMENT CF MIL_C_ A. SIIWRIRA R_ORR TEE
SDRCCMMITI_E CN ENERGY R_SIARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SURCOMBITI_R CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CCMMIITEE CN SCIENCE AND T_CRNCLSGY; HDUSE OF
R_RESENTA_IVES P_6-I00_5 05
PRESENTATION TC THE PRESIE_NIIAL C_)MMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCI£ENT: AGENDA
P86-I00_7 05
OFFICIAL TSANSCRIP_ PECCI}IINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAl CCEEISSIOR CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt: MORNING SESSION, FRBRUAR_ 6,
1_8b P86-I00_8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCI_EINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCNMISSIOR CN S_ACE SHU_LE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: A_IE_NCCR SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1966 P86-100_9 05
PRESENTATION TC THE PRESI_EATIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SBUTIL_ CbALI_NGER ACCIERNT, FEBRUARY 10, 1986
P86-10050 05
OFFICIAL /_ARSCRIPT PROC_}[INGS BEFORE
PR_SI£ENTIAL COMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGEH ACCIDENT, E_ERU_¥ 11, 1986
P86-I0051 05
O_FICIAL /RANSCRIPT PROCeeDINGS BEFORE
PHESIERNTIAL CCMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, E_ESU_E 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
OFFICIAL I_ANSCRIP_ PBCC_EINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMMISSICB CN SPACE SHUTTLE
C_AILENGER ACCIDENT EEB£U_R¥ _6, 1986
P86-10053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PBCC_[INGS BEFORE
PR_SI[RNTIAL COMMISSION Cb _PACE SHHTTLE
CE_LI_NGER ACCIERNT, E[ER_$1 27, 1986
P86-1005_ 05
NASA SCHEDULES _IVE EXB_N£ARIE LAUNCHES FOR 1986
[NASA RRL_AE_-££-3_] P86-I0072 06
REMARKS PR_AERD FOB D_IIV_%: GODDARD MEMORIAL
SYMPOSIUM, GC£[AED SPACE EIIG_T CENTER, GREENBELT,
MARYLAND P86-I0075 05
DESTACKING OE £I-G ELEMRH_R AND MODIFICATIONS TO
ORBITIRS _LA_N_D
[NASA RELeASe-E6-33] P86-I0080 06
ORBITER COIUBBIA ASSIGNED _C SUPPORT VANDENBERG
SITE YALI_A_ICfl
[NASA REL_AS_-86-q8] P86-10083 06
SEARC5 AND RISCU£ _IPEBIMBN_ _0 BE FLOWN ON NGAA
S_TELiI_E
[NASA NEL_AS_-_6-qq] P86-10087 06
NEM WEATHER _A_ELLITE _C _ lAUNCHED MAY I PROM
CA_E CANAVERAL
[NASA RELEASE-86-50] P86-10093 06
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. TNUL_ BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGE AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMHERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPOBTATICN,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10111 05
OYFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-I0115 05
GROUP TO REVIEW SPACE SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-86-76] P86-10136 06
NASA TO LAUNCH MOAA-G WEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-86-115] P86-I01_5 06
RESCHE SATELLITE SAVES FOUR IN FIRST DAY CP
OPERATION
[NASA BELEASE-86-1_] P86-I020_ C6
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_:
NATIONAL ISSUES FORBM ON THE U.S. SPACE PROGRAM:
DIRECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE, BROOKINGS INSTITUTION,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0209 05
STATEMENT BY DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS BRIEFING P86-10210 05
EXCERPTS FROM NE_ARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: EAT
GROUP OF BHSINESS EXECUTIVES# NASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-I0_11 05
NASA TO CONSTRUCT SECOND SAM TEST STAND
[NASA RELEASE-86-1_6] P86-I021_ 06
NASA _0 EXTEND SPACECRAFT TRACKING STATION
OPERATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-157] P86-I0225 06
SIXTH FLTSATCCM TO BE LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-86-165] P86-I0233 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REWIEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 Oo
SPACECR_T MAINTENANCE
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION F_BBUABI
6, I&86 P86-100_9 05
NASA AGREES TO CANADIAN SPACE STATION HARDWARE
PROPOSAL
[NASA RELEASE-86-33] P86-10073 06
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
S_BCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0112 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
NASA ANNOUNCES PIAN FOE SPACE STATION REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86°116] P86-I0176 06
SPACBCR_T MANEUVERS
INTERNATIONAL GROUP ME_S FOR HALLEY'S COMET
ENCOUNTER
[NASA RELEASE-86-19] P86-I0020 06
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: RAY
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
SPACECR_ POEEB SUPPLIES
SA RADIOISOTOPE THERHOELECTRIC GENERATORS
A-135
SBAC|CRA_T PICPUISION SUBJECT INDEX
nASA _BQ-86-C2-08 £UDGE_ EEIEEING P86-I0026 05
O_ITE_ TEAR P86-10038 05
STATEEENT E! _EE INIEEAGENCY BHCLEAR SAMETI HEVIEM
PANEL BEFORE TEE SOECOBmII_EE ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AND RfiCDUC_ZC_ AND SPACE ECIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COH_I_EE CN SCIENCE ANL _ECBNOLCGY; UNITED STATES
EO_SE OE BEP}ETENTAgIYES PEC-100q3 05
STATEBENT OF B/L_CN A. 5ILVEIEA BEFORE THE
SUBCOBBI_T£E CN ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SU_CCBMITT_E CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CCBHI_TEE CN SCIENCE ARE _ECENOLCGY; HOUSE OP
REPREEENTA_I_ES P66-1OOq5 05
STATEMENT CF 5ABUEI N. KELLER BRPORE THE
SUBCGBHIITEE CN ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUECC_NITTIE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CONMI_TBE CN _C]ENCE AND T_CENCLCGY; HOUSE OF
REPHE_ENTA_I_E_ R86-100q6 05
PN_SE_TATICN TO TB_ PBESIEEN_IAL CONNISSION ON _HE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIEENT: AGENDA
P66-100_7 05
OFFICIAL TEAN2CRIEI REOCiELINGS BEFORE
PE_SI£ENTIAL CCNNISSION CN S_ACE SHUTTLE
CH_LL_NGE_ ACCIDENt: NCHNING SESSION_ _EBEUAEY 6,
I$E6 P86-100_8 05
OFEICIAL 2RANSCE_P_ PBCC_£1HGS BEFCRH
PHESIDENTIAL CCBBISSION CN S_ACE SHUTTLE
CHALIENGEH ACCIDEN_ R86-10055 05
BEN WEATHER SATELLITE _0 RE LAUNCHED BAY I FROB
CAPE CANAVERAL
[NASA HELEASE-£6-50] P86-I0093 06
NASA ANNOUNCES TERNINATICN CE CON_EAC_ WITH TEN
[NASA RELEASE-_6-5_] P86-10098 06
STATEEENT CE _CHN C. EHIZE_N£ BEFORE THE
SUHCOEBITTEE OS SCIENCE, TECENOLOGY AND SPACE,
CO_NI_TER CN CCNaE_CE, SCIENC£ AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10105 05
STATEBRNT CP EICEARC H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCCNBITT_E CN SCIENCE, _|_H_CLOGI AND SPACE,
CCN_I_TEE CW CCBBEBCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNI_EC STA_EE SENATE P66-10106 65
STATEE_NT CF JCHN D. HOEGE EEEORE THE SUBCONNITTEE
ON SCIENCE, IECBNOICGY AND SIACE, COEBIITEE ON
CCBBERCE, SC]_ECE AND TEARS_OETATIOB, UNITED
STATES SENATE P86-16109 05
STA_RNENT C_ RICHARD H. _Ol_ BEEORE TEE
SUBCOBBITTEE CN SPACE SCIE_C_ AND APPLICATIONS,
COBHIT_EE CN SCIENCE AND _CENCLO_Y, ROUSE OF
REERESENTATIIES R86-10112 05
STATEBENT CF JOHN D. HCDGE BEFORE THE SUBCOBBI_TEE
CN SPACE SCIENCE AND AF_SCA_IONS, CONEITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND T_CBNCLCGY, HC_SE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
NASA ANNOUNCES BASELINE CCNEIGURATION FOR SPACE
S_ATICR
[NASA EEL_ASE-_6-61] P86-10119 06
NASA S_UDYING CONCE_T _C ERASURE DISTANCE HETHEEN
STABS, GALAXIES
[NASA RELEASE-_6-133 ] R65-10193 06
STA_EHENT 0¥ BILLIAE R. G_A_AH# ACTING
ADBLNISTHA_O_: NASA BU£_ PRESS CONFERENCE
P85-10205 05
EXCERPTS FEOE EEBA_ES PR_F_EEE ROE DELIVERY:
NATIONAL ISSUES iOigi ON _H_ O.S. SPICE PEOGRAH:
DIRECTIONS 1C_ _EE EHTON_, E_COKINGS INSTITUTION,
NASBINGTCN, £.C. P86-10209 05
SPACE STATICS A_AL_5IS EESUI_
[NASA RELEASE-E6-161] P86-10249 06
EXCERPTS FEOB EEBABNS PEER|ERA FOR DELIVERI: HONOR




BACKGROUND _ATEBIAL: NASA FY I_87 HUDGET ERIEFING
P86-10027 05
STATEBENT OF SAHUEL M.. KELLER BEFORE THE
SUBCCBBITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCOHH!TTEE DN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COS_ITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
HEPRESENTATIVES P86-100_6 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONBISSIOM ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBBOAR_
5, I_86 P86-100q9 05
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COBBISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 10, 1986
P86-10050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT pROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COflNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
NASA ANNOUNCES TEBEIWATION OF CONTRACT WITH TEn
[NASA RELEASE-85-55] P86-10096 06
STATEHENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOBHITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, COBHITTEE CN
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
PH6-10113 05
OFEICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, PARCH 21, 1986 P86-I011_ 05
NASA ANNOUNCES BASELINE CONPIGUHATION FOR SPACE
STATIGN
[NASA RELEASE-85-51] P86-I0119 06
SPACE STATION AUXILIARY THRUSTER TECHNOLOGY
DERONSXRATED
[NASA RELEASE-86-65] P86-I0125 06
PEHSOBNEL CHANGES ANNOUNCED AT NARSHALL SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER
[NASA NELE&SE-86-16q] P86-I0232 05
NASA 1986: TEE lEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
SPACE STATION ANALYSIS RESULTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-181] P86-I0289 06
RE_ARES PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: BARSHALL SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER_ HUNTSVILLE, ALAB&HA P86-I0258 05
EXCERPTS EROS HENARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREEONT, LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
P86-10268 05
SPACECREPT HECOV/_I
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: _ORMING SESSIOn, FREROAR_ 6,
1986 P86-I00_8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION P_BBHAEY
6, 1586 P86-1OOq9 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUAR_ 25, 1985
P86-10052 05
OFFICIAL TRAWSCRIP_ PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
P86-16053 65
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONBISSIOW ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
1-136
SUBJICT IND|| SPAR ARBOSPACE PROD., LTD. e ONT.e CANADA
STATEBENT CF OCRN D. HC£GI BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
CN SPICE SCltNCE AN_ A_III[ATIONS, COMNITTEE ON
SCIENCE ANL _ICRNCIOGT, HC[_E OF REIHESE_IATIVES
P86-I0113 05
SHUTTLE MISSIC_ 51-L RECCV}_[ CPERATICN ENDS
[NASA RELFASE-_@-1211 P86-10181 06
5P/_BCRAF1 ST_UClOEES
ORBIT_fl TIAM P86-I0038 05
SPACE SHUTTLE RAIN ENGINE P86-I0039 05
PRESENTATITN TC IRE PRESIEEN_I&L COHHISSION ON THE
SPACE SHU_TLH CBALLENGEB ACCIERNT: AGEN8_
P86-I00_7 05
OFPiCIAL TSAN_CRIPI PRCC_£1_6S BEFORE
PReSIDENTIaL C(NMISSIO_ CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt: AETE_OCN SESSION EEBBUAR_
b, 1966 P86-I00_9 05
OFFICIAL _IANSCRIP_ PROC_FEINGS BEFORE
PRESIERNTIAL CCflMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, F_E_UA}_ 11, 1986
P86-I0051 05
O_FICIAL T_ANSCRIP_ PROCI_EIAGS BEFORE
PRESIEENTIAL CCEBISSION C_ SPACE SHUffLE
CHALLENGER ACCIEHNT tEHRUJ_ 26, 1986
P86-I0053 05
OFFICIAL T_ANSCRI_T PRCCE_EINGS BEFORE
_R_SIDENTIAI C£EBISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
C£ALL_NGRB A£CIEENT 086-10055 05
S_ATEEENT 5¥ RI_B AERIRAI _f51¥
[NASA RELeASe-86-52] P86-10096 06
SPACE STATIC_ lNALISIS RFSGI_S
[NASA RELEASe-E6-181] R86-I02_9 06
EXCERPTS FIOB REMARNS PR_PAB_£ POE DELIVERY: BTNOR
A_ARDS CEH£ECNI, LANGLEY _IS_ABCH CENTER
PH6-10267 05
S_ACRCBA_T TELN¥1SICB
TEACHFR IN SPACE AND COME_ BAILEY STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L _LIGR_
[NASA RELEASF-_6-5] P86-I0006 06
NASA 50 TELEWI_E SIAC£CHAFI'S ENCOUNTER WITH
HAILE_'S CCME_
[NASA RELEAS}-_6-23] P86-I0024 06
SPACFCHAET TNACEING
NASA'S _RACKING SA_LZITE EI_FRIENCES PARTIAL
S-PANE FAIIU_R
[NASA RELHASI-_6-17_] P86-I02_3 06
NASA _986: _H YEAR IN RE_IE_
[N_SA RELEASF-86-177] P86-102_5 06
SEACBCRAfT TRAJECTORIES
VOYAGER SPACFCRAFT _IN_S NF_ 8CCN ORBITING DRANUS
[NASA RELEASI-66-3] P86-IOOOq 06
INtERNATIONAl GROUP MEteS _CR _ALLET'S COMET
ENCOUNTER
[NASA RELRASF-£6-19] P86-10020 06
S_ARCB R_CCVE_X RECCNSTRUC_ICN P86-I0036 05
OIFICIAL I_ANSCRIP_ PRCC|_EINGS BE¥OBR
PRESI£ENTIAL CCNMISSION CN SFACE SHHTTIE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt: NOHNING SESSION, FEBHHARY 6,
1986 P86-1OOq8 05
OFFICIAL _RANSCRIPI PROC_EINGS BEFORE
PEESIEENTIAE CCBM_2_ION (N SPACE SRUITLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: A_ERNCCN SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1_86 P86-100q9 05
OFFICIAL TBANSCRI_T PROCI_KINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMMISSION C_ StACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIEEN_ 986-10055 05
PRESIDENTIAl CCMBISSICN CN IR_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHAILENGER ACCIEEN_. OPeN _ARINGS: STS 51-L BATA
AND BESIGN ANALYSIS TASK FORCE PBESENTATIONS,
FSIDA¥, MARCH 21 P86-I0069 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACS SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, MARCH 21, 1986 P86-I011_ 05
NASA ANARDS UPPER STAGE CONTRACT FOR BARS OBSERVER
[NASA RELEASE-86-162] P86-I0230 06
SPACNCRERS
NASA 1986: THE IEAR IN REWIEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102q5 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREMONT; JOHNSON SPACE CENTER HOUSTON, TEXAS
P86-I0269 05
SPACEHAR, INC., SEATTLE, NASH.
NASA SIGNS AGBEENHNT NITB SPACEHAB, INC.
[NASA RELEASE-8b-6] P86-10007 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW




BACKGRCUND _ATERIAL: NASA FT 1987 BUDGET BRIEFING
P86-I0027 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_MISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P86-100_8 05
SECOND REPORT ISSUED ON SCIENTIFIC USES O_ SPACE
STATION
[NASA BELEASE-86-_31 P86-10086 06
STATEMENT OF BICRARD 8. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOBBITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMB!TTEE ON CO_NBRCB, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
ONITED STATES SENATE P86-10106 05
STATEBENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFOHE THE
SUECOMRITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGX AND SPACE,
CO_IT/EE ON COBflERCR, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITBD STATES SENATE P86-I0111 05
STATEBENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
S_ECOM_ITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, ROUSE OF
REPR_SENTATIFES P86-10112 05
EICE_PTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DRLIVER_:
NATIONAL ISSUES FORU_ ON THE U.S. SPACE PROGHAH:
DIRECTIONS FOR THE PUTURR, BROOEINGS INSTITDTION,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0209 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: MARSHALL SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, HUNTSVILLE, ALARABA PH6-|0258 05
BEBARES PHEPANED FOR D_/_EBY: COUNCIL OF STATB
GOVERNMENTS NESTEHN STATE CONFERENCE; COLCRADO
SPRINGS, COLORADO P86-1026_ 05
SPACRLAR BISSION D-1
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCCMBITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS:
CO_MITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGT: HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
SPACELAR 2
STATEHENT OF BURTON I. EDHLSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITIEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
SPACNLAE 3
STATEMEflT OF BURTON I. EDgLSON BEFORE THE
SUECOBB!TTEE O_ SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMHITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE O_
REPRESENTATIYES P86-10065 05
SPAR AEROSPACE P_OD., L_D., OiT., CANADA
ORBITAL MANEUYEHING VEHICLE CONTRACTOR SELECTED
[NASA HELEASE-86-811 P86-I01_I 06
A-137
_PARTAN SATELLITES SMEJBCT XNDBX
_PAETAN Sl_W'_£IIES
_EACHER IN S_ACE AJ£ CCEE_ BAIIEI STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L PLIGHI
[NASA RELIAS}-86-5] P86-I0006 06
OPPICIAL T_ANSCRIPY PECC_EIINGS BEFORE
PRESIEENTIAL COMMISSION CN S_ACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIEENY: MCNN]NG SESSICN, _EBRMARY 6,
1S66 P86-10048 05
O_EICIAL TRANSCEIP_ PHCCII_INGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMMIESION CN SPACE SHOTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCI_ENY, EEERUAEY 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
NASA SATE_LIIE SUPPORTS CCMET HALLEY ENCOUNTERS
[NASA RELEASI-66-29] P86-10060 06
SECOND BE_CR_ ISSUED ON SCIENYIFIC U_ES OF SPACE
STATION
[NASA REL_ASE-E6-_3] P86-I0086 06
SHUTTLE NISSICN 51-I RECCVI_! C_ERAYION ENDS




SPECIAL SEAL _ASE FORCE# EORTCN YEIOKOK
O_EICIAL TRANSCRIPT PEOCE_EINGS BEPOHE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMNISSION £N SPACE SHUTTLE






SA RAINY GEJEC_ SPECTROG_AEB
_OUR GBEAI OES_RVATCRIES HILL AID IN ASTRONOMICAL
EXILCEATICBS
[NASA RELeASe-86-168] P86-I0236 06
E_EC_RCNETRES
Sk GABNA HAY StECTICMEYE_
SA NA_S SP_C_CBETE_S
SA SPACE ENVIECNNENY MCNI_CE
SA TR_RNAI RBISSION SPECTECHETER
SA VISUAL INENARED _A_ING _ECTNOMETEE
TEACHER IN SPACE AND COMET EALLEY STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L PLIGH_
[NASA EEL_ASE-_6-5] P86-I0006 06
NASA IO LA_NCE NOAA-G WEAYEE_ SATELLITE
[NASA BELEASE-£6-11_] P86-10173 06
EXCEEfTS FEC_ RE,ARES P_I_E_D FOB DELIVERY:
PRESENTATION C_ ROCkWELl NE_AI TC DE. IOIS N.
AL_AREZ; PI_YS_BRGB, PA P86-I0265 05
SP_CT_OSCCRT
SA AS_RCNC_ICAI SPECTRCECCf_
SCIEN_ISIS MAKE FIRST DEfINItE IDENTIPICATION OF
NAMER IN C(8£YS
[NASA RELEASE-E6-_] P86-I0005 06
_ECTEUN ANALYSIS
SCIENtIStS MAKE FIRST _EEINIIE IDENTIEICATION OP
WA_£R IN CfM£_
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-_I P86-10005 06
SPRINGS /ELAStiC/
O_EICIAL T_ANSCEIP_ PROCEEDINGS REFORE
PH_SI£ENTIAL COMMISSION (N S_ACE SHUYILE
CHALLENGER ACCIEENY, E_EEOA_ 27, 1986
_86-1005_ 05
SPOTNIK SATEL_ITN
REMARKS PREPARER FOR D£IIV_EV: STUDENT VISIT
SPCNSCRED EV CCNGRESSMAN ECN PACKARD, (R. CALIF.);
NASA NEADQSAETERS, _ASBING_CN. D.C. P86-I0256 05
EXCERPTS Of _EEAEKS PRE_A_D fOE DELIVTEY: MEDIA





S SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERS
SNC
S SCIENCE _ESEARCH COUNCIL, ENGLAND
SaM
S SOLID ROCKET NOTOR
SRB SEAL PROBLEB _ASE STATUS /_EPORT/
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONRISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
P86-I0052 U5
S_. HICHOLAS ISLAND, CALIF.
NASA SOUNDING ROCKET DESTROYED BY RANGE SAFETY
Or_ICEB
[NASA RELEASE-86-119] P86-10179 06




OFEICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
S_ALL/SPIN RESEARCH
NASA PEATMRES AEHO-SPACE PLANE, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAA CONVENTION
[NASA RELEASE-86-90] P86-1U150 06
S_ARFOED RESEARCH INST.
ARTIFICIAL CLOUDS TO BE VISIDLE AT DAWN ALCNG EAST
COAST
[NASA RELEASE-86-51] P86-1009q 06
STAHFOED UNIV., CALIF.
SECOND REPORT ISSUED ON SCIENTIFIC USES OF SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-_3] P86-I0086 06
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER CANDIDATES NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-86-q9] P86-I0092 06
STATEEENT OF JOHN D. RODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOmMITtEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE, COMMITTEE ON
COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED
STA_ES SENATE P86-I0109 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, CONMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, MOUSE OF REPEESENTATIYES
P86-10113 05
U.S. SCIENCE TEAM SELECTED FOE JAPANESE SOLAR
MISSICN
[NASA RELEASE-86-153] P86-I0221 U6
STAR _RACEERS
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_MISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE





S STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE PROGRAM
STARS
SA GALAXIES
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDARD MENOBIAL
SY_POSIUN, GODDARD SPACE PLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MARYLAND P86-10075 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODOAED SPACE
PLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND P86-I0101 05 _
A-138
SOBJECT I|_ZX STRUCTURAL mAT|RIJMLS
NASA STUDYING CONCEPT TC ERASURE DISTANCE BETWEEN
STARS, GALAX]I_
[NASA RELEASe-E6-133] P86-10193 06
FOUR GREAT OHS_RVATCRIES WIll AID IN ASTRONOMICAL
EXPLORATIONS






S_A_EMENT OF HILTON A. SIIVEIEA BEPORE THE
SUHCCMNITTEE CN ENERGY RESIAECH AND PRODUCTION;
SUECOBEITTEE GN SPACE SCIENC_ AND APPLICAIIONS;
COMMIttEE CN SCIENCE ABE _}CENCLOGY; HOUSE OE
HEPRESENTAIIVEH P86-100q5 05
STA_EEENT Cf HARRY W. JCBNHCN BEFORE _HH
SOHCONMITTEE CN GENERAl CVIRSIGHT AND THE ECONOMY
COMMIttEE CN SMALL EUSIHESS, U.S. HOUSE OF
REPEE_ENTA_I_E_ P86-10107 05
NEW ASTENOI_/CCNET NUCLEI EA_ARD STUDIES ANNOUNCED
[NASA REL_ASE-_6-6S] P86-10123 06
S_EAM
NASA _ECHNICIAN MAEES BNEANIEROUGH IN AIR
PCIL_ICN CCN_ECL
[NASA RELEASE-E6-101] P86-10161 06
H_EEL
PRESS CONF_H}NCN: SNB HA_R_ H86-10032 05
Of}ICIkL T_AESCRIP_ PROCEedINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt: MCEN]NG SESSION. FEBRUARY 6,
19_6 P86-10048 05
PEESE_TATICN _C TEE PRNSIEN_IIA5 COMMISSION ON TEE
SPACE SHHq_LE CHALleNGeR ACCIEENT, FEHNHARY 10. 1986
R86-I0050 05
OFFICIAL TEAN_(RIP_ PRCC_IEINGS BEFORE
PReSIdENTIAL CCENI_S_ON C_ S_ACE SHU_LE
CI{_LLE_GEN ACCI[ENI, f_EBUAh¥ 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
S_EEEING
S_ATEMENT £X E_AR A_MIRAI FIC_ARD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FC_ S_ACE FLIGHT
P86-I0033 05
REMARKS PREPARED POE DElIVeRY: AEROSPACE
IN£US_EIES ASSOCIATION Cf AHERICA HOARD OF
GOVERNORS EfE_]NG, WILLIAN_EU_G, VIRGINIA
P86-I0206 05
S_RLiAR _¥OLD_ICN
NEW SPAC_ ASIfCNOMY _ECE_IC[E DEVELOPED TO STUDY
CELESIIAL ECII_S
[NASA EEL_AS_-66-1_O] P86-10200 06
S_ENA WOENHON_ /_HIP/
SEAECE EECOV_E_ EICCNS_E_C_IC_ P86-I0036 05
R_CCNSIBUCqlC5 AND ANAIYSIS _86-I0037 05
Of}ICIAL _EAS_CEIPT PROCeeDINGS BEFORE
PRESIEENTIAL CEMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLINGEE ACCIDENt, MARCH _1, 1986 P86-1011_ 05
SIXRLING CYCLE
NASA AWARDS CONtRACtS fCR [_SIGNING ADVANCED POWER
SYSTEH
[NASA RELEASe-66-156] P86-1022_ 06
EXCERPts fROM EEMAE_S P_E_NE[ FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEE_MC_, LEWIS RESearCH CENTER
P86-10268 05
S_IRLING TECH|CICGY CO., EICNIAND, WASE.
NASA AWARDS CCN_HAC_S fCN [REIGNING aDVANCED POWER
SY_TE_




NASA LEWIS AWARDS SUPERSONIC PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-86-136] P86-10196 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[HASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-I02_5 06
S_RATEGIC AIR COMMAND, AIR FORCE
NASA SCHEDULES FIVE EXPENDABLE LAUNCHES FOR 1986
[NASA RELEASE-86-32] P86-10072 06
STRATEGIC DRPEHSE INITIATIVE PROGRAB
PRESS CONFERENCE: SRB MATTERS P86-I0032 05
NASA SCHEDULES FIVE EXPENDABLE LAUNCHES FOR 1986
[NASA RE/EASE-86-321 P86-I0072 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-_6-177] P86-I02_5 06
NASA ANNOUNCES LAUNCH FORECAST FOR 1987
[NASA RELEASE-86-179] P86-102%7 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVERNMENTS WESTERN STATE CONFERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, COLORADO P86-1026q 05
STRATEGIC PLANNING COUNCIL, NASA
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102W5 06
STRATOFILH /BALLOON MATERIAL/
NEW BALLOON MATERIAL SUCCESSFULLY _ESTED IN HIGH
ALTITUDE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-96] P86-10156 06
S_RATOSPHERE
NASA SCIENTISTS SEEK CAUSE OF EAST COAS_ CYCLCNES
[NASA RELEASE-86-30] P86-10070 06
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA-G WEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-86-115] P86-10175 06
NASA _ELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR COEET RENDEZVOUS
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-8_-150] P86-I0218 06
STRESS MEASOREMRNT
ORBITER TEAM P86-10038 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, LARCH 21, 1986 P86-I011_ 05
S_NONTIgM CLOUDS
ARTIFICIAL CLOUDS TO BE VISIBLE AT DAWN ALCNG EAST
COAST
[NASA RELEASE-86-51] P86-1003_ 06
S_ROCTURAL ANALYSIS
STS 51-L TIME LINE P86-I00_2 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_MISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION F_NRUARY
6, 1&86 P86-100_9 05
OFEICiAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS H_FOR_
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
STATEMENT BY REAR ADMIRAL TRULY
[NASA RELEASE-86-53] P86-I0096 06
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_MISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, MARCH 21, 1986 P86-1011_ 05
S_ROCTURAL MATERIALS




[NASA RELEAS_-E6-qC] P86-10083 06
SXCERPIS FROM S_HA_KS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY= HONOR
A_ARD5 CEHERC_, LANGIE¥ RISEASCH CENTER
P86-10267 05
_TRUTS
OEFICIAL TRAN_CRIP_ PROC_L]_GS BEFORE
PRISIDENTIAL (CNMLSSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDEN_ P86-I0055 05
S_S-2
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROC_EI_GS BEFCRE
PEESICENTIAL CCNHISSIOE CB SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGES ACCIDENT, _EE_UA_Y 27, 1986
P86-1OO5q 05
OEPICIAL TPANSCHIP_ PHCCE_EI_GS BEFORE
PR_SI£ENTIAL CCNBISSION C_ SPACE SHOTTLB
CRALLENGE£ ACCIDENT, F_ERUA_I 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
OEFICIAL TRANSCEIPI PROCeedINGS BEFOHE
PR£SIEENTIAL CCMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCILSNI _EERU_EY 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
5_S-5
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIP_ PRGCE_[INGS BEFORE
PRESIEENTIAL CCMBISSION £_ SPACE SHU_LE
CHALL_WGER ACCIDENt, TR_RSESI _PRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
5T506
OFEICIAL TRAESCRIPT E_OC_|EINGS BEFORE
PRESidENTIAL CCMMISSIO_ C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACC]DHNT: A_TERNCCN SESSION FEBRUARY
b, 1986 P86-100_9 05
S55-7
OFFICIAL TEA_S(BIP_ PECC_E£1NGS BEFORE
PRESI£ENTIAL CCSHISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDEnt P86-I0055 05
55S-8
PRESS CONfEReNCE: APPClETMENI OP JESSE MOORE AND
RICHARD T_L! P86-I0029 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PECC_£1NGS BEFORE
PHESIDENTIAL CC_MISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AftERNOON SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1986 P86-100_9 05
CFEICIAL _RA_SCHIP_ PNCCEE£INGS BEFORE
PHESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CN SNACK SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACC_DEN_ P86-10055 05
555-9
OFFICIAL TRAN_CRIP_ PROCEedinGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMFLlSSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDEET P88-10055 05
OFFICIAL TRANSfRIP_ PROCEeDInGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBNISSIO_ C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, TRSRS[A_ APRIL 3, 1986
P86-I0115 05
$55-10
PRESENTATION _C TEE PNESI_N_IAL COHBiSSION ON TEE
SPACE SBUTILE CHALLENGER ACClEENT, FEBRUARY 10, 1986
P86-I0050 05
5_5-11
OffICIAL TRANSCHIP_ PRCCI_EINGS BEFORE
PEESIRENTIAL CCMMISSIO_ CN SPECK SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACC]DEN_ P86-10055 05
555-13
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT P_OCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAl CCNNISSION (_ S_ACE SHOTTLE
CEALLHNGEN &CCIDEHI P86-1G055 05
555-20
OFFICIAL TEANSCRIP_ PROCEE£_NGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCRBISSIO_ CN SPICE SHgT_LE
CHALLENGER ACCIDRNT, _EENUA_Y 27, 1986
P86-1005_ 05
STUDEET INVOLVEHENT PROJECT
TEACHER IN SPACE AND COMET HALLEY STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-86-5] P86-10006 06
SPACE SCIENCE STUDENT _INNERS ANNOUNCED
[NASA NELESSE-86-71] P86-10131 06
STUDENT HEHSPAPEH CQMPETITIOH
SPACE SCIENCE STUDENT WINNERS ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-86-71] P86-10131 06
S_HMERSIHLE VESSELS
S DEEP DRONE /SUBMERSIBLE VESSEL/
S GEMINI /SUBMERSIBLE VESSEL/
S NR-I /NUCLEAR SUBMARINE/
S SEA LINK 1 /SUBMERSIBLE VESSEL/
S SEA LINK 2 /S_BMERSIBLE VESSEL/
SOBSOHZC AIBCHAPT
NASA PHEDICTS REVOLUTIONARY ADVANCES IN AIRCRAFT
PERFORMANCE
[NASA NBLEASE-86-13] P86-1001_ 06
STATEMENT OF HAYMOND S. COLLADAY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-1006q 05
SUBS_STEHS
SA ELECTRIC POWER SUBSYSTEMS
ORBITER TEAM P86-1U038 05
SUISEI SPACECRAFT
INTERNATIONAL GROUP MEETS FOR HALLEY'S COMET
ENCOUNTER
[NASA RELEASE-86-19] P86-I0020 06
NASA TO TELEVISE SPACECRAFT'S ENCOUNTER WI_H
HALLEY'S COMET
[NASA RELEASE-86-23] P86-1OO2q 06
NASA SATELLITE SUPPORTS COMET HALLEY ENCOUNTERS
[NASA RELEASE-86-29] P86-1U060 06
NASA POSTPONES GALILEO, ULYSSES, AS_RO-| LAUNCHES
[NASA RELEASE-86-11] P86-I0012 06
NASA TO PARTICIPATE IN HIGH ENERGY SOLAR PHYSICS
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-86-25] P86-I0026 06
NASA HHQ-86-02-08 BUDGET BRIEFING P86-I0028 05
STATEMENT OF DR. _ILLIAM R. GHAHAFL BEFORE _HE
COMRITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-1003_ 05
STATEMENT OF SAMUEL N. KELLER BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENEHG_ RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SOBCCMEITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-100_6 05
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE TEE
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10062 05
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EUELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OR
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
NEN WEATHER SATELLITE TO BE LAUNCHED MA_ I PROM
CAPE CANAVERAL
[NASA RELEASE-86-50] P86-I0093 US
NASA TERMINATES DEVELOPMENT OF SHUTTLE/CENtAUR
UPPEH STAGE
[NASA RELEASE-86-80] P86-I01_0 06
NASA STUDYING CONCEPT TO MEASUHE DISTANCE BETWEEN
STARS, GALAXIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-133] P86-10193 06
STATEMENT OF WILLIAN R. GRAHAM, ACTING
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
A-lqO
SUBJECT INEfl SREPTFORNARD RINGS
P86-I0205 05
EXCERPTS F_CM BEMARE5 _REfAH_L FCR DELIVERY:
REfUEIICAN WfMENIS FEDERAL _CRUM, CAPIXCL RILL
CLBB, NASBING_CN, D.C. P86-I0207 05
EXCERPTS EHGN rEMARkS PSEEA_}D FOR DELIVERY:
NATICRAL ISSUES EO_DM £N _E} _.S. SPACE PROGRAM:
DIRECTIONS ROE THE fUTURE, £H£CKINGS INSTITUTION,
NASRINGTCN, _.C. Y86-I0209 05
STATEMENT IY DR. JADES C. _IE_CREB, NASA
ADMINiStRATOR: PRESS EHIE_ING P86-I0210 05
EXCERPTS FfOH _EMA_S P_AHED FOR DELIVERY: fay
GHCUP OF BDSIN}SS EXeCUtIVES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
U.S. SCIENCE _}AM _ILEC_EI _C_ JAPANESE SOLAR
MISSICN
[NASA NELEAS_-66-1_3] P86-10221 06
UPPER STAGE SE£_CT|D FOB flANHTARY MISSIONS
[NASA RELeASe-66-161] P86-I0229 06
NASA 7986: _ YE*H IN 5E¥1fW
[NASA NEL_JSR-66-]?7] PSC-102q5 06
REMARKS PREPARED FC_ DELIVerY: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOFRRMMENT_ _E£_ERN 5TA_E CCN_ERENCE; CCLCEADO
SPRINGS, CCLC_JDO PS6-I026@ 05
EXCERPTS _fCM REMARKS P_ffA_fD FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CERfMCNY, GCEIAEC SfACI FLIGHT CENTER;
GRfENHELT, RIfYLANI P86-10273 05
S_NBIRD, USS
SEARCH RECCVER_ RECCNS_HCTICN P86-|0036 05
RECCNSTRUCTICN AND _NAL_RIE P86-10037 05
OfEICIAL _£ANSCBIP_ PRCCfI£1AGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMMISSION £N SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDEN_ P86-I0055 05
S_NLIGBT
SCIENTISTS M_KE PIHST DEf]_I_f IDENTIEICATION Of
WATER IN CCME_S
[NASA REL_AS_-66-q_ P8_-I0005 06
NASA SCANNEH PFODBCES CCMfIE_E IMAGE CF NORTH
ATIAN_IC OCEAN
[NASA NELEASH-E6-1qT] P86-I0215 06
SUPRRCOM_HTERS
SA CRAX-2 /SDP_NCOMIUTEH/
SA HIGE SPIE_ HBOCISSOE-_ /SUPERCOM_UTER/
NASA PREDICTS fEVCIUTICNAB¥ A_VANCES IN AIRCRAFT
fBREG_MANCE
[NASA HEL_AS_-E6-1_] P86-1001_ 06
NASA fEATURES AERO-S_A6E _IANE, RESEANCN PILOTS AT
EAA CCNVEN_IC_
[NASA NEL_ASH-£6-90] P86-I0150 06
NASA _EDICATES NEW FESEABCE lABORATORY
[NASA REi£AS_-fib-15£] P86-I0226 06
S_PRRNIGE FRRCORNCIRS
NASA_S _RACKING 5A_IIX_E _]_£RIENCES _ARTIAL
S-BAND EAIIUHE
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-1_5] P86-102q3 06
S_PERSONIC AIRCRAFT
UNIIED STATES AND _NITED KI_GDCM SIGN RESEARCH
AGREEMENT
[NASA RELfASE-E6-1C] P86-I001_ 06
NASA fREDICR_ NEVOIUTICNA_ ADVANCES IN AIRCRAFT
PEHFOHMANCE
[NASA RELRASE-E6-13] P86-|001_ 06
NASA fEATURES AERO-SPACE _IANE, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAA CCNVEN_ICN
[N_SA REL_AS_-£6-90] P86-I0150 06
NASA LEWIS AWACDS SUPEBSC_IC _ROPULSICN TECHNOLOGY
CC_RACT
[NASA RELEASE-B6-136] P86-10196 06
SUPRRSONIC COMBOSTION R&EJET REGIMES
STATEMENT OF RAYMOND S. COLLADAY BEFORE TEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-I006_ 05
NATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE PROGRAM AWARDS CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-_I] P86-1008q 06
RE_ARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: AEROSPACE 86 -
AIkA ANNUAL MEETING, ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA
P86-I0103 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOB DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREMONY, LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
PSC-]D267 05
SHPRNSONIC CRUISE AIRCRAFT RESEARCH
_TATE_RNT OF RAYMOND S° COELADAY BEFORE THE
SU_CO_BITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
DNITED STATES SENATE P86-1006_ 05
SOP_RSO_IC _LIG_T
STATEMENT OF RAYMOND S. COLLADAY BEFORE TEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECH_OLOG_ AND SPACS;
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE _ND TRANSPORTA_ICN;
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-I006_ 05
SNPgNSONIC FLOW
STATEZENT OF RAYMOND S. COLLADAY BEFORE THE
SUBCOBMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPCRTATICN;
UNITED STATES SENATE PS6-TO06_ 05
SUgEESO_IC TRANSPOR_
NASA PREDICTS REVOLUTIONARY ADVANCES IN AINCaAET
PERFORMANCE
[NASA RELEASE-86-13] P86-I001_ 06
S_PPOR2 SERVICES
S G_OUMD SUPPORT EQDIPMENT
S LAUNCH SUPPORT SERVICES
S LINE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
SON, ACE DEFECTS
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CRALLLNGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
SURFACE FINISHING
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PRC_EEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
C_ALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
SOEVEIING
CREW CABIN RECOVERY OPERATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-86-_6] 286-10089 06
SVRRDRUP TECHNOLOGY, INC., TENN.
NASA SELECTS SVERDRUP _R NSTL SUPPORT SERVICES
CONTRACT
[NASA RELRASE-86-83] P86-101q3 06
SWEDEN
NONSTOP GLOBAL VOYAGER AIRPLANE TO CARET ENERGENCY
LOCATCR




NASA TO EVALOATE JOINED RING CONCEPT WITH SMAL_
BUSINESS FIRM
[NASA RELRASE-86-_2] P86-I0085 06
SNEPTBACK NINGS
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
SN_PTFORWARD RINGS
STATERRNT OF JOHN C. BRIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-I0105 05
A-lql
SNITCBNS SUBOBCT INDEX
NASA 1986: 1BE YEAR I_ REVIEW
[mASA RELEASE-66-177] P86-10245 06
SJI_CflS
S_ATEMENT 11 REAR A£MIRAL EICBARD TEOLle NASA
ASSOCIATE ADM_NISTNATOR FCA SfACR FLIGHT
P86-10033 05
OFFICIAL _EANSCRIP¢ PROCEE£IBGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAl C£MMISSION CN S_ACE SHUTTLE







OPEICIAL TEANSCRIP_ PROD[[RINGS BEFOR_
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CE S_ACZ SHUTTLE
CBALEENGEA ACCIEBNT: MORNING SESSION G FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P86-10048 05
S_AT_MENT OF E]CRARE H+ _EULI BE[ORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIENCE, _CENOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE CN COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UN1TE£ STA_ES SENA_ P86-10111 05
STA_MENT OF RICHARD H. _BUZI BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CM SPACE SCIenCE AND APPlICAtIONS,
CONMI_TEE CN SCIENCE AND IECBNCLOGY, _OUSE OF
EEPR£SEN_ATI_5 P88-I0112 05
5YiCeS _-3
SIATEBENT CP RICHARD H. I_LX BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CS SCIENCE, _EC_NOLOG¥ AND SPACE,
CCMMIITEE CN COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITER STAIRS _ENA_E P86-10106 05
NINTH[TIC APEBTOB_ ER=|N
NASA RENAMES _IANE_RY MISSILES TO VENUS AND MARS
[NASA REL_ASE-£6-1] P86-10002 06
REMOTE SENSinG AGReEMENt B_ACBED BY NASA AND ERA
[NASA BELEAS_-_6-7] P86-10008 06
REMARKS PREPARE[ PCR DEliCatE: COUNCIL OP STATE
GOVERnMENtS &ESTEEM STAIE CfNEERENCE; CGLORADO
SPRING5, C_L£RAEC P86-|026_ 05
SISTERS ENGINEERING
SA SPRCE V_H]CEE SISTEMS
BOEING AEROSPACE SElECteD ECN TDES UPPER STAGE
CC_RACT
[NASA EEL_ASE-£6-1_] P86-10015 06
ORBITER TEAM P86-10038 05
PEESENTATICN TC _B_ PBEZIL_N_IAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SES_TLE CNALIENGER _CCIEENT: AGENDE
P86-100_7 05
STATEMENT C_ _AIROND 5. CCII_DAY BEFOR_ TEE
SUBCGMMITIEE CN SCIENCE, I_CENOLOGY AND SPACE;
CCSMITTEE CN CCMNERCE, ZCIEMC_ AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITE[ STAIRS _IfiA_E P86-1006q 05
_AILURE NOg_ A_D [ERECTS ANALYSIS AND C_ITICAL
I_EMS ilSf P86-10066 05
BATICNAL SPACE TRANSPORIA_ICN SYSTEM CRITICAL
ITEES lIST P86-10067 05
CRITICAL I_EMS PRESeNTAtION - CMS (ORBITAL
MANEUVERING SYSTEM} P86-I0068 05
S_ATEMENT CF aCRN C. ENI2E_DINE B£FCAE _HE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, T}CBNCLOGY AND SPACE,
CGMEI_TEE CN CCMME_C_, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STAIE_ _ENAI_ P86-10105 05
STATEMENT C¥ JOHN £. HOUGH _EEO_E THE S_BCOMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, _ECRNOICG¥ A_L S_ACE, COMMITTEE ON
COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND _EANSEORTATZON# UNITED
S_A_E_ SENATE P86-10109 _5
STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SC_ZNCE AND APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND T_CHNOLOG_, HOUSE OP EEPRESENTATIYHS
P86-I0113 05
NASA SUBHITS MAN-TENDED REPORT TO CONGRESS
[NASA RELEASE-86-59] P86-10117 06
NASA FLIES FIRST LARGE SCALE INTEGRATED AIRCRAFT
SYSTEMS
[NASA RELEASE-86-82] P86-I01_2 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE STATION ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR, NEW PROGRAM STRUCTURE
[NASA RELEASE-N6-8_] P86-101q_ 06
RFP ISSUED FOR TECHNICAL AND MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-86-88] P86-I01_8 06
SPACE STATION PROGRAM STATEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-86-103] P86-I0_63 06
PROPOSALS RECEIVED FOE PAYLOAD GROUND OPERATIONS
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-86-109] P86-10169 06
NASA ANNOUNCES PLAN FOE SPACE ST&TLON REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-116] P86-10176 06
NASA ANARDS CONTRACTS FOB DESIGNING ADVANCED PONES
SYSTEM
[NASA _ELEASE-86-156] P86-I022_ 06
SPACE STATION ORGANIZATION APPROVED
[NASA RELEASE-86-180] P86-102_8 06
SPACE STATION ANALYSIS RESULTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-181] P86-102_9 06
EXCERPT5 FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DEL_VERI: 1986
NASA S_APOSIUM ON QUALITY AND P_ODUCTIVIT_;
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10270 05
STSTHMS INTEGHAT° FIELD OFF., SPACE STAT.
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE STATION ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR, NEW PROGRAM S_RUCTU_E
[NASA RELEASe-86-8@) P86-I01_ 06
T
T-38 AIRCRAFT
ASTRONAUT MEMORIAL TO BE BUILT
[NASA RELEASE-86-38] P86-I0081 06
TAIL ASSEMBLIES
NASA PREDICTS REVOLUTIONARY ADVRNCES IN AIRCRAFT
PERFORMANCE
[NASA RELEASE-86-13] P86-100_ 06
TAPE RECORDERS
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-1UO55 _5
CHALLENGER TAPE STATUS
[NASA RELEASE-S6-93] P86-10153 06
NASA RELEASES CHALLENGER TRANSCRIPT AND R_PO_T CN
CAUS_ OF DZATH
[NASA RELEASE-86-100] P86-10160 06
NASA TO TRANSCRIBE MISSION 51-L PRELAUNCH IEPE
[NASA RELEASE-86-135] P86-10195 06
NASA RELEASES 51-L PEELAUNCN INTERCOM TAPE
TRANSCRIPTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-137] P86-1_197 06
_ASK FORCE ON SCI. USES OF THE SPACE STAT.
STATEMENT OF BURTON I° EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUECCMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HO_SE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
SECOND REPORT ISSUED ON SCIENTIFIC USES OP SPACE
STATICN
[NASA RELEASE-86-_3] P86-10086 06
A-14_2
SUBJECTZNDEI TECHNOLOGT TNAJSPB2
STATEBENT CP _AVID C. EIAC_ BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIENCE, T}CRNOLCGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE CN COMMENCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITER STA_ES SENA_ P86-10108 05
STATEMENT CE JOHN R. HODGE BEFORE TEE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLCGY ARE SPACE, CGffiflITTEE ON
CCMNERCE, SCIENCE AND TRAN_fCBRATION, UNITED
STATES SENATt 986-10109 05
STATEMENT CP OOHN D. HCDGE REEOEE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APRII(AIIONS, CONBITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND _ECENCIOG¥, HC_SE CF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
SPACE STATION CffICE fCRMS CEERATIONS TASK PGRCE
[NASA RELEASE-_6-129] P86-I0189 06
NASA 1986: lEE YEAR IN EE¥1E_
[NASA RELEASE-E6-177] 986-10245 06
_AORHS-NIKE-ZC_ARANE NCCKBT
ARTIFICIAL CIC_DS TC BE VISIRIE AT DAWN ALONG EAST
COAS_
[NASA RELEASE-E6-51] P86-10094 06
TDN SATELLITES
_EACHER IN SPACE AN£ COMET HAllEY STUDY HiGHLiGHT
51-L fIIGH_
[NASA _ELEAS_-£6-5] P86-I0006 06
HOEING AEBCSPACE SELECTED fOB TDRS UPPEE STAGE
COntRACT
[NASA REIEASE-E6-1_] 286-I0015 06
S_AIEMENT CP E_. NILLIAB R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
CCMMITTEE CN SCIENCE ANN _C£BOLOGX; HORSE OF
EBPRESENTA_I%£S 986-I0034 05
S_S 51-L I_CiDENT INVEStIGAtION 986-I0040 05
OFFICIAL T_ANSCRIPT PEGC_£1NGS BEFORE
9RESI£ENTIAI CCRHISSION C_ S_ACE SHUTTIE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: _CRN]_G SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
15£6 986-I0048 05
OFFICIAL T_ANS(_IP_ PROCE}£1NGE BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CfHMISSICN C_ SPACE SHUSTIE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1566 986-10049 05
O_EICIAL IEANSCEIPT 9ROCE_INGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCH_ISSION CN SPACE SHBTTLB
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, f_E_UAEY 11, 1986
986-I0051 05
OFFICIAL T_ANSCRIPT P_OCE_£INGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCHMISSIOR C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCI£ENI P86-I0055 05
NASA PLANS _C fROCUEE REPLACEMENT TRACKING AND
_A_A S_ACECBA_I
[NASA EELEASE-_6-7_] 986-10130 06
SHUTTLE MISSION 51-_ RECOVerY OPERATION ENDS
[NASA RELEAS}-E6-1&I] 986-10181 06
NASA _0 EXTEND SPACICRAE_ _BACKING STATION
OEfRATICNS
[NASA EELEASE-_6-15_] 986-I0225 06
NASA 1986: I£E YEAR IN RE_IE_
[NASA _ELEASE-££-I_?] 986-I02_5 06
IDRSS
S TRACKING AND EAIA R£1AY SATELLITE SYSTEM
TfACEER IN SPACE E_OJECT
SA SP_CE AEHASRA_OES
TEACHER IN SPACE AND CCM£_ 5AILEY STUDY HIGHLIGHT
81-L _IIGH_
[NASA RELRASI-_6-5] 986-I0006 O0
TEACa_R IN SPACE 9_CGRAM IC CONTINUE
[N_SA EELEASE-_£-I_] 986-I0013 06
NASA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATI(N PRESS CCNFERENCE
986-I0030 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PHESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt: HORNING SESSION, FEBRUAR_ 6,
1986 P86-10048 05
RE_ARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: PRESS BRXEFING,
NASHIRGTON, D.C. 985-10077 05
STUDENT SHUTTLE EXPERIMENT GETS SECOND CHANCE TO EL_
[NASA RELEASE-86-35] 986-10078 06
EEHARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CONFERENCE, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
986-I0104 05
STATEMENT OF THOMAS P. DECAIR BEFORE THE
SUBCOmmITTEE ON CONSUMER A_FAIR$ AND COINAGE,
CO_HITTEE ON BANKING, FINANCE AND URBAN AEEAIRS,
U.S. ROUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P86-10110 05
NASA FEATURES AERO-SPACE PLANE, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAA CONVENTION
[NASA RELEASE-86-90] P86-10150 06
EXCEEPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_:
AGENCY-RiDE RONOE ANARD5 CEREMONY 986-10266 05
TEACHBE IN SPACB TEACHER'S GUIDE
TBACEER IN SPACE PROGEAH TO CONTINUE
[NASA RELEASE-86-12] P86-10013 06
NASA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION PRESS CONFERENCE
986-10030 05
TEACHER RESOURCE CER_S, NASA
REMARKS PREPARED FO_ DELIVERY: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTEACTOE CONFERENCE, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
P86-I010_ 05
TECHNICAL AND EANAG_HENT INfORmATION S_S.
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE STATION ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR, NEE PROGRAM STRUCTURE
[NASA RELEASE-86-84] P86-I0144 06
RPP ISSUED FOR TECHNICAL AND MANAGEMENT
INFOREATION SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-86-88] P86-I01Q8 06
NASA 1986: THE _EAR IN RE¥1EN
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] 986-I02_5 O_
TECHNICAL SUPPORT ASSOC., ALBHQOERQOE
NASA SELECTS 5VERDRUP FOR NSTL SUPPORT SERVICES
CONTRACT




RE_ARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVhRY: CAPITOL BIIL CIUB,
NASHINGTON, D.C. PS6-10102 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: AEROSPACE 86 -
AIAA ANNUAL _EETING, ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA
P86-10103 05
NASA ADMINISTRATOR CALLS FOR NEW ORBITER, SPACE
STATION IN 1994
[NASA RELEASE 86-66] P86-10126 06
NASA TECHNOLOGY STUDIED FOR USE AGAINST MENTAL
DISORDER
[NASA RELEASE-86-99] P86-10159 06
NASA DEVELOPER TECHNOLOGY HELPS HANDICAPPED TO DRIVE
[NASA HELEASE-86-123] 986-I0183 Ob
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PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
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OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PHOCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
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OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO8NISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FBDRUARX
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PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COBNISSION ON TN_
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRSAB_ 10, 1986
P86-10050 05
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OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHalSSION ON sPaCE SHUTTLE
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P86-10052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDEHT F_BBUkRY 26. 1986
P86-10053 05
O_FICIAL TRANSCRIPT PHOCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBR_AB_ 27, 1986
P86-1005_ 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHNISSiON ON SPACE SHUTTLE
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PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
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PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CN THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
986-100_7 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBEUAH_ 6,
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OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
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COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE aND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I003_ 05
_DAILING EDGES
MISSION ADAPTIVE WING SOARS AT NASA FACILITY
[NASA RELEASE-86-122] P86-10182 06
_RAJECTOHIES
SA SPACECRAFT TRAJECTORIES
NASA FLIES FIRS_ LARGE SCALE _NTEGRATED AIRCRAFT
SYSTEMS
[NASA RELEASE-86-82] P86-I01_2 Ob
THANSCEIVEBS
SEARCH AND RESCUE EXPERIMENT TO BE FLOWN ON NOAA
SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-86-4_] P86-100_7 06
_HANSDOCEDS
STATEMENT BY REAR ADMIRAL RICHARD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADHINISTRATOR FOR SPACE FLIGHT
P86-I0033 05
A-1_7
_BANS|ER CRBX_ STAGE SU_IECT INDEX
CPEICIAL TBA_ECRIPT PROCEIBINGS BEFORE
PBESI£BNTIAL CCBfllSSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCSDENT: AE_EBBCCN SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1966 PS6-100q9 05
OFFICIAL TBANS(RIP_ PBOCETEINGS BEFORE
PRESIEBNTIAL C(NNISSION fN SPACE SHUTTIE
CHALLENGE_ ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
_EANSBER OEBI_ S_JGM
NASA 1986: _hE _EA_ IN _B_3Ek
[NASA RELEASt-EB-I_7] P86-10245 06
_NANSIENT PRESSURE TESt AR_ICIE /MEW
NASA ANNC_KCRS _ULI-SCAIE S(IID ROCKET BO_OB TEST
PBCGEAB




STATBNRNT CF SABUEI _. KEIIEB BEFORE THE
SUECCBBITT_R CB BNEBGX RESEARCH AND PRODOCTION;
SUBCCNBITTBR CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;






MGNSTGF GLCBAI VOYAGER AI_IABE 20 CARRY EMERGENCY
IOCATCR
[NASA RELEASE-RE-132] P86-10192 06
TRANSPONDERS
NASA TO TR£EVI_B SPACECRAPT'_ _NCOUNTER WITH
BAILEI'S CCNE_
[NASA EELBASE-_6-2S] P86-1OO2q 06
NEE _E&THEN SAIBLLI_B TO BB laUNCHED flA! 1FEOB
CAPE CANAVERAl
[NASA _ELEASB-E6-5C] P86-10093 06
_AANSPORI AIRERA_




STATEN_MT CB £B. BILLIAE _. GBAHAN BEFORE TEE
CONBITTEE CN SCIENCE AND T_CB_OLOGX; HOUSE OF
R_PBESENTA_I_EE _86-1003q 05
STATEBBRT CF _A_BORD S. CCILADAY BEFORE THE
SUECOBMIZTEE C_ SCIENCE, TB_ENOLOG_ AND SPACE;
COMMITTEE Cg COMMENCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;





S AEA20N 2&SIN, BB]ZIL
S RAIN PGBESTS
NNOPOSPNEEM
NASA SCIENTISTS SEEK CAgSE CE BAST COAST C_CLONES
[NASA RELBkSE-EB-3C] P86-10070 06
AMAZCg FONESTS SIGRIEICANTL_ AFFECT GLOBAL AIR
QUALI_!
[NASA _EIEJSE-E6-6_] P86-1012_ 06
TiN SPAC_ STEVENS, REDCNDO BBACN¢ CALIF.
TRACBBH IN SPACE A_ CONBT _AILET STUDI HIGHLIGHT
51-L P_IGfl_
[NASA NELEASE-_6-5_ P86-10006 06
_RN E_STEffS, EEDCIDO BEACH. CElia.
NASA ANROONCRS 5ERMINATICA CE CONTRACT KITH TRN
[NASA RELBASE-EB-55] P86-10098 06
SIXTB _LTSATCCB TO RE LAUNCEB_
[NASA NBLRASE-EB-1E_] 986-10233 06
TRW. INC.
BEN SPACE ASTRONOM_ TECHNIQUE DEVELOPED TO STUD_
CELESTIAL BODIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-1_O] P86-10200 06
NASA'S TRACKING SATELLITE EXPERIENCES PARTIAL
S-EAND YAILURE
[NASA RELEASE-86-175] P86-102q3 06
NASA 1986: THE _BAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102q5 06
TRN, INC.. REDOMDO BEACH, CALIF.
BOEING AEROSPACE SELECTED FOR TDRS UPPE_ STAGE
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-86°1q] P86-10015 06
INTERNATIONAL GEOUP MEETS FOR HALLEY'S COMET
ENCOgNTEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-19] P86-I0020 06
NASA PLANS TO PROCURE REPLACEMENT TRACKING AND
DA_A SPACECRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-86-70] PE6-I0130 06
ORBITAL MANEDVEHING VEHICLE CONTRACTOR SELECTED
[NAS_ RELEASE-B6-81] P86-101_1 06
TUMORS
NASA SPACE TBCflNOLOGX ENHANCES DISEASE DETECTION
[NASA RELEASE-86-69] P86-10129 06
TUNGSTEN
NASA 1986: THE _EAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102q5 06
TURBINE BLADES
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE 986-10039 05
NASA PLANS HAIN ENGINE TEST THIS WEEK
[NASA RELEASE-86-97] P86-10157 06
NASA 1986: THE TEAR IN REVIEW





SA 1128 RESEARCH ENGINE /PRATT AND NHITNEX/
NASA NHQ-86-02-0E BUDGE_ BRIEFING P86-10028 05
NASA FLIES FIRST LARGE SCALE INTEGRATED AIRCRAFT
S_STEMS
[NASA RELEASE-86-82] P86-101q2 06
TURBIME PUMPS
SPACE SHHTTLE MAIN ENGINE P86-10039 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT P_OCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION _EBRUAHT
6, 1_86 P86-10049 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDIRGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-1OQ55 05
STATRMENT OF JOHN C. BEIZENDIME BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECENOLOGT AND SPACE,
COR_LXTTEE OR COMMERCE_ SCIEMCE ARD TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10105 05
NASA PLANS MAIN ENGINE TEST THIS WEEK
[NASA RELEASE-86-97] P86-10157 06
NASA SELECTS PRATT & WHITNE_ _OR ALTERNATE
TURMOPOMP DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-86-1]2] P86-10172 06
TUEROPAM REGIME
S F-IO0 ENGINE
S 1128 RESEARCH BMGINE /PRATE AND NHITNET/
20MROPROPS
NASA PREDICTS REVOLOTIOMART ADVANCES IR AIRCR_IT
PERFORMANCE
[NASA RELEASE-86-13] P86-I001_ 06
A-lq8
SOBJ_CT INDII ULYSSES alSSION
NASA 1986: IEE YEAR IR R_VI_W
[NASA REL_AS_-E6-177] P86-102_5 06
_CEE_TS F_CB _EMABRS PREmiErE FOR DELIVERY: HONOR




IE_NTI-PIRS2 CEE_RY AVIATICN /EIBIBIT/
MASk EEATORES _ERO-SP&C_ flank, EESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAA CONVENTION
[NASA REleASE-E6-90] P86-I0150 06
INO TROBSAND TEN /MOTIEN FIC10EE/
EXCERPTS F_CB rEMARkS EE_EJB}E FOR DELIVERY: FAY




NASA SATELIIIE SUP_CRTS COMEt HALLEY ENCOUNTERS
[NASA NELRAS_-£6-2S ] P@6-I0060 06
SEARCH AND RESCUE EXPEBINER_ 10 BE FLOWN ON NOAA
5A_ELIIIE
[NASA REL£ASE-E6-_q ] P86-10087 06
NEW WEATHER SAIELLIIE TC BE LAUNCHED MAY 1 FROM
CAPE CANAV_I
[NASA REIIAS_-E6-5C ] P86-10093 06
STATEMENT CF JCHN D. HOCG_ EEfORE TEE SUBCOMFLIT_EE
CN SPACE SCIINCE AN_ APEL]£AIIONS, COMMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND _CHNCZCGX, HOCSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-10113 05
NASA fEATURES AfRO-SPACE flANK, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
EAA CCNVENIICN
[ NASA RELEASE-86-90] P86-I0150 06
MARS CCNEI;RENCt BRASS INI_INATIONAL INTEREST
[NASA RELEASE-_6-91] P86-I0151 06
NASA 10 LAUNCH NOAA-G _iAIit_ SATELLITE
[NASA EELEkS_-E6-11. =] P86-I0175 06
NONSTOP GLOBAL ¥OYAGEH AIr,lANE TO CARRY EMERGENCY
LCCATCB
[NASA RELIAS_-E6-1_2 ] P86-I0192 06
RESCUE SATELlitE SAVES fC_ IN FIRST DAY OF
OPERA_ICN
[ NASA REL_ASI-66-1q_] P86-1020_ 06
EICEREIS F_CK EEBARKS PE_PAEtl; FOR DELIVERY:
REPUBLICAN WCEEN'S EEDIRAI fCRHN, CAPITOL EIL'L
CLUB, 5ASB]NGICN, r.c. P86-I0207 05
EXCERPTS F_CE REMARKS PEEE*,_ POE DELIVERY: TEE
NABS CCNEEfE_C}, NAIIONAL ACAEEMY OF SCIENCES,
WASHINGTON, r.c. P86- I0208 05
EXCERPTS F_CB _MAEKS PEEEk_EE ROB DELIVERY:
NATICNAL IESOES EOI_UM CN TEE g.S. SPECK PROGRAM:
DIRECTIONS ECN TEE fUTURE, E_COKINGS INSTITUTION,
EASHIEGTON, D.C. P86-I0209 05
EXCF_RPTS FECN _EMARKS PE_P_E_E FOE DELIVERY: PAY
GROUP CF BUS]BIBS EIECUTIVE_, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-I0211 05
NASA 1986: I£E YEA_ IN REVIEM
[NASA BELEASI- E8-1"27 ] P86- I02%5 06
REMARKS PRtP_RED FCS DELIVENY: STUDENT VISIT
SPONSORED £Y CONGRESSMAN _£N _ACNARD, |R. CALIF.);
NASA EE&DQUAET_HS, WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0256 05
EXCERPTS Of REMARKS PRE_AI;E£ fOB DELIVERY:
RADIO-TELEVISION NEWS DIRECTCRS ASSOCIATION %IST
INTERNATIOnal CONVENTION; SAlT LAKE CITY, UTAH
P86-I0259 05
EXCERPTS FNCN EEKANKS PE|EkEED FOE DELIVERY: BLUE
RIBBON STEE_ING GROUP _CR I_E6 SYMP_OSIUE ON
QUALIIY AND PRODUCTIVITY; NASA HEADQUARTERS,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10260 05
EXCERPIS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: MEDIA
SEMINAR ON U.S. SPACE POLICY; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P86-I0263 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVERNMENTS WESTERN STATE CONFERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, COLORADO P86-1026q 05
_XCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
COONCIL OF STATE G_VEHNMENTS ANNUAL MEETING;
ORLANDO, FLORIDA P86-I0271 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY:
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER EMPLOYEES; KENNEDY SPACE
CENTER, FLORIDA P86-10272 05
0-2 AIRCRAFT
NASA U-2 AIRCRAPT WILL STUDY CONTROLLED CALIFORNIA
FOREST FIRE
[NASA EELEASE-86-13q] P86-1019_ 06
UL_RASOEXCS
OYF!CIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBHOARY 11, 1986
P86-I0051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
BLTRAVIOLET AS_RONOM¥
STATEMENT BY DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS BRIEFING P86-I0210 05
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-|02_5 06
BITRAVIOLET RADIATION
TEACHER IN SPACE AND COMET HALLEY STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L _LIGBT
[NASA RELEASE-86-5] P86-I0006 06
FOUR GREAT OBSERVATORIES WILL AID IN ASTRONOMICAL
EXPLORATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-168] P86-I0236 06
ULTRAVIOLET TELE_OPES
INTERNATIONAL GROUP MEETS FOB HALLEY'S COMET
ENCOUNTER
[NASA RELEASE-86-19] P86-10020 06
NASA SCIENTIST AWARDED INTERNATIONAL ASTRONOMY MEDAL
[NASA RELEASE-86-28] P86-I0059 06
NASA SATELLITE SUPPORTS COMET HALLEY ENCOUNTERS
[NASA RELEASE-86-29] P86-I0060 06
ULISSES MISSION
NASA POSTPONES GALILEO, ULYSSES. ASTRO-I LAUNCHES
[N_SA RELEASE-86-11] P86-10012 06
NASA BEPLANNING ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-22] P86-I0023 06
BACKGROUND MATERIAL: NASA FY 1987 BUDGET BRIEFING
P86-10027 05
NASA NHQ-86-02-08 BUDGET_ BRIEFING P86-I0028 05
STATEMENT OF DR. NILLIA_ R. GRAHAM BEFORE _EE
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-1003_ 05
SZATEMENT BY THE IRTEEAGENCY NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEW
PANEL BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P86-100_3 05
STATEMENT OF MILTON A. SILVEIRA BEFORE THE
SUBCOMEITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SHBCCMM!TTEE ON SPACE S_IENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I00_5 05
A-1_9
ONDBRGEOO|D S2OmaGE SUBJECT INDRZ
STATEBENT CF NILLIAB R. G£AHAB BEFORE THE
CCNBIITEE CH SCIENCE AN£ TtCREGLOGY; HOUSE OF
EEPSRSENTATI@_S P86-10062 05
STATEBEHT CF NORTON I. _DEISCE EKE'ORE THE
SUBCCHMITTEE CN SPACE SCIEHCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CCNMI_TEE CN SCIENC_ AND TE_RNGLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
STATBHENT CP _ICHARE H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCCHMITTEE CN SCIENCE, TEOHEOLOGT AND SPACE,
COHMI_TEE CH £CNEERCE, SCI|NCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATE_ SENATE P86-10106 05
STATEBENT CE RICHARD H. TRUL_ BEFORE THE
SUBCCHHITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AHD APPLICATIONS,
CONNIT_EE CN SCIENCE ANN _tCHNCLOGY, EOOSE OF
RE_NE_ENTA_I_E_ P86-I0112 05
NASA TERHINA_S DEVELOFM_NT O_ SHUTTLE/CENTAUR
UPEEE STAG_
[NASA RELEASe-E6-80] P86-10140 06
STATEBENT CF MILLIAN R. GRAHAM, ACTING
ADBINISTRA_OH: NASA BUEGZ_ PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-I0205 05
EXCERPTS F_CB REmARkS PR}PRERE FOR DELIVERY:
HEPUBIICAN NCBENIS EED_RAL }CEUN, CAPITOL HILL
CLUB, WASHINGICE, E.C. P86-I0207 05
EXCERPTS EBCH SEMABES PR_ANR£ FOR DELIVERY: THE
NABS CONFERENCE, NA_ICNAL ACAREBT OF SCIENCES,
WASHINGTC8, £.C. P86-I0208 05
EXCERE_5 E_CB BRBABES PREPARER FOE DELIVERY:
NATICNAL ISSUES ?058M CN T_E U.S. SPACE PEOGSAH:
DIRECTIONS EC_ THE _UTURE, ERCOKINGS INSTITUTION,
NASHIEGTON, £.C. P86-I0209 05
STATEMENT _Y E_. JAEES C. ELETCHEH, NASA
ADHINIS_BA_O_: PRE_S B_I_EING P86-10210 05
U_RER STAG_ _EIECT_D FOR _IAHRTAEY mISSIONS
[NASA RELEASe-66-161] P86-10229 06
NASA Ig86: _EE _EAB IN HEVIE@
[NASA RELeASE-E6-177] P86-I02_5 06
BEM&RNS PE_P}R_D FCE DEIIVIRV: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVERNEEN_5 EESTERN STATE CCN_EREECE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, CCLC_DO P86-1026q 05
0_DRRGROHND S_O_AGE
NASA ANNOUNCES PLAN_ FCR EIS_CSITION CE CHALLENGER
DENNIS
[NASA BEL_ASE-66-1_l] P86-10201 O_
RNLSTICK /AHTCECEIIE CCNTHCI SliCE/
NASA 1586: _BE YEAR IN _V_EN
[NASA R_L_AS_-E6-1_] P86-102q5 06
EXCERPTS F_CE _EMARES P_£_A_TD FOR DELIVERY:
COUNCIL OF S_AI_ GCVEENBENIS ANNUAL MEETING:
OEIANCC, _LC_I[A P86-10271 05
RNIT_D AIRCBAET CCRR.
S PRATT AND _HI_NE_ AIRC_A_
UNITED KINGDGB
UNITE_ STA_ES AND U_ITED _INGECfl SIGN RESEARCH
AGREEEENT
[NASA EELEASE-£6-1G_ P86-10011 06
NASA NHQ-86-62-_8 EUDG_ ERIEEIHG P86-I0028 05
STATEHENT C} _UBTON I. _DEISCB BEFORE THE
SUECCM_ITTEE C_ SPACE SCI_C_ AND APPLICATIONS;
COmMIITEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHBOLOGV: HOUSE OF
RBPRRSENTA_I%BS R86-I0065 05
S_ARCH AN0 R_SCUE EXPEBIBE_I _0 BE FLOWN ON NGAA
SAtellITE
[N_SA RELEASE-E6-q_] R86-10087 06
NC_STCP GLC_AL VOYAGER AI_IANE TO CABBY EBERGHNCY
LCCA_OB
[NASA REL_AS_-E6-1_] P86-10192 06
NASA 1986: TEE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102q5 06
8|ITED NATIONS
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102q5 06
R_ITED SPACE BOOSTERS, INC..
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDEHTIaL COHEISSIOW ON SPACE SNHTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: EORMING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P86-I00_8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDIHGS BEFORE
PRESIDRNTIAL COHNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALIENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION F_ENUAB!
6, 1986 P86-I00_9 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHMISSION OH SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11, 1986
P86-I0051 05
OBITED SPACE BOOSTERS. INC.., alE.
NASA AIARDS CONTRACT FOR PROBLEM AND SAFETY
ASSESSflENT CENTERS
[NASA RELEASE-86-163] P86-I0231 06
UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
D.S. SPACE FOUHDATION OUTLINES CHALLENGEH 7 RUED
[NASA RELEASE-86-18] P86-I0019 06
URI_ED TECHNOLOGIES CORP,, Sa§ JOSE, CAL.
NASA &HANDS STUDY CONTRACTS FOR SHUTTLE SOLID
ROCKET EOTORS
[NASA NBLEASE-86-12_] P86-1018_ 06
O|IVBRSE
RHW SPACE ASTRONOHY TECHNIQUE DEVELOPED TO STUDY
C_LESTIEL BODIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-1qO] P86-I0200 06
BE_ARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: STUDENT VISIT
SPCNSORED BY CONGRESSHAE NON PACKARD, (R. CALIF.}:
NASA HEADQUARTERS, WASHINGTON, D.C° P86-I0256 05
HREANNED SPACE FLIGHT PROGRAM
S VOYAGER PROJECT
UPPER ATHOSPEERH
BACKGROUND BATERIAL: NASA PY 1987 BUDGET BHIEFING
P86-10027 05
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCCN_ITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS:
COBBITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: HOUSE OE
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I00_5 05
NASA SCIENTISTS SEEK CAUSE OF EAST COAST CYCLONES
[NASA RELEASE-86-30] P86-I0070 06
REH BALLOON MATERIAL SUCCESSFULLY TESTED IN HIGH
ALTITUDE FLIGHTS
[HASA RELEASE-H6-96] P86-10156 06
UPPER ATEOSPBERE RESEARCH SATELLITE
NASA NHQ-86-02-08 BUDGET BRIEFING P86-I0028 05
STATEMENT OF DR. _ILLIAH R. GRABAH BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-1003q 05
STATEHE_T OF WILLIAH R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
COHHITTZE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10062 05
STATEHENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCCH_ITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS:
COMMITTEH ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: HOUSE OF
RETRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
STATEHENT OF WILLIAH R. GRAHAm, ACTING
ADEINISTRATOR: NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-10205 05
UPPER STAGE ROCKET ENGINES
NASA RENANES PLANETARY _ISSIONS TO VENUS AND EARS




NASA _CSTfCNES GALILEO. UIYSSE5, ASTRO-I LAUNCHES
[NASA BELEASE-£6-11] P86-10012 06
BOEING AERCS_ACE SEIEC_ED ECR TDRS UPPER STAGE
CCETRACT
[NASA REIEASE-£6-1_] P86-10015 06
NASA REPLANNING ACtiVITIES
[NASA EELEASE-£b-22] P86-10023 06
BACKGROUND HATEBIAL: NASA EY 1987 BUDGET BRIEFING
P86-I0027 05
STATEMENT Of DE. NILLIAH R. GRAHAM BEFORE TEE
COMHI_IEE CN SCIENCE AND _CRNOLOGY; HORSE OF
REPRESENTAtiVES P86-10034 05
ORRITIH TEAM P86-I0038 05
OFFICIAL TEANSCRIP_ PROC_LINGS BEFORE
PB£SICENTIAL CCMNIESION CN SPNCE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MC_N]NG SESSION, FEBHUARY 6,
1986 P86-I0048 05
OffICIAL T_ANSCBIP_ PROC£_EINGS BEFORE
RRESILERTIAL CCMNISSiON CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDEN_ P86-10055 05
STATEMENT CE WILIIAE R. G_A_AR BEFORE _EE
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND _ECRNCLGGY; HOUSE OF
HEPRESENTATIVES P86-I0062 05
MARS CBSERVEH MISSION CCN_RACTCRS SELECTED FOR
MEGC_IATICN
[NASA REL_ASE-E6-3q] POO-1007q 06
DESTACKING OE £I-G ELEMENTS A_D MODIFICATIONS TO
ORBITERS PLANNED
[NASA REI£ASE-_6-3_] P86-10080 06
BARS CESEHYER INVESIIGATICNS SELECTED
[NASA EEL_ASE-R6-qT] P86-10090 06
STATEMENT CF JCBN C. BRIZINDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, _EC_NOLOGY AND SPACE,
CCMMI_EE CN COMMERCE, SC]_NCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED SIA_E_ SENATE P86-I0105 05
STAIENENT Cf RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIENCE, _C£NOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE CN CCBMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITE£ STA_ES _ENAIE P86-I0106 05
S_ATENENT CF R]CHAHI H. _EUZY BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITIEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMIttEE CN SCIENCE AND _CHNCLCGY, ROUSE OF
REPRESENTAIIVES P86-10112 05
NASA _ER_INA_ES DEVELOfMEN_ CP SHUITLE/CENT&UB
U_ER STA3E
[NASA RFLEASE-66-8G] P86-_0140 06
STATENENT Cf NILLIAM R. G_ABA_, ACTING
ADEINISTRAIOR: NASA BU_I PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-10205 05
EXCE_f_S F_CE REMARKS _R£fA_EE FOR DELIVERY:
REPUBLICAN WCNEN'S fEDeRAl ECBUM, CAPITOL HILL
CLUE, MASH]NO,ON, D.C. P86-I0207 05
EXCERf_S EECE _EMARES PR£_FEL FOR DELIVERY: _HE
MARS CONF_ENCE, NAIICNAL ACADEB¥ OF SCIENCES,
NASHINGTCN, D.C. P86-10208 05
EXCERPTS E_CH BENAH_S PB_AREE FOB _ELIVERY:
NAIICNAL ISSUES fORUM CN _EE 5.S. SPACE PROGRAM:
DIRECTIONS FOR _EE _UIDBE, I_COKINOS INSTITUTION,
NASRINGTCN, £.C. P86-I0209 05
EXCRRf_S EEC_ REMARKS _REfAN_ FOR DELIVERY: FAY
GKCSP OE EDSINESS _IECU_IVES, EASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
NASA ANA_DS U_EEB S_AGE CONTRACT FOR MARS OBSERVER
[NASA REL_ASE-£6-16_] P86-I0230 06
NASA 1986: _RE YEAR IN R_VI_K
[NASA EELEAS}-_6-177] P86-102q5 06
URANUS /PLANET/
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT FINDS NEN HOON ORBITING URANUS
[NASA RELEASE-86-3] P86-10004 06
SIX NEW MOONS DISCOVERED ORBITING URANUS
[NASA RELEASE-86-8] P86-I0009 06
SRATEMENT OF SAMUEL W. KELLER BEFORE THE
SUHCCHMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMEITTEE ON SCIENCE AND IECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0046 05
STATEMENT OF EURION i. EDELSOR BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIERCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
RE,ARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDARD MEHORIAL
SYMPOSiUH, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
HARYLAND P86-I0075 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND P86-I0101 05
R_CEBPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
VOYAGER/URANUS ANARDS CEREMONY; JET PROPULSION
LABORATORY, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA P86-I0261 05
URANUS ATMOSPHERE
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCCMM!TTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMM!TTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
EHPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
NASA HOLDS PUBLIC PRESENTATION CN VOYAGER URANUS
ENCOUNTER
[NASA RELEASE-86-56] P86-I0099 06
EXCERPTS FROB REMARKS PREPARED FOB DELIVERY:
VOYAGER/URANUS A_ARDS CEREMONY; JET PROPULSION
LABORATORY, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA P86-102oI 05
UEANOS EWCOUMTER
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT FINDS NEW MOON ORBITING URANUS
[NASA RELEASE-8b-3] P86-I0004 06
SIX NEH MOONS DISCOVERED ORBITING URANUS
[NASA BELEASE-86-8] P86-10009 06
STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
COMHITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HORSE OF
R_PRESENTATIVES P86-I0034 05
STATEMENT OF _ILLIAM E. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HORSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10062 05
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMHITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
NASA HOLDS PUBLIC PRESENTATION ON VOYAGER URANUS
_NCOUNTER
[NASA RELEASE-86-56] P86-I0099 06
£XCEHPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: fAY
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NAS_ RELEASE-86-177] P86-10245 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY:
VOYAGER/URANUS AWARDS CEREMONY; JET PROPULSION
LABORATORY. PASADENA, CALIFORNIA P86-I0261 05
URANUS RINGS
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT FINDS NEW BOON ORBITING URANUS
[NASA RELEASE-86-3] P86-I000_ 06
SIX MEN BOONS DISCOVERED ORBITING URANUS
[NASA RELEASE-86-8] P86-I0009 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOB DELIVERY:
VOYAGER/URANUS AMARDS CEREHONY; JET PROPULSION
LABORATORY, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA P86-10261 05
A-151
URANUS SATELLIIES SUBJECT IEDEI
URANUS BATBLLITBR
VO_AG£R SPACEC_AYT fINES NEN MCCN ORBITING URANUS
[NASA RELEASE-E6-3] P86-I0004 06
SIX NEW NOCNS DISCCgBRED CFPIIING URANUS
[NASA RELEASE-66-8] P86-10009 06
STAT£BENT GF BURTON I. EDEi_EN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE {N SCIENCE AND T_CHNOLOG¥; HOHSE OF
REPRESENTAtiVES P86-10065 05
EXCESETS P_C_ BEBAR_S PREEARE£ YON DELIVERY:
VOY&GEP/UBANES ANARDS CEREEC_X; JET PROPULSION
LABORATORY, PASALENA, CAL]fC_NIA P86-10261 05
O_AB
EXCERPTS OE _EEARK_ PRE_AE_R COB EELIVBBY:
RADIO-TELEVISICN NfgS DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION _IST
IN_EREATIOEAL CONVENTICE; SAL_ LAKE CITY, UTAH
P86-10259 05
_Ilg ST&TB glI¥.
ABTIEICI&I CLCCDS TC BE VISIEIE ET DANN ALONG BAST
COAST
[NASA RELEASE-66-51] P86-1009_ 06
V
|/STCL AIRCRAFT
SA RO_ARY RING AIRCRAFT
UNITED STALES AND OEITED EI_GEON SIGN RESEARCH
AG_EEHENT
[NASA _ELEASE-£6-1C] P86-10011 06
¥|S
S VEHICLE ASSENBLY BDILDIEG, gSC
YACUUN
OBEICIAL TRA_SERIP_ PNOC_EEIEGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, EEEBUAEI 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
YALYE TBCBNOLCGY
S_ATEMENT EY EEAR A_MIRAI RICHARD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADBIEISTRATCR fOE SPACE FLIGHT
P86-I0033 05
OEPICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESI£ENTIAL CCNNISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: A_EE_CCN SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1986 P86-10049 05
O_EICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDBNTIAL C£HBISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALIENGEE ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
VAND_NBR_G A_E# CAIIP.
SA OREITE_ NAIA_ENAECE AND CHECKOUT FAC., VAB
NASA REPLANNINE ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELfiASE-£6-22] P86-10023 06
NASA NBQ-_6-C2-08 EUDGE_ EEIEEING P86-I0028 05
PRESS CCNFE_RECE: SEN MATTEE5 986-10032 05
OE_ICIAL _EANSCRIPg PBCC_E_IN_S BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMMISSION CN SPACE SHO_TLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDBNT: MORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1966 P86-_00@8 05
OFEICIAL IEANS£RIP_ PRCCEEEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CC_NISSIOE C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
C_ALL_NGER ACCIDENt: AfTeRNOON SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1966 P86-100_9 05
OffiCIAL T_ANSCBIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCNNISSIOE C_ REACH SHU_LE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, PE_NUAEY 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
OEPICIEL _EANSCRIP_ PNOC%EDINGS BEEORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBHISSION CE SPACB SHUTTLE
CHELLENGER ACCIDENT, _EEE_AEX 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
DESTACKING OF 61-G ELEflENTS AND MODIFICATIONS TO
ORBITERS PLANNED
[NASA RELEASE-86-37] 986-10080 06
S_A_EBEBT OF JOHN C. BRIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SURCOBNITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COHEITTEE ON COdBERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-I0105 05
OEEZCIAL TRANSCRZPT PROCEEDINGS BE_O_E
PRESIDENTIAL COMNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-I0115 05
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA-G WEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-86-115] P86-10175 O_
LOCKHEED SHUTTLE PROCESSING CONTRACT EXTENDED FOR
THREE YEARS
[NASA RELEASE-86-126] P86-10186 06
RESCUE SATELLITE SAVES FOUR IN FIRST DAY OE
OPERATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-14_] P86-1020_ 06
STATEMENT OF glLLIAM B. GRAHEM, ACTING
ADHiNISTBATOR: NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-10205 05
NASA SELECTS PAYLOAD GROUND OPERATIONS CONTRACTOR
[NASA EELBASE-H6-167] P86-I0235 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-I02_5 06
NASA ANNOUNCES LAUNCH FORECAST FOR 1987
[NASA RELEASE-86-179] P86-102q7 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREMONY, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER;
GREENBELT, MARYLAND P86-10273 05
YAPOR DEPOSITION
BASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-I02_5 06
VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINES
STATEEBNT OF RAYMOND S. COLLADAY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COmHITTER ON COBBERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION:
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-1006_ 05
VARIABLE POLARITY PLASNA ARC WELDING
EXCEBPTS FBOB REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: BLUE
RIBBON STEERING GROUP FOR 1986 SYMPOSIUM ON
QHALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY: NASA BEADQUEBTZBS,
NABHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0260 05
EXCERPTS FROB REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: 1986
NASA SYMPOSIOB ON QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY;
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0270 05
WAS /VISSE ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDER/
NEN E_ATHER SATELLITE TO BE LAUNCHED _AY I FROM
CAPE CANAVERAL
[NASA RELEASE-86-50] P86-10093 06
VlX°11/780 CORPURER
NASA SUPEBCOMPUTER SYSTEM TO BECOME AVAILABLE
NATIONALLY
[NASA BELEASE-86-92] P86-10152 06
VEGA SPACECRAFT
INTERNATIONAL GROUP MEETS FOR HALLEY'S CURET
ENCOUNTER
[NASA RELEASE-86-19] P86-10020 06
NASA TO TELEVISE SPACECRAFT'S ENCOUNTER WITH
HALLEY'S COHBT
[NASA RELEASE-86-23] P86-1OO2q 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEN
[NASA RELEASE-d6-177] P86-102_5 06
A-1_=2
SOBJ_CT I|DEI VLADIVOSTOK GHOUmD STATIONe 0oS. S.R.
¥_GETATICm
ANA2CN _OHE5_S SiGNIEICAWIIY AFFECT GLOBAL AIR
QOJLIIY
[NASA RELEASE-E6-6_] P86-10124 06
BASk U-2 AIRCRAFT _IiL S_BY CCBIROLLEH CALIEORNIA
fORES_ _IflE
[NASA RELEASE-E6-134] P86-1019_ 06
NASA SCANN_E _CDBCES CCN_IEI_ IHAGE OF NORTH
A_LANIIC OCEJ_
[NASA EEIkASE-£6-1qV] P86-10215 06
YEHICLE ASSENBL! EBILEING, |SC
RECCNE_EUC_ICN AND ANALYSIS P86-10037 05
OFFICIAL _A_SCRIF_ PEGCE_CINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCNNISSION CN SEACE SHBTTLE
C_ALLENGER ACCIDENT: AP_E_NCGN SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1986 P86-I00_9 05
LE_TACEING Of 61-G ELEEEN_S A_D MODIFICATIONS TO
ORRITERS PIABN_D
[NASA RELEAS}-E6-37] P86-I0080 06
• ESTING OE SEE_£E ORBITER _ATHEB _ROTECTION
STFLOC_ONE SCEEEDEEE
[NASA RELEASE-_6-95] P86-I0155 06
NASA ANNOUNCES _LABS FOR DISPOSITION OP CHALLENGER
DEBRIS




NASA HENA_ES PIANE2ARY alSS]C_S TO YENUS AND _ARS
/NASA REL_ASI-66°I] PB6-I0002 06
NABS CBSER_E_ HISSICN CCNT_ACICRS SELECTED FOR
NEGCTIATIC_
[NASA RELEASE-£6-3_] P86-1007_ 06
EZCE_FTS E}CN _B_AEES P_E_A_E FOR DELIVERY:
£EFUEIICAN NCNEN_S fEDERAL _CRUN, CAPITOL HILL
CLUB, _A58INGTCN# _.C. P86-10207 05
SIAfEHENT EY D_. JA_£S t. fI_CHEB, NASA
ADHINISTRATO_: PHESS E_I_}IN_ P86-1021U 05
UPPER STAGE SELECTED FO_ fiAN_ARY EISSiONS
[MASK RELEaSE-CA-161] P86-I0229 06
REHAH_S PREParED FCE DEIIVEE_: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVERNNEN2S kEETER_ STA_E G:NRENENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, CCLCBAEC PR6-I026_ 05
VENOS ATEOSPBERE
NASA HENARES PlANEtARY _I_EICNS TO VENUS AND MARS
[NASA RELEASE-66-1] P86-10002 06
YENHS EXPLORATION
SA NACELLA_ NISSION
STA_ENENT CA D_. NIILIAE _. GRAHAM RE_CRE THE
COati'TEE CN SCIENCE AND _CHNOLOG¥; HOUSE OF
EEPNESENTATI_E_ P86-1003q 05
STA_ENENT CE RILIIAE R. GFIAHA_ HEFOH_ _HE
CCHHI_TEE CN SCIENCE AND _CRNOLOGY_ HOUSE OF
REEEESENTA_I_ES P86-10062 05
STAIENENT 62 EU_TO_ I. EE_IS£N BRPOBE _HE
SUBCONMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CCMNITTEE CN SCIENCE AND _CMROLOGY; HOUSE OF
RE_RESENTA_I_S P86-10065 05
NABS CONEE_ENCE DRAWS _B_EF_A_IONAL INTEREST
[NASA FIEL£ASE-_6-91] P@6-I0151 06
EXCE_FTS O_ EENARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: MEDIA





NASA RELEASES CHALLENGER TRANSCHIPT AND REPORT ON
CAUSE OF DEATH
[NASA RELEASE-86-100] P86-I0160 06
YE_NIEB ENGINE
DELTA 178 ACCIDENT BOARD _INDINGS
[NASA RELEASE-86-85] P86-I01_5 06
YER_ LONG BASELINE INTERPERONETR_
NEE SPACE ASTRONOMY TECHNIQUE DEVELOPED TO STUDY
CELESTIAL BODIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-1_O] P86-I0200 06
NASA 1986: THE ¥_H IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-I02_5 06
YESTIB_LAE STSTNN
STATEMENT OF RHRTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUHCOMMI_EE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COEBITTZE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOG¥: HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P66-I0065 05
YETERANS ADBINIS_RA_ION
NASA DEVELOPED TECHNOLOGY HELPS HANDICAPPED I0 DRIVE
[NASA RELEASE-86-123] P86-10183 06
NASA 198o: _HE YEAR IN RE_IEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-I02_5 06
¥IERATIOH
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11, 1986
P86-I0051 05
DELTA 178 ACCIDEN2 BOARD FINDINGS
[NASA RE/EASE-86-85] P86-I01_5 06
¥1BRA_ICN DANPING
NASA PLANS MAIN ENGINE TEN/ THIS _EEK
[NASA RELEASE-86-97] P80-I0157 Ob
¥IDEO TAPE
_ISS!ON 51-E FLIGHT READINESS REVIEW VIDEO TAPE
LOCATED
[NASA BEIRASE-86-77] P86-I0137 06
¥IKING PROJECT
STATEEENT OF SAMUEL N° KELLER BEFORE THE
SUECCNMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE O_
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I00_6 05
EXCERPTS FRON RRNARKS PREPARED _OR DELIVERY: Z_E
_ARS CONFERENCE, NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0208 05
EXCERPTS FRO_ REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: llONOE
A_ABDS CEREMONY, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CEN_ER;
GREENBELT, _ARYLAND P86-10273 05
¥ISSR ATNGSPHERIC SOUNDER
S YAS /VISED ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDER/
¥ISOAL INFRARED NAPPING SPECTRONETEE
NABS OBSERVER INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED
[NASA EELEASE-86-_7] P86-10090 06
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET RENDEZVOUS
MISSION
[NASA _ELEASE-_6-150] P86-I0218 06
¥I_ON RUBBER
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL CO_HISSION ON THE
SPACE SBDTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 10, 1986
P86-I0050 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFOH_
PRESIDENTIAL COHNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
YLADIVOSTOK GROOND STATION, O.S.S.R.
NONSTOP GLOBAL VOYAGER AIRPLANE TO CARRY ENERGENCY
LOCATOR




S VERY LCNG EASELIRE IJI|HEE_CNETRY
¥OICE CCREU|ICAIICN
CBALL|RGER TJP_ STATUS
[NASA RELEASe-E6-93] P86-10153 06
HASh BELEASE5 _I-L PHELAUNCU INTERCOB _APE
TRJJSCRIPTS
[NASA RELEASE-E6-133] 786-I0197 06
EXCERPTS Of _IBARKS PR_A_IE fOR DELIVRRT:
RADIO-TELEVISION N_RS DIRICTCBS ASSOCIATION 415T
IN_RRNATIC_AI CCNV_NTICN; SAl_ LAKE CITY, OTKH
P86-10259 05
YCLCANOES
_k N_. 5_. ER£_RS, WASHINGTON
BARS CRSEBVER INVES_IGATIERS 5ELECTED
[NASA REI_ASR-86-47] P86-I0090 06
EXCERPTS EHCB RERARKS PE_PKE£E FOR DELIVERY: THE
BANS CONfErENCe, RATIONAL ACADERY DE SCIENCES,
NASEI_GTCN, E.C. P86-10208 05
VCLT&GE REGULATCHR
NASA _ECE_IC]AN HAKES BBEAK_flECgGH IN AIR
PCILUIICN CC_CI
[NASA RELeASe-E6-101] P86-10161 06
VCRTICES
NASA EEDICATE5 hEW _ES_ABCB lABORATORY
[NASA REL£AS_-£6-15_] P86-10226 06
YOIAGRR _ROJECT
VC_AG_R SPACECRAFT BINDS _ BOON ORBITING URANUS
[NASA BEL_AS}-_6-3_ P86-100oq 06
SIX NE_ HCCN_ _ISCC_HRED C_£IIING URANUS
[NASA RELeASe-E6-8] P86-10009 06
STATENEN_ CE _. NILLIAN _. GBAHA_ E_CRE THE
COmmITTEE CN SCIENCE AND _CHNOLCGY; HOUSE OF
RRPRES_RT&_I_S P86-1003_ 05
STA_MENT C9 SAMUEl N. E_II}_ BEFORE TH_
SUHCCMMITI_E CN ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUECCN_ITTRE CN SPACE HCIE_CE AN_ A_PLICA_IONS;
CGZ_I_TEE CN SCIENCE A_D _CU_CLOG¥; HOUSE DE
_EPRES_NTA_]_E_ P86-100q6 05
STATEMENT CE WILLIAN H. G_AR BEFORE THE
COMmitTEE CN SCIENC_ AND _C_NCLOGY; HOUSE OF
REFREHENTA_]VES P86-10062 05
S_A_EBRNT C_ _RTCN I. _[E_SC_ BHEO_ _HE
SUBCCBSIIT_ CN SPACE SCI_C_ ANE AEPLICARIONS;
COBSI_TEE OH SCIENCE AND T_CUNCLCG¥; HOUSE OF
RRHRESENTA_IYES P86-I0065 05
NASA HOLDS P_HLIC _BESE_A_ICN CN VOYAGER U_ANUS
ENCCU_ER
/NASA HHL£AS_-_6-56] P86-I0099 06
NASA STUDYING CONCEPT _C N_ASURE DISTANCE BETNEEN
S_ABZ, GAIAX]_S
[NASA REL_AS_-66-13_] P86-I0193 06
EICEH_S FBC_ R_ABKS HER[ABED FO_ DELIYERY: FA_
G_CUP CF ESSIN_SS _XHCU_I_S, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
NASA 1986: _E} _E_R IN H_VI_M
[NASA RElEASe-E6-177] P86-102_5 06
_XCERP_S F_C_ _ENARKS PR_E_H_ FOR DELIVERY:
VOYAGRR/UHANC5 ARA_DS CE_C_Y; JET PROPULSION




NALLOPS ILIGB_ C_NTEH, NAIICfS ISLAND, VA.
NASA SCIEMIiSTS SEER CAUS_ C_ _AS_ COAST CYCLONES









[NASA RELEASE-86-119] P86-10179 06
SPACE SERVICES INC. TO USE NASA LAUNCH FACILITY
[NASA RELEASE-86-128] P86-1018_ 06
HASA 1986: THE _gAR IN REVIEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-17?] P86-102_5 06
NAENIEG SISTERS
NASA AND FRA lAUNCH WIND SHEAR RESEARCH PROJECT
[NASA RELEASE-86-1_3] P86-I0203 06
NASHIJGTOH ECHo OF HEDICIN_, ST. LOUIS
REEARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: CAPITOL HIll CLUE,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10102 05
RASHIEGTON UUIV., ST. LOUIS, HO.
S HALLINCKRODT INSTITUTE OF RADIOLOGY
JASTE DISPOSAL
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS HEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_BISSiON DE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: RORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1586 P86-100@8 05
HASTE UTILIZATION
NASA TECHNICIAN BAKES BREAKTHROUGH IN bib
POLLUTION CONTROL
[NASA RELEASE-66-101] P86-10161 06
MATER
SA SALT MATER
SCIENTISTS NAME FIRST DEFINITE IDENTIFICATION OF
_ATER IN COflE_S
[NASA RELEASE-86-_] P86-10005 06
STATEHENT HY HEAR ADMIRAL RICHARD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADNINISTRATOR FOR SPACE FLIGHT
PH6-1D033 05
ORBITER TEAM P86-I0038 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIP2 PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1586 P86-10099 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIHHNTIAL COMRISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25. 1986
P86-10052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_iSSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESID£NTiAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 19_6
P86-1O05q 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONNISSiON ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-IO055 05
NASA ANNOUNCES BASELINE CONFIGURATION FOR SPACE
STAT!CN
/NASA RELEASE-86-61] P86-10119 06
SPACE STATION AUXiLIABY T_RUST_R TECHHOLOGY
DEECNSTNATED
[NASA RELEASE-86-65] Pd6-10125 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-1;7] P86-102q5 06
BE VISIBLE AT DAMN ALONG EAST
P86-1O09q 06
SUCCESSFULLY TESTED IN HIGH
P86-10156 06
DESTHOYED BY RANGE SAFETY
A-15_
HA_ER POLLUTION
NASA U-2 AIRCRAFT WILL STUDY CCNTROLLED CALIFORNIA
_ORESI FIRE
[NASA RELEASE-£6-1_] P86-I0194 06
EA2|R VAPOR
NASA SCIENTISTS SEEK CAUSE CP EAST COAST CYCLONES
[NASA RELEASE-EC-30] P86-10070 06
EAIEmPNOCFING
STATEMENT EY R}AR AIM!RAI _ICHARD TRULY. NASA
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR PCR SPACE FLIGHT
P86-I0033 05
OFFICIAl I_AASCRIPI PRCCEEEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CE SPACE SHUTTLE
CRALLENGER ACCIDENT: A_PECCN SESSION FEBRUARY
6, IS66 P86-10049 05
RIATHEH
PRESS CON_I_EbCE: SEE MAI_FS P86-10032 05
SEARCH RECOVERY RECCNSIfiUC_]CN 986-10036 05
RECONSTRUCTION AND ABAIYSI_ P86-I0037 05
PHESENTATICN TC THE PRESIEE_TIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE 5H_ILE CBALIENGEB ECCI£ENT: EGENDA
P86-100_7 05
OFFICIAL TfiANSORIPI PRCCE_DIEGE BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMMISSICN C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CEALLINGER ACCIDENT: HORBI_G SESSICN, FEBRUARY 6,
ISE6 P86-100_8 05
OffICIAL TRA_RCEIP_ PEOCIIDINGS BEFORE
PRESIEENTIAL COMMISSION CR SRACE 5HHTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTerNOON SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 19E6 P86-I0049 05
O}PICIAI TRANSCRIPT PRCC_EINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION C_ S_ACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, E_ERU_ 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
O_EICIAL _£AEE£RIP_ PROCE_LINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALL£NGER ACCIDENT, F_£EUA}Y 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PRCCE}EIBGS BEFORE
_RESI_ENTIAi COMMISSION C_ SPACE SRHTXLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT EE_RU_S_ 26, 1986
P86-I0053 05
OFFICIAL T_AN_CRIPT _ROC_£1_GS BEFORE
PReSIdENTIAL COMMISSION CB 5PACE SHUTILE
C_ALLENGE_ ACCIEENI, EEERU_£Y 27, 1986
P86-I005_ 05
OFFICIAL IEANS(RIPT PRCCI_£1_GS EEFCEE
PEESIEENTiAL CCNNISEION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALIENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
PRESIDENTIAL CCMMISSION CN 155 SPACE SHUTTLE
CHaLLeNGER ACCIDENT. OEEN _E_EINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN A_AIXSI5 TASK }C_CE RRESENTA_IONS,
FRIEAY, MA_C£ &l P86-10069 05
MARS CESEB_Efi INVESTIGaTIOnS S£LECTED
[NASA RELEASE-86-_7] P86-10090 06
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROC}}C]_GS BEFORE
PBESIIENTIAL COMMISSION CE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, TBUR_Z_ APRIL 3, _986
P86-10115 05
CLCGDS MAY O}_SET "GRE_NHCU£E EFFECT"
[NASA _ELE_S_-66-105] P86-I0165 06
NASA _0 LAUNC£ NOA_-G _AT_EB SATELLITE
[NASA REL_ASI-£6-11_] P86-I0175 06
NASA INSTRUNENI AIDS OCEAN N£A_EE MONITORING
[NASA EEL_ASR-_6-165] P86-10237 06
NASA 1986: _5_ YEA_ IN R_IE_
[NASA RELEAS_-_O-177] P86-102_5 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVER_: HONOR
ANAEDS CEREMONY, LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
P86-10267 05
NEACBE_ FORECASTING
OFFICIAl TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PHESXDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26. 1986
P86-10053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 1986
P86-1005_ 05
NASA SCHEDULES FIVE EXPENDABLE LAUNCHES FOR 1986
[NASA RELEASE-86-32] P86-I0072 06
HEN WEATHER SATELLITE TO BE LAUNCHED MAY 1 FROM
CAPE CANAVERAL
[NASA RELEASE-86-50] P86-10093 06
NASA TO LAUNCH ROAA-G NEATNER SATELLITE
{NASA RELEASE-86-115] P86-10175 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: FAY
GROUP CF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P86-10211 05
EXCerPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR D_LIVE_:
KENHED_ SPACE CENTER EMPLOYEES; KENNEDY SPACE
CENTER, FLORIDA P86-10272 05
HEATHER SATELLITES
S METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES
NBBBR STATE COLLEGE. OGDEN, OTAH
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER CANDIDATES NAHED
[NASA EELEASE-86-_91 P86-I0092 06
NEIGH_ REDUCTION
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEERUAR¥
6, _586 P86-?GO_9 05
NRIGHTLESSNBSS
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PHOCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P86-100_8 05
S/ATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE IHE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMM!TTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREMONY; JOHNSON SPACE CENTER HOUSTON, TEXAS
P86-I0269 05
NELDING
SA VARIABLE POLARITY PLASMA ARC WELDING
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: THIRD ANNUA_ NASA
CONTRACTOR CONFERENCE, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
P86-1010_ 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, MARCH 21, 1986 P86-1G11_ 05
NEST GERMANY
SA MINISTRY FOR RES. AND TECH., GERMANY
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10065 05
EXCERPTS FROM REHARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
NATIONAL ISSUES FORUM ON THE U.S. SPACE PRCGRAd:
DIRECTIONS FOB THE FUTURE, BROOKINGS INSTITUTION,
WASBINGTON, D.C. P_6-I0209 05
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET RENDEZVOUS
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-8_-1501 P86-10218 06
A-155
RESTENN AMATEUR ASTRORCENR5 SUBJECT INDEX
NASA 1S86: 2_E YEA_ IR REVIEW
[NASA _ELEASE-e6-177] P86-102_5 06
NRSTERN EBATEUR IS_RO|CBHBS
AMATEUR ASIECN¢NEBS TO B&QE C_SER¥1_G _IME ON
SPACE _ELESCCPE
[NASA EEIEASE-E6-1CE] E8_-10168 06
NBITB SANDS GEOUDD STA_IO|r |. R_XICO
TEACHER IN SPICE AE£ CCMEI HALLEY STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L EIIGN_
[NASA RELEASE-_6-5_ P86-10006 06
NASA NHQ-U6-02-O8 EUDGE_ EEIE?ING P86-I0028 05
STATEMENT CF NILLIAMR. GRAMAM, ACTING
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA BU£GE_ PRESS COEFEBENCE
P86-I0205 05
RBITE SANDS NI85IlH MANGE. R. RE1,,.
NA_A SOUNDING _OCKE_ DESTICYED fly RANGE SAFETY
OFFICER
[NASA RELEASE-E6-119] P86-10179 06
iiITl Eii_S, i. Ell.
O_ICIAL tSAN_CEIP_ PIOC}ECINGS BEFORE
PRESIEER_IAL CCNMISSION C_ SFACE SHUTTLE
CEALLE§GRE ACCIEEN_, TEURSEAI APRIL 3, 1986
986-10115 05
BIDE JIBED CADIEAS
FOUR GREAT _flSEEVAICRIES JIIZ AIR IN ASTRONOMICAL
EXELORATIC_S
[NASA RELEASE-E6-168] P86-10236 06
NILLIAHSEUEG# VA.
NASA ADMINISTRATOR CALIS ECR _EW OREIIEE, SPACE
STAIICN IR 1S9_
[NASA RELEASE _6-66] 986-10126 06
REMARKS PEEEARED FCR DEIIVIRI: AEROSPACE
INDUSIRIES AS_CCIATION CF IMERICE BOARD OF
GOVRRNCBS _EERIRG, BILLIAMSEUBG. VIRGINIA
P86-10206 05
RIND /BB_EOBOIGG1/
NASA RH_-R6"-G_-C8 EODGE_ ERIEEZNG P86-10028 05
OEFICIAL TRARSCRIP_ PRCCEE£IRGS BEFORE
PRESI£RNTIAL C£BMISSIOR C_ SPACE SHR_LB
CUALLERGBB A¢¢IEENT: BCRRIRG SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1S86 P86-100_8 05
OEFICIAL TBA_SCRIP_ PROCEEdINgS BEFORE
PRESI£HNT/AL CTNBISSIOR CB SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENI: A_TER_CCN SESSIOE FBBRUAET
6, 1986 P86-100_9 05
O_ICIAL T_ARSTEIP_ PROCE|EIRGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMMISSICN CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDEB_, EE_BUAR_ 11, 1986
P86-I0051 05
O_ICIAI TRAPS(RIFT PRCC_CINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAl CCBRISSIOR £R SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALLERGER ACCIEENT /EERUAEI 26, 1986
986-10053 05
OFFICIAL TR£MS(RIP_ PROCE_£1NGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL C£NMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIEEBT, EEER_A_ 27, 1986
P86-I005_ 05
OFEICIAL TRAESCRZP_ PRCC_|£INGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBHISSIOi C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHAllENGER ACC]DBNT E86-10055 05
NASA SCIENtIStS SEEK CAUSE £} EAST COAST CTCLONES
[NASA RELElSR-_6-30] P86-I0070 06
MESA AID PAl iiOiCR MINE SMilE RESEARCH PROJECT
[NASA EEIE&SE-E6-1_3] P86-I0203 06
STATEMENT O? NILLIAB R. GEAR/B, ACTIEG
ADBIBIS_RA]O_: NASA B0_GE] PRESS CONPEERNCR
P86-10205 05
NASA INSTRUHRR_ AIRS OC_AN REATREB MONITORING
[NASA DRLEASE-_6-165] P86-10237 06
PIED SHEAR
PRESS CONFERENCE: SRR MATTERS 986-10032 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO58ISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT 986-10055 05
STATHEEET OF RAYMOND S. COLLADAI BEFORE TB_
SOBCOHMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECBNOLOGT AND SPACE;
COHMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-1006q 05
NASA AND FA_ LAUNCH WIND SMEAR RESEARCH PROJEC_
[NASA EEIEASE-86-1q3] P86-10203 06
NIED TU||EL MODELS
NASA TO EVALUATE JOINED RING CONCEPT NITB SMALL
BUS/HESS PIES
[NASA RRLEASE-86-_2] P86-10085 06
RIND TUMEBL TESTS
NASA TO EVALUATE JOINED NING CONCEPT RITE SMALL
BUSINESS FIRH
[NASA RELEASE-86-_2] 986-10085 06
NASA DEDICATES NEW RES_RCH LABOR&TORY
[NASA RELEASE-86-158] P86-10226 06
EXCEHPTS FROM BZMARKS PREPARED ¥OR DELIVERY: BO_OR
AR_RDS CEREMONY, LANGLEI RESEARCH CENTER
P86-10267 05
EIID TOENELS
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
ANNUAL HONOR AEARDS CBREMONT, ABBS RESRAHCB
CEN_ER; MOFFERT FIELD, CALIFORNIA P86-10212 05
NASA DEDICATES NEW RESEARCH LABOEATORT
[NASA RELEASE-86-158] P86-10226 06
UINDOIS (APERTURES)
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE








RIN_BB I|TBREATIOE&L INC., TEXAS
NEW BALLOON MATERI_L SUCCESSFULL! TESTED IN HIGH
ALTITUDE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-96] P86-10156 06
RISCORSIE UBIV., MADISON
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER CANDIDATES NAMED
[BAS& RELEASE-86-_9] P86-I0092 06
CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE NA_EU
[NASA RELEASE-86-102] P86-10162 06
ROODS HOLE OTBAEO_E_HIC I|ST.. BASS.
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER CANDIDATES NAMED
[NASA EELEASE-86-_9] P86-10092 06
NORCHBS_R POL_TECHEIC IEST., BASS.
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER CANDIDATES IANRD
[NASA RELH&SE-86-@9] P86-10092 06
ROEKLOADS /PS_CEOPHVSIOLOG_/
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMBISSIOB OE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDHNT, THURSD&T APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
NOILD IDRII_STRATZVI RADIO COIPRRBICE
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. BDELSON BEFORE THE
SHBCCNMITTEB OM SPACE SCIENCE &RE APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECEEOLOGT| HOUSE OF
RRPRESEBTATIVBS P86-I0065 05
DORLD AIROSP_R PROPILE /PBDLIC&_IOE/
NASA PREDICTS REVOLUTION&ET ADTANCES IE &IRCRAPT
PBEFOREANCE
[NASA RELEASE-86-13] P86-1001q 06
1-156
SOBJECT l|£ll 1128 RESEARCH ENGImE /PRATT lid NHITIEI/
NRXGBT-PATTEISO| APE, GaNG
5A FLIGHT DIN. LAB., WHIGET-_ATYERSON AIB
BAIIONAL AERCSEACB PLANE E_CG_AN AWARDS CONTRACTS
[NASA REIEAS_-£6-41] P86-10084 06
X
I-RAY ANALYSIS
OffICIAL TEA_CRIPI P_CCI}£1_GS BEFORE
PReSIDENTIaL CCMfllSSICN CN 5PACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, RE,BURRY 11, 1986
P86-I0051 05
I-RAY ASYRONOEI
EXCERPTS EBCB _EBA_NS P_£EIR}E POE DELIVEH¥: 1986
NASA SYMPOSIOM ON CDALIIY A_D PRODUCTIVITY;
WASHI_GTCN, [.C. P86-I0270 05
I-RAY AS_NOPHISICS E&CILITI
S_A_EMEN_ C_ EUBION I. _DEISCN BE_OBB THE
SUECCZMITT_E CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLiCATIONS;
COMMITTEE CH SCIENCE ANE _ECRNOLCGT_ HOUS_ OP
RE_HESEBTA_I%E_ P86-I0065 05
R_MARKS PREPABED FOE DElIVeRY: GODDARD MEMORIAL
S_MPOSIDN, GC_£ABD _PACE EIIG_ CENTER, GREENBELT,
MABYLA_D P86-I0075 05
EEMARES PN_PR_D PCB DEIIVEE¥: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGH_ CENTE}, GREENBElt, _YLA_D P86-I0101 05
FOOR GREAT C_S_EVA_OEIES HIll AID IN ASTRONOMICAL
£XELOEATIO_S
[NASA EEL}AS_-E6-16E] P86-10296 06
_-BAX TELESCOPES
SA X-BAY AST_C}E_SICS _ACIXIT_
NASA _C PArtICIPATE IN R]G_ B_£_GY SOLAR PHYSICS
PROGRAM
[NASA REL£AS_-_6-25] Pf6-1002fi 06
NASA SOUNDIN& _OCK_Y b_EC_ BY RANGE SAFETY
O_EJC_B
[NASA EELEAS_-fi£-11_] P86-10179 06
_._. SCIENCE IEAM SE_ECIE£ _CB _APANESE SOLAR
_IS51CN
[NASA BELE_S}-E6-1_] P86-I0221 06
I-RAY TIMING EXI_¢HRR
SIA_ENENI 0_ E_BTON I. ED_ISCN BRFOR_ THE
SUECCMMITIEE CN SPACE SCIE_C_ AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMIttEE CN _CIEBCE aNE I_CBECLCGT; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIV_ P86-10065 05
I-NA_S
NASA 2C RA_IICIPATE IH BIGE ENERGY SOLAR P_SICS
PROGRAM
[NASA EELEAS_-_6-25] P86-10026 06
O_EICIAL TRANSCRIPT PECCEEE/NGS BEFORE
PHESIDENTI|_ COMMISSION C_ SEACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AETE_NCCN SESSION FEBR_AR_
6, 1986 E86-100_9 05
OFFICIAL T_ANSCRIP_ PECCEE£1NG5 BEFORE
PEESI£EMTIAL CCBNI_SICN C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER &CCI_EN_ P86-10055 05
OPPICIA_ TRANSCRIPT PROCI_EINGS BEFORE
PEESICENTIAL COMMISSION CN SEACB SHUTTLE
C_ALLENGER ACCIdENt, SAUCE 21, 1986 P8b-10|14 05
l-NIN_ RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
NASA 1986: IB_ _EAR IN HEVIE_
IN,HA RELEASE-_6-177] P86-I02_5 06
1-15 AXRCNAP2
STATEMENT DE HAIHONE S. CCIIAEAY BEFORE TEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, IECHEOLOGT AND SPACE;
COMMITTEE CN CCHMEHCE, SCI_|CE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED STATES _ENATE P86-1006_ 05
l-2qB LIPTING 8OD_
S_A_EBENT CF RAYMOND $. CCLLADA_ BEfOR_ TEE
SgBCCMMITTEE CN SCIENCE, YECBNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COMSI_YEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-I0064 05
X-29 AIBCR&PT
NASA 1986: THE TEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-I02_5 06
X-S0 AIRCRAFT
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-Oh-177] P86-10245 06
EENON
NASA S_UD_ING CONCEPT TO MEASURE DISTANCE EETNEE_
STARS, GALAXIES
[NASA RELEASE-86-133] P86-I0193 06
XEROX 8010 STAR SYSTEM /COPIER/
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CONFERENCE, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
P86-I0104 05
a¥-15 IIRCRAFT
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102q5 06
Y
IARRAGADEE TRACKIRG STATION, AUSTRALIA
MAMA TO EXTEND SPACECRAFT THACKING STATIOB
OPERATIONS
[NASA _EIEASE-86-157] P86-I0225 06
YOUNG ASTRONAUTS COONCXL
_ASA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-I0030 05
REMARES PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: PRESS BRIEFING,
NASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10077 05
S_ATEM_NT OF THOMAS P. DECAIR BEPOEE _HE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CONSUMER aFFAIRS AND COINAGe,
COMMITTEE ON BANKING, FINANCE AND DRBAN AEPAI_S,





EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED EOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AgAEDS CEREMONY; JOHNSON SPACE CENTER EOHSTCN, TEXAS
P86-10269 05
ZINC Off|ORATE ASBESTOS
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDEHT, FEBRUARY 11, 1986
P86-I0051 05
NUMERICAL LISTING
51-L XNTERIB BISHAP R_¥Igg BOAHD
MASk 1986: THE YEaR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
1128 RES|IRCB ENGINE /PRATT AND gHITNEX/
NASA PRODUCES MAJOR PONER IMPROVEMENTS _ITH JET
ENGINE PROGRAM
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NASA SATEllITE SUPPORTS COMET BAILEY ENCOUNTERS
[NASA RELEASE-86-29] P86-10060 06
AARON, JOHN H.
HU_CEINSGN LEAVES 5EAC_ S_A_ICN POS_
[NASA RELEAS}-£6-21] P86-I0022 06
AEBEI, GEORGE
OFFICIAL TEANSCRIP_ PbOCI_DINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, TBUESIAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COfMISSION Off SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGES ACCIDENT, HARCH 21, 1986 P86-1011q 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
ACTOR, LONER _,
U.S. SCIENCE T_AM SELECTED FOR JAPANESE SOLAR
_ISSION
[NASA flELEASE-86-153] P86-10221 06
ACUMA, _AEIO E.
NABS OBSERVER INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-86-_7] P86-10090 06
AILOE. NILLIAE H.
STATEMENT BY THE INTERAGENC¥ NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEW
PANEL BEFORE TEE SUBCOMMITTEE OB ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; UNITED GTATHS
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES PEb-100_3 05
A_BEE, ARDEN I.
MARS OBSERVER INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-86-47] P86-I0090 06
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET RENDEZVOUS
_ISSICN
[NASA RELEASE-86-150] P86-10218 06
ALDRICEa ARNOLD D.
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL CONBISSICN ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
ACRESCN, DAVID C.
OFFICIAL _ANSCRIPI PECCE_DINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBNISSION CN SPACE SHUTSLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt: MOBBING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
18£6 P86-I00_8 05
O}EICIAL T_ANSCRIPT PRCCIE£INGS BEFORE
PRESIEENTIAE CCMMISSIOB C_ 5PACE SHUTTLE
CHAIL_NGER ACCIDENt: A_EENOCN SESSION FEBRUARV
6, 1986 P86-100_9 05
O¥_ICIAL _ANSCRIP_ PBOCEIEINGS BEFCRE
PBESIEENTIAL CfMBISSION CN S_ACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCI£EN_, _BU_ 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
O_EICIAL TRANSCRIP_ PROCeedINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCEBISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALI_NGER ACC]BENT, _EERUA_V 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
O}EIC]AL T_ABS(RIPT PRCC_DINGS 8EFCRE
PReSIdENTIAL CCMMISSIOf CR SEACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER A_CIDENI _EBEU_V 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
OFEICIAL _BANSCRIP_ PBCC_I_NGS BEFORE
PRESIEENTXAL CCRMISSIOE C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDIN_, _KBBUAEY 27, 1986
P86-I005_ 05
OPFICIAL TRANSCRIP_ PROCEEEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENII_L CCEBISSIOE CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CSALIENGER ACCIDEN_ P86-10055 05
EXECUTIVE CREES: PRESIDENTIAL COHMISSION ON TEE
SPACE SEU_3LE CHALLENGER ACCIIENT P86-10056 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: flORNING SESSION, FEBEUAR_ b,
1986 P86-10048 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COmmISSION ON SPACE SffBTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25, 198_
P86-10052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_MLSSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARV 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDEMTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, F EBRUAB! 27, 1986
P86-1005_ 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFOEE
PRESIDENTIAL COfMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
NASA ANNOUNCES NEW SPACE SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT
STRgCTHRE
[NASA BE/EASE-86-159] P86-10227 06
NASA 1986: THE _EAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
ALDBIN, RDEXN EUGENE, JR.
EXCERPTS PROM REflANKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: THE
_ARS CONFERENCE, NATIONAL &CADEB_ OF SCIENCES,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0208 05
AIERARDRR, g. ffRRLR PERSO]&L RARES INDEX
&LEg&BOER, 3. HIRER
NASA SZLECIS IJVESIIGATIC|S ECR COMET RENDRZVODS
RISSION
[NASA NELEASE-G6-15U] P86-10218 06
A/FrEE, BARNES
iRTIFICIiL CLOUDS TC BE VISIR£E AT D&im ALONG BAST
COAS_
[ lkSA ERLEASE-_6-51] P86-1009q 06
AZ_dlilTZ, JOR
OEPICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCE|CINGS NEWORE
PRRSZDENTLAL CCEEU[SSIOJ CN SFACR SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDERT, TRUiSKJl APRIL 3# 1986
P86-10115 05
AILlgo L|U
NASA SXUDIING COECEP2 _C ERASURE DISTANCE BETRNNN
STARS, GALAXIFS
[NASA RELiA_I-E6-133] P86-10193 06
AI.LRIe ICBgi_ O.
PRESEBZATICR TO TEE PRESI£EJTIAL COFlBISSION ON 2fie
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCICENT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
ALVARNR, LOIS A.
EXCERPTS F£CB RENARNS PR|RIRED FOR DELIVERY:
PRESENTATION OI EOCENELL BEER[ TO DR. LOIS Bo
ALVAREZ; PI_SEURGR, PA P86-10265 05
ALYARBR, NALTRB
RXCERE2S FECN _EHARKS PREEAER_ FOR DELIVERY:
PRESENTATION CA ROCKNELI AE£AL TO DR. LUIS g.
ALV&REZ; _I_SEURGB, PA P86-10265 05
ANRROSIA, VIICB
NASA U-2 AIRCRAFT BILL ST_Y CGNTROLLED CALIFORNIA
FORES2 FIRE
[NASA RELEASt-ES-13q] P85-1019q 06
ALDERS, BILLI&N ALISON
STATEHHNT CP D_. JADES C. IIETCHER, HASA
ADBIRISTRkTON: EARTH SYS_EH SCIENCE PRESS
CONFERENCE; 5ASBING_CN, £.Co P86-I0257 05
ANDERSON, CBRISSINR A.
SPACE SCIENCE S2UDENT N_NNEES ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-86-71] P86-10131 06
ANDRRSONe J_RRY
STATENENT RI 2FIE INIRRAGEJCY NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEH
PANEL BEPOEN TEE SUECORRZT_EE ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PRODUCTION AND SPAC_ SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COBBITTEE CN SCIENCE AiD TECHNOLOGY; UNITED STATES
HORSE OF REESE_NNTATIVNS P86-1U0q3 05
NEDRRSOI, JIB
NASA APACE TECUNOLCGY ENHANCES DISEASE DETECTION
[NASA RELEASE-E6-69] P86-10129 06
ANDERSON, PaUL G.
SPACE STAflCN OEGANIZATICE NFEROVED
[NASA RELEASI-E6-18G] P86-102q8 06
AR_e JEgCOR
A2_ANIIS AST_CNAUT _RS2 CEEkS ASSIGNED
[HASA RELEASE-_6-1q_] P86-10216 06
JBBRRTBCUT# TERRY
SEARCB BRCCVtE_ RECCNS2EUC_ICN P86-10035 05
OfilCIil _EANSCRIPI PROCEE£INGS NEFORE
PRESICEN_IAL CCBBISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CBAL_NGER ACC]DENT P86-I0055 05
PRESIEENTIAL CCNBISSION CN _BE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt. O_HN EEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS TASK _CECE PHESENTATIONS,
FgIEAI, HAECE _1 P86-10069 05
AENSTRCRG, NBIL AIDER
OE_ICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBBISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALLENGER ACCIDENt: BURNING SESSION_ FEBRUARY 6,
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OFFICIAL TRANSCRIP2 PROCEEDINGS HEFORN
RRESICENTIAI CCBBISSICN CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBRUARY
6# 1586 P86-100_9 05
OFFLCIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUAR! 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
P_ESIDENTIAL COBFlISSLON ON SPACE SHUTTLE
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P86-10052 U5
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
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P85-10053 05
OPFICL&L TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBRISSION OH SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEFlRUAR_ 27, 1986
P86-1005q 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COFlflISSIOR ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
EX_COTIVR ORDER: PRESIDENTIAL COFlNISSION ON TEE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10056 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONNISSIOH OH SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, RIRCFl 21, 1986 P86-1011q 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBRISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
EXCERPTS FROE REB&RKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: TEE
NABS CONFERENCE, NATIONAL &CADEN¥ OF SCIENCES,
NASHINGTON, D.C° P86-10208 05
EXCERPTS OF EEH_EKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HERA&
SENIN&P ON D.S. SPACE POLICI; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P86-10263 05
ARNOLD. JABRS R.
BARS OBSERVER INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED
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ARVIDSON, R&_FFORD Eo
BARS OBSERVER INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-86-q7] P86-10090 06
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EXCERPTS ¥ROE RENARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_: TOE
BARS CONPERENCE, NATIONAL &CADENY OF SCIENCES,
gASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10208 05
ASKER, JIB
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RICHARD TRULY P86-10029 05
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PRESS CONFERENCE: SRD BATTERS P86-10032 05
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OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COEHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
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PRESIDENTIAL COHFlISSION ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE
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BAKER, KAY
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BALES, STEPHEN G.
STA_ENENT BY REAR ADNIRAL RICHARD TRULY, NASA
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P86-10033 05
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[NASA RELEAS_-_6-47] P86-10090 06
EALOLVw dOE
NASA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIAIILN PRESS CONFERENCE
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PRESS CONFERENCE: SEE HA22EHS 986-10032 05
tANKS, _ETBB n_
STATEBENT CF H_BTON I. E_EISCN BEFORE THE
SUBCOEEITTEE CN SPACE SCIenCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COHHIITEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
HEPRE_ENTAII_E_ 986-I0065 05
SECOND REPCR_ ISSgEE ON SCIENTIFIC USES OF S_ACH
S_AIICN
[NASA REL_ASE-E6-43] P86-10086 06
S_ATEEENT CF _AVID C. BLACK BEFORE THE
SOBCCHHITTEE Cg SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
CGHHITTEE CB CCHflEBCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
gNI_E£ STATES SENAIE 986-10108 05
STA_EHENT CF JOHN D. HO_GE EEFORE TEE SOBCONNIT_EE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICAIIONS, COHNI_TEE ON
SCIENCE AND _ECHNCICG_, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-I0113 05
_ABBNT, JAY
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986-I0030 05
PRESS COHEEEENCE: SRB BAITERS 986-10032 05
EABKBV, BARTIN
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ROSINESS /IRE
[NASA EHLEASE-_6-42] 986-10085 06
HARSH, DILL
OFFICIAL _RANSCRIP_ PROCE_EINGS BEFORE
PRESIEENTIJL CCNHISSION C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT 986-I0055 05
EABTH, CHARLES
TEACHER IN SPACE AND CCflE_ HALLEY STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L EIIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-E_-5] 986-10006 06
£ASSBTT, CHARLES ARTHUR, II
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[NASA RELEASE-L6-38] P86-10081 06
EA_ENAI, IRNA S.
SPACE SCIENCE STUDB|T NINE|RE ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-_6-71] 986-I0131 06
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DEASLE_, TROEAS
STATENERT BY TEE IRTERAGENCY NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEN
PANEL BEFORE TEE SUBCOHNI_TEE ON ENERGV RESEARCH
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NASA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIAIICN PRESS CLNFERENCE
P86-I0030 05
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BELL, JEFFREY L.
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR COHET RENDEZVOUS
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[NASA RELEASE-86-15_] P86-10218 06
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PRESS CONFERENCE: APPOIRTHENT OF JESSE _O0_E AID
RICHARD TRULY P86-I0029 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: SHE BAT_ERS 986-10032 05
HE, KANT, BABTIN
PRESS CONFERENCE: SRH MATTERS P86-10032 05
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SPACE STATION ORGANIZATION APPROVED
[NASA RELEASE-86-180] 986-I02q8 06
ELANCflABD, DOUG
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[NASA RELEASE-86-68] 986-I0128 06
BLAYLOCK_ DON
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BOGGESS, ALBBRT
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BISSION
[NASA RELEASE-86-153] P86-10221 06
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B_LDEI_ CHARLES F., JR.
PRESIDENTIAL COEflISSION ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE
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PDYD, B_ILIE E.
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PRESEHTATICH TC THE PRESIDHNTIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
ERANDT, JACK
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ENCOUNTER
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PRESIDEHTIAL COMMISSION ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE
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PEISIDENTX_L CCHBISSIO_ C_ SP_CE SHUTTLE
CBALLINGEB ACCIDENTe PEPEOABT 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
CCULTAS, GARI&.
ORBITER _tAB P86-100_8 05
+ OIEICIAL TBANSCNIPT PHOCIIDINGS BEFORE
PR_SI£1NTZIL CCENISSION Cg SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALLINGER ICCIDEN_ P86-10055 05
CCWAOL_# CEAIG
NASA _fl_-86-C2-_8 _DG_ E_IEIING P86-10028 05
PRESS CCNt_ENCE: SEE BAT_E_S P86-10032 05
CC_EE_, _UGENE
OPEICIAL 2_ABSCRIP_ PROC_|£I&GS BEFORE
PRISIDEN_IJL CCNBISSIO_ C_ REACH SHUTTLE
C_ALL|NGER ACCIDENT, F_BEUASX 11e 1986
P86-10051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEKDIHGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COflBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FE_ROART 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COflEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER kCCIDEHT FE_ROART 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHH_SSION ON SPACE SHOTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUART 27, 1986
P86-1005q 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBNISSIOM ON SPACE SHOTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
EXECUTIVE ORDER: PRESIDENTIAL COHHISSION ON TBE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0056 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, HAHCH 21+ 1986 P86-1011q 05
OFPICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDEHTIAL CONHISSION ON SPACE SHOTTLE
CHALLENGER kCCIDEHT, TH_HSDA_ APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
CaAPT, gaaa_
NAS&'S SPACE FLIGHT SAFETT PANEL CHARTERED
[NASA RELEASE-E6-131] P86-10191 06
CRIP_EN_ ROBERT LAUREL
NASA 2ASK FORCE _SSIGNHENTS DETAILED
[NASA RELEASE-86-2_] P86-I0025 06
PRESENTATION TO THE PEESIDEHTIAL COBNISSIOB ON THE
SPACE SHOTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P8b-lO0_7 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COflEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: HORNING SESSION, FEERDAR_ 6,
1986 P86-100_8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBBISSION OR SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBROART 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
PRESIDENTIAL CONEISSION ON TEE SPACE SHOTTLE
CHALSENGBE ACCIDENT. OPEN HEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANAITSIS TASK FORCE PRESENTATIONS,
FHIDAT, NARCB 21 P86-10069 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CORRISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLEHGEE ACCIDENT. THURSDAX APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
GROUP TO REVIEB SPACE SHUTTLE BANAGEHEHT
[NASA RELEASE-86-76] P86-10136 06
HAS& ANNOUNCES NE_ SPACE SHUTTLE NANAGENENT
STR_CTORE
[NASA BELEASE-86-159] P86-I0227 06
NASA 1986: THE _E&H IN REVXEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102q5 06
CRDXKSHANK, DALE P.
BASk SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR COHET RENDETVOBS
BISSION
[NASA RELEASE-BE-150] P86-10218 06
CUDDIfl_, RICHARD
STATEflEHT H_ THE INTEHAGEMCY NUCLEAR SAFETT 8EVIEV
PANEL BEFORE THE SUBCOBBITTEE OR ENERGT RESEARCH
AED PRODOCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COH_ITTEE ON SCIEBCE AND TECRNOLOGT; UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTkTIYES P86-I00_3 05
CULRERTSOJe PRANK L.
ATLANTIS ASTRONAUT TEST CREME ASSIGNED
[NASA RELE&SE-86-1_83 P86-I0216 06
B-6
PEESONAL BANES I|DEE EDELSOH. BUNTOE I.
CULBENTSCN, PHXII9 Z.
NASA _H0-8_-_2-08 EODGE_ E_IHFING 986-10028 05
PRESENTATION IC THE PRESIE_IAL CORHISSION ON IHE
SPACE SHU_LE CHALLENGER ACCI££NT: AGENDA
986-10047 05
O_FICIAL IfiANSCRIP_ PEOCE_£1NGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBNISSION Cg SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGES ACC_EEN_, FEEEOJfiI 27, 1986
986-1005q 05
S_A_EEENT CF £AVID C. HZAC_ BEFORE THE
SUHCOBBITTEE ON SCIENCE, _CHWOLOGY AND SPACE,
COBNI_TEE CR CCBNEECE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION.
UNITE£ STA_ES SENATE 986-10108 05
CUEEAN, JOE
OFFICIAL T_AN_CHIP_ P_OCEEDING5 BEFORE
PRESIdENtIAL CfBHISSION C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: HOgginG SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1S86 P86-I0048 05
CU_SHALL. iONiaN
S_ATLNENT EY 2_E INTERAGENCI NUCLEAR SAFETY HEVIEg
PANEL BEEORE _EE SUECOHEIT_EE ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AlE PRCDUC_ICg AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COBEI_TEE CN SCIENCE AND I_CUgOLOGI; UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF HEP_E_ENTA_IYES 986-I00_3 05
D
£AVENPOE_, LAgEN|CH
NASA _DUCATICNAL ASSOCIATIC_ PBESS C_NFERENCE
986-10030 05
_ANIES, EAETCN E.
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATION5 FCL CONET RENDEZVOUS
HISSICN
[NASA RELEASE-86-150] 986-I0218 06
£AVZSe B. E.
OEEICIAL THANSCEIP_ PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIEEN_IAL CCBHIESION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGES ACCIEENT EEHEU_Y 16e 1986
98_-I0053 05
OEEICIAL THANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESICENTI&L CCHEZSSION C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, FEE_UA_! 27, 1986
986-1005_ 05
¢AVIS, D. SCO_T
SCIENTISTS HAKE FIRST DEPILATE IDENTIFICATION OF
NAMER IN CCHET_
[NASA _ELEASE-_6-_] 986-10005 06
_AlIS, SABIOND
NASA £EDICATES gEb _ESEAECH LABORATORY
[NASA EELEASE-86-158] P86-10226 06
£ICAIR, _HOBA$ E.
PRESENTATION TC TEE PRESI£_NZIAL COHNISSION ON TEE
SPACE SHUTTLE CBALLENGEE ACCI£ENT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
+ STATENENT CF 2HOEAS P. _ICAIE BEFORE THE
SUBCOBNITTEE ON CONSUHER AFEAIBS AND COINAGE,
COBNI_TEE ON _ANEING, FIEANCH AND URBAN AFFAIRS,
U.S. UCUSE O_ REPRESEgTA21¥£S 986-10110 OS
EXTERNAL RELA$ICNS ASSOCIA_] ADNIEISTRATOE5 NA_ED
[NASA RELEASe-86-130] P86-10190 06
_HG/OAi, All
NASA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION PRESS CONFERENCE
986-10030 05
£ELSEBBE, AEBAID R.
NASA SELECTS INVEStIGATIOnS FCR COERT EBHDEZVOOS
BISSICI
[NASA RELEASE-_6-150] 986-I0218 06
EIAZ, ALPHONSO 1.
SPACE STATION ORGANIZATION AP£EOVED
[gaS& RELEASE-_6-180] 966-102q8 06
DIIONe HELL! Co
SPACE SCIENCE STUDENT NIHNERS ANNOUNCED
[NASA HELEASE-86-71] 986-I0131 06
DONOVAN. BOB
PRESS CONFERENCE: APBOINTBENT OF JESSE B_RE AND
EICHAE_ TRULY P86-I0029 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: SEE BATTERS 986-10032 05
CRAPER, EONALD P.
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR COBET RENDEZYOUS
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-86-150_ 986-10218 06
DRAffGHON, HAROLD
NASA flASK FORCE ASSIGNBENTS DETAILED
_NASA RELEASE-8_-2_] P8_-10025 06
PRESIDENTIAL COHBISSION ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. 09El HEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS TASK FORCE PRESENTATIONS,
_HIDA_. MARCH 21 986-10069 05
DRIVER, COREELIUS
NASA PREDICTS REVOLUTIONARY ADVANCES IN AIRCRAFT
PEEFOEHAHCE
[NASA _ELEASE-86-13] 986-1001_ 06
DHNCAN# ROBERT C.
NATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE P_OGRAE ANARDS CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEESE-86-_] 986-I008_ 06
DUEHAH, DAVID N.
AHATEUH ASTHOHOHERS TO HAVE OBSERVING TIHE ON
SPACE TELESCOPE
[NASA RELEASE-86-108] P86-I0168 06
DUENING_ JOEl
SPACE STATION ANALYSIS RESULTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-_81] 986-I02q9 06
E
EBELIEG_ BOB
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
986-10052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS EEFOHE
PRESIDENTIAL COflHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
986-I0053 05
HEELING, E.
_PACE SHUTTLE JOINT REVIEN 986-I0035 05
|DEEBG, HTEPHEH J.
ANATEHR ASTHONOHERS TO HAVE OBSERVING TIlE ON
SPACE TELESCOPE
[HASA RELEASE-86-108] 986-I0168 06
EDELSOE_ BURTON I_
INTERNATIONAL GROUP BEETS FOR EALLEE'S COBET
ENCOUNTER
[NASA RELEASE-86°19] P86-10020 06
PRESENTATION 20 THE PRESIDENTIAL COHEISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
986-I00_7 05
+ STATEBENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SOBCCBHITTEE OH SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COmmITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHBOLOGI; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-I0065 05
JAFFE TO CHAIR SPACE APPLICATIONS ADVISOET COEHITTEE
[NASA EELEASE-86-5q] 986-10097 06
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOE COHET HENDEZVOUS
HZSSION
[NASA RELEASE-86-150] 986-102_8 06
g.s. SCIENCE TEAR SELECTED FOR JAPANESE SOLAR
HISSION
[NASA RELEASE-86-153] P86-10221 06
S-7
EINSTEXN# ALBERT PERSONAL NAHES INDEX
NASA ASSOCIATE ADEINISTRA_CN ANNOUNCES PLANNED
DERAR_URE
[NASA RELEASE-_6-182] P86-I0250 06
EXRSTEIN, ALEER_
REHAHES PREP|R_D FCR DEIIVIRT: NASA CENTERS AND
HEADQUARTERS P86-I0076 05
ELLIS, GEORGE D.
AMATEUR AS_RCNC_ERS 70 HAYE CESERVING TIME ON
SPACE TELESCCPE
[NASA BELEASE-_6-1CR] P86-I0168 O_
E|GLE, JCE BBNWI
AS_RCNAU_ JOE ENGII REIIRE_
/NASA NELfASE-_6-166] P66-1023_ 06
ERGLERT, PETER
RA_S CBSER_EE INVES_IGA_IC_S _ELECTED
[NASA REL_AS_-£6-qT] P86-I0090 06
ERICKSON, GBORGE
OEEICIAI IEANSCBIP_ PROCIE_INGS BEFORE
PHESIEENTIAL CCB_ISSION CN SPACE 5HOTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, NARCB 11, 1906 P86-1011q 05
_EXCNSON, J.
PRESIEENTIAL CCHMISSION CN _HE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt. O_EN ££ARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS _ASE fCRCE PRESENTATIONS,
FRIDAI, MA_C_ &l P86-10069 05
ESPOSITO, LkmN_ N.
NARS CBSE_VE_ INVESTIGATIC_S SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-66-_7] P86-I0090 06
EVANSG STOANT J.
_NESE_TATICN 2C THE PR_SICEN_IAL COHHiSSION ON THE




ARTIFICIAL CLC_DS _C BE VISIBLE AT DAWN ALONG BAST
CCAST
[NASA RELEASE-_6-51] P86-1009q 06
FANALE, FNASRR $.
NABS CBSERVER INVES_IGATIC_S SELECTED
[NASA NELEASE-86-_7] P86-I0090 06
FARREN, CBOFTCN
NASA INSTRDflEN_ AICS OCEAN WEATHER EONITORING
[NASA _ELI_5_-_6-165] P86-I0237 06
FA_, PAOI
EXCERPTS FECN £EEABKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERI: _AY
GNCUP OF B_SINISS EIECOTIVES, NASHINGTON, D.C."
P86-10211 05
EEDDERSRI, HART F.
SPACE SCIENCE STUDENT _XN_RS ANNOUNCED
[NASA NELEASE-86-71] P86-I0131 06
E_LDBAW, PAUL D°
NASA SATELLITE SUPPORTS CCNE_ HALLEY ENCOUNTERS
[N_SA RELEASE-66-29] P86-I0060 06
NASA SELBCTS INVESTIGATIONS FCR COMET RENDEZVOUS
NISSICN
[NASA RELRASE-86-150] P86-10218 06
EELDHAR, SCOTT
NASA EDUCA_ICNAL ASSOCIAIICN ERESS CONFERENCE
P86-10030 05
_ESTOU, RICHARL
NASA SATELLITE SUPECRTS CCNET HALLRI ENCOUNTERS
[NASA RELEASE-66-2_] P86-I0060 06
FE_RRAR, RICEARE
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIP_ PRCCEEEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCHflZSSION C8 SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: BDNNI_G SESSION, FEEROARE 6,
1_6 P86-100q8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COEEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FERRUAR¥
6, 1986 PS6-100q9 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COmmISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11, 1986
P86-I0051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_fllSSXON ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEHRUARX 25, |986
P86-I0052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CdALIENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
EXECUTIVE ORDER: PRESIDENTIAL COHRISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0056 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE _HUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDA_ APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
FINARE_LI_ R_RGARET
SPACE STATION ORGANIZATION APPROVED
[NASA _ELEASE-86-180] P86-102q_ 06
FINE, DANIEL J.
CHAIRMAN. NASA ADVISOR_ COUNCIL RECEIVES AWARD
[NASA RELEASE-86-110] P86-10170 06
FISHER, JAMBS
PRESS CONFERENCE: SRB RATTERS P66-I0032 05
FISHER, NXLLIAH Fo
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_NISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
ASTRONAUT JAMES VAN POllEN RESIGNS
[NASA RELEASE-R6-78] P86-10138 06
FITZPATRICK, DAVE
PRESS COHFERENCE: APPOINTMENT OF JESSE NOORE AND
RICHARD TRULY P86-10029 05
EIATON, FRED
SEARCH AND RESCUE EXPERIMENT TO BE FLOWN ON NOAA
SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASB-86-qq] P86-10087 06
FLETCHER, OANRS C.
FLETCHER BEGINS SECOND TER_ AS NASA ADmINISTRAtOR
[NASA RELEASE-86-60] P86-10118 06
NAZA ANNOUNCES BASELINE CONFIGURATION FOR SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-61] P86-10119 06
+ STATEMENT BY DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR; PRESS CONFERENCE; NASA HEADQUARTERS
P86-I0120 05
+ STATEEENT OF JAEES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADHINISTRATOR; PRESS CONFERENCE, NASA
READQUANTERS, WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0121 05
NASA ADHINISTRATOR CALIS FOB NEW ORBITER, SPACE
STATION IN 199_
[NASA RELEASE 86-66] P86-10126 06
HAHSHALL DIRECTOR TO RETIRE
[NASA RELEASE-86-72] P86-10132 06
GROUP TO HEVIER SPACE SHUTTLE BANAGEHENT
[NASA RELEASE-86-76] P86-10136 06
NASA TERMINATES DEVELOPMENT OF SHUTTLE/CENTAUR
UPPBR STAGE
[NASA RELEASE-86-80] P86-I01_0 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE STATION ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR, NEW PROGRAM STRUCTURE
/NASA RRLEASE-86-8_] P86-I014_ 06
R-6
PENSOWAL _ABES INDEX FLETCHER, JAMES Co CO|TD
NEW SAEETY O_ICE AND POSITION ESTABLISHED
[NASA RELEASe-E6-87] P86-I0147 06
KSC DIREC_CR SEITH _O REIl_E
{NASA RELEAS_-EO-89] P86-I0149 06
MARS CONFERENCE DRAWS INTERNATIONAL INTEREST
[NASA RELRAS|-£6-91] P86-I0151 06
SPACE STATION RILL INCEEAS_ JSC MANPOWER LEVEL
[NASA RELEASE-E6-98] P86-1015a 06
SPICE STATION fHOGRAM ETATIMENT
[NASA RELEASE-E6-103] P86-I0163 06
NASA AND ES& R_ACR SPACE STATION PHASE B PROGRAM
iEYEL AGREFMEN_
[NASA RELEASE-_6-10_] P86-I016_ 06
THCMRSON AIRCINIED DIRECTOR, MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT
CENIE_
[NASA RELEAS_-_6-1C6] P86-10166 06
ASTRONAUT HAUCR NAMED DEPUTY fOR NASA EXTERNAL
R_IATICNS
[NASA _EL_AS_-E6-167] P86-I0167 06
CHAIRMAN, NASA ADVISORY COUNCIL RECEIVES AWARD
[NASA BELFASt-E6-110] P86-10170 06
NASA ANNOUNCES _LAN FOR SPACE STATION REVIEW
[NASA RELtASt-£6-116] P86-10176 06
MCCAR_NEY NAMED KENNEDY SPACE CENTER DIRECTOR
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-| 17 ] P86-I0177 06
NASA ANNOUNCES DISECSITICW Cf SHUTTLE MISSION 51 -
L _LIGRT M_ME_aCS
[NASA RELeASE-E6-120] P86-10180 06
MOORE REASSIGN£D, COHEN NAMED JSC DIRECTOR
[NASA EEL_AS_-EO-13£] P86-10198 06
ROMSTON FIRM 5EIEC_£ AS NASA'S NINORIT_
CONTRACTOE Of _HE YEAR
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-142] P86-I0202 06
+ REMARKS PREPARED POE DElIVErY: AEROSPACE
IN_USSRIES _SSCCIA_ION CF AMERICA BOARD OF
GOVER_CRS ME£_]NG, WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA
P86-I0206 05
+ EXCERPTS ERDM REMARKS PR_fAE£D FOR DELIVERY:
REfOBIICAN WCM_N'S FEDERAl FORUM, CAPITOL RILl
CLUB, WASHING_CN, E.C. P86-I0207 05
+ EXCERPTS F_O_ REMARKS PBEEAEED FOB DELIVERY: THE
MARS CONFERENCE, NATIONAL ACADESY OF SCIENCES,
WASHINGTON, £.C. P86-I020_ 05
+ EXCERPTS EIC_ REMARKS PREfAR_D FOR DELIVERY:
NATIONAL ISSUES IO_US CR T£E U.S. SPACE PROGRAM:
DI£EC_IONS _CR THE fUTURE, ffCCKINGS INSTITUTION,
WASHINGTCN, £.C. P86-10209 05
+ STATEMENT £Y DR. JAMES C. fletCHER, NASA
ADMIN_SIRA_O_: PRESS RRIRfING P86-I0210 05
+ EXCERPTS FBCM REMARKS PR_EA_D FOR DELIVERY: FAY
GROUP CF B_SINESS EIECU_IV_S, WASHINGION, D.C.
P86-10211 05
+ EXC£_£%S _EOM REMARKS _Ef_£D FOR DEIIVERY:
ANNUAl HONOR A_ARDS CER_MC_, AMES RESEARCH
CENTER; MO}_£_ EIEID, CAl_}C_RIA P86-10212 05
MOSER IO H£A£ SPACE STA_I£_ _RCGRAM OFFICE
[NASA _ElEAS_-E6-1_2] P86-I0220 06
SUTTEE NAMED NASA ADVISORY fANIi CHAIRMAN
[NASA REiEASf-66-15_] P86-I0222 06
_PPER STAGE 5_IECT_D FOR }IAN_ARY MISSIONS
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-161] P86-10229 06
BROWN NAMED ASSOCIAI_ ADMIBIS_RAIOR FOR MANAGEMENT
[NASA _RL_AS_-86-173] P66-102_I 06
E°9
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN EEVIEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
SPACE STATION ORGANIZATION APPROVED
[NASA RELEASE-86-180] P86-I02_8 06
SPACE STATION AMALISIS RESULTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-181 ] P86- I02_9 06
NASA ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR ANNOUNCES PLANNED
DEPARTURE
[NASA RELEASE-86-182] P86-10250 06
+ STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASK
ADMINISTRATOR, UPON RECEIVING THE REPORT OF THE
NATIONAL COMMISSION ON SPACE FROM DR. THOMAS O.
PAINE, COMMISSION CHAIRMAN P86-I025_ 05
+ REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: NASA HEADQUARTERS
HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY; WASHINGTON, D.Co
P86-I0255 05
+ REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: STUDENT VISIT
SPONSORED BY CONGRESSMAN RUN PACKARD, (H. CALIF.);
NASA HEADQUARTERS, WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10256 05
+ STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: EARTH SYSTEM SCIENCE PRESS
CONFERENCE; WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0257 05
+ REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: MARSHALL SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA P86-I0258 05
+ EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PRFTARED FOR DELIVERY:
RA_IO-TELEVISION NEWS DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION _IST
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION; SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
P86-10259 05
+ EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: BLUE
RIBBON STEERING GROUP FOR 1986 SYMPOSIUM OR
QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY; NASA H_ADQUAR_ERS,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-I0260 05
+ EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DEL!V_RY:
VOXAGER/URANUS AWARDS CEREMONY; JET PROPULSION
LABORATORY, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA P86-I0261 05
+ EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERE:
INTERNATIONAL COMETARY EXPLORER TRANSFER CEREMONY;
NATICNAL AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM P86-I0262 05
+ EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: MEDIA
SEMINAR ON U.S. SPACE POLICY; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P86-10263 05
+ REHA_KS PREPARED FOR DELIVEEE: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVERNMENTS WESTERN STATE CONFERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, COLORADO P86-1026q 05
+ EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
PRESENTATION OF ROCKWELL MEDAL TO DR. LUIS W.
ALVAREZ; PITTSBURGH, PA P86-10265 05
+ EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
AGENCY-WIDE HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY P86-10266 05
+ EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AMARDS CEREMONY, LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
P86-I0267 05
+ EXCERPTS PROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREBONY, LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
P86-I0268 05
+ EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREMONY; JOHNSON SPACE CENTER HOUSTON, TEXAS
P86-I0269 05
+ EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: 19_6
NASA SYMPOSIUM ON QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY;
_ASRINGTON, D.C. P86-I0270 05
+ EXCERPTS FROM EE_ARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS ANNUAL MEETING;
ORLANDO, FLORIDA P86-10271 05
+ _XCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER EMPLOYEES; KENNEDY SPACE
CENTER, FLORIDA P86-10272 05
JII_CB|H, NOBER_ E. PERSONAL gAffES Z|DEX
+ EECERETS F£CB RENAEKS PRZPANED FOR DELIVER_: HONOR
ANamDS C_REBCR_. GCDDAED SPACE FLIGHT CENTER;
GREENEELT, MJ_YLAN£ P86-10273 05
JI|TCB|B. NOB/El I.
STATENEN_ EY TEE INTERAGENCY NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEN
PANEL BEFORE TEE SUECOMNIN_EE ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PBODOC_ITH AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CCFFNI_EE Ca SCIENCE AN£ _ICNNOLOGY; UJLITED STATES
HOUSE 0F NE£RISEHTA_IVES P86-I0043 05
• CSZEB, OCSl
ARTIFICIAL CLCCDS _C BE VI£IEIE AT DARN ALONG EAST
COAST
[NASA RELRASE-_6-51] P86-I009_ 06
|R|EEAN, THEODORE CO|DI
ASTRONAUT MEMORIAL _0 El _UII_
[NASA RELIASI-_6-38] P86-I0081 06
EN|NCB, RZVAH
NARS CSSERVE_ INWESTIGA_ICNS SELECTED
[NASA BBLEASR-_6-_7] P86-10090 06
IRIBDHAN, DOE
NASA %ICENCLCGI STUDIES ICE USE AGALNS_ MENTAL
DISORDER
[NASA RELEAS_-_6-99] P86-I0159 06
ERIEDMAE, EON_C| 1.
NONSTOP GLCBNL VOYAGER ALRELANB TO CARRX EMERGENCY
LCCRTCR
[NASA RELIASI-E6-132] P86-10192 06
_TTBEKL, BaBY MI_TNOCD




REMARKS PR_PIBID FOE DEIIYERY: NASA CENTERS AND
RIAEQUARTERS P86-I0076 05
GAN2, HART
PRISIDENT ANAR£S AMIS CRIME 1586 NATIONAL MEDAl OF
SCIENCE
[NASA RELIASI-£6-27] P86-10058 06
GARCI&# OUDITN
NASA E£DCA_ICNAL ASSOCIATION £RHSS CONFERENCE
P86-I0030 @5
GARDNEH, BBEBAN
REMARES PREPARED FOR DILIVER_: COMMEMORATION OF
DR. MAR_IN LOTIER KING, Jg.'S BIRTHDAY; NASA
BIADQDARTI_S P86-10001 05
G&EBIRE, GORDON
NASA SOUNDING ROCKE_ DEEP'CEIL BY BARGE SAFETY
O_ICIR
[NASA RBLEASI-EE-119] 986-10179 06
G|NN, E. JANH
PRESS CONEERIRCE: SRB MA_RS P86-10032 05
AS_ROSAUT NERCfIAL _0 El EU/Z_
[NASA RELiaNt-E6-38] P86-10081 06
SPACE STATION INOGRAN STAtEmeNT
[NASA NELEASE-£6-103] 986-10163 06
GARRICTT, ONEN NAN
ASTRONAUT GANRIO_T TO LEA¥t NASA
lEAS& _ELI_SI-86-75] P86-I0135 06
GARVAIE, STEII|
PRESS CONFIRRNCI: SRB MA52tRS P86-10032 05
_IE, GOREON
REMARKS PRIP_RID FC_ DEIIV_R_: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVERNMENTS 5E_TERN STA_I COnfERENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, COLORADO P86-1026_ 05
_|LHAETIN, THISH
NASA 5NQ-86-C2-08 EUDGE_ EEIEIING P86-10028 05
GEREAIX, DANIEL _.
NASA TASK PONCE ASSIGNHENTS DETAILED
[NASA RELEASE-86-2q] P86-10025 06
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION OH THE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. OPEN HEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS TASK FORCE PRESENTATIONS,
PRIDA_, MARCH 21 P86-10069 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION O_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, MARCH 21, 1986 P86-1011_ 05
GIDEON, ROBERT
STATEMENT BY THE IETERAGENCV NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEW
PANEL HE_ONE THE SUBCOMMITTEE OE ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PEODOCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIYES P86-I00_3 05
GET,BE, JOHN
PRESS CONFERENCE: APPOINTMENT OF JESSE MOOhE AND
R/CHARD TRULY P86-10029 05
NASA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-I0030 05
G_&CCOH_, RICCAE_O
AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS TO NAVE OBSERVING TIME ON
SPACE TELESCOPE
[NASA RELEASE-86-108] P86-10168 06
GIBSON. ROBERT L.
ATLANTIS ASTRONAUT TEST CREWS ASSIGNED
[NASA RELEASE-86-1_8] P86-10216 06
NASA 1986: THE _H&R IN HEVIEN
[NASA BEIEASE-86-177]
GIBSON. HIND!
NASA NHQ-86-02-08 BUDGET BRIEFING
GXLLAfl. ISAAC _., IV
P86-102_5 06
P86-I0028 05
PRESENTATION TO THE PHESIDENTIAI COMaISSION ON Tab
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENt: AGENDA
P86-100q7 05
+ STATEMENT OF ISAAC T. GILLAB, IV BEFORE THE
5UECCMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY_ U.S. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10063 05
CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAl DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-86°IO2] P86-10162 06
BOEING SELECTED FOR SPACE CONMERCIKL DEVELOPHENT
AND U_ILIZATION
IN&HA RELEASE-86-127] _86-10187 06
SPACE 5ZR¥1CES INC. TO USE NASA LAUNCH FACILITY
[NASA RELEASE-S6-128] P86-10188 06
NASA AND 3M COMPANY SIGN JOINT AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-86-171] P86-10239 06
GILHAE, MARX ELIZABETH
SPACE SCIENCE STUDENT HINNERS ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-86-71] P86-10131 06
GIVERS, EDWARD GALEN, JR.
ASTRONAUT HEFLORLAL TO RE BUILT
[NASA RELEASE-86-38] P86-10081 06
GLAISHHR, ROBERT
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CRALLBEGRR ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 23, 1986
P86-I005_ 05
GLENN, JOHN HERSCHEL, JR.
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIV_R/: NASA C_NTBRS AND
NEADCUARTERS P86-I0076 05
GODDARD. ESTHER
LIOUID-POELED ROCKET FLIGHT ANNIVERSARY TO BE MARKED
[NASA RELEASE-86-26] P86-10057 06
GODDARD, ROBER_
LIQUID-FUELED ROCKET FLIGHT ANNIVERSAR! TO BE MARKED
I_-10
PE$SGIAL NAMES INDEX GRAHAM. NILLIAB R°
[NASA REL_ASI-_6-26] P86-10057 06
REMARKS PRIPAHID POE DEIIV_HY: GODDARD MEMORIAL
SYMPOSIUM, GCEEAHD SPACE _IIGET CENTER, GREENBELT,
MAEYLRND P86-I0075 05
REMARKS PRePAReD FCH DEZIVIHX: NASA CENTERS AND
E_ADOOAETEFS P86-I0076 05
REMARKS PN_PARHD FOR D_LIV_Y: GODDARD SRLCE
FIIGR_ CENTER, GREINEEI_, BIHILAND P86-I0101 05
EXCEH_TS FHON REBAH_S PRIEJHID FOR DELIVERY: THE
MARS CCEIIEENC_, NATIONAL A(ADEMY OF SCIENCES,
NASEIEGTON, _.C. P86-I0208 05
GCRTER, _OHANN EOIPGANG VCN
EXCEH_S FHC_ HEHARNS PP_AEEL _OR DELIVERY:
REPUBIICAN WCNINIS fEDERAl _OEUM, CAPITOL HILL
CLUB, NASE]NG_ON, D.C. P66-I0207 05
GCMTS, ROBERT C.
PRESS CON_RHENCE: APPCINTMENT OF JESSE MOORE AND
RICHARE T_ULI P86-I0029 05
SENIO_ 5_AIF CEANGES MALE _ JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
[NASA RELEAS]-EO-I_I] P86-10219 06
GCBAGEN, BONN
NASA SPACE _C_NOLCGT ENRANCIS DISEASE DE2EC_IOH
[NASA RE_ASE-E6-69] P86-10129 06
GCLDNA|, GAIL
NASA _BUCATICRLI ASSOCILTICE PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-I0030 05
GCLDHAN, MARVIN
STATEMENT PY _EE INTERAG_NCY NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEN
PANEL BEFORE TEE SUPCCMMI_EE ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AN£ PEODUC_ICE AND SPACE _CIENCE AND ARPLICATIONS;
COHMI_TEE CN SCIENCE AND _CBNOLOGT; UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF R_PRESENTATIVES P86-I00_3 05
GCCONBNE, MAT_E|N
NASA STUDS SU66ESTS ZETCNTC MOTION CAUSED DESERT
TC MC¥E
[NASA RELEAS]-86-1E0] P86-I0228 06
GONDON, CNNIS
PRESS CON_ZE|NCE: SEB MAIS]HS P86-10032 05
GORBAN, G.
SPACE SRUTTLE JOINT REVIEN P86-10035 05
GRADIE, _NATNAM
NENLY DISCCV|H]D AStEROIdS CCOLD PROVIDE _OR
FUTUEP SPACE MINING
[NASA R_LIASI-_6-72] P66-10133 06
GRAHAM, NIILIAE E.
+ REMARKS PREP|RED FOR DELIVERY: COMMEMORATION OF
DR. MARTIN L_EEB KING, JE._S BIRTHDAY; NASA
NEADQUARTEES P66-I0001 05
REBOT_ SENSING AGR_RMEN_ B_ACBED BT NASA AND ERA
[NASA REL_AS_-EOoT] P86-10008 06
UNITED STATES AND UNITED KINGDOM SIGN RESEARCH
AG_EEEENT
[NASA RELEASe-E6-10] P86-10011 06
NASA _OSTPCN_S GALILEO, UZTSSES, ASTRO-I LAUNCHES
[NASA RELEASE-E6-11] P86-10012 06
T_ACRER IN S_ACE PROGRAM TO CONTINUE
[NASA RRLEAS_-86-12] P86-10013 06
U.S. SPACE PCUNDATICN OGTLINIS CBJLLLERGRB 7 FUND
[NASA RELHASE-86-18] P86-10019 06
HDTCHZNSON LIAVES SPACE SYITICN POST
[NASA EELEAS_-_E-21] P86-10022 06
NASA EEPLANRING ACTIVITIES
[HASA REL_ASI-_6-2R] P86-10023 06
NASA NR0-86-02-08 EUDGET EHIRFING P86-10028 05
N-11
PEERS CONFERENCE: APPOINTMENT OP JESSE MOO_E AND
3LCHARD TRULY P86-10029 05
NASA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-10030 05
+ STATEMENT OF DR. _ILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE;
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNIIED STATES SENATE P86-10031 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: SRH MATTERS P86-10032 05
+ STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM E. GRAHAM BEFORE TEE
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOOSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-1003_ 05
+ STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE TEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COH/IITTEE ON .SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
RERRESEHTAT_VES P86-100_ 05
+ PRESENTATION i_O THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
PH6-I00_7 05
OFF/CIAL TRANSCRIPT PR_ERDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY b,
7986 P86-100@8 05
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON TEE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 10, 1986
P86-10050 05
_F_ICIAL TEAM.SCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11. 7986
P86-10051 05
EXECUTIVE ORDER: PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10056 05
+ STATEMENT OF NILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE OR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-10062 05
NASA AND JAPAN AGREE ON STATION RARDRARE FOR
PRELIMINARY DESIGN
[NASA RELEASE-86-31] P86-10071 06
NASA AGREES TO CANADIAN SPACE STATION HARDPANS
PROPOSAL
[NASA RELEASE-86-33] P66-10073 06
+REMAENS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDARD MEMORIAL
SYMPOSIUM, GODDAND SPACE PLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MARYLAND P86-10075 05
+ REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: NASA CENTERS AND
HEADQUARTERS P86-1OU76 05
+ REMARKS PREPARED POE D_J, IVERY: PRESS BRIEFING,
NASHINGTON, D.C. P86-10077 05
JAFFE TO CHAIR SPACE APPLICATIONS ADVISORY COMMITTEE
[NASA ERLEASB-86-5_] P86-10097 06
+ REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDAHD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAMD P86-10101 05
+ REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: CAPITOL HILL CL_B,
NASHINGTON, D.C. P66-I0102 05
+ REMARKS PREPARED FOR D_IVRRY: AEROSPACE 86 -
L_AA ANNUAL BESTING, ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA
P86-I0103 05
+ REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CONFERENCE, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
P86-I010_ 05
+ STATP_ENT OF NILLIAB B. GRAHAM, ACTING
ADMINISTRATOR: HASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-10205 05
BIERS BECOMES NASA DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR
[NASA RBLRASE-86-1_9] P86-10217 06
GRATo ERIC PERSOBAL BIERS INDRI
NASA 1986: _HE YEAR IN BE_IEN
[NASA REL_ASI-£6-177] P86-I02_5 06
GEAr, ERIC
PRESS CONEEB_NCE: AEPCI_ZEN7 OE JESSE MOORE AND
RICHARD T_UL_ P86-10029 05
GRAY, LEWEN B.
+ S_ATEBENT BY IEE IR_ERAGENC¥ NUCLEAR SAEETI EEVIEN
PANEL BEFORE TEE SUECONNI_EE ON ENERGY RESEARCH
ANE PSGDUCTICN AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CCBBI_TRS (N SCIENCE AgE 2_CH_OLOGY; UNITED STA_ES
HORSE OE REPRESeNtatIVE5 986-I0043 05
GREEN. gILLIAB
NASA _REMINA_E DEVEIOPM_N_ CE SHUTTLE/CENTAUR
UPPER STAG_
[NASA SELEAS_-£6-NC] P86-101q0 06
GEERNl, SRIRLE_
+ NASA NBQ-86-C2-08 _UDGET E_JEEING 986-I0028 05
+ PRIES CONE_EENCE: APPCIE_NEN_ OF JESSE MOORE AND
RICHA_E TEUL_ P86-10029 05
+ NASA E_UCATICNAL ASSOCIA_IC_ PRESS CONFERENCE
986-I0030 05
+ PRESS CCNEE_ENCE: SS_ BA_EE5 986-I0032 05
G_EGOEE, _SEDERICN D..
AS_EC_AUT GRSGCNY _AEE_ TC _EE POST IN
HEADQUARTERS SAFETI CFEICE
[NASA NEL2kS}-86-1_5] 986-I0213 06
GEGORICE, TBGB&S _,.
SPACE SCIENC_ STUDenT NIEN_S ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASe-66-71] 986-I0131 06
GRIFFIN. JEgSl
P_ESS CONfeRENCE: _P_CIN_NEB_ O_ JESSE MOORE AND
RICHARD TRUL_ P86-I0029 05
GEISSCBe VIRGIL IIAN
ASINCNAUT MEBCEIA_ _0 B_ BOILI
[N_SA RELEAS_-_6-38] 986-10081 06
G|ONBE, AM_
NASA BRQ-86-C2-08 EODGE7 E_]EFING 986-10028 05
H
BAEBEMDRI, GERHARD
AHTIEICIAL CLCSDS TC BE VI_ISIE AT DANN ALONG EAST
COAST
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-SI] P86-1009_ 06
BAGAN, DE_XSE
NASA INSTRUMENT AI_S OCEA_ _RATHER NONITORING "
[NASA EEL_ASE-£6-16_] 986-I0237 06
BAGAM, JAMES 6..
STA_ENSNT E¥ _EE Z_ERAGENCY NUCLEAR SAFET_ EEVIEH
PANEL BEHOVE _HE SOECOMMI_EE ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PEODUC_ICB AND SPACE S_IENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CCNBI2TEE CN SCIENC_ AND _CHNOLOGT; UNITED STATES
EOHSE OF R_P_ESBNTATIVES P86-10Oq3 05
EAGER, RCBRNT
PRESS CCN/_E_HCR: APPOINtMent OF JESSE MOORE AND
RICHAHD TEUL_ 986-10029 05
PRESS CONEER_NCE: SRB BA_£RS 986-10032 05
BAI B-BIg EO, gILlIAR
NASA SCUND_NG _OCK_T DES2_C_ED BY RANGE SAFETY
OFEIC_S
[NASA NEL_AS_-_6-11S] 986-10179 06
HALPEEE, RICBARE E.
SR&CE STATIC_ CRGANIZA_ICE APfROVED
[NASA RRLEASR-_6-18C] 986-I02_8 06
BANKINS, J.
_AILONE BODE AND EE_ECTS ANALYSIS AND CRITICAL
ITEMS LIST 986-10066 05
RARD_e GEORGE
SPACE SHUTTLE JOINT EEVlEg 986-10035 05
OFFICIAL TEABSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CORHISZION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, 9EBRUAR_ 25, 1986
985-10052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEEORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ECCIDRNT YEBRDARY 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIP_ PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 1986
986-1005_ 85
EARGBOVE, DAVE
PRESS CONFERENCE: SRB MATTERS 986-10032 05
RARRI_GTON. JA_ES C--
PRESENIATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSIC_ C_ THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
_ASA 1986: THE YEAR IN EEVIRN
[NASA BELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
HARRIS, ALAN
NEW ASTEROID/COMET NUCLEI HAZARD STUDIES ANNOUNCED
[NASA NELEASE-86-63] P86-10123 06
_AERISS_ ROBERT _,
AMAZON FORESTS SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECT GLOBAL AIR
QUALITY
/NASA HELEASR-86-6_] 986-I012q 06
RARE, DON
NASA NAMES DELTA 178 INVESTIGATIO_ BOARD
[NASA RELEASE 86-57] P86-10100 06
R&ETS_IELD# BE_R_ gARNER, JR.
OF/ICIAL TRANSCRIPT PEOCEEDINGS BEFORE
9R_SIDEHTIAL CONBISSION OR SPAC_ SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
986-10115 05
HARiELL# DAV_
PRESS CONFERENCE: APPOINTHENT OF JESSE MOORE AND
RICHARD TEUL_ 986-I0029 05
HAEgOOD_ RILL
PRESS CONFERENCE: SRB BATTERS 986-10032 05
BASEELL# BBE_T
STATEMENT BY THE INTERAGENC¥ NUCLEAR SAFE_K REVIEN
PANEL BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERG! RESEARCH
AND PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS:
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 986-100q3 05
HAOCK, _REDR_ICK H.
ASTRONAUT HA_CK NA_EE DEPUT_ FOR NASA EXTERNAL
RELATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-86-107] 986-10167 06
EXTERNAL RELATIONS ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATORS NA_ED
/NASA RELEASE-86-130] P86-10190 06
RANLE_. STRVRB a.
PRESIDENTIAL CONBISSION ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDEMT. OPEN HEARINGS: STS 51-L _&TA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS TASK FORCE PRESENTATIONS,
ERIEA¥, MARCH 21 986-10069 05
AILANTIS ASTRONAOT TEST CREME ASSIGNED
[NASA RELE&SE-86-1qN] 986-10216 06
NASA 1986: TEE YEAR IN EEVIE_
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] 986-I02_5 06
EA_ES. EAVID
STATENENT ET THE IETERAGREC_ NOCLEAR SAFETY REVIEg
PANEL BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGT RESEARCH
AND PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COBHITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P86-I00_3 05
E-12
_RNSOJAL |lR|S ]NDRI HO_Z, ROBRRT
BNAD, JIBES
INTERNATIONAl GROUP MEE_5 _CR RAELEIvS COMET
EHCODN_ER
[NASA RELIA5_-86-19] P86-10020 06
EARS CONFERENCE DRAMS INTErNAtIONAL INTEREST
[NASA RELNAS_-E6-91] P86-10151 06
EIARTE, RCJ
REMARKS PR_PaRID FOE DELIV_EI: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVERNMENTS _ESTERN STA_E CONfERENCEs COLORADO
SPRINGS, CCLCNAEO P86-I0264 05
B|IMLRIN. ROBERT A|SOM
RECEIPTS P_CR ELM&MRS PREPA}ED FOR DELIVERY: THE
MARS CONPEBENCE, NAtIOnAL ACADEMT OF SCIENCES,
NASRINGTCN, E.C. P86-I0208 05
EEENZe BILL
NASA ELHCA_ICNAL ASSOCIAIICW }MESS CLN_ERENCE
P86-10030 05
B_RBCLSE|IMER. LANBENCE F.
HERBCISHEIEE_ APPOINTED CCFlE_RCIAL PROGRAMS DEPUTY
[NASA RELIAS_-_6-79] P86-I0139 06
NASA 1986: _EI YEAR IN BEVIEg
[NASA RELEASe-E6-177] P86-I02%5 06
HERMAN. EAgINI
SPACE STA_ICN ORGANIZAtiON AE_ROVED
[NASA RELIASI-_6-180] P86-102W8 06
NRRR. PAOL
O}_ICIAL TEANSCRIPE PRCC_LINGS BEFORE
PRESL£EBTIAL COMMISSION C_ S_ACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACC]EEN_, F_£RHA_ 27, 1986
P86-1005_ 05
EICKS, DONALD A°
_NITED STA_E_ AND UNITE_ _IN_DON SIGN RE5EARCH
AGREEMENT
[N_SA EEL_S_-EG-IO] P86-I0011 06
_IMEL, M. J.
E_ILUH_ NO_ AND E_EC_S ANALYSIS AND CRITICAL
ITemS LIS_ P86-I0066 05
HINES, DILL
PRESS CCNE_£NCE: SEE _AI_E_ P86-10032 05
RIBBERS, ROLL
REMARKS PRIPAR_D FOE DELIVEB_: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGE_ CENTEr, GBE_NEEIT, _A_LAND P86-I0101 05
BIMNER5. MCEL g.
REMARKS PR_P_B_D FOR D_I/_NY: GODDAR_ MEMORIAL
SYMPOSIUE, GCEEABD SPACE P_]GE_ CENTER, GREENBELT,
MARYLAND P86-10075 05
EXCERPTS _BCE REMARKS PRI_ FOR DELIYER¥: HONOR
AWARDS CEEEMCNI, GCDDA_E SPACE FLIGHT CENTER;
GREeNbELT, M_E_LAN_ P86-I0273 05
EINSCN, EAVID P.
MARS CBSEH_EB INVEStIGAtIONS SELECTED
[N_SA RELEASE-£6-_7] P86-I0090 06
BIRATANA, TA_ASBI
U.S. SCIENCE _AM SELECTED FO_ JAPANESE SOLAR
HISSIEN
[NASA EELEASE-£6-1_3] P86-10221 06
ECDGE, JOHN D.
PEESENTATICN IC THE PRESI£EN_IAL COHMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUffLE CHALleNGER _CCI£ENT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
+ STATEMENT CE JOHN D. HODGE EEIOHE THE SGBCOMMIETEE
ON SCIENCE, _ECNNCLCGY AMD S_ACE, COMMITTEE ON
CCEEE_CE, SCIENCE AND _RANS/C_ATION, DNI_ED
S_A_ES SENATE P86-I0109 05
+ S_AT_MENT CF JCHN C. HCEG_ B_OEE TEE SUBCOMMIZTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND AP_II£A_IONS, COMMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AN£ _ECHNCICGY, ECESE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P86-I0113 05
NASA ANNOgNCES BASELINE COKFIGDRATION FOR SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-61] 986-10119 06
STATEMENT BY DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMIMISTRATOR_ PRESS CONFERENCE; NASA HEADQUARTERS
P86-I0120 05
_ASA ANEOONCES SPACE STATION ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR, MEg PROGRAM STRDCTURE
[NASA RELEASE-86-Mq] P86-101q_ 06
SPACE STATION DEPOTT ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATORS NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-86-125] P86-I0185 06
ROILLL. JAMBS 8-, JR,.
AMAZON FORESTS SIGNIFICANTLT AFFECT GLOBAL AIR
Q_ALITT
[NASA BELEASE-86-6_] P86-I012_ 06
BOI.LIMAN, JOHN
PRESS CONFERENCE: APPOINTMENT OF JESSE MOORE AND
RICHARD T_ULI P86-I0029 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: SRH MATTERS P86-10032 05
ROLLINSEEAD, C.
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
PS6-1OOq7 05
HOLLONAI_ TOMRI
NASA TASK FORCE ASSIGNMENTS DETAILED
[NASA EELE&SE-86-2_] P86-I0025 06
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION O_ THE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. OPEM HEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS TASK FORCE PRESENTATIONS,
FRIDAI, MARCH 21 P86-10069 05
HOJE_CDTT, J.
PRRSIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. OPEN HEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS TASK FORCE PRESENTATIONS,
FRIDAY. MARCH 21 P86-10069 05
HOOK. g. RAI
NASA ANNOUNCES PLAN FOR SPACE STATION REVILE
[NASA RELEASE-86-116] P86-I0176 06
flOOPER. JOHN
+ CRITICAL ITEMS PRESENTATION - OMS /ORBITAL
MANEUVERING SYSTEH) P86-I0068 05
EOPSGN. GEORGE
+ SPACE SHGTTLE MAIN ENGINE P86-10039 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
BOTZ. ROBERT
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHMISSION ON SPACE SHHTTLZ
CHALLEBGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FRBRUAE_ 6,
1966 P86-100_8 05
OYFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACS SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBRUAE_
6, 1586 P86-100_9 05
OIFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUAN_ 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COEMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBR_&NT 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
E-13
BCRSTCNo CECIL PERSONAL i&BRS INDEX
CHALLENGER ECCl_ER_w FEHEUAEY 27, 1986
P86-10054 05
EXECUTIVE CREER: PRESID_N_IA_ COBHISSION ON THE
SPACE SflU_LE CHALLENGER ACCI_EN_ P86-10056 05
OFFICIAL ZEANSCEIP_ PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCNNISSION Cm SPACE SHHTILE
CHALEENGEE ACCIDENT, HkRCH 21, 1986 986-1011_ 05
OFFICIAL TRARSCRIP_ PROCEE£1RGS BEFORE
PRESIEENTIAI CCBHISSION CN 5RACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, 2R_ES£AY &PHIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
B_BSTCi, CECII
PRESENTATION _0 THE PRESI£_E_IAL CGNBISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIEENT: AGENDA
P86-I00_7 05
Of}ICIkL TRANSCRIPT PhOCI_EINGS BEFORE
PRESIEENTIAI CCMHISSION CN SPACE SHOTTLE
CHAIL_NGER ACCIDENt, _IERUARI 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
OFFICIAl TRANSCRIPT PEOCI}DINGS BEFORE
PRESIEERTIAL CCMMIS_IOR CR SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALL_NGEE ACCICEN_ _EEEUA_Y 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
REELECT, CARL
ARTIFICIAL CLCUD5 TC BE VISIHIE A2 DAMN ALONG EAST
CCAST
[NASA REL_ASE-EC-51] P86-1009q 06
BUBBLE, EDNIN P.
EXCREteS EECB EEHAE_S PR_EAEEL FOR DELIVERY:
NATIONAL ISSO_S _ORUB CN TEE 8.S. SPACE PROGRAH:
DIRECTIONS PCE _BE _DTORE, IECOKINGS INSTITUTION,
WASHIEGTON, I.C. P86-10209 05
FOUR GREAT CESEEVAICRIES II11 AID IN ASTRONOMICal
EXEIOEATIC_S
[NASA EELEAS_-E6-1_E] P86-10236 06
EXCERPTS O_ _ENARKS RE,EARED FOR DELIVERY: MEDIA
SEMINAR CN U.S. SPACE ECIlCY; lOS ANGELES,
CALIFCRNIA P86-I0263 05
HUDSON, HUGH
S_ATEBENT OF DAVID C. BLACK B_FORE THE
SEECOBNIZXEE ON SCIENCE° T_CHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMBITTEE £N CCNMEBCE, SCI_NC_ AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNIIED S_A_ES S_NA_ P86-10108 05
E_E_RESSe NESLE_ T.
NASA SELECTS INVESIIGATICNS FCE COHET RENDEZVOUS
NISSICN
[NASA REL_AS_-_6-150] P86-10218 06
RC_CHXNSGN, MEIL
HU_CHI_SCN LIA_ES SEACB S_A_ICR POST
[NASA RELEAS£-£6-21] P86-10022 06
I
]NGERSOLX, ANDREN P.
MARS CESER_EE INVES_IGA_IC_S SELECTED
[NASA RELEAS_-R6-qT] P86-10090 O6
J
JAEFE, LECNARD
JA?EE NO CHAIR SPACE APELICATIONS ADVISORY COMBITTEE
[NASA BELEAS£-EC-5_] P86-10097 06
JA_FE. PE_ER
S_A_E_ENT EY TEE INTERAGENCY NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEN
PANEL BEFORE THE SUECCB_iTT_E ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PRODUC_IC_ AND SPACE SCienCE AND APPLICATICNS;
CC_I_TEE CN SCIENCE ARE _ICHROLOGX; UNITED STATES
ROUSE OF N_E_ESENTA_IVES P86-I00_3 05
JAEOSRI. RROC_ H.
HAES C_SEE_ER INVESIIGA_IC_S SELECTED
[NASA REL_ASE-E6-_7] P86-I0090 06
JARVIS, @EEGOE_ R.
TEACHER IN SPACE AND CORET HALLEY STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L PLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-86-5] P86-I0006 06
PRESENTATION TO _HE PRESIDENTIAL COH_ISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-I00_7 05
ASTRONAUT MEMORIAL TO HE BUILT
[NASA RELEASE-86-38] P86-10081 06
NASA RELEASES 51-L PREL&HNCH INTERCOM TAPE
TRANSCRIPTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-137] P86-I0197 06
NAS_ 1986: THE YEAR IR HE¥1EN
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
EXCERPTS FROM RENARKS PREPARED FOR DELI¥ERY: HONOR
ANARDS CEREMONY; JOHNSON SPACE CENTER NOUS_OR, TEXAS
P86-10269 05
JEIEIHS, R&RRXET_ G_.
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-I00_7 05
JORNSO_¢ RD
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHRISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: NORNING SESEION¢ FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P88-I00_8 05
JOHNSON_ RkRRT No
STATEMENT OF EAHRX M. JOHNSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMHITTEE ON GRNERkL OVERSIGHT AND THE ECOROBY
COHHITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS, U.S. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P8b-10107 05
JOHNSON, JOHN H.
NASA NAMES DELTA 178 INVESTIGATION BOARD
[NASA RELEASE 86-57] P88-10100 06
JOHNSON_ TORREBCR V°
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET RENDEZVOUS
MISSICN
[NASA RELEASE-86-150] P86-10218 06
JOHNSTON. DAVID F.
NASA TECHNICIAN MAKES BREAKTHROUGH IN AIR
POLLUTION CONTROl
[NASA RELEASE-86-101] P86-10161 06
JOHNStOn, ROR_
RESCUE SATELLITE SAVES FOUR IN FIRST DAY CE
OPERATION
[NASA RELEASE-86-1q_] P86-I020_ 06
JONES, &LTON
NASA TASK FORCE ASSIGNMENTS DETAILED
[NASA RELEASE-S6-2_] P86-I0025 06
PRESIDENTIAL COHMISSION ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. OPEN HEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS TASK FORCE PRESENTATIONS,
FRIDAY. MARCH 21 P86-10069 05
JONES, N_
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
JONES, E. T.
EXCERPTS FRON REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
ANN_AL HONOR AWARDS CEREaONY, AMES RESEARCH
CENTER; MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA P86-I0212 05
JORDAH, PRANK
INTERNATIONAL GROUP MEETS FOR HALLEY'S COMET
ENCCUN_ER
[NASA RELEASE-S6-19] P86-I0020 06
JOYCE, JOHN P.
STATEMENT BY THE INTERAGENCY NUCLEAR SAFE_Y RE?IEN
PANEL BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE O_ ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CO_fl!TTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; UNITED STAIES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P86-I00_3 05
E-1tl
PERSOBA_ NAFLRS ImDE% KIHSULu JOCRKU
K
KANT, SHARAD R.
D.S. SCIENCE TIAM 5_LRC_L _C_ JAPANESE SOLAR
HISSICN
[NASA REL_ASI-_6-1_3) P86-I0221 06
EAPR, JACK
SPACE SHOT_L£ OCIN_ REelE_ P86-10035 05
ORFICIAL TEAMSC_IP_ PEOC_EI_GS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, EEREUI_X 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
EIOFBAR. NHNDY
PRESS CONFEBENCI: _RB BAT_E_S P86-I0032 05
RAITEN, GERALD G.
NASA PREDICTS BEVOIUTIGNAR_ ADVANCES iN AIRCRAFT
PEREORBANCR
[NASA RELEASE-F6-13] P88-1001_ 06
KRRI, ALIGN G.,
GRPICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCE|_I_GS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBNISSION CR SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIdENt, FERRUA_Y 11, 1986
P86-10051 US
OFFICIAL IEAN_CRIP_ PROC_IEINGS BEFORE
PReSIdENTIAL CCEHISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIEENT, F_ERUAEY 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
OFFICIAL _ANSCRIP_ PROC_}£1NGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT fEERUA_Y 26. 1986
P86-10053 05
ORFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PHCCEEIINGS BEFORE
PRISIDHNTIAL CCNBISSION CN SPACE SHHTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCiDENt, f_EEUJ_E 27, 1986
P86-1005q 05
O_FICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBBISSION CN S_ACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
OFFICIAL TEAESCRIP_ PHCCE_EINGS BEFORE
PBHSI_ENTIA_ CCBBISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, BAECE 21, 1986 P88-1011_ 05
OFFICIAL _RANSCHIP_ PROC£ECIHGS BEFORE
PHESI£ENTIAL CCBBISSION C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURS£A¥ APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
NE_LER, _lflg_L i.
+ STATEBERT CE SANUEI _. _IILEE BEFORE THE
SUHCCMHIT_E CN ENERGY EESIABCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCOBEIT_RE CB SPACE SCIENC_ AND APPLICATIONS;
COHNITTEE CN SCIENCE AND T_CBNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
HEPREERHTA_IqES P86-100q8 05
STATEMENT £I _B. J&BES C. EL_CHER, NASA
ADMINISTRA_OFI: PRRSS E_IERING P86-I0210 05
KHLLHY, NICBA_L
AHIIEICIAL CLCUDS _C DE _IS15LE AT DAWB ALONG HAST
CCAST
[NASA BELRASE-E6-51_ P86-1009_ 06
HRLLY, WILLIAH R.
SENIOR STAff CHANGES NADE AT JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
[_ASA REI_AS_-86-151] P86-10219 06
_RRNEDY, C&R_R
OFFICIAL _RANSCRIP_ PROCEEEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBBISSION CR SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, PEEEOA_Y 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PECEE_EINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCB_ISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALL_BGHR ACCIDEN_ P86-I0055 05
RRRHE_Y, JCH| P.
EXCERPTS FRC8 RENAR_S PR_PA_t_ FOB DELIVERI:
RSPHBLICAN WOBEN'S FEDERAL FORUB, CAPITOL HILL
CLUB_ RASHINGION, D.C. P86-10207 05
EZCERPTS OF REBA_RKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: _EDIA
SHBINAH ON U.S. SPACE POLICY; LOS ANGELES.
CALIFORNIA P86-I0263 05
EZCERPTS FROB EHBARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNBENTS ANNUAL BEETING;
ORLANDO. FLORIDA P86-I0271 05
KHRNIB, JOSEPH PHTER
NASA _ASE FORCE ASSIGNBENTS DETAILED
[NASA RELHASE-86-2_] P86-10025 06
PHHSENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL CO_HISSION ON TEE
SPACH SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
PRESIDENTIAL COHFLlSSION ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. OPEN HEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS TAS_ FORCE PRESENTATIONS,
fRIDAY, MARCH 21 P86-I0069 05
NASA RELEASES CHALLENGER TRANSCRIPT AND REPORT ON
CAUSE OF DEATH
[NASA RELEASE-86-100] P86-I0160 06
REIHEH, Do
5PACE SHUTTLE JOINT REVIEW P86-I0035 05
RICKLIGHTRR, H.
PRESENTATION TO THE PR_IDENTIAL CONBISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-1O0q7 05
RIEFFER_ HUGH H.
BARS GHSERVER INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-86-_7] P86-10090 06
NILHINSTEH_ JOSEPH CA.
PRESS CONFERENCE: SRD BATTERS P86-I0032 05
SPACE SHUTTLE JOINT REVIEW P86-10035 05
OFEICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11, 1986
P86-I0051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_81SSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
OFFICIAL TH&N_RIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
P86-I0053 05
OFFICIAL TEANSCHIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO,FISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 1986
P86-I005_ 05
KING. HAH_IN LUTHER, JR..
REMARKS PREPARED FOB DFJ_IVERY: COMMENORATION OF
DR. BABTIN LUTHER KIRG, JR.'S BIRTHDAY; NASA
H_ADQUARTHRS P86*10001 05
HIHG, PETE
PRESS CONFEEE_CE: SRB BATTERS P86-10032 05
KI|GSBUR_. J&UES E.
KINGSBUHY TO HEAD NASA SOLID ROCKET ROTOR TEAR
[NASA RELEASE-86-38] P86-I0079 06
TEOHAS ASSURES RESPONSIBILITY FOR SHE REDESIGN
[NASA RELEASE-86-58] P86-10116 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 06
KISHEI, JOLHHR
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOB COHET RENDEZVOUS
HISSION
[NASA RELEASE-86-150] 986-10218 06
E-15
EIIECflINEt HA _L PERSOMIL gAffES INDEX
RLIMCBINE, HA_
PRESS CCNfEEENCE: SBB NA_PS P86-10032 05
KIIIEE]RG. JOBJ B.
EXCEEEIS F_GE EEBAEKS P_EPAPE_ FOB DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEBEBCJI, LEELS RESEARCH CENTER
P86-10268 05
KOOGe golBlN E.
STATEflENT E_ _E IN_EEAGENC_ NDCLEAB SAFETY EEVIRW
PANEL BEFOIE _EE SBECOBBII_RE ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PECDHC_ICN AND SPACE _CIENCE AND APPLICATIONS:
COBNIITEE CM SCIENCE AND _ECHNOLOGY; HNITED STATES
HOUSE OF REP_E_ENTI_IVES P86-100q3 05
KCCB, DATED
NASA ANABDS CCN_EAC_ TG 5_£_ EETEHNAL _ANK
CCNVE_SICM
[NASA RELPASE-E60111] P86-10171 06
ROBES, RICHARD E.
PRESENTATION TC _EE PRESIIP_TIAL COBHISSIOH ON THE
SPACE SBDTXLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
OEEICIAL 2_ANSCRIP_ PROC£_£INGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCNBISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCaDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBRUAR_
6. 1586 P86-10049 05
OIEZCIAL TRANSCRIPT PROC_EEI_GS BEFORE
PNESIEENTIAL CCBMI_SICN C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALZPNGER ACC]_RN_, E_EPOBEX 27, 1986
B86-1005_ 05
NASA ANNOUNCES NEN SPACE _EC_ILE _ANAGEEENT
STRHC_OEE
[NASA NEL_AS_-86-159] P86-10227 06
ECLCZ_ESK1, E_NARD P_
OFEICIAL _EANSCEIP_ PROCEedINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBBISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACC]DENT FEPES_ 26, 1986
F86-1UO53 05
OEEICIAL _ANSCRIP_ PNOCIP£1NGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBBISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACC]EENT, EEENUAFY 27, 1986
P86-1005_ 05
RONDO, ICJI
NASA _A_EL_I_E £HPPCaTS CCBET HALLET ENCOUNTERS
[NASA EEL_AS_-_6-2_] P86-10060 06
HCNO, VOEEI
NASA AND JAPAN AGREE ON STATION RARDHARE FOR
PBELIBINA_ DESIGN
[NASA RELeASE-P6-31] P86°I0071 06
NEAFT, _ISHETB
TEACHER IN BRACE AND COMET EALLE¥ STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L ELIGH_
/NASA RELEASE-_6-5] P86-10006 06
REOGH, LESTEH C.
NASA AND 3E C_CBPANY SIGN OClN_ AGREEMEN_
[NASA RELEASE-_6-171] P86-10239 06
KDRZEJAe ROBERT _.
S_KTEflENT _Y _EE IN_ERAGENC_ NUCLEAR SAFET_ REVIEW
PANBL BEFORE TEE SD_COHBI_ ON ENERG_ RESEARCH
AND PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COHBI_EE CN SCIENCE AN£ _ECNNOLOGY; UNITED STATES
H_5E OF E_P_ESENTA_IVES P86-I00_3 05
N£_Y|A, HONALD
OFEICIAL T_ANSCBIP_ PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCNEISSION CN SPACE SHHTTZE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt: BINNING SESSION. FEBEUAR_ 6.
1986 P86-100_8 05
OFFICIAL T_ANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BE_ORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCHMI_SION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALLRNGER ACCIDENt: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1986 P86-100_9 05
OEEICIAL 2RANSCRIPT PBOCPIDINGS BEFORE
PRESIEHNTI&_ CCHBISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, PE_N_AE_ 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
OFF£CIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. FEBRUARY 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDEHTIAL COMHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLEHGHE ACCIDENT FHBRUAH_ 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 1966
P86-I005_ 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSIOH ON SPAC_ SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
EXECUTIVE ORDER: PRESIDENTIAL COMBLSSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-_0056 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PEHSID_NTIAL COMMISSION OM SPACE SHDTTLE
CHAL!ENGRH ACCIDENT, MARCH 21, 1986 P86-1011_ 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE




SPACE SCIENCE STUDENT N!NN_RS ANNOUNCED
[HASA HEIEASE-86-71] P86-I0131 06
KNEELS, STEVE
NASA NHQ-86-02-08 BUDGET BRIEFING P86-10028 05
LAHBER_E, HORACE
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COBHISSION ON _HE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBBISSION ON SPACE SHOTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUAR_ 26, 1986
P86-1UU53 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PH_SIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHDTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARI 27, 1986
P86-1005_ 05
LANE, EARL
PRESS CONFERENCE: APPOINTSENT OF JESSE _OORR AND
RICHARD TRULY P86-I0029 05
LAIG, EORRET
+ OFFICIAl TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PHESIDEHTIAL CO_EISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
L_ESON, ART
SPACE SCIENCE STUDENT NINNERS ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-86-71] P86-10131 06
LAESOM, HAROLD P.
SCIENTISTS MAKE FIRST DEFINITE IDENTIFICATION OF
WATER IN COMETS
[NASA BELEASE-86-_] P86-1DOO5 06
LEATHBREE, JF_OMR
PRESS CONFERENCE: SRB MATTERS P86~I0032 05
LEBERT, L.
FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS AND CRITICAL
ITRHS LIST P86-10066 85
LEROFSK_ LARET L
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET RENDEZVOUS
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-86-150] P86-10218 06
E-16
PE|SOBAZ, W&HES IID.EI LUCASG HI.IJ.X&l B.
LEE, J°
PRESENTATXC] _C THE PRESI_|_TIAL COIEISSION ON _RE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ICCIDBNT: AGENDA
R86-I0047 05
IEE, _EC_AS JACK
NASA _ASK _OECE ASSIGEBBN_S DETAIleD
[NASA RELEAS_-86-2q] P86-10025 06
OFFICIAL TH&NSCRIP_ PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRISIEEETIAL CCNHISSIOW CN S_ACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-10055 05
PRESIEEHTIAL C6RBISSIOR CN IEB SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt. OPEN BEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AED DESIGN ANAIISIS TASK _C_CE PRESENTATIONS,
FRIEAI, MA_CB 21 P86-10069 05
HARSHALL OIBECTOR _C EE_I_
[NASA RELEASE-86-72] P86-10132 06
IERSTEAe DIVID C.
PRESIDENTIAL CCENXSSION C_ THE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt. OPHN _EARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND D_SIGE ANALISIS TASK _CHCE PRESENTATIONS,
FRIDAI, Ma_CE 21 P86-10069 05
_ASA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIAT_C_ PRESS COnFEREnCE
P86-10030 05
PRESS CONH_ENCE: SHB BA_RS P86-I0032 05
_¥XRE, RLISSA
REflO_ SENSING MILl EEI_ _E_ICT CHANGES IN SOIL
CO_DITICNS
[NASA REL_AS_-86-170] P86-10238 06
EE¥lNE, _OEL
NASA _-2 AIRCRAFT MILL S_£X COW,ROLLED CALIFORNIA
FOREST FINI
[NASA EELEASE-86-13_] P86-I019_ 06
IE¥_, _E_ALD S.
NEE S_ACE ASI_CNCHI TECBNICHI DEVELOPED TO STUDI
CELESTIAL £GDI_S
[NASA REL_AS_-_6-1_O] P86-I0200 06
LEWIS# GEORGE
EXCERPTS P_O_ BEWARES P_R_aSE_ FOR DELIVER_: HONOR
AWARDS CER_MCNI, LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
P86-I0268 05
l_gIE, TC_
IEBIRES PR}PI_[D POE DIIIVI_I: CAPITOL HELL CLHH,
_ASEINGTCN, D.C. P86-I0102 05
IIEDSAI, |ATHAE
NASA _ASN BOBC_ ASSIGNM_B_ DE_AILED
[NASA NEL_ASI-£6-2_] P86-I0025 06
PR_SIEEETIAL CCMflISSION £_ _IE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHaLLenGER ACCIDEB_. OE£_ _£_EINGS: STS 5|-L DATA
AN_ DESIGN ANAIISIS TASK $C_C_ PRESENTATIONS,
ERIDAI, MA_CR _I P86-10069 05
liES, T. D.
LUNAR SCIL P_C_CES HIGH G_A_ CONCRETE MATERIAL
[NASA RELEASe-E6-66] P86-I0128 06
XITTLES, OERRCL WHINE
OFFICIAL _ANSCEIP_ PEOCE_£1NG5 BEFORE
PHESIEENTIAI CCESISSION CN S_ACE SHU_LE
CHALLENGES A£Cl_N_ _EERU_ 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
O}_ICIAL TEA_SCEIP_ PEOCI_EINGS BEFCRE
PRESIDENTIAL CCEMISSION CE S_CE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACC]DEN_ P86-10055 05
PRESIDENTIAL CCEBI_SICN C_ _BE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt. OE_N _EARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
A_D DESIGN ANAIISIS TASK }C_CE PRESENTATIONS,
_RIDAI, Ba_C£ _1 P86-I0069 05
OFFICIAL TBANSCRIP_ PROC}}EINGS BEFORE
PR_SIEENTIAI CCE_I_SION C_ S_ACE SHUT_LH
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, 8ARCH _I, 1986 P86-1011q 05
LOGSDOH, JOH|
BARS CONFERENCE DRANK INTERNATIONAL INTEREST
[NASA RELEASE-86-91] P86-10151 06
LCBAK, HARVARD
EXCERPTS FROH REEARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERZ:
ANNUAL HONOR AWARDS CEREHOMI, ABES RESEARCH
CENTEHI SOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA P86-I0212 05
LCHBARDO# d°
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COHBISSION ON TEE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLE_G_ ACCIDEHT: AGENDA
P86-I00_7 05
LO|DON, SIDNEX
SPACE SCIENCE STUDEBT RINNERS AENOUECED
[NASA RELEASE-86-71] P86-I0131 06
_OVEL&CE# &L_B Ho
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERT: AEROSPACE 86 -
AIAA ANNUAL 8EETING, ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA
P86-I0103 05
LOVHLL, JAHSS ARTHUR, au_
STkTENENT OF DR. JAHES C. FLETCHER, NASA
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EXCERPTS UP BEEARKS PREPARID BOB DELIVERY: MEDIA
SEEINAE ON U.S. SPACE BCIICI; LOS ANGELES,
CALIICRRIA 986-10263 05
REM&RKS PRIPARID FCR DELXqlRI: COUNCIL OF STATE
GOVERRNE_'/S RESTERN STA_ CCNEBRENCE; COLORADO
SPRINGS, CCLCRADO 986-1026q 05
EXCERPTS 9ACM RRMARES PREPARER FOR DELIVERY:
AGENCI-NID_ ReiGN |NARIS CIEEMCNY P86-10266 05
EXCeRPts PACE REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
COUNCIl OF S_A_E GCVERNN_N_S ANNUAL MEBTIRG;
OBIAN_C, fACF]_A P86-1027! 05
R_DNCND, THOEAS
NASA _ASK IORC_ ASSIGNE_N_5 E_TAILEB
[NASA RELEASE-E6-24] P86-10025 06
PRESIDENTIAL CCMMISSION CN _BE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt. OPEN EEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND _ESIGN ANAIXSIS TAS_ fC_C| PRESENTATIONS.
FRIDAX, MA_C£ _1 986-10069 05
R_RDY, ROBERT C.
MARS CESERVER ]NVESTIGA_ICNS SELECTED
[NASA REI_AS|-86-_7] P86-10090 06
REEL, BILL
OIEICIAL TRANSCEIP7 PROC_IEINGS BEFCRR
PRESIDENTIAL CCflMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT EEE_RX _6, 1986
986-10053 05
REINARTZ, STAEL_
OEPICIAL 2PANSTRIP_ PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCNMISSIGN C8 SPACE SHUTTLE
CUAILENGER ACCIDENT, F_ERUAFY 25, 1986
986-I0052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PBOCEf£INCS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIEI CCMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACC]UEN_ fEE_¥ 16, 1986
986-I0053 05
OPFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROC_E£1NG5 BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL C(BMISSION C_ SPACE SHUffLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, PZEBUARX 27, 1986
P86-I005q 05
R_NSENEGEB_ ECYCB
PRESS CCN_EPE_CE: SEE MATTERS P86-10032 0S
_TSNXN, ORDITE A.
_AC_£R IN SPARE ABE CC_E_ HA£LEV STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L EIIGH_
/NASA REL_AS_-_6-5_ 986-I0006 06
PRESENTATICN TC TBE PRESI£_IIAL COH_ISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUffLE CHALLENGER ECCIEENI: AGENDA
P86-I00_7 05
ASTRONAUT MEMCEIAI _0 _ E_ILI
[NASA BEL_ASE-£6-3_] P86-I0081 06
NASA RELEASES CSALiENGER T_ANSCRIPT AND REPORT ON
CAUSE O_ £_ATR
[NASA BELEASE-EC-1C0] 986-I0160 06
NASA RELEASES 51-L _EELAUNCE INTRRCGN TAPE
T_ANSCBIP_S
[NASA EEL£ASE-_6-137] 986-I0197 06
NASA 1986: _E YEAR IN _IEW
[NASA REL_AS_-_6-177_ 986-I02_5 06
EXCERPTS F_O_ REMARKS PRE_A}£_ FOE DELIVER_: HONOR
ARABLE CEEEBCEI; JCBNSCN S_ACE CENTER HOUSTON, TEXAS
P86-10269 05
RN_|OLDS, JO_L IL.
STATEMENT BF THE INTERAGBNCZ NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEW
PANEL BEFORE THE SUBCOBalTTBE OR ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; UNITED STATES
HOOSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 986-I00q3 05
LICE, JOHH U.. JR.
STATBEENT BV THE INTERAGENCV NUCLEAR SAFB_Y REVIER
PANEL BEFORE TEE SUBCOEHITTEE ON ENERGY RBSRARCE
AND PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COBEITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; UNITED STATES
HOOSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 986-I00_3 05
_L_CKNAR. ROUG
NASA SPACE TECHNOLOGY ENHANCES DISEASE DETECTION
[NASA RELEASE-86-69] 986-10129 06
AIDE, SLLLT R,
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGEB ACCIDENT: _ORNING SESSION, FEBRUAR_ 6,
1986 986-I00q8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_BISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1_86 P86-100_9 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11, 1986
P86-I0051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COEEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTL_
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
OFEICIAI TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMmISSiON ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
986-10053 05
OFEICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_EISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 1986
P86-1005q "05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_EISSION ON SPAC_ SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0055 05
EXECUTIVE ORDER: PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-18056 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, MARCH 21, 1986 986-I011_ 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMNISSION ON SPACfl SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
ASTRONAUT RIDE NAMED SPECIAL ASSISTANT FOR
STRATEGIC PLANNING
[NASA RELEASE-S6-11,] P86-1017_ 06
EXCERPTS FROH REMARKS PREPARED fOR DELIVERY:
NATICNA_ ISSUES FORUM ON THE B.S. SPACE PROGRAm:
DIRECTIONS FOB TEE FUTURE, BROOKINGS INSTITUTICN,
NASBINGTON. D.C. 986-10209 05
EXCERPTS FROM RENARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: FAY
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, _ASHINGTON, D.C.
986-10211 05
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVILE
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-I02_5 06
EXCERPTS OF REBARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: _EDIA
SEMINAR ON U.S. SPACE POLICY; LOS ANGELES,
CALIECRNIA P86-IO263 05
RIEHL, _ILLIAH A_
STATEMENT BY THE INTERAGENC_ NUCLEAR SAFE_Y REVIEW
_-25
|ODER,S, JEFJRRT J,. PRRSO|IL JAffSS ZEDRI
PANEL BEFORE TEE SOBCOHflI3_AA OR ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CCNBI_EE CJ SCIENC_ ARE _ECRNOLOGy; UNITED STATES
flCOSR OF REP_ESBNTAZIVES P86-100q3 05
EORER_S. JR/FEEl A.
SPACE SCIERCE S_UDENT WINaEES ARNODNCED
[NASA RELEASE-£6-71] P66-10131 06
&ORRRISCN. JACK
NASA NNQ-6_-02-06 BUDGET _EIAEING P86-10628 05
ECDNETe G|ORGE A.
NEW SA_E_ OFFICE AND _CSIZIC& ESTARLISHED
[NASA RELIAS|-86-67] P86-101_7 06
EECERF_S _EGE EEN&RES P_EARID FOE DELIVERY:
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER E_EO_EFS; KENREDK SPACE
CENTER. FICR]£A P66-10272 05
|OGEES, NILLIAE P.
+OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROC_|£INGS BEFORE
PRFSIDEN_INL CCRNISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt: _CRWI&G SESSION, FEBRUABI 6,
IS66 P86-100_8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PBCC_EEINGS REMORA
PRESIDENTIAL CCMEIS_ION CI SPACE SHOT_LE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt: AE_I}RCCN SESSIGR FEBRUARY
6. 1986 P86-I00_9 05
+ O_EICIAL TE&NS£RIP_ PEOCEE£INGS BEFORE
PRISIEENTIAL CCMBIS_IGN C| SPACE SHU_LE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. FE£BOAEY 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
OFFICIAL T_ANSCRIPT PROC_|£INGS BEFORE
PR_SIDENT_AI ¢CBBISSIOR CN SPACE SHO_TLE
CRAILENGER ACCIDENt. FEEEUA_Y 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
O_FICIAL _RANSCRIP_ PEOCA_DINGS BEFORE
_RESIDENTIAL CCNEISSION 6_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CRALLANGER ACCI£EB_ FREEZER% _6, 1966
P86-10053 05
OFFICIAL _EARSCRIP_ PROC_EINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL C(NMISSICE CN 5}ACA 5BDTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIEANT, FEEBOAfi_ 27, 1986
P66-I005_ 05
OFFICIAL I_ANSCRIP_ PBGCE_EINGS BEFORE
PRISIDANTIAL CC_81SSIO_ CN SPACE SH_LE
CRALLANGER ACCIDENT P86-I0655 05
EIECD_IVE CB_: PRRS_DEN_IAI CGH_ISSION ON THE
SPACE SB_LE CHALIINGZR ACCI_EN_ P86-I0056 05
+ OFFICIAL 2BANSCRiP_ PRGCFI_INGS BEFORE
PR_SI£_NTIAL CCflNISSION CN S_CE SHUTTLE
C_ALLENGER A(CIDAN_, NARC_ 21. 1986 P86-1011_ 05
+ OFFICIAL _ANSCEIP_ PRGCE_£INGS BEFORE
PRISIEENTIAI CCBNISSION C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENt, TBDBS_Y APRIL 3. 1986
P86-I0115 05
G_CUP _C R_V]t_ SPACE SHD_LE MANAGEMENT
[NASA RELeASe-E6-76] P86-10136 06
NASA 1986: _E_ _EA_ IN fiE¥]E_
[NASA RELeASe-E6-177] P86-I02_5 06
N(OPE, P. M.
LICUI£-_UEi_ EOCE_ FLIGHI ANNIVERSARY TO BE _AHKED
[NASA _EL_AS_-66-26] P86-I0057 06
RCEER_RAL, RARR!
PRESS CCN_t_ENC_: SRB MA%_tES P86-10032 05
tC$S, LANRBRCE _.
NASA NARES D£L_A 178 I_VESS]GARIGN BOARD
[NASA RAL_ASE _6-57] P86-10100 06
DEL_A 178 ACCI£ENT ECA_E _]_CINGS
[NASA RELEASE-E6-8E] P86-101q5 06
NASA 1986: _EE YEaR IN _E_IEW
[NASA REI_ASI-_6-1_7] P86-102W5 06
SPACE STATION ANALYSIS RESOLTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-181] P86-102q9 06
EU6REL, ROBERT
GFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFGRE
PRESIDENTIAL COH_ISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1966 P86-100_6 05
OFFICIal TRABSCRTPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONRISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CRALLEEGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1586 P86-100_9 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONNISSION OR SPACE SBUTTL_
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25. 1966
P86-10052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CGHEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRBARY 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
OFFICIAL T_ARSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFGRE
PRESIDENTIAL COB_ISSIO8 ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALLEEGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 1966
P86-I005_ 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHHISSION ON SPACE SHHTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT PH6-10G55 05
EXECUTIVE ORDER: PRESIDENTIAL CON_ISSION CN TEE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0056 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PHESIDENTIAL CONEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, RANCH 21, 1986 P86-1011q 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COBEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALIENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3. 1986
P86-10115 05
RUSSELL, RRIk_
SPACE SHUTTLE JOINT REVIEW P86-I0035 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_BISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PHOCEEDIMGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO88ISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALLERGEH ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
P86-I0053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PHESIDENTIAL COMNISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 1986
P86-I005_ 05
EUTAE, EOgT
NONSTGP GLOBAL VOYAGER AIRPLANE TO CARRY EMERGENCY
LOCATOR
[NASA RELEASE-86-132] PH6-I0192 06
RO_AR. DICE
NONSTOP GLOBAL VOYAGER AIRPLANE _G CABB_ EHE_G_NC_
_OCATOE
[NASA RELEASE-86-132] P86-I019_ 06
R_AN. ROBERT So
PRESIDENTIAL COaHISSION ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. OPEN BEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS TASK FORCE PRESENTATIONS,
_RIDAY, _AHCH 21 P86-I0069 05
OFFICIAL THANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_NISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. _ARCH 21. 1986 PH6-1011W 05
S
SADEBROLH. CRARLIE
SPACE SHUTTLE JOINT REVIEW P86-I0035 05
_-26
PEFSONAI MANES ImDEX SMITH, C.
OE_ICIAL T_A_CRIP2 PROCIEEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAl COMMISSION C_ S}ACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIEER_, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
P86-10052 05
SAGAN, CARL
NABS CCNFEFRbCE DRAWS INTEI_AIIONAL INTEREST
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-91] P86-I0151 06
SALDEVAR. EICAE£O &LOEC
PRESS CCN_EEENCI: APPCI_I_EN_ OF JESSE MOORE AND
RICHARD TNUL] P86-10029 05
SALES, ALBERT
PRESS CCN_E_CE: APPCI_TEE_T OF JESSE EOORE AND
RICHARD 2EUL! P86-I0029 05
SANARRIA, NAIAEI
NE_ SUPER CCBN_TRR SU_NCNIE BEY NASA PROJECTS
[NASA RELEASE-E6-74] P86-1013q 06
SA_gB|ELLI, AINETffE M.
TEACHER IN SFACE A_D COMET HALLEY S_UDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L FIIGB_
[NASA RELEASE-_6-5] P86-10006 06
SATAN, PATRICIA
NASA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATIC_ ERESS CONFERENCE
P86-I0030 05
SAVER, L.
SPACE SBUT_IE JOIN_ REVIEW P86-10035 05
ECARF, FBRDENICE, L..
INTERNATIO_AI GECUE EEE_S IC_ _ALLEY'S CONEY
ENCOUNTER
[NASA RELEASE-E6-19] P_6-I0020 06
SOftER. LYNN
PRESS CCN_EEENCE: APPCIN_EEN_ OF JESSE MOORE AND
RICHARD TR_L] P86-I0029 05
PRESS CCNEERENCE: SRH NA_E_S P86-10032 05
SCOBEE, FRANCIS NICHARD
TEACEER IN SPACE AUD COBRA _ALLET S_UDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L _IIGB_
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-5] P86-10006 06
PRESEHTA_ICR TC THE PRESIDEntIAL COENiSSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER _CCIEENT: AGENDA
P86-I00_7 05
ASTRONAUT BBNCRIAI _0 RE E_II_
[NASA RELEASE-E6-38] P86-10081 06
NASA RELEASES C£AL_ENGEH T_ANSCBIPT AND REPORT ON
CA(S_ CP DEATH
[NASA RELE_SE-_6-1CO] P86-10160 06
NASA RELEASES 51-L PRELADNCB INTERCOM TARE
TRANSCRIPTS
[NASA RELeASE-E6-137] P86-10197 06
NASA 1986: TEE IENN IN REWIE_
[NASA RELEASE-E6-177] P86-102_5 06
EXCEBBTS P_OE REBARKS PREEAEED FOR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREMONY; JOHNSON S_ACE CENTER HOUSTON, TEXAS
P86-10269 05
SCOFI|LD, EARCLD |.
PRESIDENTIAl COMMISSION CN IRE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHAILENGEH ACCIDENt. OPEN _EARIHGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN A_AIYSIS TASK _CRCE PRESENTATIONS,
FR]DAI, MASCE _1 P86-10069 05
OE_ICIAL TRANSCRIPt PROC_EEINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION CN SPACE SHUT_LE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, EARC_ 21, 1986 P86-1011_ 05
SCUDDER, JACK D.
NASA SELECTS I_VESTIGA_IC_S ICR COMET RENDEZVOUS
BISSICH
[NASA RELEASE-£6-1_O] P86-10218 06
SEABOUN|, C. N.
STATEMENT £X TEE INTEBAGE_CY NUCLEAR SAPETY REVIEW
PANEL BEFORE YEE SUECONNII_E ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P86-100_3 05
SRAISB, CHARLES
TEACHER IN SPACE AND COMET HALLEY STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L ¥11GBT
[NASA RELEASE-86-5] P86-10006 06
SEE, ELLIOTT HCKAY. JR.
ASTRONAUT MEEOBIAL TO BE BUILT
[NASA RELEASE-86-38] P86-10081 06
SEEGERS, FRANCES
PRESS CONFERENCE: SHE MATTEHS P86-I0032 05
SEGARS, FRANCIS
NASA NEQ-86-02-08 BUDGET BRIEFING 986-10028 05
SEKANINA, ZDENEN
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOH COHET RENDEZVOUS
HISSION
[NASA RE/EASE-86-150] P86-I0218 06
SBACKNE_, ROBERT
PRESS CONFERENCE: SRB BATTERS 986-10032 05
SHAH, GAYLOED
PHESS CONFERENCE: APPOINTMENT OF JESSE NOCRE AND
RICHARD TRULY P86-10029 05
SHELLEY, CARL B.
SPACE STATION OFFICE FORMS OPERATIONS TASK FORCE
[NASA RELEASE-86-129] P86-I0189 06
SREP&RD# ALAN BARTLETT, JR,.
REAARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CONFERENCE, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
P86-1010_ 05
SROEHAKER, EUGENE
NEH AStEROID/COMET NUCLEI HAZARD STUDIES ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-86-63] P86-I0123 06
SINCE, ROBERT B.
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON TEE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-I00_7 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT BH_EEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION. FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P86-I00_8 05
OFFICIAL THANSCEIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PHESIDENTI&L COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSIO_ FEBBUAR_
6, 1_86 P86-I00_9 05
SILVEIRA, HILTON A.
+STATEEENT OF EILTON A. SILVEIRA BEFORE THE
S_DCOHMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCOBMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CONEITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P86-100_5 05
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMEISSION ON _HB
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-I00_7 05
SJOGREN# HILL_AN L.
NABS OBSERVER INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-86-_7] P86-10090 06
SN&NTZE_ LANRENCE
NATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE PROGRAM AWARDS CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-86-Q1] P86-1008_ 06
SL&YTOR, DONALD KENT
SPACE SERVICES INC. TO USE NASA LAUNCH FACILITY
[NASA HELEBSE-86-128] P86-10188 06
SMART, TIE
PRESS CONFERENCE: SEE MATTERS P86-10032 05
SEl_B. C.
FAILURE BODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS AND CRITICAL
I_EHS LIST P86-I0066 05
E-27
SElTHw £1VID _.. PKRSOE&L NARES INDEX
SMITH, £ARID E-
MARS CESEE_ER IEVES_IGA_ICaS SELECTED
[NASA RELeASE-E6-47] 986-I0090 06
MARS CBSEEVER INYES_IGA_IC_5 SELECTED
[NASA RELEASI-£6-47] P86-I0090 06
£HITH, GERALD N.
KINGSBUR¥ _C EEAD NASA SCII£ RCCKET ROTOR TEAM
[NASA REleASE-E6-36] 986-I0079 06
EDITH, OIE
OFPICIAI ISANSCRIP_ PROC£_EI_US BEFORE
PRZSIDENTIAL CCMMISSION CR SEACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIgENl PBB_UaE_ 26, 1986
P86-I0053 05
OEIICIAL T}ANSCRIP_ PBOC_ICINGS BEFORE
PRISIDENTIAI CCMMISSION CN SEACE SHUTTLE
CHALL_NGEN ACCIDENt, P_ERUa_! 27, 1986
P86-I005_ 05
SHITS, BICEAEX &,
_ACBEE IN SPACE ANE COMET EALLEY STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-I fIIGH_
[NASA REI_aS_-£6-5] 986-I0006 06
PRBSENTATICN _C THE PRESiUEE_IAL COEHISSION ON TH_
SPACE SHOITL_ CHALIENGEB ACCI£ENT: AGENDA
P86-I00_7 05
AS_RCNAUI MEBC_IAI IO BE _UIII
[NASA R_L_S_-_6-38] 986-10081 06
NASA RELEASES CHALI_NG_R T_ANSCRIPT AND REPORT ON
CAtSE CP D_A_H
[NASA REIEASE-66-100] P86-10160 06
NASA RELEASES _I-L PRELAUNC£ INTERCOR TAPE
TRANSCRIPTS
[NASA REL_AS_-_6-137] P86-I0197 06
NASA 1986: _EE _EAE IN EE_IEH
[NASA RELEASE-66-1?7] P86-I02_5 06
EXCERPTS E_OM REMARKS P_fAEE£ FOE DELIVERY: HONOR
A_ARDS CEREHCN_; JCBNSCN S_ACE CENTER HOUSTON, TEXAS
P86-I0269 05
SEITE, RICHARD G.
PRESS CON_ZEZNCE: APPCIN_EN_ OF JESSE HOOEE AND
RICHARD TEUL_ P86-10029 05
PR_SENTATICE TC TR_ PR_SI£|NTIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALI_NGEU ACCI£ENT: AGENDA
P86-100_7 05
OFFICIAL T_ANSCRIP_ PRCCE_£1NGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCBHISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CEAII_NGER ACC]£ENT: A_2_ROCN SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1986 P86-100_9 05
OffICIAL TRAnSCrIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCRMISSION CN SBACE SHUTTLE
CRAIL_NGER ACCIDENt, EEEEUA_ 27, 1986
986-I005_ 05
KSC DIEECTCR SMITE _0 RE_]_
[NASA REL_AS_-£6-8$1 P86-I01_9 06
BCCAE_NE_ NA_ KENNED_ 51ACE CENTER DIRECTOR
[NASA _EL_AS_-£6-11?] 286-I0177 06
NASA 1986: _E_ _EAE IN _IEN
[NASA REL£AS_-66-1_7] P86-102_5 06
NASA 1986: _E_ _EAR IN _EVIEE
[NASA RELEASE-E6-177] P86-I02_5 06
5GDEEBLOM, LAURENCE A.
_AES CESEEYER INVESTIGATIC_S SELECTED
[NASA BEL_AS_-_6-_7] P86-10090 06
NASA RCLDS PUEIIC PRESENTATION ON VOYAGER URANUS
ENCOUNTER
[NASA BELfASt-If-56] P86-10099 06
SCIBEBORI, GECRGE
NASA SATELII_E SUPPCR_S CCEET BALLEY ENCOUNTERS
[NASA RELEASE-86-29] P86-I0060 06
SP_AS. L
SPACE SHUTTLE JOINT REVIEN P86-I0035 05
SPI_ZN_GIL, RD
NASA SPACE TECHROLOG_ ENHANCES DISEASE DE_ECTION
[NASA RELEASE-86-69] P86-I0129 06
S_UYEES, STEVEB
MAES OBSERVER INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-86-_7] P86-I0090 06
STRELE, E. H.
FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS AND CRITICAL
ITEMS LIST P86-I0066 05
STERE, S. ALAN
TEACHER IN SPACE AND COMET HALLEY STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-86-5] 986-10006 06
STEVRNSON_ CHARLES
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
986-I00q7 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
P86-I0053 05
+ OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMRISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 1986
P86-I005_ 05
PRESIDENTIAL COMHISSION ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. OPEN BEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS TASK FORCE PRESENTATIONS,
_HIDA¥, MARCH 21 P86-10069 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, MARCH 21, 1986 986-I011_ 05
STENANT_ JAB_S F.
NASA PRODUCES MAJOR PO_EE IMPROVEMENTS Wl_R JET
ENGINE PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-86-176] P86-I02_ 06
STHHAET. EOBERT L.
PRESIDENTIAL COMHISSION ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. OPEN BEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS TASK FOECE PRESENTATIONS,
FRIDAY, HAECH 21 P86-I0069 05
STOPAN, AEDEEW J.
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE STATION ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR, NEW PRGGRAM STRUCTURE
[NASA RELEASE-86-8_] P86-I01_ 06
SPACE STATION NILL INCREASE JSC HANPONER LEVEL
[NASA RELEASE-86-98] P86-I0158 06
NASA ANNOUNCES PLAN FOR SPACE STATION REVIEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-116] P86-10176 06
SPACE STATION DEPUTY ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATORS RAHED
[NASA RELEASE-86-125] 986-10185 06
SPACE STATION OFRICE FORHS OPERATIONS TASK FORCE
[NASA RELEASE-86-129] P86-10189 06
EXCERPTS FROH EEEARMS PREPARED FOR DELIVER_:
NATIONAL ISSUES FORUH ON THE U.S. SPACE PROGRAM:
DIRECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE, BROOKIRGS INSTITUTION,
MASBINGTON, D.C. P86-I0209 05
flOSER TO HEAD SPACE STATION PROGRAM OFFICE
[NASA RELEASE-86-152] P86-I0220 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RE/EASE-86-177] 986-I02_5 06
SPACE STATION ORGANIZATION APPROVED
[NASA RE/EASE-86-180] P86-I02_8 06
B-28
PEESOJAD NANRS 7IBEX TBOBPSONt JABBS R.
SPACE STATION ANAIYSIS RESDI_S
[NASA RE_EASI-E6-181] P86-102_9 06
S_ONB. EUNARD
NASA BOLDS PDELIC PEESENTAII£1 CN VOIAGEE URANUS
_NCCUN_ER
[NASA RBLEAS}-£6-56] P86-I0099 06
S_OBBOCK. PRfRB A.
U.S. £CIENCE IEAB SELECTEE fC_ JAPANESE SOLAR
MISSION
[NASA RRLfASE-E6-1ES] P86-10221 06
SBLLIYAN, KATRRX|
BARS COMPETENCE DEANS INTErnatIONaL INTEREST
[BASk RELEASE-E6-91] P86-10151 06
SO_TRR_ JOSRPH
OffICIAL 2BANSCEIPT PROCE}_INGS BEFORE
PRESICENTIAL CCBHISSION CS SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER aCCIDENt. P_E_QA_Y 25. 1986
P86-I0052 05
OFFICIAL T_ANSCRIP_ PEOCE_INCS BEFORE
PRISI£ENTIAL CCHflISSION C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGE_ ACCIDENT fEEBUIE¥ 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
OEFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROC_EINGS BEFORE
PRESIEENTIAL CCMNISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCI£ER_, _EERUINY 27, _986
P86-1005q R5
O_FICIAL 2RANSCEIP7 P_CC_E_INGS HEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCNMI_SION C_ S_CE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACC_DEN_ _86-I0055 05
SUTTEE NaNtD EASA ADVISORY PANEL CHAIRMAN
[NASA RZLIAS_-EC-I_] P86-10222 06
Z(_CN. KENNETH
STKTENEN_ B_ _E IN_ERAGEBCY NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEW
PANEL BEFORE _EE SUECOMHI_E ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PEODUC_IC_ AND SPACE _CIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CCNNI_TEE CN SCIENCE AND I_CENOLOGY_ UNITED STATES
HOSSE OF REPreSENTATIVES PBC-lOOq3 05
$_INGBAENER, ROBIN
OFFICIAL TRARSCEIP_ PECC_IEI_GS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CfMHl_5ION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CRALLEEGEE ACCI£E_ f£ERD_ 26, 1986
P86-I0053 05
O_ICIAL IRARSCRIPT PEOCEfEINGS BEFORE
PR}SIDFNTI_L £(BHISEIO_ CA SPACE SHUTTLE




PRESS CCNfEBENCE: SRB BAI_BS F86-I0032 05
I_LLRI, ECN
P_ESS CONFERENCE: APPCINTEEN_ OF JESSE HOORE AND
_ICRARD TS_L_ P86-I0029 05
TALLY, CLIVR
NASA ECUC_ICNAL ASSGCIAIIC5 fRESH CCNPERENCE
P86-10030 05
_aNgRR, L, RA_
_E_SC_NEL CH_N_ES ANNOUNCER JT MARSHALL SPACE
PLIGHT CEN_E_
[NASA RELEASE-EC-I£_] P86-10232 06
_aXLOR, g.
PRESENTAIICN TC TEE PRESI£_IAL COMMISSION OR TEE
SRACE SHUffLE CRALL£NG_E ACCI£ENT: AGENDA
P86-100q7 05
_DESCO, EDNARD
NEWLX DISCOVerED ASTEROIDS CC_LD PROVIDE FOR
EC_URE S_ACE _IRLNG
[NASA BELfASI-_6-73] P86-I0133 06
_RRONE, CREIGBI_N l_
NASA NA_ES E_I_A 17_ INVEStIGatION BOARD
[NASA RELEASE 86-57] P86-10100 06
2EEBBLL, NO,RAN
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL CONMISSION ON TEE
SPACE SNBTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDa
P86-180_7 05
_RBOJ, JO_J
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT YEBRUARY 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
_NOBAS. ABLYB
SPACE SCIENCE STUDENT NINNEHS ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-86-71] P86-10131 06
_EOflAS. G_NB
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
_RESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CBALLRRGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
P_ESIDENTIAL COHBISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27. 1986
P86-1oosq 05
_BORAS, JOHN _,
NASA _ASK FORCE ASSIGNHENTS DETAILED
[NASA EELEASE-86-2_] P86-10025 06
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL CONMISSION ON TBE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER aCCIDENT: aGENDA
P86-10Oq7 05
PRESIDENTIAL COa_ISSION ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. OPEN HEARINGS: STS 51-L DaTa
aND DESIGN ANALYSIS TASK FORCE PRESENTATIONS,
FRIDAY. NARCR 2_ P86-10069 05
KINGSBURY TO READ NASA SOLID ROCKET ROTOR _AM
[NASA RELEASE-86-36] P86-I0079 06
THOMAS ASSUNES RESPONSIBILITY FOB SRN REDESIGN
[NASA RELEASE-86-58] P86-I0116 06
NASA 1986: TEE YEAR _N REVIEN
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-102_5 Oe
XROMPSON, ANNIE
SPACE SHUTTLE JOINT RE VIE_ P86-10035 05
OFEICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
OPEICIAL TRABSCEIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
P86-I0053 05
OPEICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHHISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CaALLEHGEE ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27, 1986
P_6-1005_ D5
ZHOHPSON. JA_ES _.
TRCEPSON TO MANAGE NASA TASK FORCE
[NASA RELEASE-86-20] P86-I0021 06
SARA TASK FORCE ASSIGNMENTS DETAILED
[NASA RELEASE-86-2_] P86-I0025 06
+ PRESIDENTIAL CO_RISSION ON THE SPACE SHUTILE
CHALLENGER aCCIDENT. OPEN HEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
aND DESIGN ANALYSIS TASK FORCE PRESENTA_iCNS,
ERIDAY, MARCH 21 P86-I0069 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD R. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCON_LTTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COH_ITTEE ON CO_NERCE, SCIENCE AND TRaNSPORtatION,
UNIIED STATES SENATE P86-I0111 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COHEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, MARCH 21, 1986 P86-I011_ 05
E-29
_BCMPSO|w BOEIRT B. PEBSOiAL NAMES INDEX
TBCMPSOR A_PCI_TED DIHECTOR, MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT
CAN_RR
[NASA RELEAS_-£6-1CT] P86-I0166 06
PERSONNEL fHAR_ES ANNOENCE£ AI _ARSRA_L SPACE
FLIGHT CEN_E5
[NASA REI_ASP-£6-1£4] P86-I0232 06
NASA 1986: IRE ]EAR IN REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-E6-177] P86-102_5 06
TECMPSON, RO_ER% E.
THOMPSON NAMED NASA SAEET_ _IBECTOR
[NASA RELEASE-AT-45] P86-10088 06
XEOMSC_, JEER!
NASA _AMES DE_A 176 IN¥E_IGA_IOR BOARD
[NASA RELEASE £6-57] P86-I0100 06
TROR_TON, KATNRI| C.
ATLANTIS AStrOnAUT _EST C_E_S ASSIGNED
[NASA HELEASI-£6-1_6] P86-I0216 O0
TNNOT, PIARER J.
ATIAN_IS ASTRONAUT TES_ C_E_S ASSIGNED
[NASA RELEASE-E6-148] P86-I0216 06
TITLE, AEAN a.
D.S. SCIENCE T_AM SEIECT_ EC_ JAPANESE SOLAR
MISSICN
[NASA NELEAS£-£6-1_3] P86-I0221 06
_CEEE_T, E. EO!
ARTIFICIAL CLCUDS _C _E VISIEIE AT DAWN ALONG EAST
CCAST
[NASA HEL_ASE-£6-51] P86-I0094 06
_CRE, _ARSEA
NASA SWlTC_ EARTH OBSERYATICN MISSION AND
TEIESCCFE IA£NCEES
[NASA REL_AS_-£6-2_ P86-I0003 06
2RAIG, BICBAEI
NASA NBQ-_6-O2°08 EUDGET E_IE_iNG P86-I0028 05
_EIPP_S_E. GAEI
NASA PLIES PIRS_ LARGE SCAIE I_TEGRATED AIRCRAFT
S_S_ENS
[NASA RELEASe-E6-82] P86-I0142 06
_SCMERA. JACOB I.
MARS CRSEE_ER INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED
[_ASA REiIASi-£6-_7] _86-1U090 06
_AUL_, RICHARD RAR_ISCN
TRUL_ APPOINTED SPACE EI/G£_ ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
[NASA RELEASE-E6-15] P86-I0016 06
NASA SEACE ELIGST EEPUT¥ ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
NAMED
[NASA EEIEA_-_6-1_] P_6-I0017 06
THOMPSON TC MANAGE NASA TASN _CRCE
[NASA REL_AS_-_6-2C] PR6-I0021 06
N_SA _ASK EO_C_ AS51GNEEN_S DETAILED
[NASA AEL_AS_-_6-2_] P86-I0025 06
PRESS CONFeReNCe: APPCIN_E_2 OF JESSE MOORE AND
RICRAEE TRUL] P86-10029 05
+ S_A_EMENT EY REAR A[MIRAL _ICHARD TRULY. NASA
ASSOCIAT_ ADMINISTRATOR EC_ SfACE F_IGHI
P86-I0033 05
KINGSBDR] _O b_AD _ASA SC_ID RCCNET MOTOR TEAM
[NASA RELEASE-E6-36] P86-10079 06
CHEW CABIN N£CC¥ERF OPE_A_I£_S COMPLETED
[NASA REL_ASE-£6-_6] P86-I0089 06
S_ATRNENT £¥ REAR A_NIRAI I}UI_
[NASA REL_AS_-£6-53] P86-10096 06
_ASA LAMES DEL_A 1_8 INVeStIGATION EOARD
[NASA REL_A5E £6-57] P86-I0100 OU
+ STATEMENT O} RICHAR_ H. _DL% BEFORE THE
SDBCOBMITT_E CN 5C]ENCE, _E&HNOLCG¥ A_D SPACE,
+
+
COMMITTEE OR COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P86-10106 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD R. TRDLY BEFORE TEE
S_BCOMBITTEE OB SCIENCE, TECRNOLOG_ AND SPACE,
CC_M!TTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
_NITED STATES SENATE P86-10111 05
S_ATEMENT OF RICHARD R. TRULY BE¥OEE THE
S_SCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE OR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE UP
_EPEESERTATIVES P86-10112 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, MARCH 21, 1986 P86-I011_ 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-I0115 05
THCMAS ASSHMES RESPONSIBILITY FOR SAM REDESIGN
[NASA NELEASE-86-5H] P86-10116 06
GROUP TO REVIEW SPACE SHOTTLE MANAGEMENT
/NASA RELEASE-86-76] P86-I0136 06
MISSION 51-E FLIGHT READINESS REVIE_ VIDEO TAPE
LOCATED
[NASA RELEASE-86-77] P86-I0137 06
NASA TERMINATES DEVELOPNENT OF SHUTTLE/CENTAUR
UPPER S_AGE
[NASA RELEASE-86-80] P86-101_G 06
DELTA 178 ACCIDENT BOARD FINDINGS
[NASA RELEASE-86-85] P86-I01_5 06
NASA TO ASSES5 SAM IMPROWEMERTS AND SECOND S_PPL_
SOURCE
[NASA RELEASE-86-9_] P86-I015_ 06
NASA RELEASES CHALLENGER THANSCRIPT AND REPORT ON
CAUSE CF DEATH
[NASA BE/EASE-86-100] P86-10160 06
SEATTLE MISSION 51-L RECOVERY OPERATION ENDS
[NASA RELEASE-86-121] P86-10181 06
LOCKHEED SHUTTLE PROCESSING CONTRACT EXTENDED FOR
THREE ]EARS
[NASA RELEASE-86-126] P86-I0186 06
STATEMENT BY DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS BRIEFING P_6-10210 05
NASA ANNOUNCES NEW SPACE S_UTTLE MANAGEMEN_
STRUCTURE
[NASA BE/EASE-86-159] P86-10227 06
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN RRVIE_
[NASA RELEASE-86-177] P86-10245 06
_SHRHTANI, BRHCE T.
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR COM_T RENDEZVOOS
MISS/CN
[NASA RELEASE-86-150] 986-10218 06
TRCKEE, LF_N
NASA EDOCATIONAL ASSOCIATION PRESS CONFERENCE
F86-10030 05
$iAIN, MARK
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: TEE
flABS CONFERENCE, NATIONAL ACADEBY OF SCIENCES
WASHINGTON, D.C. P86-|0208 05
_XDECK, A°
SPACE SHUTTLE JOINT HE VIEW P86-10035 05
_LER, Go LEONARD
Mk_S OBSERVER INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-86-_7] P86-I0090 06
_-30
PEESONAI NAMES INDEX NEITZq PAUL JOSEPH
U
UCCELIINI, LOUIS
NASA SCIENtIStS SERE CAUSE Ct EAST CCAST CYCLONES
[NASA RELEASE-E6-30] P86-10070 06
UXLIAN# $CUIS O°
STATEMENT EX T_E INI£RAG_NC% NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEW
PANEL BEFORE TEE SUECOMNI_EE ON ENERG_ RESEAHCH
AN£ PHODUC_ICN AND SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
COMMITTEE CN SCIENC_ ANE I_CSNOLOGY; UNITED STATES
HORSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P86-I00_3 05
C_SNAN, THomas E.
NASA TASK FORCE ASSIGNMEntS _ETAILED
[NASA RRL£ASI-£6-24] P86-10025 06
PRFSIDENTIAI CfMHISSION CN _E SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACC/DEN_. O_EN EEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANAIYSIS _ASK fOrCE PRESENTARIONS,
FRIDAY, _AEC£ _I P86-I0069 05
KSC DIEECICR S_ITB TO _E_]BE
[NASA REI_AS_-_6-8S] P86-I01@9 06
V
YALERC, FRAICISCO P. J.
NASA SELECTS I_VES_IGA_IEAS ?CB CURET RENDEZVOUS
MISSION
[NASA REL_ASE-£6-150] P86-I0218 06
VAN BOrdEN, JAMES D.
ASTRONAUT JAMES VAN BOETEA _£SIGNS
[NASA RELEASF-66-78] P86-10138 06
VANNIER, HICBAE_
NASA SPACE TFCENOLOG¥ ENHANCES DISEASE DETECTION
[NASA BELEASE-£6-6S] P86-10129 06
IAUGEAN, CHESTER A.
NASA _AMZS DELTA 178 INNES_IGATION BOARD
[NASA RELEASE _6-57] P86-10100 06
¥_ILINGEN, JOE| C.
TEACheR IN SPACE AN_ CCME_ HAILE_ ETUDE HIGHLIGHT
51-I FIIGH_
[NASA RELEASE-EL-5] P86-I0006 06
E_¥BREA, JOSEPH




REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIV}RY:
HEADQUARTERS
MARSHALL DIRICTCR TC RETIRE
[NASA RELEASE-_6-72]
RENAMES PREPARED FOB DELIVERY:









MARS CBSENIEB INVESTIGATI6A5 SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-E6-q7] 986-10090 06
_AZ_RRG, GERAID D.
STATEMENT BY TEE IN_ERAG_NCI NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEW
PANEL BEFORE TEE SUECOMMI_EE OW ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PRODUCTION AND SPACB SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS_
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AN£ I_CRNOLOGY; UNITED STATES
HC_SE OF REPRESENTATIVES P86-100q3 05
NA_DOP, HITCH
NASA NBQ-66-62-08 EUDGET E_IEEING P86-10028 05
NALEEE, ARTHUR
OFFICIAL T_ANSCRIPT PRCCEZ£1NGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CCRMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDeNt: MORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1966 P86-100_8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COSMiSSION ON _PACE SHHTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AFTERNOON SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1_86 P86-100_9 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CO_MiSSION ON SPACE SHHTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SpAcE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
P86-I0052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CORMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
P86-I0053 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUAB_ 27, 1986
P86-1005q 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT PB6-10055 05
EXECUTIVE ORDER: PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0056 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, MARCH 21, 1986 P86-I011_ 05
MATRBMAN. ROBERT Ho. JR.
RE,ASKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CONTRACTOR CONFERENCE, PAID ALTO, CALIFORNIA
P86-1010q 05
HEAR. LAER!
SPACE SHUTTLE JOINT _EVIEW P86-10035 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLEHGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
P86°I0052 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAl COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT FEBRUARY 26, 1986
P86-10053 05
FAILURE RODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS AND CRITICAL
ITEMS LIST P86-10066 05
NEAVEE, HAROLD
SCIENTISTS MAKE FIRST DEFINITE IDENTIFICATION OF
NATER IN COEETS
[NASA RELEASE-86-q] P86-I0005 06
REBER, EDGAR
NASA TASK FORCE ASSIGNMENTS DETAILED
[NASA REIEASE-86-2_] P86-10025 06
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON TEE
SPACE SHHTTLR CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-1O0q7 05
PRESIDENTIAL COHEISSION ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. OPEN HEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS TASK FORCE PRESENTATIONS,
FRIDAY, MARCH 21 P86-10069 05
WEEKS, I.... MICHAEL
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON TEE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBROART 10, 1986
P86-I0050 05
W|IDEBEIRR, SCOTT
NASA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION PRESS CONFERENCE
P86-I0030 05
gRl2Z, PAff_ JOSEPH
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, TRURSDA_ APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
_-51
NPNGEE,NIKI PERSONAL gAMES INDEI
SENIOA STAEP CHANGES EAD_ AT JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
[NASA REItASt-EH-151] P86-I0219 05
ASTRONAUT _II_2 NAN_D JCHRSCN SPACE CENTER DEPUTY
DI_C_CN
[NASA HEL_ASI-E6-183] P86-10251 06
N_NGEN, |IEI
S_UDEN_ SHUTTLE EXP_NI_EN_ 6E_S SECOND CHANCE TO FLY
[NASA NEI_AS£-E6-35] P66-I0078 06
NISTCCT/, EUGENI
AR/IEiCIAL CICBDS _C BE VI_IELE AT DARE ALONG EAST
CCAST
[NASA RELEASE-66-51] P86-1009q 06
NEST_ALL, JOHN _.
AHATEUB AS_BCNCBEES TO HAV_ CHSEHVING TIME ON
SPACE _LESCCEE
[NASA _EL£AS_-_6-1CH] P86-10168 06
gZSTGA/R, BGE
NASA NHQ-H6-GP-OH HUDGE/ EH_FING P86-10028 05
NETZRI, PAUL
OFFICIAL _ANSCRIP_ PNOC_I_INGS BEFOBE
PRESIDENTIAL CCMMISSIOg CH SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCI_EN/, FEBEUAH_ 27, 1986
P66-1005q 05
RBRELCN, ALERRT
OFFICIAL THARSCRIPT PROC_}EINGS BEFORE
PB_SILENTIAL CCEMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIdENt: NCRNI_G SESSION, FEBRUARY 6,
1986 P86-I00_8 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCNIP1 PROCeedINGS BEFORE
PBESIDENTIAL CCEBISSION CN S_ACE SHUTTLE
C_ALLEBGEB ACCIDENT: A}IH_OCN SESSION FEBRUARY
6, 1966 P86-I0049 05
EX_CHTIVE CN_E: PHESID_H_IAI COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALIENGE_ ACCICANT P86-10056 05
O_ICIAL IfiANSCRIPT PECC_CINGS BEFORE
PNESIDEN/IAL CCNBISSION C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCICENT, MAHCE _1, 1986 P86-1011_ 05
O_EICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PR_SIE_NTIAI CCENISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACC]DEN/. TH_ESIAY APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
NBITR, RDNAND R_GGINS, IT
AS/NONAUT NEECEIAI /C B_ E_IL_
[NASA BELEAS_-_8-38] P86-10081 06
gRITTY, ANY
NASA NHQ-86-02-08 EUDG_T EHI_PING P86-10028 05
_IGGINS, CALVIN G°
SPACE 5HU_L_ JCIH_ REVlE_ P86-10035 05
O_PICIAL 2EANSCNIP_ PROCE_LINGS BEFORE
PReSIDeNTIAL CCEMISSIOg C_ SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIEEET, _E_ROAHY 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
BXLCOR, RILLI|R
CENTERS FOA CCHNERCIAL £EV_ICPME_/ OF SPACE HAMED
[NASA HEL_AS_-_6-102] P86-10182 06
NILLIAES# CLiFtON COR_IS, JR.
ASTRONAUT ERNO_IAL /C _E E_II_
[NASA BELEASI-£6-3B] P86-I0081 06
gI_LIAHS, EICRA|L
SCIENTISTS EANE FIRST DEEINITE IDENTIFICATION OE
NA%_H IN CCN_TE
[NASA REL£AS_-£b-q] P86-]0005 06
RIILIABS, gALI|R
NASA TASK EOHC_ ASSIGNB_H_ DETAILED
[NASA REL_ASI-66-2_] P86-I0025 06
PBESENTATICN TC TEE PEESIDE_IlAL COBBISSION ON TEE
SPACE SHUTTL_ CHALI_NGEE ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-I00_7 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTL_
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: MORNING SESSION, FEBEUAHX 6,
1986 P86-I00_8 05
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. OPEN HEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS TASK FORCE PRESENTATIONS,
FRIDAY, MARCH 21 R86-I0069 05
NASA 1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
[NASA HELEASE-86-177] PH8-I02@5 06
WILSON, _,
NASA SCIENTIST AWARDED INTERNATIONAL ASTRONOMY B_DAL
/NASA RELEASE-86-28] P86-I0059 06
NINDSOR. MORGAN
TEACHER IN SPACE AND COME/ HALLEY STUDY HIGHLIGHT
51-L FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-86-5] P86-10006 06
NIRTERHALTER, DAVID
PRESS CONFERENCE: SEB BATTERS P86-10032 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS B_FOEE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 11, 1986
P86-10051 05
gOO, RICHARD
MARS OBSERVER IE_ESTIGATIONS SELECTED
/NASA RELEASE-86-_7] P8_-10090 06
Y
YABDLRI, JOHN
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL CONEISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, FEBRUARY 27. 1986
P86-1805_ 05
/EAGER, CHARLES
EXECUTIVE ORDER: PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT P86-I0056 05
YEAGER, JEARA
NONSTOP GLOBAL VOYAGER AIRPLANE TO CARRY EMERGENCY
LOCATOB
[NASA RELEASE-R6-132] P86-10192 06
IEOBAMS, DONALD K.
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CURET RENDEZVOUS
MISSION
/NASA RELEASE-S6-]50] P86-10218 06
¥OUHG. JOHN BRTTS
STATEBENT BY REAR ADMIRAL RICHARD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTEATOR FOR SPACE FLIGHT
P86-10033 05
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT, THURSDA/ APRIL 3, 1986
P86-10115 05
/OUMG, _ RATHE
SENIOR STAPF CHANGES M_DE AT JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
[NASA HELEASE-86-151] P86-10219 06
Z
ZCL_EB, L.
PRESEMTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COBRISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
P86-1GO_7 05
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S_ATEMEN_ OF £R. kILLIAM R. G_AEAM REFOR
CCMAIZTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNGLCGY; ROUSE OF
E FPRESEN_A!IIYES
GfABAE, _ILLIEM R. I
11 MAR. 1586 6P I
NUMBER OF
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Included for each speech are the title (or supplied title, indicated by the symbols <
and >). name of speaker, date of release, and other reference information
P86-10001
EEMANKS PRERARED FOR DELIVERY: COMMEMGEATION OF DR.
E_R_IN LUTBR_ KING, JR.'S BIRTHDAY; NASA HEADQUARTERS
G_AHAM, _ILIIAM R.
17 JAN. 1S86 3_
R86-10027
EACKGRCUND MAI_IAL: NASA F? 1_B7 BUDGES BRIEFING
5 FEB. 19_6 11P
F_6-10028
NASA NHQ-86-O_-C8 BDDGE_ BRIEFING
GEEEN_, _HIRLEY
5 EEB. 1986 _OF
Ff6-10029
PRESS CCNPERENCE: APFOINTMEN_ C_ JESSE MOORE AND
_ICHAED TRULY
GREENE, SHIRLEY
20 FEB. I_B6 50P
FE6-1O03O
NASA EDUCAIICNA¢ ASSOCIATICN E_ESS CONFERENCE
G_EENE, SHIRLEY
13 IEB. 1586 ;OP
PE6-10031
5_ATENEN_ OF DR. bILLIA_ R. G_ARAM BEFORE _8E
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIENCE, TECRNCICGY AND SPACE;
CCMMITTER ON CCMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
UNITED SRA_ES SINATE
GRAHAm, klLLIAM R.
18 _EH. 1SMb 3P
PE6-10032
P_ESS CCNFEEENC_: SRE MATTE_S
Gf_EN_, _HIRL_Y
12 FEB. I_86 61F
PE6-10033
S_ATEMEN_ BY _EIR ADMIRAL RICBABD TRULY, NASA
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOR SPACE FLIGHT
_RULY, RICHARD EA_RISCN
8 BAR. 19E6 13P
PE6-10034
S_ATEMEN_ OF HR. _ILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
C£_MITTE£ ON SCIERCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
_E_RESEN_A_I_ES
_fARAK, klILIAM E.




SPACE SHUTTLE JOINT REVIE_
MASON, JE_RY E.




7 MAR. 1986 20P
F86-I0037
RECONSTRUCTION AND ANALYSIS




5 MAR. 1986 10P
P86-10039
SPACE SUHTTLE MAIN ENGINE
HCPSO_, GEORGE
7 MAR. 1986 9P
P86-100_0
S_S 51-L INCIDEN_ INFESTIGATION
7 MAR. 1986 _P
P86-100_1
51-L FAULT TREE
7 MAR. 1986 18P
F86-100_2
SIS 51-1 _IME LINE
7 _AH. 1986 3qP
P86-100_3
STATEMENT BY THE INTERAGENCY NUCLEAR SAFETY REVISE
PANEL BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND
PRODUCTION AND SPACE SCIESCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CCE_ITTEE OH SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
GRAY, LEVEN H.
q MAR. 1986 12P
P86-I00_
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. GRAHAM BEFORE THE
SUBCOMM!_TEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES
GRAHAM, WILLIAM R.
26 FEB. 1986 4P
P86-100q5
STATEMENT 0¥ MILTON A. SILVEIBA BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION;
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES
SIL_EIRA, MILTON A.
4 MAR. 1986 6P
P86-10046
STATEMENT OF SAMUEL W. KELLER BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION; SUBCOMMITTEE ON
SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS; COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE




PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT: AGENDA
GRAHAN, WILLIAM R.




O_FICIAL TRANSCEIET PROCEEDINGS BEFORE PRESIDENTIAL
CCNNISSION ON E_ACE SHOTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT:
HORNING SESSION, fEBRUARY 6, 1986
ECGEBS, WILLIAM f.
6 _EB. 1986 126P
P%6-1Q0_9
O_FICIAL TRANSCriPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE PRESIDENTIAL
CCMBISSICN ON SPACE SHgTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT:
A}IERNCCN SESSICN BEBRHARY 6, 1586
ICVINGOGD, JUDSCN A.
6 _EB. 1566 108E
P66-10050
_RESENTATION TO _EE PBESID_NIIAI COMMISSION ON _HE
S_ACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIEENT, FEBRUARY 10, 1986
GEAHAN, WILLIAM N.
10 FEB. 1586 _19P
P86-10051
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE PRESIDENTIAL
CCNMISSION CN S_ACf SHETTLB C_ALLENGER ACCIDENT,
f_BRUARY 11, 1986
_CGERS, &IlLIAB _.
11 FEB. 1586 160P
_86-10052
O_FICIAL TRANSCRIPT PROCEEDINGS E_FOBE PRESIDENTIAL
COMNISSICN ON SfACE SHUTTLE CRALLENGE_ ACCIDENT,
}_RRUARY 25, 1986
_CRONALE, ALLEN
25 FEB. 1_86 2_OP
P86-10052
OIFICI&L TEANSCRI_ PROCEEDINGS BEFORE PRESIDENTIAL
CCEHISSICR ON SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT
}_BRUARY 26, 1986
HELLOS, LAWRENC_
26 FEB. 1586 247P
P66-1005Q
O_ICIAL TRANSCRIfT P_OCEEDING5 BEFORE PRESIDENTIAL
COMMISSION CN SPACE SHUTTLE CEAII_NGER ACCIDENT,
_BRUAEY 27, 1566
_EVENSC_, CHARIfS
27 fEB° 1586 222P
P66-10055
OFFICIAL TRANSCHIPT PROCEEDINGS BEFORE PRESIDENTIAL
CCBaISSION ON SPACE SHUITLE CHALLENGER ACCIDENT
LANG, _OEERT
7 MAR. 1986 220P
P66-1C058
EXECUTIVE GRD_R: PRESIDEN_IAI COMHISSiON ON THE
SfACE SHUTTLE CEALLENGER ACCIEENT
R_AGAN, ECNALD
3 _fE. 1566 _E
P66-10061
51ATENEN_ OF EIILIE J. MCGA_VE¥ BEFORE THE
SUBCOMNZITEE CN SPACE SCIENC_ AND APPLICATIONS, AND
EUBCOMMI_IEE CN _EANSfORTA_ICE, AVIATION AND
HA_EEIALS; COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE _ND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE
O_ RIPRR_ENTA_IVES
ECGA_VEY, BIIII} 0.
13 MAR. 1966 6f
P86-1006R
S_ATBMEE_ OF WILLIAM N. GRAHAM BEFORE THE CONMITTEE
CN SCIENCE ANE _RCHNOLOGY: HCUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
GRAHAM, _ILLIAM R.
11 BAH. 1_66 6E
P66-10063
SIATEMENT OF ISAAC T. GILLAB, IV BEFORE THE
6UBC6MMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AN_ APPLICATIONS;
CGNMIITE_ ON SCIENCE AND T_CBNCICGY; g.S. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES
GILLAM, ISAAC I., IV
lg EAR. 1566 qP
P66-1006q
S_ATBBEN_ OF RAYMOND 5. COLLA_AY BEFORE THE
S_BCCNMI_EE CN SCIENCE, _ZCHNCLOGY AND SPACE;
CCNMITT_ CN CCEMERCE, SCIEHCE AND TRANSPORTATION;
_NITEL S_A_ES S_A_E
CCLLA£AY, RAYMOND S.
20 MAR. 1986 2_P
P86-10065
STATEMENT OF BURTON I. EDELSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS;
CONMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGT; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES
_DELSON, BURTON I.
20 MAR. 1986 31P
P86-10066
fAILURE MODE AND EFFECIS ANALYSIS AND CRITICAL ITENS
LIST
2EIDNELL, P.
17 NAN. 1986 3P
P86-10067





CRITICAL ITEMS PRESENTATION - ORS (ORBITAL
MANEUVERING SYSTEM}
ROOPEH, JOHN
5 MAR. 1986 19P
P86-10069
PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER ACCIDENT. OPEN HEARINGS: STS 51-L DATA
AND DESIGN ANALYSIS TASK FORCE PRESENTATIONS, FRIDAY,
NAECH 21
_HCMPSON, JAMES R.
21 MAR. 1986 122P
_86-10075
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDAED MEMORIAL
SYMPOSIUM, GODDARD SPACE _LIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MARYLAND
GRAHAN, WlLLlAB R.
20 MAR. 1986 12P
P86-10076
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: NASA CENTERS AND
HEADQUARTERS
GRAHAM. _ILLIAM R.
7 9EB. 1986 4P
P86-10077
_EMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: PRESS BRIEFING,
WASHINGTCN, D.C.
GRAHAM, WILLIAM R.
13 FEB. 1986 3P
P86-10101
REMA_KS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: GODDARD SPACE _LIGRT
CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND
GRAHAM, WILLIAM R.
20 MAR. 1986 12P
P86-10102
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: CAPITOL HILL CLUH,
WASHINGTON, D.C.
GRAHAM, WILLIAM R.
25 APE. 1986 11P
P86-10103
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: AEROSPACE 86 - AIAA
ANNUAL MEETING, ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA
GRAHAm, WILLIAM R.
30 APR. 1986 11P
R86-1010_
REMARKS _REPARED FOR DELIVERY: THIRD ANNUAL NASA
CCNTBACTOH CONFERENCE, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
GHAHAM, WILLIAM R.
7 MAY 1986 17P
P86-10105
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. BRIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE
_NIZENDINE, JOHN C.
M MAY 1986 11P
_86-10106
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE SUBCOMMI/TEE
Z-2
SPEECHES
CN SCIENCE, _ECHNCLOGY AND SPACE, COMMIE2EB ON
CCMNERCE, 5CI_NCE AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED STATES
aERATE
_HHLY, RICHARL £ABRISCN
8 _AY 1966 5£
P_6-10107
S_ATENEN_ OF HA_hY W. JOHNSC_ H£fORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
CN GENERAL OVIN$IGBY AND THE _CONOMY COMMITTEE ON
5_ALL BUSINESS, D.S. HCUSE Cf rEPRESENTATIVES
J£HNSON, HARRY &.
8 _AY 1966 6R
_6-10108
S_ATENEN_ OF £A_ID C. BLACK bEfORE _E SUBCOMMITTEE
CN SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE, COflMITTEE ON
COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANS£CF_ATION, UNITED STATES
£}NAT_
EIACK, LAVID Co
23 APH. I_86 6P
E86-10109
_ATEMEN_ CF JOHN D. HCDGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE, COMMITTEE ON COMNERC£,
SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION, BNI_ED STATES SENATE
BCLGE, JCBN O.
23 APR. |&66 2OR
H_6-10110
S_AT£NH_ OF _HCMAS P. DECAIB _EEORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
£N CONSUMER A}EAIBS AND COIBA£f, COMMITTEE ON
RANKING, FINANCE A_D URBAN _FFAIBS, U.S. HOUSE OF
REPHESEN_A_IV_S
£fCAI_, _R_MAS _.
22 APE. I_86 3P
E_6-10111
S_A_ENEN_ Of RICHARD B. TRULY RE,ORE THE SUBCON_ITTEE
C_ SCIENCE, TECHNCLOG_ AND SlatE, COHEITIEE ON
COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND _BANS_OR_ATION, UNITED STATES
&_NAT_
_UL¥, RICHARD HABHISCN
16 APR. 1986 _P
966-10112
S_A_ENEN_ OF RICHARD B. _RULY 65fORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
(N SPACE SCIENC_ AND APPLICA_ICNS, COMMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND CECHNCLGG_, EOUS_ CE _EPRESENTATIVES
_HULY, RICHARD HA_HISCN
10 APR. I_66 5P
P66-10113
S_ATHMEN_ OF JOHN D. HCDG_ B_ChE TEE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
GRACE SCIENCH AND ARPLIC&TICNS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCZ
AND T_CHBOLOGY, HC_SE CF REPRESENTATIVES
_CRGE, JOHN D.
10 APR. 1586 20P
_66-10114
O_FICIAL TRANSCRIfT P_CCEHDINGS BEFORE PRESIDENTIAL
CCEBISSICK CN SPACE SHBTTL£ CBAILENGER ACCIDENT,
HABCH 21, 1986
fCGERS, _ILLIAM P.
21 MAR. lS86 183P
P86-10115
OffiCIAL _HANSCHI_T PHOCEEDINGS _EFORE PRESIDENTIAL
CCMMISSICN ON S_ACE SHOTTLE ChAIIENGEE ACCIDENT,
IRURSEAX APRIl S, 1986
_CGER5, WILLIAH R.
3 APR. 1986 21_R
P66-I0120
S_ATEEEK_ BX DR. JAMES C. EIE_CHER, NASA
A£MINISTBATOR; PRESS CCHFERHNCR; NASA 8EAD_UARTERS
_IETCEER, JAMES C.
1_ _AY 1_86 4P
P86-10121
S_ATEMHN_ OF JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA ADMINISTRATOR;
_fHSS CCNFERENC_, NASA HEADQUARTERS, WASHINGTON, D.Co
flETCEER, JAMES C.
12 NAY 1586 2_
_8_-10205
S_ATHMEN_ OF WIIIIAN H. GHAHAN, ACTING ADMINISTRATOR:
NASA BUDGET P_I_S CCN_NENCE
GRAHAM, EIILIA_ H.
5 fEB. IS66 7_
P86-10206
_EMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVF2Y: AEROSPACE INDUS2RIES
ASSOCIATION OF A_ERICA BOARD OF GOYERRORS 8EETING,
WILIIA_5RORG, VIRGINIA
FLETCHER, JAMES C.
22 MAY 1986 13P
P86-I02_7
EXCERPT5 FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
REPUBLICAN WOMEN'S FEDERAL FORUM, CAPITOL HILL C_UB,
NASHINGTCN, D.C.
FLETCHER, JAMES C.
16 JUL. 1986 13P
986-10208
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: THE





EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: NATIONAL
I_SUES _OHUN ON THE U.S. SPACE PROGRAM: DIRECTIONS
_OR fEB _HTURE, EHOOKINGS INSTITUTION, WASHINGTON, D.C.
FLETCHER, JAMES C.
1 OCT. 1986 18P
986-10210
STATEMENT B_ DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADEINISTRATOR: PRESS BRIEFING
_iETCHHR, JAMES C.
3 OCT. 1986 5P
986-10211
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS P&EPARED FOR DELIVERY: FAY
GROUP OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, HASHINGTON, D.C.
fLEICHER, JAMES C.
I_ OCT. 1986 16P
P86-10212
EXCERPTS EROH REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVEhY: ANNUAL
HCNOR AWARDS CEREMONY, AMES RESEARCH CENTER; NOFFE_T
FIELD, CALIFORNIA
FLETCHER, JAMES C.
23 OCT. 1986 5P
P86-10254
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C, FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR, _PON RECEIVING THE REPORT OF THE
NATIONAL COMEISSION ON SPACE FROM DE. THOMAS O.
PAINE, COMMISSION CHAIRMAN
fLETCHER, JASES C.
23 MAY 1986 IP
P86-10255
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: NASA HEADQUARTERS
HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY; WASHINGTON, D.C.
F/ETCHER, JANES C.
24 JUN. 1986 5P
P86-10256
REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERY: STUDENT VISIT
SPONSORED BY CONGRESSMAN ROE PACKARD, (R. CALIF.);
NASA HEADQUARTERS, WASHINGTON, D.C.
FLETCREE, JANES C.
24 JUN. 1986 11P
P86-10257
STATENENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLEPCBER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: EARTH SYSTEE SCIENCE PRESS
CONFERENCE; WASHINGTON, D.C.
EIETCHEE, JAMES C.
26 JUN. 1986 _P
P86-I0258
HEHARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: _AESRALL S_ACE FLIGHT
CINTEH, EHNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
FLETCHER, JAMES C.
2 JUL. 1986 8P
P86-10259
EXCERPTS OF NENARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
RADIO-TELEVISION NEWS DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION BIST
INTERNATIONAL CONVEHTION; SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
_LETCHEH, JAMES C.




EICBEPTS FROM R_BABKS PBEPAR£L FOE DELIVERY: BLUE
BIBRCN S_BERIAG GRODP FOR 1966 STMPOSIOB ON QUALITY
AHD PRODDCTIVI_I; NASA HEAD_UARTERS, WASHINGTON, D.Co
EI£TCEER, JAMES C.
12 SEE. IS86 6P
PE6-10261
_|CE_PTS FROE R_BABKS PREPARED FCR DELIVERT:
VOYAGER/URANUS AgARDS CERENCN_; JET PROPULSION
IARORATOR_, RASAD_NA, CALI_C_NIA
_I_TCBER, JAMES C.
19 SRP° 1966 5P
P66-10262
EICEEETS FROM RRR|BKS PREP&NED FOR DELIVERY:
INTERBATIONAL CCNETART EXPLORER TRANSFER CEREMONY;
NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE NUSZU8
|IRTCEEB, J&M_S C.
11 SE£. 1_86 qP
P66-10263
E|CEEPTS OF REmARkS RREPAN_D FOR DELIVER_: MEDIA
S_RINAR CN U.S. SPACE POLICY; LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
EIETCHTE, JAMES C.
20 SEP. 1586 16P
P_6-10264
REMARKS PREPARED EOR DELIVERY: COUNCIL OF STATE
GO¥ERNMEN_S gESI_RN STAIE CCB_RRE_CE; COLORADO
£ERINGSe CCLOBADC
_I_TC_ER, JAMES C.
23 SEP. 196£ 23P
P66-10265
_XCERPTS FROm REMARKS PREPARED FCR DELXVERX:
PRESENTATION CR ROCNWEIL B_DAI _0 DR. LUIS W.
AEYAR_2; PI_BgRGH, EA
EIETC_R, JAMES C.
7 COT. 1966 qF
P66°10266
EECERPTS FROM NEEARES _RRRARED _OB DELIVERY:
AGENCY-NiDE HONOR AWARDS CENEMCNY
EIETC£ER, JAMES C.
21 CCl. 15E6 6P
_6-10267
_ICERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOE DELIVERI: HONOR
AW_HDS CEREmOnY, IANGIEY RESEARCH CENTER
_IETCEER, JAMES C.
5 _CV. 19£6 5P
_66-10268
_CEEPTS FRO_ R_NARES PREPAN_D FCR DELIVRR_: HONOR
AWARDS CEREMONY, IEWIS RESEARCR CENTER
IIETC_ER, JAMES C.
19 NOV. 1586 6P
P66-1026S
_ICER_TS FROM REMARKS PREPARED ROB DELIVER_: HONOR
AWARDS CEREMONY; JOHNSON SPACE CEN/EA HOUSTON, TEXAS
_I_TCEER, JAMES C.
13 NOV. I66E 5F
P66-10270
EXCERPTS FEO_ _EMARKS PREPARED RCR DELIVERY: 1986
NASA S_M_OSIUM CN GUA/I_¥ AND P_CDUCTIVITY;
_ASHINGTCN, D.C.
_IETCEER, JAMES C.
2 DEC. 1565 lOP
P66-I0271
EICENPTS F_OM _E_ABKS PREPARED FOR DELIWRRY: COUNCIL
C_ S_ATE GOVErnMEnTS ANNUAL MEEIING; ORLANDO, FLORIDA
EI_TC_ER, JAMES C.
7 IKC. 1966 15E
P£6-1027_
E]CERPTS FRCH REMARKS _REPA_D _CR DELIVERY: KENNED_
S_ACE CENTER _M}XCYEES; KENNEEI SPACE CENTER, FLORIDA
PIETCEER, JAMES C.
9 £EC. IS66 6P
P66-10273
£XCEHP_S _ROM NEMARKS PREPAN_D _CR DELIVERY: HONOR
AWARDS CEREMONY, EODDARD SPACE BLIGHT CENTER;
6E_ENERI_, BAEXIAND
fleTChER, JA_ES C.
12 DEC. 1986 7P
SECTION 6
INDEX TO NASA NEWS RELEASES AND SPEECHES
1986
Typical News Release Entry
I ACCESSIONNUMME.I
P86- 1000_
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT _INDS NEW HCC_ ORBITI
_R3O JAN. 1S86 1Y
EIEASE-i6-3 T
I NEWS RELEASE I NUpMABGEERsOFi N..ER J
The IlSt*ng provides the complete citation for each news release indexed in this publi-
cation Included for each news release are the title, date of release, News Release
Number (if any), and other reference information
P86-I0002
NASA RENAMES }LANETARY MISSIONS TO VENUS AND MARS
6 JAN. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-1
P86-10003
NASA SWITCHES _ARTH OBSERVATION MISSION AND YELESCOPE
LAUNCHES
6 JAN. 1986 2P
NASA REIEASB-86-2
P86-10004
VOYAGER SPACECEAET _INDS NEW MCCN ORBITING URANUS
30 JAN. 1986 IP
NASA BEIEASE-66-3
P86-10005
SCIENIIS_S MAKE FIRST DEFINITE IDENTIFICATION OF
WATER IN COME_S
13 JAN. 1986 3P
NASA REIEASE-86-_
P86-10006





NASA SIGNS AGREEMEN_ NITH S_ACEHAB, INC.
14 JAN. 1&86 IP
NASA RELIASE-86-6
P86-10008
REMO_E SENSING AGREEMENT REACHED BY NASA AND ESA
lq JAN. 1586 IP
NASA RELEASE-66-7
P86-10009
SIX NEW MOORS DISCOVERED ORBITING URANUS
16 JAN. I_86 2P
NASA _ELEASE-86-8
P66-10010
MOORE APPOINTED DIRECTOR, JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
23 JAN. IS86 1P
NASA RELEASE-86-5
P_6-10011




10 FEB. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-10
986-10012
NASA POSTPONES GALILEO, ULYSSES, ASTRO-I LAUNCHES
10 FEB. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-11
P86-I0013
TEACHER IN SPACE PROGHAE TO CONTINUE
12 FEB. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-12
P86-1001q
NASA PREDICTS REVOLUTIONARY ADVANCES IN AIRCRAFT
PERFORHANCE
1_ FEB. 1986 8P
NASA RELEASE-86-13
P86-10015
BOEING AEROSPACE SELECTED FOB TDES UPPER STAGE CONTEACT
19 FEB. 1986 IP
NASA EELEASE-86-1q
P86-10016
TRULY APPOINTED SPACE FLIGHT ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
20 FEB. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-15
P86-10017
NASA SPACE FLIGHT DEPUTY ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR RAMED
22 FEB. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-16
P86°10018
NASA POSTPONES EXCELLENCE AWARD
25 FEB. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-17
P86-10019
U.S. SPACE FOJNDATION OUTLINES CHALLENGER 7 FUND
27 FEE. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-18
P86-10020
INTERNATIONAL GROUP MEETS FOR HALLEY'S COMET ENCOUNTER
28 FEB. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-19
P86-10021
THOMPSON TO MANAGE NASA TASK FORCE
1 MAR. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-20
P86-10022
HUTCHINSON LEAVES SPACE STATION POST




3 MAR. 1986 3P
NASA aELEASE-86-22
P86-1002_
NASA TO TELEVISE SPACECRAFT'S ENCOUNTER WITH HALLEY'S
CC_ET
6 MAR. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-23
P86-10025
NASA TASK FORCE ASSIGNMENTS DETAILED





NASA TO PARTICIPATE IN HIGH ENERGY SOLAR PHYSICS
PPOGEAB
6 MAR. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-25
P86-10057
LIQUID-FUELED ROCKET FLIGH_ ANNIVERSARY TO BE BARKED
11 BAR. 1S86 1P
NASA RELEASE-86-26
P86-10058
PRESIDENT AWARDS AMES CHIEF 1986 RATIONAL BEDAL OF
_CIENCE
12 NAB. 198E 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-27
P86-10059
NASA SCIENTIS_ ANARDED INTERNATIONAL AETRONOBY MEDAL
lq MAR. 15_E 2E
NASA RELEASE-f6-28
P86-10060
NASA SATELLITE SUPPORTS COME_ HALLEY ENCOUNTERS
18 BAH. 1566 2P
NASA EELEASE-£6-29
PE6-I_070
NASA SCIENTISIS SEEK CAUSE CE EAST COAST CYCLONES
19 BAR. I_86 3P
NASA RE,EASE-86-30
PR6-10071
NASA AND JAPAN AGREE CN STA_ICN HARDWARE FOR
P_ELIMINAE¥ DESIG_
18 _AR. 1566 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-31
P86-1G072
NASA SChEDULeS RIVE EXPENDABLE LAUNCHES FOR 1986
19 NAN. 1586 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-32
P86-10073
NASA AGREES TO CANADIAN SPACE 3TATION HARDWARE PROPOSAL
21 NAB. 19_6 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-33
P66-1007_
_AES OBSERVER MISSION CONTRACTCRS SELECTED FOR
NEGOTIATION
25 NAB. 1566 2P
NASA _ELEASE-86-3_
P86-10078
5_HDEN_ SHUTTLE EXPERIMENT GE_S SECOND CHANCE TO FLY
I APR. 1986 3P
NASA RELEASE-£6-3_
P86-10079
KINGSEUE¥ TO HEAD NASA SOLID _CCNET MOTOE TEAM
28 NAB. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-66-36
PE6-10080
DESTACKING OF 61-G BLEBEN_S AND NODIFICATIONS TO
ORBITERS PLANNED
2 APE. 19£6 2F
NASA RELEASE-66-37
P86-10081
A2_RONAUT MEMORIAl TO BE EUII_




3 APR. 1986 1P
NASA RELEASE-86-39
P66-10083
ORBITER COLUMBIA ASSIGNED TC SUPPORT VANDENBERG SITE
VALIDA_ICN
4 APR. 1566 2E
NASA RELEASE-86-40
Pe6-1oo84
NATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE PBOGRAB AWARDS CONTRACTS
7 APR. 1966 2P
NASA RELRASE-86-@I
P86-10085
NASA TO EVALUATE JOINED WING CONCEPT WITH SMALL
BUSINESS FIRM
8 APE. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-42
P86-10086
SECOND REPORT ISSUED OH SCIENTIFIC USES OF SPBCE
STATION
9 APE. 1986 qP
NASA RELEASE-86-43
P86-10087
SEARCH AND RESCUE EXPERIMENT TO BE FLOWN ON NOAA
SATELLITE
15 APR. 1986 2P
NASA EELEASE-86-4_
P86-10088
THOBBSON NAHED NASA SAFETY DIRECTOR
15 APR. 1986 1P
NASA RELEASE-86-45
P86-10089
CREW CABIN RECOVERY OPERATIONS COBPLE_ED
19 APR. 1986 2P
NASA RE/EASE-86-46
P86-10090
BARS OBSERVER INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED




21 APR. 1986 1P
NASA EELEASE-86-_8
P86-10092
COBMERCIAL DEVELOPBENT CENTER CANDIDATES WANED
25 APR. 1986 3P
NASA BELEASE-86-q9
P86-10093
NEW WEATHER SATELLITE TO BE LAUNCHED MAY 1 FROB CAPE
CANAVERAL
25 APR. 1986 3P
NASA REIEASE-86-50
P86-1009_
ARTIFICIAL CLOUDS TO BE VISIBLE AT DAMN ALONG EAST
COAST
25 APR. 1986 3P
NASA RELEASE-86-51
P86-10095
NASA RESPONDS TO NEW YORK TINES
25 APR. 1986 5P
NASA RELEASE-86-52
P86-10096
STATENENT BY REAR ADMIRAL TRULY
25 APR. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-53
P86-10097
JA_FE TO CHAIR SPACE APPLICATIONS ADVISORY COMMITTEE
28 APR. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-5_
P86-10098
NASA ANNOUNCES TEHBINATION OF CONTRACT WITH TRM
29 APR. 1986 1P
NASA RELEASE-86-55
P86-10099
NASA HOLDS PUBLIC PRESENTATION ON VOYAGER URANUS
ENCOUNTER
1 RAY 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-56
P86-10100
NASA NARES DELTA 178 INVESTIGATION BOARD





9 MAY 1966 IP
NASA RELEASE-66-58
P66°10117
NASA SUBMITS MAN-_ENDRD REfOBT TO CONGRESS
13 _AY 156_ 3P
NASA REIEASE-_6-5S
P66-10118
ILETCHEH BEGINS SECOND IERM AS NASA ADMINISTRATOR
13 NAY 1966 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-60
P_6-10119
NASA ANNOUNCES EASELINE CONFIGURATION FOR SPACE STATION
1_ RAY 1SE£ qP
NASA RELEASE-86-61
P66-10122
NASA AND BOEING SIGN MATEHIAIZ PHOC_SSING AGREEMENT
15 MAY 1S66 1P
NASA RELEASE-_6-62
PE6-10123
NEN ASTEROID/COEET NUCLEI HAZARD STUDIES ANNOUNCED
2O MAY 1586 3f
NASA RELEASE-E6-63
P86-1012_
ANAZON FORESIS SIGNIFICANTLY AE}£CT GLOBAL AIR QUALITY
20 _AY IS86 7P
NASA RELEASE-86-6q
P66-I0125
SPACE S_ATION AUXILIARY THRUSTER TECHNOLOGY
_IHONSTEATED
21 NAY lS66 1P
NASA REIEASE-86-65
P66*10126
NASA ADMINISTRATOR CALLS FOR NEW ORalTEEe SPACE
SIATION IN 199_
22 MAY 1_86 9P
N_SA RELEASE 86-66
P66°10127
NASA SELECTS CLE¥EIARD FIRM fC_ $22 MILLION CONTRACT
NEGOTIATION
28 _AY 1986 If
NASA RELEASE-66-67
P66-I0128
LUNAR SOIL PRODUCES HIGH GRADE CCNCRETE MATERIAL
2 JOE. 1986 2P
RASA RELEASE-66-68
P66-10129
NASA SPACE TECHNOLOGY ENHANCES DISEASE DETECTION
2 JUN. 1586 3P
NASA RELEASE-66-6_
P66-10130
NASA PLANS TO PROCURE REPLACEMENT TRACKING AND DATA
SPACECRAFT
29 RAY lS86 IP
NASA RELEASE-86-70
P66-10131
SPACE SCIENCE S_UDENT NINNERS ANNOUNCED
3 JUN. I_ 2P
NASA HEIEASR-86-71
P86-10132




NENLY DISCOVERED ASTE6OIDS COULD PROVIDE FOR F_TURE
SPACE MINING
5 SUN. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-66-73
P66-1013_
NEN SUPER COMPUTER SUPPORTS NEY NASA PROJECTS
11 JUN. 1986 2P
NASA REIRASE-E6-Tq
P86-10135
ASTRONAUT GAEHIOTT TO LEAVE NASA
11 JUN. 1986 IP
NASA RELEASE-86-75
P86o10136
GROUP TO BE¥IEN SPACE SHUTTLE EARAGEMENT
11 JUN. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-76
P86"10137
SISSION 51-E FLIGHT READINESS REVlE_ VIDEO TAP_ LOCATED
13 JUN. 1986 IP
NASA RELEASE-86-77
P86-10138
ASTRONAUT JAMES VAN HOFTEN RESIGNS
17 JUN. 1986 IF
NASA RELEASE-S6-78
P86oI0139
£RRBOLSREIMER APPOINTED COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS DEPUTY
19 JUN. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-79
P86-101_0
NASA TERMINATES DEVELOPEENT OF SHUTTLE/CENTAUR UPPER
SIAGE
19 JOE. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-80
P86-10141
ORBITAL BANEUWERING VEHICLE CONTRACTOR SELECTED
25 JUN. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-81
P86-101q2
NASA FLIES FIRST LARGE SCALE INTEGRATED AIRCRAFT
SYSTEMS
26 JUH. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-82
P86-101q3
NASA SELECTS SYERDRUP FOR NSTL SUPPORT SERVICES
CONTRACT
27 JUN. 1986 IP
NASA REIEASE-86-83
P86-10144
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE STATION ASSOCIATE ADEINISTRATOR,
NEE PROGRA_ STRUCTURE
30 JOE. 1986 3P
NASA HELEASE-86-8q
P86-10145
DELTA 178 ACCIDENT BOARD FINDINGS
2 JUL. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-85
P86-101_6
NASA ISSUES TOPEX/POSEIDON MISSION PROPOSAL REQUEST
3 JUL. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-86
P86-10147
NEE SAFETY OFFICE AND POSITION ESTABLISHED
8 JUL. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-87
P86-101¢8
RFP ISSUED FOR TECHNICAL AND MANAGEMENT INFORHATION
SISTEM
10 JUL. 1986 2P
NASA HELEASE-86-88
Pe6-101q9
KSC DIRECTOR SMITH TO RETIRE
10 JUL. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-89
P86-10150
NASA FEATURES AERO-SPACE PLANE, RESEARCH PILOTS AT
_AA CON¥ENTION
1_ JUL. 1986 2P
NASA EELEASE-86-PO
P86-10151
_ARS CONFERENCE DRAMS INTERNATIONAL INTEREST









17 JDL. 1986 I_
NASA RELEASE-86-P3
P86-1015_
_ASA TO ASSESS SRM IMPROVEBENTS AND SECOND SUPPL¥
SCURCR
18 JUL. 1986 1P
NASA BEIEASE-66-94
P86-I0155
IESTIRG OF SHUTTLE ORBITER WEATHER PROTECTION
STRUCTURE SCHE£UIED
22 JDL. 1&86 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-_
P_6-10156
N_N BALLCON MATERIAL SUCCESSEDELY TESTED IN HIGH
ALTITUDE FLIGLT_
23 OOL. 1&86 2P
NASA REL_ASE-86-_6
P_6-10157
NASA PLANS MAIN ENGINE _EST _HIS _EEK
23 JUL. IS86 IP
_ASA RELEASE-66-97
P86-10158
SPACE STATION WILL INCREASE JSC MANPOWER LEVEL
24 JUL. 1988 2P
NASA REIEASE-86-S8
P86-18159
NASA TECHNOLOGY S_UDIRD FOR USE AGAINST aENTAL DISORDER
25 JDL. 1S86 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-99
P86-10160
NASA _ELEASES CEAILENGER TRANSCRIPT AND REPORT ON
£ADSE OF DEATH
28 JUL. lS86 1P
NASA REIEASE-86-100
P66-10161
NASA TECHNICIAN MAKES BREAKtHrOUGH IN AIR POLLUTION
CCNTFCL
30 JUL. I986 3R
NASA RELEASE-86-101
P68-10162
C_NTEES fOR CCENERCIAL DEVELCfNENT OF SPACE NANE_
31 JUL. 1986 2P
NASA REIRASE-£6-102
P86-10163
SPACE S_ATICN PEOGRAM STATEMENT
31 JOL. 1986 IP
NASA EELEASE-86-1C3
P86-1016q
NASA AND ESA PEACH SPACE STAIICN PHASE B PROGRAB
IR¥EL AGREEMENT
1 AUG. 1986 2P
NASA REL_ASE-86-1C4
P66-10165
CLOUDS NAY OFESEI "GREENHOUSE RRFECT"
5 AUG. 1986 3P
NASA REIEASE-fi6-105
P86-10166
IHOMPSON APPOINTED DIRECTOR, MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT
C_NTER
5 AUG. 1986 1P
NASA RElEASE-86-106
P66-10167
ASTRONAUT HAUCK NAMED DEPUTY ICR NASA EXTERNAL
RELATIONS
6 AUG. 1986 2P
NASA REIEASE-86-107
P86-10168
AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS TO HAVE OBSERVING _IME ON SPACE
TEIESCOPE
7 AUG. 1986 3P
NASA HELEASE-86-108
P86-I0169
PROPOSALS RECEIVED FOR PAYLOAD GRODND OPERATIONS
CONTRACT
11 AUG. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-109
986-10170
CHAIRMAN, NASA ADVISORY COUNCIL RECEIVES AWARD
11 AUG. 1986 IP
NASA RELEASE-86-110
P86-I0171
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT TO STUDY EXTERNAL TANK CONVERSION
18 AUG. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-111
P86-I0172
NASA SELECTS PRATT 6 WHITNEY FOR ALTERNATE TURHOPU_P
DEVELOE_ENT
13 AUG. 1986 IP
NASA RELEASE-86-112
P86-10173
NASA/DOD HYBRID RESEARCH AIRCRAFT ROLLED OUT
19 AUG. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-113
P86-10174
ASIRONAUT RIDE NAMED SPECIAL ASSISTANT FOR STRATEGIC
EIANNING
18 AUG. 1986 IP
NASA RELEASE-86-114
P86-10175
NASA I0 LAUNCH NOAA-G WEATHER SATELLITE
19 AUG. 1986 lOP
NASA RELEASE-86-115
986-10176
NASA ANNOUNCES PLAN FOR SPACE STA_iON REVIEW
20 AUG. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-116
P86-10177
_CCAHTNEY NAEED KENNEDY SPACE CENTER DIRECTOR
20 AUG. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-117
P86-10178
NASA ANNOUNCES FULL-SCALE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR IEST
PROGRA_
22 AUG. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-118
P88-I0179
NASA SOUNDING ROCKET DESTROYED BY RANGE SAFETY OFFICER
27 AUG. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-119
P86-10180
NASA ANNOUNCES DISPOSITION OF SHUTTLE HISSION 51 - L
FLIGHT SEMENTOS
27 AUG. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-120
P86-10181
SHUTTLE NISSION 51-L RECOVERT OPERATION ENDS
28 AUG. 1986 1_
NASA RELEASE-86-121
P86-10182
HISSION ADAPTIVE WING SOARS AT NASA FACILITY
29 AUG. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-122
P86-10183
NASA DEVELOPED TECHNOLOGY HELPS HANDICAPPED TO DRIVE




NASA AMARDS S_UDY CORTRACIS FCR SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET
ECTORS
5 SEP. 1986 2P
NA5A REI_ASE-£8-12_
F86-10185
SPACE STATION DEPUTY ASSOCIA_ A_INISTRATGRS NAMED
3 SEP. 19fl6 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-125
PG6-10186
LCCKHEED SHUTTLE _ROCESSING CCNTfiACT EXTENDED FOE
_£NEE YEARS
5 SEP. 1986 28
_ASA REL_ASE-£6-126
P_6°1C187
ECRISG SELECTED EON SPACE LCMMERCLAL DEVELOPMEN_ AND
_ILIZATION
8 SEP. 15_6 2F
NASA REIEASE-86-127
P_G-10188
S}&CE SIRVICES INC. TO USE NASA LAUNCH FACILITY
8 S£P. 19E6 1P
NASA _ELEASE-86-128
PE6-10189
S_ACE STATION O}_ICE BORES CEERA_IONS TASK FORCE
9 SEP. 1986 2P
NASA HELEASE-86-129
B_6-10190
EXTERNAL RELAIICNS ASSOCIAZE ADEINISTRATORS BASED
10 SEP. 1586 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-130
E_6-10191
NASA'S SPACE _L]GET SAFETY PANEl CHARTERED
10 SEP. 1586 1P
NASA RELEASE-f6-121
P_6-10192
RCNSTOP GLOBAL ¥OYAGER AIRPLANE TO CARRY EBEHGENCY
ZCCATCR
11 SEP. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-132
P86-10193
NASA STORYING CCHCEPT TO MEAS_NE DISTANCE BETWEEN
S_AES, GALAXIES
15 SEP. 1586 3P
NASA _ELEASE-86-123
P86-1019q
_ASA U-2 AIBCRAPT BILL STUDY CCNTHOLLED CALIFORNIA
_GEESI FIRE
18 SEP. 1566 2P
NASA REL_ASB-86-13_
P86-10195
NASA TO _BANSCRIRE EISSION 51-L PRELAUNCR TAPE
19 SEP. 1588 2P
NASA RELEASE-£6-1_5
P86-10196
NASA LEWIS AWARDS SUPERSONIC PROPULSION TECRNOLOG!
CCNTHACT
26 SEP. 1586 1P
N_SA RELEASE-86-136
P86-10197
NASA RELEASES 51-L PRELAU_CB I_TERCOM TAPE TRAESCHIPTS
30 SEP. 1586 26_
NASA RELEASE-86-137
P86-10198
MCONE REASSIGNED, COHEN BARED JSC DIRECTOR
2 CCT. 1986 2P
N_SA RELEASE-86-138
Pe6-1o199
NASA SELECTS ECEIZONTAL CONFIGURATION FOR JOINT TEST
2 CCT. 1986 1P
NASA _ELEASE-86-139
_86-10200
BEN SPACE ASTRONOMY TECHNIQDE _RVELOPED ¢0 STUDY
CELESIIAL BODIES
3 OCT. 1986 2P
NASA HELEASE-86-1_O
P86-10201
NASA ANNOUNCES PLANS FOB DISPOSITION OF CHALLENGER
DIERIS
3 OCT. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-1_1
P86-I0202
HOOS_ON FIRM SELECTED AS NASA'S _INOEITY COETHACTOR
OF THE YEaR
3 OCT. 1986 1P
NASA _ELEASE-86-1_2
P86-10203
NASA AND FAA LAUNCH BIND SHEAR RESEARCH PROJECT
9 OCT. 1986 2P
NASA BELEASE-86-1_3
P86-1020@
RESCUE SATELLITE SAVES FOUR IN FIRST DAY OF OPERATION
lq OCT. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-1_
P86*10213
ASTRONAUT GREGORY NAMED TO BEN POST IN HEADQUARTERS
SAEET¥ OFFICE
15 OCT. 1986 1P
NASA HELEASE-86-1_5
P86-1021_
NASA TO CONSTRUCT SECOND SR_ TEST STAND
16 OCT. _986 1P
NASA RELEASE-86-1_6
E86-10215
NASA SCANNER P_ODDCES COMPLETE INAGE OF NORTH
A_LANTIC OCEAH
17 OCT. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-1_7
P86-10216
ATLANTIS ASTNONAOT TEST CREES ASSIGNED
17 OCT. 1986 IP
NASA RELEASE-86-1_8
P86-10217
N¥ERS BECOMES NASA DEPUTY ADHINISTRATOR
20 OCT. 1986 1P
NASA RELEASE-86-1_9
P86-10218
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CO_ET RENDEZ¥OUS
NISSICN
20 OCT. 1986 7P
NASA RELEASE-86-150
P86-10219
SENIOR STAFF CHANGES MADE AT JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
21 OCT. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-151
P86-'10220
ROSEN TO BEAD SPACE STATION PROGRAN OFFICE
21 OCT. 1986 2P
NASA HELE&SE-86-152
P86-I0221
U.S° SCIENCE TEAR SELECTED FOE JAPANESE SOLAR EISSION
22 OCT. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-153
P86-10222
SUTTEE BARED NASA ADVISORY PANEL CRAIRNAN
23 OCT. 1986 1P
NASA RELEASE-86-15q
P86-I0223
_ASA SELECTS SHALL BUSINESS RESEARCH PROPOSALS
28 OCT. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-155
P86-1022_
NASA AWARDS COMTBACTS FOE DESIGNING ADVANCED POWER
SYSTEB





NASA TO EXTEND SPACECRAFT TRACKING STATION OPEEATIONS
31 OCT. IS86 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-157
PE6-10226
NASA DEDICATES NEW RESEARCB LAECEATORY
7 NOV. 1966 2P
NASA RELEASE-66-158
PE6-10227
NASA ANNOUNCES NEE SPACE SHOT[LR BANAGEEENT STRUCTURE
5 NOV. 1966 3P
NASA EELaASE-86-159
P66-18228
NASA STUDY SUGGESTS TETONIC BC_ION CAUSED DESERT TO
NC¥E
2q NOV. 1_86 2P
NASA EELEASE-E6°160
P_6-10229
UPPER STAGE SRL|CTED FOR PLAN_ANT NISSIONS
26 NOV. 1S86 2P
NASA RELIASE-_6-1£1
P_6-10230
NASA ANARDS U_PER S_AGE CCNIEACT FOR MARS OBSEBVEE
26 NOV. 1986 2P
NASA _ELEASE-E6-162
P66-10231
NASA AWARDS CCN_RACT POE P£CEIEN AND SA_ETI
ASSESSNENT CENTIRS
28 NOV. 1S86 1P
NASA BEL_ASE-86-163
P66-10232
PERSONNEL CHANGES ANNOUNCER Jl BARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT
CENTRE
28 NOV. 1986 2P
NASA EELEASE-£6-16_
P66-10233
SIXTH FL_SA_CCN _0 BE /AUNCB_£
28 NOV. IS86 2P
NASA EELEASE-E6-1E5
P_6-10234
ASIRCNAU_ JOE ENGEE BEIIRES
2 £E¢. 1986 1P
NASA RELEASE-66-166
P66-10235
NASA SELECTS PAXLOAD GROUND OPERATIONS CONTRACTOR
3 DEC. 1S_6 1F
_ASA _ELEASE-£6-167
P66-10236
_CUR GREAT OOSE_VATORIES _ILl AID IN ASTRONOMICAL
_IPLORATIONS
8 £EC. 1966 3P
NASA BEI}ASE-86-168
P_6-10237
NASA INSIRUBENT AIDS OCEAN NIA_RaB MONITORING
8 lEO. 1SE6 2P
RASA RELEASE-E6-169
P66-10238





NASA AND 3N COMPANY SIGN JCI_ AGREEMENT
8 DEC. 19E6 1P
NASA _ELRASE-_6-171
P_6-102_0
RASA SCIeNTIStS _MPLOY SATELII_ES TO MAP THE OCEAN
_IOOR
8 £EC. 1SE6 2P
NASA RELEASE-E6-172
FE6-102q1
REC_N NA_ED A_SOCIATR ADMINZ_EAION FOE MANAGEMENT
9 £EC. 1966 1P
NASA RELEASE-86-173
P86-102_2
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS RESEARCH PROPOSALS
9 DEC. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-17_
P86-102q3
NASA'S TRACKING SATELLITE EXPERIENCES PARTIAL S-BAND
EAILURE
12 DEC. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-175
P86-1024_
NASA PRODUCES NAJOE PONER IMPROVENENTS NITH JET
ENGINE PROGRAM
16 DEC. 1986 2P
NASA RELEASE-86-176
_86-102_5
NASA 1986: THE _EAR IN BEVIEW
19 DEC. 1986 20P
NASA RELEASE-86-177
P86-102_6
CC_TRACTOB SELECTED FOR TOPEX SATELLITE NEGOTIATIONS
19 DEC. 1986 1P
NASA RELEASE-86-178
P86-102_7
NASA ANNOURCES LAUNCH FORECAST FOR 1987
22 DEC. 1986 2P
NASA E2LEASE-86-179
P86-10248
SPACE STATION ORGANIZATION APPROVED
23 DEC. 1986 3P
NASA RELEASE-86-180
P86-102_9
SPACE STATION ANALYSIS RESULTS
23 DEC. 1986 5P
NASA RELEASE-86-181
P86-10250
NASA ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATE ANNOUNCES PLANNED
DEPARTURE
29 DEC. 1986 1P
NASA RELEASE-86-182
P66-10251
ASTRONAUT WEITZ NAMED JOHNSON SPACE CENTEN DEPUTY
DIRECIOR
31 DEC. 1986 IP
MASA RELEASE-86-183
P86-10252
NASA ANABDS CONTRACT EXTENSION TO EG&G FLORIDA, INC.
31 DEC. 1986 1P
NASA BELEASE-86-18_
P86-10253
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTOR TO OPERATE COMPGTER COMPLEX
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